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                                                                                                                           6 October 

2018 

 

TO: The Law Commission 

FROM: The Board of Directors, Sarum St Michael Management Company, Salisbury 

 

RE: Leasehold Home Ownership Inquiry 

 

 

I am writing on behalf of my fellow Directors of Sarum St Michael Management Company. 

This company holds the ‘head lease’ of a development of 78 flats owned by the  

l. It is responsible for the management and upkeep of the 

property under terms set out in that head lease; the flats are sub-leased to the individual 

owners for the same period – 125 years commencing in 1979 – as the head lease. 

 

In response to your Consultation Question 67, the document at the end of this submission 

sets out our experience with regard to the exemption of flats in cathedral precincts under 

section 96 of the 1993 Act. 
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When that Act was passing through the House of Lords it was subject, at a late stage, to 

two backbench attempts to remove flats in cathedral precincts, such as ours, from the 

automatic right to either purchase of the freehold or extension of the leases granted to 

virtually all other lease-holders (two other exceptions are covered in Sections 94 and 95 of 

the Act). These attempts to amend the Bill were opposed by the government (represented 

in the debates by  on the grounds that they were unnecessary, because 

the protection of the unique environments of Cathedral Closes was adequately provided for 

in planning legislation, but at the second attempt the amendment was passed and became 

Section 96 of that legislation, whose  addition was not opposed by the government when 

the Bill was returned to the Commons.  

 

For the last six years we, as Directors of the Company, have been negotiating with  

 to get the same lease extension rights for our 

members as virtually all other long-lease flat-owners, in order to protect their property 

values. Those negotiations have ended in what at best can be termed stalemate and at 

worst failure. 

 

Our request is that the Commission recommends that Section 96 of the 1993 Act be 

repealed, recognising that the government’s opposition to it in the House of Lords debates 

25 years ago was correct, and thereby removing the unjustified inequity our 78 underlease-

holders are suffering through the intransigence of the Church Commissioners. We see no 

reason why our lease-holders should be denied a right granted by legislation not only to all 

other lease-holders owning flats outwith cathedral precincts but also to lease-holders 

owning houses within cathedral precincts. Such discrimination against us, a very small 

group of flat-owners, has no reasonable justification. 

 

We would be happy to provide any further information to assist your Inquiry. 

 

 

Sincerely 
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                                   SARUM ST MICHAEL, THE CLOSE, SALISBURY 

 

                            LEASES – STATEMENT OF FACTS: SEPTEMBER 2018 

 

• Sarum St Michael comprises 78 residential flats within the  

; the property is owned by the  which 

leases it to Sarum St Michael Management Company Ltd, which in turn sub-underleases 

the individual flats to their owners. 

 

• The head lease and underleases date from 29/09/1979, expiring on 26/09/2104; 

currently 86 years remain on the lease. 

 

• The Leasehold Reform, Housing and Urban Development Act 1993 contains a clause 

(Section 96) – introduced as a backbench Lords amendment very late in the proceedings – 

which denies flat leaseholders within a cathedral precinct the right to an automatic renewal 

of their lease. The predominant reason given in the brief Lords debates on this proposal to 

exclude Cathedral Close precincts was to protect their special environments.   

 for the government, opposed the amendment on the grounds that there was 

sufficient legal protection already provided in planning legislation (and which our leases 

also provide) but it was carried and then accepted by the Commons. 

 

• The amendment to the 1993 Act also removed Sarum St Michael’s automatic right to 

purchase the freehold, a right that is available to all other long leaseholder flat-owners and 

to our neighbours who own houses in Salisbury Cathedral Close.  

 

• This situation may be unique to Salisbury as we have been unable to identify any 

other Cathedral Close precincts containing long leasehold flats. 
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• Sarum St Michael’s Directors have been in negotiations with the  

since 2012 developing a proposal to be put to the Church Commissioners asking them to 

grant the right to extend the leases. 

 

• A proposal was agreed and put by the  to the Church Commissioners 

in Autumn 2016; a decision was received back in March 2017 and the Church 

Commissioners rejected the proposal. 

 

• The proposal, prepared by  on behalf of the Dean & Chapter on terms 

that they were not prepared to reduce, provided for an elevated premium to extend the 

leases (approx. 270% above the price applicable to all other lease-holders seeking to 

extend under the 1993 Act under normal circumstances).  Instead of granting a new 99-

year lease, the proposal was for a parallel lease and only for 50 years – in effect, therefore, 

on a per annum basis Sarum St Michael leaseholders would pay six times the amount that 

those with the automatic right would pay.  

 

• Sarum St Michael Directors raised the issue with , who 

contacted , which is a Church Commissioner. She informed him 

that the  had provided the Commissioners with insufficient justification for a 

proposal that would involve a loss of £2.6m. The Directors do not understand this figure or 

its origins, since if the leases are extended the  will continue to accrue 

ground rents, that are currently increased every 25 years; we have asked for more 

information regarding this claim but as yet, after several months, have received none. 

 

• Although when the proposal was put to the Church Commissioners Sarum St Michael 

had understood purchase of the freehold was not an option, this position may have 

changed, and we have had a preliminary conversation with the  

representatives regarding this.  Given that the Church Commissioners refused the right to 

extend the leases, we do not believe that they would allow us to purchase the freehold; 

however, this also needs to be taken into consideration for the future. 

 

• Under Sections 94 and 95 of the 1993 Act, the Crown Estate and the National Trust 

are also exempt from the obligation to extend leases but, in most cases, the Crown Estate 

has waived this and has in fact granted the right to extend in the form of a parallel lease 

but otherwise on exactly the same basis as the statutory 1993 Act provisions.  The 

National Trust has also granted the right to extend leases or sold the freehold to some of 

its properties since 1993. 
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• A legal opinion was sought by Sarum St Michael in March 2015 (a copy of which can 

be provided) with the conclusion that the Church Commissioners could adopt the same 

stance as the Crown Estate and grant the right to extend leases.  The legal opinion 

provides a detailed example of the calculation of a lease extension where the Crown 

Estate is the freeholder – this could be adopted when considering and comparing the 

Sarum St Michael leases. 

 

• Sarum St Michael Board have stated to the  that we would now 

approach our MP and others, such as the All-Party Parliamentary Group on Leasehold 

Reform and the House of Commons Select Committee on Housing, Communities and 

Local Government, to discuss the possibility of changing the law. 

 

• Leaseholders at Sarum St Michael are very concerned that action is taken prior to 

the lease falling to 80 years or lower, at which point the price of a lease extension is likely 

to double. 

 

• The right to an automatic lease extension (and to purchase the freehold) applies to 

houses as well as flats (the latter under the 1993 Act), but unlike flats in a Close precinct 

there is no exclusion for houses in a Close precinct. Sarum St Michael leaseholders feel 

they are therefore being discriminated against relative to their neighbours, creating an 

infringement of human rights. 
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 1 

Name of organisation:  

Question 1:  

no.  capital values vary hugely but the concept must be uniform 

Question 2: 

(1) Yes 

(2) yes, because lessees are not always able to pay the full amount.   

 

ground rents are not necessary. 

(3) extensions should be  for 90 years.  in valuation terms, the premium falls away after 90 

years reversion. 

 

at the end of the original term. 

Question 3: 

(1)  

(2)  

(3)  

(4) too complicated.  if you extend you have to review the ground rent beyond the original 

term 

 

pointless to buy out the ground rent without extending except 999 yr leases 

 

if a ground rent is required, it should be fixed at 0.05% of market value at the time of grant. 

Question 4: 

(1) Yes 

(2) this is especially true with rights to park a car outside the leased area. 

Question 5: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  
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Question 6: 

(1) No 

(2) some leases are so defective they need a re write to make them mortgageable. 

(3) must be cml compliant 

(4) not sure 

Question 7:  

(1) Yes 

(2) the lessee is invariably over charged and forced to accept unreasonable terms.  fees 

are often hugely excessive. 

(3) the parties can perhaps contract out of the Act by mutual agreement. 

Question 8: 

(1) never arisen in practice. 

(2) yes provided both parties agree as in l and t act 1954 

Question 9: 

more likely.  it is becoming increasingly popular as buyers are more aware of the problems 

of short leases. 

Question 10: 

new leases enable people to sell their flats.  this creates mobility and more supply in the  

lower housing market.   

 

i dealt with a block in     .  as soon as the first leases 

were extended people could sell and the prices went up.   

 

property can then be remortgaged and equity released for older people. 

Question 11: 

i would not advise lessees to do so.  its a waste of money unless that is all they can afford 

but that is uncommon.   a new lease adds equity to a flat by at least 100% of cost.  they will 

always get their investment back plus a profit on resale, effectively their share of the 

marriage value and possibly more. 

Question 12: 
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(1) this happens all the time especially with the large estates and investors. 

(2) the act is already restrictive but landlords still try to enforce new terms and their 

solicitors charge the tenant for trying it on! 

 

it needs to be more restrictive. 

(3) Yes 

(4) leaseholders are  frightened of the statutory route.  it needs to be more 

accommodating. 

Question 13: 

no.  this is dangerous.  some lessees seek to get control of the freehold to take advantage 

of their neighbours.  ie then developing, giving themselves consent. 

Question 14: 

(1) Yes 

(2) makes sense.  i had one case where the bank foreclosed after the S13 notice had been 

served which cause immense complications.   

 

a bank should not be able to foreclose once a s13 notice has been served. 

(3) Yes 

(4) no experience of this 

Question 15: 

(1) surely both otherwise obligations could be lost. 

(2) Other 

(3) i don't see why.  they are simply stepping into the freeholders shoes. 

(4) only those in current conveyancing practice. 

Question 16: 

(1) as 1. 

(2) the  title  must be CML  compliant. 

Question 17: 

(1) No 
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(2) they should be no greater than a private treaty sale. 

(3) yes.  why should the debt be left outstanding. 

Question 18: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 19: 

(1) No 

(2) the parties should be free to transact outside the Act. 

(3)  

Question 20: 

(1) this can lead to onerous clauses being imposed solely to avoid the cost of a FTT 

hearing. 

(2) it would  avoid unnecessary covenants  designed to claw back value. 

(3) No 

(4) not a problem in my experience.  most cases are non contentious. 

Question 21: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 22: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 23: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 
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(3) Not Answered 

Question 24: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 25: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 26: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 27: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 28: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 29: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 30: 

(1) Not Answered 
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(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 31: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 32: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 33: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 34: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 35: 

Not Answered 

Question 36: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 37: 
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Not Answered 

Question 38: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

(5) Not Answered 

(6) Not Answered 

Question 39: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 40: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 41: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 42: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 43: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 44: 

(1) Not Answered 
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(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 45: 

Not Answered 

Question 46: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

(5) Not Answered 

(6) Not Answered 

Question 47: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 48: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 49: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 50: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 51: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 
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Question 52: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 53: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 54: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 55: 

Not Answered 

Question 56:  

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 57: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 58: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 59: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 60: 

Not Answered 
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Question 61: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 62: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 63: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 64: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 65: 

Not Answered 

Question 66: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 67: 

Not Answered 

Question 68: 

Not Answered 

Question 69: 

Not Answered 

Question 70: 
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(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 71: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 72: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

(5) Not Answered 

(6) Not Answered 

Question 73: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 74: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 75: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 76: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 77: 
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(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 78: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 79: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 80: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 81: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 82: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 83: 

Not Answered 

Question 84: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 85: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 86: 

(1) Not Answered 
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(2) Not Answered 

Question 87: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 88: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 89: 

Not Answered 

Question 90: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 91: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 92: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 93: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 94: 
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(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 95: 

this can be an option for the parties by consent 

Question 96: 

(1) £5000 in tribunal for half a day. 

(2) landlords know the cost of a hearing and push the premiums up to avoid costs.   

 

FTT fees do not help the process. 

(3) no, there must be a right of appeal to the upper chamber 

Question 97: 

(1) Yes 

(2) ideal for leases over 80 years 

Question 98: 

yes, definitely. 

Question 99: 

(1) the fee  is only for a valuation , nothing else. 

(2) you cannot impose fixed costs.  it will be impossible for landlords to get fair advice. 

(3) No 

(4) all that can be recovered is a valuation fee.  the freeholder has to pay the rest of his 

valuers fees 

Question 100: 

(1) No 

(2) lessees must pay for wasting the landlords time and money. 

(3) No 

(4) if costs a re a problem, simplify the process for assessing them. 

Question 101: 
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(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 102: 

(1) No 

(2) why?  not necessary. 

Question 103: 

(1) No 

(2) an obstructive party should be made to pay wasted costs. 

Question 104: 

(1) No 

(2) an obstructive party should be made to pay wasted costs. 

Question 105: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3)  

(4)  

(5)  

(6)  

(7)  

(8)  

(9)  

(10)  

(11)  

(12) Not Answered 

(13) Not Answered 

Question 106: 

Not Answered 
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Question 126: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 127: 

not likely to happen in practice 

Question 128: 

(1) No 

(2)  

Question 129: 

the lease should be acquired and surrendered. 

Question 130: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 131: 

(1) No 

(2)  

Question 132: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 133: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 134: 

(1) Yes 

(2) essential 

Question 135: 
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i don't think the law needs changing.  the duty is already there. 

Any further comments  

Most important. Any new legislation must make it clear that an owner occupier is not 

subject to Capital Gains Tax  upon acquiring the freehold of their house or flat.   

 

this consultation and its papers is Draconian.  it is unlikely to yield fruitful solutions as it is 

way too complex to answer succinctly. 

 

 





 1 

Name of organisation: Southlands College Estate Wimbledon Limited 

Question 1:  

Question 2: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 3: 

(1)  

(2)  

(3)  

(4)  

Question 4: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 5: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 6: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

(4)  

Question 7:  

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 8: 
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(1)  

(2)  

Question 9: 

Question 10: 

Question 11: 

Question 12: 

(1)  

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 13: 

Not Answered 

Question 14: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 15: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 16: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 17: 

(1) Not Answered 
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(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 18: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 19: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 20: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 21: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 22: 

(1) No 

(2) Our own process involved raising approximately £10,000 each from 133 leaseholders. 

In the event, around 100 participated with the remaining funds being contributed by 

investors. One major challenge was to find a mechanism to manage the administration of 

non-participating leases and to provide investors with a return on their capital. 

 

We did this by setting up a special purpose vehicle company (SCEWL) as the nominee 

purchaser. SCEWL was not limited by guarantee, but by share capital, and it originally had 
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two share classes: owner shares and investor shares. These were issued in return for 

lease extension premiums and share/loan note subscriptions respectively. Upon acquiring 

the freehold, the owner shares were redeemed, the freehold was transferred to our estate 

management company (SCRMCL, limited by guarantee and whose members comprise all 

estate owners) in return for granting headleases over the non-participating flats.  SCEWL 

became solely owned and controlled by the investors. This separation of owners’ and 

investors’ interests was important to preserve the integrity of the process. 

 

For these reasons it should not be mandatory for the nominee purchaser to be a company 

limited by guarantee, because there are circumstances where the use of an alternative 

company structure makes sense. 

Question 23: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 24: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Such a restriction makes sense to deter potentially 'underhand' operators. 

(3)  

Question 25: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Our estate comprises eleven blocks containing 133 flats and 57 freehold houses. One 

difficulty we encountered was that we only achieved the qualifying criteria in ten of the 

eleven blocks, meaning one had to be initially omitted. It was subsequently acquired a year 

or so later, albeit on significantly worse terms and at considerable extra effort. 

 

This proposal would have avoided that problem. 

(3)  

Question 26: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 
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(4)  

Question 27: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 28: 

(1)  

(2)  

Question 29: 

(1)  

(2)  

Question 30: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 31: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Had this option been available to us, it would have potentially removed the need to 

raise investment capital to fund the share of non-participants, which was one of the most 

challenging aspects of the entire exercise. 

 

However, I would comment that doing this would have the disadvantage of leaving non-

participating leaseholders as under-lessees of a commercial third party, rather than of 

‘white knight’ investors, with probable adverse implications for the ease and terms of future 

leases extensions. 

Question 32: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  
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(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 33: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 34: 

(1) Yes 

(2) This is something that we offer voluntarily (and on neutral terms) both because it is our 

objective for all estate owners eventually to benefit from long, ground rent-free leases and 

because, as 'white knight' investors, we would like our money back. 

(3) I agree that it should be retrospective. 

(4) Too avoid the problems you identify in paragraph 6.156, I suggest the right should be 

limited to extending the lease (on the same terms as the original enfranchisement) and not 

to acquiring a share in the freehold-owning entity itself. 

Question 35: 

Question 36: 

(1)  

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 37: 

Question 38: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

(5) Not Answered 

(6)  
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Question 39: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 40: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 41: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 42: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 43: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 44: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 45: 

Question 46: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 
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(4)  

(5) Not Answered 

(6)  

Question 47: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 48: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 49: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 50: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 51: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 52: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 53: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 54: 

(1) Yes 
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(2) Our estate comprises eleven blocks containing 133 flats and 57 freehold houses. One 

difficulty we encountered was that we only achieved the qualifying criteria in ten of the 

eleven blocks, meaning one had to be initially omitted. It was subsequently acquired a year 

or so later, albeit on significantly worse terms and at considerable extra effort. 

Question 55: 

Question 56:  

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 57: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 58: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 59: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 60: 

Not Answered 

Question 61: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 62: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 
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Question 63: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 64: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 65: 

Not Answered 

Question 66: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 67: 

Not Answered 

Question 68: 

Not Answered 

Question 69: 

Not Answered 

Question 70: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 71: 

(1) Yes 

(2) One of the risks we faced was that we would make a technical or procedural error in 

the notices served on the freeholder and thereby invalidate the whole process, with the 

consequence of having to wait twelve months before re-submission. As an unpaid amateur 

and first-timer to the enfranchisement process (which involved collecting large amounts of 
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neighbours’ money in deposits – at risk in the event of not proceeding), this was very 

daunting, even with the benefit of expert advice. 

Question 72: 

(1) Yes 

(2) In response to Questions 72-88, my general answer is that the process should be as 

simple and transparent as possible so that the risk of an invalidated claim on the grounds 

of a technicality is minimised. 

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

(5) Not Answered 

(6)  

Question 73: 

(1) Yes 

(2) This would help to accelerate the enfranchisement process. 

Question 74: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 75: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 76: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 77: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  
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Question 78: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 79: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 80: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 81: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 82: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 83: 

Question 84: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 85: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 86: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 87: 

(1) Not Answered 
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(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 88: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 89: 

Question 90: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 91: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 92: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 93: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 94: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 95: 

Not Answered 
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Question 96: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 97: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 98: 

Not Answered 

Question 99: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 100: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 101: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 102: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 103: 

(1) Not Answered 
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(2) Not Answered 

Question 104: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 105: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3)  

(4)  

(5)  

(6)  

(7)  

(8)  

(9)  

(10)  

(11)  

(12) Not Answered 

(13) Not Answered 

Question 106: 

Not Answered 

Question 126: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 127: 

This is our situation: the investors hold an intermediate lease: the freehold itself is owned by 

the residents’ management company on behalf of all estate owners, but it has no tangible 

financial value as peppercorn ground rent 999-year leases have been granted over the 

entire estate. The freehold value formerly in the non-participating leases is now embedded in 

the headleases held by non-commercial 'white knight' investors - all well-meaning amateurs 
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acting in good faith and motivated to ensure that the enfranchisement was able to take 

place. 

 

I seek no exemption from any future enfranchisement right by those non-participating 

leaseholders; indeed, we are actively encouraging them to extend their leases so that we 

can recover our investment. However, depending on the outcome for valuation generally, 

and in particular the extent to which premiums are driven down, some protection is 

necessary to support the premium. 

 

The obvious approach would be to prescribe a minimum amount, based on the price at 

which the investors had themselves acquired the headlease.  The right to enfranchisement 

would therefore involve the leaseholder paying the greater of: (1) an amount calculated on 

the usual statutory formula; and (2) a minimum amount, based on the amount originally 

invested by the ‘white knights’. 

 

Options for the calculation of the minimum amount include: 

 

• The original acquisition cost, increased over time at compound interest or by 

reference to an index; or 

 

• Using the statutory valuation formula, but using the deferment rate, capitalisation rate 

and other key assumptions applicable in the original acquisition, but applied at the present 

time to prevailing property valuations; 

 

However, I doubt that any ‘one-size-fits-all’ approach will be satisfactory in all cases and, 

given the relatively small number of such situations, the effort required to define a formulaic 

approach is likely to be disproportionate. Accordingly, I would urge incorporating a provision 

which would enable a ‘white knight’ investor, faced with an enfranchisement claim, to apply 

to the Tribunal for an exemption to the statutory formula and for a higher value to apply. The 

application would have to demonstrate that the higher value is calculated on a basis 

consistent with the original acquisition and that it is fair to both parties. It should include an 

allowance for expenses incurred in the original exercise, in the same proportion to the net 

premium.  

 

It is very important that appropriate protection is incorporated into the legislation to ensure 

that the premium payable is fair in relation to the terms upon which the ‘white knight’ 

investors concerned originally acquired their intermediate leases. 
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Question 128: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 129: 

Question 130: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 131: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 132: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 133: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 134: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 135: 

Not Answered 

Any further comments  

Not Answered 

 

 





 1 

Name of organisation: Hayes Point Collective Freehold Limited 

Question 1:  

We see no reason why it should be different but as this is a devolved responsibility it would 

be up to the Welsh government to add or amend the legislation to reflect any specific 

features. 

Question 2: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 3: 

(1)  

(2)  

(3)  

(4) Not Answered 

Question 4: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 5: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 6: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 7:  

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 
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(3) Not Answered 

Question 8: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 9: 

Not Answered 

Question 10: 

Not Answered 

Question 11: 

Not Answered 

Question 12: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 13: 

Not Answered 

Question 14: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 15: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 
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Question 16: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 17: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 18: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 19: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 20: 

(1)  

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 21: 

(1) No 

(2) Currently, the situation is open. We have established a company limited by guarantee 

using the standard model available from  companies House. We are unhappy with this 

model because it seems more suited to a charity rather than a democratic body collectively 

owning a site. We believe that deficiencies in the model lie behind many of the 

management problems experienced by RTMs, something that is also likely to undermine a 

collective enfranchisement structure using the same model. Essentially, the existing model 

does not provide sufficient membership rights, guarantee membership to all leaseholders, 

or protect a minimum level of democracy.   
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The consultation paper on RTMs and for collective enfranchisement recognise some of 

these problems in the preamble. We do not agree these are inherent to the situation, rather 

they reflect deficiencies in the company limited by guarantee model. 

Working with the Wales Co-operative Centre and CCH a model co-operative legal 

structure for leasehold purchase has been established. This addresses several of the 

rights proposed in the LC paper i.e. right to be a member and is a must more robust model 

to ensure a stable collective enfranchisement management model. We would strongly 

recommend that the LC adopts this model at least as an option Leaseholders can adopt. 

(3) No 

(4) We believe that a co-operative model is preferable as this provides protection for 

individual rights and democratic decision making.  

 

Rather than a company limited by guarantee model being too onerous we believe it is too 

flexible without guaranteeing the individual membership rights necessary to balance 

individual leaseholder interests with the collective management of the site.  

 

Production of annual accounts is not an onerous process, especially where an external 

audit is not required 

Question 22: 

(1) No 

(2) The developed co-operative model is a much better fit for the purchaser, see above 

Question 23: 

(1) No 

(2) Leaseholder rights are better protected in the co-operative model. If using company law 

then the protections of membership right, director elections etc. are needed and this should 

apply to all companies. There is no need to exclude those where premises are help on 

long leases or all leaseholders are members. The collective ownership is permanent and 

as such the rights have to protect future owners not just those currently in ownership. 

(3) We would suggest: 

1) Board of directors elected, annual election with a maximum rolling 3-year term 

2) Decision making process within the Board, election of officers, setting annual budget 

3) All leaseholders have a right to be a member except in specific circumstances. Should 

specify how membership could be refused or rescinded 

4) All members to have one vote irrespective of individual investment 
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5) Profits should be reinvested not distributed to members. 

6) Unable to sell premises and distribute profits to members, except in very specific 

circumstances i.e. demolition order, bankruptcy 

7) the objects of the company;  

8) the provision of relevant insurances, such as directors’ and officers’ liability insurance, 

and employers’ liability insurance where appropriate; and  

9)production and member approval of annual accounts. 

Question 24: 

(1) Other 

(2) Over time leasehold ownership will pass on to new owners. Repairs and improvements 

that raise the freehold value will be carried out using the service charge. Why should future 

members achieve a profit from selling the freehold which is based on the sacrifice and 

money of previous generations. We would prefer to see the capital gain to be passed on or 

reinvested in some way (as proposed in the co-op structure we are recommending) rather 

than giving the profit opportunity to future generations 

(3) 1) Demolition order having been issued 

2) Collective freehold co-op/company is bankrupt 

Question 25: 

(1) Yes 

(2) We are a gated community of 3 building plus parkland. While this is the case the 

extensive connections between the 3 buildings means the site can only be managed as 

one. This was established when the RTM was challenged. Court approved structural 

engineer study concluded this was the case. 

 

Current Freeholder is seeking to prevent a collective enfranchisement by removing the 

parkland, car park etc. from the sale arguing that as each building has to purchase 

separately, allowing for the removal of the collective parkland. While each building can be 

purchased using the yield calculation (over 900 year fixed ground rent leases removes the 

rest of the calculation), the freeholder is arguing that the parkland, wood, car parking etc. 

are all extra's requiring additional payment. We disagree but are currently stymied by the 

situation.  

Allowing  collective freehold acquisition of the entire estate, which is registered at the land 

registry, would prevent this loophole being used to prevent collective enfranchisement. 

(3) We agree to your suggestions at paragraph 6.95 but are concerned at the possible 

impact of the right to later separate the estate by allowing the right to collective 

enfranchisement on a per building basis.  
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Our estate can only be managed as one. Separating the buildings would have drastic 

impacts on the viability of the estate. Over 80% of apartments are in the central building, 

which all services run through. If these leaseholders decided to separate the rest of the 

estate would be held to ransom as they would have to pay charges for necessary services 

that would be prohibitive to reinstall from scratch.  To forestall such situations the right for a 

building to separate from an established collective freehold needs to be very carefully 

defined, if allowed at all. 

Question 26: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Such common areas are maintained by service charge payments of leaseholders, they 

are normally specified in the lease and contribute to the value of a leasehold when it is 

sold. Excluding these from a collective freehold would undermine the viability of a 

purchase and the leaseholders enjoyment of the benefits they were expecting when 

purchasing their leaseholds.  

It would also allow the freeholder to require extra payment to purchase the common areas, 

which are often necessary for the proper functioning of the site and its community i.e. 

community rooms, gym, car park. 

(3) Yes 

(4) When a leasehold is purchased access to common areas of land are  part of what the 

leaseholder is buying into. Service fees will normally include the costs of maintaining such 

land. If the external or internal land was excluded and then neglected by the freeholder it 

would be very detrimental to the leaseholders enjoyment of the estate and to the value of 

their individual property.  

As noted above our freeholder is seeking to exclude such land, stating he will then not 

maintain it, and requiring extra payment for this land if we wish to maintain access and not 

see the leasehold value fall. 

Freeholder value is the income from ground rent. When the contract is entered into access 

to and management of relevant land is specified in the lease. There is no justification for 

excluding it or requiring extra payment for its purchase. 

Question 27: 

(1) Other 

(2) It is possible for the mortgage to be higher than the value of the purchase, depending 

on circumstances and the mechanism used to calculate price. We are conscious that the 

current historically low interest rates means that yield values are now higher than historic 

averages. This has raised freehold value about long-term averages.  It would be wrong for 

leaseholders to be expected to pay more than the value of the property if the freeholder 

has managed to secure a mortgage higher than the calculated value. 
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On our site many of the 2007 leaseholder purchasers apartments have still not re-attained 

a commercial value equal to the 2007 purchase price. Why should landlords be 

guaranteed not to have a similar problem if they have unwisely paid too much to purchase 

the freehold.? 

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 28: 

(1) We do not have an opinion on this 

(2) In principle yes but this is not something we feel is likely to be required in most cases. 

We can not envisage what these prescribed covenants could be, beyond covenants 

already agreed with the existing freeholder. 

 

We are concerned that this provision should not allow freeholders to significantly delay the 

sale or raise costs because of recourse to expensive legal challenge. 

Question 29: 

(1) Yes,reflecting the rights and obligations set out in the leaseholders existing leases 

seems a fair way of dealing with the situation. 

(2) Clearly the collective freehold purchase should take on the existing rights and 

obligation. For example, our freeholder is obliged to maintain the drive of a hospice located 

next to the property. Such obligations Imposed by the original sale of the freehold should 

continue under the new owners. 

 

We are not able to envisage what the prescribed covenants should cover. 

Question 30: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 31: 

(1) Yes 

(2) This would not effect our circumstance. However, where there are commercial property 

within a development i.e. shops/offices, we can see how this would facilitate a collective 

enfranchisement. 

Question 32: 
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(1) Yes 

(2) A collective enfranchisement, especially if opposed by the freeholder, is likely to mean 

freeholder costs being incurred. It seems fair to restrict how often a collective freehold 

acquisition claim can be launched. 

 

However, the proposal needs to be carefully drawn. A freeholder,, in opposing a claim, 

might seek to use legal challenges to raise costs above the commercial value and exceed 

what leaseholders can afford, knowing they are then safe for 4 years. The restriction on 

launching a claim needs to be drafted in a way that avoids this danger, or should not be 

included. 

(3) Other 

(4) Don't know 

Question 33: 

(1) Other 

(2) We have no experience of this. 

(3)  

Question 34: 

(1) Yes 

(2) A collective enfranchisement reflects the interests of the community of leaseholders. 

Artificially restricting participation to a sub-group of leaseholders would, over time, lead to a 

growing conflict between members and non-members, raising all sorts of long-term issues 

around sale or inheritance of a leasehold and impact on the management of the site. Over 

time the collective freehold landlord could become a very small minority of leaseholders if 

there is an artificial restriction on becoming a member. 

(3) Extending the right to membership of past collective enfranchisement would make 

sense for the same reason as given above. 

(4) We believe that all the concerns raised in paragraph 6.156 are dealt with by the 

proposed model co-operative legal structure, apart from those appertaining to past 

collective enfranchisement. 

 

1) all leaseholders have a right to participate with 1 vote per member (not size or number 

of apartments) If the freeholder continued to own one or more units then they could join 

and have 1 vote just like anyone else. 

2) Having a nominal membership fee means membership is open to all. Raising capital can 

be done in reference to the ground rent with this set to a nominal payment & the saving 
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being the interest earned for the investment. New members can decide to make this 

investment into permanent capital or continue to pay the ground rent. 

3) As part of a leasehold conveyancing the management arrangement for the site would be 

communicated. This should be required to specify the right to be a member. 

Question 35: 

We contacted solicitors advertising as specialists in collective enfranchisement. We 

received 3 quotes for establishing a company limited by guarantee of between £5000 & 

£10,000.  The £10,000 solicitors quote website had example happy clients. I used the 

companies house to see the legal structure and discovered it was the standard company 

limited by guarantee available from Companies House. So we registered our own company 

Hayes Point Collective Freehold Limited   which cost only a few 

pounds. 

We have subsequently worked with the Wales Co-operative Centre to establish a model 

co-operative legal  structure as a vehicle for collective enfranchisement. We believe this 

model (costs less than £500 to register) is a much stronger legal structure that the 

company limited by guarantee we currently use. 

Question 36: 

(1) We are trying and failing to negotiate with our freeholder. Clearly, the negotiations are 

being used to extend the time and raise the cost of a purchase with no real intention of 

agreeing a sale. This is not a good option where the freeholder is not in agreement to the 

proposed sale. 

(2) We do not believe that the Freeholder should be able to impose new rights and 

obligations. The existing situation of the freehold ownership plus the specification in 

existing leases should suffice. 

(3) Other 

(4) Depends on the reform. The draft proposals we would expect will lead to a greater 

uptake of the right to collective enfranchisement 

Question 37: 

We have not considered this situation before. Where commercial property is involved i.e. 

ground floor shops, this may be suitable. But normally, collective enfranchisement should 

be for the whole site specified at the land registry. 

Question 38: 

(1) Yes 

(2) makes sense as a catch all definition 

(3) Other 
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(4) In principle we think the definition is clear. We are concerned at the 2nd part of the 

definition: 

"must either constitute a building, or form part of a building. "  

 

What about where the residential unit is more than one building i.e. where a main house 

also contains a separate structure as a home for grand parents or adult children?  This 

might have been constructed as one residential family unit but have more than one 

building.  Equally, there might be  separate "study" building for a home business. This also 

needs to be included within the definition. 

(5) Yes 

(6) In the definitions you include home offices etc. within a residential unit as still being a 

residential unit. Provided this is kept they the exclusion makes sense. 

Question 39: 

(1) No 

(2) Enfranchisement could be part of the solution for a lease with only a few years to run. It 

should not be excluded. 

Question 40: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 41: 

(1) Yes 

(2) These are not logical exclusions to the right to enfranchisement 

Question 42: 

(1) Yes 

(2) This is not a logical exclusions to the right to enfranchisement 

Question 43: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  
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Question 44: 

(1) No 

(2) Collective enfranchisement rights in particular should cover more than one self-

contained building 

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 45: 

This may make sense where there is a clear division of services etc. between the 

enfranchisement & the rest of the building but neither side is "self-contained" 

Question 46: 

(1) Yes 

(2) This should be under half the whole development 

(3) Yes 

(4)  

(5) No 

(6) We would feel that under 50% is more sensible 

Question 47: 

(1) Yes 

(2) sensible requirement 

Question 48: 

(1) No 

(2) 50% would be aa more sensible figure 

Question 49: 

(1) Yes 

(2) A collective enfranchisement should be widely supported by the leaseholders for it to 

be put into effect. 

Question 50: 

(1) No 
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(2) Does not make sense as the viability of management of the building might be difficult 

Question 51: 

(1) Yes 

(2) With the growing spread of buy to let this restriction does not reflect the growing reality, 

especially in main urban areas. 

Question 52: 

(1) No 

(2) We believe a higher percentage i.e. under 50% would make more sense in allowing 

sufficient flexibility. 

Question 53: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 54: 

(1) Yes 

(2) The majority of leaseholders as a whole should agree to the purchase, not a building by 

building basis, as communal areas need a collective management of the whole site to be 

viable. 

Question 55: 

The key issue is building management. Would two separate owners, each owning 1 flat, be 

able to agree how to divide maintenance outside of a common legal framework? 

Question 56:  

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 57: 

(1) Other 

(2) A head lessee being a common owned company/co-operative open to all the relevant 

leaseholders makes eminent sense. Other forms i.e. individual nominee, are problematic 

Question 58: 

(1) No 
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(2)  

(3)  

Question 59: 

(1) A number of freeholders have utilised the current law to frustrate attempts at collective 

enfranchisement by raising the costs through legal challenges to significantly  above the 

commercial cost of the acquisition. In most cases the threat of this is sufficient to put of the 

attempt. 

 

All 5 of the issues listed above can be used to frustrate a purchase. 

 

Freeholders have also used the definition of a building to remove common facilities and 

land from the sale, offering them on at a price that raises over acquisition to above the 

market value. This is the strategy our freeholder is taking. Using the fact that the site is 3 

buildings to try and limit purchase and exclude parkland and free car parking places. 

Stating that the leaseholders will need to buy these or his failure to maintain will reduce 

individual lease values. 

(2) Removing options to frustrate an enfranchisement by unwarranted delay and cost will 

speed up the process and reduce disputes and their associated costs. 

Question 60: 

Many developments have a significant buy to let element of leasehold ownership. 

Removing the right of such leaseholders to participate in a collective enfranchisement will 

depress the attraction of this investment with obvious consequences on prices and supply. 

Question 61: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 62: 

(1) The problem of "let on long leases; " is the restriction this may cause to acquisition is 

clear and commented on by us elsewhere. 

Shared ownership leases the resident(s) should be given the same right to participate in a 

collective enfranchisement as other leaseholders. The finance provider part-owner should 

not have a veto on this process.  
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Alternative would be to exclude such units in calculating % of leaseholders agreeing to the 

enfranchisement in order to reach 50% participation 

(2) Either 1 above or by giving the power to decide to the resident leaseholder(s) 

Question 63: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 64: 

(1) be excluded altogether from statutory enfranchisement rights; 

(2)  

Question 65: 

N/A 

Question 66: 

(1) No 

(2)  

Question 67: 

N/A 

Question 68: 

N/A 

Question 69: 

N/A 

Question 70: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Would provide clear process that will reduce legal and admin. costs and grounds for 

delaying expensive challenges 

Question 71: 

(1) Yes 
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(2) Will make the process cheaper and quicker 

Question 72: 

(1) No 

(2) Should be proof of delivery 

(3) No 

(4) Notice should be signed by nominated purchaser i.e. leaseholder organisation. 

Obtaining individual signatures in a large development will be a time consuming and 

expensive process. Leaseholder membership should be sufficient to prove support. 

(5) Yes 

(6)  

Question 73: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 74: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Proof should be land registry entry 

(3) Forms for different claims, with a clear introduction to specify what forms are available 

to ensure the correct one is used. 

Question 75: 

(1) Yes 

(2) If 50% support is obtained all leaseholders should be aware of intention. Right to future 

membership will ensure all leaseholders will be able to participate in the collective 

ownership of they so wish. 

Question 76: 

(1) Yes 

(2) This is a process and the claim is a step in the process. 

(3)  

Question 77: 

(1) Yes 
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(2)  

Question 78: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 79: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 80: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 81: 

(1) No 

(2) Failure to respond should entitle the leaseholders to proceed direct to purchase on the 

terms they have specified. 

Question 82: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 83: 

This should only apply where through significant  illness or other exceptional 

circumstances it is not reasonable to expect the landlord to respond. Tribunal should be 

the judge that the circumstances are exceptional. 

Question 84: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 85: 

(1) Yes 

(2) These are reasonable periods 

Question 86: 
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(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 87: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 88: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 89: 

No knowledge of this 

Question 90: 

(1) Other 

(2)  

(3) Other 

(4)  

Question 91: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 92: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 93: 

(1) 4) The time it takes to prepare enfranchisement notices;  

This is the only area where we have any relevant experience. We have received quotes 

from several legal practices on the management of this process, quotes that emphasis the 

delays and costs if any of the details for any individual leaseholder are wrong. The 
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estimated fees indicated to manage this process are all in excess of £25K, which suggests 

to us that the process is too complex and subject to meaningless challenges. 

(2) We believe the proposals would reduce the duration and cost and reduce the basis for 

disputes. Very welcome improvement to the current situation. 

(3) do not know 

Question 94: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Make process clearer. The tribunal is a more relaxed forum where leaseholders will feel 

more confident taking forward their application 

Question 95: 

Tribunal reviewing the expert recommendation places a check on what would otherwise be 

a very powerful position for a private person. 

 

Better system for determining value i.e. 10 times ground rent, would remove the need for 

an opinion based valuation 

Question 96: 

(1) N/A 

(2) We have been advised to budget £100,000 for legal costs of the process from the 

freeholders disputing the claim. Over half of this will be for the freeholders costs, enabling 

them to raise frivolous claims designed only to increase our costs.  

 Clearly, the current system is costly, takes a long time and raises costs above the value of 

the freehold being purchased. 

(3) By reducing the number of forums it will reduce the potential for appeals and counter 

claims, reducing costs and time. 

Question 97: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Where there are long leases the only value is the yield generated by the ground rent. 

No other factor should be considered in these circumstances 

Question 98: 

No. Current system whereby leaseholders pay freeholder legal costs have encouraged 

frivolous disputes and claims designed to delay and raise costs. Allowing non-litigation 

costs will encourage similar behaviour. 

Question 99: 
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(1) No to all the above. 

Freeholder income is gained from the ground rent. Some of this income should be used to 

finance their costs and should be budgeted by them in calculating value on purchase. 

Allowing cost recovery favours the freeholder in the process and will encourage frivolous 

behaviour. 

(2) No. There is no justification for one side paying the other sides costs. Will encourage 

behaviour likely to extend conflict and raise overall costs unnecessarily. 

(3) No 

(4) 1. agree. 

Management company costs are included in service charges, normally around 5%. This 

should cover the costs of any advice they seek on behalf of the freeholder. 

Question 100: 

(1) No 

(2) As indicated above the freeholder and a management company already has a source 

of income from the property which should be used to cover such costs. The financial risks 

should be factored into the purchase value the freeholder paid. 

(3) No 

(4) Should not apply at all 

Question 101: 

(1) No 

(2) The freeholders ground rent income should cover these costs. 

Question 102: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Freeholders should have some protection from frivolous multiple claims from the same 

individuals. Freeholder will need to demonstrate malicious intent on behalf of a small group 

within the wider body of leaseholders. 

Question 103: 

(1) No 

(2) We believe that freeholder and leaseholder should be responsible for their own costs in 

all tribunal cases. This will encourage compromise and provide an incentive to keep costs 

as low as possible with both sides able to represent themselves in most cases. 

Question 104: 
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(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 105: 

(1)  

(2) The current system where leaseholders pay reasonable legal costs encourages 

freeholders to generate frivolous ideas that are then put to tribunals and courts to prevent 

the exercise of a right given by law. Costs can be so high that leaseholders are not able to 

sustain the purchase but will still pay for the costs provided. The system is primarily of 

benefit to barristers who can earn high fees and generate reputation. 

 

In our case we are advised to budget AT LEAST  £100,000 to cover the legal costs of a 

collective enfranchisement under the existing system. The yield will generate a value of 

around £700000 so the estimated legal costs are a significant % of total costs. 

(3)  

(4)  

(5)  

(6)  

(7)  

(8)  

(9)  

(10)  

(11)  

(12) Having to pay the freeholders costs under any category is a disincentive for 

enfranchisement 

(13) they would have an incentive to work with leaseholders to seek agreement and 

compromise  rather than the current system where the incentive is to dispute everything. 

As leaseholders have to meet their own costs they have a similar incentive to seek a 

compromise agreement. 

Question 106: 

From our research it is clear that our freeholder has used the two routes to extend time it 

takes and raise leaseholder costs as a method of opposing a collective enfranchisement. 

As the costs are paid for by leaseholders they have every incentive to do this. 

Question 126: 
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(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 127: 

yes 

Question 128: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 129: 

Question 130: 

(1) Yes 

(2) The need to maintain common areas are paramount to the enjoyment of ownership and 

the value of individual leases.  Both proposals should be enacted. 

Question 131: 

(1) No 

(2) A collective enfranchisement needs control of common areas to effectively manage a 

development. Allowing grounds for exclusion will generate a range of possible disputes. 

Question 132: 

(1) Yes 

(2) All leaseholders on a site should be allowed to participate on an equal basis 

Question 133: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 134: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 135: 
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It is reasonable to require this. They should be aware of the other landlords so the costs 

should be negligible. 

Any further comments  
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Name of organisation: Hamsptead Garden Suburb Trust 

Question 1:  

We have only experience of English law as we operate solely in England. 

Question 2: 

(1) No 

(2) We do not object to the proposal that leaseholders should be entitled to obtain new 

extended leases.  We object to the nil ground rent requirement.  Ground rent income 

provides a long term income which matches The Trust's long term obligations to contribute 

towards shared costs with leaseholders.   

 

Some responsible long term landlords, such as the Trust, use ground rent income to 

provide a cushion to enable them to expend unrecoverable costs. An example is when 

landlords incur irrecoverable costs, which are common with regard to service charge 

disputes. If they have no long term sources of income (which ground rents can provide) 

other than service charges equal to costs incurred, in such circumstances they become 

insolvent.  Or they are prevented from properly fulfilling their obligations by owner(s) who 

take or threaten litigation, including some vexatious litigants who understand this gap in the 

system. 

(3) 1. 90 years or 125 years on top of the unexpired term.  Bear in mind that binding the 

use of property in the very long term (e.g. 999 years) will hamper the ability of society to 

change land use relatively quickly and exacerbate this problem. 

2. At the end of the original lease term or an extended term plus a set period both before 

and after either (say 5 years).  Bear in  mind that in the very long term land use 

requirements may change radically so it makes sense to reserve the ability of landlords to 

be able to put land to an alternative use. 

Question 3: 

(1)  

(2) Leaseholders should also have the choice to extend the lease (without changing the 

ground rent) 

(3)  

(4) Ground rent income provides a long term income which matches The Trust's long term 

obligations to contribute towards shared costs with leaseholders.   

 

We also find that paying a ground rent reminds owners that they are party to a lease with 

rights and obligations on both sides. If part of the concern is that some of the 
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public/leaseholders do not understand the nature of that relationship, excluding a key part 

of it does not make sense. 

Question 4: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 5: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 6: 

(1) No 

(2) The proposed terms all place additional burdens on landlords. Combined with the 

proposals to reduce the premiums and ability to recover costs in enfranchisement, this will 

greatly reduce the value of freehold reversions and income to landlords. This reduces the 

ability of landlords to carry out the functions that are within the proposed terms. So where 

will the money come from for landlords to enforce these obligations?   

 

If you wish landlords (or resident owned management companies) to carry out those 

obligations, they have to have funds to do so. It is all very well a leaseholder giving an 

undertaking to enforce covenants, but anyone who has undertaken litigation knows, it is 

expensive and there are unrecoverable costs.  How often would you expect that 

leaseholders will stake their whole equity in a property (and perhaps more) on asking a 

landlord to enforce against a neighbouring leaseholder?  

 

The move to push management to residents owned companies whilst divorcing those 

companies from the main income of a landlord (premiums, variation/assignment fees and 

commissions) will not achieve the aim of giving residents greater control over their 

development. The flaw in these companies is that they do not have separate income to be 

able to function as proper landlords i.e. enforce covenants. They (or landlords) will be 

given more power but that is no use unless they have separate funds to actually pursue 

those powers. 

(3) We do not think a prescribed list is appropriate for the reasons above. 

(4)  

Question 7:  

(1) No 
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(2) We offer lease extensions outside the terms of the 1993 Act (we have never been 

asked for a 1967 Act extension as our lessees of houses always buy the freehold as the 

leases are typically 999 year terms).  These offer certainty in terms of costs and timescales 

that can be problematic within the statutory scheme. 

(3) A statutory notice  could be required. 

Question 8: 

(1) We have no experience of this. 

(2) If there are reasons where it is used responsibly , then yes. 

Question 9: 

In our experience enfranchisement most often comes up as an issue when a property is 

being sold, or a sale is being considered. That would be unlikely to change, so the 

frequency would be similar. 

Question 10: 

1.  It is not likely to have an impact on the current leasehold market, but if the extensions 

are very long term (say 999 years) then they will tie up extended properties with residential 

use.  This will restrict the ability of land owners to respond to longer term changes in land 

use demand. 

 

2. We have no relevant experience of the mortgage market. 

Question 11: 

1. In some circumstances the Trust wishes to retain long term income.  So it may be 

beneficial to have this option.  It would be more beneficial to the Trust if a landlord could 

also insist on the ground rent remaining rather than it being a leaseholder only option. 

 

2.  We do not have this issue on the Trust's reversions, but this might be useful to those 

with penal escalating ground rent terms. 

Question 12: 

(1) 1. It does increase the duration and cost, but if both parties are reasonable then not 

much in our experience. 

 

2. There is an increased potential for disputes, but if both parties are reasonable and well 

advised then not much in our experience. 
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3.  Some landlords undoubtedly try to do this. However, some landlords (including 

leaseholders who have enfranchised their block and are dealing with lease extensions) will 

be in a position where they have leases which do not allow for recovery of service charges.  

In our experience blocks that have a strong set of service charge covenants are able to 

most effectively manage their communal areas.  An extension is a reasonable stage at 

which to modernise the terms or correct a mistake. 

(2) 1. It should reduce the time and cost, but an opportunity to  correct fundamental issues 

which should be in the interests of the leaseholder and landlord would be missed. 

 

2. It should reduce the potential for disputes, but perhaps exacerbate a longer terms issue 

such as leases that do not make proper provision for service charge recovery. 

 

3.  It should. However, it may also perhaps exacerbate longer terms issues such as leases 

that do not make proper provision for service charge recovery. 

(3) No 

(4) In our experience leaseholders tend to extend when it is in their interest eg for a re-

mortgage or sale. We cannot see that changing. 

Question 13: 

Yes these seem reasonable. 

Question 14: 

(1) Other 

(2) We do not have a mortgage on our freehold titles and are not familiar with these issues. 

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 15: 

(1) Where landlords retain other land on an estate, the terms should reflect the rights and 

obligations in the existing lease. 

(2) Yes 

(3) But only where the freeholder does not own other nearby land. 

(4) We are not experienced in such matters as we manage a large estate. However, it is 

hard to see a valid reason for allowing any covenants to be included in such 

circumstances. In the suggested example of a restrictive user covenant to reduce the 

amount paid on enfranchisement, which land would benefit from that covenant if the 
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landlord has no other nearby interest?  That being the case the covenant would have no 

effect and so would not actually reduce the value as suggested. 

Question 16: 

(1) They should reflect the rights and obligations in the lease.  These were set out at the 

time of the grant and will likely still be relevant. Why, for example, should enfranchisement 

enable a leaseholder to get out of an obligation to contribute to towards the costs of 

communal facilities which they will continue to use and the landlord is obliged to maintain.  

This is not an onerous obligation it is necessary to allow communal facilities to be 

maintained.  

 

Additionally, and importantly in our view,  we strongly disagree with the assertion at 5.54 in 

the consultation that where there is an estate management scheme in place there is no 

additional benefit from requiring other terms that do not appear in the existing scheme  to 

bind leaseholders making an individual freehold acquisition.  Our estate management 

scheme was granted in 1974, since when new matters not then envisioned have arisen. 

One such example is the desire to create basement accommodation.  The process of 

altering the scheme via the FTT is unwieldy (there are 5,500 properties on our estate, all 

would need to be party to an application). The ability to transfer over leasehold covenants 

absolutely preventing basements where these appear in the leases has been successful in 

preventing such developments where we consider them detrimental to the character of the 

estate. Additionally, all estate management schemes are determinable. If the scheme were 

to be extinguished, the Trust's ability to control use and alterations (in the best interest 

overall of the estate) and reclaim cost contributions towards communal areas that would 

otherwise be exercised under freehold transfer covenants would be lost. 

(2) We do not agree that there should be such a prescribed list as it will not take account of 

the many individual circumstances under which leases were granted and leasehold 

relationships operate. 

Question 17: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes. There should be some bite to the obligations otherwise those using services will 

not pay (or be encouraged to pay). 

Question 18: 

(1) No 

(2) This is too narrow. There are certain estates that are well controlled for the benefit of all 

residents. It is beneficial therefore to allow some flexibility to the parties where there is an 

estate that has been well controlled by a landlord for uniformity of obligations.  If there is 

only a prescribed list this will mean that there are a number of different types of transfer 

that take place as enfranchisement has taken place at different times. 
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(3) For the reasons above we do not believe that a prescribed list would be appropriate 

and flexible enough to cover all the situations that arise on enfranchisement. 

Question 19: 

(1) No 

(2) We agree almost all of our sales of freeholds of houses on terms outside the 1967 Act.  

We offer modernised versions of the lease covenants as transfer covenants or carrying 

over the exact lease covenants. We also offer fixed conveyancing and valuers costs to 

outside the Act sales.  This offers certainty to both parties and ensures that covenants are 

reasonably uniform across the estate.  Those purchasing a leasehold house on the estate 

are able to ask for those terms in advance of purchase (which we will provide to 

prospective purchasers/agents/advisers) and so there should be no surprises to an 

incoming owner. 

(3) There could be a notice that buyers have to be served by their own solicitors. 

Question 20: 

(1) This depends upon the parties attitude to matters. Our estate has a long established 

set of covenants that we insist upon and which are designed to  protect all owners on the 

estate from inappropriate development. So whilst one individual's rights are curtailed, they 

know that their neighbour's rights are also similarly curtailed. This certainty is crucial to 

preserving the character of the estate, and a reason it is popular with owners. 

 

There is some increase in the duration and cost of this. In our view this is worthwhile for 

the benefit of all residents in having uniform covenants.  We also are clear from the outset 

on the terms on offer, which narrows any points of dispute. 

 

Terms should only be unusual if they are terms not in the original lease (c/r the difference 

to modern versions of terms in the original lease). 

(2) It may reduce time and cost, but as explained above, in the case of historic well 

managed estates it could lead to significant damage and diminution in the value to owners 

and the landlord. 

(3) No 

(4) On our estate leaseholders exercise the right most often when the property is to be 

sold. 

Question 21: 

(1) No 
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(2) The problem with nominee companies as purchasers is that such companies typically 

have no assets  distinct from the ability to collect rechargeable service charges.  This 

means they have no money to enforce covenants and pits resident against resident. 

(3) No 

(4) If lay people are to take control of property, they are taking on a serious liability and 

should be subject to the same regimes, and held as accountable, as the party from whom 

they have purchased. 

Question 22: 

(1) Other 

(2) The problem with nominee companies limited by guarantee as purchasers is that such 

companies typically have no assets  distinct from the ability to collect rechargeable service 

charges.  This means they have no money to enforce covenants and pits resident against 

resident. 

 

The situation could be improved if the nominee is required to take over (and pay the 

market value for) all of the property of the landlord within the development/estate. They 

should then have a separate income to allow them to be professionally managed and take 

action if deemed necessary. 

 

Note that we are set up as a company limited by guarantee. 

Question 23: 

(1) Other 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 24: 

(1) Other 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 25: 

(1) No 

(2) This would mean on our estate of c. 5,500 properties (all located in a distinct area) a 

group could forcibly purchase all the freeholds from us. This is likely to be attractive to 

developers who would seek to gain control of the estate and asset strip to their financial 
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advantage. This happened to our estate and others (c/r Letchworth) in the 1960s and 

1970s.  

 

If this is insisted upon, previously enfranchised properties should be excluded. There 

should also be an ability for estates to apply to the FTT for exclusion from the estate 

enfranchisement regime.  Alternatively, or in addition there should be an exclusion from the 

new regime where leases were granted before the 1967 Leasehold Reform Act. The basis 

of this is that the parties could not have envisaged that changes such as these would take 

place. 

(3) Para (1) would alleviate some of the issues, but still allow small parts of the estate to 

enfranchise. We consider that detrimental to our good estate management across the 

whole of our estate and could lead to groups/developers enfranchising their neighbour's 

properties and then seeking to exploit that influence.  An example would be using 

knowledge of the situation or creating a dispute under the lease to put off other buyers and 

secure an advantageous deal when one of their leaseholds came to market. 

Question 26: 

(1) Other 

(2) There should be the option for landlords of larger estates to apply to retain communal 

areas under their own management where they retain a long term interest in the estate. 

Otherwise such landlords' good estate management, such as investing in staff and good 

records required for effective estate management, will be damaged and eventually 

disincentivised. 

(3) Other 

(4) There should be the option for landlords of larger estates to apply to retain communal 

areas under their own management where they retain a long term interest in the estate. 

Otherwise such landlords' good estate management, such as investing in staff and good 

records required for effective estate management, will be damaged and eventually 

disincentivised. 

Question 27: 

(1) Other 

(2) We do not have sufficient experience of this aspect of the matter as our estate is not 

mortgaged. 

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 28: 

(1) Yes. 
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(2) There is some merit in these circumstance in allowing the inclusion of both absolute or 

qualified covenants preventing development in respect of estate enfranchisement. This 

would assist landlords in continuing control over historically well controlled estates. 

Question 29: 

(1) The existing rights and obligations should transfer.  Note we do not agree that this 

should be excluded where there is an estate management scheme as these can be ended 

and new issues arise since their inception and will continue to do so. 

(2) We do not agree that a prescribed list is appropriate as it will not be broad enough to 

cover the whole current and future list of eventualities. 

Question 30: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 31: 

(1) No 

(2) Companies that are enfranchising need income separate from service charges that 

allow them to enforce covenants if necessary, or to withstand an unfavourable Tribunal or 

legal case. Otherwise they are neutered from fulfilling their obligations because they 

should not take the risk of going insolvent when faced with a defaulting leaseholder (there 

are always unrecoverable litigation costs in our experience).  The best way to avoid this is 

if they take the assets that provide that income at market value and then manage the 

whole professionally. 

Question 32: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 33: 

(1) No 

(2) Almost all of the collective enfranchisement of blocks on our estate has been via the 

1993 Act.  We have not seen any such issues although our experience is very limited. 

(3) A notice served by their solicitor on them. 

Question 34: 
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(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) The retrospective right would standardise the right and perhaps encourage participation 

in effective management of blocks that have enfranchised. 

(4) The former freeholder who has been enfranchised should be allowed to join in the 

same way as anyone else if they own a lease in the building/estate. They have as much 

interest as anyone else in the building/estate being well maintained to preserve the values 

of their assets. 

Question 35: 

Companies limited by guarantee (we are one) need assets and income separate from 

service charges to be able to perform their obligations to enforce covenants.  Otherwise 

they are at risk of insolvency from an adverse enforcement case and prevented from 

pursuing covenants against defaulting leaseholders because there are always 

irrecoverable litigation costs. 

Question 36: 

(1) It is longer and potentially more costly. But it is worth getting right because the interest 

being acquired brings significant responsibility about which most lay people have no idea. 

(2) It would likely reduce these. But there may be good reasons in the mutual interest to 

right a historic wrong, or address an issue that was not relevant or apparent at the outset 

of the grant of the leases. 

(3) Other 

(4) Not sure. 

Question 37: 

It may well increase enfranchisement and reduce the price, but it will damage the longer 

term financial interests of the leaseholders acquiring their freehold and the former 

freeholder as the nominee purchaser is neutered from enforcing covenants because it has 

no income distinct from service charges.  Management of communal facilities requires the 

manager to have this separate income to carry out its function. 

Question 38: 

(1) Yes 

(2) On our estate it is generally easy to distinguish flats from houses so we have little 

experience of the difficulties of defining a house. 

(3) Yes 

(4) On our estate it is generally easy to distinguish flats from houses so we have little 

experience of the difficulties of defining a house. 
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(5) Yes 

(6)  

Question 39: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 40: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 41: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 42: 

(1) No 

(2) Removing the ownership test will encourage developers to buy up units and 

enfranchise for their benefit. The two year qualification and requirement for assignment of 

notice are a deterrent. to this. 

Question 43: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 44: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 45: 

Question 46: 
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(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

(5) Not Answered 

(6)  

Question 47: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 48: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 49: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 50: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 51: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 52: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 53: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  
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Question 54: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 55: 

Question 56:  

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 57: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 58: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 59: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 60: 

Not Answered 

Question 61: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 62: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 
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Question 63: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 64: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 65: 

Not Answered 

Question 66: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 67: 

Not Answered 

Question 68: 

Not Answered 

Question 69: 

Not Answered 

Question 70: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 71: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 72: 

(1) Not Answered 
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(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

(5) Not Answered 

(6) Not Answered 

Question 73: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 74: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 75: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 76: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 77: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 78: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 79: 

(1) Not Answered 
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(2) Not Answered 

Question 80: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 81: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 82: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 83: 

Not Answered 

Question 84: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 85: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 86: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 87: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 88: 
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(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 89: 

Not Answered 

Question 90: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 91: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 92: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 93: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 94: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 95: 

Not Answered 

Question 96: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 
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(3) Not Answered 

Question 97: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 98: 

Not Answered 

Question 99: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 100: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 101: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 102: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 103: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 104: 

(1) Not Answered 
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(2) Not Answered 

Question 105: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3)  

(4)  

(5)  

(6)  

(7)  

(8)  

(9)  

(10)  

(11)  

(12) Not Answered 

(13) Not Answered 

Question 106: 

Not Answered 

Question 126: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 127: 

Not Answered 

Question 128: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 129: 

Not Answered 
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Question 130: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 131: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 132: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 133: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 134: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 135: 

Not Answered 

Any further comments  

We strongly disagree with the assertion at 5.54 and elsewhere in the consultation that 

where there is an estate management scheme in place there is no additional benefit from 

requiring other terms that do not appear in the existing scheme  to bind leaseholders 

making an individual freehold acquisition.  Our estate management scheme was granted in 

1974, since when new matters not then envisioned have arisen. One such example is the 

desire to create basement accommodation.  The process of altering the scheme via the 

FTT is unwieldy (there are 5,500 properties on our estate, all would need to be party to an 

application). The ability to transfer over leasehold covenants absolutely preventing 

basements where these appear in the leases has been successful in preventing such 

developments where we consider them detrimental to the character of the estate. 

Additionally, all estate management schemes are determinable. If the scheme were to be 

extinguished, the Trust's ability to control use and alterations (in the best interest overall of 

the estate) and reclaim cost contributions towards communal areas that would otherwise 

be exercised under freehold transfer covenants would be lost. 
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 1 

Name of organisation: Bretton Green Ltd 

Question 1:  

Any leases that include obligations should have those obligations maintained in  any future 

arrangement 

Question 2: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 3: 

(1)  

(2) Leaseholders should also have the choice to extend the lease (without changing the 

ground rent) 

(3)  

(4)  

Question 4: 

(1) No 

(2)  

Question 5: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 6: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3)  

(4)  

Question 7:  

(1) No 

(2)  
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(3)  

Question 8: 

(1)  

(2)  

Question 9: 

If the compensation to landlords for loss of ground rent is set below market levels, then this 

is a loss of an asset and clearly unfair. 

Question 10: 

Question 11: 

They may be happy to extend their lease without paying compensation for the removal of 

ground rent, as it will make the process cheaper. 

Question 12: 

(1)  

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 13: 

A leaseholder should only be able to acquire a whole building freehold when they lease the 

whole premises.  Otherwise, this is a recipe for conflict between neighbours, and risks 

replacing professional landlords with amateurs and will create to extend all sorts of 

neighbourhood feuds. 

Question 14: 

(1) No 

(2) No reason for the mortgagee to receive more than the outstanding debt. 

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 15: 

(1)  

(2) Not Answered 
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(3)  

(4)  

Question 16: 

(1)  

(2)  

Question 17: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Yes, they shoudl be charged for the efficient running of estates 

Question 18: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 19: 

(1) No 

(2)  

(3) Private deals should not be prevented 

Question 20: 

(1)  

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 21: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) No 

(4)  
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Question 22: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 23: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 24: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) To facilitate a development scheme with planning permission, by majority vote of the 

company shareholders/leaseholders 

Question 25: 

(1) Yes 

(2) It would be better if a whole estate, with shared maintenance and services is bought as 

a whole than each building piecemeal. Thus the shared services can be more fairly 

controlled. 

(3) The situation where the ex-freeholder finds themselves a say 35% shareholder of a 

company owning the entire estate should be avoided.  Any acquiring company should buy 

the whole freehold. 

Question 26: 

(1) No 

(2) There may be good reasons why the other land was in separate ownership and needs 

to be kept as separately owned land. 

(3) No 

(4) There may be other reasons why that land is kept separate, for example if it could offer 

access to third party land which might be developed.  Why should leaseholders be given 

that windfall gain or gain control of access to third party land? 

Question 27: 

(1) No 
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(2) The freeholder may be left in debt, whereas without this legislation, the mortgage was 

operating quite successfully. 

(3) No 

(4)  

Question 28: 

(1)  

(2) No. this seems to be an unnecessary restriction on the action of grown adults. 

Question 29: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 30: 

(1) No 

(2) It is not clear why leaseholdres should acquire rights over land which is to be retained 

by the landlord. This is giving them extra rights - at the cost of the landlord. 

(3) No terms 

Question 31: 

(1) No 

(2) The landlord may not be able to use such parts of premises and find they are subject to 

on-going costs. 

Question 32: 

(1) Yes 

(2) It prevent it being used vexatiously or to cause trouble. 

(3) No 

(4) 10 years would be better. 

Question 33: 

(1) No 

(2) More options for willing parties to save costs and speed up matters 

(3)  
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Question 34: 

(1) Yes 

(2) This is fair, otherwise it puts the initial leaseholders in a controlling position. 

(3) All claims would be fairer. 

(4)  

Question 35: 

Agreed. This has greater clarity and is less open to abuse by individual leaseholders. 

Question 36: 

(1)  

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 37: 

It makes it much more objectionable for the landlords, who have lost control of a building 

but are still tied in to it.  This is a very unattractive proposition for landlords. 

Question 38: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

(5) Not Answered 

(6) Not Answered 

Question 39: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 40: 

(1) Not Answered 
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(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 41: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 42: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 43: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 44: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 45: 

Not Answered 

Question 46: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

(5) Not Answered 

(6) Not Answered 

Question 47: 
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(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 48: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 49: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 50: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 51: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 52: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 53: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 54: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 55: 

Not Answered 

Question 56:  

(1) Not Answered 
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(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 57: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 58: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 59: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 60: 

Not Answered 

Question 61: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 62: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 63: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 64: 
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(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 65: 

Not Answered 

Question 66: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 67: 

Not Answered 

Question 68: 

Not Answered 

Question 69: 

Not Answered 

Question 70: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 71: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 72: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

(5) Not Answered 

(6) Not Answered 

Question 73: 
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(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 
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Question 132: 
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Question 135: 

Not Answered 

Any further comments  

This process was initiated as a result of a few leases which had odious, onerous and 

wholly indefensible terms increasing ground rents by doubling them every 5 years. 

 

However, the vast majority of leases work well. There is evidence that most professional 

freeholders operate black management and service charge regimes better than 

enfranchised leaseholders. The vast majority of leases have fair terms and ground rents 

that increase slowly bby doubling only at 25 year intervals or by tracking RPI.  There is no 

need for this system to be reformed. 

 

it is the stated  intention to make the cost of freehold acquisition lower. Whilst only the 

professionals would argue against making professional costs lower, the value of the 

freeholds must not be reduced for political reasons.  This is merely taking the private 

property of one group of people and giving it to another group of people.  Although the 

scale of loss may differ, in principle this expropriation of property is no different than   

 theft of farms in Zimbabwe to give to his supporters.  That didn't end well did it, 

when the whole country starved.  The UK Government should not indulge in taking away 

legitimately owned property to give it to what it considers more deserving people. 
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Name of organisation: Church & Co. Chartered  Accountants 

Question 1:  

A ssyetm that is  either identical or a close mirror, in both England and Wales is sensible to 

allow better and chepare disenination of new rights and responsibilities. 

Question 2: 

(1) Yes 

(2) There is a strong aurgument against nominal ground rents being a pepercorn. 

Landlords, with a real, if small interest in a propperty are more likley to have more interest 

in maintaining the obligations in the lease.  

 

If the "Nominal" Ground rent was set at 0.1% of the capital value of the property (or just 

£100) and allowed to increase by RPI every 15 years, the up front cost of the lease 

extension would be lower (one of the Commissions aims) and the Landlord would continue 

to have a modest revenue stream that would keep them actively involved in the building. A 

£10 ground rent is the worst of all positions as it is less than the cost of collecting it for 

many Landlords. 

 

Many Landlords are, as a result of enfranchisement (which has been a huge sucess over 

the last 30 years) are tenant controlled companies, without some revenue it is difficult  to 

fund the activities of the Landlords obligations. 

 

It is also important that S61 rights are maintained. There is not a single residential property 

in the UK that has survived (without being totally rebuilt several times) more than 500 

years. Granting ongoing lease extensions makes sense, as long as at certain points in 

time, there are rights that allow the building to be redeveloped (with compensation for the 

leaseholder. 

(3) The current 90 year extension seems to have worked very well, and therefore should 

be maintained. 

 

The landlord should have a right to terminate the lease with compensation anytime within 5 

years of the ending of the original lease, with at least 1 years notice. 

 

After the original lease terms has expired, a similiar right should exist on every 45th 

aniversary of the expiration. 
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Many blocks of flats, built in the late 1960's and early 1970's, where fully owned by a single 

landlord (usually councils) are now being knocked down and redeveloped. This is not 

possible with developments sold on a leasehold basis of the same age. Without 

redevelopment provision large parts of our housing stock will be stuck in  the past and we 

will not be able to change the density or quality (e.g. energy efficiency) of our towns or 

cities. 

Question 3: 

(1)  

(2) Leaseholders should also have the choice to extend the lease (without changing the 

ground rent) 

(3)  

(4) There is a strong aurgument against nominal ground rents being a pepercorn. 

Landlords, with a real, if small interest in a propperty are more likley to have more interest 

in maintaining the obligations in the lease.  

 

If the "Nominal" Ground rent was set at 0.1% of the capital value of the property (or just 

£100) and allowed to increase by RPI every 15 years, the up front cost of the lease 

extension would be lower (one of the Commissions aims) and the Landlord would continue 

to have a modest revenue stream that would keep them actively involved in the building. 

 

Many Landlords are, as a result of enfranchisement (which has been a huge sucess over 

the last 30 years) are tenant controlled companies, without some revenue it is difficult  to 

fund the activities of the Landlords obligations. 

Question 4: 

(1) No 

(2) Larger estates will often including araes of garaging. These areas, particularly over time 

are the areas that are most appropriate for future development. Many garages built prior to  

the 1990's are too small for modern cars and have no electrical supply to enable use with 

modern electric car technology.  

 

In addition these areas take a lot of space and  are areas that would be suitable for the 

creation of additional density. Several London Local authorities are working with 

companies like "Pocket Living", backed by the Mayor of London, to remove old unused  

garagaging and replace this with modern apartments, creating desperatly needed 

affordable homes in central London. 
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The private landlord sector should be allowed to help contribute to this process of 

regeneration the unused or poorely used areas of a development.  

 

In addition many councils in London want to limit private car ownership, removing garaging 

a parking spaces at the end of a lease would aid this objective. 

Question 5: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Obviously this is a good idea, as otherwise the mortgagor would have cost and legal 

processes to go through, which would add cost and complexity. 

 

However, if the landlords interest is about to be reduced from, say £100,000 for a 60 year 

lease with a £100pa ground rent in central London to £100 for a 150 year lease with a 

pepercorn ground rent and the mortgagee has a £60,000 loan secured on the property you 

need a mechanism to protect the mortgagee. The solution would seem to be that whilst 

being bound by the new lease there must be a right (which they may waive) of the 

mortgagee to proportionate repayment of their loan from the proceeds of the sale of teh 

lease extension. 

Question 6: 

(1) Yes 

(2) I think the modernisation clauses should be compulsory and not optional. 

 

Specifically they should all include a provision for the establishment of reserve funds, this 

will need a sunrise clause, so that it will only come into effect when all the leaseholders 

have extended their leases and have an obligation to contribute. 

(3) Modern insurance provisions 

Modern maintenance provsiosns allowing for fees of a manageing agent and 3rd party 

professionals 

Modern accounting provisions 

Removal of the "audit" provsion from service charge accounts and replacement with a 

"certification" clause 

provision for the establishment of reserve funds, this will need a sunrise clause, so that it 

will only come into effect when all the leaseholders have extended their leases and have 

an obligation to contribute 
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(4) Using a model leaseas a starting point seems sensible, however, it may be sensible or  

necessary to line up the obligations with other leaseholders in adjoinging properties. as 

such there will be occasions where "one size does not fit all". 

Question 7:  

(1) No 

(2) A lease is just a contract between two willing partys. To try and limit 2 parties entering 

into an agreement that suits them both (with appropriate advice) would be very likely to fail. 

 

By giving people rights to use the legislation, they cannot be disadvantaged by having 

other options available to them. 

(3) None - they would not work 

Question 8: 

(1) I have no personal experience of this, however, with the protection of the Court, it 

seems like it could only be done by the payment of a premium to purchase these rights. As 

such it is a commercial transaction between a willing buyer and willing sellor. It will 

presumably only occur where the landlord has plans that require the reversion of the 

property (like redevelopment) at some point in the future. 

(2) Yes - in order to allow future development of the building it would seem to be in 

everyone's interest. 

Question 9: 

Though it may reduce costs, it should make no overall difference as at present when 

peoples' leases get down close to 80-90 years they get lease extensions. Prior to that time 

they do not bother. These reforms are unlikely to change that.  

 

Simplification of the process, should reduce the number of houses extending their leases 

as they should all be enfranchising. 

Question 10: 

In relation to houses extending lease, there is no sensible basis to do this, if for the same 

or similar cost you can enfranchise.  As such there should be an end to the leasehold 

house market. 

 

The leasehold market for flats is very strong and the current rights are well understood 

within the legal and professional sector. Flats change hands easily with leases longer than 

90 years with no discounts applied. The cost of extend a lease can be adequately 
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estimated above that level as such the reforms will make no short term difference for any 

lease that is currently between 90 years and 999 years long. 

 

For leases less that 80 years, but more than say 55 years, it is usual for the leaseholder to 

agree a new lease extension before he can sell his flat for the maximum price, both 

solicitor and estate agents are happy to advise on this. Many freeholders are prepared to 

undertake a lease extension simultaneously with completion of the sale. Though slowing 

the process this does not cause any significant blockage. 

 

For leases less than 50 years - it all gets more difficult and much more expensive, often 

with protracted discussions of value and relativity. Your proposed reforms would be likely 

to make this end of the market more open to non specialists and more transparent. 

 

It is unlikely that this will have any impact on mortgageability, Mortgagees will still want to 

know that throughout the term of their mortgage they will have sufficient security. as such 

they will be reluctant to lend on short leases but happy to lend on 70 year plus leases. 

Question 11: 

The answers, of course, will depend on cost. 

 

Most lease holders if offered the choice to extend their 85 year lease with no ground rent 

for £6,000 or extend their lease with a ground rent of £150 (at a 5% return rate) for £3,000 

will take the £3,000 option. Effectively the ground rent is cheap funding. The alternative 

may be to borrow more money on your mortgage which is complicated and unlikely to be 

much cheaper, or use a secondary loan or cash-in savings/investments which may well be 

more expensive. 

 

As such from a leaseholders perspective not to have such an option might make it more 

difficult to extend their lease. 

 

To the extent that a ground rent clause is not "onerous" - there is very unlikely to be 

significant demand to remove ground rents without extending their lease. It is likely that a 

leaseholder, could use their savings income better by investing in a FTSE tracker fund and 

receive a return greater that they would through buying out their ground rent. However, this 

is no reason not to allow the option. 
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From the freeholders perspective, and remembering that the freeholder may well be a 

leaseholder owned company, having an ongoing rental stream is an important part of its 

income that allows it to build reserves, over time, and enables it to have the funds 

necessary to full fill its obligations - removing this income stream will be detrimental to 

these freeholders. 

 

Similarly, commercial freeholders need to be incentivised to care about their properties, a 

regular, if modest, ground rent income stream allows them to be so incentivised. 

Question 12: 

(1) Allowing open discussions and agreements of lease extension terms  

 

1. dramatically decreases costs. Usually there will be no valuation fees and  cost will be 

limited to some fixed contribution to the landlords legal cost. The process can usually be 

completed with a month, so it is much quicker and as the leaseholder will have to have a 

solicitor involved, and the freeholder usually wont, there is no asymmetric information or 

issues for the leaseholder. 

 

2. This can lead to no increase in disputes, as the leaseholder is under no obligation to 

complete such a transaction and can always revert to statutory approach. 

   

3. Though there have been a few high profile cases of "onerous" terms in private  lease 

extensions, there have been more cases where "onerous" terms have been in the original 

lease. Solicitors need to be finding these issues in both circumstances and getting them 

changed. In a non-statutory lease extension every term is up for negotiation, as such these  

matters are easier to fix outside the statutory regime. Inside   the statutory regime you 

have no power to change the terms of the lease except for ground rent . 

(2) The is no problem with having a prescribed list as it can help bring a lease up to date,  

however to limit yourself on to a prescribed list would leave leaseholders in a position that 

they could not get other matters altered. 

 

The lease needs to take account of the other leases in the building/estate, the nature of the 

building (swimming pools, Gyms, cinema's, lifts, front doors fire safety, porters, CHP etc. 

etc.) and as far as possible things that are going to happen in the future that we do not yet 

know about (the Hackett review for example).  

 

1. It is unlikely to have a material  effect on the cost of lease extensions - as currently 

these cost would potentially be unrecoverable by a freeholder and therefore if there is a 
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disagreement in a statutory case the freeholder would always revert to the existing 

clauses. Ina non statutory case the Landlords costs are usually capped and these are not 

contentious issues. 

 

2. To limit everything to prescribed list is therefore likely to mean that due consideration of 

the building and its issue will not be taken into account and as such there will be more 

potential for disputes in the future 

 

3.As long as solicitors ensure their clients do not sign up to onerous clauses in the first 

place, there are no future costs to be saved. Quite the opposite, buy not allowing the lease 

to fully take account of the circumstances at the building you will be likely to increase future 

cost along  - rather than using the lease extension process to fix any historic issues. 

(3) No 

(4) All Leaseholders (99.99%) already extend their leases as such you cannot increase the 

number, you can only increase the number who use a statutory process. 

 

Currently leaseholders usually exert their rights to a statutory lease extension when:- 

 

1. the lease is short and they are selling - as such the 2 year ownership requirement is 

rarely a issue for a new buyer. As you are planning to remove the  2 year ownership 

requirement - this may become more of an issue as it will no longer be  so incumbent on 

the selling leaseholder to resolve the issue pre sale. 

 

2. where they cannot agree acceptable terms with their landlord. There is nothing 

suggested that would ever make the process of a statutory process cheaper than a non-

statutory process. As such there are unlikely to be any change as a result of legislation. 

 

(However, as there are now 4m leasehold properties and 25 years ago there were only 2m 

- the absolute number of claims is likely to rise). 

Question 13: 

In simple terms No.  

 

1.1 in relation to what one might call a house this fine to the extent that it does not inter-  
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fear with anyone  rights. However, if you have a row of massionettes with a shared roof 

that is not demised to the leaseholder, the right to that airspace belongs to the freeholder. 

The freeholder may well wish to add and additional floor of new accommodation above the 

whole row of maisonettes. To take away the roof area from the freeholder and his rights 

above it would be both unfair confiscation of his property and also against the governments 

and the Mayor of London's stated goals of adding density within urban areas. 

 

1.2 The most usual unattached parts of a leaseholders interest will be parking spaces or 

garages. To carver up wider estates into tens or hundreds of small freehold parcels will 

create a maintenance nightmare, and block the freeholder further development or 

redevelopment at a site.  To take away the freeholders interest in parking a garaging areas 

from the freeholder and his rights above them  would be both unfair confiscation of his 

property and also against the governments and the Mayor of London's stated goals of 

adding density within existing urban areas. 

  

 

2.  I don't understand the point being consulted on. This requires better explanation or a 

worked example. 

Question 14: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Your proposal works and is fair to all parties - thought you may well have an issue of 

apportionment when 1 freehold title includes many leasehold properties. 

(3) No 

(4) No - No one is paying for the landlords time or that of his solicitors to undertake this 

work, best endeavours is a burdensome obligation. 

Question 15: 

(1) Yes - in general terms they must continue to have the same obligations to use the 

property in a way that does not adversely affect their neighbours and ensure that they 

contribute to their share of the estates management and maintenance costs. 

 

But obviously their obligations not to alter the premises with landlords consent would fall 

away. 

(2) No 

(3) Why can't the Freeholder or the Leaseholder at the changes from the prescribed list?  
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To not add a clause may unfairly prejudice the interests of the neighbours 

(4) Contribution to estate service charges 

Limitations of use of property (non-commercial use / brothel etc.) 

Rights to use shared areas and limitations on such rights 

Question 16: 

(1) 2.  appear within a prescribed list of appropriate covenants. 

 

many of the original lease will have been written long ago and need to be updated to the 

21st century. 

(2) Contribution to estate service charges 

Limitations of use of property (non-commercial use / brothel etc.) 

Rights to use shared areas and limitations on such rights 

Question 17: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes - as this is the only way to ensure collection of the sums, and that such matter do 

not fall on the shoulders of the contributing households as and when the freehold is sold. 

Question 18: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) As above 

Question 19: 

(1) No 

(2) Why would it. If everyone can agree the transfer, it will be quicker a cheaper to do this. 

If they cannot agree or anyone acts unreasonably they can fall back on the Act. 

(3) Why would you want to? 
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To limit the ability for someone to sell or dispose of their interest in freehold property is a 

pretty big thing - to do so would be likely to create waves across many other types of 

property transaction for no-ones benefit. 

Question 20: 

(1) In relation to "houses" the ability to work out side the statutory framework allows 

transfer to be concluded more quickly and more cheaply than using the statutory 

framework. 

 

The only matters that should be included in the freehold transfer should be clauses in 

relation to the wider estate management.  

 

Solicitors should be able to advise their client in relation to any onerous clauses. If these 

are not removed by consent the leaseholder can always revert to the statutory route. 

(2) In relation to claims within the existing legislative framework are concerns, this will 

reduce legal fees and the time involved. 

 

But as most house enfranchisement is done outside the statutory frame work, this would b 

irrelevant for most leasehold house owners. 

(3) Other 

(4) I believe that currently the vast majority of freehold enfranchisement is done outside the 

existing statutory framework. Except for a few houses in London these tend to be non-

contentious matters.  

 

Leasehold houses are often on 999 year leases with low ground rents (say £10-100 pa) 

deals are then done for £500-1000 plus legal fees (an addition £500-1000). 

 

The cost of going down a statutory route would almost always incur greater legal costs 

alone that the whole process does by not following the statutory route. 

Question 21: 

(1) No 

(2) The nominee purchaser should always be a limited company. This allows for easy 

transfer of ownership of a share of the company when a leaseholder sells their interest. 
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I have seen structures or un-incorporated partnerships owning the freehold, which makes 

transfers of a share of the freehold excruciating and expensive on the sale of a flat.  

 

If you add in the executors of one of the previous flat owners, it can hold up the process for 

ever. 

 

All these unincorporated structures, breach tax, partnership and other laws as no one 

understands the implications of their actions.  Who is paying tax on the ground rent 

income, who is submitting a partnership tax return. Should these matters be done properly 

the cost would be totally disproportionate to the activity being undertaken. 

(3) No 

(4) the  establishment of a company to purchase the freehold of a building is an important 

protection to the investors.  

 

150 years of corporate law gives great certainty to any participant that the investment will 

be looked after, and where disputes occur that they will be dealt with in a transparent and 

well understood manner. 

 

A freehold owning company will have income (Ground rent and other fees) as such it will 

always need to produce accounts for tax purpose if no other. Should it wish to contract with 

third parties it will also wish to have build up reserves and gain its own credit rating. 

 

The 3 burdens on a company are:- 

Producing Account - this cannot be removed as required by HMC 

Filing annual Confirmation Statements - an annual check the statutory registers are up to 

date and the way that Companies House is funded 

Filing a Tax return, if they make money these companies need to pay the right amount of 

tax. 

 

None of these are avoidable - to try to do so would reduce the value of the protection the 

company affords to its shareholder from poor or corrupt directors 

Question 22: 

(1) No 
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(2) The use of a company limited by guarantee only works where you have 100% equal 

participation.  And therefore everyone's property value increases equally and is therefore 

content that there should be no future dividends and no differential in voting rights or their 

equitable interest etc. etc. 

 

If you imagine a building were 51 out of 100 identical flats participate at day 1 they will all 

have to pay much more than just their 1/100 share of the cost of enfranchisement (maybe 

twice as much). In a limited by share company you could give these shareholder a 

structure where the later 49 joiners buy out their shares from the original participants at a 

fair cost. In a company limited by guarantee the original participants funds are likely to be 

locked up in the company forever. 

Question 23: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Must have a process and valuation for new members to join 

Ownership of the shares must be associated with ownership of a flat 

Must hold an AGM 

Must have a director who is resident in the building 

Question 24: 

(1) No 

(2) This is a great idea  in theory, however, the company will rely on its investment asset 

(at cost or valuation) to provide it with its credit-worthiness in its early years. 

 

By making this a restricted asset it will not be able to use it as security for a loan. 

 

One of the routes to funding more enfranchisements is to create a market in lenders happy 

to support such schemes. In order to do so they need to have security of their loan in a 

form that they could sell to a 3rd party at auction if they needed to. 

 

Again, outside London and some small blocks (less than say 6 apartments), the largest 

limitation on enfranchisement is being able to get 30 people together at the same time with 

a spare £10k to undertake the enfranchisement.  The best way of allowing 

enfranchisement to grow, faster than it already is, is to create a market in lending to 
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finance enfranchisement, this is easily done with a little will, however, a lack of the ability to 

have proper security would kill tis stone dead. 

 

Further more, when in 80 years time the building is beyond its useful economic life, and 

requires some form of redevelopment, your suggested change would allow 1 or 2 hold out 

shareholders to frustrate the majority.  As such 75% majority should always be sufficient to 

allow  a sale. 

(3) Where the company defaults on a loan used to finance the enfranchisement, or 

otherwise secured against the freehold. 

 

Where the company would otherwise go bust. 

 

Where more than 75% of the owners wish to sale the freehold as part of a redevelopment 

scheme. 

Question 25: 

(1) No 

(2) Any current estate may include many areas of land that the Freeholder wishes or hopes 

to continue to develop. As such to allow the totality of the area to be included in an 

enfranchisement claim would do three things:- 

 

1. Take assets from the freeholder without proper compensation 

2. limit the ability for future development at the estate (it is almost impossible to get more 

than a few residents to ever agree to this type of proposal due to all of our inherent 

nimbyism) 

3. reduce future housing provision within existing towns and cities - without encroaching on 

valuable green belt land     

 

This also creates issues where a block, democratically decides it does not want to be part 

of this greater estate. Are they forced to join? Can they subsequently enfranchise away 

from the greater estate if they dislike the way it is managed. If they leave the greater estate 

how much of the estate should belong to them? 

(3) To allow multiple blocks to enfranchise together is not problematic, as long as they are 

only enfranchising their individual blocks whilst maintaining their existing rights over the 

rest of the estate.  
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This leaves other blocks free to chose to enfranchise on their own and or the freeholder to 

continue to develop the area. 

Question 26: 

(1) No 

(2) Specifically this is most likely to relate to car parking areas and garages and gardens.   

 

On the forced sale of the freehold of these areas, the Freeholder does  not just loose the 

existing space, but also the air space above it.  

 

On Many sites, whilst preserving the leaseholders existing rights to a carparking space, the 

area above such areas is ripe for incremental development. To transfer these areas 

freehold to the leaseholders will stop such development. 

 

Both the labour mayor of London and the Conservative Government have policies in place 

that request additional density of housing within the existing built environment. to change 

enfranchisement in this way would catastrophically effect their policy. 

(3) No 

(4) On Many sites, whilst preserving the leaseholders existing rights to use a space, these 

areas are often ripe for incremental development. To transfer these areas freehold to the 

leaseholders will stop such development. 

 

Both the labour mayor of London and the Conservative Government have policies in place 

that request additional density of housing within the existing built environment. to change 

enfranchisement in this way would catastrophically effect their policy. 

 

Most leases include an ability for leaseholders  to use areas until the Landlord comes up 

with a better idea. As such to remove the freeholders existing rights without additional 

compensation is both unfair and likely to lead to a lack of incremental development at 

existing residential developments. 

Question 27: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Except where the mortgagor agrees this is unnecessary. 
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(3) No 

(4) This seems unduly burdensome on the landlord.  

 

Legislation exist to allow the redemption of  Rent charges, why should the now former 

freeholder need to get involved,  

 

Best endeavours is a very strong requirement, who will pay for the Freeholders legal and 

professional fees in this regard ? 

Question 28: 

(1) Yes I agree,  As I am not a lawyer I cannot advise on the process. 

(2) No. The covenants that may be required could be specific to the circumstances of the 

land and neighbouring sites. Producing a standard covenant to protect riverian or shooting 

rights would seem burdensome, however, may be necessary in some circumstances. 

 

If there is a dispute, the FTT should be able to determine the outcome. 

Question 29: 

(1) Yes they should reflect the rights and obligations set out in the leaseholders’ existing 

leases. 

 

The covenants that may be required could be specific to the circumstances of the land and 

neighbouring sites. Producing a standard covenant to deal with all circumstances 

(protection of riverian or shooting rights) would be impossible. As such a prescribed list 

would be likely to remove existing property rights from a freeholder without any/proper 

compensation. 

(2) There should not be a prescribed list in these circumstances. 

Question 30: 

(1) No 

(2) If they have no current rights why should they be given rights a someone else freehold 

property. 

(3) There should not be a prescribed list in these circumstances 

Question 31: 

(1) Yes 
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(2) This is a fair way of ensuring that the leaseholder can exercise enfranchisement even 

where their are commercial properties or similar within the development.  

 

However, it should not be a one way offering, it should be a requirement that goes both 

ways, so the Freeholder may demand to retain airspace above roofs and garages and 

rights over undemised open space around the site, so that his existing property rights are 

not removed without proper compensation. 

Question 32: 

(1) Yes 

(2) It is burdensome on the freeholder to deal with these matters, as such some break 

before another attempt should be included. 

 

In the real world, often claims for enfranchisement are made when significant planned 

maintenance is due. Should the enfranchisement claim fail then enough time should be 

given to allow the works to proceed and the funds be fully collected. a period of 3 to 5 

years would therefore be sensible between claims. 

(3) Yes 

(4) In the real world, often claims for enfranchisement are made when significant planned 

maintenance is due. Should the enfranchisement claim fail then enough time should be 

given to allow the works to proceed and the funds be fully collected. a period of a minimum 

of 3 years would therefore be needed between claims, however, 5 years would seem 

sensible. 

Question 33: 

(1) No 

(2) The fact that the 1993 Act exists give the leaseholders a back stop to allow them to 

negotiate, from a position of strength, directly with the freeholder. 

 

The ability to negotiate outside the Act, can reduce costs and uncertainty on all sides and 

speed up the process.   

 

The requirement for S.5 notices will protect the interests of non-participating members. 

 

The participating members should however still use a RTE company and non-participating 

members should be able to join (at the right price) in future. 
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(3) There should be rights for leaseholders to join in a freehold owning company uniquely 

owning the freehold of their building.  

 

If the company owns other assets it is just a commercial investment company like any 

other and the leaseholders can therefore, in future enfranchise away the freehold from it. 

Question 34: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Enfranchisement should give all long leaseholder the same rights to participate in the 

ownership and management of their building. 

 

They should, however, pay their fair share of the value of that membership on the date 

admitted.  

 

Some of this value must be able to be distributed back to the original members who might 

have had to put up much more money to allow the claim to work. 

(3) The right of participation should be back dated, so as not to create two classes of 

leaseholder. 

(4) As described above:- 

 

1.  companies must have shares and not be limited by guarantee to allow the equitable 

value of the company to be properly split between the members joining at different times 

and allow distributions to historic members to equalise overall contributions. 

 

2. The should be a easily understood valuation method 

Question 35: 

1. It costs less that £25 to form a UK limited company and legal costs of having a single 

entity will be smaller than the alternative. A company limited by guarantee is however not a 

sensible approach, it should be limited by shares.    

2.Though there are ongoing compliance costs in relation to annual returns, company 

accounts and tax returns. These can be kept to a minimum. Collection Ground Rent 

income will create taxable income, but tax returns will need to be prepared either for the 

company or for the individuals involved as such these costs should be ignored. The cost of 

all other compliance should be quite low (£13 for annual return and say £250 for annual 

accounts). 
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3. Prescribed articles are a good idea (though not for a company limited by guarantee), 

these can include mechanisms for valuation of new shareholdings and how one deals with 

distributions to historic members. 

Question 36: 

(1) 1. It reduces cost and duration of process, or no one would use such a process 

2. it reduces the potential for disputes, as if a dispute arose, one could always revert to the 

statutory process 

3. Willing buyers and willing sellers should be able to agree terms that suit them all. The 

buyers solicitors should be able to advise hem in relation to unusual terms and the 

possible implication or complications. 

(2) 1. It would reduce the time (and hence cost), initially, but may not allow the flexibility to 

deal with many complex sets of circumstances. This may lead to further expensive legal 

disputes down the line, or more cases being referred to an Tribunal for determination. 

2. It will reduce disputes initially, but increase disputes in the future 

3. The presumption is that unusual terms create problems. It is surely the case that 

unusual terms are properly used to address problems that would otherwise arise. 

Assuming the leaseholders are properly advised - having such flexibility should be to 

everyone's advantage. 

(3) No 

(4) The limit of leaseholders undertaking collective enfranchisement is not a reflection of 

problems with the process, it is a reflection of the difficulty of getting a majority of 

leaseholders to agree on anything and be prepared to fund eh solution. 

 

Many leaseholders, with long leases, are much happier not to take on the additional 

responsibilities of owning their freehold. The ability to protect the value of ones investment 

through a lease extension and take over the management of the building via a no fault 

RTM claim provides the solution to most leaseholders issues without the need to 

enfranchise the building. 

Question 37: 

Yes, though probably quite marginally, as it would make affordable the ability to 

enfranchise buildings which had valuable commercial interests within them. 

Question 38: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Though this definition works well in respect of lease extensions, it may work badly in 

respect of enfranchisement. 
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It is common to build rows of what would currently be called "town houses" on concrete 

platforms above larger underground garages and other facilities.  

 

One needs to be careful that when a single one of these "town houses" wants to 

enfranchise that they cannot do so without getting together with all the other properties that 

are supported by the concrete platform. 

(3) Yes 

(4) Yes, however as mentioned above, you need to be clear that where a property shares 

freehold space with any other user (like a town house built on a platform) that they are 

treated as a single residential unit within a larger group of units that can only enfranchise 

collectively. 

 

For lease extensions on the current flat basis, this works well and is fair. 

 

If you do not want large amounts of existing urban developed space to become stuck in 

jello/time you also need to consider how you maintain airspace rights for new development 

whilst granting residents greater rights over the existing property 

(5) Yes 

(6)  

Question 39: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 40: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 41: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  
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Question 42: 

(1) No 

(2) To remove a period of ownership  to allow qualification for rights will allow speculators 

and arbitrage to to move into a residential ownership market. 

 

In order to justify, under the Human Rights Act, taking away one group of investor rights 

and giving them to another (at a discount), the trade off has previously been considered to 

to be giving those rights to deserving individuals to live their lives. 

 

Without a period of ownership (and residency) all you are proposing is giving one set of 

rich and powerful investors (buy to let investors, which have been institutionalised in the 

last few years) an unearned windfall at the expense of another set of Investors (the Ground 

Rent Investors)   This is not fair and is unlikely to survive a challenge via the  Courts.   

 

One must remember that indirectly the largest investors in ground rents are the pension 

funds of the average earner. When we take value from freeholders it is not the Duke of 

Westminster that suffers, it is the former coal miner or member of a local authority pension 

fund.  To enrich a buy to let investors at the expense of a teachers  pension fund does not 

feel right to me. 

Question 43: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 44: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Yes, however as mentioned above, you need to be clear that where a building shares 

freehold space with any other user (like a building built on a platform) that they are treated 

as a single building  within a larger group of buildings that can only enfranchise collectively, 

or with the above mentioned 25% rule. 

 

For lease extensions on the current flat basis, this works well and is fair. 

 

If you do not want large amounts of existing urban developed space to become stuck in 

jello/time you also need to consider how you maintain airspace rights for new development 

whilst granting residents greater rights over the existing property 
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(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 45: 

The discretion should not be allowed because it will create litigation and expense for all 

involved.  Your mandate is to reduce expense and litigation. Don't do it. 

Question 46: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4) However, I think freeholders should at the same time be allowed to retain current 

undeveloped interests in their estate, be this airspace above the existing building or ground 

space beyond the existing footprint o f the building. 

 

The property rights and social values of such rights are vast and if not adequately dealt 

with lead to property rights litigation.  

 

By way of example a client of mine gained planning consent to build 9 new homes on an  

existing development of 39 flats. These 9  new homes included 4 family homes and 3 

disabled accessible homes in a London borough that needs both more family homes and 

more accessible homes . 

 

The planning gain will generate £1m to the freeholder, and even more to the community. 

The Enfranchisement value of the development without the planning permission would be 

less than £200k.  To remove the ability of the freeholder and the community to exercise 

their rights to build more homes  would be in breach of existing government policy, 

damage green belt land  and remove significant property rights from the existing owners.  

 

In the above case, on a site with an enfranchisement value of £200k  and a real value of 

£1.2m; should the government lose they would have to provide £1m of compensation. 

 

This client alone has 700 sites. 
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Long Harbour has 10,000 sites, as such the potential for claims could easily run into 

billions if existing property rights are not safeguarded. 

(5) No 

(6) The definition needs to be all encompassing. 

 

As long as garaging counts as internal space the definition is fine, however, if it counts as 

common parts  as it is used by multiple blocks of flats and houses to park their cars 

underneath their development. then it would be a disaster. a single "town house" sitting on 

a platform above a large car parking space could then buy its freehold. This would be a 

disaster at many different levels. 

Question 47: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 48: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 49: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 50: 

(1) No 

(2) No this is absurd. for a number of reasons:- 

1. you are replacing one investor freeholder with another investor freeholder as far as the 

non participating unit is concerned. 

2. There are often minor and ongoing issues between leaseholders, where there are only 2 

to allow 1 to become the boss of the other because they can afford to will be terrible and 

traumatic for the other leaseholders 

3. If you allowed this to happen, you must have a route and fair cost to allow the other 

leaseholder to join the enfranchisement. If you do this you mitigate the above, but on a day 

to day basis it does not solve the issue. 

Question 51: 

(1) No 
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(2) The issue here is that a smallish group can take over control at the expense of the 

other residents, This can become particularly acute in a development with several 

relatively small (say 6 flats or less) vertically divisible units . 

 

If one looks the case  families, a group of family 

members tried to take control of the building their flats were in in order to replace the 

common parts with a hotel style check-in desk for their benefit. With the current law they 

lost and the other residents were protected. Any change would leave the other residents 

unprotected - that is not fair. 

Question 52: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 53: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 54: 

(1) No 

(2) To the extent that the collective freehold acquisition is limited to "appurtenant land"  

then I would agree.  

 

It is however important both to the current freeholder and the government (both in terms of 

compensation and in terms of getting more development within the existing built 

environment) that we do no allow existing land rights over the wider estate  and air space 

to be given away for free (under legislation) which will limit future development and 

inevitably subsequently damage our green belts. 

Question 55: 

No this is absurd. for a number of reasons:- 

1. you are replacing one investor freeholder with another investor freeholder as far as the 

non participating unit is concerned. 

2. There are often minor and ongoing issues between leaseholders, where there are only 2 

to allow 1 to become the boss of the other because they can afford to will be terrible and 

traumatic for the other leaseholders 
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3. If you allowed this to happen, you must have a route and fair cost to allow the other 

leaseholder to join the enfranchisement. If you do this you mitigate the above, but on a day 

to day basis it does not solve the issue 

Question 56:  

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 57: 

(1) No 

(2)  

Question 58: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Freeholders are a group/type of investor, they include both the Duke of Westminster, 

the John Lewis Pension fund,  Rothesay Life (the largest investor in ground rents, though 

not directly)  and Aviva -  most of these investors are investing the money of the general 

public.   

 

To allow  a group of privileged and rich buy to let investors  create excess profits at the 

expense of poor miners or British Airways crew would seem to be a fundamental 

miscarriage of justice . 

 

Under human rights law to put the property rights of the few commercial investors against 

the rights of the many pension holders would appear to be the most absurd version of 

reverse communism. "From the many according to their savings to the few according to 

their highly geared speculation". 

(3) Yes on both counts: 

 

1. a residency test should be re-introduced. It should require a listing on the electoral role 

as a minimum .  

 

2.  Many leases require permission to sublet. All leases that are sublet should be excluded 

from the rights to enfranchise 

Question 59: 
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(1) 1. not at all 

2. mostly not at all - there have been a couple of very high value claims come forward, but 

outside the millionaires playground cases this is not an issue (and they can all afford it) 

3. no issues in the real world 

4. This is an issue, however, as it is clearly understood by all legal and estate agent 

practitioners, it is usual to sell properties where this would have a detrimental impact on 

the value  o the property with the benefit of the appropriate notice (which is transferable) to 

the new tenant. 

5. All lawyers know these things, It is part of their training. You cannot buy a property 

without a lawyer or similarly qualified conveyancer advising you . This should not be a 

matter that we need to worry about 

(2) 1. No reduction 

2. more disputes, the current process is now 10 plus years in; and works quite well, if you 

change it you will create a whole new set of battles to be fought. 

Question 60: 

To remove the ability for commercial leaseholders to enfranchise will make no difference  

one way or another, as such claims usually involve lots of other participants.  

 

The real, existing transfer of value from one group of investors to another, is the process 

that allows as a commercial leaseholder to extend their lease on the same basis as a 

residential leaseholder 

Question 61: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Though in principle this sounds great. If they want a new 90 year lease extension at a 

peppercorn and only own 50% of the lease this is going to put a huge cash burden on the 

owner of the other 50% as they will have to stump up the cash with no knowledge as to 

how or when they will be repaid 

(3) ALL very complicated - I will leave the housing assocs. to explain why 

Question 62: 

(1) No they should not be relaxed.  

1. Housing Associations have lent billions of pounds to residents to enable them to live in 

these flats. 

2. Housing Association have borrowed billions of pounds to build/purchase these flats 
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3. It is vital to the ongoing success of our housing associations and their plans to build 

more homes that   we do not down grade the security they have provide for the capital they 

have borrowed. 

4. To do as you propose would leave the HA sector with less cash to invest in new homes. 

This is a bad idea. 

(2) It should not be done - for reasons above 

Question 63: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) No 

(4) If this residential unit you are descrbing is a flat, how can you transfer the freehold free 

of charge. What about the other 250 flats in the development? 

Question 64: 

(1) yes they should be excluded 

(2) the same rights as currently exist 

Question 65: 

N/A 

Question 66: 

(1) Yes there should be - otherwise within a generation the land will all be privately owned 

again - which wrecks the entire principle of community ownership. 

(2) I will leave this to others better qualified 

Question 67: 

I have only come across 3 existing exemptions, being:- 

1. Crown Property - where they seem to offer non statutory (50 year) lease extensions and 

it all works fine - but do not allow enfranchisement - again as long as the buyer is properly 

advised this does not create an issue 

2. Land inside a Cathedral close - where again the seem happy to offer non statutory lease 

extensions and in all works fine - but do not allow enfranchisement - again as long as the 

buyer is properly advised this does not create an issue 

3. "Houses" built over concrete platforms, which should benefit from the reforms you are 

proposing to allow them Statutory lease extensions as if they were flats, but should not 

have enfranchisement rights. 
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Question 68: 

No experience yet 

Question 69: 

Shared ownership leases have only been around (in a large scale) for 25 years or so. As 

such to date the effect of lease length has not yet had any impact on values. In another 20 

years - as leases get down to 80 years it will. 

 

Ad it currently has no impact, it will have no impact on Landlords or developers for another 

20 years - they will continue to do what sells. 

Question 70: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Simple, well understood, therefore cheaper for all involved 

Question 71: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Simple, well understood, therefore cheaper for all involved 

Question 72: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Regardless of anything else (even minor errors) someone must be responsible for the 

notice being accurate and truthful.  

 

If no signature is required, dubious individuals or organisations may be tempted to file 

notices which did not have the support of the people they say they have. 

(3) No 

(4) In addition to the validity of the leaseholders they represent, the notice must also be 

challengeable in respect of the Land and rights included in the claim, in order to ensure 

one set of property owners rights do not prejudice another set of property owners rights. 

(5) Yes 

(6) Regardless of anything else (even minor errors) someone must be responsible for the 

notice being accurate and truthful.  
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If no statement of truth  is required, dubious individuals or organisations may be tempted to 

file notices which did not have the support of the people they say they have. 

Question 73: 

(1) No 

(2) This is reasonable, as long as the cost are reasonable, as such if you include a cap on 

the cost of say  - "not more than £250" it makes great sense.  Without such a cap, it leaves 

the landlord with too greater open ended liability in relation to an asset that might not be 

providing any income. 

Question 74: 

(1) Yes 

(2) This will reduce arguments about validity down the line. 

(3) You must have a different claim form for each claim.   

The issues of appurtenant property and areas the freeholder has existing rights will differ 

for every property, as such they will need separate claims. 

 

Also the ability to dispute a claim, due to the wrong level of leaseholder participation in one 

building should not prejudice a claim for another building. 

 

On claim may subsequently fail (because they cannot raise the funds) this should not 

damage any other claim. without separation of claims how do you stop them all failing 

together. 

Question 75: 

(1) No 

(2) This is absurd, you are allowing one Freeholder (group of 51 of 100 flats)  to 

compulsorily the purchase the interests of the existing Freeholder. This would be very 

prejudicial to the remaining 49 flat owners. 

 

Though you need to come up with processes for later participation by non-participating 

leaseholders, these need to be at fair value. As such the cheapest time to purchase a 

share of your freehold will always be at day 1.  

 

Why would a group, buying their freehold want to exclude some participants, maybe 

because they are white, maybe because they are gay, maybe because the are Christian or 
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Jewish or just foreign. Whatever the reason in cannot be condoned by law not allowing all 

potential participants to be aware of the process and allowed to participate should they 

wish to. 

Question 76: 

(1) No 

(2) If it does not do so, then a different, and overlapping, group of residents could serve 

another notice at the same time.  

 

This would create additional complexity and expense for all involved 

(3) Yo must not allow a position where 2 competing notices could be served at the same 

time 

Question 77: 

(1) No 

(2) It is not possible to attach a draft contract to a claim that is being rejected. 

Question 78: 

(1) Yes 

(2) As long as such notice is sent to the freeholder that bills your ground  rent and not used 

as a deliberate ploy to serve a notice on a person who has no part in the day to day 

running of the freehold interest. 

Question 79: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 80: 

(1) No 

(2) HM Land Reg - tends to be out of date in relation to corporate owners, as when they (or 

their accountants or lawyers) move their registered office they often do not update many 

hundreds or thousands of Land Reg details. 

 

As such the law has required that ground rent demands include a service address for the 

Landlord. In the first instance this should be used.  
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In the second instance, if the landlord is a UK company, is registered office should be 

used. 

 Then you should follow your process, above. 

Question 81: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Claims that are not fair, should not move directly to a leaseholder default, because they 

were lost in the post or similar. 

Question 82: 

(1) No 

(2) The information as to who the relevant people are is all a matter of public record. The 

persons using a legal process to take away someone else's property rights must take 

responsibility for informing the relevant people 

Question 83: 

If the claim is unfair, in terms of land taken or premium paid, and the landlord, through no 

fault of their own, has not been able to respond. then they should be allowed to have the 

order set aside. 

Question 84: 

(1) Other 

(2) no knowledge about specifics of conveyancing 

Question 85: 

(1) No 

(2) Points 1 & 3 are fine, however as stated above the landlord should not be responsible 

for serving notices on other interested parties. This should be the responsibility of the 

leaseholders. 

 

Often the other interested party's will be the leaseholder owned management company or 

head lessee the leaseholders will often know these parties much better than the freeholder 

does. 

Question 86: 

(1) No 

(2) If as a claimant, you miss your deadline your claim should be deemed withdrawn. If you 

start the process you must be organised enough to either complete it in time or give up. 
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Question 87: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 88: 

(1) No 

(2) If the Notice has been properly served then the claim should continue to be valid 

against whoever the knew landlord is. As such there will be no wasted costs. 

Question 89: 

Question 90: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 91: 

(1) No 

(2) This is too onerous burden to put on a Landlord. 

 

If consent is required the Leaseholder should be required as part of their purchase to 

inform the relevant parties. It should not stop the registration. 

Question 92: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 93: 

(1) About 40,000 lease extensions are granted each year (i.e. 1% of the total leasehold 

stock).  Most of these are done outside of the Act. There is no record of how many flats 

enfranchise each year as within Land Reg figures these just show up as a transfer of a 

freehold from one freeholder to another.  A fair estimate would be that another 5,000-

10,000 flats are involved in such transactions. 
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In the year 2017 there were 211 Tribunal Decisions in relation to 1993 Act rights (all 

matters including costs and appeals). This accounts for less than 0.5% of transaction that 

have enough issues to justify resorting to the Tribunals. 

 

1. the existence of several procedures is a problem for leasehold houses. Your 

improvements make sense, but as most cases are resolved without any fall back on any 

legal process it will only save time effort and money in a very few cases (where it will save 

significant time effort and money). 

 

2. Your improvements make sense, but as most cases are resolved without any fall back 

on any legal process it will only save time effort and money in a very few cases (where it 

will save significant time effort and money). 

 

3. This will make no difference whatsoever.  Landlord details are required by law to be on 

any Rent demand. Most landlords are easily found and want to do deals. 

 

4. This will make no difference whatsoever.  The time consuming matter is establishing a 

quorum in the first place and getting that quorum to put up the cash required. 

 

5. Improvements make sense, but as most cases are resolved without any fall back on any 

legal process it will only save time effort and money in a very few cases (where it will save 

significant time effort and money). 

 

6. Your improvements make sense, but as most cases will likely lead to increases of costs, 

not reductions. 

 

7. Your improvements make no sense. Lack of deemed withdrawal will lead to cases 

dragging on and costing all parties more money. 

(2) 1. it would reduce and simplify the process and hence reduce some costs. 

 

2. as the number of disputes is already very low (0.5%), it is not clear that the simplification 

would be able to enhance to the process much further.  it  may be that  the introduction of 

any new legislation actually, for a period of time, increases the amount of litigation and 
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dispute, while the new process is full tested through the whole of the Tribunal and Appeal 

Court system. 

(3) It would speed it up. It would reduce the costs - this is a very small part of the total 

market and these are perfectly sensible proposals 

Question 94: 

(1) Yes 

(2) This will speed up dispute resolution, through simplification and hence reduce costs. 

Question 95: 

Most of the Tribunal cases we have been involved in are simple valuation disputes (or by 

the time they get to the Tribunal they are) and are for relatively small amounts of monetary 

differences. These matters could easily be determined by a single valuation expert, subject 

to the existing rights of appeal.  

 

There are current massive differences in the approach to valuation taken in different 

regions, as such such a process, with consistent training of the valuation experts could 

also reduce the requirement for appeals. 

 

And claim where the difference in valuation was less than £10k (in line with the money 

claim online procedures) would seem appropriate, with the additional hope that most of 

these could be done on a paper basis without the need for a hearing. 

 

The rules governing such matters should be exactly the same as those for a Tribunal 

hearing. 

Question 96: 

(1) I have not been involved in a County Court enfranchisement dispute. 

 

In relation to the Tribunal a typical claim would be agreed within the parties within 6 

months and not result in a Tribunal hearing. Where a hearing becomes necessary the 

claim would extend to 9-12 months. The incremental costs (excluding original valuation 

costs) would be about £5k. 

(2) 1. As a vast number of enfranchisement claims are successfully completed each year 

without an resort to tribunal or litigation - the starting point has to be that in 99% of cases 

this risk has no negative effect. 
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In fact it is likely that the threat of lengthy and always expensive disputes (expensive to 

both parties) is a major driver in the reason so many cases are settled quickly and 

amicably. As such  it is likely that streamlining the process and reducing the costs, may (in 

the absence of removing the valuation issues) may lead to more disputes reaching the 

Tribunal. 

 

2. The issue of split jurisdiction, where it exists, has made disputes much more expensive 

to resolve and take much longer.  This probably doubles the amount of time (from, say, 1 

to 2 years) and will add £10k in costs to each party's costs. 

(3) This would, in the few cases it affects,  save a huge amount time effort and money, as 

stated above probably a year in elapsed time and £10k of costs per party. 

Question 97: 

(1) Other 

(2) Yes this will be cheaper for  

 

There are currently 40,000 lease extensions per year.  

 

Of these 80% are resolved without recourse to a statutory process. 

 

This leaves about 8,000 cases where notices are served under the statutory provisions.  

 

Currently all but a few hundred per year are then resolved by negotiation with currently 

only 300 per year requiring recourse to a Tribunal.  

 

It is like that 50% of these could be resolved by a single valuation expert, however, with a 

new slimmed down and cheaper process it is also quite likely that it may well be much 

more widely used and that the level of claims coming to the tribunal would substantially 

increase and you would then be dealing with 50% of some 2-3,000 cases. 

Question 98: 

Yes of course they should. 

 

A landlord, owns a piece of property, and leaseholder uses the law to force the landlord to 

sell the property to him. The Landlord requires (human rights law) to be compensated, if 
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that compensation does not include non-litigation costs, the amount of compensation may 

be reduced to such and extent that the landlord does not receive any compensation (net) 

for his property or may even have to pay to  to forced to give away his property assets.  

 

This cannot be fair or right 

Question 99: 

(1) 1. Fixed costs of say £1500 (plus VAT) per flat to be up-rated every year by CPI would 

allow enough for both simple valuation and conveyancing costs undertaken by non-London 

professional - whilst giving certainty to the leaseholder - as such this wold become an 

amount the freeholder would charge and his actual costs would then become irrelevant. 

This may not be fair to the Freeholder in complex situations with multiple other parties to 

the lease, including tripartite leases and multiple levels of head lessors. 

2. Capped costs at say :-  

a. responding to notice - £250 (plus VAT and with annual CPI increase) 

b. Valuation - £750 (plus VAT and with annual CPI increase) 

c. writing and registering of new lease - £500 (plus VAT and with annual CPI increase) per 

title 

d. other matters - £250 per matter (i.e. dealing with Management Company in tripartite 

lease or headlessor). 

3. A cap on the total cost would not allow for the complexities of the individual 

circumstances to be taken into account . 

4. To have either a scale of charges or a percentage would work OK, except for the case 

of low value transactions. If you capped charges at 10% of transaction value with a 

minimum of £1500 (plus VAT) up-rated by CPI this maybe appropriate 

5. This will not work in 99% of cases. Most cases are resolved without recourse to 

Tribunal, as such to judge this you would need the case, at least in respect of the costs, to 

be referred to the Tribunal - this would increase the leaseholders costs and would not 

address the consultations key objectives 

6. Cost should be limited to valuation costs, legal costs to respond to the notice and legal & 

conveyancing costs of creating a new lease of transferring the freehold. 

7. As most costs are never disputed, reforming the current assessment procedure seems 

unnecessary 

8. The current categories are ones that have stood the test of time and litigation, as such 

they are simple and well understood. 
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(2) As long as the fixed cost has a per flat element - there is no reason why this should not 

apply to collective enfranchisement.  Therefore one may wish to breakdown the fixed cost 

into say 4 parts for example:- 

1. responding to notice - £500 plus £50 per flat  (plus VAT and with annual CPI increase) 

2. Valuation - £500 plus £150 per flat  (plus VAT and with annual CPI increase) 

3. Conveyance of Freehold - £750 (plus VAT and with annual CPI increase) per title 

4. Dealing with other parties - Ad Hoc per party 

 

Where there are unique features (like dealing with intermediate headlease issues or 

management companies costs) and permission from third parties to allow the transfer,  it 

would be fair that the whole of these costs could be added to the costs to be recharged, 

there maybe several costs and it would not be fair to make the Landlord bear 

unrecoverable, but necessary costs. 

(3) No 

(4) 1. where there are multiple parties there has to be an ability for the Landlord or 

intermediate Landlord to recover their legal costs involved. Often an intermediate landlord 

is a Tenant owned organisation which has no  income of its own and without the ability to 

recover these costs they will be worse off and the other residents will have to subsidise this 

cost. This is not fair on the other leaseholders.  

 

2. The management company must be allowed a sum in relation to both advice and 

completion of the new lease to ensure that its interests are correctly replicated and that the 

other members of the Manco are not disadvantaged.    Again Often an Manco is a Tenant 

owned organisation which has no  income of its own and without the ability to recover 

these costs they will be worse off and the other residents will have to subsidise this cost. 

This is not fair on the other leaseholders. 

Question 100: 

(1) Yes 

(2) It is important that this process reflects the actual costs a freeholder is forced to incur 

and hence is not depriving them of their assets.  

Depending on the stage the case reaches the percentage could be varied, so say 30% 

where case is withdrawn or struck-out without a valuation report being prepared and 75% 

where a valuation report has been prepared. 

(3) Yes 
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(4) Depending on the stage the case reaches the percentage could be varied, so say 35% 

where case is withdrawn or struck-out without a valuation report being prepared and 75% 

where a valuation report has been prepared. 

Question 101: 

(1) Yes 

(2) They must have this in relation to enfranchisement, as these claims are made by 

companies with no resources of their own, this must be allowed to protect the Landlord 

from claims that are never likely to succeed.  

 

In relation to  lease extensions this is a good idea, as it requires the leaseholder to 

understand upfront the process they are committing to. 

Question 102: 

(1) Yes 

(2) It seems sensible, as the protection of the Tribunal is not going to allow such an order 

except in cases of the most exceptionally bad behaviour by the named leaseholders. 

Question 103: 

(1) No 

(2) The current limits on awards of costs at the Tribunal allow it to be a low cost route to 

justice in a contested claim. To widen the areas of the award of costs will make the 

process of a disputed claim much riskier to all parties. 

Question 104: 

(1) Yes 

(2) The current limits on awards of costs at the Tribunal allow it to be a low cost route to 

justice in a contested claim. To widen the areas of the award of costs will make the 

process of a disputed claim much riskier to all parties. 

Question 105: 

(1) The typical non-litigation costs of an enfranchisement claim would be :- 

1. responding to notice - £500 plus £50 per flat   

2. Valuation - £500 plus £150 per flat   

3. Conveyance of Freehold - £750 per title 

4. Dealing with other parties - £250 per party 
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As such for a block of 10 flats the cost would be (1. £1000, 2. £2,000, 3.£750 = £3750 plus 

VAT) £4,500 of external costs and £1,500 or internal costs = £6000 in total. 

 

Of these costs only the £4,500 of external costs are recoverable or £450 per flat  would be 

recoverable. 

(2) None. 

 

If a group of leaseholders can get together and decide to enfranchise with an average cost 

of £5,000-10,000 of per leaseholder plus their own legal and professional costs the 

addition of another £450 will make no difference to this procedure. 

 

The only limiting factor to enfranchisement is getting 51% of the residents to commit on the 

same day to find say £11k each to allow the process to commence. 

(3)  

(4)  

(5)  

(6)  

(7)  

(8)  

(9)  

(10)  

(11)  

(12) As the legal fees are not a current restriction on enfranchisement claims, changing 

them, whilst simplifying and making the procedure cheaper are very unlikely to effect the 

total number of claims brought. 

(13) 1. They are likely to demand a legal review of the law as this would be seen as 

confiscation without compensation 

2. they are likely to make the process run less smoothly as they will have no incentive to 

pass the matter to properly qualified staff 

3. They will push back some of the costs to the leaseholders, demanding that their lawyers 

do more 
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4. They will be more likely to contest the valuation element of the process and agree fees 

with valuers that are more contingent on the valuer agree higher values or pushing forward 

with contesting the claim. 

Question 106: 

Firstly these disputes are few and far between.  

 

However, where there is an opportunity to get a case moved into the County Court the 

Landlord would look to do so, in order to enhance the chance or better cost recovery. This 

may also encourage leaseholders to ensure their dispute has merit. 

 

However, as no one recovers 100% of their costs these days, neither party will take on a 

dispute with out serious consideration, as such such where disputes exist the quickest and 

cheapest way they can be determined will always be in all parties best interests. 

Question 126: 

(1) No 

(2) This is not a fair or reasonable thing to do.  

 

How can one party know another parties interests and therefore represent them with 

reasonable care and skill - without going through a huge process to discover them, which 

may not be possible within the statutory time limits of an enfranchisement claim 

Question 127: 

I don't understand the question. If some group has bough their freehold how can their be a 

second collective freehold acquisition of the property - this circumstance could never occur. 

Question 128: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Rights to one level of ownership do not necessarily determine rights to the next level 

down. 

Question 129: 

There seems to be a first question, which is how do you get to a qualifying majority. 

Presuming you can do this and the flats let on short leases do not mean the the existing 

head lessor has more that 25% of the flats as Furnished Holiday Lets and hence 

commercial and not residential property, I would prefer option 2. 
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Let the residents enfranchise their head lease and grant back new leases for the other 

flats, but with the knowledge that the leases they grant back, will not be in the same format 

as their lease, as they will allow subletting and short term rental etc.    

 

This kind of case is where, your suggestion of fixed cost enfranchisement goes out of the 

window as it may cost £00,000 tens of thousand of pounds to sort this position out. 

Question 130: 

(1) No 

(2) 1. is an an absurd idea in the real world.  

 

One RTE company buys its freehold and demand the rights to buy the drive that serves it 

and 7 other blocks. Then the second RTE Company buys its block and now demands that 

it needs to buy back the road that serves the first block and the other 7 blocks as it has a 

right to do so first block and so on. 

 

2. Though it would be reasonable for the Tribunal to be the mediator between two 

enfranchised blocks - for as long as there is an estate freeholder around the place none of 

this should happen. 

 

In reality if Block a enfranchises they should enfranchise their foot print, along with all 

existing easements and rights. In relation to parking spaces and garages they should 

either have their rights extended by new lease for 999 years or they should grant the 

landlord a lease for 999 years over the airspace above them. 

 

Once the Landlord no longer owns any leasehold residential blocks of flats, the collective 

blocks of flats should be able to join together to take on a RTM claim over the remaining 

property. 

Question 131: 

(1) Yes 

(2) It is vital to the ongoing redevelopment of our town and city-scape that we do not let 

enfranchisement be used as an engine to stop both incremental development or 

redevelopment  . 
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Moreover, it is vital that Freeholders have a fair crack of the whip in this regard, and are 

aloud to but in place  development leases, after the initial enfranchisement notices are 

served to protect the future development areas that they ma not have previously 

considered. 

Question 132: 

(1) Other 

(2) If  you are referring to long leaseholders then yes, otherwise no. 

Question 133: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 134: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 135: 

How can a bare freeholder or head lessee, with no knowledge or experience of the other 

landlords be expected to know or understand what "reasonable care and skill, and in good 

faith" means. 

 

To do so would require me to have reasonable level of skill and a due understanding or 

reasonable care.   

 

If I had the skill, in order to accomplish this, I would need to understand their strategic 

motivations in order to take care of them. This would be a huge burden to discover. 

 

If I did not ave the skill to accomplish the above burdensome requirement, I would anyway 

have failed. 

 

This will mean many people will try and sue landlords when they do not like an outcome, 

and that will either mean they spend £10'000's of pounds a year in litigation or £10'000 of 

pounds a year on PII 

Any further comments  
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1. A graph of relativity is a good idea 

 

2. A single deferment rate in line with Sportelli - maybe plus a 0.25% to make a single rate 

applicable to the whole country is a good idea 

 

3.A single capitalisation rates for basic ground rents is a good idea - however to make it 

fair those ground rents that replicate index linked bond yields, need to have a rate that is  

connected  to index linked bond yields, whilst those that depreciate over time need to also 

have this built into their values  - as such the base rate needs to be able to be flexed. 

 

4.Cutting valuation cost is achievable via the calculator - but will not remove valuation as 

an issue, many leaseholder will, initially start of by trying to massively under value their flat 

when they conduct their first valuation using your new calculator. 

 

5. Very few people end up in litigation, as such to save leaseholders money, one needs to 

cap the cost of the legal and valuation fees in the agreed cases - this would be popular 

with all involved (other than the Lawyers and Valuers) 
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Name of organisation: Thackray Williams LLP (Solicitors) 

Question 1:  

I see no reason why England and Wales should be separated. They have the same 

leasehold system. 

Question 2: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Houses should not be limited to one extension in the lifetime of the lease. They should 

be consistent with flats. 

(3) 1. 90 years is adequate and any more would lead to unfairness of people who have 

already extended.  

2. the same as now, end of term of existing lease and new lease. That would be fair to the 

landlord. 

Question 3: 

(1)  

(2) Leaseholders should also have the choice to extend the lease (without changing the 

ground rent) 

(3) Leaseholders should also have the choice to extinguish the ground rent (without 

extending the lease) 

(4) There should be the ability for landlord and leaseholder to agree an informal lease at a 

lower term and retaining a ground rent to help reduce the premium payable. Not all 

leaseholders will be able to afford the statutory premium which then puts them off 

extending their lease and ultimately will lead to the term diminishing. This is an obvious 

answer to my professional knowledge that leaseholders should be able to come to a deal 

with the landlord so that they are not disadvantaged by legislation. 

Question 4: 

(1) Yes 

(2) although if a leaseholder does not want to accept other land not currently demised to 

them why should they? there might be a dilapidated garage for example that the tenant 

has a right to use but is not responsible for maintaining. Why should the leaseholder be 

forced to them have that demised to him? 

Question 5: 

(1) Yes 

(2) provided the lender is aware of the lease extension and is happy with the terms of the 

extension i.e. rent and any other modifications. 
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Question 6: 

(1) No 

(2) if there are any defects in the existing lease there should be the ability for these to be 

put right at this time. It will save the leaseholder from having to obtain a further variation at 

additional cost and will mean the issue is dealt with by the freeholder. 

(3) this needs much more thought but to include: 

updating notice of assignment fee  

amendments to service charge annual payments to modern levels  

adapting insured risks  

dealing with other common defects 

(4) no, there are so many different forms of a lease that a new one standard form will not 

fit. 

Question 7:  

(1) No 

(2) It helps leaseholders who cannot afford a statutory lease extension. If benefits the 

freeholder to retain value. It is quicker and cheaper for all parties. It should be a choice. 

(3) level of rent should be limited. 

Question 8: 

(1) National Trust leaseholders under the 1967 Act cannot obtain their freehold. Once they 

have undertaken a statutory lease extension they do not then have any other statutory 

protection. I have transactions like this where leaseholders are now stuck with a short 

lease and cannot sell because a buyer is unable to obtain a mortgage. Similarly, on a re-

mortgage a lender will not lend because of the term. 

(2) No. 

Question 9: 

I don't think it will make any difference. 

Question 10: 

it will affect mortgages of existing extended leases in that banks would then want to see an 

even higher term, meaning people who have extended once will then need to go through 

the process again, at additional cost. 

Question 11: 
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these are currently very popular. My view is that an informal option is a good idea for all 

parties (in the right circumstances) and therefore this must remain an option, otherwise you 

are taking away a benefit that leaseholders currently have. 

Question 12: 

(1) it does, but it also allows for a lease to be corrected which would save additional costs 

for leaseholders. There is an option to agree a lease if a freeholder does not want to put 

right any defects and then the leaseholder will still obtain their lease extension at no 

detriment than they had previously. 

(2) To some extent, but most solicitors know what can and can't go into a statutory lease 

extension anyway so there is a brief argument about it and then it is dealt with. This will still 

happen as solicitors will argue over the need for the prescribed clause. 

(3) No 

(4) I don't think it would make any difference to numbers. Provided they still have the ability 

to an informal lease at a rent. If that right is taken away then there will be a dramatic 

reduction in lease extensions. 

Question 13: 

Question 14: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 15: 

(1)  

(2) Not Answered 

(3)  

(4)  

Question 16: 

(1)  

(2)  

Question 17: 

(1) Not Answered 
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(2)  

(3)  

Question 18: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 19: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 20: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 21: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) No 

(4)  

Question 22: 

(1) No 

(2)  

Question 23: 

(1) No 

(2)  

(3)  
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Question 24: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 25: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 26: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 27: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 28: 

(1)  

(2)  

Question 29: 

(1)  

(2)  

Question 30: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  
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(3)  

Question 31: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 32: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 33: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 34: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

(4)  

Question 35: 

Not Answered 

Question 36: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 37: 

Not Answered 
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Question 38: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Provided it is defined. 

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

(5) Yes 

(6)  

Question 39: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 40: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 41: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 42: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 43: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 44: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  
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(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 45: 

Question 46: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

(5) Not Answered 

(6)  

Question 47: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 48: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 49: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 50: 

(1) No 

(2) In this instance you will find that one may enfranchise and then the other will buy it back 

and it could carry on like that for ever. 

Question 51: 

(1) No 

(2) Whilst this rule can be got around, it is useful to remove the ability for someone with a 

major interest to easily manipulate the building. 

Question 52: 
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(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 53: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 54: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 55: 

Question 56:  

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 57: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 58: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 59: 

(1)  

(2)  

Question 60: 

Question 61: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  
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(3)  

Question 62: 

(1)  

(2)  

Question 63: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 64: 

(1) Leaseholders should be able to extend their leases more than once.  Under the existing 

legislation once extended they cannot then do anything else other than wait for the lease to 

completely run down. 

(2)  

Question 65: 

No, they seem to act in the spirit of the Act. 

Question 66: 

(1)  

(2)  

Question 67: 

Question 68: 

Question 69: 

Question 70: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 71: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  
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Question 72: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) No 

(4) The notice must contain all relevant information to enable the claim to proceed. 

(5) No 

(6)  

Question 73: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 74: 

(1) Yes 

(2) This will help to speed up the process and reduce legal costs. 

(3) There should be one form, but it will need to be relevant for all claims.  So there might 

be certain boxes for enfranchisement and other different boxes for lease extensions. 

Question 75: 

(1) Yes 

(2) It would be detrimental to a block to have co-freeholders who do not get along. 

Question 76: 

(1) Yes 

(2) The process could drag on despite the contract being "entered into" which is in no-ones 

interest. This is one of the current difficulties of the 1967 Act. If a party disappears the 

contract has still been entered into and the transaction is then left in no-mans land. 

(3)  

Question 77: 

(1) Yes 

(2) A lease or transfer must be sent with the notice. This will significantly ease the process, 

where this is done in practice already those transactions are much easier to progress and 

much more likely to not need to go to Tribunal. 
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Question 78: 

(1) No 

(2) Tenant should have to serve everyone. 

Question 79: 

(1) No 

(2) What if the letter is lost in the post. They should be sent recorded delivery and signed 

for. The date of signing should be the date of service. 

Question 80: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 81: 

(1) No 

(2) There must be a penalty for the freeholder if they do not respond, otherwise some 

freeholders will simply ignore the notice. 

Question 82: 

(1) No 

(2)  

Question 83: 

Question 84: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 85: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 86: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 87: 
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(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 88: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 89: 

Question 90: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 91: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 92: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 93: 

(1)  

(2)  

(3)  

Question 94: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 95: 
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Not Answered 

Question 96: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 97: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 98: 

Not Answered 

Question 99: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 100: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 101: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 102: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 103: 
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(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 104: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 105: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3)  

(4)  

(5)  

(6)  

(7)  

(8)  

(9)  

(10)  

(11)  

(12) Not Answered 

(13) Not Answered 

Question 106: 

Not Answered 

Question 126: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 127: 

Not Answered 

Question 128: 
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(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 129: 

Not Answered 

Question 130: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 131: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 132: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 133: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 134: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 135: 

Not Answered 

Any further comments  

Not Answered 
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Name of organisation: Pearn Ltd 

Question 1:  

Issues should be treated the same in England and Wales 

Question 2: 

(1) Yes 

(2) I believe this should be the standardised approach. 

(3) 1. The appropriate length of lease extension should be the longer of the original lease 

term or 250 years. 

2. Landlords should not be allowed to terminate a lease. 

Question 3: 

(1) The right to a lease extension should in all cases be a right to an extended term at a 

nominal ground rent 

(2) Leaseholders should also have the choice to extend the lease (without changing the 

ground rent) 

(3)  

(4)  

Question 4: 

(1) Yes 

(2) 1, Leaseholders should be entitled if reasonably practical to do so. 

2. Yes 

3. Unless there is a reason for the Leaseholder to want to give back responsibility for a 

certain area and the Landlord is willing 

Question 5: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Yes to Question 5.1, but not sure Question 5.2 is worded correctly? 

Question 6: 

(1) Yes 

(2) This makes sense 

(3)  
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(4) A standard or model lease could be used as starting point with amendments if 

agreeable on both sides 

Question 7:  

(1) Other 

(2) I do not know enough about this to comment 

(3) Freeholders that flout the new regime should risk being fined or compensating the 

leaseholder 

Question 8: 

(1) No experience - but there should be no preclusion from exercising further rights in the 

future 

(2) There should be no preclusion from exercising further rights in the future 

Question 9: 

Simplification and standardization would increase the likelihood of leaseholders seeking 

lease extensions. 

Question 10: 

1, It would give the market more confidence and flexibility 

2, Mortgage lenders would appreciate an easier route to extending leases and making 

mortgage lending decisions less problematic. 

Question 11: 

I think that demand will be high for option 1 but leaseholders would be less worried about 

option 2 

Question 12: 

(1) Current process seems confusing and convoluted. 

(2) It should have a very positive affect on the overall process 

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 13: 

13.1.1 this may be problematic if part of the building is commercial and subject to a 

commercial rent with the landlord 

13.1.2 I think this makes sense. 
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13.2 I think the Landlord should be free to make the proposal within an sensible timescale 

but with agreement of the leaseholder 

Question 14: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Other 

(4) Not sure 

Question 15: 

(1) The rights and obligation contained with the existing lease should be sufficient. 

(2) Yes 

(3) Providing that there are no special requirements/situations 

(4)  

Question 16: 

(1) Sometimes these may not still be relevant and can be deleted if both parties in 

agreement. 

(2)  

Question 17: 

(1) Yes 

(2) This would benefit other homeowners on the estate and maintain standards. 

(3) This would make sense 

Question 18: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 19: 

(1) Maybe 

(2)  

(3) A leaseholder should be able to report freeholders that don't adhere to new regime 
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Question 20: 

(1) The current regime is heavily weighted in favour of the freeholder 

(2) It should reduce time costs and disputes 

(3) Yes 

(4) Anything to streamline the process, make it more transparent and cheaper. 

Question 21: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Other 

(4) NA 

Question 22: 

(1) Yes 

(2) - 

Question 23: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Some leaseholders may not want to, or fail to understand the process of being a 

member 

(3) - 

Question 24: 

(1) Yes 

(2) - 

(3) - 

Question 25: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 26: 
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(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 27: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 28: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 29: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 30: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 31: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 32: 

(1) Yes 

(2) 1 year 

(3) No 
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(4) Leaseholders can change more often and therefore the dynamics of the collective may 

change 

Question 33: 

(1) Other 

(2) Not known 

(3)  

Question 34: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Both 

(4)  

Question 35: 

- 

Question 36: 

(1) 1,2 and 3 would all be detrimental to the process 

(2) This would assist in keeping costs and timescales down 

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 37: 

Yes 

Question 38: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4) However if is unclear from the paragraphs 8.37-8.56 whether a mixed use unit which 

has either subsequently been converted to separate residential units would qualify (if 

owned by one leaseholder - but rented out on AST's) or converted so that less than 25% 

remained commercial. 

(5) No 
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(6) I strongly disagree with this approach - there are some historic lease agreements that 

date back hundreds of years, with decades of term remaining that may have once been 

business premises or maybe still are business premises that are ripe for conversion/or part 

conversion to residential - this countries housing stock would increase if long term 

leaseholders could enfranchise and take a longer term view on investment in such 

projects. 

Question 39: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 40: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Depending on the length of qualifying long leases 

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 41: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 42: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 43: 

(1) No 

(2) I think the floorspace of any non-residential units should be changed to allow up to 40% 

to be retained as commercial up from 25% 

Question 44: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 45: 
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This may make sense for situations that don't fit the norm. 

Question 46: 

(1) No 

(2) I strongly disagree with this approach - there are some historic lease agreements that 

date back hundreds of years, with decades of term remaining that may have once been 

business premises or maybe still are business premises that are ripe for conversion/or part 

conversion to residential - this countries housing stock would increase if long term 

leaseholders could enfranchise and take a longer term view on investment in such 

projects.   The non-residential % is currently set too low. Which may hinder long term 

investment in conversion works . 

(3) No 

(4)  

(5) No 

(6) I think the floorspace of any non-residential units should be changed to allow up to 40% 

to be retained as commercial up from 25% 

Question 47: 

(1) No 

(2)  

Question 48: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 49: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 50: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 51: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  
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Question 52: 

(1) No 

(2) I think the floorspace of any non-residential units should be changed to allow up to 40% 

to be retained as commercial up from 25% 

Question 53: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 54: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 55: 

- 

Question 56:  

(1) No 

(2) We should increase the limit to 40% 

(3) 2. A higher % limit 

Question 57: 

(1) Other 

(2) na 

Question 58: 

(1) No 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 59: 

(1) I think all points have played a part in being detrimental to the process 

(2) It should reduce the duration and costs of the process and through streamlining and 

standardising the process should across by definition reduce the number of disputes. 

Question 60: 
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The should be a reduction of restrictions on commercial leaseholders to enfranchise - 

doing to would generate more interest in investing into housing stock 

Question 61: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) - 

Question 62: 

(1) It may help more people be able to participate 

(2) - 

Question 63: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 64: 

(1) Option 2 

(2)  

Question 65: 

NA 

Question 66: 

(1) No the should not be any new exemptions 

(2) - 

Question 67: 

- 

Question 68: 

- 

Question 69: 
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I don't think this would be detrimental. 

Question 70: 

(1) Yes 

(2) This would streamline and reduce confusion - and provide easier guidelines for the 

layman 

Question 71: 

(1) Yes 

(2) This would be useful and reduce costs 

Question 72: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

(5) Yes 

(6)  

Question 73: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 74: 

(1) Yes 

(2) There may be instances where the leaseholder may not hold the proof but the 

freeholder does. 

(3) In an ideal world one claim notice to encompass residential and commercial 

Question 75: 

(1) Yes 

(2) The individual leaseholders may not have the other leaseholders details especially in 

terms of absent/investment leaseholders 

Question 76: 
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(1) Other 

(2) Unsure 

(3)  

Question 77: 

(1) Yes 

(2) I think the proposals in 1 and 2 are of paramount importance and that 3,4,5 would also 

save time in the overall process 

Question 78: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 79: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 80: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 81: 

(1) No 

(2) Wont this mean that Freeholders can just ignore the Claim Notice? 

Question 82: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 83: 

1 Agreed - but would have to be in exceptional circumstances 

Question 84: 

(1) Other 

(2) Not known 
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Question 85: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 86: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 87: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 88: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 89: 

Question 90: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 91: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 92: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 93: 
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(1) The biggest impact is number 1 

(2) It should have a positive impact on 1 and 2 

(3)  

Question 94: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Hopefully this would reduce court costs 

Question 95: 

I believe it desirable for certain valuation-only disputes to be determined by a single 

valuation expert - unless where the difference between the parties’ positions is such that it 

would be disproportionate 

Question 96: 

(1) n/a 

(2) Massive impact on the leaseholders wanting to take action as they are worried about 

the costs mounting up 

(3) I think the proposals would be fairly positive on these regards 

Question 97: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 98: 

No - ideally each side should bare there own costs - with the possible exception of the 

landlords valuation 

Question 99: 

(1) A contribution based on 4 

(2) - 

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 100: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Limited to the reasonable cost of landlords valuation 
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(3) No 

(4)  

Question 101: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Undertaking for valuation cost 

Question 102: 

(1) No 

(2)  

Question 103: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 104: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 105: 

(1) - 

(2) It reduces the leaseholders budget and willingness to carry out a lease 

enfranchisement 

(3)  

(4)  

(5)  

(6) Relating the non-litigation costs to the price paid for the interest acquired by the 

leaseholder 

(7)  

(8) Reducing the categories of recoverable costs 

(9)  

(10)  

(11)  
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(12)  

(13) They would also welcome a more streamlined process 

Question 106: 

NA 

Question 126: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 127: 

- 

Question 128: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 129: 

- 

Question 130: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 131: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 132: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 133: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3)  
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Question 134: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 135: 

- 

Any further comments  

I hope the new proposals will allow for the enfranchisement of long term leasehold 

interests whether always residential or commercial  (and now partly or solely residential) to 

qualify - on the same terms. 

For example: a lease 400 year lease with 100 years to go with may not have been 

residential at the outset but has been subsequently partly or fully converted to residential, 

whether into flats or house or mixed development - all rented out on AST's for the 

residential and maybe a medium term lease for the commercial aspect if any - the 

leaseholder should be able to continue to invest in the properties - taking a long term view 

- being enabled by a simplified and automatic right to enfranchise.  The leaseholder or 

previous leaseholders may have invested heavily and paid accordingly on the subsequent 

change of ownership and therefore the calculation should be based on ground rent and 

term remaining not the improvements that have or could still be made. 

This would benefit all parties utilizing the premises (AST and commercial tenants) as the 

leaseholder would be more likely to make longer term renovation and improvement 

decisions.   Situations like this seem to be a grey area where solicitors are concerned - and 

therefore disadvantaging the leaseholder. 
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Not Answered 

Any further comments  

This Parish Council owns four long leasehold flats (of 50)  in a retirement block.  It does so 

as the sole trustee of small charitable trust.  It is our understanding that because of  

Section 5(5) of the 2003 Act it is not a qualifying tenant of more than one flat.  We think this 

is inappropriate and cannot see why if an owner has bought a number of long leases it 

cannot count them all.  This issue is not discussed as far as we can see in the Paper and 

we think the Commission should consider the rationale. 

 

(5)Where apart from this subsection— 

 

(a)a person would be regarded for the purposes of this Chapter as being (or as being 

among those constituting) the qualifying tenant of a flat contained in any particular 

premises consisting of the whole or part of a building, but 

 

(b)that person would also be regarded for those purposes as being (or as being among 

those constituting) the qualifying tenant of each of two or more other flats contained in 

those premises, 

 

then, whether that person is tenant of the flats referred to in paragraphs (a) and (b) under a 

single lease or otherwise, there shall be taken for those purposes to be no qualifying 

tenant of any of those flats. 
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(1)  

(2)  

Question 63: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 64: 

(1)  

(2)  

Question 65: 

Question 66: 

(1) Yes, there should be a new exemption from enfranchisement rights for community land 

trusts and other forms of community-led housing. 

(2) Community-led housing is a flexible concept and can be hard to define.  We are aware 

that the National CLT Network and the UK Cohousing Network have put a lot of work into 

trying to define community-led housing and we would urge the Law Commission to consult 

with those bodies, if they have not already done so.   

 

 

We think whatever definition is used should be consistent with the exemption that has 

been proposed (assuming that an exemption is adopted) in the recent consultation on a 

ban on new leaseholds (see paragraph 2.28 of the government's consultation paper).     
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However, if that is not possible we would suggest that any definition of community-led 

housing should be based on the principles of the group being not for material private profit 

(if it were entirely not for profit, it could prevent the generation of any income to cover 

expenses!) and being established for the benefit of a community 

 

We think it would be helpful if a non-exhaustive list of the already established forms of 

community-led housing bodies is expressly included in any exemption, for example: 

?Community land trusts (defined in section 79 of the Housing and Regeneration Act 2008) 

who provide housing. 

?Registered societies (defined in section 1 of the Co-operative and Community Benefit 

Societies Act 2014) who provide housing. This includes co-operative societies and 

community benefit societies, both of which are popular choices for community-led housing 

groups. 

?Co-operative housing associations (defined in section 2 of the Housing Associations Act 

1985).  By their nature, co-operative housing associations provide housing. 

?Fully mutual housing associations (defined in section 1 Housing Associations Act 1985). 

This would not necessarily cover all co-housing groups but we feel it would cover most co-

housing groups.  By their nature, fully mutual housing associations provide housing. 

?Community interest companies (being a company complying with Part 2 of the 

Companies (Audit, Investigations and Community Enterprise) Act 2004) who provide 

housing. 

?Charities (defined in section 1 of the Charities Act 2011) who provide housing 

 

The way in which the exemption should work, and the circumstances in which it would 

apply: 

 

We agree with the suggestion in paragraph 9.72 of the consultation paper that CLTs 

should be required to make an express decision.  We think this suggestion should be 

extended to all those who are exempt and that all relevant landlords and tenants should be 

required to make such an express decision. We believe that this could be done by way of a 

clause in the lease which would document the decision to make the exemption. Perhaps 

there could be an exchange of notices along the lines of those prescribed in section 38A of 

the Landlord and Tenant Act 1954?  This is a procedure that is familiar to the property 

industry and so should be a relatively straightforward process to implement. 

 

3)     The enfranchisement rights which should fall within the exemption: 
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The right of a tenant to acquire the freehold of their lease. 

Question 67: 

Question 68: 

Not Answered 

Question 69: 

Not Answered 

Question 70: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 71: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 72: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

(5) Not Answered 

(6) Not Answered 

Question 73: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 74: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 
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Question 75: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 76: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 77: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 78: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 79: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 80: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 81: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 82: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 83: 

Not Answered 
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Question 84: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 85: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 86: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 87: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 88: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 89: 

Not Answered 

Question 90: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 91: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 
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Question 92: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 93: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 94: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 95: 

Not Answered 

Question 96: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 97: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 98: 

Not Answered 

Question 99: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 100: 
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(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 101: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 102: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 103: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 104: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 105: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3)  

(4)  

(5)  

(6)  

(7)  

(8)  

(9)  

(10)  
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(11)  

(12) Not Answered 

(13) Not Answered 

Question 106: 

Not Answered 

Question 126: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 127: 

Not Answered 

Question 128: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 129: 

Not Answered 

Question 130: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 131: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 132: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 133: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 
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(3) Not Answered 

Question 134: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 135: 

Not Answered 

Any further comments  

I live at  

, its a fantastic model for collective, affordable home ownership. I would implore 

you to ensure that you consult fully with experts in co-operative and community-led 

housing  to make sure any changes to the law do not prejudice these types of housing 

schemes as they are an important and vital part of the community-led housing options 

available to us all.  

. Many thanks 

 

 

 





 1 

Name of organisation: Shepard Way Residents Association 

Question 1:  

Not Answered 

Question 2: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 3: 

(1)  

(2)  

(3)  

(4) Not Answered 

Question 4: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 5: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 6: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 7:  

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 
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Question 8: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 9: 

Not Answered 

Question 10: 

Not Answered 

Question 11: 

Not Answered 

Question 12: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 13: 

Question 14: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 15: 

(1)  

(2) Not Answered 

(3)  

(4)  

Question 16: 

(1)  
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(2)  

Question 17: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 18: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 19: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 20: 

(1)  

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 21: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 22: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 23: 
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(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 24: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 25: 

(1) Yes 

(2) This would help avoid the confusion, disagreements and costs which are likely to arise 

where two or more parties are responsible for managing different parts of an estate, 

originally designed to be managed as a single unit. 

(3) 6.95 (1) does set a clear and logical basis for applying this approach. 

Question 26: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 27: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 28: 

(1)  

(2)  

Question 29: 

(1)  
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(2)  

Question 30: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 31: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 32: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 33: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 34: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Primarily fairness to the non-participant, and any successor in title. 

(3)  

(4) The approach to costs in 6.156 (5.) seems fair and would help meet the potentially 

conflicting objectives of equitable treatment of both those who may otherwise be excluded 

from participation, and those who do participate (at some cost, effort and risk) when others 

wish to join after the event. 

Question 35: 

Question 36: 

(1)  
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(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 37: 

Question 38: 

(1) Yes 

(2) This would give leaseholders of different types of residential premises the same rights; 

reduce the scope to erect barriers to freehold acquisition; and make the acquisition of 

mixed estates, and their subsequent management, more efficient. 

(3) Yes 

(4) It is logical and simple. 

(5) Not Answered 

(6)  

Question 39: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 40: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 41: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 42: 

(1) Yes 

(2) The requirement has no benefit and its abolition will remove a barrier to freehold 

acqusition. 
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Question 43: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 44: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 45: 

Question 46: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

(5) Not Answered 

(6)  

Question 47: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 48: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 49: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 50: 

(1) Not Answered 
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(2)  

Question 51: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 52: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 53: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 54: 

(1) Yes 

(2) This avoids a situation where wide support for collective aqusition of a large estate is 

frustrated by failure to win support (perhaps due to death or illness of leaseholders) of at 

least half of the leaseholders of a small building on the estate. 

Question 55: 

Question 56:  

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 57: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 58: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 59: 
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(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 60: 

Not Answered 

Question 61: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 62: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 63: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 64: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 65: 

Not Answered 

Question 66: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 67: 

Not Answered 

Question 68: 
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Not Answered 

Question 69: 

Not Answered 

Question 70: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Simplification of the process. 

Question 71: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Simplification of the process. 

Question 72: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Simplification of the process. 

(3) Yes 

(4) Reduces scope for delay if (for example) a willing participant is absent but there are 

sufficient signatories for a claim to proceed otherwise. 

(5) Not Answered 

(6)  

Question 73: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 74: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 75: 

(1) Yes 

(2) The creation of the right to participate and the related proposals should incentivise fuller 

partciipation without delaying the process. 
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Question 76: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 77: 

(1) Yes 

(2) The proposals make the process simpler, cheaper and quicker. 

Question 78: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 79: 

(1) Yes 

(2) The proposals help deal with a situation where a landlord may unreasonably argue that 

a claim has not been correctly served. 

Question 80: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 81: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 82: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 83: 

Question 84: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  
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Question 85: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 86: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 87: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 88: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 89: 

Question 90: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 91: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 92: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 93: 
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(1)  

(2)  

(3)  

Question 94: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 95: 

Not Answered 

Question 96: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 97: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 98: 

Question 99: 

(1)  

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 100: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 101: 
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(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 102: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 103: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 104: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 105: 

(1)  

(2)  

(3)  

(4)  

(5)  

(6)  

(7)  

(8)  

(9)  

(10)  

(11)  

(12)  

(13)  

Question 106: 

Question 126: 
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(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 127: 

Not Answered 

Question 128: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 129: 

Not Answered 

Question 130: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 131: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 132: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 133: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 134: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 135: 

Not Answered 
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Any further comments  

It has been apparent in our own discussions with our landlord (a "leading national social 

housing provider") that they are familiar with, and prepared to use, the daunting nature of 

the current system for leaseholders wishing to pursue both leasehold enfranchisement and 

right to manage. Reform is justified and well overdue. 

 

 



 1 

Name of organisation: TANT - Tenants Association National Trust. This is a non affiliated 

tenants association convened to represent all National Trust tenants. We are all volunteers 

and I am the long lease representative 

Question 1:  

Not Answered 

Question 2: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 3: 

(1)  

(2)  

(3)  

(4) Not Answered 

Question 4: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 5: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 6: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 7:  

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 
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(3) Not Answered 

Question 8: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 9: 

Not Answered 

Question 10: 

Not Answered 

Question 11: 

Not Answered 

Question 12: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 13: 

Not Answered 

Question 14: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 15: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 
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Question 16: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 17: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 18: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 19: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 20: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 21: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 22: 

(1) Not Answered 
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(2) Not Answered 

Question 23: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 24: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 25: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 26: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 27: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 28: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 29: 
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(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 30: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 31: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 32: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 33: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 34: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 35: 

Not Answered 

Question 36: 

(1) Not Answered 
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(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 37: 

Not Answered 

Question 38: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

(5) Not Answered 

(6) Not Answered 

Question 39: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 40: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 41: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 42: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 43: 
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(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 44: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 45: 

Not Answered 

Question 46: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

(5) Not Answered 

(6) Not Answered 

Question 47: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 48: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 49: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 50: 

(1) Not Answered 
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(2) Not Answered 

Question 51: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 52: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 53: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 54: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 55: 

Not Answered 

Question 56:  

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 57: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 58: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 59: 
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(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 60: 

Not Answered 

Question 61: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 62: 

(1)  

(2)  

Question 63: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 64: 

(1) My comments on the suggested options are as below:- 

 

1. be excluded altogether from statutory enfranchisement rights; 

  

This option is completely inappropriate as, as the current situation stands all National Trust 

long lease tenants have no statutory rights to enfranchise due to exemptions made 

specifically for the NT by the 1967 Leasehold Reform Act.  

 

Further once tenants have exerted their right to the act's 50yr statutory extension they 

have no further statutory rights to extend their leases. These exemptions have enabled the 

Trust to use current legislation as a vehicle to get its tenants to fund the full restoration of 

some 600 number of its domestic properties that it had allowed to fall into a state of 

disrepair and which in some cases had deteriorated to the point of dereliction.  
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The Trust has been able to achieve this by selling all repairing long leases on these 

properties. In many cases it used the LRA's 50yr statutory extension to market its 49yr 

term leases on the basis that the full 99yr term could be achieved after 2yrs of occupation 

with a FREE 50yr extension. When questioned by prospective purchasers about this 2 

stage approach the Trust's surveyors and agents stated that this was NT policy as this 

arrangement would put off commercial developers as the Trust wanted genuine tenants to 

occupy its properties. When questioned about the cost of this further 50yr extension 

prospective buyers were told that apart from limited legal fees this extension was FREE. It 

must be emphasised here that it was the NT's policy to direct its tenants towards the 50yr 

SE, the tenants did not seek this form of extension out themselves. The NT adopted this 

policy of directing its tenants towards the SE as it realised that by doing so it was able to 

secure a 50yr income stream in reviewed ground rents at the start of the statutory term 

(ground rents increasing from £50.00. p.a. to anything from 

£8,000.00/£10,000.00/£15,000.00 p.a.) Again it must be emphasised that the NT had the 

ability of being able to bar its tenants from accessing this form of extension by deliberately 

setting the ground rents of its leases at a rate that would ensure automatic failure on the 67 

Act's qualifying criteria of requiring a low ground rent. The obvious question has to be 

posed as to why the Trust directed its tenants towards a premium FREE extension when it 

always had the ability to deny access to such an extension and in turn direct its tenants 

towards the voluntary premium based extension. The answer always has to return to the 

fact that by directing its tenants towards the SE it was securing a very lucrative 50yr 

income stream.    

 

Many prospective buyers also asked the NT if further extensions would be available so as 

to protect the asset value of the lease. This question was always answered in the 

affirmative. At no time was clarity provided by the Trust with regards to the punitive ground 

rent increases contained with in the statutory extension referred to as ''The Modern Ground 

Rent'', or that once this extension was taken up tenants would have no further statutory 

rights to extend their leases, and that at term end the NT could take possession of their 

homes. 

 

The question has to therefore be asked as to why the Trust which had exemptions 

specifically tailored to it did not provide clarity on the terms of these exemptions to its 

tenants when repeatedly questioned about extension rights. The Trust has intimate 

knowledge of this little known or understood piece of legalisation which was put into the 

statute book specifically for it, and was therefore best placed above all other legal experts 

to provide this clarity. It chose not do so as the provision of such clarity would have 

undoubtedly jeopardised its long lease policy which was to get its tenants to fund the 

repairs and continued maintenance of its properties which it could not afford to carry out 

itself and to secure a 50yr income stream. 

  

Further it manipulated a piece of charitable legalisation by using its ability to declare all of 

the 600 long lease properties as inalienable.  The main intention of enabling the Trust to 
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declare property inalienable was to ensure that all land and property of historic and 

architectural importance could be preserved for the benefit of the nation. Many of the  600 

NT long lease properties have no historic or architectural value and those that have, have 

already been protected by the listing system. It is hard to understand for instance why a 

1960's bungalow is worthy of being declared inalienable or for that matter how 600 

domestic properties which are not accessible to the public can be of any benefit to the 

nation. It is therefore clear that this form of charity law has been used to preserve a NT 

policy rather than to preserve these long lease properties for the benefit of the nation. By 

declaring all these properties inalienable it will have to take  an act of parliament to reverse 

this policy. 

 

Due to current legislation the Trust has therefore been able to find loopholes to enable it to 

get its tenants to restore its properties that it had allowed to fall into disrepair, to then 

increase their pepper corn ground rents to figures that lie little short of standard domestic 

rents, to deny its tenants further extensions and then to repossess its properties at term 

end fully restored at no cost to itself. The law therefore needs to be urgently reviewed to 

put a stop to this immoral and feudal practise, suggesting that the Trust should be 

excluded altogether from statutory enfranchisement rights would simply enable this 

practise to continue which will and is causing the financial ruin of its tenants.   

 

2. be subject to enfranchisement claims in the same way as any other property:- 

 

The only way that the Trust's misuse of the'' Charity Loophole'' can be redressed is by 

changing the law and affording enfranchisement claims to NT tenants in the same way as 

any other property.  The Trust's concerns of losing control of its ability to ensure that these 

properties are preserved in a manner that is sympathetic to surrounding NT estates and 

country side could easily be protected by an upgrading of the current listing system or by 

covenants.  

 

3. be subject to more limited enfranchisement rights than other property? 

(a) National Trust leaseholders could enjoy the same right to a lease extension as other 

leaseholders 

 

If enfranchisement rights for NT tenants were not included in legislative reform then option 

3(a) is critical in the sense that these suggested lease extension rights should provide NT 

tenants with a statutory right to multiple lease extensions with longer terms and a fairer and 

more transparent way of calculating the required premiums. Under current legislation due 

to the exemptions made to the Trust, the Trust is not obliged to follow the Act's guidelines 

regarding premium calculation and therefore chooses to use a valuation method which is 

to its favour (London prices and tables of relativity which contain data for "enfranchisable" 
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leases ). Reform in the area of lease extensions and premium calculation would enable 

tenants to maintain the asset value of their leases. 

 

3.(b) National Trust leaseholders could be entitled only to a more limited lease extension 

right than other leaseholders – such as a single lease extension taking the remaining term 

of the lease to 99 years   

 

This is completely unacceptable as it effectively changes none of the 1967 LRA's pitfalls. 

Further far from  “striking an appropriate balance between the Trust’s general purposes 

and its leaseholders’ need for security of tenure” it will ensure that everything remains in 

the NT’s favour. Tenants will remain trapped in their homes unable to sell their leases. 

Most conveyancing solicitors are now aware of the exemptions made to the NT and are 

subsequently highlighting this to their clients and advising them that such a lease would 

effectively be a depreciating asset. In addition to this banks are changing their policy on 

granting loans on long leases and are now no longer lending mortgages to properties with 

less than 80 years. Most prospective buyers are more than capable of realising that it 

would only take 19 years to expire on a 99yr lease before your lease falls into the un-

mortgageable bracket.  

 

If current legislation is not reformed it will be seen that the NT has been able to utilise the 

Acts exemptions and use these as a vehicle to get its tenants to restore its properties at no 

cost to itself. The consequences of this failure to reform are already having an effect as 

some tenants of pensionable age have been unable to sell their homes to raise funds for 

care and remained trapped in them with no ability to pay for the care that they urgently 

require. There are some cases where these elderly tenants have died leaving their children 

with the problem of an unsalable lease. Some of these properties are now vacant and 

starting to deteriorate. This ironically could take the Trust back to the place where it first 

started which is being saddled with a property in urgent need of costly repairs . 

(2) In my view option 3a would be the only acceptable compromise . That is, the statutory 

right to multiple and longer lease extensions with a fairer and more transparent way of 

calculating the required premiums.   

 

The Trust's standard response to such an option is that statutory terms in excess of 99yrs  

would effectively give these leases an alienable status. It appears that this figure of 99yrs 

has no standing in law and one legal opinion is that there isn't any black letter law on 

whether a very long lease would break the inalienable nature of a NT lease.  Further there 

is no definition of “inalienable” in the NT Act, or indeed in Stroud’s Judicial Dictionary.  

“Alienable” simply means capable of being disposed of. It could therefore be said that 

inalienable in terms of NT matters means that the freehold in the land cannot be disposed 

of. It is therefore evident as previously stated that what the Trust is trying to protect is a 

policy procedure and that there is no sound basis for the NT picking a 99 year term as the 

definable limit that leases should not exceed. If this is the case there is no reason why 
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there cannot be terms of 300yrs or more as the freehold of the NT's leased property has 

not been disposed of with the NT remaining as the landlord with the ability to still control its 

conservation aims of protecting the buildings which will be fully covered for by the 

covenants in its leases, supported in certain cases with Listed Building regulations. 

 

 

I conclude that the most acceptable way to reform the law is to grant NT long lease tenants 

the same enfranchisement rights in the same way as any other property. If this cannot be 

achieved then these tenants should have the right to multiple lease extensions with longer 

terms (the Crown Estate grants lease extensions up to 150 years ) and a fairer and more 

transparent method of premium calculation . 

 

On a final note as the TANT long lease representative I would like to point out that the 

Trust has further complicated matters by allowing some of its tenants to become private 

intermediary landlords who are under no obligation to pass down to their tenants any 

benefits from changes in NT managerial procedures. There is a case where a sub lessee 

is still being charged the MGR in full despite the concessions that the NT has given over 

this to its long lease tenants in so far as the MGR issue now being reviewed on a RPI 

basis. Further the intermediary landlord has been granted voluntary extensions but refuses 

to the same to the sub lessee.  This complex leasehold situation must not be over looked 

and intermediary landlords must be subject to law reform as well. 

Question 65: 

Question 66: 

(1)  

(2)  

Question 67: 

I understand that I am from TANT and that my role is specifically to represent National 

Trust long lease tenants. I would however like to share my own personal experiences as a 

long lease tenant with you. 

 

When I brought my lease directly from the Trust I could not understand the Trust's 

insistence as to why it would only initially release a term of 49yrs and that to get the 

remaining 50yrs to take the lease up to a standard 99yr term I and my wife would have to 

occupy the property for 2 years. I repeatedly questioned this and was told by the Trust's 

appointed agent and its rural surveyor that this was standard NT policy as the 2yr 

occupation period would discourage developers as the Trust wanted genuine home 

owners to buy its leases. I was also repeatedly reassured that the next 50yrs were 

completely FREE and that apart from minimal legal fees there would be nothing else to 

pay. I put my trust in the National Trust on the basis of its highly regarded reputation and 
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its charitable trust status. I sold that lease and off the back of this brought another lease in 

the same village . As a result of my marriage 

breaking down this lease had to be sold. During the sale of that lease a potential purchaser 

rang up the  enquiring about the lease and was informed that my lease 

would be subject to a ground rent review which would increase my pepper corn ground 

rent from £50.00 per annum to approximately £7/8,000.00 per annum. I was devastated by 

this news and discovered that the free additional 50yrs actually consisted of an additional 

statutory extension term which under the terms of the 1967 LRA entitled the landlord to 

review the ground rent at the start of this statutory term. I embarked on a 15 month 

challenge of the NT based on the morality of its actions as I knew what I had been told by 

the Trust when I purchased my first lease which was that the addition of the 50yrs was NT 

policy and these 50yrs came completely free. During this challenge I made contact with 

TANT who assisted me with my challenge and also asked me to be their long lease 

representative, a role I accepted. My personal challenge proved to be so successful that 

during an agreed mediation process the Trust offered to buy my lease off me. We agreed a 

price and as part of the agreement I was subject to a confidentiality clause by which the 

only statement that I could make was that the NT and I had come to an agreement which 

was mutually acceptable to both sides. (This confidentiality clause has been subsequently 

lifted) 

 

I continued to act as TANT's long lease representative and to help NT long lease tenants 

by continuing a moral campaign against the Trust. Under TANT's guidance and with the 

assistance of what is now referred to as  this campaign proved to be 

very successful as the Trust eventually agreed to stand down from applying the MGR and 

under the terms of a Charity Commission ex-gratia agreement this ground rent review is 

now subject to a review based on RPI figures. 

 

However during this campaign the Trust suddenly announced to 2 leaseholders from the 

 that their properties had never been declared inalienable which entitled 

them to enfranchise.  has some 60no long lease tenanted properties 

and these tenants asked me to convene a meeting with the NT to get reassurances that 

there were no other properties in the same situation. The meeting took place and 

reassurances were given that after a thorough search the NT was quite sure that all the 

other properties were declared inalienable. The reason given for the 2 properties that 

weren't was that they bordered a vacant plot of land in the heart of the village that the NT 

had earmarked as a future investment as the land could be sold at a later date with 

planning. The NT did not want these 2 properties that bordered the plot of land to interfere 

with the planning process so they were left with an alienable status as was the plot of land 

which was subsequently sold to developers and now has a housing estate and retirement 

home. 

 

This got me thinking as I was aware that my former home which was in the same village on 

the  and which the Trust was now in possession of also bordered this plot of 

land. I proceeded to ask the Trust to give me direct written evidence of the 

alienable/inalienable status of my former home. The Trust eventually replied to my email 
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with an unreserved apology stating that my property was indeed left as alienable which 

would have entitled me to buy the freehold and that they would compensate me for their 

error by working out the difference between the freehold value less the purchase price of 

my lease less the enfranchisement cost. The Trust subsequently supplied me with its 

compensation figure which I found to be far too low. I therefore asked for their 

enfranchisement calculations and discovered that this included for a substantial sum of 

money for the loss of earnings from the revenue that could have been generated from 50yr 

SE earnings. I therefore restarted my moral campaign on MGR issues and reinforced this 

on the basis that seeing as there always was a right to enfranchise a statutory extension 

needed to never have been taken out. The Trust out sourced their responses to  

 who I continued to challenge. asked that I meet with their client. I 

replied that I would only do so on the basis that the NT improve their offer to me, pay for 

my legal fees and lift the confidentiality clause. They agreed to this and during a face to 

face meeting we agreed a figure which excluded for the MGR loss of earnings and 

included a compensation sum for the stress caused to my ex wife and I and covered for my 

solicitor's legal fees. 

 

I have told you of my experiences as a NT Long Lease Holder simply to demonstrate to 

you the extent to which a landlord can and will behave if provided with exemptions to 

enfranchisement rights. We as NT tenants effectively have no rights due to the exemptions 

made to the NT by the 1967LRA and this has enabled the Trust, our landlord to behave 

like the very feudal landlords that the 1967 LRA sort to rid from society. 

Question 68: 

Not Answered 

Question 69: 

Not Answered 

Question 70: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 71: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 72: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 
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Question 80: 
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(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3)  

(4)  

(5)  

(6)  

(7)  

(8)  

(9)  

(10)  
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(12) Not Answered 
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(2) Not Answered 

Question 131: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 132: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 133: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 134: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 135: 

Not Answered 

Any further comments  

I once again urge the Law Commission to consider the imbalance between the rights of the 

National Trust as a landlord and the lack of rights for its tenants. Due to the exemptions 

provided to the NT by the 1967 LRA the only right that NT tenants were granted was the 

right to apply for the Act's 50yr statutory extension. HOWEVER even this right could be 

curtailed if the Trust chose to set the ground rent at a high rate to ensure automatic 

disqualification on the Act's low ground rent qualifying criteria. It is important to note that 

the Trust still managed to utilise the 50yr SE to its benefit by using this as a form of income 

stream and once this potential had been identified the Trust set the ground rents on its 

subsequent leases to a low rate to ensure automatic qualification. ( The Trust has 

subsequently agreed to stand down on the MGR issue) We have however been informed 

that there are at least 300 NT tenanted properties which have never qualified for the 50yr 

SE. However once the SE has been taken up all NT tenants have no further statutory 

rights to extend. After years of the Trust not providing clarity on the matter of its 

exemptions it now has. This information is subsequently now out in the open and 

conveyancing solicitors are pointing this out to their clients. Banks are now reviewing their 

policy on giving loans to leases with terms of less than 80yrs. The end result is that NT 

tenants are trapped in their homes and will continue to be so if the law is not changed in 

this area. Failure to act will eventually lead NT tenants to financial ruin. 
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Name of organisation: The Landmark Trust 

Question 1:  

Question 2: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 3: 

(1)  

(2)  

(3)  

(4)  

Question 4: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 5: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 6: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3)  

(4)  

Question 7:  

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 8: 
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(1)  

(2)  

Question 9: 

Question 10: 

Question 11: 

Question 12: 

(1)  

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 13: 

It seems inequitable for a leaseholder to acquire more of a building than he actually leases 

as the remainder may comprise commercial and heritage assets. 

Question 14: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 15: 

(1) The leaseholder should acquire the freehold subject to the rights and obligations on 

which the freehold is currently held. 

(2) Not Answered 

(3)  

(4)  

Question 16: 

(1)  

(2)  

Question 17: 
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(1) Yes 

(2) We are seeking to preserve heritage assets by the use of covenants. 

(3)  

Question 18: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 19: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 20: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 21: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 22: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 23: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 
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(3) Not Answered 

Question 24: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 25: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 26: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 27: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 28: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 29: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 30: 

(1) Not Answered 
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(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 31: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 32: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 33: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 34: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 35: 

Not Answered 

Question 36: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 37: 
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Not Answered 

Question 38: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

(5) Yes 

(6)  

Question 39: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 40: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 41: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 42: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 43: 

(1) No 

(2)  

Question 44: 

(1) Yes 
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(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 45: 

Question 46: 

(1) No 

(2) It should reflect actual use. 

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

(5) Not Answered 

(6)  

Question 47: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 48: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 49: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 50: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 51: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 52: 
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(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 53: 

(1) Yes 

(2) And Historic Building Preservation Trusts 

Question 54: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 55: 

Question 56:  

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 57: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 58: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 59: 

(1)  

(2)  

Question 60: 

Question 61: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  
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(3) As a charity we are under an obligation to secure best value from the disposal of any of 

our land and property 

Question 62: 

(1) The Landmark Trust rescues historic or architecturally important buildings and lets 

them for holidays. To make the historic part of a building viable we often let the lesser parts 

for residential or commercial use. As a small organisation with limited resources it is more 

straightforward to let the lesser parts on a long lease. This enables us to ensure that the 

setting and external appearance of the building are maintained for all to enjoy. Relaxing 

the criteria might lead to enfranchisement which would be detrimental to the history or 

setting of the building as a whole thereby negating our primary charitable aim of protecting 

it from development in the first instance. 

(2)  

Question 63: 

(1) Yes 

(2) We try to be good landlords and to provide all tenants with a similar service regardless 

of who or where they are but we are limited in what we can do as a charity with charitable 

funds. 

(3) No 

(4) We have used charitable funds to save a building so it doesn't seem fair that a tenant 

can take advantage of donations and grants by statute. 

Question 64: 

(1) As a similar historic buildings charity it would be of immense help to us in our remit to 

save buildings and to give them a viable future if we could also benefit from being excluded 

from this legislation as are the National Trust 

(2)  

Question 65: 

Question 66: 

(1)  

(2)  

Question 67: 

In the late 1960's the Landmark Trust saved a mill in Derbyshire and converted it to 

residential use. This was the first time this had ever been done and as it was so 

controversial and ground breaking the actual decision to allow the conversion went to the 

government minister for final approval. Indirectly this led to Docklands and Salford Quays 

as architects realised what had been achieved. To fund the project we sold off five of the 
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flats on long leases and kept the sixth for anyone who wanted to see and enjoy a ground 

breaking building in a wonderful setting.  The leaseholders decided to enfranchise and we 

were unable to continue letting our flat in the building so it was sold thereby depriving 

others of the experience of what we had achieved. Instead of 400 people annually enjoying 

the building  (by staying there) there is now one person living there which rather defeats 

the object of saving it in the first place. 

Question 68: 

Question 69: 

Question 70: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 71: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 72: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

(5) Not Answered 

(6) Not Answered 

Question 73: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 74: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 75: 
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(1) Not Answered 
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Question 77: 
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(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 81: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 82: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 
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Not Answered 

Question 84: 
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(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 85: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 86: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 
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(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 88: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 89: 

Not Answered 

Question 90: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 91: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 92: 
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(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 93: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 94: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 95: 

Not Answered 

Question 96: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 97: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 98: 

Not Answered 

Question 99: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 100: 

(1) Not Answered 
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(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 101: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 102: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 103: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 104: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 105: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3)  

(4)  

(5)  

(6)  

(7)  

(8)  

(9)  

(10)  

(11)  
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(12) Not Answered 

(13) Not Answered 

Question 106: 

Not Answered 

Question 126: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 127: 

Question 128: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 129: 

Question 130: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 131: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 132: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 133: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 134: 

(1) Not Answered 
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(2)  

Question 135: 

Not Answered 

Any further comments  

The Landmark Trust is often left buildings by its supporters to protect and preserve for 

future generations. Not all of these buildings can be let for our primary holiday purpose and 

are therefore let as long leases. This secures an income stream for the charity and 

reduces our costs and management time. 

Long leases are an essential tool to allow us to protect and preserve charitable assets. 

 

 



 1 

Name of organisation: Lune Valley Community Land Trust Ltd. 

Question 1:  

No comment. 

Question 2: 

(1) Yes 

(2) No more to say. 

(3) No comment. 

Question 3: 

(1) The right to a lease extension should in all cases be a right to an extended term at a 

nominal ground rent 

(2) Leaseholders should also have the choice to extend the lease (without changing the 

ground rent) 

(3)  

(4) No more to say. 

Question 4: 

(1) Yes 

(2) No more to say. 

Question 5: 

(1) Yes 

(2) No more to say. 

Question 6: 

(1) Yes 

(2) No more to say. 

(3) No comment. 

(4) No comment. 

Question 7:  

(1) Other 

(2) No view on this. 
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(3) No comment. 

Question 8: 

(1) No comment. 

(2) No comment. 

Question 9: 

No comment. 

Question 10: 

No comment. 

Question 11: 

No comment. 

Question 12: 

(1) No comment. 

(2) No comment. 

(3) Other 

(4) No knowledge. 

Question 13: 

No comment. 

Question 14: 

(1) Other 

(2) No view. 

(3) Other 

(4) No view. 

Question 15: 

(1) Subject to the rights and obligations on which the freehold is currently held. 

(2) Yes 

(3) No more to say. 

(4) No comment. 
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Question 16: 

(1) No knowledge. 

(2) No comment. 

Question 17: 

(1) Other 

(2) No view. 

(3) Yes. 

Question 18: 

(1) Yes 

(2) No more to say. 

(3) No comment. 

Question 19: 

(1) Maybe 

(2) Don't know. 

(3) No comment. 

Question 20: 

(1) No comment. 

(2) No comment. 

(3) Yes 

(4) No more to say. 

Question 21: 

(1) Other 

(2) No view. 

(3) Other 

(4) No view. 

Question 22: 

(1) Other 
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(2) No view. 

Question 23: 

(1) Yes 

(2) No more to say. 

(3) No comment. 

Question 24: 

(1) Yes 

(2) No more to say. 

(3) No comment. 

Question 25: 

(1) Yes 

(2) No more to say. 

(3) No comment. 

Question 26: 

(1) Other 

(2) No view. 

(3) Other 

(4) No view. 

Question 27: 

(1) Other 

(2) No view. 

(3) Other 

(4) No view. 

Question 28: 

(1) No comment. 

(2) No comment. 

Question 29: 
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(1) No comment. 

(2) No comment. 

Question 30: 

(1) Other 

(2) No view. 

(3) No comment. 

Question 31: 

(1) Other 

(2) No view. 

Question 32: 

(1) Other 

(2) No view. 

(3) Other 

(4) No view. 

Question 33: 

(1) Other 

(2) No view. 

(3) No view. 

Question 34: 

(1) Other 

(2) No view. 

(3) No view. 

(4) No comment. 

Question 35: 

No view. 

Question 36: 

(1) No view. 
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(2) No view. 

(3) Other 

(4) No view. 

Question 37: 

No view. 

Question 38: 

(1) Yes 

(2) No more to say 

(3) Other 

(4) No view. 

(5) No 

(6) No more to say. 

Question 39: 

(1) Yes 

(2) No more to say. 

Question 40: 

(1) Yes 

(2) No more to say. 

(3) Yes 

(4) No more to say. 

Question 41: 

(1) Yes 

(2) It is fundamental to equal treatment. . 

Question 42: 

(1) Yes 

(2) No more to say. 

Question 43: 
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(1) Other 

(2) No view. 

Question 44: 

(1) Other 

(2) No view. 

(3) Other 

(4) No view. 

Question 45: 

No view. 

Question 46: 

(1) Other 

(2) No view. 

(3) Other 

(4) No view. 

(5) Other 

(6) No view. 

Question 47: 

(1) Other 

(2) No view. 

Question 48: 

(1) Other 

(2) No view. 

Question 49: 

(1) Yes 

(2) No more to say. 

Question 50: 

(1) Other 
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(2) No view. 

Question 51: 

(1) Other 

(2) No view. 

Question 52: 

(1) Other 

(2) No view. 

Question 53: 

(1) Other 

(2) No view. 

Question 54: 

(1) Other 

(2) No view. 

Question 55: 

No view. 

Question 56:  

(1) Maybe 

(2) No view. 

(3) No view. 

Question 57: 

(1) Other 

(2) No view. 

Question 58: 

(1) Other 

(2) No view. 

(3) No view. 

Question 59: 
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(1) No view. 

(2) No view. 

Question 60: 

No view. 

Question 61: 

(1) Yes 

(2) No more to say. 

(3) No view. 

Question 62: 

(1) No view. 

(2) No view. 

Question 63: 

(1) Other 

(2) No view. 

(3) Other 

(4) No view. 

Question 64: 

(1) No view. 

(2) No view. 

Question 65: 

No experience. 

Question 66: 

(1) Yes, there should be a new exemption from enfranchisement rights for community land 

trusts and other forms of community-led housing. 

(2) 1)      The housing models to which the exemption should apply: 

Community-led housing is a flexible concept and can be hard to define.  We are aware that 

the National CLT Network and the UK Cohousing Network have put a lot of work into trying 

to define community-led housing and we would urge the Law Commission to consult with 
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those bodies, if they have not already done so.   

 

 

We think whatever definition is used should be consistent with the exemption that has 

been proposed (assuming that an exemption is adopted) in the recent consultation on a 

ban on new leaseholds (see paragraph 2.28 of the government's consultation paper).     

 

However, if that is not possible we would suggest that any definition of community-led 

housing should be based on the principles of the group being not for material private profit 

(if it were entirely not for profit, it could prevent the generation of any income to cover 

expenses!) and being established for the benefit of a community 

 

We think it would be helpful if a non-exhaustive list of the already established forms of 

community-led housing bodies is expressly included in any exemption, for example: 

?Community land trusts (defined in section 79 of the Housing and Regeneration Act 2008) 

who provide housing. 

?Registered societies (defined in section 1 of the Co-operative and Community Benefit 

Societies Act 2014) who provide housing. This includes co-operative societies and 

community benefit societies, both of which are popular choices for community-led housing 

groups. 

?Co-operative housing associations (defined in section 2 of the Housing Associations Act 

1985).  By their nature, co-operative housing associations provide housing. 

?Fully mutual housing associations (defined in section 1 Housing Associations Act 1985). 

This would not necessarily cover all co-housing groups but we feel it would cover most co-

housing groups.  By their nature, fully mutual housing associations provide housing. 

?Community interest companies (being a company complying with Part 2 of the 

Companies (Audit, Investigations and Community Enterprise) Act 2004) who provide 

housing. 

?Charities (defined in section 1 of the Charities Act 2011) who provide housing. 

 

2)     The way in which the exemption should work, and the circumstances in which it would 

apply: 

We agree with the suggestion in paragraph 9.72 of the consultation paper that CLTs 

should be required to make an express decision.  We think this suggestion should be 

extended to all those who are exempt and that all relevant landlords and tenants should be 

required to make such an express decision. We believe that this could be done by way of a 

clause in the lease which would document the decision to make the exemption. Perhaps 
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there could be an exchange of notices along the lines of those prescribed in section 38A of 

the Landlord and Tenant Act 1954?  This is a procedure that is familiar to the property 

industry and so should be a relatively straightforward process to implement. 

 

3)     The enfranchisement rights which should fall within the exemption: 

The right of a tenant to acquire the freehold of their lease.  

 

4) No other issues. 

Question 67: 

No view. 

Question 68: 

No experience. 

Question 69: 

No view. 

Question 70: 

(1) Yes 

(2) No more to say. 

Question 71: 

(1) Yes 

(2) No more to say. 

Question 72: 

(1) Yes 

(2) No more to say. 

(3) Other 

(4) No view. 

(5) Other 

(6) No view. 

Question 73: 
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(1) Other 

(2) No view. 

Question 74: 

(1) Other 

(2) No view. 

(3) No view. 

Question 75: 

(1) No 

(2) No more to say. 

Question 76: 

(1) Other 

(2) No view. 

(3) No view. 

Question 77: 

(1) Other 

(2) No view. 

Question 78: 

(1) Other 

(2) No view. 

Question 79: 

(1) Other 

(2) No view. 

Question 80: 

(1) Other 

(2) No view. 

Question 81: 

(1) Other 
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(2) No view. 

Question 82: 

(1) Other 

(2) No view. 

Question 83: 

No view. 

Question 84: 

(1) Other 

(2) No view. 

Question 85: 

(1) Other 

(2) No view. 

Question 86: 

(1) Other 

(2) No view. 

Question 87: 

(1) Other 

(2) No view. 

(3) Other 

(4) No view. 

Question 88: 

(1) Other 

(2) No view. 

Question 89: 

No view. 

Question 90: 

(1) Other 
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(2) No view. 

(3) Other 

(4) No view. 

Question 91: 

(1) Other 

(2) No view. 

Question 92: 

(1) Other 

(2) No view. 

Question 93: 

(1) No view. 

(2) No view. 

(3) No view. 

Question 94: 

(1) Yes 

(2) No more to say. 

Question 95: 

No view. 

Question 96: 

(1) No view. 

(2) No view. 

(3) No view. 

Question 97: 

(1) Other 

(2) No view. 

Question 98: 

No view. 
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Question 99: 

(1) No view. 

(2) No view. 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) No view. 

Question 100: 

(1) Other 

(2) No view. 

(3) Other 

(4) No view. 

Question 101: 

(1) Other 

(2) No view. 

Question 102: 

(1) Other 

(2) No view. 

Question 103: 

(1) Other 

(2) No view. 

Question 104: 

(1) Other 

(2) No view. 

Question 105: 

(1) No view. 

(2) No view. 

(3)  

(4)  
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(5)  

(6)  

(7)  

(8)  

(9)  

(10)  

(11)  

(12) No view. 

(13) No view. 

Question 106: 

No view. 

Question 126: 

(1) Yes 

(2) No view. 

Question 127: 

No view. 

Question 128: 

(1) Other 

(2) No view. 

Question 129: 

No view. 

Question 130: 

(1) Other 

(2) No view. 

Question 131: 

(1) Other 

(2) No view. 
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Question 132: 

(1) Other 

(2) No view. 

Question 133: 

(1) Other 

(2) No view. 

(3) No view. 

Question 134: 

(1) Other 

(2) No view. 

Question 135: 

No view. 

Any further comments  

No view. 

 

 





 1 

Name of organisation: Cottons 

Question 1:  

Question 2: 

(1) Other 

(2) The right to such an extension exists already for flats.  For houses, it is extremely rare 

for lessees to seek an extension rather than purchasing the freehold. 

(3) 1) A 90 year extension on the existing term, in the vast majority of cases is sufficient, 

unless the parties involved both wish to extend for longer 

2)No view on this matter 

Question 3: 

(1)  

(2)  

(3)  

(4) The lessee should have a statutory right to an extension at a peppercorn or nominal 

ground rent but, I have come across some cases where a lessee would prefer to pay a 

lesser premium, for their extension, but in return continue to pay either the existing or a 

higher ground rent. 

Question 4: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 5: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 6: 

(1) No 

(2) There are cases where a historic lease is poorly worded, and for example service 

charges cannot be correctly administered.  I feel that situations such as this are to bespoke 

to be contained within a prescribed list of changes 

(3)  

(4)  
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Question 7:  

(1) No 

(2) We are a firm of chartered surveyors, acting for freeholders.  We arrange numerous 

lease extensions and freehold sales that are negotiated informally without serving the 

requisite notices under the various acts.  At present the option is there for lessees, but in 

most cases these matters progress well without the added complexities and costs 

(3) No restrictions - if the two parties wish to contract outside of the regime they should be 

able to. 

Question 8: 

(1)  

(2)  

Question 9: 

I doubt it would make significant difference, lessees progress the situation when they need 

to, regardless of the statutory framework 

Question 10: 

assuming that the length was extended from 90 years to a longer period it wouldn't make a 

great deal of difference 

Question 11: 

some lessees may welcome these options, if this either reduced premium, or they had an 

onerous ground rent. 

Question 12: 

(1) As parties in the vast majority of cases are both represented by a solicitor, I have not 

come across any issues relating to disputes or undesirable terms on extensions 

(2) I doubt it would make a cost / time difference, there is also a need for bespoke terms to 

be included on occasion. 

(3) No 

(4) I think lessees have a lease extension due to their needs rather than how simple the 

regime is 

Question 13: 

Question 14: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  
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(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 15: 

(1)  

(2) No 

(3) there may be a need for individual bespoke clauses to be negotiated 

(4)  

Question 16: 

(1)  

(2)  

Question 17: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 18: 

(1) No 

(2) bespoke clauses may need to be negotiated 

(3)  

Question 19: 

(1) No 

(2) many lessees are happy to approach matters informally 

(3) NO restriction 

Question 20: 

(1) no effect 

(2) no effect 

(3) No 

(4) lessees will look to enfranchise due to their situation rather than a more simple process 
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Question 21: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Not sure why the exception for residential units on long leases - long leaseholders 

would become a shareholder/member in the purchasing company 

(3) No 

(4)  

Question 22: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 23: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Not sure why the exception for residential units on long leases - long leaseholders 

would become a shareholder/member in the purchasing company  

 

There are many cases of freehold owing companies having standard of the shelf articles 

which are not equipped to the situation.  All freehold purchasing companies should have 

articles that are suitable for the specific situation.  Possibly a prescribed document as a 

starting point, with the ability to add bespoke clauses for unusual situations 

(3) As above 

Question 24: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 25: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) With regard to large developments, there are some issues where part of a scheme may 

have already enfranchised or gone right to manage, and subsequently may face further 

costs to become part of a new scheme, 

Question 26: 
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(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 27: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 28: 

(1)  

(2) No, bespoke covenants may need to be negotiated 

Question 29: 

(1)  

(2) No, bespoke covenants may need to be negotiated 

Question 30: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) No, bespoke covenants may need to be negotiated 

(3)  

Question 31: 

(1) Yes 

(2) I have come across a situation where this took place, and it worked on the basis that 

when enfranchisement took place, all participants leases where extend to 999 years, and 

for the non participants the former freeholder took a 999 year head lease. 

 

When non participating lessees have then obtained a lease extension, the former 

freeholder has granted this and received the premium.   
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A situation such as this would be a sensible approach, 

Question 32: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 33: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Although not having significant experience in this area, it seems to me that deviation 

from the act can cause issues here 

(3) land registry could refuse to register without evidence of compliance. 

Question 34: 

(1) Yes 

(2) I have come across cases where lessees seek a lease extension many years after the 

original collective enfranchisement, and it would be ideal if they could then become a 

participant at that time, as well as obtaining their extension. 

(3) Should be available for previous also. 

(4)  

Question 35: 

Question 36: 

(1)  

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 37: 

This can reduce the costs for lessees meaning more are likely to participate. 

 

A head lease situation as mentioned earlier would achieve this 
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Question 38: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

(5) Yes 

(6)  

Question 39: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 40: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 41: 

(1) No 

(2) this may effect values of freehold interest which fall into different categories. 

 

However simplification of levels and particular the basis on rateable values ( a somewhat 

archaic  situation) would be beneficial 

Question 42: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 43: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  
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Question 44: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 45: 

Question 46: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

(5) Yes 

(6)  

Question 47: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 48: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 49: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 50: 

(1) No 

(2)  

Question 51: 

(1) Yes 
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(2)  

Question 52: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 53: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 54: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 55: 

Question 56:  

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 57: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 58: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 59: 

(1)  

(2)  

Question 60: 

Question 61: 
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(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 62: 

(1)  

(2)  

Question 63: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 64: 

(1)  

(2)  

Question 65: 

Question 66: 

(1)  

(2)  

Question 67: 

Question 68: 

Not Answered 

Question 69: 

Not Answered 

Question 70: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 71: 
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(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 72: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

(5) Yes 

(6)  

Question 73: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 74: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 75: 

(1) No 

(2)  

Question 76: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 77: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 78: 
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(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 79: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 80: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 81: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 82: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 83: 

Question 84: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 85: 

(1) No 

(2) time scales are to short 

Question 86: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 87: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  
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(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 88: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 89: 

Question 90: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 91: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 92: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 93: 

(1)  

(2)  

(3)  

Question 94: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 95: 

Question 96: 

(1)  
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(2)  

(3)  

Question 97: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 98: 

yes, the landlords is under an obligation to sell the freehold to the lessee to grant an 

extension, they should not have to pay the costs of the exercise 

Question 99: 

(1) similar basis to at present, the tribunal can decide if costs are excessive an not in line 

with market costs 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 100: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 101: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 102: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 103: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  
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Question 104: 

(1) No 

(2) tribunal should be able to make all decisions on this 

Question 105: 

(1)  

(2)  

(3)  

(4)  

(5)  

(6)  

(7)  

(8)  

(9)  

(10)  

(11)  

(12)  

(13)  

Question 106: 

Question 126: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 127: 

Question 128: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 129: 

Question 130: 
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(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 131: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 132: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 133: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 134: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 135: 

Any further comments  

 

 



 1 

Name of organisation: Cannock Mill Cohousing Colchester Limited (abreiated as CMCC) 

Question 1:  

Not Answered 

Question 2: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 3: 

(1)  

(2)  

(3)  

(4) Not Answered 

Question 4: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 5: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 6: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 7:  

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 
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Question 8: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 9: 

Not Answered 

Question 10: 

Not Answered 

Question 11: 

Not Answered 

Question 12: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 13: 

Question 14: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 15: 

(1)  

(2) Not Answered 

(3)  

(4)  

Question 16: 

(1)  
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(2)  

Question 17: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 18: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 19: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 20: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 21: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 22: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 23: 
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(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 24: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 25: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 26: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 27: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 28: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 29: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 
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Question 30: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 31: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 32: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 33: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 34: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 35: 

Not Answered 

Question 36: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 
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(4) Not Answered 

Question 37: 

Not Answered 

Question 38: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

(5) Not Answered 

(6) Not Answered 

Question 39: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 40: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 41: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 42: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 43: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 
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Question 44: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 45: 

Not Answered 

Question 46: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

(5) Not Answered 

(6) Not Answered 

Question 47: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 48: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 49: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 50: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 51: 
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(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 52: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 53: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 54: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 55: 

Not Answered 

Question 56:  

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 57: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 58: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 59: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 
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Question 60: 

Not Answered 

Question 61: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 62: 

(1)  

(2)  

Question 63: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 64: 

(1)  

(2)  

Question 65: 

Question 66: 

(1) We strongly support an exemption for community-led housing and particularly request 

that the exemption specifically includes cohousing.   

Cohousing is a particular form of Community-led housing. It is quite widely adopted in the 

USA and in the Netherlands, Denmark and Sweden and is developing in the UK, with 

some 20 established groups and more than 60 in active development.  Our own 

development is supported by a development loan of up to £3.5M from Homes England. We 

expect to move in in the spring of 2019. http://cannockmillcohousingcolchester.co.uk/ for 

more information. 

The UK Cohousing Network has been developing a definition of cohousing and we 

recommend consultaion  

(2) 1. Cohousing is an intentional community consisting of individual, self-contained 

houses and flats with shared communal facilities. 
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A cohousing community is planned, owned and managed by its members. It is not for 

material private profit. 

Communal facilities typically include a Common house with social space, including cooking 

and dining facilities, guest rooms, substantial shared outdoor spaces and arrangements for 

eg shared child-care, cars, sharing tools and skills. Thus the community is an estate, not 

just a collection of individual units, and needs to be run and managed as such. 

In the UK size varies from 10-40 households. CMCC has 23 households. 

May be mixed age range or “seniors”.  

2. Because the legal structure of Cohousing is democratic, all members already have a 

legally enforceable stake and voice in the management of the community and the estate. 

Enfranchisement is therefore unnecessary and is detrimental because it weakens the 

covenants that ensure that everyone contributes to the costs of the shared facilities. 

Leasehold covenants endure through changes of ownership and better support the long 

term health of the cohousing community than freehold covenants.  

We would have no objection to extending the suggestion in paragraph 9.72 of the 

consultation paper so that all community-led housing groups should be required to make 

an express decision.  We think this suggestion should be extended to all those who are 

exempt and that all relevant landlords and tenants should be required to make such an 

express decision. We believe that this could be done by way of a clause in the lease which 

would document the decision to make the exemption. Perhaps there could be an exchange 

of notices along the lines of those prescribed in section 38A of the Landlord and Tenant 

Act 1954?  This is a procedure that is familiar to the property industry and so should be a 

relatively straightforward process to implement. 

3. The right of a leaseholder of an individual dwelling to buy the freehold of that dwelling. 

4. Why protect Cohousing communities from fragmentation through individual 

enfranchisement?  

Cohousing offers social and physical advantages to members and to wider society: 

a) sharing facilities, such as guest rooms and  larger social spaces, makes housing more 

affordable and improves quality of life for members 

b) shared facilities (guest rooms, shared grounds, shared spaces for socialising) mean 

members can live in smaller, more sustainable and affordable homes, so that eg older 

people can downsize from their large family houses releasing them for the next generation 

c) for families, cohousing offers close, safe access to playmates and the possibility of 

shared child care 

d) cohousing combats isolation and loneliness amongst single and older people, by 

knowing all our neighbours, meeting regularly - to cook and share meals, maintenance, 

gardening, conversation and laughter  

e) community involvement means people stay active and engaged longer, are healthier so 

make less call on social services,  
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f) design to life time homes standards enables older people to stay independent longer 

g) design to high environmental standards saves energy (Passivhaus) 

Question 67: 

Question 68: 

Not Answered 

Question 69: 

Not Answered 

Question 70: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 71: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 72: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

(5) Not Answered 

(6) Not Answered 

Question 73: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 74: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 
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Question 75: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 76: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 77: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 78: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 79: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 80: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 81: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 82: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 83: 

Not Answered 
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Question 84: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 85: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 86: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 87: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 88: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 89: 

Not Answered 

Question 90: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 91: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 
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Question 92: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 93: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 94: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 95: 

Not Answered 

Question 96: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 97: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 98: 

Not Answered 

Question 99: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 100: 
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(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 101: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 102: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 103: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 104: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 105: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3)  

(4)  

(5)  

(6)  

(7)  

(8)  

(9)  

(10)  
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(11)  

(12) Not Answered 

(13) Not Answered 

Question 106: 

Not Answered 

Question 126: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 127: 

Not Answered 

Question 128: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 129: 

Not Answered 

Question 130: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 131: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 132: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 133: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 
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(3) Not Answered 

Question 134: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 135: 

Not Answered 

Any further comments  

Not Answered 

 

 





 1 

Name of organisation: AML Surveys and Valuation Ltd 

Question 1:  

None 

Question 2: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Why not 999 year lease extension and peppercorn ground rent? Reduce the need to 

claims being made again and again. 

(3) 1. 999 years 

 

2. Should not be permitted as the landlord has already benefited from the development of 

the estate. Why should they be allowed another "bite at the cherry"? 

Question 3: 

(1) The right to a lease extension should in all cases be a right to an extended term at a 

nominal ground rent 

(2)  

(3)  

(4) It will become complicated from a management point of view if leaseholders were given 

a choice. Try and keep it simple. 

Question 4: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Keep it simple although I am not sure why point 2 is necessary 

Question 5: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Keep it simple 

Question 6: 

(1) No 

(2) The Government along with the Law Society should produce an "one size fits all" 

standard lease which contains terms which protect both landlord and tenant alike and this 

should be used as a basis for all renewed leases to ensure equality for all. 
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(3) For example all alteration clauses should require landlord's permission but not to be 

unreasonably withheld and what is reasonable/unreasonable should be defined. 

(4) See above 

Question 7:  

(1) Yes 

(2) Presents an inconsistent approach which leads to poor management. 

(3) Make it illegal 

Question 8: 

(1) Not necessary if 999 year extensions are introduced 

(2) See above 

Question 9: 

Not applicable if 999 year extensions 

Question 10: 

1. Means that eventually length of lease would not be an issue making the market more 

transparent. 

 

2. All leases would be mortgageable 

Question 11: 

999 year extensions and peppercorn ground rent only 

Question 12: 

(1) 1. Yes 

 

2. Yes 

 

3. Totally - the landlords hold all the aces. 

(2) 1. Yes 

 

2. Yes 
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3. Yes 

(3) Yes 

(4) If the whole process is simplified more lease extensions would be sought. 

Question 13: 

Yes 

Question 14: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 15: 

(1) The former 

(2) Yes 

(3)  

(4)  

Question 16: 

(1) No opinion 

(2)  

Question 17: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 18: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3)  
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Question 19: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) No experience 

(3)  

Question 20: 

(1) No experience 

(2) No experience 

(3) Other 

(4)  

Question 21: 

(1) No 

(2) Why have an exception - keep it simple. The more exemptions etc the more opportunity 

there is for disputes which adds to the costs 

(3) Yes 

(4) Should be simplified 

Question 22: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 23: 

(1) No 

(2) Keep it simple 

(3) No real experience 

Question 24: 

(1) No 

(2) These properties are homes and should be treated as such. Keep it simple. 

(3) None 

Question 25: 
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(1) No 

(2) Keep it simple 

(3) No comment 

Question 26: 

(1) Yes 

(2) The acquisition should include all the land and buildings and the current nonsense 

concerning appurtenant land should be removed. It is impossible to value. 

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 27: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 28: 

(1) No comment 

(2) No - keep it simple 

Question 29: 

(1) Makes sense 

(2) n/a 

Question 30: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 31: 

(1) Yes 

(2) It removes a potential issue and makes the process simpler 
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Question 32: 

(1) Other 

(2) Do not understand - are you saying the original claim failed? If so, they should wait a 

year. 

(3) No 

(4) See above 

Question 33: 

(1) Other 

(2) No comment (no experience) 

(3) I feel it should only be done through statute to be consistent and avoid pitfalls. 

Question 34: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) It should be available - the more involved the better 

(4) No comment 

Question 35: 

Simplifies matters and presents a consistent approach 

Question 36: 

(1) No comment 

(2) It should 

(3) Yes 

(4) Anything which simplifies the process will encourage more leaseholders to take part 

Question 37: 

Yes - because it would create certainty. Leaseholders do not want to be caught out. It is 

hard enough getting them to work collectively. 

Question 38: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Anything which simplifies matters helps 
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(3) Yes 

(4) Simplifies matters 

(5) Yes 

(6) Business leases are freehold investments and the freeholder should not lose this 

benefit. However in the case of residential units, ultimately these are homes and we have a 

housing shortage and anything that can be done to ease this is most welcome. 

Question 39: 

(1) No 

(2) Why 21 years ? Why not 5 years? 

Question 40: 

(1) Yes 

(2) No comment 

(3) Yes 

(4) Extend all leases by 999 years 

Question 41: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Anything which simplifies matters and helps the process is to be encouraged 

Question 42: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Why 2 years? It is a nonsense and creates issues. Simplify matters. 

Question 43: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Simplifies matters and makes the process easier 

Question 44: 

(1) Yes 

(2) No comment 

(3) Yes 

(4) Makes sense 
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Question 45: 

Agree - the Tribunal process is the cheapest and in principle generally fair. 

Question 46: 

(1) Yes 

(2) This has worked in the past and seems sensible 

(3) Yes 

(4) See above 

(5) Yes 

(6) See above 

Question 47: 

(1) Yes 

(2) No comment 

Question 48: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Allows freeholders to create blocks with short leases and thereby creates a mixture of 

different types of tenure thereby keeping different types of occupiers satisfied. 

Question 49: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Worked so far and seems fair 

Question 50: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Applies to purpose built maisonettes and often one leaseholder cannot afford to take 

part. Why penalise the other one. 

Question 51: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Anything which makes the process easier 

Question 52: 

(1) Yes 
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(2) See above 

Question 53: 

(1) Yes 

(2) No comment 

Question 54: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Simplifies matters 

Question 55: 

Yes - makes sense and seems fair 

Question 56:  

(1) Yes 

(2) See above 

(3) No comment 

Question 57: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Could well be - the essential requirement is that from a residential viewpoint, we should 

help owner occupiers/tenants and not businesses. 

Question 58: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Head leaseholders should not be permitted to buy freeholds 

(3) N/A 

Question 59: 

(1) All of the above have had an impact and should be changed 

(2) 1. Make it simpler - should work 

 

2. It will reduce the disputes. 

Question 60: 
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The enfranchisement legislation was introduced to help the residential market and should 

remain so as commercial leaseholders have greater priorities. 

Question 61: 

(1) No 

(2) All extensions should be 999 years 

(3) Should be same as for non-shared ownership although leaseholders should be fully 

staircased. 

Question 62: 

(1) No 

(2) N/a 

Question 63: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) No 

(4) Shared ownership leaseholders should only take part once fully staircased as this 

shows an ability to pay/manage/take part. 

Question 64: 

(1) 1. No 

 

2. Yes 

 

3. No 

(2) n/a 

Question 65: 

No issues 

Question 66: 

(1) No views 

(2) n/a 
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Question 67: 

n/a 

Question 68: 

No experience 

Question 69: 

No comment 

Question 70: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Keep it simple 

Question 71: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Keep it simple 

Question 72: 

(1) No 

(2) Solicitor should be able to sign on their behalf 

(3) No 

(4) Keep it simple - appointed solicitor can sign (assuming collective instructions received) 

(5) Yes 

(6) To be signed by the solicitor 

Question 73: 

(1) Yes 

(2) No explanation required - all makes sense 

Question 74: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Simplifies matters 

(3) Single Notice 

Question 75: 
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(1) No 

(2) Should be required to encourage everyone to take part 

Question 76: 

(1) Yes 

(2) If a mistake is made, there should be an opportunity to correct it. 

(3) No comment 

Question 77: 

(1) Other 

(2) Response notice should also include details of the landlord's authorised person 

(normally a surveyor) who will undertake the negotiations if the proposed price is disputed. 

In addition, the landlord's valuation fees should be stated in the response notice as the 

valuation report should have been prepared and the fee known. The impact of this is as 

follows: 

 

1. Landlords can be prevented from avoiding leaseholders concerning negotiations which 

is happening time and time again. 

2. The landlord will be encouraged to take professional advice rather than making up 

figures. 

3. Making up fees at the end of negotiations to cover the landlord's cost of negotiations can 

be avoided. 

4. It is coming more common for landlord's surveyors not to recommend agreement on a 

price unless the whole package (all fees) is agreed. This can be avoided. 

Question 78: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Makes sense 

Question 79: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Also the response notice should state the date the claim notice has been served so 

there is no argument over the valuation date. 

Question 80: 

(1) Yes 
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(2) Keep it simple 

Question 81: 

(1) No 

(2) Keep it simple - landlord's will just use this to play games 

Question 82: 

(1) Yes 

(2) No comment 

Question 83: 

1. No - tough! Landlords will spend all the time playing games -- "give them an inch"! 

2. No 

Question 84: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Keep it simple 

Question 85: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Landlords spend all their time playing games trying to make life difficult for leaseholders 

- anything which can be done to tighten up matters is welcome 

Question 86: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 87: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 88: 

(1) Yes 
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(2)  

Question 89: 

Question 90: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 91: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 92: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 93: 

(1) No comment - anything which will speed up the process and cut down costs is welcome 

(2) Hopefully it should 

(3) It should do so 

Question 94: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Makes sense - why should the courts be involved. 

Question 95: 

Yes - good idea. After all a considerable number of Upper Tribunal cases are decided by a 

single surveyor. 

Question 96: 

(1) No comment 

(2) Yes - totally. Leaseholders are put off by the costs involved and the complexities 

(3) Considerably - makes a great deal of sense/ 
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Question 97: 

(1) Yes 

(2) As a valuer 90% of my cases which und up before the Tribunal are solely valuation 

issues. 

Question 98: 

The landlord's interest is being compulsorily purchased and therefore it is fair that the 

leaseholder should pay the non-litigation costs but these should be restricted to the extent 

that the market should play its part in determining the costs. After all the leaseholder's own 

costs are determined by market forces. Why should the leaseholders have to pay the 

exorbitant fees charged by West End (London) firms for simple enfranchisement matters 

involving a property in say the London suburbs? It does not seem fair especially as the 

work is given to a junior and then the partner charges their own hourly rate. 

Question 99: 

(1) The landlords should provide 3 fee quotes within 2 weeks of the service of the initial 

notice and the leaseholder(s) has a week to chose one. The fee quote should be broken 

down to show all the different costs including hourly rate etc. This way market forces are 

involved and it is fairer. 

(2) See above 

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 100: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 101: 

(1) Yes 

(2) 10% deposit for all claims 

Question 102: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 103: 
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(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 104: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 105: 

(1) In one case I have just concluded involving my elderly 92 year old clients, the landlord's 

surveyors would not respond in the negotiations until the lease had been agreed. As this 

took time, my clients had to appeal and once the lease had been agreed, the landlord's 

surveyor responded effectively agreeing to my valuation but saying they could not 

recommend this price unless my clients agreed to their total costs of £7,000. This caused 

my clients great distress and seems both unfair and questionable. The legislation should 

be designed so this practice can be avoided. This is happening time and again and usually 

involves West End (London) firms who have high fees. 

(2) The costs involved does impact as they can be low or extraordinarily high - there is no 

consistency or fairness involved/ 

(3)  

(4) Capped costs 

(5)  

(6)  

(7)  

(8) Reducing the categories of recoverable costs 

(9)  

(10) Retaining the same categories of recoverable costs as the current law but with a 

reformed assessment procedure 

(11)  

(12) See above 

(13) Make it fairer for the leaseholders 

Question 106: 

Virtually none as in most cases the leaseholders do not challenge the fees involved as 

they are fed up with the process and just want to get it over and done with! 

Question 126: 
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(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 127: 

Yes - makes sense. The head leaseholder generally benefited from the original 

development. They have had their "pound of flesh". 

Question 128: 

(1) Other 

(2) No comment 

Question 129: 

No comment 

Question 130: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 131: 

(1) Other 

(2) Should be avoided 

Question 132: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 133: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Keep it simple 

(3) n/a 

Question 134: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 135: 
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Yes - makes sense 

Any further comments  

As a valuer who acts for both landlord and tenant, my main concern is the bullying 

approach adopted by the larger firms who charge huge fees (because they can get away 

with it) and do not cooperate in the negotiations because their client landlords have 

endless monies with which to deal with any appeal and associated costs, whereas the poor 

leaseholder(s) have limited resources. 

 

This is clearly not fair and should be resolved. 

 

 



 1 

Name of organisation: JLL 

Question 1:  

Same regime in England and Wales. 

Question 2: 

(1) Other 

(2) In principle, this is fine, however it would seem simpler to deal with the issue by making 

a flat lease extension for a term of 999 years and houses on the basis of freehold 

enfranchisement.  This provides the best outcome for the flat/house owner in one 

transaction. 

(3) 1. 999 years or similarly long term. 

2. Term date of original lease and when the building has become obsolete. 

Question 3: 

(1) The right to a lease extension should in all cases be a right to an extended term at a 

nominal ground rent 

(2)  

(3)  

(4) A dual system would make the lease extension system more complicated than it 

currently is. 

Question 4: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 5: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 6: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3)  

(4) Yes 
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Question 7:  

(1) Other 

(2) In some cases, a non-statutory lease extension can result in lease terms or a premium 

which are worse than the statutory procedure would provide. 

(3)  

Question 8: 

(1)  

(2)  

Question 9: 

For houses, our view is that leaseholders would still be best placed to acquire the freehold, 

so there may be limited take up of house lease extensions. 

Question 10: 

Question 11: 

Question 12: 

(1) The ability to agree terms can be be advantageous to both parties, for example by 

introducing a restriction on the use of the property but in exchange for accepting a lower 

premium from the lessee. 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 13: 

Question 14: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 15: 

(1)  

(2) Not Answered 
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(3)  

(4)  

Question 16: 

(1)  

(2)  

Question 17: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 18: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 19: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 20: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 21: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  
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Question 22: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 23: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 24: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 25: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 26: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 27: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 28: 

(1)  
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(2)  

Question 29: 

(1)  

(2)  

Question 30: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 31: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 32: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 33: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 34: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

(4)  

Question 35: 

Question 36: 
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(1)  

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 37: 

Question 38: 

(1) Yes 

(2) This would simplify the process. 

(3) Yes 

(4)  

(5) Not Answered 

(6)  

Question 39: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 40: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 41: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 42: 

(1) Yes 

(2) It is currently possible to assign the benefit of a notice of claim to a new owner, so this 

would align with existing owners. 
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Question 43: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 44: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 45: 

Question 46: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

(5) Not Answered 

(6)  

Question 47: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 48: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 49: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 50: 

(1) Not Answered 
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(2)  

Question 51: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 52: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 53: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 54: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 55: 

Question 56:  

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 57: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 58: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 59: 
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(1) 1. It can be very difficult to obtain rateable values, if at all. Having obtained the rateable 

value, the process of establishing the basis of valuation is in itself complicated too. 

(2)  

Question 60: 

Question 61: 

(1) Yes 

(2) 1. This would help shared ownership owners to be able to sell their property, as short 

and unextendable leases can be difficult to sell, particularly in this mortgage dependent 

market. 

 

2. The terms would need to be carefully considered in the context of the original shared 

ownership lease so as not to create unintended consequences. 

(3)  

Question 62: 

(1)  

(2)  

Question 63: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 64: 

(1)  

(2)  

Question 65: 

Question 66: 

(1)  

(2)  

Question 67: 
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Question 68: 

Question 69: 

Question 70: 

(1) Yes 

(2) This will simplify the procedure and create consistency which would assist all parties. 

Question 71: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 72: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

(5) Not Answered 

(6)  

Question 73: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 74: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 75: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 76: 

(1) Not Answered 
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(2)  

(3)  

Question 77: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 78: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 79: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 80: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 81: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 82: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 83: 

Question 84: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 85: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  
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Question 86: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 87: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 88: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 89: 

Question 90: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 91: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 92: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 93: 

(1)  

(2) 1. In most cases it would remove doubt, and associated cost in ascertaining the correct 

legal and valuation procedure. 
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2.  Disputes over property type and qualification may therefore reduce. 

(3)  

Question 94: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 95: 

1.  We agree that single issue or low value disputes could be determined by a valuation 

expert rather than a Tribunal.  This is how other valuation disputes are often handled.  Of 

course the valuation expert must have a proven track record. 

Question 96: 

(1)  

(2) 1. The cost of a Tribunal is high and time consuming and can be used as a threat by 

both landlord and lessee to frustrate settlement. 

(3)  

Question 97: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 98: 

Question 99: 

(1) Quantum meruit. 

(2)  

(3) No 

(4)  

Question 100: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 
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(4)  

Question 101: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 102: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 103: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 104: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 105: 

(1) 1. Costs vary from case to case dependent upon complexity and the work involved. 

2. Usually 100%, on the basis that the costs are reasonable. 

(2) It may have an impact on lower value enfranchisement claims. 

(3)  

(4)  

(5)  

(6)  

(7)  

(8)  

(9)  

(10)  

(11)  

(12)  
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(13)  

Question 106: 

Question 126: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 127: 

Yes, all interests should be acquired to give the leaseholders outright ownership of their 

premises. 

Question 128: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 129: 

Question 130: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 131: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 132: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 133: 

(1) Yes 

(2) To aid simplification. 

(3)  

Question 134: 

(1) Yes 
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(2)  

Question 135: 

Any further comments  

 

 



 1 

Name of organisation: Paul Tayler Limited 

Question 1:  

I do not consider that England and Wales should be treated differently. 

Question 2: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) 1.  I see no reason why the length should not be 90 years for houses as well as flats. 

 

2.  The points should be the same as per the 1993 Act i.e. in the 12 months prior to expiry 

of the original term, and in the last 5 years of the extended term. 

Question 3: 

(1) The right to a lease extension should in all cases be a right to an extended term at a 

nominal ground rent 

(2)  

(3)  

(4) These additional options would make the process more complex than more straight 

forward and in any case are unlikely to have much demand. 

Question 4: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 5: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 6: 

(1) No 

(2) I agree that the new lease should mirror the terms of the existing lease, save as 

allowed by the 1993 Act.  It would be impossible to have a comprehensive list of 

permissible modernisations, wording would still need to be negotiated. 

(3) I do not agree that a prescribed list would be appropriate. 
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(4) The starting-point should be the standard form of lease for the building, it would be 

inappropriate to impose another form of standard or model lease. 

Question 7:  

(1) No 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 8: 

(1) These situations are rare but are important in specific instances. 

(2) There should continue to be the option for properly advised parties to enter into leases 

which are excluded from statutory protection. 

Question 9: 

Under present legislation lease extensions of houses (1967 Act) are extremely rare. 

However, I consider that a right to extend for 90 years at a nominal ground rent may well 

be attractive to some tenants. 

Question 10: 

The market would gradually favour these longer leases.  Leases of 90 years or less would 

become less valuable and tenants would therefore effectively be obliged to go to the 

expense and inconvenience of extending their leases to get a longer term. 

Mortgage companies would gradually require leases to have a minimum term of say 125 

years unexpired and again the burden would then fall on all tenants to extend all leases 

that are shorter than this. This whole problem is very clearly evidenced by the current 

regime which has seen the 80 year threshold for marriage value payment become the 

minimum term required on a lease by many mortgage companies. 

Question 11: 

I see no negative reason from a valuation perspective why a tenant should not benefit from 

having these increased options available, however it is likely to add complication to the 

current system rather than simplify it. 

Question 12: 

(1) 1.  The current ability does not significantly increase the duration/cost of the 

enfranchisement process. I do not in any case think that this exercise could be realistically 

and satisfactorily avoided. 

2.  The only way to avoid such disputes would be to make it mandatory that the new lease 

should be identical to the old one. I do not consider this would be beneficial. 
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3.  Departures from the existing lease have to be justified.  New onerous or undesirable 

terms are not justifiable. 

(2) 1.  It would not be possible to devise a prescribed list, and negotiation would still be 

required, so I doubt that much time/cost would be saved. 

2.  As above. 

3.  As above. 

(3) No 

(4)  

Question 13: 

1.  I agree 

 

2.  I agree that the request should be set out in a landlord's Response Notice, but without a 

statutory time limit. 

Question 14: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 15: 

(1) This is very important, particularly as frequently there will be private areas shared 

between neighbouring properties that will require future maintenance. 

(2) No 

(3) Very difficult to have a prescribed list that covers all possible scenarios. 

(4) Too many to list. 

Question 16: 

(1) 1. because the existing lease will contain rights and obligations that are relevant to the 

property being transferred and the immediate area. 

(2) I do not consider that a prescribed list would be either necessary or appropriate. 

Question 17: 
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(1) Yes 

(2) For this not to be the case would be illogical. 

(3) For future freehold acquisitions yes, but such a rule should not be applied 

retrospectively. 

Question 18: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 19: 

(1) Maybe 

(2) I envisage significant problems where there is an intermediate landlord (whose 

willingness to participate would obviously be necessary), but not otherwise. 

(3) It is a matter of individual choice and steps should not be taken to limit this freedom. 

Question 20: 

(1) 1. Notably 

2. Notably 

3. Tenants claiming under the 1967 Act will usually  seek to avoid any restrictions, whereas 

an estate landlord will necessarily seek to preserve those restrictions contained  in the 

lease, for good estate management reasons.  Tribunals have usually supported the 

landlord in such cases. 

(2) 1. Not significantly 

2. Not significantly 

3. Not significantly 

(3) No 

(4) I am not aware of any evidence to support this suggestion. 

Question 21: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 
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(4)  

Question 22: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 23: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) 1.  I agree with the list in paragraph 6.83 of the Consultation Paper. 

2.  I agree with the list in paragraph 6.85 of the Consultation Paper. 

Question 24: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) I agree with the proposed grounds 1-4 above. 

Question 25: 

(1) No 

(2) The word 'Estate' needs defining more precisely, it is too broad an expression and 

without better definition and limitation could have some unintended consequences. 

(3) (1)  Definition by reference merely to payment of a common service charge is 

inappropriate. 

(2)  Too complicated and could have unintended consequences. 

(3)  I agree. 

Question 26: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Whilst the principle seems correct, what will happen where additional land was part of 

another freehold interest. 

(3) No 

(4)  

Question 27: 
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(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 28: 

(1) I agree 

(2) I do not agree that a prescribed list would be necessary or appropriate.  The 1993 Act 

provides for the continuation of existing covenants and additional covenants only in very 

limited circumstances.  Even with a prescribed list, specific wording would need to be 

negotiated. 

Question 29: 

(1) 1. I agree 

2. I disagree 

(2) I do not agree that a prescribed list would be necessary or appropriate.  The 1993 Act 

provides for the continuation of existing covenants and additional covenants only in very 

limited circumstances.  Even with a prescribed list, specific wording would need to be 

negotiated. 

Question 30: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 31: 

(1) No 

(2) This proposal could be very prejudicial to landlords.  In my view, landlords should have 

the option of taking leasebacks, but should not be compelled to do so. 

Question 32: 

(1) Yes 

(2) A good idea, although in fact this scenario is very rare in practice. 

(3) Yes 

(4)  
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Question 33: 

(1) No 

(2)  

(3) I do not consider that steps need to be taken to control such transfers. 

Question 34: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) The right to participate should only apply to future claims. 

(4) The issues identified in the paper would not impact significantly in relation to small 

blocks (e.g. a building containing 2, 3 or 4 flats).  However, with larger blocks the issues 

could become very complex. 

(1)  It seems wrong in principle to give the right in respect of 'historic' collective claims.   

(2)  Agreed. 

(3)  Agreed. 

(4)  Agreed. 

(5)  Agreed. 

(6)  Agreed. 

Question 35: 

All beneficial without significant cost implications. 

Question 36: 

(1) 1.  Yes 

2.  Yes 

3.  No 

The terms of a collective enfranchisement are of major importance to both parties to the 

transaction, and there is benefit to both sides in getting the terms right. 

It should be noted that tenants claiming the freehold under the 1993 Act will usually  seek 

to avoid any restrictions, whereas an estate landlord will necessarily seek to preserve 

those restrictions contained  in the leases, for good estate management reasons.  

Tribunals have usually supported the landlord in such cases. 

(2) 1. Not significantly 
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2. Not significantly 

3. Not significantly 

(3) No 

(4)  

Question 37: 

It will increase complications, increase costs, increase delays but reduce premiums. 

Question 38: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Sensible if houses and flats are to be treated uniformly. 

(3) No 

(4) I do not consider the 'proposed definition' to even be a definition! 

(5) No 

(6) Premises which are at the relevant time wholly or partly in non-residential use should 

not qualify.  Accordingly, business premises and mixed-use premises would both be 

excluded. 

Question 39: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 40: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 41: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 42: 

(1) Yes 
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(2)  

Question 43: 

(1) Other 

(2) I consider that mixed-use premises should not qualify.  However, if they are not 

excluded, then the proposed 25% threshold would be reasonable. 

Question 44: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 45: 

The creation of a discretion is liable to result in litigation and increased cost. 

Question 46: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

(5) Yes 

(6) The 25% limit currently applicable to collective claims is well understood and works 

reasonably well.  If mixed-use buildings are to be enfranchiseable, I consider that 25% is a 

reasonable limit. 

Question 47: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 48: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 49: 
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(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 50: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 51: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 52: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 53: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 54: 

(1) Yes 

(2) This is all dependent on the definition of "an estate". 

Question 55: 

I believe there should be no such exception. 

Question 56:  

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 57: 

(1) No 

(2)  

Question 58: 
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(1) No 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 59: 

(1) 1.  In recent years these limits have hardly affected claims. 

2.  Flats - no. Houses - yes. 

3.  Houses - yes.  "Self-contained building" not often relevant. 

4.  No. 

5.  1993 Act - no.  1967 Act - sometimes. 

(2) 1.  Not significantly.   

2.  Not significantly. 

Question 60: 

1. Commercial leaseholders would invest in freehold properties instead.  Freehold 

investments would become disproportionately more desirable.   

2. The wider housing market would be distorted. 

3. Damaging to the economy and those that would be disadvantaged the most would be 

existing owner-occupier tenants. 

Question 61: 

(1) Other 

(2) I have no experience of shared ownership leaseholders. 

(3) I have no experience of shared ownership leaseholders. 

Question 62: 

(1) I have no experience of shared ownership leaseholders. 

(2) I have no experience of shared ownership leaseholders. 

Question 63: 

(1) Other 

(2) I have no experience of shared ownership leaseholders. 

(3) Other 
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(4) I have no experience of shared ownership leaseholders. 

Question 64: 

(1) 1 

(2) I disagree with this notion, my answer is 1. 

Question 65: 

No. 

Question 66: 

(1) No. 

(2) I disagree that there should be any such exemption. 

Question 67: 

The existing systems work adequately, to change them will just create a new set of 

problems. 

Question 68: 

I have no experience of shared ownership leaseholders. 

Question 69: 

I have no experience of shared ownership leaseholders. 

Question 70: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 71: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 72: 

(1) Yes 

(2) It is important to the landlord to know that the giving of the notice has been authorised 

by the tenants purporting to give it. 

(3) No 

(4) I consider that all of the enfranchising tenants should sign the notice for this to be valid. 
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(5) No 

(6) I would not consider a statement of truth as conclusive evidence that the checks have 

been carried out. 

Question 73: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 74: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) A separate form should be provided for each type of claim.  The prescribed form should 

explain clearly the circumstances in which that type of form should be used. 

Question 75: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 76: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 77: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) 1. Yes 

2. Yes 

3. Yes 

4. Yes 

5. No 

Question 78: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  
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Question 79: 

(1) Yes 

(2) When posting tracked postage with proof of delivery is essential. Revised procedures 

must make this clear. 

Question 80: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 81: 

(1) Yes 

(2) The prescribed period for service of a Response Notice should be a minimum of two 

months, to enable the landlord fully to investigate the tenants claim. 

Question 82: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 83: 

1.  Yes 

2.  The criteria should be that the tenant has not  complied with the statutory requirements 

in relation to service. 

Question 84: 

(1) Yes 

(2) The Tribunal should be asked to determine any of the lease or transfer terms which the 

parties have been unable to agree.  Accordingly, no detailed conveyancing regulations are 

required.  This applies to all types of claim. 

Question 85: 

(1) No 

(2) 1.  As stated above, the period should be a minimum of two months, to allow the 

landlord time fully to investigate the claim, prepare a draft lease, obtain valuation advice 

etc. 

2.  21 days would be more reasonable. 
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3.  There is merit in the current system which requires the parties to delay applying to the 

Tribunal, in the hope that they will negotiate.  For this purpose 21 days is too short.  I 

consider the period should remain two months. 

Question 86: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 87: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 88: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 89: 

Question 90: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 91: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 92: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 93: 
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(1) Too much time and money is expended in resolving issues concerning the validity of 

notices, and arguments concerning deemed withdrawal. 

(2) 1. I agree 

2. I agree 

(3) I agree 

Question 94: 

(1) Yes 

(2) I agree that the Tribunal should determine all matters.  However, in relation to disputes 

which primarily involve a point of law the Tribunal members should comprise or include 

suitably qualified lawyers. 

Question 95: 

Yes where the value of the premises is low.  For this to apply the parties would have to 

agree, or the Tribunal should make a determination on the point, in the event of 

disagreement. 

Question 96: 

(1) Typically to costs of £25,000 - £30,000 and typically a 2 day hearing.  The vast majority 

of cases settle before the start of the hearing. 

(2) 1.  Neither party ever relish the thought of incurring these costs. It has not in my 

experience ever hindered the exercise of enfranchisement rights. 

2.  This has rarely been a problem in my experience. 

(3) The difference would be negligable. 

Question 97: 

(1) Yes 

(2) An easy rule would be to apply this to the length of the unexpired term. Perhaps claims 

with existing lease lengths in excess of 100 years. 

Question 98: 

Yes, they should be required. Landlords are compelled by statute to engage with their 

tenants' enfranchisement claim, and are entitled to be compensated for the costs which 

result. There is no evidence that having to pay these costs deters tenants from making 

claims. 

Question 99: 

(1) Option 7 
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Options 1-6 would be impossible to implement in a way that is universal to all claims and 

fair. 

(2) 1. No 

(3) Other 

(4) 1.  No 

2.  Yes 

Question 100: 

(1) Other 

(2) Fixed costs cannot be universally and fairly applied.  If an enfranchisement claim fails it 

is only fair that the tenant pays all of the landlord's reasonable non-litigation costs incurred. 

(3) Other 

(4) Fixed costs cannot be universally and fairly applied. 

Question 101: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 102: 

(1) Other 

(2) I do not see why the onus should be on the landlord to apply to the Tribunal.  Perhaps, 

if a tenant wishes to make a fresh application within 12 months the onus should be on the 

tenant to apply to the Tribunal for permission. 

Question 103: 

(1) Other 

(2) I consider that the Tribunal should have the power to award litigation costs in those 

types of dispute which currently fall within the Court's jurisdiction. 

Question 104: 

(1) No 

(2) I consider that the Tribunal should have the power to award litigation costs in those 

types of dispute which currently fall within the Court's jurisdiction. 

Question 105: 
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(1) 1. In my experience and excluding tribunal costs usually between £10,000 - £30,000. 

2. £0 of any tribunal costs and about 50% of the costs refered to above. Therefore £5,000 - 

£15,000 is usually recoverable. 

(2) I have never experienced any such unwillingness on the leaseholder's part. The only 

instances where this might arise is in relation to flats where the lease has already a very 

long expired term, say over 100 years and the premium to extend it further would be small. 

The costs to extend may outweigh the premium, but in such circumstances there is no real 

necessity for a leaseholder to extend their lease. 

(3)  

(4)  

(5)  

(6)  

(7)  

(8)  

(9)  

(10)  

(11)  

(12) None of the above. In my experience the costs do not disuade leaseholders from 

pursuing enfranchisement claims. 

(13) The impact would be that landlords will insist on demanding the highest possible 

premiums in order to compensate for their costs. Leaseholders will have to pay higher 

premiums and far higher costs to their own advisers in trying to negotiate settlements or 

even higher costs by proceeding to tribunal hearings. It will ultimately be the leaseholders 

who are the worse off. 

Question 106: 

Each side bears its own costs in Tribunal cases this reduces the risk and therefore 

encourages parties to litigate to resolve their disputes.  The opposite is the case with Court 

proceedings. 

Question 126: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 127: 

I have no strong views on this either way. 
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Question 128: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 129: 

I have no strong views on this. 

Question 130: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 131: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 132: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 133: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) No. 

Question 134: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 135: 

It is a sensible proposal. 

Any further comments  

I have particular concern at the  Law Commission's proposed reform of valuation 

methodology. The valuation calculation is a mathematical exercise, it cannot be simplified.  

To seek to adjust or remove elements from these calculations cannot be done without 

producing the wrong answer. Suggestions to improve the valuation methodology such as  

to have capitalisation and deferment rates prescribed and reviewed should be 
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commended. Suggestions to simplify calculations by removing or ignoring vital 

components are bewildering. 

 

 



1 

Name of organisation: Parthenia 

Question 1:  

Should be the same. 

Question 2: 

(1) Yes

(2) Leaseholders for flats should have the opportunity to have a new 999 or perhaps 900

year lease at a peppercorn ground rent, not the current 90 years which is too short

(3) 1. It should be for 999 or 810 or 900 years

2. At the end of the original term the freeholder should be able to regain ownership with

paying compensation on the basis of redevelopment (it must be a realistic redevelopment)

Question 3: 

(1) The right to a lease extension should in all cases be a right to an extended term at a

nominal ground rent

(2) 

(3) Leaseholders should also have the choice to extinguish the ground rent (without

extending the lease)

(4) Freeholders and developers have been 'gaming' the system by inserting onerous

ground rent review patterns, which many advisers miss. This should be prevented and

leaseholders should have the ability to buy out the ground rent before it escalates at a

realistic level.

Question 4: 

(1) Yes

(2)  

Question 5: 

(1) Yes

(2)  

Question 6: 

(1) Yes

(2) 

(3)
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(4) Agree a plain English standard lease should be employed wherever possible, as many 

leases are archaic and obtuse. 

Question 7:  

(1) Yes 

(2) Yes there can be significant problems as usually leaseholders do not take appropriate 

legal or valuation advice and so do occasionally freeholders. 

(3) There should be no control or limit. It is a free country and people should be at liberty to 

come to a voluntary agreement, as long as both sides take professional advice. 

Question 8: 

(1) It is rare, but having dealt with several houses in the past it depresses value and means 

future leasehold owners have their rights limited. 

(2) It should be discouraged. 

Question 9: 

It will encourage leaseholders to extend their lease. 

Question 10: 

Extending the period from 90 years to 999 years will help the leasehold market as the 

reversionary interest becomes minimal. In addition, the Government will face a significant 

decrease in the cost for tribunals.  

It will increase the mortgageablity. 

Question 11: 

There should be no options and leaseholders should just extend their lease to 999 years 

with the ground rent reverting to a peppercorn. 

 

Always keep it simple 

Question 12: 

(1) 1. freeholders generally do not negotiate until there is a tribunal date, as they prioritize 

claims. 

2. yes 

3. only if the solicitor acting has no idea 

(2) 1. would help 

2. would reduce disputes 
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3. would reduce 

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 13: 

Agree 

Question 14: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 15: 

(1) It should be on the same terms. 

(2) Yes 

(3)  

(4) Removal of air rights 

Question 16: 

(1) As within existing lease 

(2) One for the solicitors to discuss 

Question 17: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Sounds sensible 

Question 18: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Another for the solicitors 

Question 19: 
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(1) Maybe 

(2) Another for the solicitors 

(3) for solicitors 

Question 20: 

(1) 1. not really 

2. not really 

3. not really 

(2) 1. yes it will help 

2. yes it will help 

3. yes it will help 

(3) Yes 

(4) Anything which makes the process cheaper and more transparent will help 

Question 21: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 22: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 23: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 24: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 
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(3) Not Answered 

Question 25: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 26: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 27: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 28: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 29: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 30: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 31: 

(1) Not Answered 
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(2) Not Answered 

Question 32: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 33: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 34: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 35: 

Not Answered 

Question 36: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 37: 

Not Answered 

Question 38: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 
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(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

(5) Not Answered 

(6) Not Answered 

Question 39: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 40: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 41: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 42: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 43: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 44: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 45: 
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Not Answered 

Question 46: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

(5) Not Answered 

(6) Not Answered 

Question 47: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 48: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 49: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 50: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 51: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 52: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 53: 
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(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 54: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 55: 

Not Answered 

Question 56:  

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 57: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 58: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 59: 

(1) This has definitely slowed down and made the process more costly as well as deterring 

many leaseholders. 

(2) It would reduce time and decrease the number of disputes 

Question 60: 

I believe minimal impact 

Question 61: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 
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(3) Not Answered 

Question 62: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 63: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 64: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 65: 

Not Answered 

Question 66: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 67: 

Not Answered 

Question 68: 

no experience 

Question 69: 

no impact 

Question 70: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Simplify and this should reduce cost allowing more people to participate 

Question 71: 
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(1) Yes 

(2) Sensible 

Question 72: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Sensible 

(3) Yes 

(4)  

(5) Yes 

(6)  

Question 73: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 74: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes, simplify 

Question 75: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Sensible 

Question 76: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Sensible 

(3) One for the lawyers 

Question 77: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 78: 
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(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 79: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 80: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 81: 

(1) No 

(2) They should have to comply with the Notice and timetable and be compelled to sell at 

that price if they fail to reply within the time period. 

Question 82: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 83: 

Sensible 

Question 84: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 85: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 86: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 87: 
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(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 88: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 89: 

Question 90: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 91: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 92: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 93: 

(1) 1. too complex and costly puts people off 

2. too long 

3. too long 

4. too complex, especially trying to find rateable value 

5. too complex and open to abuse 

6. simple, but time consuming 

7. no deemed withdraw unless leaseholder formally withdraws 
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(2) 1. greatly reduce 

2. greatly reduce 

(3) greatly help 

Question 94: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Simplifies matters 

Question 95: 

1. Only when elected by both parties and in low value cases 

2. It should operate like mediation 

Question 96: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 97: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 98: 

No, too often the costs are inflated or linked to the premium. 

Question 99: 

(1) Costs should be fixed from the outset at a low amount. 

(2) Fixed costs should apply to all. 

(3) Yes 

(4) Sounds sensible 

Question 100: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Only if the withdrawal is their fault 

(3) Yes 
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(4) Sensible 

Question 101: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Sensible and stop spurious claims 

Question 102: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 103: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Sensible 

Question 104: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 105: 

(1) Only act for leaseholders 

(2) This has a large impact, especially on the smaller cases. I have had a number of cliams 

whereby the actual professional costs are several time sgreater than the premium due to it 

being a long lease with a nominal ground rent. 

(3)  

(4)  

(5) Fixed costs subject to a cap on the total costs payable 

(6) Relating the non-litigation costs to the price paid for the interest acquired by the 

leaseholder 

(7) Linking non-litigation costs to the landlord’s response to the claim and/or whether the 

landlord succeeds in relation to any points raised in the Response Notice 

(8)  

(9)  

(10)  

(11)  
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(12) There should be a cap on fees, as sometimes they are too onerous for leaseholders. 

(13) There would be an impact as freeholders' surveyors would not try and link the 

premium and their fees and the fees might be more reasonable. 

Question 106: 

Not sure 

Question 126: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 127: 

Sounds sensible 

Question 128: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 129: 

Question 130: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 131: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 132: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 133: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3)  
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Question 134: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 135: 

A good idea 

Any further comments  

Prescribing relativity, capitalization and deferment rates will make it 'easier, faster and 

cheaper' for leaseholders as everyone could use an online calculator.  

 

Only the Parthenia dataset will make relativity fair for both parties as marriage value will be 

payable to 100 years and cheaper for the majority of leaseholders and freeholders can 

demand no compensation. No one knows if relativity has changed and the existing 

relativity graphs are all wrong  

 

. Parthenia has 7,969 flat and house sales 

from the untainted market peer reviewed and checked by the top housing economists (plus 

LSE, Bank of England, Royal Economic Society, Economic Journal) and it would save the 

Government potentially tens of billions in compensation claims. We have tested relativity 

and it is statistcially unaffected to a significant degree by the changes in the financial 

environment    

 

Deferment and capitalization rates should be set according to long term financial analysis 

of long term average rates, not merely extrapolating the exceptionally low interest rate 

environment. This should be reviewed every five years by a financial economist and also 

take into account property cycle for deferment rates and time horizon for capitalization (i.e. 

3% for the next ten years but say 10% for ground rent income streams of 80).  

 

The Government needs a realistic solution which it can afford and the suggestions above 

comply.  The Parthenia dataset offers the Government an opportunity to rectify the 

injustice caused by erroneous relativity over the last 22 years. It would also mean one 

valuation methodology for all properties and prevent freeholders claiming tens of billions in 

compensation. Please see our written submission for furtehr details. 

 

 





 1 

Name of organisation: Howard de Walden Estates Limited 

Question 1:  

I cannot conceive of any reason why the new regime should treat England and Wales 

differently. 

Question 2: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) 1.  I see no compelling reason why the length should not be 90 years for houses as well 

as flats. 

 

2.  The points should be the same as currently applies under the 1993 Act i.e. in the 12 

months prior to expiry of the original term, and in the last 5 years of the extended term. 

Question 3: 

(1) The right to a lease extension should in all cases be a right to an extended term at a 

nominal ground rent 

(2)  

(3)  

(4) Giving tenants the choice to do 1. or 2. would introduce unnecessary complication into 

the process, and these choices are unlikely to have much appeal. 

Question 4: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 5: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 6: 

(1) No 

(2) I agree that the new lease should mirror the terms of the existing lease, save as 

allowed by the 1993 Act.  I doubt that it would be realistic to have a comprehensive list of 

permissible modernisations and specific wording would still need to be negotiated. 
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(3) I do not consider that it would be appropriate to have a prescribed list. 

(4) Our usual practice, when dealing with Aggio-style lease extensions, is to base the lease 

on pre-existing lease extensions in the same building.  The starting-point should be the 

standard form of lease for the building, so as to maintain uniformity and continuity. 

Question 7:  

(1) Other 

(2) In practice problems only arise where there is an intermediate landlord.  In statutory 

lease extensions the intermediate lease is deemed to be surrendered and re-granted, and 

therefore the intermediate landlord need not be directly involved, whereas the intermediate 

landlord's co-operation is required for a voluntary extension to be effected. 

(3) The intermediate landlord difficulty referred to above will of itself restrict voluntary lease 

extensions. 

Question 8: 

(1) In our experience these situations are rare, and the circumstances unusual.  We had 

one case where a house was let on a long lease, and at risk of enfranchisement under the 

1967 Act.  The lease contained an absolute prohibition against alterations.  As landlord we 

only agreed to the alterations on condition that the tenant surrendered his existing lease 

and entered into a new very long lease outside the Act.  In this way we preserved our 

freehold interest, and the tenant was able to alter the premises as he wished. 

(2) We see no policy reason why parties who have been properly advised should not enter 

into leases which are excluded from statutory protection. 

Question 9: 

Under present legislation lease extensions of houses (1967 Act) are extremely rare.  A 

right to extend for 90 years at a nominal ground rent is bound to be attractive to some 

tenants, especially those who do not desire or cannot afford to acquire their freehold. 

Question 10: 

The market would gradually favour these longer leases.  Leases of 90 years or less would 

become less valuable and tenants would therefore effectively be obliged to go to the 

expense and inconvenience of extending their leases to get a longer term. 

Mortgage companies would gradually require leases to have a minimum term of say 125 

years unexpired and again tenants would be put to the unnecessary cost and 

inconvenience of extending leases that are shorter than this. 

Question 11: 

I see no negative reason from a valuation perspective why a tenant should not benefit from 

having these increased options available. 

Question 12: 
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(1) 1.  The terms of the new lease always necessitate a degree of negotiation.  Even if 

there was a prescribed list of non-contentious modernisations, specific wording would need 

to be agreed.  Accordingly, the current ability does not significantly increase the 

duration/cost of the enfranchisement process. 

2.  Disputes will inevitably arise unless it was mandatory that the new lease should be 

identical to the old one. 

3.  Any departures from the existing lease have to be justified.  New onerous or 

undesirable terms are not be justifiable.  In practice tenants do not incur additional costs as 

a result of the enfranchisement process. 

(2) 1.  It would not be possible to devise a prescribed list, and negotiation would still be 

required, so I doubt that much time/cost would be saved. 

2.  Same answer as above. 

3.  Ditto 

(3) No 

(4)  

Question 13: 

1. I agree 

 

2.  I agree that the request should be set out in a landlord's Response Notice, but without a 

statutory time limit. 

Question 14: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 15: 

(1) This issue is not applicable to our Estate, where inevitably only part of the landlord's 

freehold interest is being acquired. 

(2) Other 

(3) Not applicable for the reasons stated above. 

(4) Not applicable 
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Question 16: 

(1) I consider that 1. is preferable, because the existing lease will contain rights and 

obligations that are relevant to the property being transferred, and of importance to the 

proper management of the retained estate. 

(2) I do not consider that a prescribed list would be either necessary or appropriate.  If 

there is a list then for our Estate it should contain restrictions on user, external alterations, 

and the placing of equipment (e.g. satellite dishes, signage, air conditioning plant etc) on 

the exterior of buildings.  Obligations to allow access to the landlord in certain 

circumstances.  Rights of drainage, air etc. 

Question 17: 

(1) Yes 

(2) The suggestion that an obligation should be enforceable if the landlord has not retained 

land that benefits from it seems to me to be illogical.  In practice on my estate there is 

always retained land and the only question that may arise is whether or not the obligation 

does confer a genuine 'benefit'.  To avoid such arguments I would be in favour of this 

proposal. 

(3) I am in favour. 

Question 18: 

(1) Other 

(2) This issue is not applicable to this Estate. 

(3) Not applicable 

Question 19: 

(1) Maybe 

(2) I envisage significant problems where there is an intermediate landlord (whose 

willingness to participate would obviously be necessary), but not otherwise. 

(3) My Company would not transfer a freehold outside the statutory regime, both on 

principle but also for tax reasons (under present law only a statutory enfranchisement 

would qualify for CGT relief, which is an important benefit to an estate landlord like us). 

Question 20: 

(1) 1. Yes 

2. Yes 

3. No 
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It should be noted that tenants claiming under the 1967 Act will usually  seek to avoid any 

restrictions, whereas an estate landlord will necessarily seek to preserve those restrictions 

contained  in the lease, for good estate management reasons.  Tribunals have usually 

supported the landlord in such cases. 

(2) 1.  Not significantly 

2.  Not significantly 

3.  Not significantly 

Same comments as above. 

(3) No 

(4) I am not aware of this aspect deterring tenants from enfranchising. 

Question 21: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4) The obligation to file accounts is inappropriate and onerous, as is the obligation to file a 

confirmation statement every year. 

Question 22: 

(1) Yes 

(2) As the nominee purchaser is purely a vehicle for holding the freehold and is a non-profit 

making body, it would be appropriate for this to be a company limited by guarantee. 

Question 23: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) 1.  I agree with the list in paragraph 6.83 of the Consultation Paper. 

2.  I agree with the list in paragraph 6.85 of the Consultation Paper. 

Question 24: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) I agree with the proposed grounds 1-4 above. 
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Question 25: 

(1) No 

(2) The most important issue is how you define an "estate":  I can understand what the 

Commission is trying to achieve in this regard, but this could have unforeseen 

consequences.  Potentially the term "estate" this could encompass a large number of 

buildings in one of the major London Estates such as the Howard de Walden Estate, and I 

would not see any justification for allowing collective enfranchisement of a group of distinct 

buildings on an estate such as ours.  Subject to that caveat, I doubt that there would be 

much interest on tenants' part for the Commission's   proposal.  The common service 

charge would most likely only apply to ground maintenance,  lighting, etc. which would not 

of itself warrant acquisition of an estate. 

(3) (1)  An "estate" should not be defined purely by reference to payment of a common 

service charge.  There should be other matters common to every building in the group, e.g. 

shared private access, a clearly defined geographical area,  a common landlord, etc.  

(2)  This seems very complicated.  Exclusion of one or more buildings from the estate 

enfranchisement would seem to defeat its purpose. 

(3)  I agree. 

Question 26: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Whilst the principle seems correct, issues would arise where additional land (e.g. 

garages) was part of another freehold interest. 

(3) No 

(4)  

Question 27: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 28: 

(1) I agree 

(2) I do not agree that a prescribed list would be necessary or appropriate.  The 1993 Act 

provides for the continuation of existing covenants and additional covenants only in very 

limited circumstances.  Even with a prescribed list, specific wording would need to be 

negotiated. 
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Question 29: 

(1) 1.  Yes 

2.  No 

(2) I do not agree that a prescribed list would be necessary or appropriate.  The 1993 Act 

provides for the continuation of existing covenants and additional covenants only in very 

limited circumstances.  Even with a prescribed list, specific wording would need to be 

negotiated. 

Question 30: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 31: 

(1) No 

(2) I consider that tenants wishing to acquire the freehold of their block should be required 

to acquire the reversion to non-participating leases of residential units, and not be allowed 

to compel the landlord to take leasebacks thereof.  Otherwise, the landlord would lose 

control of the building, and be beholden to a nominee purchaser, yet still owe obligations to 

one or more tenants in the building.  I can understand that the Commission sees this as a 

way of reducing the cost of enfranchisement, but this proposal could be very prejudicial to 

landlords.  In my view, landlords should have the option of taking leasebacks, but should 

not be compelled to do so. 

Question 32: 

(1) Yes 

(2) I doubt that the so-called "ping-pong" problem often arises in practice, and certainly not 

in larger blocks of flats.  However, I see the benefit of a time limit. 

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 33: 

(1) No 

(2)  

(3) I do not consider that steps need to be taken to control such transfers. 

Question 34: 
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(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) In principle the right to participate should only apply to future claims. 

(4) The issues identified in the paper would not impact significantly in relation to small 

blocks (e.g. a building containing 2, 3 or 4 flats).  However, with larger blocks the issues 

could become very complex. 

(1)  It seems wrong in principle to give the right in respect of 'historic' collective claims.  If 

landlords can be required to take leasebacks of non-participating flats, the probability is 

that it would only be the sub-tenant who would qualify to participate, so this point seems 

academic. 

(2)  Agreed. 

(3)  Agreed, but this aspect is likely to give rise to problems.  For example, how would the 

premium be divided amongst the original participants?  Also, for how long should the right 

to participate exist (if the right lasts for years, what happens where an original participant 

has disposed of their interest in the meantime)? 

(4)  Agreed, but I note that the proposed RTE scheme was regarded as unworkable. 

(5)  I agree in principle that a cost-sharing regime would be beneficial. 

(6)  Agreed. 

Question 35: 

No comment 

Question 36: 

(1) 1.  Not significantly 

2.  Not significantly 

3.  Not significantly 

The terms of a collective enfranchisement are of major importance to both parties to the 

transaction, and there is benefit to both sides in getting the terms right. 

It should be noted that tenants claiming the freehold under the 1993 Act will usually  seek 

to avoid any restrictions, whereas an estate landlord will necessarily seek to preserve 

those restrictions contained  in the leases, for good estate management reasons.  

Tribunals have usually supported the landlord in such cases. 

(2) 1.  Yes 

2.  Yes 

3.  Yes 
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(3) No 

(4) I doubt that the proposed reforms will increase the attraction of collective 

enfranchisement of large blocks of flats.  The reforms only really make sense for small 

blocks. 

Question 37: 

It would potentially make the premium payable lower and also simplify the process in its 

initial stages, which might encourage more claims.  However, the requirement to oblige the 

freeholder to take leasebacks is likely to lead to delays and additional costs later in the 

process. 

Question 38: 

(1) Yes 

(2) It makes sense to use a common term if houses and flats are to be treated uniformly. 

(3) No 

(4) The Commission clearly acknowledges the difficulty of defining a "residential unit".  

However, the Paper does not provide a definition of a "residential unit" per se, but rather 

discusses what might or might not be such a unit.  Reliance on "physical features and 

configuration" alone does not necessarily provide the answer in circumstances where the 

unit is either vacant, or is in mixed-use as permitted by the lease terms (long leases tend to 

be less restrictive on user than shorter terms).  What physical features would be required 

to indicate "residential"? - general appearance, kitchen, bathroom, other services?  I 

consider that the determinative factor should be "user" i.e. the claimed premises should be 

in lawful residential use at the relevant time, or (if vacant) should last have been used as a 

residence.  In the absence of such a criterion, endless litigation is probably inevitable. 

(5) No 

(6) Long leases frequently permit residential and professional office use.  Is it being 

suggested that in those circumstances premises which were once in residential use (and 

are arguably still configured as a house/flat) but which at the relevant time are in office use  

would  qualify for enfranchisement?  A better  solution would be to provide that premises 

which are at the relevant time wholly or partly in non-residential use should not qualify.  

Accordingly, business premises and mixed-use premises would both be excluded. 

Question 39: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 40: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  
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(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 41: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 42: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 43: 

(1) Other 

(2) I consider that mixed-use premises should not qualify.  However, if they are not 

excluded, then I would accept the proposed 25% threshold. 

Question 44: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 45: 

The existence of a discretion is liable to result in litigation and increased cost. 

Question 46: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

(5) Yes 

(6) The 25% limit currently applicable to collective claims is well understood and works 

reasonably well.  If mixed-use buildings are to be enfranchiseable, I consider that 25% is a 

reasonable limit. 
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Question 47: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 48: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 49: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 50: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 51: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 52: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 53: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 54: 

(1) Yes 

(2) As I said in answer to Question 25, the most important issue is how you define an 

"estate":  I can understand what the Commission is trying to achieve in this regard, but this 

could have unforeseen consequences.  Potentially the term "estate" this could encompass 

a large number of buildings in one of the major London Estates such as the Howard de 

Walden Estate, and I would not see any justification for allowing collective enfranchisement 

of a group of distinct buildings on an estate such as ours.  Subject to that caveat, I doubt 

that there would be much interest on tenants' part for the Commission's   proposal. 
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Question 55: 

No comment. 

Question 56:  

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Not applicable. 

Question 57: 

(1) No 

(2)  

Question 58: 

(1) No 

(2)  

(3) Not applicable. 

Question 59: 

(1) 1.  In recent years these limits have hardly affected claims. 

2.  Identifying "flats" has rarely been problematic.  Identifying "houses" has resulted in 

massive litigation for my Company over the past 20 years, principally as a result of the 

abolition of the residence condition. 

3.  As to "houses" see above.  "Self-contained building" has caused problems only for 

modern developments where two or more blocks are connected at basement level (e.g. a 

basement carpark). 

4.  Not a problem in practice. 

5.  The qualifying criteria are not a problem for 1993 Act lease extensions.  The problems 

arise mainly with freehold claims under the 1967 Act. 

(2) 1.  Not significantly.   

2.  Ditto 

Question 60: 

If commercial tenants were to be excluded from enfranchising, or required to pay a higher 

premium, they would most likely invest in freehold properties instead.  This would make 

freehold investments disproportionately more desirable and would at the same time be 

detrimental to owner-occupier tenants who would have a much smaller pool of potential 
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purchasers to sell to whenever they decide to move.  The introduction of restrictions of this 

nature risks distorting the housing market, would have a detrimental impact on the 

economy and those that would be disadvantaged the most would be existing owner-

occupier tenants.  Changes of this nature would therefore be contrary to the Commission's 

terms of reference. 

Question 61: 

(1) Other 

(2) I do not have a view about the rights of shared ownership leaseholders as there are 

none on our Estate. 

(3) For the above reason, no comment. 

Question 62: 

(1) For the above reason, no comment 

(2) For the above reason, no comment 

Question 63: 

(1) Other 

(2) For the above reason, no comment 

(3) Other 

(4) For the above reason, no comment 

Question 64: 

(1) There is no National Trust property on our Estate.  Accordingly, I do not have a view 

about this. 

(2) For the above reason, no comment 

Question 65: 

No comment. 

Question 66: 

(1) No comment. 

(2) No comment. 

Question 67: 

No comment. 

Question 68: 
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Not applicable 

Question 69: 

No comment 

Question 70: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 71: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 72: 

(1) Yes 

(2) It is important to the landlord to know that the giving of the notice has been authorised 

by the tenants purporting to give it. 

(3) No 

(4) I consider that all of the enfranchising tenants should sign the notice for this to be valid. 

(5) No 

(6) I would not consider a statement of truth as conclusive evidence that the checks have 

been carried out. 

Question 73: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 74: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) A separate form should be provided for each type of claim.  The prescribed form should 

explain clearly the circumstances in which that type of form should be used. 

Question 75: 

(1) Yes 
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(2)  

Question 76: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) No comment 

Question 77: 

(1) Other 

(2) I agree with 1 to 4.  As to 5, I do not see the need to prove the landlord's title; any 

prudent tenant with have checked their landlord's title before serving their Notice of Claim. 

Question 78: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 79: 

(1) Yes 

(2) The consultation paper does not say anything about the method of posting.  I suggest 

that, to avoid disputes as to whether or not a notice has been posted and/or received, 

there should be a requirement that the posting should be by Recorded or Special Delivery, 

or by Registered post. 

Question 80: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 81: 

(1) Yes 

(2) The prescribed period for service of a Response Notice should be a minimum of two 

months, to enable the landlord fully to investigate the tenants claim. 

Question 82: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 83: 
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1.  Yes 

2.  The criteria should be that the tenant has not (without reasonable excuse) complied 

with the statutory requirements in relation to service. 

Question 84: 

(1) Yes 

(2) I agree.  In practice my Estate has always proceeded on the basis now proposed, 

namely that the Tribunal should be asked to determine any of the lease or transfer terms 

which the parties have been unable to agree.  Accordingly, no detailed conveyancing 

regulations are required.  This applies to all types of claim. 

Question 85: 

(1) No 

(2) 1.  As stated above, the period should be a minimum of two months, to allow the 

landlord time fully to investigate the claim, prepare a draft lease, obtain valuation advice 

etc. 

2.  21 days would be more reasonable. 

3.  There is merit in the current system which requires the parties to delay applying to the 

Tribunal, in the hope that they will negotiate.  For this purpose 21 days is too short.  I 

consider the period should remain two months. 

Question 86: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 87: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 88: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 89: 

Question 90: 
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(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 91: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 92: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 93: 

(1) I regard this as a question primarily directed at tenants.  As an estate landlord, we are 

expert in the procedural aspects of the enfranchisement regime, but I would acknowledge 

that too much time and money is expended in resolving issues concerning the validity of 

notices, and arguments concerning deemed withdrawal. 

(2) I agree that the proposals would reduce both. 

(3) No comment 

Question 94: 

(1) Yes 

(2) I agree that the Tribunal should determine all matters.  However, in relation to disputes 

which primarily involve a point of law (e.g. the right to enfranchise) the Tribunal members 

should comprise or include suitably qualified lawyers (preferably a County Court Judge 

sitting as a Tribunal member). 

Question 95: 

I agree with the principle that ADR should apply where the value of the premises is low.  

For this to apply the parties would have to agree, or the Tribunal should make a 

determination on the point, in the event of disagreement. 

Question 96: 

(1) I cannot give a "typical" cost or duration for a County Court dispute because these will 

depend entirely on what is involved.  I can say, however, that the Central London County 

Court which hears Claims relating to premises on our Estate is very slow. 
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A typical Tribunal dispute, mainly involving valuation issues, would last 6-9 months and 

cost £25-30K (including Counsel's and valuers' fees, but excluding VAT).  These figures 

assume that the case goes to a full (usually 2-day) hearing.  The vast majority of cases 

settle before the start of the hearing. 

(2) 1.  I am not aware of tenants being deterred from enfranchising by the cost of litigation, 

but it must inevitably affect some claimants. 

2.  This has rarely been a problem in practice. 

(3) Only a small extent. 

Question 97: 

(1) Other 

(2) It is impossible to determine what proportion of leases would be suitable, but where 

appropriate such a route would seem to offer the opportunity for time and cost saving.  

Alternatively, a form of arbitration, similar to that used for commercial rent reviews, could 

be considered. 

I doubt that the alternative track would be suitable for premises on our Estate. 

Question 98: 

I consider that tenants should definitely contribute to their landlords' non-litigation costs, on 

the grounds that landlords are compelled by statute to engage with their tenants' 

enfranchisement claim, and are entitled to be compensated for the costs which result. 

Question 99: 

(1) I consider that option 7 would be the fairest.  

As I have stated above, I consider that tenants should bear the entirety of the landlord's 

reasonable non-litigation costs, on the grounds that landlords are compelled by statute to 

engage with their tenants' enfranchisement claim, and are entitled to be compensated for 

the costs which result.  I doubt that it would be possible to have a satisfactory fixed or 

capped costs regime which would be fair to landlords both within and outside PCL.  Such a 

regime would very probably breach A1P1. 

(2) 1.  No 

2(1)  The number of tenants, existence of commercial use in part of the building, 

leasebacks. 

2(2)  Reasonably incurred costs 

(3) Other 

(4) 1.  No 

2.  Yes 
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Question 100: 

(1) Other 

(2) I am not in favour of fixed costs.  I consider that if an enfranchisement claim fails etc. 

the tenant should pay all of the landlord's reasonable non-litigation costs incurred by then. 

(3) Other 

(4) Subject to that caveat about fixed costs, I agree that the percentage payable should 

vary according to the stage reached. 

Question 101: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 102: 

(1) Other 

(2) I consider that the existing 12-month prohibition is reasonable, particularly if the scope 

for deemed withdrawal (due to failure to take a step) is greatly reduced, as proposed.  I do 

not see why the onus should be on the landlord to apply to the Tribunal.  Perhaps, if a 

tenant wishes to make a fresh application within 12 months the onus should be on the 

tenant to apply to the Tribunal for permission. 

Question 103: 

(1) Other 

(2) I consider that the Tribunal should have the power to award litigation costs in those 

types of dispute which currently fall within the Court's jurisdiction (e.g. the validity of a 

claim, the right to enfranchise). 

Question 104: 

(1) No 

(2) I repeat my last answer 

Question 105: 

(1) 1.  The non-litigation costs i.e. costs of investigating the tenant's claim, valuers' fees 

and the legal costs of drafting the lease or transfer, in relation to premises on our Estate 

would typically amount to £6-9,000 (excluding VAT).  Add to this the Tribunal costs of £25-

30K (see Question 96 above). 

2.  Under the current law, the non-litigation costs would in principle be recoverable in their 

entirety.  The Tribunal costs are irrecoverable (save in exceptional cases). 
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(2) I am not aware that the obligation to contribute to our costs deters our tenants from 

enfranchising.  Since 1993, the majority of our tenants have exercised their 

enfranchisement rights.  The costs are clearly not a deterrent. 

(3)  

(4)  

(5)  

(6)  

(7)  

(8)  

(9)  

(10)  

(11)  

(12) No comment 

(13) In view of the figure of £6-9K referred to above, there would be a significant financial 

impact on this Estate. 

Question 106: 

The fact that each side bears its own costs of Tribunal cases (save in exceptional - wasted 

costs cases) reduces the risk and therefore encourages parties to litigate to resolve their 

disputes.  The opposite is the case with Court proceedings. 

Question 126: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 127: 

I do not have a view on this. 

Question 128: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 129: 

I do not have a view on this. 
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Question 130: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 131: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 132: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 133: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Not applicable 

Question 134: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 135: 

I do not consider that this would have a notable impact.  It is a sensible proposal. 

Any further comments  

I have grave concerns about the Law Commission's proposed reform of the valuation 

methodology to be applied in enfranchisement claims, and specifically as to whether 

sufficient compensation will be paid to landlords, in the context of A1P1.  I am writing 

separately to the Law Commission setting out our concerns at some length. 

 

 





1 

Name of organisation: Nesbitt and Co 

Question 1:  

I do not see any reason why the regime should be treated differently in England and 

Wales. 

Question 2: 

(1) Yes

(2) 

(3) 1.  999 years.

2. At the termination date of the original lease only.

Question 3: 

(1) 

(2) Leaseholders should also have the choice to extend the lease (without changing the

ground rent)

(3) 

(4) Giving leaseholders the option to extend without changing the ground rent provides

more choice for leaseholders and would reduce the premium payable.  This helps to meet

the aims of this review.

Extinguishing the ground rent without extending the lease is a poor option. The whole 

process is primarily about extending leases and this aspect to any claim is fundamental.  In 

my experience the high escalating ground rents that lessees would most benefit from 

having extinguished occur in fairly long lease.  As a consequence the additional amount 

payable to extend the lease is not significant. 

Question 4: 

(1) Yes

(2)  

Question 5: 

(1) Yes

(2)  

Question 6: 

(1) Yes
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(2)  

(3)  

(4)  

Question 7:  

(1) Other 

(2) In my experience a vast number of lease extensions are agreed between the parties 

outside the Acts.  I am not aware of any significant problems this may cause except in 

cases where some landlords have incorporated onerous ground rent provisions.  There 

maybe therefore some merit in requiring all lease extension to be on statutory terms.  

However as many lease extensions are agreed at the time of a sale I would not wish to see 

lessees disadvantaged by losing a buyer due to the time taken to process a statutory 

claim.  Removing the two year ownership rule should assist as will the implementing of 

legislation which prohibits ground rent in new leases. 

(3) If legislation is passed to ban ground rent in new leases there would be very much less 

incentive for landlords to seek to enter into a lease extension outside of the new statutory 

regime. 

Question 8: 

(1) I have had no such experiences. 

(2)  

Question 9: 

In my experience leaseholders of houses prefer to enfranchise rather than to extend their 

lease.  I therefore see little prospect of any significant effect of unifying the right. 

Question 10: 

I believe that the only affect on the leasehold market and on mortgageability would be to 

increase the term to 999 years.  This length of lease is taken to be  a 'virtual freehold' and 

most preferred by the market and mortgagees. 

Question 11: 

I have dealt with many valuations where lessees seek to extend their lease without serving 

a formal claim.  In such cases they are often willing to accept a reasonable ground rent in 

exchange for a lower premium.  Often these extensions are agreed at the point of the 

lessee selling the lease so that they would not be paying the new ground rent in any event.  

So long as the ground rent does not impact on the sale of the flat all the parties are 

satisfied.  I have not come across instances where the ground is extinguished without the 

lease being extended. 

Question 12: 
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(1) 1.  This depends on the individuals involved.  Many landlords offer sensible terms for a 

voluntary lease extension and the process is faster and less costly than making a formal 

application.  However I know that other landlords  seek unreasonable terms (particularly in 

regard to the premium) and this has the effect of increasing the duration of the process as 

after wasting time and money the leaseholder ends up having to make a statutory claim. 

2.  Negotiating an extension can cause a dispute but this simply leads to the lessee 

exercising their statutory rights.  Ultimately it may mean that there is more chance a 

dispute at the FTT if the parties still feel aggrieved by the initial failed attempt at negotiating 

outside the Act. 

3.  I completely agree and therefore this is a good argument for requiring all lease 

extensions to be on statutory terms. 

(2) Generally the possibility of introducing new terms is quite limited under the current 

legislation.  However I have come across cases where either party may be insisting on 

certain new clauses which does add time and costs to the process.  Introducing a 

prescribed list should reduce time, costs and disputes in some cases. 

(3) Yes 

(4) Possibly in situations where one of the parties may be seeking the introduction of a 

lease term from the prescribed list. 

Question 13: 

Question 14: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 15: 

(1)  

(2) Not Answered 

(3)  

(4)  

Question 16: 

(1)  

(2)  

Question 17: 
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(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 18: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 19: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 20: 

(1)  

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 21: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 22: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 23: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  
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(3)  

Question 24: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 25: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 26: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 27: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 28: 

(1)  

(2)  

Question 29: 

(1)  

(2)  

Question 30: 

(1) Not Answered 
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(2)  

(3)  

Question 31: 

(1) Other 

(2) I agree with the proposal as long as the provision is mutual so that the landlord may 

similarly insist that he takes a leaseback or leasebacks on non-participating flats. 

Question 32: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 33: 

(1) No 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 34: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) I believe it should also apply in respect of claims completed before the new regime. 

(4)  

Question 35: 

Question 36: 

(1)  

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 37: 
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This would undoubtably make a collective freehold acquisition more affordable and should 

prompt more claims.  In the interests of fairness landlords should also be provided with the 

right to take leasebacks of parts of the premises not let to participating leaseholders. 

Question 38: 

(1) Yes 

(2) This may assist in cases where previously there has been difficulty in defining a house. 

(3) Yes 

(4) The proposed definition appears to be very thorough and well thought through.  I do not 

see as many disputes arising with this definition as compared to the current rather loose 

definition of houses and flats which require reference to case law rather than robust 

statute. 

(5) Yes 

(6)  

Question 39: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 40: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 41: 

(1) No 

(2) This would have an impact for leaseholders who may currently claim the freehold under 

Section 9(1). 

Question 42: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Removal of this requirement will enable more lessees to proceed with a claim at an 

earlier stage thereby saving on the premium.  The removal will also bring parity between 

lease extension claims and collective enfranchisement. 

Question 43: 
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(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 44: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 45: 

This is a good idea which should assist leaseholders in these certain specific situations. 

Question 46: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

(5) Yes 

(6)  

Question 47: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 48: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 49: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 50: 

(1) No 
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(2) I foresee the removal of the requirement creating serious disputes between the two flat 

owners.  If both are unwilling to participate in buying the freehold the lease extension 

option is still available. 

Question 51: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 52: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 53: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 54: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 55: 

I disagree for reasons set out in my response to Question 50 above. 

Question 56:  

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 57: 

(1) No 

(2)  

Question 58: 

(1) Other 

(2) I believe the same rights should apply to commercial investors but they should 

contribute a higher proportion of any marriage value (say 75%) so that owner occupiers 

may contribute a lower proportion (say 25%). 
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(3) The residence test can be easily introduced to determine the type of owner and hence 

whether the higher or lower marriage value percentage applies.  The test is simply whether 

the unit is the owners main home.  Council tax, electoral lists and utility bills can easily 

establish whether or not the owner lives in the unit as his or her main residence.  The vast 

majority of commercial investors own a portfolio of flats and houses and would not seek to 

claim that a particular investment property is their main residence. 

Question 59: 

(1)  

(2)  

Question 60: 

Question 61: 

(1) Yes 

(2) I see no reason why a shared ownership situation should be treated differently to any 

other leaseholder in regard to rights to extend. 

(3) I see no reason why a shared ownership situation should be treated differently to any 

other leaseholder in regard the calculation of the premium. 

Question 62: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Shared ownership properties be ignored when determining the number of residential 

units in a building or on an estate. 

Question 63: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 64: 

(1)  

(2)  

Question 65: 

Question 66: 

(1)  
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(2)  

Question 67: 

Question 68: 

Question 69: 

Question 70: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 71: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 72: 

(1) No 

(2) I see no reason why the notice cannot be signed by someone acting on behalf of the 

claimant. 

(3) Yes 

(4)  

(5) No 

(6)  

Question 73: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 74: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) I would expect for ease of reference the form for a claim for a new lease to be different 

to a freehold claim.  This would remove many unnecessary paragraphs from a lease 

extension claim notice which would not apply.  As a vast majority of enfranchisement 

claims are for lease extensions this will keep the vast majority as simple and straight 

forward as possible. 
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Question 75: 

(1) Other 

(2) I would agree only on the basis that the landlord has a right to 999 year leasebacks on 

any non-participating flats. 

Question 76: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 77: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 78: 

(1) No 

(2) The notice should be served on all interested parties so that every landlord is properly 

compensated for any diminution in value. 

Question 79: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 80: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 81: 

(1) No 

(2) There is no reason for the landlord not to respond to a notice other than to frustrate the 

tenants claim.  I therefore believe it is fair and right to allow the tenant or tenants to 

proceed based on the terms they proposed to avoid further unnecessary costs and delay. 

Question 82: 

(1) No 
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(2) As stated above the notice should be served on all interested parties so that every 

landlord is properly compensated for any diminution in value.  This then avoids the 

situation where an intermediate landlord is left having to sue the competent landlord for 

losses.  How would such a claim be dealt with and under which jurisdiction? 

Question 83: 

This should not arise if the notice of claim is properly served on all parties who own an 

interest in the property. 

Question 84: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 85: 

(1) No 

(2) Intermediate landlords should be served with a notice by the tenant or nominee 

purchaser. 

Question 86: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 87: 

(1) Yes 

(2) This is a  sensible proposal although not so vital if the 2 year ownership rule is 

abolished. 

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 88: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 89: 

Question 90: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  
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(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 91: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 92: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 93: 

(1)  

(2)  

(3)  

Question 94: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 95: 

In my experience as so few cases go to a Tribunal there is no need for an alternative track. 

Question 96: 

(1)  

(2)  

(3)  

Question 97: 

(1) No 

(2) There would be no cost saving as I would expect that the parties would have to submit 

the same evidence to a single valuation expert as to a panel. 

Question 98: 

Certainly in regard to the landlords reasonable valuation costs leaseholders should make a 

contribution.  The fact that landlords are currently able to recover the valuation fee ensures 
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that a valuation is provided prior to service of the counter notice.  The whole process from 

that point currently proceeds in a timely manner with ensuing negotiations between the 

parties in my experience virtually always bringing about agreement.  If the landlord is 

responsible for the cost of the valuation he or she has no incentive to instruct a valuer and 

I foresee many more claims being referred to the Tribunal and many unnecessary disputes 

arising. 

Question 99: 

(1) I prefer to see the retention of the existing test of reasonableness in regard to landlord's 

non-litigation costs. 

(2) In my view it would be impossible to fix costs for enfranchisement as the extent of the 

costs varies considerably according to the complexity or otherwise of the claim.  Fixed 

costs may benefit some claimants but would also disadvantage many others. 

(3) No 

(4) I am instructed in many claims where the compensation due to the intermediate 

landlord is very significant and considerably more than the amount due to the competent 

landlord.  It would be unjust for the competent landlord to recover non-litigation costs but 

for the intermediate landlord with the greater interest in the property to be prevented from 

so doing. 

 

In the case where a management company seeks advice a small additional sum should be 

recoverable as with any other individual or company that may own an interest in the 

property. 

Question 100: 

(1) No 

(2) Do not agree with fixed non-litigation costs. 

(3) No 

(4) For reasons above.  As regard the the valuation fee this should be recoverable if it has 

been undertaken.  If the claim is withdrawn prior to the valuation having been prepared 

then there would be no cost incurred. 

Question 101: 

(1) Other 

(2) I suggest that current provisions for a security deposit for a lease extension claim be 

extended to apply to freehold claims. 

Question 102: 

(1) Not Answered 
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(2)  

Question 103: 

(1) Other 

(2) I suggest that the Tribunal is given the power to make a costs order only at the election 

of the tenant when the application is made.  If the tenant is worried that his or her costs 

may increase if the Tribunal is able to make an order then he or she can choose to follow 

the current system under which each party pay their own costs.  If however the tenant 

believes that the landlord has no case and is only refusing agreement as a pressure tactic 

electing to have costs determined should facilitate agreement or enable full recovery of the 

costs incurred at Tribunal. 

Question 104: 

(1) No 

(2) For reasons as set out above. 

Question 105: 

(1)  

(2)  

(3)  

(4)  

(5)  

(6)  

(7)  

(8)  

(9)  

(10)  

(11)  

(12)  

(13)  

Question 106: 

Question 126: 

(1) Other 
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(2) I accept this proposal only in the event where intermediate landlord chooses not to be 

separately represented. 

Question 127: 

Question 128: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 129: 

Question 130: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 131: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 132: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 133: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 134: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 135: 

If this proposal is to apply only in the event where intermediate landlord chooses not to be 

separately represented then the duty is the same as applies at present. 

Any further comments  
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 1 

Name of organisation: Maddox Capital Partners Limited 

Question 1:  

As current leasehold law covers both England and Wales, we see no reason to apply 

different regimes going forward. 

Question 2: 

(1) Other 

(2) We agree that there should not be a limit on the ability of leaseholders to extend leases 

of flats and houses.  However, we believe it only equitable that freeholders should be fairly 

compensated for the loss in value of the freehold interest arising as a result of a lease 

extension and/or the ground rent being capitalised and reduced to a nominal sum. 

 

It is considered that whilst some small number of leases provide for unreasonable review 

terms (for example ground rents which double every five or ten years), the majority of 

leases provide for reasonable rents to be reviewed on reasonable terms.  In addition, it is 

considered that leaseholders will have purchased their leases having received 

independent legal advice as to the lease terms (including the ground rent and rent review 

terms) or at least they should have received such advice had they acted prudently.  The 

vast majority of leaseholders will therefore understand the lease terms by which they are 

bound, in terms of rent and rent review. We are in no way suggesting that all leaseholders 

have been properly advised, but we trust that the Law Commission will agree that it is 

inappropriate that third party investors purchasing freeholds with leases granted with RPI 

lease reviews should be penalised because of poor behaviour by a small number of house 

builders and the incompetence or inattention of leaseholders’ solicitors.   

 

We consider that institutional investors in freeholds have taken a responsible approach to 

their investment, avoiding investments underpinned by unreasonably high rents or 

unreasonable review terms (or at least assuming that review terms would be restructured 

when modelling and making their investment).    

 

The approach taken to the level of compensation payable to freeholders should therefore 

be determined in the above context, and not in the context of irresponsibly high rent levels 

and unreasonable review terms that have been highly publicised.  Such an approach 

would not preclude problems being addressed in any future legislation dealing with 

leasehold enfranchisement.  In summary, our view is that care should be taken to avoid 

penalising responsible investors – it cannot be just to impose substantial losses on 

responsible freeholders, whilst conferring upon  leaseholders the right to appropriate 

freehold interests and/or gain new leases on terms that do not adequately reflect the cost 

basis of  freeholders.  
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The current proposal to link premium levels on enfranchisement or lease extension to a 

multiple of ground rent, or for example to a percentage of the property’s market value, 

does not provide a reasonable compensation model for responsible freehold investors.  

Such investors have in the main purchased freeholds with reasonable ground rents,  

reviewed by reference to RPI at reasonable periods (typically every ten years).   We 

therefore consider compensation calculated by reference to the ground rent being 

capitalised in a way which takes into account future rent reviews to be fairer to both 

parties.   

 

Many responsible investors have purchased RPI linked ground rents at multiples 

substantially higher than 10 times the initial ground rent (multiples of between 25 and 35 

times being relatively commonplace).  Any proposed legislation should set out formulas for 

calculating compensation based on a reasonable yield being obtainable from the capital 

sum paid for a lease extension; that yield being more or less equivalent to the yield 

received from the ground rent over a given investment term. This formula would use inputs 

that are publicly available and clearly defined, for example interest rate curves based on 

government bond yields for different maturities. 

 

Whilst the formula for calculating the capital sum on the above basis may be relatively 

complex, our view is that it could be made accessible for the vast majority of leaseholders.  

This could be achieved by the provision of calculators, similar to those available on 

government websites which, for example, provide tax calculations.  There are in reality 

relatively few review models and so the number of calculators would not need to be as 

numerous as might at first be expected.  There could be, for example,  one calculator for 

RPI linked reviews and one for reviews which double every 25 or 33 years (being the other 

form of typical review pattern). 

 

We consider that leases which provide for unreasonable review mechanisms (e.g. where 

the ground rent doubles every five, ten or fifteen years) should be treated differently, 

unless the freeholder has unilaterally offered to amend the lease to a 10-year RPI uplift, at 

no cost to the leaseholder, other than reasonable, but capped, out-of-pocket legal 

expenses.  In the case of inappropriate leases, we would recommend that compensation 

should not be paid on the basis of a capital value ascertained  by computing the  yield 

based on the inappropriate review pattern.  In our view, investors who hold freeholds with 

such review patterns and who have not offered to amend the lease terms have acted 

irresponsibly. We therefore consider it would not be unreasonable to deem such leases as 

having an RPI linked review when calculating the compensation payable for a lease 

extension or enfranchisement claim.  The compensation payable could then be treated in 

the same way as for leases with RPI review patterns.  This would address the difficulties 

currently being encountered by leaseholders who have purchased leases with 

unreasonable review patterns. 

(3) (1) We appreciate that mortgagees now favour longer terms on the initial grant of 

leases. We have no objection to requiring freeholders to grant lease extensions for up to 

150 years, recognising that longer extensions may result in a higher premium which some 
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leaseholders may find unaffordable; in consequence, we would recommend (and welcome) 

a flexible approach.  

 

(2) We consider a landlord should be entitled to take its property back if it can prove 

redevelopment (akin to Ground (f) under the Landlord and Tenant Act 1954).  A landlord 

should have the right to oppose a lease extension if it can show a genuine intention to 

redevelop the property on the expiry of the lease term.  However, we consider that it would 

be unfair for a landlord to have the right to terminate a lease at any other point during the 

term in order to facilitate redevelopment, even if appropriate compensation were paid to 

the tenant.  The absence of such a right on the part of the landlord would not necessarily 

prevent redevelopment, given that the landlord is always free to negotiate the purchase of 

the lease from the tenant for a premium which reflected a fair share of the uplift in value of 

the reversion due to the development potential. 

Question 3: 

(1)  

(2)  

(3)  

(4) Please refer to consultation question 2, first text box. 

Question 4: 

(1) Other 

(2) (1) We have no objection to this provided the landlord retains the ability to object 

on the grounds of redevelopment. It may be that additional land let with a flat is required for 

redevelopment, in which case there should perhaps be the opportunity for the landlord to 

oppose the grant of the new lease in relation to part of the premises to be demised, and for 

the premium payable for the lease extension to be adjusted accordingly.  Generally, we do 

not see there would be an issue with this.  

 

(2) Agreed.  

 

(3) No, we are uncomfortable with the prescriptive approach of this proposal.  A lease 

extension should not automatically thwart development proposals a landlord should have 

for other land.  Clearly, this is a sensitive issue, but in those few instances where there is a 

conflict of interests, a landlord will need separate compensation if denied a redevelopment 

opportunity. 

Question 5: 

(1) Yes 
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(2)  

Question 6: 

(1) Yes 

(2) We agree.  Having a prescribed list of clauses will reduce litigation and benefit both 

parties. 

(3) A good starting point might be to bring leases in line with the current provisions of the 

UK Finance Handbook, some of which are as follows: 

1. No provision for forfeiture on the insolvency of the tenant; 

2. Satisfactory rights for support shelter and protection (quite often shelter is missing); 

3. Clarity in respect of responsibility of the parties for the insurance of the building and 

maintenance and repair of the common parts, whether responsibility is that of the landlord, 

one or more of the tenants or a management company Where the insurance, repair and 

maintenance provisions are that of one or more of the tenants there must be a mutual 

enforcement provision. 

 

The terms of the UK Finance Handbook are obviously subject to change, so thought will 

have to be given as to whether, and if so how, future changes might be incorporated.  

Furthermore, it is probably worth observing that (a) some leases within a block of flats may 

not be capable of easy variation, given that there may be provisions preventing such 

variation in the absence of simultaneous variation of other leases in the block; and (b) we 

understand that lenders occasionally require variations from the Handbook – usually these 

supplement Handbook terms, but they can also delete lease provisions. 

(4) In general, we favour a model lease. Leases on new flats should provide for the ground 

rent to be RPI-linked only, thus ensuring affordability is sustained due to the strong 

correlation between wages and inflation.  Meanwhile,  the initial ground rent should be 

capped at 0.1% of the unit value, as we are of the view that (a) such a limit is completely 

sustainable, even for the lowest price flats, while (b) such a level also represents the 

lowest price at which freeholders can reasonably be expected to take on the duties of 

stewardship.  Such stewardship duties include i) checking lease reviews are fair and 

sustainable, and proactively offering amendments to leaseholders when they are not; ii) 

funding a block’s service charge account to manage working capital requirements through 

interest-free or interest-subsidised freeholder loans (as well as, on occasion, offering loans 

to certain tenants to spread the cost of major service charge works); iii) collection of 

arrears in ground rent or service charge; iv) ensuring that appropriate and robust insurance 

policies are in place; and v) holding property managers to high standards in the 

commissioning of significant expenditures. 

Question 7:  

(1) Other 
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(2) While there is a statutory lease extension process that leaseholders can use (via the 

First Tier Tribunal), they are free to negotiate a new agreement with the freeholder 

informally if they wish. We feel that this option can be beneficial in many cases, especially 

in terms of speed. However, we do acknowledge that in some cases problems can arise 

(e.g. tenants may not be fully aware of the implications of lease terms, and premiums may 

be higher than usual/appropriate). 

(3) We do not feel that an informal lease extension agreement should necessarily be 

banned, especially if, going forward, freeholders adhere to a binding code of conduct that 

encourages sustainability and good behaviour. What would improve the experience for 

tenants, however, is if they were made more aware of, and better informed as to  the 

options available to them (i.e. statutory processes for lease extension or enfranchisement). 

This might be achieved by outlining the key steps involved in the formal enfranchisement 

regime and an indication of timelines regarding a decision. 

 

In light of the above, we would urge the Law Commission to recommend ways in which the 

statutory process could be speeded up and made simpler.  We feel that were this to 

happen, tenants would be more minded to pursue the statutory approach. 

Question 8: 

(1) We have never had such an experience. 

(2) Provided a landlord has the ability to oppose on a limited basis, we do not see the need 

for this.  If a lease is extended and the ground rent is reduced to a peppercorn, then we 

believe such a provision should be made in any new regime. However, we feel that 

consideration should be given to the following: 

a) Extend the term of the lease, but no change to the ground rent 

b) Reduce ground rent to a peppercorn, but no change to the lease term 

 

In these scenarios, particularly a), it may be prudent to allow the tenant to exercise further 

lease extension rights in the future. 

Question 9: 

We believe such a uniform right could encourage take-up in cases where tenants are 

struggling to sell their property due to a shorter remaining lease term. New 

enfranchisement legislation might also benefit tenants that are struggling to negotiate fair 

terms informally with their freeholders. The impact of any new regime is likely to be 

determined by the following factors: 

i) Terms available post lease extension  

ii) Speed at which a decision can be made 

iii) Legal costs incurred 
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iv) Leaseholders’ awareness of the new regime and options available to them 

Question 10: 

We have no evidence to offer in respect of this hypothesis, as clearly, offering a potential 

change that is forward looking cannot be adequately forecast or evidenced. However, it 

seems self-evident that an increase in the length of the statutory lease extension, would at 

the margin increase the value / cost of leases, increasing lenders’ willingness to lend 

against such leases. 

 

In both cases, we suspect that the effect will be very marginal and of relevance to a tiny 

proportion of leases. 

 

The Council of Mortgagee Lenders’ Handbook sets out the unexpired term of a lease that a 

lender would accept as security.  Most lenders currently accept relatively short unexpired 

terms on existing leases (or the grant of a new lease which is to be simultaneously 

charged at the time of grant).  For example, Nationwide Building Society (one of the largest 

mortgage lenders) will accept a minimum unexpired term of 55 years, subject to at least 30 

years remaining on the expiry of the mortgage term. 

Question 11: 

It is difficult to offer evidence for the potential take-up of these options. However, we offer 

the following high-level comments. 

 

Those leaseholders who are looking to sell their flat but are struggling to do so due to a 

relatively short remaining lease term would benefit from option (1). We feel this could see 

significant take-up. 

 

In regard to option (2), any premium for this type of claim would need to include the 

appropriate compensation to the landlord for lost ground rent, while reflecting the fact that 

the reversion remains unchanged. For the leaseholder, this could be a cheaper way to 

extinguish ground rent (as under the current regime, the freeholder would also receive 

compensation due to loss of reversionary value). 

 

The availability of both options would also provide greater clarity/flexibility for leaseholders.  

For example, if the ground rent were extinguished, but the lease term remained 

unchanged, the calculation of the premium should be more straightforward, given that 

factors such as marriage value and capital value of the property should not need to be 

factored into the premium calculation. 

Question 12: 
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(1) Clearly the answer to all three of these questions is “it’s possible, but it depends on the 

terms.” 

 

However, in our view, one needs to balance the inherent virtues of flexibility, which 

potentially helps both leaseholders and freeholders, with the costs imposed on a small 

number of leaseholders by freeholder exploitation. Rather than limiting flexibility, we 

recommend tackling the root problem, by requiring freeholders to abide by an appropriate 

binding Code of Conduct. 

 

A Code of Conduct would reduce the likelihood of litigation, as a freeholder acting in 

breach, or outside the spirit, of the code would know that the Courts would likely penalise 

him should he  proceed to litigation.  

 

Having a precedent set of modernisation clauses will minimise disputes.  In some 

instances, both parties will want to vary some other clauses (due to a minor drafting error 

for example) and so parties should be free to agree other amendments as this reduces 

costs for both parties. 

(2) We believe this could be a workable solution provided the prescribed list is sufficient to 

cover the majority of cases. 

 

However, a provision should be made to allow leaseholders and freeholders to propose 

new terms outside of the prescribed list should they wish, subject to review and proper 

evaluation. In the event that agreement cannot be reached, the prescribed list should act 

as the fall-back option to determine terms.  

 

A Code of Conduct binding on freeholders would preserve a degree of flexibility, while also 

assisting in protecting leaseholders by reducing the potential for disputes, and 

simultaneously reducing the time and cost of the process. 

(3) Other 

(4) Yes, potentially. We provide our view on what factors would most impact participation in 

a new statutory regime in question 9. 

Question 13: 

(1) (i) This should work in most cases, but there could be cases where it might not be 

viable, or could be unfair to the freeholder;  for example, it may not be practicable for a 

leaseholder to purchase the freehold of a residence, where the residence is situated on a 

podium above an underground car park, due to the complications of ongoing management 

and insurance of the wider building following enfranchisement of the block.  The acquisition 
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of the reversion of a building containing substantial commercial areas which are let on rack 

rent leases also needs to be given separate consideration, as the value and development 

potential of those areas needs to be considered in a freehold acquisition claim.  In addition, 

we would note that the landlord should have the ability to oppose an enforced transfer of 

land outside the current lease where the landlord can present reasonable alternate use 

cases for such land.   

(ii) This approach seems reasonable, and likely to work for the majority of  residences, but 

may not work for all. 

 

(2) This seems reasonable, but landlords should not be permitted to frustrate the 

process by unreasonably delaying. 

Question 14: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Other 

(4) We have no issues with this, as we envisage that it would apply in very few cases.  

However, perhaps the obligation should be to use reasonable endeavours.  If the 

leaseholder were to take the freehold subject to the rent charge, we do not consider that 

would be prejudicial to the leaseholder as it would effectively be stepping into the shoes of 

the freeholder.  However, the premium payable for the freehold might have to take into 

account the existence of the rent charge.  Many historic rent charges are not in practice 

actually paid/enforced. 

Question 15: 

(1) We consider that the terms should replicate the rights and obligations contained in the 

existing lease to ensure consistency.  However, in practice leases will nearly always be 

granted subject to all rights and covenants affecting the freehold as at the date of the grant 

of the lease.  Consequently, there will rarely be cases where the rights and covenants 

affecting the freehold are inconsistent with those also affecting the leasehold interest.   

 

If there is an inconsistency, such that the freehold interest is burdened by rights and 

covenants which do not affect the leasehold interest and the leaseholder acquires the 

freehold subject only to rights and covenants which affect the leasehold, the loss of the 

rights and covenants benefitting other land on an enfranchisement of the relevant freehold 

would need to be considered. 

(2) No 

(3) We do not agree.  Additional terms may be required in a transfer to deal with cases 

where the property is on an estate and an estate service charge needs to be payable out 

of the freehold interest on enfranchisement.    
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Having a prescribed list of clauses from which the leaseholder can select terms is fraught 

with danger.  Allowing a tenant to select prescribed terms may not take into account the 

complexities of a particular location or protect the reasonable interests of the freeholder in 

relation to other land it owns.  

 

As an alternative to prescribed terms, we consider general guidance binding on both 

parties to be preferable.  This would reduce the potential for litigation and also protect both 

parties’ interests. 

(4) Please see our comments in the previous text box.  However, if a prescribed list of 

clauses were to be imposed we consider that it should include the following: 

Rights over the landlord’s retained land equivalent to those in the lease, including the 

following clauses where the property is on a wider estate: 

• Appropriate rights of way with/without vehicles over the retained land 

• The right to connect into and use any service media forming part of the retained land 

which serve the property  

• The right of support, shelter and protection from the property 

• Conditions for entry onto retained land if needed in order to repair and maintain 

services/anything on retained land 

• To keep and use any projections onto the retained land from the property 

 

On a case by case basis other rights may also be needed. 

 

N.B. rights will also need to be reserved over the property for the benefit of any retained 

land, at least equivalent to the rights granted. 

 

Restrictive/positive covenants which may need to be included in the Transfer will vary with 

each transaction, and therefore we do not believe a list of covenants can readily be set out 

in the Act.  As a starting point, we would recommend that there should certainly be 

reference to covenants contained within the lease on the part of both the landlord and the 

tenant. 

Question 16: 

(1) We consider option 1 to be more appropriate, since producing a prescribed list of 

clauses to cover all situations is challenging.  For example, there might be restrictions on 
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use in the lease that need to be carried over to the freehold interest on enfranchisement.   

Those may not be covered in a prescribed list of clauses. 

 

Perhaps parties should be encouraged to use prescribed clauses where possible, to 

reduce time and cost of preparing/negotiating documents, but there would need to be 

flexibility to deviate from prescribed clauses where it is appropriate to do so. 

(2) Where there is no estate management scheme in place the types of clauses that 

should be included are: 

(a) The rights and reservations referred to in question 15 (third text box) above. 

(b) Restrictive covenants on user. 

(c) Boundary repair obligations including walls fences and party walls. 

Question 17: 

(1) Other 

(2) It is difficult to envisage circumstances where a landlord would need to benefit from 

such obligations where it has no retained land that benefits.  

 

However, where a landlord has retained land that benefits, it must be able enforce the 

obligations in respect of estate management, protecting the value of retained land, 

enforcing covenants that benefit other leaseholders on the estate which the landlord has 

covenanted to enforce, as well as enjoying rights that benefit retained land. 

(3) Our preference is for any sums owed to have been paid prior to completion. If not, 

those sums remain a debt that should be enforceable in the usual ways, including via a 

charge on the property. 

Question 18: 

(1) Other 

(2) We consider a list is helpful in this scenario and the parties should be encouraged to 

use such a list which is likely to reduce the need for negotiation and therefore reduce time 

and cost spent.  However, it is difficult to envisage that a prescribed list could fit every 

situation, even if it does fit the majority.  We consider there should consequently be some 

flexibility to allow fairness to both parties. 

(3) Covenants as to the use of the property enfranchised. 

Question 19: 

(1) No 
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(2) In our experience, we have not found this to cause significant problems.  This often 

reduces legal costs for both parties and allows completion to take place sooner.  

Furthermore, the future ban on new-build houses being sold on a leasehold basis should 

help mitigate this. 

(3) The steps proposed in the Consultation paper (4.96) should be sufficient to control the 

impact of parties entering into a freehold transfer outside of a statutory enfranchisement 

regime.  

 

Specifically, these could determine that voluntary freehold transfer would not be on terms 

less favourable to leaseholders than in the statutory regime, or that they must be on terms 

that fall within the scope of the statutory regime. 

Question 20: 

(1) Please refer to our response in Question 12 (first text box). 

(2) Please refer to our response in Question 12 (first text box). 

(3) Other 

(4) We have no view. 

Question 21: 

(1) Other 

(2) A company should be used in all cases, as it creates obligations on the tenants to act 

sensibly and prudently in respect of the freehold they acquire.  It also avoids the need for 

the freehold interest to be transferred and re-registered at the Land Registry every time 

one of the leasehold flats is sold.  New flats leaseholders can simply become members or 

shareholders in the company.  

 

The only potential downside is the need to keep Companies House and HMRC filings up to 

date.  The burden of that needs to be balanced against the complications of transferring 

the freehold interest every time a flat changes hand.  Whilst that is simple in practice it can 

depend on other freehold proprietors being available and willing to sign transfer 

documents.  The sale of a leasehold flat may be frustrated if the leaseholder’s share in the 

freehold is not easily transferrable and dependent on others co-operating. 

(3) Other 

(4) Careful consideration needs to be given to the composition of the nominee company 

that is put in place to purchase the freehold. Would all the leaseholders be shareholders of 

the company? If so, this would make it very difficult to pass shareholder resolutions. Note 

also that while directors have a duty under company law to maximise shareholder value, in 

large buildings different shareholders/leaseholders would typically have markedly differing 

views as to what is in the best interest of the company, their perspective being coloured by 
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self-interest - this makes it very difficult for directors to act and obtain unanimous 

shareholder support. 

 

We feel strongly that more research is needed before the Law Commission put their weight 

behind widespread leaseholder enfranchisement through nominee companies (or indeed 

Commonhold).  The structure of the UK market is fundamentally different from that on the 

Continent, USA and Australia – we have low levels of institutional PRS, high levels of 

small-scale private ownership, and significant levels of non-resident, and in many cases 

non-domiciled leasehold ownership. Nominee companies with leaseholder shareholders 

are ill equipped to ensure building sustainability over the long term – leaseholders want to 

maximise returns over their period of ownership, which (a) will vary from fellow 

leaseholders in the same building, and (b) will effectively apply inappropriate discount rates 

to value expenditure necessary to ensure sustainability of buildings over the longer term.  

The mechanisms for ensuring sustainable outcomes do not sit easily within the confines of 

a nominee company shareholders’ agreement. 

Question 22: 

(1) Other 

(2) We can understand why you might recommend this and agree that a company limited 

by guarantee will often be a sensible approach but are unclear why you would necessarily 

preclude alternatives. 

Question 23: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) We have no view. 

Question 24: 

(1) Other 

(2) With respect to these proposals, we: 

 

(1) Agree  

(2) Agree 

(3) We disagree, and feel that this should be a simple majority or super majority  

(4) Agree 

(3) Note that in the absence of meaningful ground rents, there is no incentive for a third-

party buyer to acquire the freehold even if ordered by a Tribunal.  
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Leaving this point aside, we suggest that a disposition might well be necessary in the case 

of irreconcilable differences in views between shareholders of such a company where 

professional guidance has strongly recommended a particular course of action and been 

ignored – assume a scenario where the minority shareholders have been advised that 

remedial works are necessary to preserve safety or maintain the longer term value of the 

building, but the majority of shareholders (perhaps non-residents) are unwilling to 

contemplate significant increase of the service charge to cover such costs – should there 

not be a mechanism that effectively enforces referral to a Tribunal so as to determine 

whether certain shareholders are acting, or not acting, in the best interests of the 

collective? 

Question 25: 

(1) No 

(2) We consider this could lead to increased litigation and legal costs for both parties.  

Defining the extent of the “Estate” will be difficult; what happens about unfulfilled s.106 and 

other planning obligations? What about commercial parts such as communal sports 

facilities – will they be included even if they don’t contain flats? (These commercial 

elements will be expensive to acquire if the landlord is to be fully compensated). We do not 

consider this will work in practice given the years of litigation over the meaning of a 

“house”. 

(3) An Estate acquisition is substantially more difficult to put into effect in practice than a 

single house or block of flats.  Whilst we appreciate the driver is to reduce communal 

service charges, the leaseholders could be taking on other substantial obligations (such as 

bringing roads up to adoption standards) which they will be ill equipped to deal with and 

which ultimately may see the estate deteriorate. 

Question 26: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4) Yes. Subject to the landlord’s right to refuse on the basis of redevelopment. 

Question 27: 

(1) Yes 

(2) (1) Yes, provided that the sale proceeds are sufficient to discharge the mortgage. 

(2) Yes. 

(3) Yes. 

(3) No 
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(4) We do not consider the landlord should be under such an obligation.  This is likely to be 

onerous for the landlord as the owners of such rent charges can be difficult or impossible 

to trace, particularly given the age of some rent charges.   It is rarely the case that non-

estate rent charges reserve payment of significant sums and in practice they are very 

rarely collected.  We therefore consider that a leaseholder should take the freehold subject 

to such rent charges.  However, consideration could be given to the possibility of the 

leaseholder capitalising such charges and paying sums into court to remove them.  The 

price paid for the freehold could factor in such costs. 

Question 28: 

(1) Agreed, although the mechanism for enforcing those obligations post completion is 

unclear and may be difficult to implement. 

(2) There may be bespoke covenants required for a particular development and so the 

parties should be free to agree other covenants or seek the Tribunal’s determination in the 

event that the covenants in the prescribed list do not fully protect the landlord. 

Question 29: 

(1) We agree that the nominee purchaser should acquire the freehold subject to terms in 

respect of the retained land reflecting the rights and obligations set out in the leaseholders’ 

existing leases.    

 

We have referred above to the difficulty of prescribed lists, being “a one size fits all” model.  

We consider flexibility is required and there are better ways to encourage parties to reduce 

time and cost, such as a Code of Conduct. 

(2) Currently, we believe that (2) suggested above would be unwieldy, and not reflect the 

variation in estates where this issue is likely to exist, and should therefore be discounted 

Question 30: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Please refer to our response to Question 16 (second text box). 

Question 31: 

(1) Other 

(2) Yes, subject to an appropriate valuation methodology being utilised to determine the 

capital loss incurred to the freeholder as a result of the change of their interest from 

freehold to leasehold. 
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Perhaps there should also be a right for the freeholder to call for a lease back of such 

areas if it so requires, particularly in relation to commercial areas, or areas with 

development potential. 

 

If either or both options are pursued there would need to be relatively detailed guidance on 

the terms of the lease.  Guidance on the term of the lease, rent, appropriate service charge 

provisions, insurance provisions, tenant and landlord covenants, rights reserved and 

granted should be provided. 

 

Such leases would be leases of part, which need to be drafted specifically with the building 

in mind.  We therefore do not consider that prescribed precedents or clauses are 

appropriate, but some form of adjudication should be available if the parties cannot agree 

as to the form of the lease.  This does not necessarily need to be referred to a tribunal, but 

could, at the option of the parties, be an independent expert, such as a solicitor who 

effectively determines any lease clauses in dispute. 

 

We also consider that landlords should not necessarily be forced to take overriding leases 

of apartments where the leaseholders of those apartments are not participating.  The 

reason for this is that the landlord could be taking on obligations to insure and manage the 

building under the existing apartment leases, but not actually be in a position to do that if 

the freehold has been sold.  Whilst the obligations can be passed to a new freeholder 

under the overriding lease, if the new freeholder fails to perform, for example under an 

insurance covenant, or to the repair of the building, the landlord’s exposure to risk 

increases. 

Question 32: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 33: 

(1) No 

(2) No, in practice, our experience informs our view that the ability to transact outside the 

confines of the Act confers few, if any, meaningful issues.  Indeed, in certain cases, a 

freehold transfer outside the 1993 Act may be preferable or more convenient as it is less 

rigid, usually cheaper, and completion can take place more quickly. 

(3) Given the landlord would have to comply with s.5 of the Landlord and Tenant Act 1987 

before proceeding we do not feel there is a particular need for additional controls. 
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Question 34: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Future only.  The reason for this is that leaseholders who participated in a previous 

enfranchisement claim agreed to purchase on terms available at that time and on the basis 

of the number of leaseholders agreeing to participate at that time.  Allowing a transaction 

to be re-opened at a later a date, as a result of retrospective legislation may be unfairly 

prejudicial to those leaseholders who originally agreed to participate in the claim. This may 

be true both in terms of the amount of compensation that they could receive from the 

additional leaseholders later deciding to take part, as well as the loss of other potential 

benefits, such as shares in lease extension premiums and redevelopment potential. 

(4) We do not believe that the right should be available in respect of collective 

enfranchisements which have taken place under the existing enfranchisement legislation.  

 

The landlord’s right to reacquire part of the freehold should be limited to situations where 

the freeholder owns residential units within the building.   

 

We agree with the sentiments expressed in 6.156 (2).  The right of a leaseholder to acquire 

membership should reflect the time value of money between the original acquisition of the 

freehold and the date on which the new leaseholder joins – we would suggest that the 

price should be at the original price including costs accrued at RPI  [2]%.  

 

We would suggest that the right to acquire should be offered every five years, or upon the 

sale of the underlying lease. 

Question 35: 

We have no evidence to provide on this question.   

 

As a general rule, we recommend against requiring a certain action, whilst simultaneously 

endorsing that a particular route can be recommended.   

 

We would suggest that the Code of Conduct for Freeholders lays out expectations for the 

route to be followed, which, in the event they were not followed would prima facie count 

against the Freeholder in front of a Tribunal, unless rebutted for good reason.   
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We consider these three points sensible and would expect them to be followed in most 

circumstances. 

Question 36: 

(1) Again, the answer is “it depends” – the best course of action in our view is to provide 

flexibility while encouraging certain norms as set out in a Code of Conduct, but where such 

norms can be rebutted, on evidence of “good reason.” 

(2) Please refer to the previous response (question 36 first text box). 

(3) Yes 

(4) On balance a single set of rules is likely to result in a higher proportion of leaseholders 

seeking to exercise the right of collective freehold acquisition.  However, prescribing action 

will on occasion lead to inequitable results. 

Question 37: 

In most cases it is highly likely that this right will have no significant effect, and in 

aggregate we are very sceptical that this will have any effect on take-up.  Clearly, in 

singular cases, where there was an appreciable value to the leaseback, that would result in 

a higher proportion of leaseholders seeking to exercise the right of collective freehold 

acquisition. 

Question 38: 

(1) No 

(2) No, in line with the broader legislative developments in the leasehold sector, we believe 

it is appropriate to differentiate between houses and flats. Not least, this distinction is 

required as we believe there are good reasons to have flats held on a leasehold basis; 

however, we support the ban on new-build houses being sold on a leasehold basis. 

(3) No 

(4) Please refer to previous response (question 38 first text box). 

(5) Yes 

(6) Yes to both. 

Question 39: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 40: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  
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(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 41: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Yes. Definitely. This is outdated, causes confusion and often ratings on the appropriate 

day cannot be ascertained. 

Question 42: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Yes – it would be sensible to abolish the rule of ownership for 2 years before receiving 

enfranchisement rights.  In practice, most landlords already waive this requirement. 

 

Often in London, when leases are short in duration, only cash buyers with deep pockets 

have the opportunity to purchase such properties. This can be significantly below market 

value given the restricted ability for lending against such property and therefore allows 

these buyers to receive significant profits upon extending the lease. 

 

Abolishing this would allow buyers to simultaneously extend the lease (at their own cost) 

when buying a flat and therefore make such property more accessible. 

Question 43: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 44: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 45: 

We agree that the Tribunal should be enabled, in strictly limited circumstances, to 

authorise a freehold acquisition which would otherwise not be possible. In particular, this 

could be with respect to buildings that have been deliberately constructed so as to make 

enfranchisement difficult (paragraph 8.106). 
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Question 46: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

(5) Yes 

(6)  

Question 47: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 48: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 49: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 50: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 51: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 52: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 53: 

(1) Yes 
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(2)  

Question 54: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 55: 

It would be appropriate to make such an exception and allow a “collective” freehold 

acquisition by the leaseholder of one unit where the other is retained by the landlord of the 

building. 

Question 56:  

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) We have no view. 

Question 57: 

(1) Other 

(2) Although the rights of head lessees are not expanded by the proposed scheme, it 

would seem of interest to use the opportunity of current leasehold reform to create 

restrictions on the ability of head lessees, particularly when they are commercial owners, to 

collectively enfranchise and force freehold acquisition 

Question 58: 

(1) Yes 

(2) As per the previous comment. 

(3) We do not believe that either residence tests or the exclusion of units let on short 

residential tenancies would successfully restrict the enfranchisement rights of commercial 

investors, for reasons stated in paragraphs 8.188 – 8.191.  

 

However, the consideration of owner-occupiers and their more favourable treatment in this 

regard (paragraph 8.191) may be an option in restricting the enfranchisement rights of 

commercial investors. 

Question 59: 

(1) In our view (1) as it is (a) complex and (b) often rateable value information is not 

available.  We would agree that (3) is certainly a factor if premises are not straightforward, 

or where there is a commercial element; the lack of certainty over definitions can increase 

risk of consequent litigation costs, thus acting as a deterrent to enfranchisement. 
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(2) We consider this would reduce both (1) and (2) generally (with the exception of 

acquiring the freehold of an estate which will increase litigation and increase 

costs/duration). 

Question 60: 

No evidence to present. 

Question 61: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Although the calculation of the premium payable by the leaseholders will not differ for a 

lease extension of a shared-ownership leaseholder, it must be recognised that both parties 

– the shared owner tenant and the landlord – both benefit from the increase in lease value 

following the extension. As a result, the ‘staircasing’ process will cost more for the tenant, 

as they must buy out the remaining proportion of their lease at a higher valuation. 

Therefore, since both parties benefit, the cost of the extension should be borne by both, in 

proportions equal to their ownership of the lease.  

 

However, any specific future ground rent capitalisation (where the new ground rent will be 

set to a peppercorn) should be considered with respect to the individual terms of each 

leaseholder’s lease; for instance, were the freeholder also the provider of the shared 

ownership lease, there may be ground rent on the portion of the lease owned by the 

tenant, but presumably none on the lease owned by the freeholder. As such, the portion of 

the premium composed of the capitalisation of the future ground rent payments from the 

tenant’s lease should be borne entirely by the tenant, rather than divided proportionately 

according to the ownership amounts. 

Question 62: 

(1) Surely these requirements should be made more stringent; given that shared 

ownership leaseholders cannot carry out a freehold acquisition, their participation cannot 

count towards any quota imposed with respect to freehold acquisition. However, their units 

should nonetheless count towards the residential units that are let on long-leases. 

(2) (2) Yes – refer to previous comment. 

Question 63: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4) Yes. It may facilitate a process whereby a tenant can simultaneously staircase to 100% 

leasehold ownership and freehold acquisition; for instance, a tenant may not be motivated 
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to join part of a collective freehold acquisition if they are not the sole owner, and, at the 

same time, may not be motivated to staircase to 100% ownership if they will then only own 

the property on a leasehold basis. However, were the tenant able to staircase to 100% 

ownership on a freehold basis, they may be willing to undertake this. Therefore, there 

should be an option to include shared ownership leaseholders in collective freehold action, 

whereby the shared ownership tenant demonstrably commits to staircasing to 100% and 

purchasing the freehold simultaneously. 

Question 64: 

(1) We have no view. 

(2) We have no view. 

Question 65: 

N/A 

Question 66: 

(1) We have no view. 

(2) We have no view. 

Question 67: 

N/A 

Question 68: 

N/A 

Question 69: 

N/A 

Question 70: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Yes. A single procedure makes the process easier for all parties and reduces the 

possibility for irresponsible freeholders to take advantage of procedural illiteracy on the 

part of leaseholders. 

Question 71: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 72: 

(1) Yes 
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(2) Yes, although we agree with the position of the proposed reforms that the significance 

of signatures should be reduced so as to avoid disputes over authorisation of claims. As 

such, we agree that signatures may be provided either by hand or electronically, and that 

there should be clear rules as to who must sign the enfranchisement notice (i.e. a 

minimum number of claimants); we also consider that legal representatives should be able 

to sign notices on behalf of their clients and, where a company is involved, who may sign 

on its behalf. Nonetheless, the ability of the landlord to challenge the validity of the notice 

on the basis that it has not been properly signed must be retained, as this provides 

protection against claims that bear insufficient or incorrect claimant authorisation. 

(3) Yes 

(4) Yes. Minimum numbers will depend on the number of tenants participating. 

(5) Yes 

(6)  

Question 73: 

(1) Yes 

(2) (1) Yes 

 

(2) Yes, provided a reasonable about of time has been permitted for the landlord to 

respond and an extension of time granted if the landlord requires it. Also, the Information 

Notice must have been served on the landlords registered office or last known address i.e. 

so it has a reasonable prospect of being brought to the landlord’s attention. The tenant 

should be required to prove service in order to get wasted costs. 

Question 74: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Yes. We agree with the principle outlined in the proposals, namely that the benefits of 

including more information in the claim notice outweigh the potential disadvantages arising 

from incorrect or missing information. Therefore, we agree with the requirement to include 

details as proposed in the Consultation document (11.35.1 – 11.35.14). We particularly 

agree that up to date office copy entries should be annexed to the notice. 

(3) We believe that a single form, with sections not necessarily pertinent to each claimant, 

presents a more streamlined and simple process than separate forms for different 

enfranchisement claims. 

Question 75: 

(1) No 

(2) No, our view is leaseholders should first have to invite other leaseholders to participate. 
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Question 76: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) We have no view. 

Question 77: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 78: 

(1) Other 

(2) Yes, as to (1); no as to (2) as leaseholders should be required to serve the Claim 

Notice on all landlords of a split freehold. 

Question 79: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Yes, but we consider notices should not be permitted to be served by email (in case of 

server issues/individuals leaving) and leaseholders should be required to prove service if 

there is to be a deemed service provision. 

Question 80: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 81: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 82: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 83: 

(1) Yes 
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(2) If the landlord was not served with notice of the hearing or has another reasonable 

excuse to justify absence (i.e. hospitalisation). 

Question 84: 

(1) Other 

(2) If draft modernisation clauses are mandatory and the parties are free to agree other 

clauses, then we agree.  

 

Not in our experience (in reference to conveyancing process). 

Question 85: 

(1) Other 

(2) (1) Yes. 

 

(2) Yes. 

 

(3) In our view 21 days is too short. We would say this should be 6 weeks minimum to 

enable the travelling draft lease time to be negotiated.  Giving only 21 days will mean an 

increase in Tribunal  applications. 

Question 86: 

(1) Yes 

(2) (1) Agreed as to a first breach of a procedural time limit but feel that persistent 

breaches might be treated differently. 

 

(2) – (4) Yes. 

Question 87: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 88: 
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(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 89: 

Question 90: 

(1) Other 

(2) While we agree with this in principle, we feel that some thought should be given to 

make leaseholders aware of this obligation.  Alternatively, perhaps the Land Registry 

procedure could be modified so that the Land Registry will automatically notify mortgagees 

on completion of a registration. 

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 91: 

(1) Other 

(2) No strong view, but the proposed position does not seem unreasonable. 

Question 92: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 93: 

(1) In collective enfranchisement claims the delay is mobilising leaseholders and (4).  With 

lease extension claims it is the time it takes for leaseholders’ solicitors to respond to the 

draft lease.  In our experience leaseholders’ solicitors have made unnecessary 

applications to the Tribunal where terms and the premium have been agreed, but where 

there has been a breakdown of communication with their client or valuer. 

(2) We have no evidence, but it seems likely they will help at the margin. 

(3) In our experience most landlords respond to a formal claim but not to informal 

approaches. 

Question 94: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Yes - strongly agree, although the Tribunal should be given powers to order wasted 

costs against leaseholders who make unnecessary applications to the Tribunal to 

determine terms which have in fact been agreed.  This unnecessarily increases costs for 

landlords who have to bear those additional legal costs. 
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Question 95: 

Who will choose the single valuation expert? We are not averse to this approach, though 

we would suggest an appeal process might be necessary in the case of manifest error. 

 

We favour simplicity for low value claims and agree that where claims differ by less than an 

agreed percentage, say [10]% it would be more satisfactory to take the average. 

Question 96: 

(1) (1) In excess of £15k exclusive of VAT and valuers’ fees.  The typical duration 

would be 6-12 months. 

 

(2) Unusual for low value cases to go to Tribunal, but in our experience less than £5k 

excluding VAT and disbursements, such as counsels and valuers’ fees.  The typical 

duration would be 6-18 months. 

(2) We have no evidence but are inclined to believe that in isolated cases enfranchisement 

rights have indeed been slowed down, prevented or made more costly. In our view having 

two different processes causes confusion. 

(3) It would be helpful; we cannot provide a useful quantification of the benefit. 

 

It would avoid confusion and undoubtedly save costs for both parties. 

Question 97: 

(1) Other 

(2) No strong view. We can see how this alternative track could save time (the expert may 

be able to come to a decision quicker) and money (no need for a lengthy process); 

however, there is higher potential for contention from one of the involved parties. 

Question 98: 

On balance no, unless the Tribunal determines that leaseholders are acting unreasonably 

or frivolously. 

Question 99: 

(1) We believe a fixed cost within certain premium parameters, or alternatively a capped 

cost regime will further the Government’s aim of simplifying the enfranchisement process.  

While it will not always be equitable, as long as the cost regime is fair (and rises in line with 

inflation, the simplicity such a regime offers outweighs its disadvantages). 

(2) (1) Yes 
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(2) (i) Poor conduct of one party towards the other. 

 

(2) (ii) In exceptional cases (and we would see this clause only operating in such cases) 

we would favour a recovery of all reasonably incurred costs. 

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 100: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4) Yes; no strong views. 

Question 101: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 102: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 103: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 104: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 105: 

(1) N/A 

(2) We have no evidence to offer – but if the costs are reasonable, we do not see how any 

impact can be unreasonable, even if there is such an impact. 
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(3) Fixed costs 

(4)  

(5)  

(6)  

(7)  

(8)  

(9)  

(10)  

(11)  

(12) A fixed cost regime – but not a fixed enfranchisement premium regime –  will 

encourage enfranchisement because it will increase simplicity, reassure leaseholders of 

the likely total costs and speed up the process. 

(13) At the margin we would expect that (a) it will reduce the price they are willing to pay 

for freeholds, and more importantly (b) will discourage their willingness to front costs for 

leaseholders in cases where they feel enfranchisement may be imminent. In addition, 

landlords may be less likely to want to engage if they are going to have to bear a shortfall 

in costs. 

Question 106: 

In our experience Tribunals rarely award costs and always reduce landlord’s s.60 costs 

and so no deterrent to leaseholders but huge deterrent to litigate in County Court. 

Question 126: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 127: 

We have no view. 

Question 128: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 129: 
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We agree that, in this instance, the whole of the intermediate lease should be acquired, but 

there should be a leaseback to the intermediate leaseholder of flats of which he or she 

would be the qualifying tenant. 

Question 130: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 131: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 132: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 133: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) N/A 

Question 134: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 135: 

No evidence to present.  However, we consider that such an obligation would impose an 

unreasonably onerous burden on landlords as it may not always be clear what acts would 

amount to not acting in good faith.  The need to balance such an obligation against all the 

other factors and interested parties involved in lease extension and enfranchisement 

claims would be likely to result in such claims becoming more difficult for all involved.  It 

would also lead to an increase in the potential for disputes. 

Any further comments  

None to note. 
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Name of organisation: Andrew Pridell Associates Ltd 

Question 1:  

no difference 

Question 2: 

(1) Yes 

(2) This is fair, and we can think of no good reason as to why not 

(3) 999 year terms, as no reason why they should be any different as for those leases 

granted on purchase of freehold 

 

In regard to point 2, this should be variable as it depends on the building 

Question 3: 

(1)  

(2) Leaseholders should also have the choice to extend the lease (without changing the 

ground rent) 

(3) Leaseholders should also have the choice to extinguish the ground rent (without 

extending the lease) 

(4) Yes, it is better for the consumer to have the choice. in many cases, it is only one 

element or the other that the lessee is concerned about. 

Question 4: 

(1) Other 

(2) We agree with 1 and 3, we disagree with 2. We do not understand what the point of this 

proposal is, and would allow landlords to force up the premium payable. the lack of a time 

frame gives uncertainty as to what is being valued/agreed. 

Question 5: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 6: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) one for the lawyers! 
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(4)  

Question 7:  

(1) Yes 

(2) but that the practice should remain, again to give consumers choice, for example to 

expedite the process when selling, or when dealing with 'friendly' freeholders. 

(3) it should be subject to no onerous ground rent provisions. 

Question 8: 

(1) none 

(2) none 

Question 9: 

it is likely to increase the likelihood, if the rights are increased and the process improved. 

Question 10: 

No evidence.  

 

Opinion is that longer lease would strengthen the market, giving greater security to 

purchasers and lenders. 

Question 11: 

No evidence, but we often deal with leases with long terms but problematic ground rents, 

or leases ground rents that do not need to be bought out, but require an extended term.  

 

However, it is worth pointing out that the extended term element on an already long lease 

adds little cost to the premium as it is so remote, as retaining a nominal ground rent might 

also.  

 

This in practice, may mean that the 'alternative' options are actually not taken up that often. 

Question 12: 

(1) 17.17 - Assuming you mean terms agreed outside of the legislation  

(1) - some extent, it can often be quicker and/or cheaper in terms of fees, which is the 

appeal to the lessee 

(2) - possibly, in the future 
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(3)  - a large extent 

(2) 17.18 

(1) - a large extent 

(2) - a large extent 

(3) - a large extent 

(3) Other 

(4) 17.19 - if you mean exercise their right via statute, this would decrease as there would 

be greater protection to those acquiring an extension direct with the freeholder, without 

service of notice, if the terms available were prescribed. 

Question 13: 

Q1 - yes, we agree 

Q2 - we do not agree 

Question 14: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 15: 

(1) as per in the lease 

(2) Yes 

(3)  

(4) n/a 

Question 16: 

(1) n/a 

(2)  

Question 17: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  
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(3) It should be settled as part of completion, not carried over. 

Question 18: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 19: 

(1) No 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 20: 

(1) 17.34 

this happens very rarely on a voluntary/informal basis that we are aware of so cannot 

comment. most freeholders only sell when forced via the legislation 

(2) minimally 

(3) No 

(4)  

Question 21: 

(1) No 

(2) All acquisitions should be as a company. 

 

our experience of issues from historic acquisitions often stem from where a company was 

not set up, such as flat disposals where freehold not passed over. 

(3) Other 

(4) not our area of expertise, but streamlining the requirements seem a sensible option to 

reduce management burden. 

Question 22: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  
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Question 23: 

(1) No 

(2) Not strictly our area but why for these? how does having long leases reduce the need 

for a well set up freehold company? 

(3) n/a 

Question 24: 

(1) Other 

(2) 1 - No 

2 - yes 

2 - yes 

(3) 4 - do not understand in what circumstance this may arise, apart from where the 

company has defaulted against security, then it makes sense for the tribunal to have 

jurisdiction. 

Question 25: 

(1) Yes 

(2) This is an area where the legislation ahs been lacking and would improve estate 

management no end. An excellent idea. 

(3) Agree with para 6.95 

Question 26: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 27: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 28: 
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(1) yes 

(2) yes 

Question 29: 

(1) it would need to be 1 and then in addition 2. 

(2)  

Question 30: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 31: 

(1) Yes 

(2) This inability to do this currently causes huge problems. as a lessees valuer, we do not 

know what to value, as we do not know what will be acquired at the point of service of 

notice.  

 

The lessees should not be forced to buy a part of the building that has no part to play in the 

management of the building. this can often be the most expensive part of the acquisition 

and is used as game play by the freeholders to bump up the price paid. 

 

fully supported. 

Question 32: 

(1) Yes 

(2) It is only fair that after the stress and costs that the lessees have gone through, they 

are given a chance to run the building satisfactorily.  

 

we suggest min 3 years, max 5. 

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 33: 
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(1) No 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 34: 

(1) Yes 

(2) This would be fairer.  

 

It does present the problem of 'difficult' lessees; there is sometimes a reason why a lessee 

has been left out. This can add to the factors that led to the failure of some buildings run by 

the lessees - not sure there is a way to solve this however! 

(3) 'In the future' seems the most sensible, as it is very complex and can only be seen to 

be dealt with sufficiently through new legislation in respect of articles of association of the 

freehold company's, costs etc. unless terms can be retrospectively implied to the articles of 

a freehold company? 

(4)  

Question 35: 

n/a 

Question 36: 

(1) a very large extent 

(2) very much 

(3) Other 

(4) possibly 

Question 37: 

yes, more affordable. more certainty, therefore more participating. 

Question 38: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  
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(5) Yes 

(6) and yes 

Question 39: 

(1) Yes 

(2) This element works fine 

Question 40: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 41: 

(1) Yes 

(2) it is absolute nonsense and no longer relevant, aside from normally being impractical or 

impossible to implement. 

Question 42: 

(1) Yes 

(2) it creates a two-tier market, which freeholders exploit. 

Question 43: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 44: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 45: 

Yes, this should be possible. For example, flying freeholds cause a lot of problems and 

there are ways around them that a tribunal could manage. 
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Question 46: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

(5) Yes 

(6)  

Question 47: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 48: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 49: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 50: 

(1) No 

(2) This would create an unfair, ping-pong scenario. 

Question 51: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 52: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 53: 

(1) Yes 
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(2)  

Question 54: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 55: 

No exception 

Question 56:  

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 57: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 58: 

(1) No 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 59: 

(1) it has done all of the above, to all points above. it is a complete nightmare, with very 

few fully understanding the legislation, and if you do the ability to value, it can be 

impossible where there are no rateable value information available. 

(2) It would reduce it immensely, and is fully supported by us. 

Question 60: 

We have no evidence, but suspect it would make a more even playing field for 

homeowners wishing to enter the market. this could improve the leasehold market, and 

improve home-owning stock. it is suggested that in a small way this would be beneficial to 

the economy, providing security of home-ownership therefore confidence. 

Question 61: 

(1) Yes 
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(2) They also require mortgage security and it is only fair that they are not dealt with like a 

second class layer of home-ownership. 

(3) where the HA is a leaseholder, it could be treated so that the housing association lease 

is extended by the same period plus 10 days so their interest remains, and the obligation 

to pay the normal rent to the housing association would remain until fully staircased. Any 

future ground rent due under the terms of the existing lease would be bought out.  

 

it should be based on full equity value 

Question 62: 

(1) No. 

(2)  

Question 63: 

(1) Yes 

(2) the housing association needs its ownership to be protected and remain the landlord to 

be able to perform its duties where the shared ownership lease is not fully staircased. 

 

Where it is a leaseholder, can its lease be automatically extended, as above? 

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 64: 

(1) 1 - no 

2 - no 

3 - yes 

 

it is not fair that a badly advised lessee can by a leasehold property for nearly full value, 

only to find out later it cannot extend the lease. 

(2) Lease extensions should be allowed, after all the NT often benefitted by selling 

properties on leases at full/close to full value so they are no different to any other landlord.  
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It is noted that for the NT to perform its duties, and protect its function, the right to freehold 

enfranchisement should be excluded, or perhaps limited to properties that stand 

individually, outside of an estate ownership by the NT. 

Question 65: 

no difference and no difficulties, often very amenable to granted lease extensions 

voluntarily. 

Question 66: 

(1) not experienced enough in this sector to fully comment, although it would seem if 

providing the ability to elect to be exempt is recommended by the referenced consultation, 

this should be supported. 

(2) n/a 

Question 67: 

n/a 

Question 68: 

n/a 

Question 69: 

n/a 

Question 70: 

(1) Yes 

(2) simplifying the process will reduce costs and assist lessees. 

Question 71: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 72: 

(1) No 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4) on a collective/estate application, the plan should be correct, or challengeable, as this 

effects what is proposed to be acquired therefore the valuation/price/terms. 

(5) Yes 
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(6)  

Question 73: 

(1) Yes 

(2) the freeholder/head lessor should able be able to be required to provide the details of 

other leaseholders in order to assist with the enfranchisement. 

Question 74: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 75: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 76: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 77: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 78: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 79: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 80: 

(1) Yes 
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(2)  

Question 81: 

(1) Yes 

(2) but terms to be decided by tribunal 

Question 82: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 83: 

No 

Question 84: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) n/a 

Question 85: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 86: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 87: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 88: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 89: 
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Question 90: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 91: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) n/a 

Question 92: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) n/a 

Question 93: 

(1) 1 - not 

2-7 added to costs and slowed things down 

(2) significantly 

(3) significantly 

Question 94: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 95: 

yes agreed. 

 

costs split equally.  

 

All valuation only issues should be dealt with in this manner. 

Question 96: 
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(1) Either option is usually a minimum of £5,000 in costs, with the tribunal process adding a 

minimum of 6 months if not up to 2 years if appealed, and as much as 2 years if it needs to 

go to the CC.  

 

It is often that a tribunal expects counsel on legal points and this is a min  £5,000 in most 

cases. 

(2) the treat has always been there, it is currently the system. 

(3) it would have a significant saving in costs and delays. 

Question 97: 

(1) Yes 

(2) At least half.  

A significant saving in time and money 

Question 98: 

Landlords should fund all their own legal costs. This would help to keep a cap on 

excessive fees as the market would be more competitive.  

 

The lessee should pay for the valuation fee, as if this is not paid for, more landlords would 

not take valuation advice which can lead to more protracted negotiations. 

Question 99: 

(1) Landlord to pay own legal costs, valuation fee to be capped. 

(2) do not agree, as fees vary for issues and location. 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) 1- disagree 

2- agree 

Question 100: 

(1) Yes 

(2) 100% 

(3) Other 

(4) yes, but capped so not excessive. 
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Question 101: 

(1) Yes 

(2) limited in line with costs, not premium amount 

i.e. enough to cover val fee and withdrawal costs, no more.  

 

currently the amount can be too small, or too great. 

Question 102: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 103: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 104: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 105: 

(1) in most cases, the majority of costs are recovered. all, except the negotiation fees 

(circa £500 for lease extensions, more in the region of £1-2,000 for freehold 

enfranchisement), although it is known that some valuers include this element in the 

valuation fee so the cost is actually nil to the landlord, therefore 90% cost recovery, to 

100%.  

 

this of course changes where it goes to a hearing and then the landlord can pay £5-

£10,000 . At this point, the cost share can be more than 50%, but this is probably in only 

1% of cases. 

(2) it can be off putting, as it adds to the costs. Most accept it as there is no alternative, of 

course. 

(3)  

(4)  

(5)  
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(6)  

(7)  

(8)  

(9)  

(10)  

(11)  

(12) most leaseholders are forced to extend lease due to lender requirements or to sell, so 

this options do not change that.  

 

Any way of limiting costs would enhance their willingness to enter into the process, but we 

cannot see how it would increase numbers. 

(13) landlords may try and frustrate the claim, but with the reforms, we cannot see how this 

would be possible. 

Question 106: 

not much as we believe these powers are not used enough. Recent changes have 

improved the situation, but it does not have enough clout to prevent some landlords 

dealing with claims in a very poor manner. 

Question 126: 

(1) Yes 

(2) this enforces current case law 

Question 127: 

no, they should not 

Question 128: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 129: 

1- no 

2 -yes 
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this would tidy up the situation, removing layers of ownership making the building easier to 

manage. 

Question 130: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 131: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 132: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 133: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 134: 

(1) Yes 

(2) very much so. 

Question 135: 

no real impact but should be part of its duty. 

Any further comments  

In valuing marriage value, there should be no reference to 'the no act flat', i.e. the 

compulsory purchase element where we are to assume there are no rights should be 

removed. This  penalises lessees and the freeholder gets sufficient compensation. if fact 

they have had the benefit of greater compensation since the creation of the act and this is 

not considered the other way around.  

 

This would reduce the premium payable as no further deduction would be made from 

market evidence and would reduce valuation arguments. 
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 1 

Name of organisation: Country Land and Business Association 

Question 1:  

Not Answered 

Question 2: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 3: 

(1)  

(2)  

(3)  

(4) Not Answered 

Question 4: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 5: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 6: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 7:  

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 
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Question 8: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 9: 

Not Answered 

Question 10: 

Not Answered 

Question 11: 

Not Answered 

Question 12: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 13: 

Sometimes in the case of rural properties there may be a substantial area of garden land 

attached to the house.  With increasing pressure for new residential development in rural 

areas, such land may now often be considered “brownfield” or “infill land” with the potential 

for development.  We would suggest that any potential for an uplift in value should rest with 

the freeholder rather than the leaseholder.   At the time of enfranchisement any such gain 

may not yet have crystallised as there is unlikely to be any planning permission in place 

and so not properly reflected in the premium paid.  It would be wrong and unfair for the 

leaseholder to gain a financial advantage to the detriment of the landlord.  Therefore 

provision should be made to exclude such land from the enfranchisement process or an 

opportunity provided for the landlord to buy back such land at its undeveloped value. 

Question 14: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 15: 
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(1)  

(2) Not Answered 

(3)  

(4)  

Question 16: 

(1) 5.56:          We agree that the terms of the existing lease should be reflected in the 

terms of the freehold title and provision should be made for the incorporation of additional 

terms that are necessary for the proper use of the property. 

Sometimes where a house is part of a larger rural estate there may be certain benefits that 

are enjoyed by the leaseholder which are not recorded as a right under the terms of the 

lease or under any other agreement that would be enfranchised by the leaseholder. These 

benefits are often fundamentally important for the full and proper use of the house and the 

leaseholders continued access to the facilities is critical.  

 Conversely, the current use of the facilities by the leaseholder may be  without 

appropriate charge or premium and once the freehold is severed, there would need to be a 

mechanism to determine an equitable charging regime. 

 The use of a prescribed list of rights and obligations may be an appropriate 

mechanism, provided it covered all eventualities and provided some device for determining 

such things as contributions to repairs or charges for use. Although the use of a prescribed 

list may limit the scope for disagreement between the parties, it seems inevitable that the 

crafting of equitable terms for such covenants will require bespoke solutions, that will need 

to be agreed between the parties. That being the case, the prescribed list may be of limited 

benefit and a reference to independent determination, where the parties are unable to 

agree, may be a more enabling device. 

(2) There are potentially a large number of such terms, particularly as many leases may be 

silent on important issues. Given the age of many of these agreements they may also not 

include more contemporary terms that are deemed to be current best practice provisions. 

 A few examples of terms that might be commonly omitted for leases of rural 

properties:   

a) Provisions for the use of estate roads (where they lie outside of the demise and are a 

necessary means of access to the property) 

 b) Provisions for the use of connected services (water, sewers, private drainage 

systems, private electricity supplies etc) where their use is not recorded in the lease.  A 

mechanism for appropriate contributions for maintenance, repair and renewal might be 

required and in some cases even a basis for paying for services consumed (eg water from 

private estate systems). 

 c) Provisions for the use of extraordinary infrastructure such as quays to access 

island properties, together with mechanisms for equitable arrangement for contributions for 

maintenance etc 
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Question 17: 

(1) Yes 

(2) It is fundamentally important that any lease obligations continue to be enforceable. 

Further, it should be recognised that the enforcement of leasehold obligations  is often very 

much more effective when effected through the mechanism of the lease, than the 

enforcement of restrictive covenants against the acquired freehold where, if contested, the 

original freeholder would need to demonstrate a diminution in the value of the retained 

estate to enforce the covenant. Very often, the loss of amenity or social structure that 

might arise from non compliance, is not associated with quantifiable financial loss, despite 

the sometimes deleterious effect that a breach of the lease clause could cause.  

 Examples might include lease covenants not to use houses as second homes, or for 

holiday letting purposes where the properties in question are located in sensitive rural 

areas, where the occupation of homes on a full time basis is critically importance to the 

economic and social well being of small rural communities. Isolated rural communities are 

particularly at risk, where local services require a minimum threshold of permanently 

resident people to maintain them. 

(3)  

Question 18: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Please see answers to question 16 above. 

(3)  

Question 19: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 20: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 21: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 
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(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 22: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 23: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 24: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 25: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 26: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 27: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 
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Question 28: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 29: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 30: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 31: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 32: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 33: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 34: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 
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Question 35: 

Not Answered 

Question 36: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 37: 

Not Answered 

Question 38: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

(5) Yes 

(6)  

Question 39: 

(1) Yes 

(2) It is fundamentally important that the minimum term for a qualifying interest is 21 years. 

The document rehearses many of the reasons why the legislation should not apply to 

leases of shorter duration but in addition, since the introduction of the 21 year period, 

freeholders have structured their longer leases of residential properties such that they are 

not enfranchiseable, for terms of less than 21 years. Any lowering of the minimum term 

whilst being unjustified, would also result in very considerable disruption to the 

arrangements that have been put in place and in the case of rural estates would potentially 

result in significant expropriation of freeholders' legitimate interests. 

Question 40: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 
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(4)  

Question 41: 

(1) No 

(2) We agree that the reference to a low rent test and rateable values is an often difficult 

test to apply and in view of the development of the law, it now seems an anachronistic 

practice. 

 The consultation document does briefly refer to the provisions of s1AA of the 1967 

Act and the implications on the eligibility for enfranchisement in certain designated rural 

areas. 

 It is perhaps surprising that the Commission do not consider the relevance of these 

provisions and the suitability of the tests that determine the creation of ‘Excluded 

Tenancies’ as part of the potential reform. 

 The Commissioners will be aware that a test for the creation of an Excluded Tenancy 

is that the leasehold property is surrounded by land used for non residential purposes. 

Whilst the logic of such a test, to define rurality, is appreciated, in our experience it can 

lead to some inconsistent outcomes. For example, a mid-terraced rural cottage may not be 

treated as an Excluded Tenancy but the end property, surrounded on three sides by non 

residential land may be deemed to be an Excluded Tenancy. 

 Despite these inappropriate provisions, we believe that the original logic of treating 

certain designated rural areas differently to ‘urban’ areas continues to have practical 

benefits for freeholders and lessees. Irrespective of rental levels, many houses in rural 

areas let on long leases, make a significant contribution to the housing stock in certain 

communities. The leasehold value of such interests is typically less than the 

unencumbered freehold value and in areas where the affordability of rural houses is a 

significant issue for local people, the purchase of a leasehold interest might provide a more 

affordable option. 

 There may be a helpful analogy with the treatment of shared ownership leases and 

the creation of Designated Protected Areas, where the particular vulnerabilities of some 

rural areas is recognised. 

 In some rural communities the ability to build new homes or regenerate old stock is 

significantly constrained where leasehold interests of more than 21 years can’t be granted 

because the freeholder does now want to lose the freehold of the house. There are some 

exceptional communities, such as some traditional landed estates,  National Trust villages 

and the Isles of Scilly, where the economics of developing affordable homes is so 

challenged that even housing associations and social landlords are not able to afford to 

support the development of new homes. In such cases it has been proven that the inability 

to grant leases for a term that allows private lessees to recoup their invested capital in 

building their own home (through the payment of a peppercorn rent) acts as a severe 

impediment to the development of much needed additional affordable housing stock, 

through a freeholder/lessee partnership. 
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 Whilst recognising the need to simplify the process of residential leasehold 

enfranchisement, it is equally important to ensure that by adopting a ‘best fit’ solution for 

the majority, it does not cause further harm to situations where there are almost unique 

circumstances. The circumstances in  many isolated rural communities are such that 

special measures may be required and we would urge the Law Commission to pay special 

regard to these situations. 

Question 42: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 43: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 44: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 45: 

Question 46: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

(5) Not Answered 

(6)  

Question 47: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 48: 
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(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 49: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 50: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 51: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 52: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 53: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 54: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 55: 

Question 56:  

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 57: 

(1) Not Answered 
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(2)  

Question 58: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 59: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 60: 

Not Answered 

Question 61: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 62: 

(1)  

(2)  

Question 63: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 64: 

(1) We consider the National Trust ought to be excluded altogether from statutory 

enfranchisement rights.  It's ability to create inalienable land is vital to its conservation 

objectives and the only truly effective way to ultimately control the use or development of 

property and keep it "special" is through ownership.  It is unfortunate that some (and we 

suspect that this is a comparatively small number)  of NT tenants discover after their 

purchase that they have purchased a wasting asset.  However,  strictly speaking the blame 

for this should be directed at their conveyancer, not the NT.   To help to overcome that 
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difficulty, if it does not already do so, it would be useful if the NT produced and supplied  a 

"fact sheet" to any prospective tenant/assignee of a long lease explaining the nature of 

inalienability. 

For the same conservation reasons we would argue that cathedral precincts should also 

continue to be exempt. 

(2)  

Question 65: 

Question 66: 

(1)  

(2)  

Question 67: 

Question 68: 

Not Answered 

Question 69: 

Not Answered 

Question 70: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 71: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 72: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

(5) Not Answered 

(6) Not Answered 
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Question 73: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 74: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 75: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 76: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 77: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 78: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 79: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 80: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 81: 
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(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 82: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 83: 

Not Answered 

Question 84: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 85: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 86: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 87: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 88: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 89: 

Not Answered 

Question 90: 
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(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 91: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 92: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 93: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 94: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 95: 

Not Answered 

Question 96: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 97: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 98: 
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Enfranchisement from the landlord's perspective is akin to a compulsory purchase of his 

property and consequently we believe that it is appropriate for leaseholders to make a 

significant contribution towards their landlord's non-litigation costs.  This will be all the 

more appropriate if there is going to be any lessening of the premium payable. 

Question 99: 

(1)  

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 100: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 101: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 102: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 103: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 104: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 105: 

(1)  
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(2)  

(3)  

(4)  

(5)  

(6)  

(7)  

(8)  

(9)  

(10)  

(11)  

(12)  

(13)  

Question 106: 

Question 126: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 127: 

Not Answered 

Question 128: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 129: 

Not Answered 

Question 130: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 131: 
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(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 132: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 133: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 134: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 135: 

Not Answered 

Any further comments  

The CLA is the membership organisation for owners of land, property and businesses in 

rural England and Wales.  The CLA represents 30,000 members in England and Wales 

who between them own or manage over 10 million acres.   We help safeguard the interests 

of landowners, and those with an economic, social and environmental interest in rural land. 

Our members own or manage around half the rural land in England and Wales and more 

than 250 different types of businesses. 

 

We view the subject of this Consultation as being primarily an urban issue and therefore 

not central to the CLA’s activities.  Consequently we are not providing a full response to 

the consultation but instead are providing comments and flagging up concerns were there 

are issues that are of particular relevance to country property. 

 

The Law Commission's consultation on the future arrangements for the enfranchisement of 

leaseholds is to be welcomed.   We support the Government’s ambition to make the 

process for enfranchising and extending long leases simpler and fairer and therefore 

reduce cost.  We can see the merit in combining the rules so that there is the same 

treatment for houses and flats.  However, despite the recent highlighting of some abusive 

practices by freeholders, it is important to remember that many landlords operate a fair and 
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transparent process (as far as the current law provides) and they have legitimate property 

interests that need to be properly recognised. 

 

As the Commission recognises, the range of leasehold interests in houses is very 

significant. In their attempt to simplify the process, great care needs to be exercised to 

ensure that a solution for one particular type of property does not cause significant 

difficulties for others. Long leasehold houses in the rural sector are a good example of a 

type that may not comfortably fit legislation designed around the circumstances of typical 

urban developments. 

 

Regarding question 39, we firmly agree that a leaseholder must have a lease that exceeds 

21 years in order to qualify for enfranchisement.  We consider that any lowering of this time 

period is unjustified and additionally the structuring of all letting management has revolved 

around this time period for many years now and any change would be enormously 

disruptive and with the potential of significant expropriation of freeholders' legitimate 

interests. 

 

The CLA strongly supports the retention of the ability to cap the percentage share (up to a 

maximum of 80%) which the leaseholder is entitled to acquire by way of staircasing in 

designated protected areas.  (Leases of houses in "designated protected areas" - paras 

9.18-9.23.)   Landlords who are providing housing for local people, in designated protected 

areas,  subject to a shared ownership lease must be able to continue to grant shared 

ownership leases of houses under which the leaseholder can only staircase up to a 

maximum of 80%.  

 

We would comment that discussion of the topic of "excluded tenancies" in "rural areas" 

(paragraph 7-25 et al)  in the consultation is somewhat limited and we would not wish to 

see changes to the current law without the Law Commission thoroughly investigating the 

merits of and justification for the current exemption in Section 1AA of the 1967 Act.   Our 

concern is that in the countryside you can come across some individualistic and unusual 

lease structures.  For instance: 

 

- Substantial houses where the landlord still retains surrounding agricultural land or 

parkland where the leased house once formed the centre-point of the estate.  The house 

may have been let on a long lease at a time of agricultural decline or when there were very 

high rates of death duties and the estate was not economically viable but with the hope of 

re-uniting the house with the estate at a later time.  Sometimes a house may have been let 

on a long lease to a family member or a long-term member of staff on less than 

commercial terms with the intention being that the property would revert to the freeholder 

when the leaseholder no longer had use of the property. 
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- A dilapidated house may have been let on a long lease for only a modest premium and 

rent with a commitment by the tenant to undertake a restoration of the property.  The term 

would have been calculated to reflect the costs of restoring the property and may have little 

bearing on the capital value of the house.  

 

- A claim for enfranchisement can sometimes be made with a claim to a substantial 

amount of parkland and gardens being included in the enfranchisement claim.  Sometimes 

a tenant may have extended the scope of the garden/parkland into adjacent land of the 

landlord and included this in the claim. 

 

It is suggested that any proposed changes to the current law need to be assessed taking 

into account such one-off arrangements.  Exclusions may continue to be justified to 

prevent enfranchisement where this was not envisaged in order to avoid a windfall arising 

to the leaseholder to the detriment of the freeholder.  This will be all the more important if 

there is to be a change in the methodology of calculating the payment made by a 

leaseholder for enfranchisement in order to prevent a windfall arising for the leaseholder to 

the detriment of the freeholder. 

 

Often in the case of rural properties there may be a substantial area of garden land 

attached to the house.  With increasing pressure for new residential development in rural 

areas, such land may now often be considered “brownfield” or “infill land” with the potential 

for development.  We would suggest that any potential for an uplift in value should rest with 

the freeholder rather than the leaseholder.   At the time of enfranchisement any such gain 

may not yet have crystallised as there is unlikely to be any planning permission in place 

and so not properly reflected in the premium paid.  It would be wrong and unfair for the 

leaseholder to gain a financial advantage to the detriment of the landlord.  Therefore 

provision should be made to exclude such land from the enfranchisement process or an 

opportunity provided for the landlord to buy back such land at its undeveloped value. 

 

 



 1 

Name of organisation: Julian Wilkins & Co Chartered Surveyors 

Question 1:  

Question 2: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Statutory lease extensions should be kept at 90 years as a different new statutory 

extension length may lead to additional complications in due course. 

Question 3: 

(1) The right to a lease extension should in all cases be a right to an extended term at a 

nominal ground rent 

(2)  

(3)  

(4) The alternative options of retaining the ground rent or simply just removing the ground 

rent without extending the lease are probably providing unnecessary complication to the 

process and the current statutory lease extension of an additional 90 years and a 

peppercorn ground rent current will cover all situations adequately. 

Question 4: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 5: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 6: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3)  

(4)  

Question 7:  

(1) Yes 
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(2) Leaseholders often end with poor informal lease extension terms. 

(3) Legislation could provide that any informal lease extensions have to be on statutory 

terms ie 90 year extension and peppercorn ground rent and existing other terms thereby 

not allowing landlords to dupe leaseholders into poor informal terms. 

Question 8: 

(1)  

(2)  

Question 9: 

Simplification of rights will certainly assist leaseholders to progress claims. 

Question 10: 

There is no evidence we know of to suggest lease extensions need to be longer than 

present. 

Question 11: 

Different options will simply complicate matters and it is surely simpler to just have the one 

option. 

Question 12: 

(1) Completely standard terms without changes to other lease extension terms would 

simplify matters and reduce costs and timescale. 

(2) A prescribed list of changed terms would definitely simply matters. 

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 13: 

Question 14: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 15: 

(1)  
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(2) Not Answered 

(3)  

(4)  

Question 16: 

(1)  

(2)  

Question 17: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 18: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 19: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 20: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 21: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 
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(4)  

Question 22: 

(1) No 

(2)  

Question 23: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 24: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 25: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Often it makes more sense to purchase a whole development rather than an individual 

building or each building individually. This could make future management easier and is 

likely to reduce costs of the enfranchisement. 

(3)  

Question 26: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 27: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  
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Question 28: 

(1)  

(2)  

Question 29: 

(1)  

(2)  

Question 30: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 31: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 32: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 33: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 34: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

(4)  
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Question 35: 

Not Answered 

Question 36: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 37: 

Not Answered 

Question 38: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

(5) Yes 

(6)  

Question 39: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 40: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 41: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  
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Question 42: 

(1) Yes 

(2) The current requirement for 2 years ownership simply causes unnecessary delay and 

complication for leaseholders and often unnecessary or higher costs and premiums. The 

current 2 year ownership requirement means that often S42 Notices are served during a 

sale and assigned to buyers and this leads to unnecessary complication and additional 

unnecessary legal costs. Furthermore, the 2 year ownership rule can cause problems on 

sales with values being artificially low in cases where no one has a legal right to a lease 

extension until 2 years ownership has been achieved.  

Removing the 2 year rule will reduce costs on leaseholders. 

Question 43: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 44: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 45: 

Question 46: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

(5) Not Answered 

(6)  

Question 47: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 48: 
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(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 49: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 50: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 51: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 52: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 53: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 54: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 55: 

Question 56:  

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 57: 

(1) Not Answered 
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(2)  

Question 58: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 59: 

(1) The complications of the 1967 Act qualifying criteria regularly slow down or prevent 

enfranchisement claims and can significantly add to the costs of such claims. A simplified 

qualifying criteria would speed up the process and reduce costs.  

The two year ownership rule often means leaseholders have to wait before undertaking a 

lease extension or accept unreasonable informal terms from landlords. Claims are also 

often started part way through a sale to avoid the 2 year ownership criteria and this leads 

to unnecessary fees for assigning notices and risks of costly arguments of notice and 

assignment documentation validity. Furthermore currently sometimes properties are sold 

(ie a repossessed property) when there are no legal rights available to extend a lease and 

this can significantly affect the sale price and lead to the landlord offering very unrealistic 

lease extension terms. Removal of the 2 year ownership criteria will significantly reduce 

costs and delays. 

(2)  

Question 60: 

Further restrictions or costs  upon commercial leaseholders for enfranchisement is likely to 

have an effect upon the supply of rental property available and may also have an effect 

upon the wider housing market with investors favouring freehold houses over leasehold 

flats. 

Question 61: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 62: 

(1)  

(2)  

Question 63: 

(1) Not Answered 
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(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 64: 

(1)  

(2)  

Question 65: 

Question 66: 

(1)  

(2)  

Question 67: 

Question 68: 

Not Answered 

Question 69: 

Not Answered 

Question 70: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 71: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 72: 

(1) No 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

(5) Yes 
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(6)  

Question 73: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 74: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 75: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 76: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 77: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 78: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 79: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 80: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  
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Question 81: 

(1) No 

(2)  

Question 82: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 83: 

Question 84: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 85: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 86: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 87: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 88: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 89: 

Question 90: 

(1) Not Answered 
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(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 91: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 92: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 93: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 94: 

(1) Yes 

(2) This would help to reduce costs, avoid duplication and simplify the system. 

Question 95: 

The option of determination by a single valuation expert could be included within existing  

FTT options which both parties could opt for or could be compulsory for low value cases. 

This could reduce costs and speed up determinations. 

Question 96: 

(1) Enfranchisement disputes  via the FTT currently tend to take some 5- 6 months with 

costs to leaseholders of some £4,000 - £10,000 depending upon whether the leaseholder 

employs a barrister of the advocate role is undertaken by the expert valuer. 

(2) Leaseholders with limited resources are often at a disadvantage when compared with 

large landlords with significant resources. This can in some cases lead to leaseholders 

agreeing settlements rather than committing further costs towards fighting matters via a 

tribunal or court. 
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The current situation whereby the party making an FTT application has to bear the costs of 

the application and hearing is unjust. Although fees are currently only £300, half these 

costs should be recoverable from the other part. 

(3) There are significant advantages to all parties to simply deal with all matters at a 

tribunal rather than involvement of the County Court and Tribunal. Absentee landlord 

cases currently require both a County Court judgement and an FTT determination of terms 

which leads to unnecessary delay and cost. 

Question 97: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Simply cases could be referred to a single expert with written representation made by 

the parties which would reduce costs significantly and timescales. 

Question 98: 

Leaseholders should not contribute to the landlords non-litigation costs except in cases 

where the premiums are low and it is uneconomic for the landlord to bear his own costs. in 

these cases the landlord should be able to apply to the FTT for an award of a contribution 

to reasonable costs from the leaseholder in addition to the premium. 

 

 

The effect of landlords having to bear their own costs will be to remove the current 

situation where professionals overcharge in situations where their client is not paying the 

fees. 

Question 99: 

(1) If the leaseholders are required to contribute towards landlords non-litigation costs then  

the costs should be subject to capped maximums for particular work. This should ensure 

that leaseholders are not subject to over charging of landlords costs and overall costs to 

the leaseholder will be reduced. 

 

Professionals acting on behalf of landlords will have to be more competitive with fees 

charged and leaseholder's will not be subject to overcharging. 

 

The current categories of recoverable costs should remain. 

(2) Fixed or capped  costs should also apply to collective enfranchisement cases. 

(3) Yes 
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(4) Fixed costs should be the same regardless of the number of parties and such costs 

should simply be divided between the parties without the leaseholder having to bear full 

costs for each party. 

Question 100: 

(1) Yes 

(2) If the leaseholder withdraws for no good reason then the landlord should be entitled to 

apply to the FTT for their costs. 

(3) Yes 

(4) 100% of fees to the point of withdrawal subject to FTT determination. 

Question 101: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 102: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 103: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 104: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 105: 

(1) Typical landlords recoverable costs are inflated over and above the costs charged by 

professionals acting for leaseholders. This is due to the landlords not being overly 

concerned about the level of their professional costs as they are not paying the costs 

themselves. Often landlords valuers fees are artificially inflated to also cover the costs of 

negotiation which are not recoverable. 

(2) The uncertainty of unknown landlords costs definitely discourages leaseholders from 

seeking statutory lease extensions and often leads leaseholders to simply agree poor 

value informal lease extension terms which are quoted with fixed costs. Such lease 

extensions often represent both poor value for money and can include poor lease terms. 

(3) Fixed costs 
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(4) Capped costs 

(5) Fixed costs subject to a cap on the total costs payable 

(6) Relating the non-litigation costs to the price paid for the interest acquired by the 

leaseholder 

(7)  

(8)  

(9) Preserving the current categories while reforming assessment procedures 

(10) Retaining the same categories of recoverable costs as the current law but with a 

reformed assessment procedure 

(11)  

(12) Fixed or capped costs which are known prior to the commencement of an 

enfranchisement claim would provide certainty for leaseholders. 

(13) Landlords would naturally seek competitive quotations for professional fees and the 

landlords costs would reduce which would reduce the impact upon landlords having to 

bear their own costs. 

Question 106: 

It is important that at present leaseholders can have matters determined by tribunal without 

any significant risk of incurring the other sides costs. Moving more matters from the County 

Court to the FTT in respect of enfranchisement would make sense and remove the 

concern of leaseholders over possible court costs. 

Question 126: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 127: 

Question 128: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 129: 

Question 130: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  
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Question 131: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 132: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 133: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 134: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 135: 

Not Answered 

Any further comments  

It is currently unfair that a leaseholder making an application to the FTT has to bear the 

cost of the application and then the hearing fee. Although these costs are relatively low, it 

would be fair for half these costs to be paid by the landlord possibly by way of a reduction 

from the eventual tribunal determination. At present landlords can string things out knowing 

that the leaseholder has to bear the costs of the referral to the tribunal. 

 

 

The simplification of forms to claim enfranchisement rights could allow the forms to be 

served either by the leaseholder or by a valuer therefore reducing likely legal costs. 

 

 





 1 

Name of organisation: Transport for London 

Question 1:  

Not Answered 

Question 2: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 3: 

(1)  

(2)  

(3)  

(4) Not Answered 

Question 4: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 5: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 6: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 7:  

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 
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Question 8: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 9: 

Not Answered 

Question 10: 

Not Answered 

Question 11: 

Not Answered 

Question 12: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 13: 

Not Answered 

Question 14: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 15: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 16: 



 3 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 17: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 18: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 19: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 20: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 21: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 22: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 
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Question 23: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 24: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 25: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 26: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 27: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 28: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 29: 

(1) Not Answered 
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(2) Not Answered 

Question 30: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 31: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 32: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 33: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 34: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 35: 

Not Answered 

Question 36: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 
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(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 37: 

Not Answered 

Question 38: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

(5) Not Answered 

(6)  

Question 39: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 40: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 41: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 42: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 43: 

(1) Not Answered 
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(2)  

Question 44: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 45: 

Question 46: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

(5) Not Answered 

(6)  

Question 47: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 48: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 49: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 50: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 51: 
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(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 52: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 53: 

(1) Yes 

(2) TfL strongly agrees with the continuation of the exception from collective freehold 

acquisition claims for operational railway tracks. 

 

TfL considers the exception to be of great importance in the exercise of its statutory 

functions and the provision of an effective transport service. 

 

This response is made on behalf of Transport for London and its subsidiary bodies with rail 

assets including London Underground Limited and Docklands Light Railway Limited. 

Question 54: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 55: 

Question 56:  

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 57: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 58: 

(1) Not Answered 
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(2)  

(3)  

Question 59: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 60: 

Not Answered 

Question 61: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 62: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 63: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 64: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 65: 

Not Answered 

Question 66: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 
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Question 67: 

Not Answered 

Question 68: 

Not Answered 

Question 69: 

Not Answered 

Question 70: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 71: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 72: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

(5) Not Answered 

(6) Not Answered 

Question 73: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 74: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 75: 
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(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 76: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 77: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 78: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 79: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 80: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 81: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 82: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 83: 

Not Answered 

Question 84: 
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(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 85: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 86: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 87: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 88: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 89: 

Not Answered 

Question 90: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 91: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 92: 
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(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 93: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 94: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 95: 

Not Answered 

Question 96: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 97: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 98: 

Not Answered 

Question 99: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 100: 

(1) Not Answered 
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(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 101: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 102: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 103: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 104: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 105: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3)  

(4)  

(5)  

(6)  

(7)  

(8)  

(9)  

(10)  

(11)  
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(12) Not Answered 

(13) Not Answered 

Question 106: 

Not Answered 

Question 126: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 127: 

Not Answered 

Question 128: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 129: 

Not Answered 

Question 130: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 131: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 132: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 133: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 
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Question 134: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 135: 

Not Answered 

Any further comments  

Not Answered 

 

 



 1 

Name of organisation: Millbrooke Court Residents Association 

Question 1:  

We are not aware of any issues that differ between England and Wales. 

Question 2: 

(1) Yes 

(2) The current situation, where the lease can only be extended once is ridiculous. To keep 

its value, a lease needs to be over 80 years. A prudent leaseholder would want keep the 

lease at over 100 years - and should be allowed to do so. 

(3) 200 years, or as long and the longest lease (in a block of flats) if greater. (Some flats in 

our block have leases of over 1000 years!) 

 

Leasehold Houses are an anomaly. All lessees of Leasehold Houses should be allowed to 

acquire the freehold. 

 

The Landlord should only be allowed to terminate a lease at it's expiry, not before. 

Question 3: 

(1) The right to a lease extension should in all cases be a right to an extended term at a 

nominal ground rent 

(2)  

(3) Leaseholders should also have the choice to extinguish the ground rent (without 

extending the lease) 

(4) Ground Rent needs to be reduced to a peppercorn. The current situation where non-

payment can lead to forfeiture  is onerous.  

 

(My ground rent is £12.50 a quarter. When I inadvertently wrote a cheque for £12 I was 

sent a demand for 50p accompanied by a threat to send in the bailiff!) 

Question 4: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 5: 

(1) Yes 
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(2)  

Question 6: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3)  

(4)  

Question 7:  

(1) No 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 8: 

(1)  

(2) The Leaseholder should be allowed to extend their lease as often as they wish. 

Question 9: 

Uniform rights are unlikely to make any difference in take-up. The important factors are: 

simplicity, cost, and the removal of existing restrictions. 

Question 10: 

Question 11: 

The Likely Uptake depends on education.  

 

In our block: Extending a lease without changing the ground rent is easy - since that is 

what the Landlord offers and it avoids the current hassle of a statutory extension. 

 

I would certainly extinguish my ground rent tomorrow - since it removes the risk of 

forfeiture if I miss a payment! 

Question 12: 

(1)  

(2)  
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(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 13: 

Question 14: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 15: 

(1)  

(2) Not Answered 

(3)  

(4)  

Question 16: 

(1)  

(2)  

Question 17: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 18: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 19: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  
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(3)  

Question 20: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 21: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4) The requirements to produce annual accounts and annual statements can be onerous. 

While these are useful, and any reasonable association will do so, not every secretary is 

diligent and may miss doing so for several years - especially if nothing changes. The last 

thing we want is for Companies House to close the company! 

 

Special purpose companies do, in fact exist, for the purpose of owning blocks. But what of 

those who have, perhaps historically, another kind of company? A easy way to vary the 

kind of company would be useful. 

Question 22: 

(1) Yes 

(2) However such a Company should not be allowed to go bust - since this would, in effect, 

allow another Landlord to come on the scene and return everything to square one. 

 

Unfortunately companies need funds and, if they can't go bust then they can't borrow 

against their assets. The only way around this, would to allow the company to call on its 

shareholders or to be able to add a precept to the service charge. 

Question 23: 

(1) Yes 

(2) The problem, here, is if the Landlord is an individual and has retained one or more flats. 

In this case the Landlord should be considered a long leaseholder for the purpose of 

collective freehold acquisition. 
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(3) The company should be allowed to call on it members for funds if required. The easiest 

way to do this would be to allow collection via the service charge. 

Question 24: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 25: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 26: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 27: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 28: 

(1)  

(2)  

Question 29: 

(1)  

(2)  

Question 30: 
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(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 31: 

(1) No 

(2)  

Question 32: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Other 

(4) The object should be to have as many flats as possible to own shares in the company. 

All flats should be allowed to purchase shares in the company (at what price) even if they 

did not participate in the original purchase. If a second company is set up to acquire the 

interest of the first then both companies need to be merged 

Question 33: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 34: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Definitely! 

(3) It should be retrospective. 

(4) 1. In the case of a Landlord leasing back a flat or flats, he should be considered exactly 

the same as another leaseholder. He owns a flat - he should have a vote - provided he has 

purchased a share! 

2-5. Agree 

6. Any non-participating residents should be invited to join. One way we considered was to 

making joining a condition of a lease extension. Also, since the Company would have the 

right to approve reassignments (i.e. sales) then making joining a condition of a sale. 

Question 35: 
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Question 36: 

(1)  

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 37: 

Question 38: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

(5) No 

(6) We are more than happy for commercial lessees to join the process. Why should they 

not have a say in the running of a shaped block? 

Question 39: 

(1) Yes 

(2) I assume that this question refers to a lease whose original grant was 21 years or less. 

Someone who had a lease of, say, 99 years, but has only 21 years left should be allowed 

to enfranchise. 

Question 40: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4) This is important in, for example, the event of a lease extension - since what actually  

happens is that the old lease is extinguished and a new lease granted! 

Question 41: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 42: 
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(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 43: 

(1) No 

(2) We are unhappy with the 25% limit. 

Question 44: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 45: 

Question 46: 

(1) No 

(2)  

(3) No 

(4)  

(5) No 

(6) Several problems here. 

 

1. Surveying an entre block can be very expensive - especially if the Landlord disputes 

your figures. The Landlord will, in any event, employ his own surveyor in addition to yours - 

doubling the costs. 

 

2. There are considerably more common parts within the Residential Section than the 

Commercial Section. Indeed one could, in theory, construct a Purely Residential Building 

where the Common Parts add up to 26%! Common Parts should be redefined as "Parts 

common to both residential and commercial sections." 

 

3. Why floor area? A more equitable measure would be value. Thus a block in Oxford 

Street, with a major store on the ground floor and flats above, would have most of its value 
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in the Commercial Unit. However a block in Putney, with a few small shops on the ground 

floor has it's overwhelming value in the Residential Element. 

 

2. Why 25%? Blocks have been built with only 74% residential purely to prevent 

enfranchisement or, even right to manage, Clearly there is an advantage to a Landlord in 

preventing enfranchisement. A more reasonable figure would be 50%. 

Question 47: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 48: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 49: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 50: 

(1) Yes 

(2) However this could lead to a Ping-Pong situation. A Commonhold would be a better 

solution. 

Question 51: 

(1) No 

(2) The problem you have, here, is that a "landlord" with a large number of flats can, 

effectively, take over the block. 

Question 52: 

(1) No 

(2) See answer to question 46. 

Question 53: 

(1) No 

(2) I see no reason why the residents of a block of 4 should not enfranchise simply 

because the landlord lives in one of the flats. I am aware of a house in Kensington 
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consisting of two maisonettes where freehold belongs to the upper flat! These types of 

buildings are obvious candidates for Commonhold. 

 

Railways etc. are, of course, a special case! 

Question 54: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 55: 

I am aware of a house in Kensington consisting of two maisonettes where freehold belongs 

to the upper flat! These types of buildings are obvious candidates for Commonhold. 

Question 56:  

(1) No 

(2) See answer to question 46. 

(3) See answer to question 46. 

Question 57: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Our Head Lease is held by a network of Companies, which are owned by overseas 

companies and whose ultimate owner is, we believe, the   Their 

acquisition of the Freehold would, we feel , not be to the benefit of the block.  Indeed, an 

easy way for the residents to pick up the head lease would be of benefit. 

 

Q. 51 effectively askes the same question. A person owing many flats could, effectively, 

take over the block. This can be blocked by allowing no more than two flats, owned by the 

same owner, to participate. 

 

In the case of our head leaseholder, they own many companies and could, in theory nest 

each flat in a different company. But a company is not a person and should not be allowed 

to enfranchise. 

Question 58: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Simply not allowing flats owned by companies to participate would solve this problem. 
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(3) We do not believe that these measures are necessary. restricting enfranchisement to 

real people who own no more than two flats should, hopefully, be the solution. 

Question 59: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 60: 

Not Answered 

Question 61: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 62: 

(1)  

(2)  

Question 63: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 64: 

(1)  

(2)  

Question 65: 

Question 66: 

(1)  

(2)  

Question 67: 
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Question 68: 

Not Answered 

Question 69: 

Not Answered 

Question 70: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 71: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 72: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

(5) Not Answered 

(6)  

Question 73: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 74: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 75: 

(1) Yes 

(2) However it is good form to ask. We would send notices to everyone. 
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Question 76: 

(1) Yes 

(2) I suppose the words "Without Prejudice" need to be on the Claim Notice. 

(3)  

Question 77: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 78: 

(1) Yes 

(2) This can be quite complicated. In our case there is no power in the head lease or the 

freehold to grant a lease beyond 150 years from 1979. (This probably was not the intention 

when the leases were drawn up.) Thus some sort of hearing would be required! 

Question 79: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 80: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 81: 

(1) No 

(2) A Landlord should not be able to block a claim simply by refusing to reply 

 

However there may be reasons for the lack of reply - so reminders need to be sent. But, if 

a reasonable period has passed, then this needs to go to a tribunal. 

Question 82: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 83: 
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Question 84: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 85: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 86: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 87: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 88: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 89: 

Question 90: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 91: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 92: 
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(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 93: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 94: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 95: 

Question 96: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 97: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 98: 

Question 99: 

(1)  

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 100: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 
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(4)  

Question 101: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 102: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 103: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 104: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 105: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3)  

(4)  

(5)  

(6)  

(7)  

(8)  

(9)  

(10)  

(11)  

(12) Not Answered 

(13) Not Answered 
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Question 106: 

Not Answered 

Question 126: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 127: 

We would prefer all intermediate leases to be folded into the freehold - so yes! 

Question 128: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 129: 

There are several intermediate leases in our block. These intermediate leases should be 

acquired. However any flats that belong to that lease that have not been granted long 

leaseholds (i.e. sold) should remain the property of the owner of the intermediate lease. 

Question 130: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 131: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 132: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 133: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 134: 
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(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 135: 

Not Answered 

Any further comments  

 

 



 1 

Name of organisation: Adlington Property Limited 

Question 1:  

Question 2: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) 100 years would be an appropriate extension, to ensure the leaseholder is less likely to 

then encounter any issues should they wish to sell the property. 

Question 3: 

(1)  

(2) Leaseholders should also have the choice to extend the lease (without changing the 

ground rent) 

(3) Leaseholders should also have the choice to extinguish the ground rent (without 

extending the lease) 

(4)  

Question 4: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 5: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 6: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3)  

(4)  

Question 7:  

(1) Yes 

(2)  
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(3)  

Question 8: 

(1)  

(2)  

Question 9: 

Will help to have clear guidance to point to, in our experience the leaseholder has no idea 

how to proceed when asked for an extension, we’ve been trying for an extension for years 

and are no further on. 

Question 10: 

Question 11: 

Question 12: 

(1)  

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 13: 

Yes 

Question 14: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 15: 

(1)  

(2) Yes 

(3)  

(4)  

Question 16: 
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(1)  

(2)  

Question 17: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 18: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 19: 

(1) Yes 

(2) There are complications, for example right to buy council houses where the freehold is 

often held by another party, not the lessor. We have an example where the lessor is saying 

they are unable to grant a transfer of freehold to the leaseholder as they themselves are 

party in a sublease.  

The housing association took a 999 year sublease at peppercorn and then sold the houses 

on right to buy on 125 year leases in 1990. They are now saying they cannot grant the 

freehold nor can they extend the leases without the freeholders permission, the freeholder 

is absent, this has been going on for years. I hope the guidance will provide a clear 

obligation for the housing association to have to take steps to resolve this where 

leaseholders want to extend or purchase the freehold. 

(3)  

Question 20: 

(1)  

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 21: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 
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(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 22: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 23: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 24: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 25: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 26: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 27: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 
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Question 28: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 29: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 30: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 31: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 32: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 33: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 34: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 
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Question 35: 

Not Answered 

Question 36: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 37: 

Not Answered 

Question 38: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

(5) Not Answered 

(6)  

Question 39: 

(1) No 

(2)  

Question 40: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 41: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  
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Question 42: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 43: 

(1) Other 

(2) Where the unit is sublet on another long lease, for example in the case of right to buy 

council houses where the housing association holds a 999 year lease and granted a 

sublease of 125 years there needs to be some obligation on the housing association to 

acquire the freehold/grant the 999 year lease if the person who acquired the house under 

right to buy wishes to now buy the freehold or extend the lease. In our experience the 

housing association are hiding behind the fact the freeholder is absent and refusing to 

grant any lease extension as a result. 

Question 44: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 45: 

Question 46: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

(5) Not Answered 

(6)  

Question 47: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 48: 

(1) Not Answered 
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(2)  

Question 49: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 50: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 51: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 52: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 53: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 54: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 55: 

Question 56:  

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 57: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  
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Question 58: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 59: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 60: 

Not Answered 

Question 61: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 62: 

(1)  

(2)  

Question 63: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 64: 

(1)  

(2)  

Question 65: 

Question 66: 

(1)  
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(2)  

Question 67: 

Question 68: 

Not Answered 

Question 69: 

Not Answered 

Question 70: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 71: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 72: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

(5) Yes 

(6)  

Question 73: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 74: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 75: 
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(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 76: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 77: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 78: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 79: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 80: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 81: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 82: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 83: 

Question 84: 

(1) Not Answered 
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(2)  

Question 85: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 86: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 87: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 88: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 89: 

Question 90: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 91: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 92: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  
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Question 93: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 94: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 95: 

Not Answered 

Question 96: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 97: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 98: 

Question 99: 

(1) Fixed cost subject to a cap 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 100: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  
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Question 101: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 102: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 103: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 104: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 105: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3)  

(4)  

(5)  

(6)  

(7)  

(8)  

(9)  

(10)  

(11)  

(12) Not Answered 

(13) Not Answered 

Question 106: 
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Not Answered 

Question 126: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 127: 

Question 128: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 129: 

Question 130: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 131: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 132: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 133: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 134: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 135: 

Any further comments  
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Not Answered 

 

 



 1 

Name of organisation: Leasehold Solutions 

Question 1:  

They should be the same. It is essential that the laws that govern leasehold are as 

simplified and uniform as possible to enable leaseholders to be able to fully understand it. 

Question 2: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Yes we agree that this should be standardised, it is an obvious move in the right 

direction. However, we only agree with this if the 'nominal ground rent' is a peppercorn. A 

ground rent with any monetary value just perpetuates leasehold abuses against 

leaseholders. 

(3) The lease extension length should be long enough that there is no possibility it should 

ever need extending again. We recommend that all statutory extensions are for an 

additional 750 years at least.  

 

Redevelopment clauses can remain on five years as long is there is provision that 

leaseholders have protection on the value of their property at this time. Otherwise the 

freeholder claims the property is with a fraction of its true worth and they gain a huge 

unearned windfall by selling the land to developers. 

Question 3: 

(1)  

(2)  

(3)  

(4) It is essential that all lease extensions should be made for a uniform period with a 

peppercorn ground rent. If any room for negotiations is included the freeholders will simply 

use this to gain an advantage over the leaseholders.  

 

Many lease extensions are carried out solely to facilitate the sale of the property. At this 

point the vendor of the property wishes to pay the lowest amount possible for the 

extension. If they are willing to agree to onerous clauses or ground rent to make this 

cheaper, many will. That means the inequity of leasehold will simply be passed on to an 

unaware buyer leaving the freeholder with optimised profit. 

Question 4: 

(1) Yes 



 2 

(2) As the aim of this reform is to make the process 'fairer' for leaseholders, this proposal 

has to happen. The game playing from freeholders in this are aimed to simply give them an 

advantage in negotiations needs to end. 

Question 5: 

(1) Yes 

(2) This would help make the lease process much quicker and easier for leaseholders. 

Question 6: 

(1) Yes 

(2) In principle we agree but it depends heavily on what that prescribed list is and who 

wrote it.  Our agreement to this is dependent on the eventual prescribed list. 

(3) The list needs to be written from a leaseholder's perspective and should be exclude the 

usual list of 'modernisation' clauses freeholders try to sneak in a lease which allow them to 

make more money from service charges, major work provisions, service charge splits, and 

their ability to charge leaseholders for any litigation costs.  

 

We would suggest that The Leasehold Knowledge Partnership should be included in any 

working group tasked with drawing up this list prescribed list. 

(4) Yes we agree but with the same caveat as above. 

Question 7:  

(1) Yes 

(2) Informal lease extensions are used by freeholders to turn leasehold flats into ones with 

onerous terms in the lease as well as very high onerous ground rents.  

 

Informal lease extensions must be banned for this reform process to have any meaning 

whatsoever. If they are allowed to continue freeholders will just pressurise leaseholders 

into accepting them and it will make a mockery of this whole process. 

(3) Ban them. This has to happen. 

Question 8: 

(1) Clearly this acts against the spirit of the Act and they should be banned asap. 

(2) Yes 

Question 9: 
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The various legal rights available to leaseholders are so incomprehensibly complex that it 

allows only the most motivated to go through the process. It is imperative that the 

processes should be as simple and uniformed as possible. 

 

This will make it much easier for leaseholders to understand and clearly many more will 

then be prepared to go through the process. 

Question 10: 

The leasehold market has already been hit hard by the adverse publicity it has received 

over the last couple of years. Action needs to be taken to stabilise the market and make 

leasehold properties more attractive. Longer statutory lease extensions with peppercorn 

ground rents will go a long way to making this happen.  

 

Some work need to be done with lenders who are increasingly becoming nervous to lend 

on leasehold properties. We see with increasing frequency mortgages being refused on 

flats with 87 years left on the lease. A simplified uniform right to a long lease with 

peppercorn ground rent will I believe be welcomed by lenders. 

Question 11: 

No, they should not. The only option available should be uniformed and statutory only. 

 

The ownership of property is only ever temporary and we should not allow one owner to be 

able to make a decision on the terms of ownership which adversely affects the future 

purchaser.  

 

To make leasehold simpler the rights available need to be as uniform as possible. 

Question 12: 

(1) This whole are need to be looked at as it is vague and regularly abused by freeholders.  

 

Both sides have the right to 'modernise' existing lease terms during a lease extension. This 

has to come from a prescribed list as freeholders insist on terms that favour them and 

allow them new ways to extort money and they refuse to negotiate their removal. They use 

the threat of the cost of going to the FtT to bully leaseholders into accepting them. This 

needs to end. 

(2) It would make the whole process quicker and fairer for leaseholders facing rapacious 

freeholders. 
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(3) Yes 

(4) It is obvious why they would. 

Question 13: 

Yes we do. 

 

Freeholders will do anything during a freehold acquisition and the game playing around 

common parts and other areas is used simply as a negation position and a method of 

making unearned money from leaseholders. It needs to end. 

Question 14: 

(1) Yes 

(2) This will make the whole process simpler. 

(3) Yes 

(4) This will reduce any revenue streams available to the freeholder thus reducing their 

enthusiasm to keep a hold of certain aspects of the estate. 

Question 15: 

(1) Yes. It is obviously fair. 

(2) Yes 

(3) We come back again to agreeing with this but is dependent on what exactly those 

prescribed terms are. The devil is in the detail here so or agreement is provisional. 

(4) We would suggest that The Leasehold Knowledge Partnership should be included in 

any working group tasked with drawing up this list prescribed list. 

Question 16: 

(1) 2. Again as long as we agree with the prescribed list. 

(2) We would suggest that The Leasehold Knowledge Partnership should be included in 

any working group tasked with drawing up this list prescribed list. 

 

They should benefit only the leaseholders. 

Question 17: 

(1) No 
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(2) Methods should be put in place that allow leaseholders to take control of the 

management of their whole estate. If, for example, an estate charge is held by way of a 

rent charge the leaseholders have no legal method to gain control of the management of it. 

this is clearly unjust and feudal. 

(3) No, we do not agree with this. 

Question 18: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Freeholders should not be allowed to retain any interest in the land or estate post 

freehold acquisition. 

(3) We would suggest that The Leasehold Knowledge Partnership should be included in 

any working group tasked with drawing up this list prescribed list. 

Question 19: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Freeholders will simply charge for the cost of the freehold purchase but refuse to 

remove fees due to them for licences and permissions. This is a travesty and it needs to be 

ended. 

(3) They should be banned. 

Question 20: 

(1) The 67 Act itself is such a formless piece of legislation that it is hard to say as there are 

no statutory timelines we can use to measure it against.  

 

However, freeholders will constantly use delaying tactics during the negotiations and the 

threat (and cost) of litigation to better their own position against the leaseholder. f`or 

example in the 'fleece hold' terms they insist in retaining mentioned above.  

 

The process needs to be simplified by law to remove this game playing. 

(2) It would massively increase the number taking part as the fear of litigation against an 

unreasonable freeholder prevents many people from buying the freehold of their home. 

(3) Yes 

(4) As above 

Question 21: 

(1) Yes 
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(2) We are happy to see this standardised by legislation. 

(3) Yes 

(4) There should be a simplified provision for nominated companies the details of such 

should be decided by a working group that we would be keen to be part of. 

Question 22: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 23: 

(1) Yes 

(2) We agree dependent on what those prescribed articles would be. We would be keen, 

for example, to see the inclusion of an article that insists that each leaseholder must 

extend their lease immediately after enfranchisement to avoid many future taxation issues. 

(3) See above 

Question 24: 

(1) Yes 

(2) The purpose of a freehold acquisition should be to allow leaseholders to take control of 

their own building or estate, not to gain an asset. 

(3) We can't think of an occasion this should happen. 

Question 25: 

(1) Yes 

(2) This is the purpose of leaseholders buying their freehold. Freeholders should be 

excluded post acquisition to prevent them holding parts of the freehold for the sole purpose 

of extracting future revenue. 

(3) None 

Question 26: 

(1) Yes 

(2) This is the purpose of leaseholders buying their freehold. They should take full control 

of their building or estate. 

(3) Yes 

(4)  
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Question 27: 

(1) Yes 

(2) It would make the whole process quicker and simpler for leaseholders. 

(3) No 

(4) We agree they should be forced to redeem an estate charge where possible but we 

wish to see a provision that would also allow leaseholders to take over managing estate 

charges held by rent charges. 

Question 28: 

(1) Yes 

(2) We agree in principle but dependent on what the prescribed list contains. We suggest 

that The Leasehold Knowledge Partnership should be included in any working group 

tasked with drawing up this list prescribed list. 

Question 29: 

(1) 2. Again as long as we agree with the prescribed list. 

(2) See above. 

Question 30: 

(1) Yes 

(2) We agree but dependent of the prescribed list 

(3) See above 

Question 31: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Yes we agree. This should include non-participating properties, properties owned by 

the freeholder and commercial properties. 

Question 32: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Yes, this will prevent 'tit-for tat' actions. However, for us to agree there must be a 'right 

of inclusion' on all freehold purchases. 

(3) Yes 

(4) We agree. 

Question 33: 
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(1) Yes 

(2) Freeholders will simply use their knowledge of leasehold and financial clout to bully 

leaseholders into accepting prejudicial terms. This practice must be banned. 

(3) Ban informal freehold acquisitions. 

Question 34: 

(1) Yes 

(2) We strongly agree that all leaseholders should be given the right to particiapate 

(3) Before the new regime. It should be a universal right. 

(4) We broadly agree but some thought needs to go into this. We suggest this should be 

decided by way of consultation. 

Question 35: 

We do not feel strongly that the current options of the structure available for the Nominated 

purchasers but we do welcome anything that would make this simpler and less onerous for 

leaseholders. 

Question 36: 

(1) It has a massive impact. 

 

As we have written already it is used by cogent freeholders to disadvantage leaseholders 

and make more money for themselves. It is clearly unjust. 

(2) It would make the process much less fraught and difficult and remove the freeholder's 

game playing. 

(3) Yes 

(4) Many freeholders are famously difficult and aggressive and leaseholders fear acting 

against them especially with the threat of eye watering legal fees. 

 

The removal of this threat will encourage many to take control of their own building or 

estate. 

Question 37: 

Funding non participants is singularly the biggest issue leaseholders face when looking to 

purchase their freehold. Freeholders will often force the leaseholders to fund non 

participants, properties they own and commercial elements simply to prevent the freehold 

purchase taking place.  
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The removal of this hurdle would be a huge help for leaseholders and freehold purchases 

would increase significantly because of it. 

Question 38: 

(1) Yes 

(2) This simplifies leasehold and prevents ludicrous legal battles trying to decide what a 

house is. 

(3) Yes 

(4) We agree. 

(5) Yes 

(6) Freeholders should take a head lease back on business leases as long as those leases 

include a service charge contribution to the upkeep of the building or estate. 

Question 39: 

(1) No 

(2) Leases granted at less that 21 years are mostly a construct which exist to deny 

leaseholders many legal rights. We do not believe these leases have any place in a 21st 

century housing market and believe they should be banned. 

Question 40: 

(1) Yes 

(2) We agree. 

(3) Yes 

(4) We welcome a standardised approach. 

Question 41: 

(1) Yes 

(2) This adds a level of obfuscation which should not exist and we agree with their 

removal. 

Question 42: 

(1) Yes 

(2) There is no reason this should exist, it should be removed. 

Question 43: 
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(1) Yes 

(2) We agree. 

Question 44: 

(1) Other 

(2) If a building line is not totally vertical, if there is an underground car park on an estate or  

if the building clearly form part of an estate then there should be allowances to this rule 

made. 

(3) Yes 

(4) We agree 

Question 45: 

Yes, we need to include a 'common sense' option and there is a myriad of examples which 

would sit outside of any rigid legislation. 

Question 46: 

(1) No 

(2) We do not agree. 

(3) No 

(4) There is no reason this limit should exist. Many buildings are built in manner simply to 

exclude enfranchisement being possible. 

(5) No 

(6) We do not agree. Why should this exist? If the freeholders are forced to take back head 

leases on building leases why is there need for this exclusion? 

Question 47: 

(1) No 

(2) Again, if the other lease is a business lease which the freeholder is forced to accept 

back as a head lease why should this exclusion exist? If it remains then the leaseholder is 

held prisoner by the freeholder. 

Question 48: 

(1) No 

(2) What difference does it make? The requirement should be 50% 

Question 49: 
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(1) No 

(2) The percentage should be lowered. We suggest 40%. 

Question 50: 

(1) No 

(2) If one leaseholder wishes to be free from the grasp of their freeholder and the other is 

uncontactable or unwilling they should be allowed to buy the freehold as long as we have 

aright of inclusion. 

Question 51: 

(1) Yes 

(2) All leaseholders, regardless of how many flats they own should be allowed to 

participate in the freehold acquisition. 

Question 52: 

(1) No 

(2) We do not agree. It makes no difference if the freeholder is forced to take leasebacks 

on the commercial elements. 

Question 53: 

(1) No 

(2) Why should it matter who manages the building? We do not agree. 

Question 54: 

(1) No 

(2) The qualifying criteria should be relaxed in the leaseholders favour as much as possible 

or a huge number of buildings will remain un enfranchisable and the leaseholders will 

remain prisoners to rapacious freeholders. 

Question 55: 

Yes, wherever possible. 

Question 56:  

(1) No 

(2) We do not agree. 

(3) 2. a higher percentage limit. 

Question 57: 
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(1) No 

(2) We do not. 

Question 58: 

(1) No 

(2)  

(3) 2. by the adoption of a reduced definition of a residential unit 

Question 59: 

(1) Yes, for all the reasons we answered in the previous section. 

(2) If the proposals were made to help leaseholders as we suggest, this would massively 

reduce disputes and the amounts paid over by leaseholders to their freeholder. 

Question 60: 

We believe the affects would be minimum. 

Question 61: 

(1) Yes 

(2) It's a given. 

(3) Leaseholders of shared ownership properties should be treated exactly the same as 

other leaseholders. there should be no differences in premiums etc. 

Question 62: 

(1) Yes we agree. We wish to see this applied to all leasehold properties. 

(2) 3. shared ownership leaseholders be treated as long leaseholders for these purposes 

Question 63: 

(1) No 

(2) They should also e allowed to buy their freehold should they so desire to. 

(3) No 

(4)  

Question 64: 

(1) They should be treated as all other leasehold properties without special exemptions. 

(2) They should not be. 
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Question 65: 

Our experience, with high value properties in London, is that is hugely unfair to the 

leaseholders. For example, the Crown can only agree to short lease extensions and can 

name their own price for them. It is frankly ridiculous that the Crown should enjoy this 

exemption. I see no reason for it. 

Question 66: 

(1) No, we do not believe there should be. 

(2) See above. 

Question 67: 

All arbitrary exemptions work against the rights of leaseholders and allow them to be held 

hostage by freeholders. They should be removed. 

Question 68: 

none. 

Question 69: 

It should not make a difference if the terms were known in advanced. 

Question 70: 

(1) Yes 

(2) The whole process should be simplified. 

Question 71: 

(1) Yes 

(2) We agree. 

Question 72: 

(1) Other 

(2) Yes or the solicitor representing them. 

(3) Other 

(4) It could simply be signed by hr solictor acting or the proposed directors of the 

nominated purchasing company. 

(5) No 

(6) We do not. 
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Question 73: 

(1) Yes 

(2) We believe this would help leaseholders identify all the leaseholders in the building. 

Question 74: 

(1) Yes 

(2) We agree. 

(3) A single prescribed Claim 

Question 75: 

(1) Other 

(2) No, it should not be a statutory requirement but we hope the 'right to participate' will 

provide a method for all leaseholders to be informed of the action by using the records of 

the managing agent. 

Question 76: 

(1) Yes 

(2) We agree. 

(3)  

Question 77: 

(1) Yes 

(2) We agree with all these proposals and there should be a proviso that freeholders failing 

this should be forced to pay the leaseholder's legal costs if they fail to provide this as a 

form of game playing. 

Question 78: 

(1) Yes 

(2) We agree with this completely. 

Question 79: 

(1) Yes 

(2) We agree. 

Question 80: 

(1) Yes 
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(2) We agree with this all. 

Question 81: 

(1) Yes 

(2) This is very important to leaseholders and we agree with your proposals. 

Question 82: 

(1) Yes 

(2) We agree. 

Question 83: 

No we do not agree. The tribunal should act for an absent landlord and be forced to abide 

by the agreed terms. 

Question 84: 

(1) Yes 

(2) We agree 

Question 85: 

(1) Yes 

(2) We agree. 

Question 86: 

(1) Other 

(2) We agree in principle but there needs to be in place and option t force freeholders to 

respond or they will simply ignore the Notice. There should be stringent financial 

punishments for unresponsive freeholders. 

Question 87: 

(1) Yes 

(2) We agree. 

(3) Yes 

(4) We agree. 

Question 88: 

(1) Yes 
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(2) We agree. They should pay the total costs incurred by the leaseholders. 

Question 89: 

We agree. 

Question 90: 

(1) Yes 

(2) We agree. 

(3) Yes 

(4) We agree. 

Question 91: 

(1) Yes 

(2) We agree. 

Question 92: 

(1) Yes 

(2) We agree. 

Question 93: 

(1) The process of freehold acquisition is complex, combative, unjust and drawn out. We 

have been involved with many hundreds of them on behalf of leaseholders.  Many 

thousands have been abandoned by leaseholders falling at the various hurdles they have 

to overcome to buy their freehold or they have succumbed to the threats and demands of 

freeholders desperate to keep their freehold to enable them to make money from the 

leaseholders.  

 

We welcome your proposed changes will allow thousands of freehold acquisitions to now 

go ahead which will act as a partial 'sunset clause' on leasehold. Leaseholders want 

leasehold abolished not reformed but that id not you remit. The next best thing then is 

leaseholders to buy their own freehold and rid themselves of their greedy freeholders 

permanently. Your proposals will help this greatly. 

(2) It will remove the numerous ways freeholders can holt a freehold purchase through 

legal technicalities. 

(3) It would speed it up massively. 

Question 94: 

(1) Yes 
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(2) We agree that it would be cheaper and easier. 

Question 95: 

We agree. However the most important aspect of this are the rules that should govern its 

operation. Currently, the Tribunal has the job, not of deciding the fairness of a judgement 

but the correct interpretation of the law. As the current ridiculous legal valuations are set 

down in law most decisions at tribunal go in favour of the freeholders.  

 

For your proposal to work the rules which govern this new regime need to be more 

equitable or this would simply play into the hands to the freeholders. 

Question 96: 

(1) Typically a leaseholder would face a legal bill of £3,500- 4,500 on top of the cost of the 

freehold. If however the case goes to the FtT this could easily double or triple. 

(2) The true figures could never been seen as the threats of litigation will often end a claim 

before it gets close to tribunal. I would suggest based on the thousands of transactions we 

are involved in that only a third of potential freehold purchases actually proceed to the the 

end. 

(3) It would help greatly but only if the courts were instructed to help leaseholders and not 

interpolate the current law. 

Question 97: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) In my opinion around 90% of disputes could be resolved by a cogent expert. 

Question 98: 

No, none at all. Why should they? It is a business cost for freeholders and it is feudal that 

this should still be a legal requirement met by leaseholders. 

Question 99: 

(1) No contribution whatsoever should be made by leaseholders. 

(2) No fees should be payable. 

(3) Yes 

(4) It is a legitimate business cost that should be paid by freeholders. 

Question 100: 

(1) No 
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(2) No we do not agree. Again, a claim is legitimate business cost and should be accepted 

by freeholders. 

(3) No 

(4) No we do not agree. Again, legal costs are legitimate business cost and should be 

accepted by freeholders. 

Question 101: 

(1) No 

(2) We do not agree, this is pointless. 

Question 102: 

(1) No 

(2) We do not agree. There could be legitimate reasons a freehold did not proceed and 

prohibiting a further claim is unjust. 

Question 103: 

(1) Other 

(2) Legitimate claims should be allowed as now but special powers should be awarded 

against uncooperative freeholders. 

Question 104: 

(1) Other 

(2) Except in the case stated above. 

Question 105: 

(1) All their costs are recoverable from leaseholders. 

(2) It is used to bully leaseholders to withdraw their claims. 

(3)  

(4)  

(5)  

(6)  

(7)  

(8)  

(9)  
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(10)  

(11)  

(12) Having no freeholder's legal fees payable would increase the likelihood of 

leaseholders pursuing a claim considerably. 

(13) See above. 

Question 106: 

It has a considerable affect and we welcome standardisation. 

Question 126: 

(1) Yes 

(2) We agree. 

Question 127: 

Yes, they should be. 

Question 128: 

(1) Yes 

(2) We agree. 

Question 129: 

1. The whole of the intermediate lease should not be acquired 

Question 130: 

(1) Yes 

(2) We agree. 

Question 131: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) 2. the introduction of new, or the variation of existing, easements 

Question 132: 

(1) Yes 

(2) We agree. 

Question 133: 
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(1) Yes 

(2) We agree. 

(3) The formula should be he cap rate prescribed and there is no need for this to be 

different. 

Question 134: 

(1) Yes 

(2) We agree 

Question 135: 

None. 

Any further comments  

This whole proposal deals with the reform of leasehold and we have answered your 

questions based on that.  

 

Please be aware that leaseholders do not want leasehold reform, they want it to be 

abolished completely.  

 

We are also concerned that there are some serious omissions in this proposed reform like 

those that deal with forfeiture, Right to Manage claims. the legal fees due to intermediary 

landlords during this process.  

 

We wish these to be addressed also as a matter of priority. 
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Name of organisation:  

Question 1:  

There are already some differences in Wales, in particular the tribunals which have to be 

used for RTM applications etc.  

 

Retirement Property Developers, freeholders and Management Companies tend to have 

properties in both England and Wales, so the more the enfranchisement schemes are the 

same, the better, especially as applications are often challenged, and sometimes refused 

on legal technicalities. Some of these freeholders have companies within companies e.g. 

Tchenguiz companies, and it is easy to refer to the wrong one. 

Question 2: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Flats and houses must not be treated differently 

(3) 1. Very long, or it becomes a regular money-making exercise for freeholders for doing 

nothing! 

2. i would be very concerned about a landlord being able to terminate a lease for the 

purposes of redevelopment. I see a lot of scope for fraud on the part of landlords and 

property developers if they were allowed to do this. The only circumstances in which this 

should be allowed is if the property concerned were condemned as unfit to be lived in by 

an independent assessor, or if the local Council had designated the area in which the 

property was, for re-development - even then landlords might not be above offering a quid 

pro quo to Councils to include their property in a re-development area. 

 

As fr as property developers are concerned it could be in their interest for this to happen, 

so that residents would move into a more expensive development nearby.  I bought my 1 

bed retirement flat 14 years ago for £159,00. Another  1 bed flat of similar specifications in 

the same block is now on the market for £160,000, despite the rise in house prices. In a 

newly built retirement block next door to ours 1 bed flats are on sale for £236,000. The 

specifications are not that much different to ours - I have a friend who has just bought one 

there. In a nearby development similar to ours but much older a flat was recently sold for 

only £80,000 because of a short lease. It seems very unjust that having  probably bought a 

house, paid a mortgage, which for our generation was at high interest rates, then sold and 

bought a retirement flat, expecting it to hold or increase in value to pass on to their 

children, it has in fact lost a lot of value, because the lease was not extended - many 

people our age don't want to be bothered with that, or may not even realise the 

implications of a short lease 

Question 3: 

(1) The right to a lease extension should in all cases be a right to an extended term at a 

nominal ground rent 
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(2) Leaseholders should also have the choice to extend the lease (without changing the 

ground rent) 

(3) Leaseholders should also have the choice to extinguish the ground rent (without 

extending the lease) 

(4) I am not sure which would be best.  

I am against ground rents on principle, as they are money for nothing to the landlord, and 

certainly they should not be increased regularly. 

 

If ground rents remain then the landlord should be at least responsible for the costs of 

maintaining the communal areas of blocks of flat, which are currently paid for through the 

annual service charge.  he should also not charge costs for approving changes beyond the 

administrative costs. 

examples of current charges are: 

Consent for Pets: 

*Pets-£80.00 

Consent Major Works-£395.00 

*Removal walls 

*Build Conservatory 

*Porch extension 

*Parking bollard 

*Driveways 

*Stair lift 

*Solar Panels 

 

Consent Minor Works-£195.00 

*Wooden flooring 

*Window replacements 

*Gas central heating 

*Relocation of Boiler/Flue 

*Bath/shower conversion 
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*Satellite Dish 

*Stud Walls 

*Fencing 

*Sheds 

 

General fees: 

*Statement Ground Rent-£65.00 

*Purchasing copy of your lease-£185.00 

 

The most common change here is conversion from bath to shower. The landlord's 

company boasts that it has a team of experts considering requests for changes, but no-one 

has ever visited; also the plumbing and electrics are already in situ. All the landlord's 

company do is possibly look at the lease, and then send 2 standard letters which a junior 

clerk no doubt downloads from a computer! 

Question 4: 

(1) Yes 

(2) I heard at the recent Law Society Consultation meeting in Cardiff that a landlord had 

denied access to a large part of the surrounding parkland and wood - which was one 

reason why properties had been bought there in the first place.  

I also head that in another block there was some doubt as to whether the landlord had to 

give right of access to residents  across the land between the front door of the block and 

the highway. No doubt he will have to give access, but probably at a cost. 

This also begs the question will those who buy the freehold have access to the communal 

area of a block of flats, e.g. lounge, laundry, guest room, car park (In new blocks car park 

spaces have to be bought -  another money-spinner. 

 

It seems that this is a very grey area and needs some clear regulation. 

Question 5: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) I am not sure about this, but whatever is decided should be made very clear in 

legislation and should not disadvantage leaseholders 

Question 6: 
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(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) This must include use of the communal areas at no extra cost, and this must be 

included in writing in the terms of the lease extension. 

(4) i don't know what an Aggio-style lease is, so cannot comment 

Question 7:  

(1) Not Answered 

(2) I have no experience of this, but there needs to be regulation of charges made for any 

lease extension. 

(3) All parties should abide by the new regime once it is introduced. This should be 

mandatory. Those living in leasehold property should not be disadvantaged by having to 

abide by any previous regime disadvantageous to them. 

Question 8: 

(1) No experience 

(2) I have no experience, but it seems iniquitous that further enfranchisement rights should 

be denied. 

Question 9: 

Would probably increase it, but it will be very complicated in blocks of flats and retirement 

villages, if some residents are freeholders and some are leaseholders. The implications for 

mutual rights and responsibilities need careful dissection, and a statutory framework may 

be necessary 

Question 10: 

Flats and houses would retain their value. 

 

Landlords would not like it, especially if it meant reduced or no ground rents. 

 

Property developers would not like it either if ground rents were reduced or abolished, as 

they may not find it so easy to sell freeholds. 

Question 11: 

I disagree with ground rent in principle, because the landlord does nothing for it.  
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I read today that  that the government said last 

October that because of the additional community facilities costs in retirement 

developments, the build costs are higher and ground rents and fees may be justified. 

 

This is nonsense. Here our communal facilities are a lounge, a laundry,  guest room, 

manager's office., gardens and car park. The lounge takes up the area of just one flat, and 

the laundry and managers's office together the area of just one other flat. The garden is 

not huge, and they could hardly have built a block designed for independent retirement 

living without a car park. The extra building costs are well compensated  for by the above 

market price of the sale of the new flats, which very rapidly lose value. The continuing 

maintenance, repair, redecoration and replacement of laundry machines, furniture and re-

surfacing of the car-park are all entirely paid for by the residents through the service 

charge. Our car park is free, but in newer developments spaces are either rented or 

bought. In the Assisted Living block being built next door to us residents must pay £7,000 

for a space, and yet most residents are likely to give up their cars after a year or two. It is 

not clear whether they will then be allowed to sell their space, but who to since they remain 

residents themselves. 

In non-retirement blocks, including student blocks, often have more communal facilities, 

e.g. gym, swimming pool, than we do.  

Governments should be protecting retired people not condoning exploitation - does it have 

something to do with the fact that some of the landlords and property developers are also 

substantial political donors. 

Question 12: 

(1) I suspect all of these are probably true, even more so if ground rent is reduced or 

abolished in the process. Landlords will dispute anything that risks to reduce their income 

stream 

(2) Unless there is independent arbritation time, costs and disputes might be even worse! 

(3) Yes 

(4) Here those who might consider enfranchisement are daunted by the complexity of the 

process. 

Question 13: 

This seems a very complex issue because some accommodation has commercial 

premises as well as residential ones. 

 

What is essential as mentionned earlier is that no resident buying their freehold should be 

excluded, or expected to pay extra, for the use of communal areas and facilities. 

presumably they would go on paying the service charge, which covers the maintenance 

and repair of these facilities. 
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Question 14: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) I don't have enough knowledge to comment on this 

(3) Yes 

(4) I don't have any experience of this, but it seems reasonable 

Question 15: 

(1) I suspect that this may have to include both 

(2) Yes 

(3) Providing there is no pressure put on those obtaining the freehold to include any 

particular terms. i am thinking that there may be circumstances where it is appropriate to 

add terms, but these must always be in the new freeholder's interests. 

(4) No experience 

Question 16: 

(1) The rights and obligations should remain the same - see previous answers concerning 

land and communal areas and facilities 

(2) Continued use of communal areas and facilities, including land that they previously had 

access to,  at no extra cost. 

Question 17: 

(1) Other 

(2) It depends on the obligation e.g. service charges to the property management company 

should continue to be payable, and approvals for change will still be necessary to ensure 

the safety and structure of the building remain intact, but I can also foresee that landlords 

might start writing other clauses into leases to protect their monetary and other interests 

against a time when a resident wishes to buy the freehold. 

(3) This seems reasonable, providing the charges were justified. 

Question 18: 

(1) Other 

(2) I don't totally understand this, but the leaseholder buying the freehold should not suffer 

any disadvantage or extra cost in terms of use of land and communal areas previously 

available to him/her. 

(3) Not sure 

Question 19: 
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(1) Maybe 

(2) No experience 

(3) Independent assessment, at reasonable cost, not court contested by landlord's very 

expensive legal teams. 

Question 20: 

(1) Probably considerably - landlords seek to maximise 'marriage value' while leaseholders 

try to keep it as low as possible. 

(2) unless independent arbitration at cost, rather than expensive legal proceedings, they 

would be unlikely to reduce time, cost or disputes. 

(3) Yes 

(4) Most leaseholders would like to own the freehold, but the process has to be transparent 

and fair to both parties. 

Question 21: 

(1) Other 

(2) I agree in principle, but in practice it may be difficult to get all leaseholders to join the 

collective purchase; it probably should be sufficient for about 75% of leaseholders to join 

the scheme. 

 

The problem in retirement developments in becoming a company, is that as we get 

progressively older fewer and fewer residents are available to be Company Directors - 

some don't want the responsibility, others are becoming  too frail, including in some cases 

mentally etc. We already have considerable difficulty in getting people to act as Officers 

and members of our leaseholders and residents' association, whereas a few years ago it 

was very easy.  

 

I also heard that even in non-retirement blocks it can be difficult to get people willing to 

replace the original Directors. It was suggested that forming a co-operative might be better 

than forming a Company 

(3) Yes 

(4) In retirement blocks it might help if residents could appoint non-freeholders to their 

Board of Directors e.g. their sons or daughters, or people with relevant expertise. Probably 

it should be stipulated that these should be in the minority. 

Question 22: 

(1) Yes 
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(2) If it is a Company then yes, that would be wise., but it would be helpful to explore the 

idea of being a co-operative. 

Question 23: 

(1) Other 

(2) First look to see if the current Articles of Association for Companies limited by 

guarantee are a good fit for a purchaser Company - it may be that new Articles of 

association might be devised for this type of Company. 

(3) I would need a lot more time for thought and considering the Articles of association of a 

charity I once ran. 

Question 24: 

(1) Other 

(2) Proceed with caution - not all members may agree, and if not all leaseholders have 

joined the company (see above) their interests must be safeguarded. 

 

If there is total agreement that should be sufficient, but otherwise a tribunal should be used 

(3) I find it difficult to think of any grounds in the retirement sector 

Question 25: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Yes, the present situation where this not possible makes no sense 

(3) I'm not sure about this - it might be that a new regulatory framework would in time make 

things even more complicated. 

 

The simplest thing in all cases would be to abolish leaseholding, and then start from 

scratch to make a regulatory framework that works for different settings - estates, blocks of 

flats, student blocks, blocks of retirement flats and retirement villages. 

Question 26: 

(1) Yes 

(2) as explained earlier use of communal facilities and land should not be denied, therefore 

should be part of the freehold acquisition, and not at additional costs. 

(3) Yes 
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(4) Yes, as above, but where car parks are concerned visitors, delivery services, medical & 

nursing services, social services, care services, cleaners, etc. etc. should be allowed 

access. 

Question 27: 

(1) Yes 

(2) I don't know enough about this. 

(3) Yes 

(4) This seems reasonable 

Question 28: 

(1) i don't really know enough about this, but it should not mean that outstanding financial 

obligations of the landlord should be transferred to the nominee purchaser. 

(2) Insufficient knowledge about covenants 

Question 29: 

(1) Yes, but this needs careful scrutiny to prevent landlord abuse 

(2) I have insufficient knowledge 

Question 30: 

(1) Other 

(2) I don't know enough about this, but I am wary of any land associated with the property 

concerned being retained by the landlord. It seems to me that this gives him/her power to 

control and dictate to the new freeholders 

(3) I have Insufficient experience 

Question 31: 

(1) Yes 

(2) This is probably good, especially where retail outlets are part of the  premises. Would 

this apply to gyms that are communal facilities, but where there is also payment for use. 

Question 32: 

(1) Other 

(2) I'm not sure - what would be the purpose of preventing this?  It seems over-protective 

of the landlord 

(3) No 
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(4) I Think that is far too long 

Question 33: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) I have insufficient knowledge to answer this 

(3) I think all existing leasehold should come under the new statutory  enfranchisement 

regime. It is too complicated to have different systems operating at the same time. Will 

leasehold purchasers have it made clear to them which regime applies, and the 

implications of both, so that they can make an informed judgement before purchase. Who 

will be responsible for explaining this. There are already problems with leases, service 

charges etc. not being available until very late in the process. 

Question 34: 

(1) Yes 

(2) I find this point confusing because earlier you suggested that for a collective freehold 

acquisition to take place all leaseholders had to be in agreement. 

 

Is this meant to  refer to new people coming into the development, in which case surely 

they would automatically buy into a share of  the freehold. 

(3) I am not in such a scheme, but if I were I think I would want to have the same regime 

as those that completed under the new regime. Again I say that having two or more 

regimes running simultaneously can only create confusion and loopholes for exploitation. 

(4) This shows just how complex leasehold reform is - again I say everything would be 

simpler if leaseholding were abolished, and new regimes built from scratch. 

 

I would be alarmed if the previous landlord were able to join the leasehold purchase 

company. 

Question 35: 

I seem to remember that the costs of becoming a Company limited by guarantee were not 

excessive - mainly solicitor's fees. The other 'cost' is not having sufficient people with the 

right skills, knowledge, experience, energy and willingness to serve as directors or 

trustees. 

The benefits are that there are already statutory frameworks in place which are an 

advantage to newcomers to company law etc. Prescribed or partly prescribed Articles of 

association are also very helpful. 

Question 36: 
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(1) I think all three are highly likely as landlords will not wish to lose their lucrative freeholds 

- they lose not only regular ground rent, approval charges, but also the exit fees each time 

a property is sold. Here they receive 1% of the selling price, but I believe they are even 

higher in some places. This morning (Sunday Times 6.1.18) reports that in one retirement 

village the exit fee is as much as 12.5%. I have also heard that in retirement villages, if it 

becomes necessary to move from one type of accommodation to another within the same 

village the exit fee from the first property is still payable. 

(As I explained in the last consultation our exit fee also includes another 1% contribution to 

the Contingency fund, but we have found this helpful for introducing improvements while 

still retaining a healthy fund for future expensive replacements, repairs etc. 

There seems to be no independent valuation of these types of fees. 

(2) Tthey would help, but I think independent low cost arbitration would probably be better. 

(3) Yes 

(4) It might, but only if it were a simple and transparent process, and adapted to the needs 

of the collective purchasers e.g. needs of retired people 

Question 37: 

I am not sure 

Question 38: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Much better, makes uniformity of legislation etc. easier. 

(3) Yes 

(4) his seems a good start - it may require further 'tweaking' as other situations may arise. 

I wonder about assisted living blocks of flats for retired people, also known as 'extra care', 

'independent living plus', and probably a few more euphemisms. These consist of 

individual flats, but I suspect cooking facilities are minimal - perhaps just a microwave, as 

they have a communal restaurant on site. 

(5) Other 

(6) I am not sure about this, but It is probably best to begin with residential units, as that is 

where serious problems arise currently. 

Question 39: 

(1) Other 

(2) I don't think this should apply in retirement developments for reasons expressed earlier. 

It has to be remembered that as people age they can sometimes overlook things like 

extending a lease. 
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Question 40: 

(1) Yes 

(2) this seems reasonable 

(3) Yes 

(4) This seems reasonable 

Question 41: 

(1) Yes 

(2) These seem artificial restrictions 

Question 42: 

(1) Yes 

(2) There seems to be no valid reason for retaining this 

Question 43: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) I have insufficient knowledge to respond to  this 

Question 44: 

(1) Other 

(2) This is confusing - you spoke earlier about residential units, so how can the 1993 terms 

remain - unless you are only using them to define commercial premises. 

(3) Yes 

(4) I think that's reasonable, but it needs testing. 

Question 45: 

i don't have enough knowledge to  comment on this. 

Question 46: 

(1) No 

(2) This seems unfair to leaseholders of residential accommodation in premises which 

might be largely used for other purposes. 

(3) Not Answered 
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(4) I thought you proposed earlier that 100% of leaseholders had to agree collective 

acquisition. 

(5) No 

(6) My first reaction is to be against limits, but I have insufficient knowledge of all the 

issues involved to know whether this is reasonable. 

Question 47: 

(1) Other 

(2) I'm not sure, but it seems unfair to refuse any leaseholder the right to enfranchisement. 

Question 48: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) what happens when some leaseholders have not extended their lease while others 

have. It seems unfair to deny those who have extended the right to collective 

enfranchisement 

Question 49: 

(1) Yes 

(2) I don't understand therefore why you  proposed earlier that 100% of leaseholders must 

participate. When I answered that question I did suggest a lower threshold. 

Question 50: 

(1) Other 

(2) It can't be collective if only one participates, but this should not stop an individual 

leaseholder buying the freehold of their unit. 

Question 51: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 52: 

(1) No 

(2) This seems unfair. 

Question 53: 

(1) Not Answered 
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(2) I can understand excluding operational railway tracks, but I don't understand why 

having a resident landlord should stop other residents from applying for the freehold of 

their particular unit. 

Question 54: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Yes, it has too often been used as a ploy by landlords, to insist on separate 

applications - thus no doubt giving them greater fees, and creating differences between 

different parts of an estate. 

Question 55: 

I don't understand this. If the landlord retains the freehold of 1 flat, how can the purchase 

of the freehold of the other flat be collective? 

Question 56:  

(1) Maybe 

(2) I have insufficient knowledge of how many properties fall into this category. 

(3)  

Question 57: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) I have no experience of blocks with a head lessee 

Question 58: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) I don't know 

(3)  

Question 59: 

(1) i have insufficient knowledge and experience to answer these points. 

(2) Only if valuations were independent and low cost- it is human nature for both landlords 

to reduce their losses and for leaseholders to want the process and acquisition to be as 

cheap and quick as possible. Both therefore will try to exploit any enfranchisement process 

put in place. 

Question 60: 

I have no experience of the commercial sector. 

Question 61: 
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(1) Yes 

(2) This seems fair 

(3) All these require low cost independent valuations and oversight of other issues. 

Question 62: 

(1) Long lease needs to be defined.  

It may be difficult in some blocks/estates to have such a high threshold as, especially in 

older properties, where some leaseholders may not have extended their lease - could be 

common in retirement properties where older leaseholders may not have wanted the 

bother, or the expense. 

(2) i don't know. 

Question 63: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) I don't know. 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) I don't know. 

Question 64: 

(1) This seems a complicated matter requiring in-depth study. The problem seems to be 

that the National Trust owns properties for the benefit of the public, and therefore parts of 

its estate cannot pass into private ownership. 

(2) I don't know 

Question 65: 

No experience. 

Question 66: 

(1) I don't know. 

(2) No experience of this. 

Question 67: 

No experience. 

Question 68: 

No experience 
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Question 69: 

No experience. 

Question 70: 

(1) Yes 

(2) The more things are the same for all the better - less likely hood of loopholes and 

malpractice. 

Question 71: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Again, simplicity and uniformity across sectors can only be beneficial. 

Question 72: 

(1) Other 

(2) I am not sure - would it lead to discrimination by landlord/property management 

company. 

On the other hand the name will have to be divulged at some point or an accurate 

valuation cannot be arrived at. 

(3) Other 

(4) An alternative would be to submit the results of the ballot to proceed with this, including 

who has been balloted e.g. current resident leaseholders and absent leaseholders - either 

non-resident, or in hospital, care home. The problem then arises what about flats that are 

on the market - the current leaseholder, in our case usually a son or daughter, is unlikely to 

be interested in what might happen in the future. 

 

These same problems will occur in obtaining signatures if that is the option decided on. 

(5) Yes 

(6) I am not sure what this refers to, but if checks are due a landlord is not going to spend 

money on them if s/he is going to lose the freehold. This may put the property in an unsafe 

state. 

Question 73: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Very much so. Our landlord collects our ground rent through one of his companies, but 

they are subsidiaries of another of his companies - in fact there are layers of companies 

until it gets back to the real owners - a family trust in the Virgin Isles, which is owned by our 

actual landlord. It is a minefield to choose the right company/person to put in legal 
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documents, and RTM applications have been lost on such technicalities - the applicants 

have then had to pay the landlord's costs as well as their own. I could see exactly the 

same thing happening with enfranchisement applications. 

Question 74: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Proof of the leaseholder's title would presumably be that they pay the ground rent - 

some elderly leaseholders may have stopped keeping the evidence of this! 

 

Sound legal advice would be necessary about claims, because they are likely to be 

contested. 

(3) If a one claims notice fits all could be devised then this would be beneficial, with less 

likelihood of the claims being contested. 

Question 75: 

(1) No 

(2) This does not correspond to earlier suggestions that 100% leaseholders must agree or 

somewhere else a set proportion of leaseholders should agree. 

 

The collective freeholders are going to have ultimate responsibility for the management of 

the property even if they appoint a property management company, so the non-freeholders 

have to accept that - it seems unfair that they have not even been invited to participate.  

The problem then arises with absent leaseholders as mentioned earlier. 

Question 76: 

(1) Yes 

(2) I think so, because the process should not become even more complicated by 

subjecting it to contract law as well as the regulatory framework for the enfranchisement 

process. 

(3) I don't know. 

Question 77: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Yes, clarity from the outset is most important. Lack of information is used as a tactic for 

delaying the process. 

There should be a time limit by which the Response Notice should be delivered (not sent) 
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Question 78: 

(1) Yes 

(2) This seems fair. 

Question 79: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Yes, absent landlords, can be a real problem. 

Question 80: 

(1) No 

(2) Why should leaseholders do all this. It should be a statutory duty on all  landlords to 

provide this information to leaseholders annually. 

Question 81: 

(1) No 

(2) What a neat way to get out of selling the freehold or extending the lease. 

Question 82: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Definitely not the leaseholder. 

Question 83: 

No, again, a neat way for the landlord to avoid enfranchisement. There is abuse in this 

sector, and some landlords are very wily and will use any tactic to prevent this process. 

Question 84: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) i Don't know. 

Question 85: 

(1) Other 

(2) 'serve' is too loose - the dates should be from the date the notices were delivered. It is 

incumbent on those receiving such notices to ensure that they have proof of delivery to the 

relevant address.  It is too easy to claim it was never received, it must have gone astray. 

Question 86: 

(1) Other 
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(2) Before a claim is struck out, the reasons why the time limit has been missed should be 

investigated by the Tribunal, and if they are reasonable they should not be struck out. This 

would prevent abuse. 

Question 87: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Yes in principle, but is it fair for the assignment to state that a claims notice may not be 

transferred.  If a claim is already in progress will this not mean that the process has to 

begin all over again, increasing costs for the other leaseholders if it is a collective claim. 

 

Is such a clause meant to be a delaying tactic for the landlord. 

 

Such a clause might affect the value of the sale of the lease if a claim is in progress. 

(3) Other 

(4) I presume this means demands for ground rent, approval and exit fees.  The landlord 

might try to delay the enfranchisement process until after his next ground rent is due, or if a 

sale of the property is imminent. There needs to be a safeguard against this. 

Question 88: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Yes, a landlord who is about to lose the freehold of a number of his/her properties 

might decide to cut losses and sell on the freeholds. 

Landlords subject to enfranchisement claims should be required to disclose this when 

selling freehold. 

Question 89: 

This sounds fair, but I do not really have any experience of this. 

Question 90: 

(1) Yes 

(2) This sounds fair, but I do not really have any experience of this. 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) I don't know. 

Question 91: 

(1) Not Answered 
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(2) I don't have any experience of this. 

Question 92: 

(1) Yes 

(2) This seems fair, but I don't really have any experience of this. 

Question 93: 

(1) I have no personal experience of seeking enfranchisement, but I am sure all of these 

have had a significant effect on slowing down, preventing and making enfranchisement 

more costly. 

After all no landlord would wish to lose all those ground rents, approval and exit fees, so 

anything tht could be done to delay or prevent it is in his interests. 

(2) I hope simplification between sectors, transparency, time limits and proper up to date 

information from landlords about who they are, would reduce time, costs and disputes, but 

the requirements need to be very carefully written, because any loophole will be exploited. 

(3) As above. 

Question 94: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Much better to have just one body responsible. 

 

Wales has a different body - will the new rules etc. apply here?  As mentioned earlier most 

landlords in the retirement sector have properties in both England and Wales - different 

rules and procedures are confusing and leaseholders can be misled. 

Question 95: 

This seems very reasonable. I am all in favour of independent evaluations, and I don't see 

how a full tribunal can do this. Both parties should however be able to appeal against the 

valuation to the full tribunal on reasonable grounds. This would obviate the need to treat 

high and low valuations differently. 

Question 96: 

(1) No experience. 

(2) No personal experience, but hearsay suggests this is very true. 

(3) A great deal. I presume these are not like courts, where barristers argue the case. 

Question 97: 

(1) Yes 
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(2) Yes, but I don't expect landlords will like it. 

Question 98: 

Why should they - after all s/he has been receiving ground rent, approval costs and exit 

fees for years without providing any service for them. The leaseholders will have their own 

costs. 

Question 99: 

(1) They must be required to be transparent and give proof of the costs, if they are to be 

imposed. Leaseholders should be able to challenge them. 

(2) Fixed fees might well be appropriate, but who would determine them? 

 

These questions seem heavily weighted in favour of landlords, but leaseholders also have 

costs. 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) I din't know. 

Question 100: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Who will decide the percentage? 

(3) Yes 

(4) I don't have the experience to suggest a percentage - but perhaps it should be on 

actual costs incurred thus far, not a percentage of a fixed fee. 

Question 101: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Does this means he has a right to the money in advance. It might be better if it was 

paid into a holding account in case the claim does not proceed. What about the 

leaseholders' fees? If the landlord has not supplied full information e.g. about who s/he 

actually is, his/her whereabouts etc. the costs of pursuing this or of any delays or refusal of 

the claim should be paid by the landlord to the leaseholder(s) 

Question 102: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) What reasons justify such an order?  They need to be clarified so that it is not just a 

landlord being vindictive. 

Question 103: 
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(1) Not Answered 

(2) I don't have sufficient experience to enter into these details. 

Question 104: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) i don't have sufficient experience to answer this, but fairness, justice for both parties 

must prevail. 

Question 105: 

(1) No experience, but please don't accept global figures; make sure landlords can justify 

these costs. (I once asked our landlord to itemise costs of granting approvals - he refused. 

See earlier the sort of blanket costs that we have to pay). 

(2) A large impact if such costs are unknown at the beginning.  

Leaseholders have knowledge and experience of Right to Manage applications being 

refused on a technicality e.g. using previous name of the property management company 

or the wrong name of the company the landlord has chosen among his myriad of 

companies, resulting in very expensive landlords' barristers fees having to be paid by the 

applicants. They have no reason to suppose that similar tactics won't be used in 

enfranchisement applications. 

(3)  

(4)  

(5)  

(6)  

(7)  

(8)  

(9)  

(10)  

(11)  

(12) I don't have enough experience to answer this. 

(13) They would try everything to avoid it. 

Question 106: 

I have no experience of this, but having 2 different bodies with powers to award costs must 

be detrimental. 
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Question 126: 

(1) Yes 

(2) This seems reasonable. 

Question 127: 

I don't know 

Question 128: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) I have no experience of intermediate leaseholders. 

Question 129: 

No experience of intermediate lease-holding. 

Question 130: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) I don't know. 

Question 131: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) I don't know. 

Question 132: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) No experience of sub-leases. 

Question 133: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) No experience of this. 

(3) No experience of this. 

Question 134: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) No experience of this 

Question 135: 
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No experience of this. 

Any further comments  

The more I read, the more complex the issue of lease-holding and leasehold 

enfranchisement seems to be. Words that come to mind are the need for simplification, 

more uniformity, fairness, justice, transparency and independent bodies to make valuations 

and adjudicate. 

 

Personally I would like to abolish lease-holding altogether, but that brings its own problems 

for the retirement sector. 

 

Property developers would fight this because the sale of the freehold is a lucrative source 

of income; they claim it is necessary to build the next development - but property 

developers who do not sell leasehold still manage to build new developments! 

 

I hope you will also be consulting about property management companies. These have a 

conflict of interests because they are appointed by landlords, but  have a duty of care to 

residents/leaseholders; also the only money they have is provided by leaseholders in the 

form of the service charge, so they should be properly accountable to us. Some lack 

transparency and despite giving lip-service to  the needs of residents and leaseholders, in 

practice resent any criticism and do not seriously engage with them. To my mind the 

relationship should be one of partnership with residents/leaseholders, not the present ' 

residents/leaseholders should be seen and not heard, and just do as they are told!) 
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Name of organisation: Belmont Park Close,  

 

Question 1:  

Enfranchisement Rights and Charitable Trust Status 

 

We are writing to you in the hope that in the process of consulting on proposed changes to 

enfranchisement rights, you may consider the anomaly that we are caught in 

with our Freeholder having Charitable Trust status. As you are probably aware, under 

current legislation where a Freeholder has Charitable Trust status, they are not under 

any obligation to extend a lease. We are a group of Seventeen leasehold house owners on 

an Estate of around 30 houses in South London. The Freeholder is  

, we also have London and Quadrant Housing 

Trust as an intermediate Head Lessee. As tenants originally, back in the 1980's many of 

the home owners were actively encouraged to buy their own houses, but instead of buying 

an assett that they thought may be a nest egg for their old age and something that they 

could pass on to their families, sadly this has become a millstone around their neck. 

Not only is it a depreciating assett with a dwindling lease, now only 38 years unexpired, but 

we also have no choice but to contribute to the maintenance costs of the Estate, as well as 

maintaining our own properties at our own expense. 

 

We have over the years made many approaches to both L&Q and  

, but just as it appeared that we may be getting somewhere, 

negotiations always seem to fizzle out . 

 

The Freeholder and Head Lessee are both currently promising to look again at the 

possibilty of lease extensions, but after so many false starts we feel that this is just a tactic 

to pacify us, and the longer they take to look 

 

at the various options, the shorter our leases become and the higher the premium payable 

to extend. 

 

We would be very grateful if you would be kind enough to give this matter your 

consideration. 
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Yours Sincerely 

 

 

 

 

pp. Belmont Park Close,  

 

Question 2: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) 1. At least 90 Years for both houses and Flats 

 

2. It is acceptable to terminate the Lease if the appropriate compensation is paid to 

leaseholders. 

Question 3: 

(1) The right to a lease extension should in all cases be a right to an extended term at a 

nominal ground rent 

(2)  

(3)  

(4)  

Question 4: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 5: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 6: 

(1) Yes 
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(2)  

(3)  

(4)  

Question 7:  

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 8: 

(1)  

(2)  

Question 9: 

Question 10: 

Question 11: 

Question 12: 

(1)  

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 13: 

YES 

Question 14: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 15: 

(1)  
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(2) Yes 

(3)  

(4)  

Question 16: 

(1)  

(2)  

Question 17: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 18: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 19: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 20: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 21: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 
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(4) Not Answered 

Question 22: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 23: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 24: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 25: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 26: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 27: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 28: 
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(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 29: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 30: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 31: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 32: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 33: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 34: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 35: 
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Not Answered 

Question 36: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 37: 

Not Answered 

Question 38: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

(5) Not Answered 

(6) Not Answered 

Question 39: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 40: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 41: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 42: 
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(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 43: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 44: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 45: 

Not Answered 

Question 46: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

(5) Not Answered 

(6) Not Answered 

Question 47: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 48: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 49: 

(1) Not Answered 
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(2) Not Answered 

Question 50: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 51: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 52: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 53: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 54: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 55: 

Not Answered 

Question 56:  

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 57: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 58: 

(1) Not Answered 
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(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 59: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 60: 

Not Answered 

Question 61: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 62: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 63: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 64: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 65: 

Not Answered 

Question 66: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 
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Question 67: 

Not Answered 

Question 68: 

Not Answered 

Question 69: 

Not Answered 

Question 70: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 71: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 72: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

(5) Not Answered 

(6) Not Answered 

Question 73: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 74: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 75: 
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(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 76: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 77: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 78: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 79: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 80: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 81: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 82: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 83: 

Not Answered 

Question 84: 
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(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 85: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 86: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 87: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 88: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 89: 

Not Answered 

Question 90: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 91: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 92: 
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(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 93: 

(1)  

(2)  

(3)  

Question 94: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 95: 

Not Answered 

Question 96: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 97: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 98: 

Not Answered 

Question 99: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 100: 

(1) Not Answered 
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(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 101: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 102: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 103: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 104: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 105: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3)  

(4)  

(5)  

(6)  

(7)  

(8)  

(9)  

(10)  

(11)  
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(12) Not Answered 

(13) Not Answered 

Question 106: 

Not Answered 

Question 126: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 127: 

Question 128: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 129: 

Question 130: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 131: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 132: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 133: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 134: 

(1) Not Answered 
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(2)  

Question 135: 

Not Answered 

Any further comments  

Not Answered 

 

 





 1 

Name of organisation: Morgoed Estates Limited 

 

 

 

 

Question 1:  

The same regime should apply to both England and Wales 

Question 2: 

(1) Yes 

(2) There is no objection to this providing a landlord's reasonable costs are payable by the 

tenant, as it is in effect a continuation of the present regime 

(3) 1. 90 years 

2. At the expiry of the original term and at the expiry of each extended term 

Question 3: 

(1) The right to a lease extension should in all cases be a right to an extended term at a 

nominal ground rent 

(2) Leaseholders should also have the choice to extend the lease (without changing the 

ground rent) 

(3) Leaseholders should also have the choice to extinguish the ground rent (without 

extending the lease) 

(4) The caveat we would add is that any extinguishment of ground rent should reflect 

current rates of Government stock. In that way landlords can easily replace the income if 

they so choose. 

Question 4: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 5: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 6: 
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(1) No 

(2) We take the view that the terms should be the same as in the existing lease. There are 

already statutory powers for updating. A prescribed list may well include terms imposing 

obligations upon landlords that do not currently exist. 

(3)  

(4)  

Question 7:  

(1) No 

(2) As owners of around 40,000 ground rents, principally on houses, but also with a 

significant number of flat reversions, the vast majority of our sales and lease extensions 

are outside the statutory frameworks. We sell freeholds of houses - long leaseholds at 

usually in excess of 800 years to reversion - at rates significantly below the total 

consideration that would be produced by reference to 1967 Act terms. The 1967 Act is an 

irrelevance to these sales save as a back stop to defeat those competitors who might 

otherwise seek to exploit. Introducing controls would seriously limit sales and increase 

costs to all parties. Likewise with lease extensions the majority are settled amicable, and 

there is again always the statutory regime to act as a back stop to exploitation. 

(3) None - see above 

Question 8: 

(1) These provisions have never been invoked against us 

(2) These provisions are not relevant to us. 

Question 9: 

I doubt it would make much difference. Over our 40,000 cases the property owners are 

generally only aware of their rights because we promote actively sales on similar or better 

terms than what is on offer by statute. 

Question 10: 

A 90 year extension is quite sufficient for all lenders that we know of. It seems reasonable 

for lessees too. 

Question 11: 

The evidence we have from our portfolio is that lessees prefer to extend and discharge the 

ground rent in lease extension cases. Some, but a minority, extend but retain the ground 

rent to keep the premium down. This evidence relates to flats. We have very few 1967 Act 

cases in our portfolio where the question would be relevant. 

Question 12: 
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(1) 1. We think not at all, as this in nearly every case is a matter that is very quickly agreed, 

as both parties proceed on the basis that the extended lease must reflect the original lease 

terms 

2. In our experience there is little scope for dispute 

3. This just does not happen in our experience. 

(2) 1. We think there is no need for introducing further terms beyond what is in the original 

lease. In practice there is no problem to fix 

2. N/A 

3. N/A 

(3) No 

(4) This is not something that discourages lessees at present, and so it is difficult to see 

how or why the introduction of such a list would encourage exercise of the right 

Question 13: 

We agree 

Question 14: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 15: 

(1) The acquisition should be subject to both sets of obligations, both those affecting the 

freehold and those contained in the lease 

(2) No 

(3) There is no need for additional terms 

(4) We think there is no need 

Question 16: 

(1) 1. Agreed 

2. Not needed 

(2) Not needed 
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Question 17: 

(1) Yes 

(2) It seems reasonable and may prevent lessee windfalls in some cases 

(3) This seems appropriate 

Question 18: 

(1) Yes 

(2) This may be necessary in some cases 

(3) Service easements 

Question 19: 

(1) No 

(2) We have been selling freeholds to houses - long leases at low rents - since 1984, and 

during that time only case has been pursued under the 1967 Act. The chairman of the 

tribunal pleaded with the applicant to accept the non-Act terms that were on offer, which 

were demonstrably less than what he would have paid progressing through the tribunal 

route. He eventually did accept! Over that period we have sold freeholds equivalent to a 

town the size of Shrewsbury, and not one of them has been pursuant to the 1967 Act. 

Save as a back stop to prevent exploitation by the unscrupulous, the 1967 Act is an 

irrelevance to our market. 

(3) None 

Question 20: 

(1) 1. Not at all 

2. Not at all 

3. Not at all 

(2) 1. In practice it is not the case that new rights and obligations are imposed in the vast 

majority of cases - the current registered title is simply passed on without alteration 

2. In practice there are none now, so there can hardly be a reduction in potential 

3. This is not an issue now in the vast majority of cases 

(3) No 

(4) These are not serious issues now. If there is no problem, any alteration in the law is 

hadly likely to impact on the numbers seeking to proceed. 

Question 21: 
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(1) Yes 

(2) Note that in our experience the exception proposed can lead to future difficulties on 

sales of future individual units. As the share in the freehold will also have to be transferred, 

this is likely to lead to an increase in costs for lessees, possibly quite a substantial increase 

in proportion to the conveyancing costs they would otherwise incur. A share in a company 

is much cheaper and easier to transfer. 

(3) No 

(4)  

Question 22: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 23: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 24: 

(1) Yes 

(2) This seems reasonable and balanced 

(3) Only where consent of a lessee to a proposal is unreasonably withheld 

Question 25: 

(1) No 

(2) Some in some blocks may be content with existing arrangements. There seems in 

principle no reason why they should be forced to accept adjacent lessees as their 

freeholders against their will 

(3)  

Question 26: 

(1) Yes 

(2) We have always operated on that basis 

(3) No 

(4) We ca n foresee considerable complications with this. 
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Question 27: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 28: 

(1) We agree. The landlord's interest may be subject to all sorts of rights and obligations 

e.g estate rentcharges, obligations to contribute to the upkeep of roads or services etc etc 

(2) We do not see the need for any such covenants other than a replication of the 

covenants contained in the leases for the benefit of any adjoining land of the landlord 

Question 29: 

(1) 1. Yes 

2. Not needed 

(2) N/A 

Question 30: 

(1) No 

(2) There is no need for new covenants - only a repetition of those covenants in the 

existing lease that benefit the landlord's estate 

(3) N/A 

Question 31: 

(1) No 

(2) The acquisition should be an all or nothing event. The proposal would ass considerable 

expense to the acquisition in terms of valuation costs. 

Question 32: 

(1) Yes 

(2) This saves repetitive unsuccessful attempts 

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 33: 
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(1) No 

(2) We invariably proceed on this basis. 

(3) None. 

Question 34: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Justice and equity requires that this provision be retrospective albeit with an updated 

valuation process. This could be complicated and costly, however.. 

(4)  

Question 35: 

These proposals would seem sensible 

Question 36: 

(1) 1. Not at all 

2. Not at all 

3. Not at all 

(2) There simply is no problem in the vast majority of cases at present. I suspect those 

seeking reform may be very few in number and be concerned with a handful of difficult 

cases in central London. The rest of the country seems to get along very well. 

(3) No 

(4)  

Question 37: 

It would make the acquisition more affordable, but it will inevitably increase costs of 

valuation. The lease-back would have to be on virtual freehold terms and shield the new 

lessee from liabilities to which he was not previously subject (difficulties over service 

charge collection etc may arise). We doubt it would increase take up. 

Question 38: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  
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(5) Yes 

(6)  

Question 39: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 40: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 41: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 42: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 43: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 44: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 45: 

We do not think this is desirable. 

Question 46: 
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(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

(5) Yes 

(6)  

Question 47: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 48: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 49: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 50: 

(1) No 

(2) It is easy to foresee circumstances where one lessee may seek to exert a control over 

the other in  terms of management. In a small collective such as this, it seems undesirable 

that the opportunity should exist. 

Question 51: 

(1) No 

(2) These are likely to be investors 

Question 52: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 53: 

(1) Yes 
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(2)  

Question 54: 

(1) No 

(2) This may lead to a situation where some lessees, who are content with existing 

arrangement, may fall under the control of tenants of other blocks. 

Question 55: 

No comment 

Question 56:  

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 57: 

(1) No 

(2)  

Question 58: 

(1) Yes 

(2) There is no justifiable reason why the commercial interests of one investor (landlord) 

should by diminished to the enhancement of the commercial interests of another investor 

(a buy-to-let landlord). 

(3) A residence test would be our preferred option. This could be based on a test of  the 

lessee being in occupation for 50% or more for his period of ownership, with a minimum of 

two years' ownership. 

Question 59: 

(1) 1. Not at all in the vast majority of cases - outside London there is no problem 

2. In our experience - fairly considerable - there has been no difficulty 

3. In our experience there have been no problems 

4. In practice it has not caused a problem. In our experience most ground rent investors 

are happy to proceed with lease extensions whether or not the 2 year rule has been 

satisfied and to proceed on quasi Act terms 

5. In practice there has been no difficulty at all 
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(2) As to the proposals so far enunciated, we cannot see that they are going to make any 

difference as to duration, cost or as to disputes. Generally speaking, over vast swathes of 

the country the 1967 Act and the 1993 Act have acted well as a backstop to exploitation. 

The vast majority of cases are dealt with outside the statutory regimes. We would wish to 

continue to dispose of our portfolio of long leases at low rents voluntarily at the same pace 

as at present: i.e. literally thousands more each year than are dealt with under the 1967 

Act. 

Question 60: 

1. It is to be doubted whether there would be a significant dip in the market, as property 

would still be seen as a good long-term investment. It is to be noted that there have been 

no great repercussions from the restriction of mortgage interest relief on let properties, 

which on the face of it is likely to have a greater impact than your mooted restriction 

2. Owner occupiers may benefit to a small degree with less competition from buy-to-let 

investors 

3. Overall there would be no impact. The loss to buy-to-let investors would be offset by the 

gain to freehold ground rent investors 

Question 61: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) There seems no reason why the lease extension overall should not be valued as any 

other lease extension and the premium divided between the shared ownership participants 

according to their percentage interest. 

Question 62: 

(1) We do not think there should be a relaxation 

(2)  

Question 63: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 64: 

(1) 1. they should be excluded 

(2)  
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Question 65: 

No experience 

Question 66: 

(1) No comments to make 

(2)  

Question 67: 

In practice these exemptions and qualifications have not impacted upon us 

Question 68: 

Question 69: 

1. We doubt this would be affected 

2. This would improve the market value and more important still, improve marketability 

Question 70: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 71: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 72: 

(1) Yes 

(2) The need for a signature at least brings home to the party giving notice that he is 

starting off a serious process that has time and cost implications for other parties. If, for 

example, signature by an agent is sufficient, the same appreciation may not be there 

(3) Yes 

(4)  

(5) Yes 

(6)  

Question 73: 

(1) No 
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(2) \this information is readily available from the Land Registry or is in most cases already 

well know to lessees. Why introduce an unnecessary step and burden landlords with an 

unnecessary step? 

Question 74: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) It would appear easier to have one form for freehold acquisitions and one for lease 

extensions 

Question 75: 

(1) No 

(2) We feel most strongly that notices should be served. In fact, it would be quite 

extraordinary to have it otherwise. Anyone who has been involved in block management 

will realise that there are often differences caucuses to be found within blocks, each 

seeking a different objective. 

Question 76: 

(1) No 

(2) It should be a contract. It is an important step. Consequences should flow from breach 

of that contract. This deters speculative attempts which may be very costly to a landlord. 

(3) The landlord's costs should be recoverable if the contract is not completed. A time limit 

will have to be applied. 

Question 77: 

(1) No 

(2) The landlord's title is in nearly all cases now obtainable (and will have been obtained) 

at an early stage from the Land Registry. It is unnecessary for the landlord to go to the 

expense of proving his own title unless it is not registered. 

As for a draft contract and lease, this is where most of the expense is likely to be incurred 

by the landlord. It should come at a later stage when a price is agreed. 

Question 78: 

(1) No 

(2) 1. We think the notice should also be served on all landlords above the lessee 

2. We think the notice should be served on both landlords 

Question 79: 
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(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 80: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 81: 

(1) Yes 

(2) This avoids a nasty trap for the unwary and precludes an unjustifiable lessee windfall 

Question 82: 

(1) No 

(2) The lessee should be responsible for service of these notices. 

Question 83: 

1. Yes 

2. The criteria would be that the lessee has not taken all reasonable steps to bring the 

claim to the landlord's attention 

Question 84: 

(1) No 

(2) A statutory time table needs to be set for the completion of these claims. Without this, 

claims will drift. 

Question 85: 

(1) No 

(2) 1. We would suggest eight weeks 

2. We suggest four weeks 

3. Agreed 

Question 86: 

(1) Other 

(2) 1-4 are agreed but the landlord should in all justice expect the same mercy if he misses 

procedural time limits. 
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Question 87: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 88: 

(1) No 

(2) We cannot see the sense of this. The claim will still be binding on the assignee of the 

landlord's interest. The position is no different to a lessee selling his flat with the benefit of 

claim notice. The claim is still binding. In both cases the only difference is that different 

parties step into the shoes of their predecessors. We see no justification for costs in either 

case, even less an enquiry as to what "wasted" would mean in such circumstances. 

Question 89: 

This is totally unnecessary and, with respect, shows an ignorance of what happens in 

practice. At present conveyancers acting for lessees will ensure that they have a consent 

to the lease from any mortgagee: this is usually secured by an undertaking to provide the 

consent on completion. Your proposal is a complicated and inevitably involves greater 

costs being expended than at present. 

Question 90: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 91: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 92: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 93: 
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(1) 1. For our purposes the 1967 Act is irrelevant - long leases at low rents. All are dealt 

with voluntarily. For 1967 Act cases where we have been involved on behalf of others the 

procedure is not such as to encourage any timely settlement. Our 1993 Act cases have 

proceeded relatively well. Costs seem reasonable from a  landlord's point of view, but it is 

quite evident that many lessees are charged very large sums of money by so-called 

specialist valuers in a cottage industry that has developed to take advantage of the 

statutory regimes. Our experience is that these costs far outweigh the costs landlords 

recover from lessees under the statutory regimes and we have experienced some cases 

where lessees' valuers seem intent on proceeding to a tribunal hearing when settlement is 

within reach, leading us to assume a desire to inflate costs. 

2. No great impact in our experience 

3. No impact 

4. these are usually quite straightforward now 

5. No great impact in our experience 

6. It has not happened to us, but it could create an unjustifiable windfall for a lessee 

7. These are necessary when lessees elect effectively not to proceed. They work well 

(2) 1. We doubt it will make any difference. If our long lessees at low rents were forced to 

issue notices, then we doubt we would sell many rents at all. Ironically, we probably do 

more to eradicate the leasehold structure in these cases in one year than all the leasehold 

tribunals have done collectively since the 1967 Act was enacted! 

2. We simply do not have many disputes at present, other than as to value, in our 1993 Act 

cases. 

(3) No comment. 

Question 94: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 95: 

Subject to the remarks below, we take the view that this approach should only be taken in 

the cases of long leases at low rents, which are cases in fact that rarely come before 

tribunals in any event. Should rules be introduced for prescribed rates of relativity, 

reversionary rates and rent capitalisation rates, determination by a single valuer becomes 

more feasible, as the only issue is market valuation of the property. 

Question 96: 

(1) We deal in house with our own lease extension cases, and the costs usually awarded 

or agreed are in the region of £750 plus VAT for each of legal and valuation costs. The 

costs of the hearing, where necessary are not recoverable under present law. Travelling 
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costs (around £200) are incurred in London cases, but are not recoverable. The hearing 

day itself is a very long one - a 4am start to a 7pm return - for our advocate/expert. Quite 

obviously there is a considerable loss involved if time was properly costed. We have heard 

anecdotally from advisers to lessees that the costs to their clients are often £10,000: whilst 

this may be an exaggeration, the lessees are obviously incurring substantial costs in a 

cottage industry that has developed to profit from lease extensions. 

(2) 1. As landlords we have to take into account that it is expensive and time-consuming to 

pursue lease extension cases to a tribunal. This inevitably colours our attitude towards 

offers that otherwise we might consider unacceptable. 

2. None of our cases have ever come before a court, save one where the lessees in a bulk 

lease extension case were dragging their feet toward completion after a tribunal 

determination. Resort to the courts is not common, therefore, in our experience. 

(3) There would appear in principle no reason why the tribunal should not be sole arbiter. 

Question 97: 

(1) Other 

(2) We would say "yes", but only if prescribed rates are introduced for relativity, the 

reversionary rate and the rent capitalisation rate. 

Question 98: 

Leaseholders should be so required. On any footing the enfranchisement process is 

expropriation, and in any civilised system there is no reason why the dispossessed should 

be financially disadvantaged by the process. If it were not so, lessees would inevitably 

exploit the position to their advantage. Indeed, in our experience this happens now, as 

landlord's costs are nowhere near covered in full. 

Question 99: 

(1) 1. This would depend on the amount set. It has to be a reasonable and sufficient sum. 

It will obviously have to vary between different classes of case: freehold sales on long 

leases at low rents and lease extensions of short leases on flats or freehold 

enfranchisement on short leases of houses are obviously two totally different classes of 

case 

2. As above 

3. As above 

4. No - there is little or no relation between the price and the amount of work that may be 

required 

5. No 

6. No 
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7. The present procedure already seems advantageous to lessees, and there is an 

adequate backstop in assessment by the tribunal 

8. Where hearings are necessary, some contribution to the landlord's costs should be 

allowed save where the landlord has acted unreasonably 

(2) 1. This would be difficult as much more work is involved on the landlord's side 

2. We do not think there should be such a fixed costs regime 

(3) No 

(4) 1. We see no reason why costs should be limited in these cases. It is only right that 

those affected should be able to seek advice and representation in a compulsory purchase 

procedure 

2. Yes - agreed 

Question 100: 

(1) No 

(2) If the costs proposed cover only the limited costs now recoverable, we see no reason 

why all of these should not be recovered. 

(3) Other 

(4) Response notice: 100% of actual costs then incurred 

Hearing: 100% of costs then incurred 

Afterwards: 100% of costs then incurred 

Question 101: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 102: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 103: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 104: 
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(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 105: 

(1) 1. We would estimate that in terms of time expended in dealing with lease extension 

cases under the 1993 our costs would be around £5,000, basing this upon the hourly rate 

we seek to achieve for our employees (and which we do achieve across management of 

our portfolio as a whole). This assumes a contested hearing. Without the hearing the figure 

would be nearer £3,000.  

2. The recovery at present is £1,500 plus VAT. There is, therefore, a loss on each case 

over and above what we would expect employees to earn by spending a similar amount of 

time on other matters. 

(2) The overriding factor in cases of short leases of houses or flats is the need to make the 

property marketable. In none of our cases has the lessee or their representative even 

enquired as to what our costs would be, and so we assume it is not a deciding factor. In 

any event, the limitation on recovery of costs at present means that landlord's costs are 

always going to be less than the lessees incur themselves, and lessees' advisers are likely 

to flag up to their clients the limitations on what landlords can recover 

(3)  

(4)  

(5)  

(6)  

(7)  

(8)  

(9)  

(10)  

(11)  

(12) Costs are not going to be a deciding factor - what is important is that lessees make 

their properties marketable or at least shield from a diminution of value by effluxion time. 

Costs is very much a secondary, given the limitations currently affecting landlords' costs 

recovery. Reducing the costs liability still further will be a benefit to lessees to the detriment 

of their landlords, but it is not going to be a deciding factor. Costs as between a lessee and 

their own advisers are likely to be a much bigger influencing factor. 

(13) Inevitably, it would lead to some landlords not seeking legal or valuation advice. Is this 

desirable when dealing with an expropriatory procedure in a civilised society? 

Question 106: 
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In our experience, none. 

Question 126: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 127: 

Question 128: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 129: 

Adoption of 2. presents a tidier solution 

Question 130: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 131: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 132: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 133: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 134: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 135: 
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We take the view that this should not be regarded as onerous providing the costs regime 

covers the costs of professional assistance 

Any further comments  

As a company we deal with the disposal of more long leases at low rents in any year than 

all the tribunals in England would deal with in a decade (and probably more). We hold a 

portfolio covering some 40,000 properties. It is, therefore, particularly galling that no one 

thought it appropriate to invite us to participate in the formulation of these proposals at a 

much earlier stage. Our particulars are on the consultation lists for landlord and tenant 

matters held by appropriate Government departments. The same remarks apply to several 

of our peer group, who likewise dispose of many such freeholds. 

 

We make this point because we are not entirely clear that the Commission appreciates the 

breadth of the ground rent market. So far as we can tell, there have been no difficulties or 

complaints in how the long lease/low rent market operates. There is always the provision 

of the 1967 Act to prevent abuse, but it is so rarely invoked, and this is for the simple 

reason that it does not need to be invoked.  

 

It is, therefore, important that our market is not impacted in an adverse way by proposed 

and unneeded reforms. The suspicion is that vociferous representations made over the 

operation of the 1967 Act on short leases and particularly the 1993 Act in relation to lease 

extensions in the London area have been taken by those in Government to mean that 

problems exist across the whole ground rent sector: this is very far from the case. If a 

market works well, it does not need to be fixed.  

 

We also have extensive interests in the short leasehold market, where we frequently deal 

with lease extensions in the South East and the Midlands. Here there is certainly scope for 

reform. 

 

We very much add our voice to proposals that would prescribe nationally applicable rates 

for deferment, relativity and capitalisation. These would aid the costs of both landlord and 

tenant. Our experience of tribunals is that the easier and the more prescribed their task is, 

the better, as the level of competence and expertise of the tribunals themselves is at best 

variable. Issues of relativity are constantly arising at present, and we think it quite possible 

to agree nationally applicable tables based on the now generally accepted "no Act rights" 

approach. For capitalisation rates, we see no justification for accepting any rate other than 

one that follows the return on Government stock, as for example in the formula now used 

under the Rentcharges Act. The rates currently allowed by tribunals do not allow landlords 

to replace the income in the market place, and to that extent premiums are already 

concessionary to lessees, whether they be owner occupiers or commercial investors. The 

deferment rate should be a national one to avoid argument at  provincial tribunals. 
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As to the costs of lease extensions, the non-litigation costs allowed to landlords at present 

do not cover the cost of countering the claim. They are already, so far as allowed and 

payable by lessees, quite modest. The complaints over costs, we strongly suspect, are 

more to do with the costs those seeking to extend leases incur with their own advisers. A 

whole cottage industry has arisen over these cases. 

 

We see no justification in a civilised society, where we and many others have made large 

scale investments over many years on the basis of what has been considered to be settled 

law, for there to be a large scale shifting of wealth from one party to another without market 

compensation. The machinery currently in operation is expropriatory, and if it can be 

justified for owner occupiers, a tenet which we are inclined to agree with, we fail to see 

how it can be justified to benefit commercial investors. This is decidedly an area for reform, 

and in principle there would appear to be no reason why such investors should benefit 

from the enfranchisement legislation at all. 
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Name of organisation: Daniel Watney LLP as surveyors on behalf of the Dulwich Estate 

Question 1:  

We think they should be the same in both countries. 

Question 2: 

(1) Other 

(2) We do not agree that leaseholders should be entitled to extend as frequently as they 

wish.  Lease extensions involve professional work, the cost of which is often significant in 

relation to the premium payable.  Moreover, if the freeholder is limited on the recoverability 

of fees as the Commission has postulated, repetitive extension claims could be used by 

leaseholders to the disadvantage of freeholders.  This is particularly relevant for charities 

who in addition to due diligence have to obtain (at their expense) Charities Act reports to 

remain compliant with statutory requirements. 

 

In addition, repetitive lease extensions could be a drain on the public purse if cases are 

referred to FTT.   

 

Lease extensions should be limited to avoid repetitive claims being used unfairly against 

landlords. 

(3) The current provisions are perfectly adequate but to balance out the proposal above in 

Clause 1 it might be acceptable for lease extensions of say, 125 years, rather than the 

current 90 years. 

 

We are of the view that the development rights of the freeholder should not only be 

preserved but potentially enhanced.   Many of the post-war developments are increasingly 

obsolete (and frequently poorly configured) and allowing greater flexibility for potential 

redevelopment would allow for appropriate redevelopment, whilst leaseholders would be 

fully compensated.  A further option might be to consider an entitlement for leaseholders to 

purchase in any developed scheme. 

Question 3: 

(1)  

(2) Leaseholders should also have the choice to extend the lease (without changing the 

ground rent) 

(3)  

(4) This should be a priority for the Commission - the overwhelming motivation for 

leaseholders to extend is the diminishing length of the lease, not the ground rent.  This 
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would also help to reduce potentially difficult cases (and from a leaseholder's perspective, 

elevated premiums) when onerous ground rent shortfalls result within head lease 

structures. 

Question 4: 

(1) Other 

(2) This is a difficult area - clearly it is fair that leaseholders should be able to extend all 

relevant parts of the premises under the existing lease. 

    

However, the provisions should not impinge on the development rights of the landlord or 

other interests beyond the lessee's demise. 

Question 5: 

(1) Other 

(2) We are inclined to agree on point 1, but as  lease extension is unlikely to be at the 

landlord's instigation, point 2, seems potentially unfair. 

Question 6: 

(1) Other 

(2) Yes, in principle, but the entitlement to correct outmoded, irrelevant or erroneous lease 

provisions as part of the extension should be preserved and enhanced. 

(3) Those terms that provide for the proper management, maintenance and compliance of 

the building, including improvement where appropriate. 

(4) As above. 

Question 7:  

(1) No 

(2) This is often helpful to reflect the requirements of the leaseholder, and landlord, and 

may assist in overcoming issues such as onerous ground rents and other unfortunate 

results of statutory provisions. 

(3) None. 

Question 8: 

(1) We have not encountered any particular issues. 

(2) The current provisions have resulted in few issues we have been involved with. 

Question 9: 
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On balance, the position should be neutral.  However, if the Commission is intent (and 

without justification in our view) to reduce premiums then it follows that the likelihood of 

lease extensions will increase.   The extent will depend on the degree the financial benefit 

is proposed to move from landlords (including charities) to private leaseholders (including 

investors). 

Question 10: 

In the vast majority of cases, the current provisions are adequate for securing mortgages 

and the market impact of longer leases (certainly for extended unexpired terms beyond 

100/125 years) will be negligible in our view. 

Question 11: 

In our experience, there will be an appetite for Point 1, and limited demand for Point 2.  

Point 1 will be useful in dealing with ground rent shortfalls in head lease structures, and 

also helps to reduce premiums.  We already agree point 1 settlements (outside statutory 

provisions) in a substantial number of head lease cases. 

 

We do not understand why the Commission has not considered the problems with head 

lease ground rent shortfalls as part of this review? 

Question 12: 

(1) Negotiations predominantly focus on relatively few, albeit usually key, valuation criteria 

in our experience, with the most contentious issue typically being relativity, and to a lesser 

extent capitalisation rates.  

 

In our experience, few onerous issues arise for leaseholders in the course of negotiations 

as a result of reference to include other terms.   However, the unfortunate position resulting 

in ground rent shortfalls or similar, in certain head lease structures, does result in 

additional costs for all parties, and the Commission should in our view consider revisions to 

address the position. 

(2) This is rarely an issue in our experience. 

(3) No 

(4) We do not consider it a significant issue. 

Question 13: 

We consider the current provisions are adequate for Point 1 above. 

 

We do though agree that there should be no statutory time limit on landlords to propose 

other land should be included in the transfer. 
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Question 14: 

(1) No 

(2) The landlord should be at liberty to settle any mortgage at its discretion, and the full 

premium should be paid by the leaseholder to the landlord without deduction. 

(3) Other 

(4) We do not hold a firm view on the position but agree a landlord should be able to retain 

estate rentcharges imposed to secure positive covenants. 

Question 15: 

(1) We generally agree that the acquisition should be subject to the freeholder's current 

obligations . 

(2) No 

(3) It should not be solely for the leaseholder to elect which terms might apply - many 

provisions are there for the general benefit of the estate or for the landlord's retained land - 

it is sufficient that the leaseholder is enfranchising the freehold. 

(4) As above. 

Question 16: 

(1) We consider option 1 should apply, unless option 2 is open for the landlord to elect 

from also. 

(2) As above, our preference is that option 1 should apply, and we do not think the 

covenants should be limited to a prescribed list. 

Question 17: 

(1) Yes 

(2) The terms were clear at the grant or acquisition of the lease and should apply 

accordingly upon enfranchisement. 

(3) Yes, and preferably settled as a condition of completion of the enfranchisement. 

Question 18: 

(1) Yes 

(2) These though will depend on the terms and circumstances. 

(3) As above, we do not think these need to be restricted to a prescribed list, but should 

reflect the circumstances. 

Question 19: 
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(1) No 

(2)  

(3) We do not consider this to be a significant issue for reform. 

Question 20: 

(1) We do not consider this to be a significant current issue. 

(2) We do not consider this to be a significant current issue. 

(3) No 

(4) We do not consider this to be a significant current issue. 

Question 21: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) No 

(4) Company law should apply consistently. 

Question 22: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 23: 

(1) Yes 

(2) As a generality we do not think the prescribed articles should be departed from. 

(3) We have no firm view on the matter, other than articles should prescribe appropriate 

management, maintenance, compliance and governance protocols for the property. 

Question 24: 

(1) Yes 

(2) We consider only upon a successful application to Tribunal. 

(3) In cases of the appropriate management, compliance and governance of the property 

and purchaser company. 

Question 25: 

(1) No 
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(2) We strongly disagree, and we do not understand why the Commission should think to 

extend such an entitlement to areas outside the building which is to be enfranchised. 

 

Many charities own estates which have become desirable well-run and attractive portfolios.  

Whilst it is recognised that leaseholders should be entitled to purchase their own buildings 

there is no justification or rationale to extend this to the landlord's other holdings or estate. 

 

Many charitable (and other) estate landlords have invested for the long tem in the fabric of 

their property portfolios and estates, and have invariably diligently sought to ensure they 

are enhanced to the benefit of the charitable objectives, and the estate and area in which 

the premises are situate. 

 

The homogenous nature of such estates has invariably benefitted the estate and the 

community, and  there can be little basis to have their own property transferred to private 

leaseholders. 

 

The scope for dissent on such an acquisition is almost without limit - how is an estate 

defined, what is the correct premium, and where does the entitlement start and finish? - 

these are all questions which will create scope for dispute, cost and potential detriments. 

 

Accordingly, we are struggling to understand why the Commission would consider this an 

area requiring reform in this way. 

(3) We consider the approach flawed in conception and inoperable in practice; there are 

clearly areas of greater priority in the field of leaseholder reform above creating statutory 

entitlements with such a wide and uncertain brief. 

 

From an estate landlord charity's perspective this creates the potential to transfer assets 

from the public realm to private individual, potentially for financial gain at the expense of 

the assets charitable landlord. 

 

In many cases the longevity of a charity's holding is a key element of the current and future 

investment, management, sustainability and desirability of the estate - anything that 

promotes a break up beyond that of individual enfranchisement is likely to be to the 

detriment of the wider interest including that of the charitable landlord and its beneficiaries. 
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We urge the commission to reconsider its proposal in this regard. 

Question 26: 

(1) Other 

(2) We consider the entitlement to acquire the building is sufficient.   However, if this is to 

be extended as above an appropriate premium should be paid, including compensation for 

loss of development potential. 

(3) No 

(4) The current provisions are adequate in our view. 

Question 27: 

(1) No 

(2) Any premium should be paid in full to the landlord without deduction, and the landlord 

should be at liberty to discharge its responsibilities as it deems appropriate. 

(3) Other 

(4) We agree that a landlord should be able to retain rentcharges secured for positive 

covenants. 

Question 28: 

(1) We agree that rights and obligation not discharged should continue. 

(2) Yes, although we do not think a prescribed list will cover all circumstances. 

Question 29: 

(1) Yes, we agree that the acquisition should be subject to the existing rights and 

obligations. 

(2) We prefer Option 1 above rather than a prescribed list. 

Question 30: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 31: 

(1) No 
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(2) The current provisions are sufficient.    The leaseholders should enfranchise the whole 

of the freehold asset, not part.  Landlords as freeholders should not be forced to become 

leaseholders against their wishes. 

Question 32: 

(1) Other 

(2) This is a difficult area because the motivation for further acquisition may be the poor 

management and governance of the building - other leaseholders should be entitled to 

acquire premises to avoid buildings falling into disrepair. 

(3) Other 

(4) If considered three years should be sufficient. 

Question 33: 

(1) No 

(2) Parties should be permitted to treat outside statutory provisions. 

(3) None 

Question 34: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Right to participate should be extended in all cases. 

(4) All leaseholders (including landlords if obliged to take a lease back) should have the 

right to participate. 

Question 35: 

All three criteria should apply in our view. 

Question 36: 

(1) We do not consider there is a significant issue to consider. 

(2) We do not consider there is a significant issue to consider. 

(3) No 

(4)  

Question 37: 

We suspect it would make many acquisitions more prevalent,  and potentially to the 

significant detriment of landlords, who may be obliged to become leaseholders rather than 
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freeholders.  this may impact negatively on charity landlords who typically support their 

beneficiaries in the longer term though freehold rather than leasehold assets. 

Question 38: 

(1) Other 

(2) Subject to appropriate review, this may assist in preventing disputes and uncertainty. 

(3) Other 

(4) The current position may be unfair although there are differences between the two set 

of circumstances. Rather than going to the expense of new definition, would it not be better 

to simply harmonise the provisions between flats and houses? 

(5) Yes 

(6)  

Question 39: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 40: 

(1) No 

(2) All long leases should be counted as separate, regardless of the parties' identitity. 

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 41: 

(1) Yes 

(2) The current position in both confusing and outmoded. 

Question 42: 

(1) Other 

(2) We have no firm view on the proposal but consider the current position is sufficient. 

Question 43: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  
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Question 44: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 45: 

We consider the current provisions to be sufficient. 

Question 46: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

(5) Yes 

(6)  

Question 47: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 48: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 49: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 50: 

(1) No 

(2) This will potentially result in vexatious acquisitions with financial dominance of one 

leaseholder potentially holding sway - this cannot be what is intended?  We suggest the 

current arrangements is preferable to that proposed. 
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Question 51: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 52: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 53: 

(1) No 

(2) We consider registered charities should also be exempt.  

 

It cannot be justified that assets in the public domain are forcibly transferred to private 

leaseholders. 

Question 54: 

(1) Other 

(2) We do not consider an Estate should be subject to collective enfranchisement. 

Question 55: 

We do not consider this would be justified. 

Question 56:  

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 57: 

(1) No 

(2)  

Question 58: 

(1) Yes 

(2) There is no justification to transfer assets from a landlord to an investor; this is 

particularly so in the case of landlords who are charities. 
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A residence test (as principal UK residence) should be a requirement for participation. 

(3)  

Question 59: 

(1) We consider the current provisions are sufficient, although simplifying the criteria 

between flats and houses seems sensible.  The 1967 provisions in particular are now 

outdated. 

(2) We have no firm view at this stage as it depends on which of the provisions are 

adopted. 

Question 60: 

We do not believe the exclusion of investors will have a significant impact on the leasehold 

or house markets, beyond the restrictions on buy-to-let investors. 

Question 61: 

(1) No 

(2) we consider separate criteria should apply. 

(3)  

Question 62: 

(1) We think the criteria should not be relaxed. 

(2)  

Question 63: 

(1) Other 

(2) We do not hold strong views on 1. but consider charities should be exempt from 

enfranchisement. 

(3) No 

(4)  

Question 64: 

(1) It should be exempt, as should charities. 

(2) N/A 

Question 65: 
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N/A 

Question 66: 

(1) Yes there should - charities should also be exempt. 

(2)  

Question 67: 

we have no firm view 

Question 68: 

N/A 

Question 69: 

We consider it will reduce willingness for developers to offer shared ownership schemes, 

make them less attractive to investors, and reduce market value. 

Question 70: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 71: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 72: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) No 

(4) All participants should sign 

(5) Yes 

(6)  

Question 73: 

(1) Other 

(2) The provision for landlords to provide details of their address already exists. 
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Question 74: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 75: 

(1) No 

(2) Other leaseholders should be invited - the purpose is to improve democratisation of the 

process not allow certain groups to proceed without inviting others. 

Question 76: 

(1) Other 

(2) No, but the provision of meeting landlord costs should be an obligation on leaseholders 

(3)  

Question 77: 

(1) Other 

(2) We do not think point 3. and 5. should be required at this stage. 

Question 78: 

(1) No 

(2) The leaseholder should serve notice on all landlords. 

Question 79: 

(1) Other 

(2) provided all landlords have been served with notice. 

Question 80: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 81: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  
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Question 82: 

(1) No 

(2) The leaseholder should be responsible for serving notice on all landlords and 

intermediate interests . 

Question 83: 

A landlord should be so entitled in all cases. 

Question 84: 

(1) Other 

(2) we consider the current provisions are sufficient. 

Question 85: 

(1) No 

(2) The leaseholder should serve notice on all landlords, and intermediate landlords. 

Question 86: 

(1) No 

(2) the current provisions are sufficient to avoid unnecessary costs for unfulfilled claims. 

Question 87: 

(1) Other 

(2) We hold no firm view. 

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 88: 

(1) No 

(2) the landlord should be at liberty to dispose of its interest as it see fit, without additional 

costs. 

Question 89: 

we do not hold a firm view. 

Question 90: 

(1) Yes 
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(2)  

(3) Other 

(4) we hold no firm view. 

Question 91: 

(1) No 

(2) The landlord should not be liable for additional costs. 

Question 92: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 93: 

(1) N/A - we have not encountered significant issues. 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 94: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 95: 

We consider it would be desirable to determine valuation disputes by a single valuation 

expert in straightforward cases. 

Question 96: 

(1) N/A - we have not had a recent such case. 

(2) N/A - we do not think this has been a significant factor. 

(3) we suspect it will assist. 

Question 97: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 98: 
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Yes they should - the leaseholder is exercising their right to extend or enfranchise to the 

detriment of landlords - it is only correct that the landlords reasonable costs are met, 

particularly for charities. 

Question 99: 

(1) We believe the current categories should be widened to include costs for intermediate 

landlord representations and additional costs incurred by landlords when dealing with 

compliance matters including Charity Act reports. 

(2) We do not think fixed costs are applicable or rationale. 

(3) No 

(4) It is only fair all landlords are covered for statutory costs. 

 

Such cases with intermediate leases are often more complex and involved in any event, 

and it is unfair to penalise diligent landlords in ensuring due process is followed. 

Question 100: 

(1) No 

(2) All landlord costs should be met in such circumstances. 

(3) Other 

(4) As above. 

Question 101: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 102: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 103: 

(1) Other 

(2) We hold no firm view. 

Question 104: 

(1) Yes 
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(2)  

Question 105: 

(1) We estimate that approximately 50-75% of landlords costs may be recovered. 

 

This % reduces in more difficult or involved cases, which may be very unsatisfactory from 

a landlord charity perspective. 

 

Charities are required to issue Charity Act reports for such disposals and these costs are 

not recoverable but should be. 

(2)  

(3)  

(4)  

(5)  

(6)  

(7)  

(8)  

(9) Preserving the current categories while reforming assessment procedures 

(10) Retaining the same categories of recoverable costs as the current law but with a 

reformed assessment procedure 

(11) Expanding the categories of recoverable non-litigation costs 

(12) We do not consider potential costs is a significant factor in the majority of extension 

and enfranchisement claims we have been involved with. 

(13) This would be unfair on landlords, especially charities. 

Question 106: 

The current arrangements works reasonable well in our view, encouraging reasonable 

parties to settle without referral where possible. 

Question 126: 

(1) Other 

(2) This provision exists in some form but it should be for each party to represent its own 

interests. 
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Question 127: 

This depends on the circumstances but generally believe the current position suffices. 

Question 128: 

(1) Other 

(2) we have no firm view on this. 

Question 129: 

We hold no firm view, but 2 would be the preferred option. 

Question 130: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 131: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 132: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 133: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 134: 

(1) Yes 

(2) We strongly welcome this. 

Question 135: 

We believe there is an existing liability on landlords.  However we consider it unfair to 

provide landlords with additional responsibility for other landlords in such cases.  In 

particular Charities incur substantial irrecoverable costs in complying with statute on 

disposals without additional cost and risk if liability to other parties - those landlords should 

be responsible for their own representations.  If the Commission proposes to proceed then 
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charities should be exempt or landlords should be able to recover greater costs than they 

do currently to cover the liability. 

Any further comments  

We represent the Dulwich Estate a charitable landlord, which relies on its property assets 

to support its charitable objectives and beneficiaries. 

 

We do not disagree with reducing the scope for dispute and improving processes to reduce 

costs; however, we believe charities should be exempt from any provisions that would 

benefit private or investor leaseholders at the expense of the charity.   These include 

changes to valuation criteria to the benefit of leaseholders and in particular and broadening 

of enfranchisement rights to include estate property - the risk and costs significantly 

outweigh the benefit, and it is not supportable to benefit private purses at the expense of 

charities with assets essentially in the public realm. 
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Name of organisation: Residents’ Association of Canary Riverside 

Question 1:  

Not Answered 

Question 2: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 3: 

(1)  

(2)  

(3)  

(4) Not Answered 

Question 4: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 5: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 6: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 7:  

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 
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Question 8: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 9: 

Not Answered 

Question 10: 

Not Answered 

Question 11: 

Not Answered 

Question 12: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 13: 

Not Answered 

Question 14: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 15: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 16: 
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(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 17: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 18: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 19: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 20: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 21: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 22: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 
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Question 23: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 24: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 25: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 26: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 27: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 28: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 29: 

(1) Not Answered 
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(2) Not Answered 

Question 30: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 31: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 32: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 33: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 34: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 35: 

Not Answered 

Question 36: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 
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(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 37: 

Not Answered 

Question 38: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

(5) Not Answered 

(6)  

Question 39: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 40: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 41: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 42: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 43: 

(1) Not Answered 
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(2)  

Question 44: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 45: 

Question 46: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

(5) Not Answered 

(6)  

Question 47: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 48: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 49: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 50: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 51: 
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(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 52: 

(1) No 

(2) 1. The Commission should not impose any single restriction/qualification criteria that 

has the effect of ruling out point-blank any right to apply for enfranchisement. 

Firstly it will be picked up by developers and used unrelentingly in order to ensure an 

estate will never qualify. With the existing 25% rule already barristers are advising 

developers on how to avoid falling ‘foul’ of such a restriction  

   

Secondly it assumes every percentage of floor space is somehow “equal” irrespective of 

whether it is residential or commercial.  Why? Services provided under the terms of 

Residential and Commercial sub-leases can differ hugely. At our estate, there are certain 

‘common’ services provided to Residential and Commercial leaseholders - an ‘estate’ 

charge. But thereafter the leases differ significantly, and the majority of services provided 

to Residential leaseholders are NOT also provided to the Commercial leaseholders.  This 

includes concierge services, mechanical and engineering maintenance, hot water, cooling, 

lift maintenance, decoration of internal common parts etc.   

The commercial lease that brings us just over the 25% rule is in respect of a 154-room 

hotel.  It is managed completely separately, but ‘enjoys’ various common services, ranging 

from estate security through to waste disposal, for which it pays a service charge.  Such 

services could continue to be provided by way of a service level agreement were the 

estate to be enfranchised.   

Enfranchisement would not be detrimental to the commercial leaseholders because there 

is a common interest with Residential leaseholders: the provision of common services to 

the estate.  

 

2. The 25% limit completely ignores lease terms.  At Canary Riverside Estate the 

Residential underleases for the 325 Residential units are  for 999-years at a peppercorn 

rental. All of the value has been transferred to the Residential leaseholders - yet the 

proprietorial rights in respect of the buildings in which those flats exist are held by a 

landlord.  This makes no sense.   

 

The 25% rule means that Residential leaseholders at Canary Riverside will always remain 

tenants in their homes.  The carpets, decoration of the walls, lighting etc immediately 

outside their front doors, the insurance of their flats etc will remain the responsibility of a 

landlord - who has the ‘proprietorial’ right in respect of the building in which their 

homes/investments exist, but does not carry any investment risk whatsoever in respect of 

how well/badly  it carries out those responsibilities- because poor service and/or high 
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service charges ONLY affects the value of the Canary Riverside leaseholders’ flat 

underlease when they go to sell it.  

 

3. Size of development.  The Commission is treating Canary Riverside the same as it is 

treating a development of five flats above a mini-market.  Leasehold developments bear 

little resemblance in the 2019 to those that the 1985 and 1987 Acts had in mind - but the 

Commission seems to want to treat us as generically the same.   This is another reason for 

removing all limits - the 25% rule and de minimis limits for support in respect of 

enfranchisement.  A development of 200 flats is in a fundamentally different position to that 

of 30 flats. Many leaseholders will be overseas, with little knowledge or understanding of 

leasehold.  Apathy means people will not want to become actively involved in 

enfranchisement proposals.   

It seems it takes fewer of the electorate to trigger Brexit than it does enfranchisement.  

Why set a limit?  Instead a democratic framework is required.   

 

4. The concep of Enfranchisement needs to be reconsidered.   For most leaseholders the 

issue is one of control.  Discovering that all of the control is with a landlord and none is with 

them - despite the fact they thought they owned their flat, and they pay all the ervice 

charges.   

Leasehold is taxayion without representation.  

Every leaseholder should have a ‘share’ in the management company for their estate.  As 

in a democratic election, they may not choose to exercise their democratic right, by not 

voting.  But the apathetic should not mean that those who are interested, who wish to be 

involved - eg, stand to be on the Management Committee - are denied the opportunity to 

take a pro-active role in ensuring their homes/investments are properly managed.  

Landlords’ and leaseholders’  interests are not aligned. The Commission - and the law - 

should stop assuming that they are. 

Question 53: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 54: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 55: 

Question 56:  
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(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 57: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 58: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 59: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 60: 

Not Answered 

Question 61: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 62: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 63: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 
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Question 64: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 65: 

Not Answered 

Question 66: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 67: 

Not Answered 

Question 68: 

Not Answered 

Question 69: 

Not Answered 

Question 70: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 71: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 72: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

(5) Not Answered 

(6) Not Answered 
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Question 73: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 74: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 75: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 76: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 77: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 78: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 79: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 80: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 81: 
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(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 82: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 83: 

Not Answered 

Question 84: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 85: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 86: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 87: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 88: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 89: 

Not Answered 

Question 90: 
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(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 91: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 92: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 93: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 94: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 95: 

Not Answered 

Question 96: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 97: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 98: 
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Not Answered 

Question 99: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 100: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 101: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 102: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 103: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 104: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 105: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3)  
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(4)  

(5)  

(6)  

(7)  

(8)  

(9)  

(10)  

(11)  

(12) Not Answered 

(13) Not Answered 

Question 106: 

Not Answered 

Question 126: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 127: 

Not Answered 

Question 128: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 129: 

Not Answered 

Question 130: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 131: 

(1) Not Answered 
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(2) Not Answered 

Question 132: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 133: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 134: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 135: 

Not Answered 

Any further comments  

Not Answered 

 

 





 1 

Name of organisation: Caxtons Commercial Ltd 

Question 1:  

If we are trying to reach the best solution, why should one country have a law that is 

inferior to the other?  Both countries should have the same law. 

Question 2: 

(1) Yes 

(2) By nominal I assume you mean a peppercorn, or nil. 

(3) 1. 90 years seems an odd length of time.  Some leaseholders cannot afford 90 years.  

Ofter I am asked by leaseholders if they could have a shorter lease extension for a lower 

premium.  I suggest 50 years, with no limit on the number of extensions, so a leaseholder 

could extend by 250 years if they wished, with 5 consecutive extensions.  Alternatively, 

why fix the number of years?  Let the leaseholder decide how many years extension they 

want. 

 

2. The landlord should only be permitted to redevelop after the lease, or extended lease 

has expired. 

Question 3: 

(1) The right to a lease extension should in all cases be a right to an extended term at a 

nominal ground rent 

(2)  

(3)  

(4) In several cases that I deal with (I am a Chartered Surveyor), the leaseholders ask, 

when they find out the cost of extending the lease of their flat under the 1993 Act, whether 

the premium could be reduced if they agreed to pay a ground rent.  Most freeholders 

readily agree.  Retaining the existing ground rent might avoid landlords having the right to 

demand outrageously high ground rents, but some leases already have high ground rents 

or the potential for the ground rent to become high if it doubles every 10 years.  I would 

therefore resist any provision that allows the freeholder to demand, or retain a high ground 

rent even if it is the existing ground rent.  However, when negotiating a new lease outside 

the provisions of the 1993 Act, most landlords are realistic and ask for £100 to £250 per 

annum doubling every 25 years.  It is therefore possible for the parties to agree lease 

terms outside the provisions of the Act, so it is not necessary for the law to be complicated 

with too many options 

 

I have never been asked to eliminate the ground rent and leave the lease at its original 

length.  The requirement is always to extend the length of the lease to make it saleable. 
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Question 4: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Item 2 may need revision.  Paragraph 4.50 refers to a part of the premises originally 

granted to the leaseholder, but subsequently assigned to another.  As long as this right for 

the landlord is limited to that part of the property, I would agree, but it would not be 

equitable for a landlord to impose a piece of land not originally included in the lease on a 

leaseholder if they do not want it. 

Question 5: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Otherwise the leaseholder would have to obtain a new mortgage. 

Question 6: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3)  

(4) A standard lease would avoid a lot of arguing. 

Question 7:  

(1) Yes 

(2) If a lease extension outside the Act is possible, then freeholders will be tempted to 

propose terms more advantageous to them, especially to a seller who is keen to agree 

almost any terms offered to get a quick lease extension so as not to lose their purchaser.  

The seller will not care if the terms are onerous, they will no longer be his problem, unless 

the buyer does not like the terms proposed for the new lease.  At present it is a negotiating 

ploy by freeholders to delay as long as possible to get leaseholders to agree terms less 

favourable to them.  Eliminating lease extensions outside the Act would help to reduce this 

tendency. 

(3) The simple solution would be to ban lease extensions outside the provisions of the new 

Act.  If the lease extension is reduced to 50 years (with further extensions permitted), or a 

new term of the leaseholder's choice as proposed above, then there would be no need for 

the leaseholder to ask for a new lease outside of the Act. 

Question 8: 

(1) I have no experience of this happening. 

(2)  

Question 9: 
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Any improvement to make the process of lease extension straightforward with a set 

standard procedure, that everyone follows, will reduce the arguments.  It will not greatly 

increase the likelihood of leaseholders to seek lease extensions because these are 

brought about by the need to extend a lease to make it saleable.  That will happen whether 

the law is changed or not. 

Question 10: 

The market for leasehold properties is slowed by the inability to get a mortgage on short 

leases, and increasingly by the impact of rising ground rents.  High service charges are 

also a deterrent but that is outside the remit of this consultation.  Increasing the length of a 

statutory lease extension sounds a good idea, but some leaseholders cannot afford the 

existing 90 year extension and will settle for 50 years if the premium is lower. 

 

The ability to obtain a mortgage begins to be limited below 70 years and is difficult below 

50.  All some leaseholders ask for is to get back to 99 years, which would be acceptable to 

a mortgage lender. 

Question 11: 

1. This option might be attractive depending on the amount by which the premium is 

reduced. 

 

2. I have no experience of any leaseholder asking for this.  The main reason for extending 

the lease is to make it mortgageable for their purchaser.  I can only foresee this being an 

attractive option if the ground rent is rising rapidly making the property unattractive. 

Question 12: 

(1) The more options there are to argue about, the longer the lease extension will take.  

The quickest option would be a standardised lease.  If freeholders know that they will not 

be allowed to impose restrictive terms in their new leases, they will not waste time trying to 

put those terms in. 

(2) See above. 

(3) Yes 

(4) Perhaps marginally,  the main reason to extend is to make the property saleable.  

When the lease is short this almost becomes a necessity, the only other option being to 

sell to a cash purchaser who does not need a mortgage.  At present the process of lease 

extension is a necessary evil, but the biggest deterrent is cost.  Many times I have been 

told by elderly leaseholders when asked if they wish to participate in collective 

enfranchisement that their lease will "see me out".  Extending their lease is not an option 

they can afford even though this leaves their beneficiaries with the problem of extending 

the lease. 

Question 13: 
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Yes 

Question 14: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 15: 

(1) The leaseholder should purchase subject to the rights and obligations on which the 

freehold is currently held. 

(2) Yes 

(3)  

(4)  

Question 16: 

(1) Agreed; the prescribed list should be available to fill in gaps missing in the lease or, to 

bring the lease into line with modern practice. 

(2)  

Question 17: 

(1) No 

(2) The obligations should be enforceable if the landlord has retained land that benefits 

from the obligation, but not otherwise. 

(3) Yes. 

Question 18: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 19: 

(1) Maybe 

(2) It depends on how well advised the leaseholder is, and/or whether he/she agrees to 

onerous terms. 
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(3) Perhaps it should be a requirement that leaseholders may only agree terms outside the 

provisions of the 1967 or 1993 Acts if they are professionally advised. 

Question 20: 

(1) There is more to argue about, so the process is elongated and costs more.  The 

leaseholder may become so frustrated that he may agree a disadvantageous term just to 

conclude the matter. 

(2) If the rights and obligations are limited, there will be less to argue about so the process 

should be quicker and cheaper. 

(3) No 

(4) Acquiring the freehold is usually a necessity for the leaseholder to make they interest 

more saleable.  Limiting the number of rights and obligations will just make the procedure 

less onerous. 

Question 21: 

(1) Yes 

(2) The use of Right to Enfranchise (RTE) companies is already a provision is sections 4A 

to 4C of the 1993 Act inserted by the 2002 Act, but not introduced.  Using a company is a 

better method of purchasing the freehold where more than four leaseholders wish to 

participate.  It would also be easier for further leaseholders who subsequently wish to 

participate to exercise the right proposed in chapter 6. 

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 22: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 23: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 24: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3)  
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Question 25: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) I agree with the proposals in 6.95. 

Question 26: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 27: 

(1) No 

(2) If the outstanding mortgage is £10 does this mean the nominee purchaser would be 

able to acquire the freehold for £10?  Should 2 say 'the whole price less the sum 

outstanding under the mortgage'?  But if the mortgage is discharged under paragraph 1, 

then there would be no mortgage outstanding. 

 

3 should probably say 'any sums due from the nominee purchaser to the landlord should 

be added to the the price to be paid under (2) above.' 

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 28: 

(1) Yes, but I will leave lawyers to decide how to do it. 

(2) Yes; these covenants should include maintenance obligations, and the liability to pay a 

share of development value under an overage clause. 

Question 29: 

(1) To avoid the situation where unreasonable or onerous obligations are included in the 

existing leases, the purchase should require the nominee purchaser to acquire subject only 

to the rights and obligations that are on a prescribed list of 'reasonable' rights and 

obligations. 

(2)  

Question 30: 
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(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 31: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 32: 

(1) Yes 

(2) The ideal situation should be for 100% of the leaseholders in a block to own shares in 

the company that owns the freehold.  It cannot be possible for there to be two competing 

groups who both own more than 50% of the flats; one group will own more than 50% so 

the other group must own less than 50% in which case that group will not qualify to 

purchase.  The smaller group will only qualify if one or more of the leaseholders in the 

larger, freehold owning group sell their flats to purchasers who agree with the smaller 

group.  The right to participate will overcome the ping pong because both groups will 

become owning shareholders of the freehold. 

(3) No 

(4) Once a leaseholder has bought a share of the freehold, it should not be taken from him 

by other leaseholders, in which case he will not need to re-buy his share of the freehold.  

The ownership should work like a ratchet, once a leaseholder has purchased his share of 

the freehold, which is proportionate to the number of flats in the block, he may not sell it 

separately from the leasehold interest in his flat. 

If the freeholder of a block of 10 flats also owned long leases in 2 flats in the block, or let 

them on short leases, then the remaining 8 leaseholders should not be allowed to 

purchase all of the freehold, but only 80% by setting up a right to enfranchise company that 

would purchase 100% of the freehold but immediately grant 20% of the shares to the 

former freeholder because of his 2 flats.  The former freeholder would be obliged to 

leaseback the 2 flats if let on short leases. 

Question 33: 

(1) Yes 

(2) With many participants each with their own ideas and proposals, getting consensus 

might be like herding cats unless everyone is required to comply with a statutory 

procedure. 

(3) At present, if the freeholder proposes to his freehold interest, he must give notice to the 

leaseholders under section 5 of the Landlord and Tenant Act 1987 giving them the right of 

first refusal for a majority to purchase the freehold.  I suggest this obligation should also 

apply if the freeholder tried to sell the freehold to some, but not all of the leaseholders, so 
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the remainder could serve notice saying they require the purchase of the freehold to be 

made in accordance with the new Act, and they should be allowed to participate.  That 

leaves the situation where the remainder do not serve notice to object to the sale.  Would 

they still have the right to participate, and would they want to participate if the deal done by 

the purchasers is disadvantageous.  To avoid this, only if 100% of the leaseholders wish to 

participate in a purchase of the freehold outside of the statutory provisions should it be 

allowed to go ahead. 

Question 34: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Good idea, it allows those who cannot afford to participate initially to join later when 

they have the funds to do so.  Going back to Question33, the freehold interest into which 

they wish to purchase, should have been set up in accordance with the statutory procedure 

to avoid later participants being disadvantaged by badly drawn terms in the initial sale. 

(3) No, it should be backdated to allow all leaseholders to buy their proportionate share of 

the freehold, otherwise a minority of leaseholders may never be able to own a share of the 

freehold.  This may need a Right to Enfranchise company to be set up after the initial 

purchase if the nominated purchaser was an individual. 

(4) Regarding the paragraphs in 6.156: 

(1) The right should be allowed to existing leaseholders where the right to enfranchise has 

already been exercised as set out in the box above.  The former landlord should be 

allowed to participate if he has taken a leaseback of one or more flats. 

(2) The nominee company should initially be set up with one share per flat, and the initial 

purchasers get one share leaving unallocated shares for later participants to buy. 

(3) The price should reflect the value at the time of purchase. 

(4) Agreed. 

(5) Costs should be calculated as they are now for a lease extension. 

(6) It must be mandatory that all qualifying leaseholders are invited to participate; no one 

should be left out, but it is up to each leaseholder to decide whether to join in. 

Question 35: 

Yes to all three. 

Question 36: 

(1) The more standard the process is, the less room there will be for disagreement leading 

to wasted time and costs.  Ideally there should be a standard lease. 

(2) Ideally there should be a prescribed list of rights and obligations to avoid disputes. 

(3) Yes 
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(4)  

Question 37: 

The freeholder should be obliged to take leasebacks of all parts of the premises other than 

common parts.  That will include non qualifying flats (but the the freeholder should gain the 

right to participate in the ownership of the freehold) and commercial parts of the property.  

That will save the leaseholders from buying more than they require. 

Question 38: 

(1) No 

(2) Call it a "dwelling" within class C3 of the Town and Country (Use Classes) Order 1987 

as amended, plus ancillary communal areas. 

(3) Yes 

(4) Yes, but it is too complex 

(5) No 

(6) Why not extend enfranchisement and lease extension to all owner occupied properties 

held on leases for longer than 21 years?  That would overcome to need to define a 

residential unit (or dwelling).  This is probably another discussion for another review. 

Question 39: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 40: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 41: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 42: 

(1) Other 
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(2) As there is no requirement for leaseholders to have owned their property for two years 

before enfranchisement is allowed, it seems inconsistent to have that requirement for lease 

extension.  On that basis I would say 'yes'. 

However, the right to enfranchise or extend should be for the benefit of an owner occupier 

not an investor, so I would reintroduce the requirement for the leaseholder to have owned 

and occupied the property for two years before extending the lease or participating in and 

enfranchisement 

Question 43: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 44: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 45: 

Good idea; this would allow the Tribunal to use its discretion. 

Question 46: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4) It should be 25%. 

(5) Yes 

(6)  

Question 47: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 48: 

(1) Yes 
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(2)  

Question 49: 

(1) No 

(2) With the introduction of the right to participate, it would be appropriate to allow one 

leaseholder to require the freeholder to set up a holding company with one share per flat.  

The freehold of the building and ancillary land (eg parking spaces) should then be 

transferred to that company.  The leaseholder would then have the right to buy one share 

in the company.  If the freeholder occupied a flat, or let flats on assured shorthand 

tenancies, then the freeholder should take a leaseback of those flats, together with one 

share per flat in the freehold company.  Other leaseholders would have the right to 

participate at a later stage when they have the funds to do so.  This would probably obviate 

the need for individual lease extension. 

Question 50: 

(1) Yes 

(2) See my answer to 49. 

Question 51: 

(1) No 

(2) The right to enfranchise was originally proposed for owner occupiers, not investors.  

One person cannot occupy three flats as his or her only or main residence, or two so if any 

change is to be made, I would reduce the limit of three to two. 

Question 52: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 53: 

(1) Other 

(2) No -  for resident landlords see my answer to 49.  The leaseholders should still have 

the right to purchase a share of the freehold by transferring the freehold to a company.  

The resident freeholder would then take a leaseback of his flat with a share of the freehold 

owning company. 

 

Yes for railway tracks. 

Question 54: 

(1) Yes 
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(2)  

Question 55: 

Yes, see my answer to 49 

Question 56:  

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 57: 

(1) No 

(2) I assume this block is not subject to long under-leases where the under-lessees would 

have the right to enfranchise.   If the right to purchase the freehold were extended to head 

lessees, their purchase of the freehold should be subject to the right for under lessees with 

qualifying leases to have the right to purchase a share of the freehold as proposed in my 

answer to 49. 

Question 58: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Reintroduce the residence test. 

(3) Regarding: 

8.186 (1) The leaseholder would only have the right to enfranchise for the one flat they 

occupy; 

8.186 (2) Good idea, but not necessary if the requirement is that the leaseholder occupies 

the flat as his only or main residence. 

8.188  "..they would merely have to grant themselves a number of long sub-leases.." No, 

they could only qualify for the one flat they occupy.  "We do not propose to make collective 

freehold acquisition subject to a residence requirement"  Why not? There would be no 

need to establish the requisite number of qualifying leaseholders if you follow my answer in 

49. 

Question 59: 

(1) Its complexity puts people off even trying to enfranchise. 

(2)  

Question 60: 
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If enfranchisement is limited to owner occupiers, it will make the ownership of long 

leasehold property less attractive to commercial leaseholders and investors.  That is likely 

to reduce demand and therefore value, so the market value of flats may stabilise or even 

fall with a consequent knock on effect on other residential property. 

Question 61: 

(1) No 

(2) Shared ownership leaseholders already have the right to buy their freehold by 

staircasing so they do not need to be included in this legislation.  If they cannot afford to 

'staircase', they probably will not afford the cost of lease extension.  The cost of lease 

extension would be further complicated by applying it to only a percentage of the freehold 

value.  When the owner later decides to 'staircase' and buy another 25% of the freehold, 

would they get a discount for the leasehold interest in that 25% share of the freehold that is 

subject to their lease? 

(3) In valuation terms this is possible, for example if they own 50% of the freehold, then the 

simple solution is to charge 50% of the premium to extend the lease. 

Question 62: 

(1) See my answer to Question 49. 

(2)  

Question 63: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 64: 

(1) They should be excluded altogether. 

(2)  

Question 65: 

Question 66: 

(1)  

(2)  

Question 67: 

Question 68: 
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Question 69: 

Question 70: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 71: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 72: 

(1) No 

(2) But it should be signed by the person acting for them 

(3) Yes 

(4)  

(5) No 

(6) The notice should give the names of the party(ies), the date and length of their lease 

with a copy of their registered title, and when they acquired that lease.  If residence is 

required, it should require proof of residence such as service bills. 

Question 73: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 74: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 75: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 76: 

(1) Yes 
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(2) It should be deemed to be an offer subject to contract. 

(3)  

Question 77: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Although proof of title should not be necessary if it is registered, most surveyors and 

solicitors can look it up. 

Question 78: 

(1) Yes 

(2) If the leaseholder pays a ground rent, they should be required to serve the notice on 

the person or body to whom they pay the ground rent (possibly a managing agent) who in 

turn should have the responsibility of notifying the freeholders. 

Question 79: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 80: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 81: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 82: 

(1) Other 

(2) Yes as long as the freeholder knows who the other parties are.  It is more likely that the 

leaseholder would know about an intermediate tenant especially if the leaseholder pays 

ground rent to the intermediate tenant. 

 

Would the freeholder be allowed to charge for this additional duty?  If so, the leaseholder 

may prefer to serve the notices himself rather than pay the freeholder to do it. 

Question 83: 

No, he should not have been absent. 
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Question 84: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 85: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 86: 

(1) Yes 

(2) 3. may not be necessary as the other leaseholders will have the right to participate. 

Question 87: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 88: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 89: 

Question 90: 

(1) Yes 

(2) By "give" I assume you mean 'inform the mortgagee of' 

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 91: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 92: 
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(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 93: 

(1)  

(2)  

(3)  

Question 94: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 95: 

Good idea for claims where the difference between the parties is less than £20,000.  It 

should be decided by arbitration under the Arbitration Act 1996. 

Question 96: 

(1)  

(2)  

(3)  

Question 97: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 98: 

As this is a form of compulsory purchase, it is equitable for the acquirer to pay.  The 

leaseholder should therefore continue to pay the freeholder's reasonable costs in 

calculating the premium to be asked in his response notice.  To avoid freeholders taking 

advantage of this right, the freeholder should continue to be liable for cost of negotiation. 

Question 99: 

(1) 7. the same categories 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  
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Question 100: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 101: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 102: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 103: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 104: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 105: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3)  

(4)  

(5)  

(6)  

(7)  

(8)  

(9)  
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(10)  

(11)  

(12) Not Answered 

(13) Not Answered 

Question 106: 

Not Answered 

Question 126: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 127: 

Where intermediate interests exist, these should be bought out during lease extensions with 

a proportionate reduction in the ground rent paid by the intermediate leaseholder, and 

extinguished during enfranchisement. 

Question 128: 

(1) No 

(2) But if the intermediate lease includes commercial property the lease should be severed 

and the leaseholder left with a lease of the commercial property. 

Question 129: 

Option 2 is best to eliminate the intermediate interest but leave the tenant still with his 

leasehold interest in his flats.  He could then extend or participate in the enfranchisement 

(unless the residence requirement is re-introduced). 

Question 130: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 131: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 132: 

(1) Yes 
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(2)  

Question 133: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 134: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 135: 

The price currently agreed between the leaseholder and the freeholder includes the 

amount due to the intermediate leaseholder.  If the leaseholder pays all of the premium the 

freeholder, there should be a right for the intermediate leaseholder to recover his share, 

and an obligation on the freeholder to pay it. 

Any further comments  

Not Answered 

 

 



 1 

Name of organisation: Bi-Borough Legal Services for Westminster and Kensington and 

Chelsea 

Question 1:  

No Comment 

Question 2: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Leaseholders should have the right to extend their lease numerous times and on 

payment of a premium but only after a certain number of years have passed.  So for 

example, if one has been granted a lease extension for a further 90 years under the 1993 

Act, they cannot do so again until the tenant has been in the property for a further 5 years.  

 

Extending the lease terms is useful for leaseholders should they need to re-mortgage their 

property and should a leasehold flat/house have a longer lease term, it would be more 

appealing to prospective purchasers.  It would also allow leaseholder to plan better for the 

future and their loved ones. 

(3) 1) an appropriate term would be 125 years lease extension 

2) a landlord should be able to terminate their lease at any time during the lease term.  The 

concept of redevelopment can happen at any given time and landlords should have the 

flexibility to have the right to terminate if the need of redevelopment is required.  However, 

termination of the lease should be subject to the landlord having approved planning 

permission in place for the proposed development so there is certainty.  Also the 

leaseholder should be paid compensation and any disturbance payments associated with 

a move for redevelopment purposes. 

Question 3: 

(1) The right to a lease extension should in all cases be a right to an extended term at a 

nominal ground rent 

(2)  

(3)  

(4) The right to extend at nominal rent would be beneficial for all parties.  The premium 

which is paid will take into consideration that the landlord will not receive any rent during 

the remainder of the term and thus will be a reflection of this.   The nominal ground rent 

paid by the Leaseholder will be also be beneficial to them as they will not need to be 

concerned about increasing ground rent which can sometimes be costly over years. 

Question 4: 

(1) Other 
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(2) Point 1 is not agreed.  A leaseholder would have paid a premium for their demised 

premises and not to areas within the curtilage of the building.  therefore, they should not be  

entitled to parts which are not within their lease. 

Point 2 - landlords can however, propose for land to be included in a lease extension but at 

a premium to be assessed accordingly. 

Point 3 - agreed.  Any parts which is demised to a leaseholder has their property and 

therefore when they extend their lease, any parts under that lease which is demised should 

be extended as well. 

Question 5: 

(1) Other 

(2) Point 1 is agreed but point 2 is disagreed.  A landlord mortgagee should not have a 

bearing on the leaseholders lease extension and vice versa.  The lease extension should 

be applicable to the leasehold land in question and not bind a landlord lender as they are 

separate matters. 

Question 6: 

(1) Yes 

(2) However, this is subject to what the non-contentious modernisations are. 

(3) Redevelopment clause and exclusion of rights of light clauses would be beneficial in 

leases to allow redevelopment of property without issues. 

Clauses with regards to laminate flooring having acoustic sounding underlay 

(4)  

Question 7:  

(1) Other 

(2) There are advantages and disadvantages.  The advantage on entering into a lease 

extension within the Acts is you have a structured approach and time-limits to ensure that 

no party delays in progressing matters.  However, voluntary lease extensions outside the 

Act can be useful should you wish to consider changing the terms of the lease wording to 

how you wish, or you wish to grant a longer lease term then 90 years.  In addition to this, 

there is no structured or time-dependent route.  However, there can be less certainty as to 

recovering your fees, as where the Act allows you to recover it, outside the Act there is no 

obligation for the other party to cover your fees incurred. 

(3) None 

Question 8: 

(1) None 
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(2) None 

Question 9: 

it would make leaseholders feel more confident that they have invested in something which 

is worthwhile rather than feeling a leaseholder is wasted money.  Having security for them 

and their families in the years to come will give me them more ambition to seeking lease 

extensions and allow more individuals to buy leasehold flats/houses as it is not a wasted 

investment. 

Question 10: 

No comment 

Question 11: 

No comment 

Question 12: 

(1) Disputing change of lease terms can take legal time and therefore become costly and 

the fees are bourne by the leaseholders.  At present, most lawyers would rely on the fact 

that the 1993 Act is specific in what can be changed and what cannot.  The general rule is 

if the terms is not in the original lease nor is it permitted under the Act it cannot be 

changed.  However prolong discussions on lease term changes can be lengthy and add to 

the cost of matters and also where there is a dispute it can force one party to apply to the 

Tribunal to protect their clients interest.  Again this is time consuming and waste of court 

time and money. 

(2) providing the list consist of desired terms, it would greatly reduce legal costs of either 

side as they are deemed permitted clauses and therefore the advice to a client would be to 

accept it and thus cutting down time in advising and seeking instructions, thereby cutting 

down costs. 

(3) Other 

(4) Depends, the premium pays a big part on whether someone can extend their lease or 

not.  As if they cannot afford the premium and the costs associated with it, how can they 

extend their lease? 

Question 13: 

Question 14: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  
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Question 15: 

(1)  

(2) Not Answered 

(3)  

(4)  

Question 16: 

(1)  

(2)  

Question 17: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 18: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 19: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 20: 

(1)  

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 21: 

(1) Not Answered 
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(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 22: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 23: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 24: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 25: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 26: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 27: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 
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(4) Not Answered 

Question 28: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 29: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 30: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 31: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 32: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 33: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 34: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 
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(4) Not Answered 

Question 35: 

Not Answered 

Question 36: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 37: 

Not Answered 

Question 38: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

(5) Yes 

(6)  

Question 39: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 40: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 41: 

(1) Yes 
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(2)  

Question 42: 

(1) No 

(2)  

Question 43: 

(1) No 

(2)  

Question 44: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 45: 

Question 46: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

(5) Not Answered 

(6)  

Question 47: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 48: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 49: 
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(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 50: 

(1) No 

(2)  

Question 51: 

(1) No 

(2)  

Question 52: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 53: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 54: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 55: 

Question 56:  

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 57: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 58: 

(1) Not Answered 
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(2)  

(3)  

Question 59: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 60: 

Not Answered 

Question 61: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 62: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 63: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 64: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 65: 

Not Answered 

Question 66: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 
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Question 67: 

Not Answered 

Question 68: 

Not Answered 

Question 69: 

Not Answered 

Question 70: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 71: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 72: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

(5) Not Answered 

(6) Not Answered 

Question 73: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 74: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 75: 
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(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 76: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 77: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 78: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 79: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 80: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 81: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 82: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 83: 

Not Answered 

Question 84: 
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(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 85: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 86: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 87: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 88: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 89: 

Not Answered 

Question 90: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 91: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 92: 
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(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 93: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 94: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 95: 

Not Answered 

Question 96: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 97: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 98: 

Not Answered 

Question 99: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 100: 

(1) Not Answered 
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(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 101: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 102: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 103: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 104: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 105: 

(1)  

(2)  

(3)  

(4)  

(5)  

(6)  

(7)  

(8)  

(9)  

(10)  

(11)  
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(12)  

(13)  

Question 106: 

Question 126: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 127: 

Not Answered 

Question 128: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 129: 

Not Answered 

Question 130: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 131: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 132: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 133: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 134: 
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(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 135: 

No comment 

Any further comments  

Leaseholders of flats 

 

We disagree with the proposal to restrict the terms of freehold transfers or lease 

extensions – the landlord does not want restrictions imposed, this could compromise the 

negotiations and dialogue with the customer. 

 

We disagree with the proposal to remove the leaseholders liability of the landlords non-

litigations costs – a controlled or fixed costs regime will not necessarily reflect the landlords 

costs, potentially penalising the landlord, whose costs can offer be much greater than 

those of a lessee. 

 

We strongly disagree with the proposal to allow the leaseholder of one of two flats in block 

to be able to proceed with a claim to acquire the freehold with the consent of the other 

lessee – this can open up significant disputes that could lead to costly litigation and an 

inharmonious living environment. 

 

Leaseholders of Houses 

 

We support the proposal to allow leaseholders of both flats and houses to join together to 

apply to acquire the freehold of an estate, currently leaseholders of houses are excluded 

and this could result in complex and multiple management arrangements. 

 

We  support the proposal to have a single procedure for applying for enfranchisement. 

 

What this means for landlords 

 

We agree with general principles as set out, in particular: 
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• The power to require contributions to made after the freehold is acquired, allowing 

estates to continue to be maintained. 

• Limiting the types of challenges that can be made to notices. 

• The tribunal determining the outcome of any landlords failure to serve a counter 

notice, instead of the landlord being forced to except the proposals in the leaseholder’s 

notice of claim. 

• The increased role and recourse to the tribunal, in particular, low value claims not 

requiring a full tribunal hearing. 

 

These principles are, in general, broad terms, and any support of these terms need to be 

caveated with the aforementioned comments relating to proposals set out under the 

leaseholder flats/leaseholder houses headings. 

 

 



 1 

Name of organisation: cyntra properties limited 

Question 1:  

Both countries should be treated the same 

Question 2: 

(1) Yes 

(2) This seems reasonable 

(3) 1. 90 years 

2. on receipt of planning and payment of compensation 

Question 3: 

(1) The right to a lease extension should in all cases be a right to an extended term at a 

nominal ground rent 

(2)  

(3)  

(4) Otherwise the freeholder will be left with a poor quality asset 

Question 4: 

(1) No 

(2) Undemised loft space should be paid for by lessee 

Question 5: 

(1) No 

(2) This will impact on the existing funding arrangement for freeholders 

Question 6: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Seems ok 

(3)  

(4)  

Question 7:  

(1) No 
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(2) Can provide flexibility and reduced cost 

(3) n/a 

Question 8: 

(1) none 

(2) n/a 

Question 9: 

increase- easier 

Question 10: 

marginal- 90 years is long already 

Question 11: 

Normally aim is to extend term not remove ground rent 

Question 12: 

(1) ability to negotiate provides flexibility for lessee 

(2) it would reduce ability to reach solutions 

(3) Other 

(4) hard to know 

Question 13: 

this would be very unfair to freeholders as their remaining interest would be worthless 

Question 14: 

(1) Other 

(2) No opinion here 

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 15: 

(1) No opinion 

(2) No 

(3) Too restrictive 
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(4) Covenants running with title 

Question 16: 

(1) no opinion 

(2) no opinion 

Question 17: 

(1) No 

(2) How would this work in practise? 

(3) How would this work in practise? 

Question 18: 

(1) No 

(2) How would this work in practise? 

(3)  

Question 19: 

(1) No 

(2) Easy solution to sell freehold 

(3) None 

Question 20: 

(1) 1- reduces , easier to sell  

2  - unknown 

3 - no experience of this 

(2) unsure 

(3) Yes 

(4) Lower hassle 

Question 21: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 
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(4) Not Answered 

Question 22: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 23: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 24: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 25: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 26: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 27: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 28: 
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(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 29: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 30: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 31: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 32: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 33: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 34: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 35: 
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Not Answered 

Question 36: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 37: 

Not Answered 

Question 38: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

(5) Not Answered 

(6) Not Answered 

Question 39: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 40: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 41: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 42: 
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(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 43: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 44: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 45: 

Not Answered 

Question 46: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

(5) Not Answered 

(6) Not Answered 

Question 47: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 48: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 49: 

(1) Not Answered 
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(2) Not Answered 

Question 50: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 51: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 52: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 53: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 54: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 55: 

Not Answered 

Question 56:  

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 57: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 58: 

(1) Not Answered 
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(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 59: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 60: 

Not Answered 

Question 61: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 62: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 63: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 64: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 65: 

Not Answered 

Question 66: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 
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Question 67: 

Not Answered 

Question 68: 

Not Answered 

Question 69: 

Not Answered 

Question 70: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 71: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 72: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

(5) Not Answered 

(6) Not Answered 

Question 73: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 74: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 75: 
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(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 76: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 77: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 78: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 79: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 80: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 81: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 82: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 83: 

Not Answered 

Question 84: 
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(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 85: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 86: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 87: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 88: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 89: 

Not Answered 

Question 90: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 91: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 92: 
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(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 93: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 94: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 95: 

Not Answered 

Question 96: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 97: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 98: 

Not Answered 

Question 99: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 100: 

(1) Not Answered 
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(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 101: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 102: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 103: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 104: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 105: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3)  

(4)  

(5)  

(6)  

(7)  

(8)  

(9)  

(10)  

(11)  
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(12) Not Answered 

(13) Not Answered 

Question 106: 

Not Answered 

Question 126: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 127: 

Not Answered 

Question 128: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 129: 

Not Answered 

Question 130: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 131: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 132: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 133: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 
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Question 134: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 135: 

Not Answered 

Any further comments  

I have invested my life saving and pension in freehold ground rents, any reforms should 

respect my rights to an income 

 

 



 1 

Name of organisation:  

Question 1:  

This consultation is extraordinarily lengthy and complex. I am currently travelling for a year 

and unable to respond to all of it.  I was lied to when sold my leasehold house by  

. I was categorically told that after owning the house for two years I would be able to 

purchase the freehold for 4-5k. They then sold on the Freehold, and the freeholder is 

talking about three times that amount of money. As such it is my view that the property was 

missold. Any reform should give those in this position the opportunity to purchase their 

freehold at reasonable cost (10x ground rent) and the enfranchisement process should be 

simplified to a straight forward process that does not rely upon your ability to fund a 

barrister in order to secure a reasonable price for the purchase. 

Question 2: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 3: 

(1)  

(2)  

(3)  

(4) Not Answered 

Question 4: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 5: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 6: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 
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Question 7:  

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 8: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 9: 

Not Answered 

Question 10: 

Not Answered 

Question 11: 

Not Answered 

Question 12: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 13: 

Not Answered 

Question 14: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 15: 

(1) Not Answered 
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(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 16: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 17: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 18: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 19: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 20: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 21: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 
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(4) Not Answered 

Question 22: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 23: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 24: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 25: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 26: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 27: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 28: 
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(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 29: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 30: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 31: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 32: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 33: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 34: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 35: 
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Not Answered 

Question 36: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 37: 

Not Answered 

Question 38: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

(5) Not Answered 

(6) Not Answered 

Question 39: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 40: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 41: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 42: 
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(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 43: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 44: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 45: 

Not Answered 

Question 46: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

(5) Not Answered 

(6) Not Answered 

Question 47: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 48: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 49: 

(1) Not Answered 
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(2) Not Answered 

Question 50: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 51: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 52: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 53: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 54: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 55: 

Not Answered 

Question 56:  

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 57: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 58: 

(1) Not Answered 
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(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 59: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 60: 

Not Answered 

Question 61: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 62: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 63: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 64: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 65: 

Not Answered 

Question 66: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 
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Question 67: 

Not Answered 

Question 68: 

Not Answered 

Question 69: 

Not Answered 

Question 70: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 71: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 72: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

(5) Not Answered 

(6) Not Answered 

Question 73: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 74: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 75: 
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(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 76: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 77: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 78: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 79: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 80: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 81: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 82: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 83: 

Not Answered 

Question 84: 
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(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 85: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 86: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 87: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 88: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 89: 

Not Answered 

Question 90: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 91: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 92: 
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(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 93: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 94: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 95: 

Not Answered 

Question 96: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 97: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 98: 

Not Answered 

Question 99: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 100: 

(1) Not Answered 
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(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 101: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 102: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 103: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 104: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 105: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3)  

(4)  

(5)  

(6)  

(7)  

(8)  

(9)  

(10)  

(11)  
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(12) Not Answered 

(13) Not Answered 

Question 106: 

Not Answered 

Question 126: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 127: 

Not Answered 

Question 128: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 129: 

Not Answered 

Question 130: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 131: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 132: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 133: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 
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Question 134: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 135: 

Not Answered 

Any further comments  

Not Answered 

 

 



 1 

Name of organisation: Xuxax Limited., although this company acts as asset manager for 

other companies  

Question 1:  

Until such time as this form of legislation becomes devolved to Wales, the two countries or 

areas should be treated the same. So in essence the reformed system should not be 

different between England and Wales. 

Question 2: 

(1) Yes 

(2) This happens for flats now and should be allowed for houses. 

(3) 1. The current 90 years seems to work, but if you wanted to get rid of leasehold in a 

generation then increase it to 250 years or even longer. 

2. Every 90 years? 

Question 3: 

(1)  

(2) Leaseholders should also have the choice to extend the lease (without changing the 

ground rent) 

(3)  

(4) In my experience there are some lessees who given the option prefer to extend their 

lease keeping the ground rent. Typically among these are retired people who perhaps 

don't have the money available to both extend the lease (reversion value) and pay for the 

removal of the ground rent (capitalisation value). 

 

Some lessees have requested a lease extension with a new increased ground rent, so as 

to mitigate/lower the costs of the premium paid. 

 

Removing this right from lessees would be wrong as it will capture these type of lessees. 

Question 4: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Not my area of expertise, but I think this sounds sensible. 

Question 5: 

(1) Yes 
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(2) Not my area of expertise, but I think this sounds sensible. 

Question 6: 

(1) Other 

(2) Possibly, it would depend upon the terms in the list. What is non-contentious to some 

people is important for others. 

(3) The payment of service charges should not be limited to an actual amount and any 

leases with this should allow for the collection in advance of  

 

"a reasonable sum determined by the Landlord or their managing agents shall specify in 

advance and on account of the maintenance charge" 

(4) No for the reasons above 

Question 7:  

(1) No 

(2) No, the opposite, it is very useful to be able to act outside the formal Act for the reasons 

stated above, which are a benefit to the lessees. 

(3)  

Question 8: 

(1) No experience 

(2) Not sure 

Question 9: 

I don't think it would have much effect in my experience 

Question 10: 

1. Make it stronger I presume 

2. Not sure that a 125 year extension makes something more valuable than a 90 year 

extension 

Question 11: 

1. Lessees already have the right to deal outside the Act to extend their lease and keep the 

ground rent in p;ace and this is something that has happened at two of the investments 

held by my companies. 
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2. If the ground rent is so onerous then it would seem odd not to extend the lease at the 

same time, but I don't see a problem with this in principle. 

Question 12: 

(1) 1. Not sure that it does this. 

2. Not sure that this is a factor. 

3. This is an issue with some unscrupulous freeholders and the imposition of new onerous 

terms should be stopped if at all possible and if it reasonable to do so. However, in one 

case a lessee increased their ground rent from £13 pa to £450 pa to get a reduced lease 

extension premium. The lessee and their solicitors requested this option. But to some it 

might seem onerous, so care is needed. 

(2) 1. Possibly. 

2. Possibly. 

3. Not sure. 

(3) Other 

(4) Not sure this is a factor with lessees 

Question 13: 

1. (1) No 

1. (2) Yes 

 

2. Sounds reasonable 

Question 14: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Other 

(4) Not sure, depends on the specific situation. 

Question 15: 

(1) Not sure that I am in agreement with an individual freehold acquisition process for 

many reasons of complexity so I can't properly respond to these points. 

(2) Other 

(3) Would depend on the terms, the same answer that I gave in a previous question. 
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(4) The service charge example I gave to a preceding, but similar question 

Question 16: 

(1) Not sure that I am in agreement with an individual freehold acquisition process for 

many reasons of complexity so I can't properly respond to these points. 

(2) As above 

Question 17: 

(1) No 

(2) Not sure that I am in agreement with an individual freehold acquisition process for 

many reasons of complexity so I can't properly respond to these points. 

(3) As above 

Question 18: 

(1) No 

(2) Not sure that I am in agreement with an individual freehold acquisition process for 

many reasons of complexity so I can't properly respond to these points. 

(3) As above 

Question 19: 

(1) Maybe 

(2) Not aware of this issue 

(3)  

Question 20: 

(1) Not sure in all cases. 

(2) Not sure in all cases. 

(3) No 

(4) Don't think that it would 

Question 21: 

(1) Yes 

(2) This seems very sensible 

(3) No 
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(4) I don't think that changing Companies Act legislation is wise for this one group of 

companies. 

Question 22: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 23: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Sounds sensible 

(3) It would be helpful for lessee directors to inform shareholders (other lessees) of all 

relevant financial information on a quarterly basis to avoid risks of directors selling their 

flats before such information comes to light. This has happened at a building where I am 

the freeholder, but there is a residents controlled management company in place within the 

leases. 

Question 24: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) If a majority of shareholders wished it to happen 

Question 25: 

(1) Other 

(2) Not sure that this is sensible as there are so many different set ups within managed 

estates that this will undoubtedly cause more problems than it solves. 

 

What about land which is still being developed on an estate by the original developers? 

This is just one of a  number of issues that occurred to me when reading the section of 

your report. 

(3) I think this is too complex a matter for such a rule to be enforced. 

Question 26: 

(1) Yes 

(2) I think this sounds sensible 

(3) No 

(4) For the reasons given in response to the questions above on this page. 
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Question 27: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) No 

(4) Not sure this is sensible for the reasons given to a previous similar question. 

Question 28: 

(1) Not sure I totally understand this question 

(2) This would depend upon the prescribed list for the reasons given in the answer to a 

similar question. 

Question 29: 

(1) Possibly, not my area of expertise. 

(2) This would depend upon the prescribed list for the reasons given in the answer to a 

similar question. 

Question 30: 

(1) Yes 

(2) I think this is ok 

(3) This would depend upon the prescribed list for the reasons given in the answer to a 

similar question. 

Question 31: 

(1) Yes 

(2) This seems a sensible way to make the freehold acquisition process cheaper and 

easier, so I agree with this. 

Question 32: 

(1) Yes 

(2) This sounds sensible 

(3) No 

(4) I think three years is a more suitable time to keep the new purchaser acting in the best 

interests of the building/development 

Question 33: 
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(1) No 

(2)  

(3) I;m not sure that restricting freedom of choice here will make the process cheaper and 

easier. 

Question 34: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Only for claims completed in the future as otherwise there are jeopardy issues with how 

legislation has changed over the years. 

(4) A few issues to consider 

1. How do you calculate costs and the premium paid fairly 

2. Who gets the money and how is it split by the company 

3. The freehold company will then have tax and investment or distribution of funds issues 

Question 35: 

Question 36: 

(1) Not sure that it does any of these 

(2) Not sure, but assume it would help 

(3) Yes 

(4) I think it might do, but not by a significant amount 

Question 37: 

This is a beneficial and fair change for the benefit of lessees. However, it is important that 

the old freeholder can sell his remaining long leases as he sees fit. The question is how 

does this in effect Head Lessor do this in a way that doesn't affect the new freehold 

company, but protecting the value and liquidity of the assets of the 'Head Lessor' 

Question 38: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  
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(5) Yes 

(6)  

Question 39: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 40: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 41: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 42: 

(1) Yes 

(2) I think this is a fair change and will make the process of extending a lease cheaper and 

easier 

Question 43: 

(1) No 

(2) I don't see the benefit of introducing individual freehold acquisition at this time 

Question 44: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 45: 

Is there an issue with the possible creation of flying freeholds, which is why the leasehold 

or Commonhold system works better in multi occupied buildings? 
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Question 46: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

(5) Yes 

(6)  

Question 47: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 48: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 49: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 50: 

(1) No 

(2) I think that the current requirements are right for these sort of properties. 

Question 51: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 52: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 53: 

(1) Yes 
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(2)  

Question 54: 

(1) Other 

(2) Not sure that a collective freehold acquisition of an estate with say freehold houses on 

it is a sensible way forward, but if it did happen then this sounds sensible 

Question 55: 

Definitely disagree here. Imagine a large house with a 'granny' flat in the basement. Could 

the owners of the main house lose their freehold in this type of circumstance? 

 

This change could create all sort of consequences, even if unintended. 

Question 56:  

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) N/A 

Question 57: 

(1) No 

(2) The head lessee is often the best placed body to buy in the freehold so there should be 

no changes with jeopardise this. 

Question 58: 

(1) No 

(2)  

(3) Too complicated to try to manage these investors out, however desirable it might be on 

paper. 

Question 59: 

(1) 1. Not in my experience. 

2. Not in my experience. 

3. Not in my experience. 

4. A little bit, hence agreeing with the proposed removal of this time limit. 
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5. Possibly, but I don't think this affects peoples willingness to enfranchise, they either 

want to or they don't, procedural changes won't make much difference 

(2) Possibly reduce the time for the process and potentially reduce disputes, probably 

won[t make much difference to costs. 

Question 60: 

Such a change would surely impact even more the current rental market and lead to a two 

tier market for such flats. 

Question 61: 

(1) Other 

(2) 1. Only if the ownership is above a certain %, such as say 65% to stop owners with 

10% or 15% equity enfranchising (and passing the cost onto the majority owner). 

 

2. Agree. 

(3) Very difficult to answer as there are all sort of potential issues, but it would have to be 

based on percentage owned at the time.  As an outsider in this sort of matter i'll leave the 

answer to the valuers. 

Question 62: 

(1) I think that this is sensible and would make it cheaper and easier to enfranchise. 

(2) A difficult question to answer, but I suspect that ignoring them (1) is the simplest way to 

deal with this issue. 

Question 63: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Other 

(4) 1. Agree 

2. Agree 

 

3. What happens to the costs paid by the social Landlord when extending. These should 

be borne by the lessee if they are to be given the social Landlord interest for free. 

Question 64: 
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(1) Not sure I know enough about how these changes would affect the proper running of 

the National Trust 

(2) Changes should not be retrospective. 

Question 65: 

No knowledge 

Question 66: 

(1) Not my area of knowledge 

(2) Not my area of knowledge 

Question 67: 

Not my area of knowledge 

Question 68: 

No knowledge of this area 

Question 69: 

1. Not sure it would make much difference as the business model is not restricted by 

enfranchisement. 

 

2. Would potentially increase this 

Question 70: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Sounds sensible and would make it cheaper and easier to enfranchise 

Question 71: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Sensible idea which will reduce costs 

Question 72: 

(1) Yes 

(2) It will avoid fraudulent claims 

(3) Yes 

(4) Keep this the same as now 
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(5) No 

(6) Not sure if this is necessary and might add to costs 

Question 73: 

(1) No 

(2) The head lessor doesn't always know who the freeholder is, I have had experience of 

this in the past, and it should not be down to the Head Lessor to be penalised in this way. 

 

The Land Registry records should be the arbiter as to who the freeholder is in this 

situation. 

Question 74: 

(1) Yes 

(2) This will save time and costs 

(3) I think having separate forms for different types of claims is sensible and will reduce 

confusion and arguments 

Question 75: 

(1) No 

(2) All lessees should be invited at the start of the process to save on time and costs for 

the lessees who would otherwise be left out of the process. 

Question 76: 

(1) No 

(2) Not sure I understand the legal complexities here, but I don't think it is right to create a 

contract at this stage as there might be reasons why people need to pull out of the deal. 

(3)  

Question 77: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Sounds sensible and will potentially reduce time and costs for the process 

Question 78: 

(1) Yes 

(2) I presume that having a multiple freeholder is not that common 
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Question 79: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 80: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Sensible idea that will save time and costs 

Question 81: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 82: 

(1) No 

(2) 1. The lessee(s) should continue to be responsible for serving Notices on all parties as 

they are at the moment, it is cleaner if the lessee who will get benefit from each party is 

responsible for serving notice on each party. 

 

2. This change could get very complicated and increase costs and disputes. 

Question 83: 

Yes this is sensible. 

 

Main reason would be for failing to serve Notices correctly. 

Question 84: 

(1) Other 

(2) Sounds sensible, but not my area of expertise. 

Question 85: 

(1) Other 

(2) 1. Agree 

2. Too short a period, especially over holidays 
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3. In my experience the Tribunal is used as a bargaining chip by both sides and 

encouraging more use of this will burden the Tribunal with huge amounts of extra workload 

and costs 

Question 86: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Agree in all cases 

Question 87: 

(1) Yes 

(2) This would save time and costs and make it easier and cheaper to enfranchise 

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 88: 

(1) No 

(2) This is inherently unfair in some circumstances. For example what happens if the 

Landlord goes through the process of selling the freehold at an auction, which has a long 

lead in time. 

 

There should be a restriction preventing the serving of Notcies where there is already a 

Section 5 process underway otherwise the lessees could use this new power as an 

obstructive or blocking technique. 

Question 89: 

Question 90: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 91: 

(1) No 

(2) Not sure that this measure wouldn't detrimentally affect the value of a freehold owned 

by a company who has a commercial interest that is supported by the residential flats. 
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I can see objections to this blanket approval. 

Question 92: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 93: 

(1)  

(2) It would probably have a beneficial effect 

(3) If the Land Registry records was deemed the basis of knowledge and information then 

it would make things easier and reduce costs. 

Question 94: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Would make things simpler. 

Question 95: 

This is an interesting proposition that would work, but the result must be capable of legal 

challenge if deemed to be intrinsically unfair. 

Question 96: 

(1) Haven't yet gone to one, so can;t comment. The costs are supposed to be very high 

though. 

(2) Not in my experience 

(3) This could well save time and costs. 

Question 97: 

(1) Yes 

(2) This could well save both parties time and money making it cheaper and easier to 

enfranchise and taking away the costs element of the process. 

Question 98: 

Yes, the lessees are compulsorily purchasing an asset belonging to another party and they 

should therefore as a rule pay for or contribute towards the bulk of the costs incurred by 

the forced seller. 

Question 99: 
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(1) The method of attributing costs differently to the current position is tricky to balance 

right and it would only be fair to restrict costs if the workload was also restricted. 

 

If you have an independent arbitrator who decides the premium to be paid the valuation 

cost payable by the freeholder could be removed as the Section 42 and 45 Notices need 

not have a value in them. 

 

However, in respect of the choices above it might be appropriate for 3 to be examined in 

greater detail. 

(2) I think that freehold acquisition claims are trickier and therefore should not be subject to 

the same costs regime, if one was installed. 

(3) No 

(4) It is important that intermediate landlords are able to seek advice that their interest is 

being properly looked after in the enfranchisement process. There is no guarantee that he 

freeholder will get on with the head lessee let alone act in their best interests, especially as 

there is no proper penalty for not doing so. 

Question 100: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4) The valuation fee should be paid in full once the valuation visit has taken place. 

 

The legal fees should be determined as how far along the process the matter has 

progressed, no doubt your legal respondents will give better judgement on this. 

 

It is important to ensure that only serious Notices are served. In the same way that I 

doesn't think that serving Notice should start a legal contract, nor do I think that Notices 

should be served without a strong presumption that the lessee actually wishes to 

enfranchise and has the money to so do. 

Question 101: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Could this be done through a solicitors undertaking? 

Question 102: 
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(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 103: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 104: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 105: 

(1) The legal fees which are always recovered from the lessees range from £1,000 - 

£2,500 per extension. This depends upon the area of the country and the length of time 

taken to complete the matter. 

 

The valuation fees range from £750 - £1,500 and these are recovered from the lessees. 

The other fees paid to our valuers for negotiating a deal vary on the length of the deal and 

the willingness of the other side to negotiate, but can reach £1,000. 

 

All figures exclude VAT. 

(2) I genuinely don't think it makes much of an impact a the costs are typically a small 

proportion of the overall fees and their own fees are probably the dame or higher than that 

of the freeholder. I don't think anyone sits down and says I have the money to extend my 

lease and need to, but won't bother because of the landlords reasonable costs. 

(3)  

(4)  

(5)  

(6)  

(7)  

(8)  

(9)  

(10)  
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(11)  

(12) None for the reasons given above. 

(13) Not sure how landlords as a group will react. I imagine a number will carry out their 

own valuations. 

Question 106: 

No experience in this. 

Question 126: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 127: 

I don't think this should be the case 

Question 128: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 129: 

I think that 2. is the better option. 

Question 130: 

(1) Other 

(2) Yes, but not where it would impact upon the development intentions of the landlord. 

Question 131: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 132: 

(1) Other 

(2) Not sure 

Question 133: 

(1) Other 
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(2) Not sure that I have enough knowledge about this subject to respond in full 

(3)  

Question 134: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 135: 

Any further comments  

 

 



 1 

Name of organisation: British Insurance Brokers' Association (BIBA) 

Question 1:  

Question 2: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 3: 

(1)  

(2)  

(3)  

(4)  

Question 4: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 5: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 6: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

(4)  

Question 7:  

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 8: 
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(1)  

(2)  

Question 9: 

Question 10: 

Question 11: 

Question 12: 

(1)  

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 13: 

(a) Individual and/or collective leaseholders who are successful acquiring the freehold 

should consider the transfer of insurance responsibilities, for example (but not limited to 

these types): 

 

- Buildings insurance; 

- Insurance of common parts, outbuildings, parking areas, etc.; 

- Public liability insurance; 

- Employer’s liability insurance requirements. 

 

These will have previously been fulfilled by the ‘landlord’. See 6.23 Fig.4 “….in relation to 

the repair and structure….and the insurance of the premises.”  

 

(b) To help enable the enfranchised leaseholder to access insurance cover and 

competitive terms they may require a right to obtain information from the existing 

freeholder (or his managing agent); e.g. previous claims history. 

 

(c) An FCA regulated and BIBA (British Insurance Brokers' Association) accredited general 

insurance broker can offer advice and arrange cover on these aspects. BIBA’s online sign-

posting is available for consumers and businesses to find insurance www.biba.org.uk/find-

insurance 
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Question 14: 

(1) Other 

(2) If the enfranchised leaseholder has used a mortgage to acquire the property where the 

lender asks to be noted as an interested party to the insurance policy this should be duly 

executed. 

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 15: 

(1)  

(2) Not Answered 

(3)  

(4)  

Question 16: 

(1)  

(2)  

Question 17: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 18: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 19: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) The transfer of insurable interest from a ‘landlord’ to an individual ‘leaseholder’ alters 

the basis of insuring a 'house'. It necessitates a consumer regulated insurance policy 

where there was previously a commercial insurance policy in place. 
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Until this point the existing landlord would have assumed responsibility for insuring the 

building and incumbent liabilities within a commercial property owners policy. However, the 

enfranchised leaseholder as a consumer will require a personal home buildings and 

liabilities insurance policy. 

Question 20: 

(1)  

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 21: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 22: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 23: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 24: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 25: 

(1) Not Answered 
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(2)  

(3)  

Question 26: 

(1) Other 

(2) The impact of changes to the ‘insurable interest’ in the property should be considered. 

 

(a) A collective should consider how common parts in flats will be insured. This may 

require an additional policy if individual unit owners insure their flats separately. 

 

(b) There may be a 3rd party with an interest in the ownership and management of 

common parts. 

 

This may require clarification and/or an additional ‘insuring clause’ or endorsement to be 

added to insurance policies.  

 

(c) Where there are enfranchised collective leaseholders it is important to understand how 

insurance would respond in the event of a claim. 

 

The ‘standard’ insuring clause would need to carefully consider this point to draw in other 

residents in a multi-tenure flats situation and any overarching policy covering the common 

parts. Collective new freeholders would need to ensure that they are not penalised by the 

inactivity/unwillingness of another resident pursuing a claim on their own insurance policy 

(e.g. fire damaging two flats, one below the other.  The flat owner above refuses to claim 

for fire damage to his floor/ceiling of flat owner below.  Flat owner below may be unable to 

reinstate under his own policy unless the other policy operates to reinstate the floor). 

 

This is an issue in Scotland in tenement buildings, where the insuring clause in a lease is 

different to England and Wales and currently allows individual policies to operate but with 

no control over submitting claims. 

 

(d) We believe newly enfranchised freeholders should seek the advice of an insurance 

professional owing to the number and complexity of insurance scenarios that may be 

created. An insurance broker will be able to access specialist insurance markets to offer 
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solutions to individual situations. BIBA's online Find Insurance facility may be able to assist 

collective freeholders: www.biba.org.uk/find-insurance 

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 27: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 28: 

(1)  

(2)  

Question 29: 

(1)  

(2)  

Question 30: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 31: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 32: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  
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Question 33: 

(1) Other 

(2) A group of newly enfranchised leaseholders in a collective company arrangement 

should seek the advice of a regulated property insurance broker; e.g. when insuring a 

block of flats.  

 

Expertise is required in placing insurance cover, selecting claims deductibles and 

administering multiple types of policy (including cover for directors and officers) and 

managing the volume of individual residents’ claims.  

 

This creates significant ongoing management responsibility that may be best served by a 

3rd party(ies). 

(3)  

Question 34: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

(4)  

Question 35: 

Question 36: 

(1)  

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 37: 

Question 38: 

(1) Other 

(2) Whilst the proposal considers replacing “….the language of houses and flat with the 

new concept of a “residential unit”, insurers will consider the risk posed by different building 

types and occupancy using their own standard definitions. 
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(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

(5) Not Answered 

(6)  

Question 39: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 40: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 41: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 42: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 43: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 44: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 45: 
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Question 46: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

(5) Not Answered 

(6)  

Question 47: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 48: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 49: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 50: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 51: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 52: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 53: 

(1) Not Answered 
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(2)  

Question 54: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 55: 

Question 56:  

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 57: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 58: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 59: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 60: 

Not Answered 

Question 61: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 62: 

(1)  
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(2)  

Question 63: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 64: 

(1)  

(2)  

Question 65: 

Question 66: 

(1)  

(2)  

Question 67: 

Question 68: 

Not Answered 

Question 69: 

Not Answered 

Question 70: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 71: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 72: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  
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(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

(5) Not Answered 

(6)  

Question 73: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 74: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 75: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 76: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 77: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 78: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 79: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  
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Question 80: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 81: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 82: 

(1) Other 

(2) Where this proposal creates an additional responsibility on the ‘competent landlord’ to 

serve notices of a claim on intermediate leaseholders, intermediate landlords and 3rd 

parties and they fail to do so, the parties involved may “bring about a claim against the 

competent landlord for any losses arising”. Competent landlords should seek advice they 

have sufficient insurance provision; e.g. legal expenses cover, in some cases professional 

indemnity insurance. 

Question 83: 

Question 84: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 85: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 86: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 87: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  
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Question 88: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 89: 

Question 90: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 91: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 92: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 93: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 94: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 95: 

Not Answered 

Question 96: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 
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(3) Not Answered 

Question 97: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 98: 

Not Answered 

Question 99: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 100: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 101: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 102: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 103: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 104: 

(1) Not Answered 
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(2) Not Answered 

Question 105: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3)  

(4)  

(5)  

(6)  

(7)  

(8)  

(9)  

(10)  

(11)  

(12) Not Answered 

(13) Not Answered 

Question 106: 

Not Answered 

Question 126: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 127: 

Not Answered 

Question 128: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 129: 

Not Answered 
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Question 130: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 131: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 132: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 133: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 134: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 135: 

Not Answered 

Any further comments  

Not Answered 

 

 





 1 

Name of organisation: Midland Valuations Limited 

Question 1:  

Please see responses to questions later 

Question 2: 

(1) No 

(2) The right to acquire a lease extension at a higher ground rent, so long as it is 

accompanied by an appropriate reduction in the premium, should also be offered. This 

then takes into account the personal and/or financial circumstances of the leaseholder. 

There should be no limits to the number of extensions sought by a leaseholder. 

(3) 1. For flats, the same length as per the current legislation; ie 90 additional years. For 

houses, also 90 years which is clearly very different from the current legislation. By 

harmonising both, this should reduce the confusion over what each piece of legislation 

permits. 

2. As per the current legislation. 

Question 3: 

(1)  

(2) Leaseholders should also have the choice to extend the lease (without changing the 

ground rent) 

(3) Leaseholders should also have the choice to extinguish the ground rent (without 

extending the lease) 

(4) The most important factor is choice for the leaseholder (so long as the freeholder is 

adequately compensated for any loss). It is essential that the ability of a leaseholder to 

choose a "non-statutory" extension is retained if the result is that some form of 

enfranchisement can take place which might be cheaper than that prescribed by 

legislation. I know from my own experience that a freeholder will often make a significant 

reduction to the premium in return for the ongoing receipt of rent (either the same or higher 

than is reserved by the existing lease) and, so long as the new rent and reviews are not 

onerous and fall in line with mortgage lending requirements, this must be in the interest of 

the leaseholder.  

It would not be difficult to allow a leaseholder to extinguish the ground rent without 

extending the lease which would be an effective way of dealing with existing long leases 

that currently have onerous rent and rent reviews. The valuation methodology would be the 

existing way of calculating the "term", ie the capitalisation of the rental stream. 

Question 4: 

(1) Yes 



 2 

(2) 1. It is nothing more than common sense to allow the whole of a premises to be 

included within a claim for enfranchisement, whether or not it falls within the curtilage. 

2. Landlords should be able to propose that other land be included within an extension but 

the leaseholder should be able to refuse if he/she has good grounds for doing so, The 

landlord should make the proposal at the same time as they serve the s.45 counter notice. 

3. Only under exceptional circumstances. 

Question 5: 

(1) Yes 

(2) This is absolutely correct. There is frequently considerable delay in obtaining a Deed of 

Substituted Security from a mortgage lender which puts a leaseholder at risk of missing 

deadlines and time frames dictated by the legislation. It can also add significantly to the 

cost. If an existing mortgage lender is prepared to grant a mortgage over, say, a 65-year 

term, why would they object to the term being increased by a further 90 years? If other 

terms proposed by the extension are changed, for example if a non-statutory extension is 

agreed which increases the ground rent, then the mortgage company should be consulted 

but must respond within, say, two weeks, otherwise it is a deemed acceptance. There 

should be no need to consult if the extension is statutory; ie the term is increased and the 

ground rent reduced to zero. 

Question 6: 

(1) Yes 

(2) There is no need for terms of a lease to be altered (save for the length and the ground 

rent), and the current ability to do so simply prolongs the enfranchisement process and 

adds to the cost of so doing, especially if the result is unnecessary applications to the FTT. 

(3) I have no comment but would hope that conveyancers and mortgage lenders will 

contribute to this answer. 

(4) I have no comment. 

Question 7:  

(1) No 

(2) Quite the reverse, for reasons that I have already given. If the result is that the overall 

cost is lower and both parties and their professional representatives are happy with the 

terms, then such extensions must play a vital role in the future of enfranchisement. It  is 

when enfranchisement becomes too prescriptive that problems can really occur. It is true 

that some leaseholders enter into new leases which are onerous, but it is the responsibility 

of their solicitors to determine whether the agreement is fair and reasonable.  At present, 

some freeholders offer the services of their solicitors to act for both parties in such a 

transaction. Abolishing this would be a very positive move - an enfranchising lessee would 

have to instruct their own lawyer who would then be able to give proper and full advice to 

their client. 
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(3) As stated above, I think this would be a retrograde step. Non-statutory extensions must 

be able to be entered into, with the onus on the leaseholder's solicitor to ensure that the 

terms are reasonable. 

Question 8: 

(1) None 

(2) No 

Question 9: 

I don't think there will be a big increase in leaseholders seeking lease extensions of their 

houses. Acquiring the freehold will always be preferable and of course so much more 

straightforward for owners of single dwelling houses. 

With regards to flats, there will be no increase in numbers if there is no opportunity for non-

statutory extensions which might help alleviate the cost. 

Question 10: 

The statutory extension of 50 years under the s.9(1) of the 1967 Act doesn't really allow for 

mortgage companies to consider lending. The period of the extension should therefore be 

increased to that of flats, so long as there is an appropriate adjustment to the way that the 

compensation payable to freeholders is calculated. 

Question 11: 

I have no evidence to share 

Question 12: 

(1) In my experience it is the freeholder who is trying to avoid giving a leaseholder the 

statutory extension to which the latter is entitled which is the source of most of the 

disputes. The procedures under the 1993 legislation are quite frankly disgraceful - a 

cynical set of steps which are designed to catch out as many leaseholders as possible in 

as many ways as possible. There is no good reason for the various deadlines which, if 

passed, mean the claim is deemed to be withdrawn. The steps and procedures under the 

1967 Act are much fairer and work as they were intended. Wholesale reform of the 

procedures that must be followed under the 1993 Act would significantly reduce the costs 

and duration of claims for a lease extension. Allowing negotiation of the terms, whilst still 

prescribing a 90-year extension at a peppercorn in the event of a non-agreement, is the 

best way of reducing cost and duration further. 

(2) In my experience, restricting the parties' ability to introduce new terms by drawing from 

a prescribed list would have little or no effect on the time and cost, would not reduce the 

potential for disputes, and would not reduce future costs. There are very few cases with 

which my firm is involved where the terms of a new lease are in dispute. The claim served 

upon the freeholder proposes terms "similar mutatis mutandis to the existing lease" and in 

virtually every cases this is accepted without any objection. 

(3) No 
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(4) Nothing further to add to the comments given in the answer previously 

Question 13: 

Question 14: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 15: 

(1)  

(2) Not Answered 

(3)  

(4)  

Question 16: 

(1)  

(2)  

Question 17: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 18: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 19: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  
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Question 20: 

(1) My firm, being based in the Midlands, acts predominantly for clients claiming the 

freehold under the 1967 Act. In the 16 years that I have been involved in enfranchisement 

cases, I have not had a single case where the terms of the freehold transfer have been an 

issue, let alone been referred to a Tribunal. As such I do not believe that the lack of a 

restriction on agreeing the terms of the freehold transfer increases the cost and duration of 

the process, does not increase the potential for disputes or leads to the inclusion of 

unusual terms within the transfer. 

(2) I refer to the answer given previously. 

(3) No 

(4) I do not believe the existing system regarding rights and obligations to be included in a 

transfer in any way deters leaseholders from enfranchising or seeking to enfranchise. 

Question 21: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 22: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 23: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 24: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 25: 

(1) Not Answered 
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(2)  

(3)  

Question 26: 

(1) Yes 

(2) It is ludicrous to exclude common parts or any other land let with the flats within the 

building. All this does is to cause conflict with the entity retaining such common parts or 

other land or serves as a way that the entity can hold the purchasers to ransom. 

(3) Yes 

(4) See above 

Question 27: 

(1) Yes 

(2) No expansion necessary. This is simply common sense. 

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 28: 

(1)  

(2)  

Question 29: 

(1)  

(2)  

Question 30: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 31: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 32: 
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(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 33: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 34: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

(4)  

Question 35: 

Question 36: 

(1)  

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 37: 

Question 38: 

(1) Yes 

(2) It would make sense to have one piece of enfranchisement legislation rather than  

multiple. 

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

(5) Not Answered 
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(6)  

Question 39: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 40: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 41: 

(1) Yes 

(2) There is no reason in practice why some properties are enfranchiseable and others are 

not, simply by virtue of some arbitrary financial limit. In addition, the difficulty of 

ascertaining rateable values is being used by some freeholder's to frustrate or even 

prevent enfranchisement  of houses. 

Question 42: 

(1) Yes 

(2) It will make little or no difference to the freeholder because the current 2-year minimum 

ownership can be avoided by a vendor assigning the rights of a Notice of Claim to the 

purchaser. Removing the 2-year role will make it easier and fairer for owners of leasehold 

properties. 

Question 43: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 44: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 45: 
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Question 46: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

(5) Not Answered 

(6)  

Question 47: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 48: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 49: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Otherwise, investors who wish to acquire reversionary investments can assert undue 

pressure on a small number of leaseholders and persuade them to be part of a purchasing 

consortium in which the investor holds sway. 

Question 50: 

(1) Yes 

(2) One homeowner who does not wish to participate should not be in the position of 

preventing the other who does. 

Question 51: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Owners owning three or more flats in a building should have just the same rights as 

someone who owns just one. 

Question 52: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  
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Question 53: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 54: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 55: 

Question 56:  

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 57: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 58: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 59: 

(1) 1. The increasing difficulty in obtaining rateable values for premises is being 

increasingly used by freeholders to frustrate and prevent claims for enfranchisement. 

2. I believe there has been no effect. 

3. No effect 

4. No effect 

5. See 1. above 

(2) Removing financial limits and removing the need to distinguish between a flat and a 

house would speed up the enfranchisement process, make it fairer by reducing the 

opportunities for freeholders to "trip up" leaseholders wishing to enfranchise and therefore 

reduce the number of disputes. 
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Question 60: 

Question 61: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Shared ownership leases are becoming increasingly popular but by definition tend to be 

held by those in lower value properties or on the lowest incomes. It is unreasonable for 

these properties and this demographic to be excluded from the enfranchisement process, 

and the same rights in terms of length of lease should apply to them. 

The terms should replicate any terms of the existing lease. 

(3)  

Question 62: 

(1)  

(2)  

Question 63: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 64: 

(1)  

(2)  

Question 65: 

Where properties are subject to escheat, a leaseholder's rights automatically disappear, 

even though the circumstances leading to this situation are totally out of the leaseholder's 

hands and in most instances he/she knows nothing about it. This is a grossly unfair 

situation and changes must be made so that the same enfranchisement process is 

followed. The solicitors acting for the Crown in such cases charge significantly higher fees 

than is usually payable in an enfranchisement case, there is usually a minimum 

consideration payable which is often substantially more than the price that would be paid in 

a standard freehold purchase, and the onus is the leaseholder to prove that they have a 

right to acquire the Crown's interest. Why? There is no-one who has more of a claim than 

the owner of the leasehold interest.  The few cases in which I have been involved have all 

been significantly more time-consuming and expensive for the purchaser than would have 

been the case if the property had not reverted to the Crown. And all because events took 

place over which the leaseholder had no control or knowledge. This cannot be right. 
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Question 66: 

(1)  

(2)  

Question 67: 

Question 68: 

Question 69: 

Question 70: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 71: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 72: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

(5) Not Answered 

(6) Not Answered 

Question 73: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 74: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 75: 
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(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 76: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 77: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 78: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 79: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 80: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 81: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 82: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 83: 

Not Answered 

Question 84: 
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(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 85: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 86: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 87: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 88: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 89: 

Not Answered 

Question 90: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 91: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 92: 
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(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 93: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 94: 

(1) Yes 

(2) The Tribunals are expert bodies who are more than capable of determining all matters 

which can and may end up in front of them. More importantly, they have the necessary 

specialist expertise which is sometimes lacking in the County Court. 

Question 95: 

1. The expert surveyor currently sitting on the panel should be more than capable of 

dealing with the resolution of the majority of valuation-only disputes on his/her own. After 

all, a number of UT cases are heard by just one surveyor. The types of cases where a 

single valuation expert could sit are low value claims, claims concerning the 

reasonableness of costs, and those where it is clearly disproportionate to proceed with a 

full hearing. 

Question 96: 

(1) In my experience, disputes arising from cases under the 1967 Act are more easily dealt 

with because in many cases the points of difference between the parties are less 

subjective than those under the 1993 Act. As such, from the moment an application is 

made to the Tribunal, I would expect a determination with five months and the associated 

costs of making the application, dealing with the directions, attending the hearing and 

paying the Tribunal's costs are between £1,500 and £2,000. This is often significantly less 

than cases under the 1993 Act but of course we are often talking about markedly lower 

premiums. The costs are therefore often disproportionate. 

Cases which have to be referred to the County Court take a considerably longer time and 

are significantly more important. 

(2) The propensity for leaseholders to pay more for their lease extension or freehold 

purchase to avoid the perceived cost of litigation (ie "Delaforce") is common, and part of 

this is because of the obligation under the 1993 Act to meet certain time frames (making 

an application to the FTT within six months of receipt of a S.45 Notice; making an 

application to the County Court within four months of terms being agreed etc). Such time 

frames do not exist under the 1967 Act and the 1967 legislation is not poorer as a result. It 

would be fairer, more cost effective and allow cases to be settled more quickly to have 

Tribunals dealing with all disputes and to remove these insidious time frames which are 

exploited by freeholders. After all, how many applications to the FTT or the County Court 
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are simply protective applications to avoid a deemed withdrawal? I would suggest a 

significant number. 

(3) Leaseholders would certainly be saved money so long as the time frames referred to in 

my answer above are removed because, as stated above, it would reduce all those 

applications which are simply made to avoid deemed withdrawals. 

Question 97: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 98: 

The acquisition of a freehold is a form of compulsory purchase and thus the freeholder's 

reasonable legal and valuation costs should be met by the enfranchising leaseholder. This 

is what happens at present and the system works well. However, there should be some 

cap on the fees levied because Delaforce again comes into play - there is a reluctance of 

some leaseholder's to argue a valid point for fear of receiving an even greater bill from the 

freeholder's lawyers or surveyors. 

Question 99: 

(1) 1. Possibly, but there is enormous regional variation throughout the country; 

2. Yes but this is open to abuse and therefore must be supported by evidence. 

3. Yes, but must be supported by evidence. 

4. No - there is no major difference in the legal or valuation work required whether the 

premium payable for a house under s.9(1) of the 1967 Act is £2000 or £60,000. 

5. No, this is an incentive for freeholder's to raise spurious issues as a way of increasing 

associated professional costs. 

6. No - the categories that costs can currently be claimed for are appropriate 

7. Perhaps 

8. No 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 100: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Yes, this seems fair. 
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(3) Yes 

(4) I do not feel qualified to give an opinion. 

Question 101: 

(1) No 

(2) Security is in most instances provided by the payment of the statutory deposit. 

Question 102: 

(1) Yes 

(2) The Tribunal can determine whether the landlord is being fair and reasonable in making 

such an application. 

Question 103: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Tribunals should have as great a say as possible in any determination of costs so as to 

prevent abuse by a landlord. 

Question 104: 

(1) Yes 

(2) The system works well as it is. 

Question 105: 

(1) Within the Midlands, the area in which I operate, valuation costs of the majority of 

landlord's surveyors range between £550 and £650 plus VAT. This range I believe is 

reasonable and such costs are rarely, if ever, challenged at Tribunal. I understand that 

valuers and surveyors based in London and the South East charge much more and I 

question whether it is appropriate.  

For 1967 Act cases, landlord's solicitors generally charge £500-£650 for the conveyance of 

their client's title with costs of an additional £100 for dealing with the Notices. Again, these 

I find reasonable and again are only very infrequently the subject of proceedings at 

Tribunal. 

For 1993 Act cases, it is regrettable that landlord's solicitors are in my opinion significantly 

overcharging for this work. This is an area which needs reforming. 

(2) I do not believe that this obligation acts as a deterrent, and I act in several hundred 

enfranchisement each year so I hope I speak from experience. However, the landlord's 

costs must be reasonable - valuers must inspect the subject premises and solicitors must 

provide a reasonable and accurate draft transfer in a timely manner. 

(3)  
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(4)  

(5)  

(6)  

(7)  

(8)  

(9)  

(10)  

(11)  

(12)  

(13) Removing the entitlement to recover non-litigation costs would be unreasonable and 

possibly contrary to the whole concept of compulsory purchase. A freeholder acquires a 

freehold as a long term investment in good faith; he or she is perfectly entitled to do so. He 

or she doesn't want to sell or grant an extension to the leaseholder but has an obligation to 

do so as a result of the legislation, and is therefore perfectly entitled to recover reasonable 

costs incurred in the process. Removal of the entitlement would lead to more spurious 

actions by freeholders claiming that rights did not exist, had not been properly exercised 

etc and thus be contrary to the aims of making the process simpler, easier and quicker. 

Capping the costs will not have the same effect so long as the costs that can be claimed 

are reasonable. 

Question 106: 

An actual or perceived determination of the County Court regarding costs can simply be 

used by a freeholder to exert undue pressure on a leaseholder to accept unreasonable 

terms or to withdraw a legitimate challenge. It is another reason why no disputes should be 

dealt with by the County Court and they should all come under the jurisdiction of the 

Tribunal 

Question 126: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 127: 

Not Answered 

Question 128: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 
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Question 129: 

Not Answered 

Question 130: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 131: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 132: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 133: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 134: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 135: 

Not Answered 

Any further comments  

Not Answered 
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Question 88: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 89: 

Not Answered 

Question 90: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 91: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 92: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 93: 

(1) Not Answered 
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(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 94: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 95: 

Not Answered 

Question 96: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 97: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 98: 

Not Answered 

Question 99: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 100: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 101: 
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(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 102: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 103: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 104: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 105: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3)  

(4)  

(5)  

(6)  

(7)  

(8)  

(9)  

(10)  

(11)  

(12) Not Answered 

(13) Not Answered 

Question 106: 

Not Answered 
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Question 126: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 127: 

Not Answered 

Question 128: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 129: 

Not Answered 

Question 130: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 131: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 132: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 133: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 134: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 135: 
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Not Answered 

Any further comments  

By way of background, Stone King LLP is a law firm and recognised as one of the leading 

law firms in the UK for advice to charities.  Our involvement in this consultation is primarily 

with the charity sector in mind, which is why we have chosen to submit our response as an 

“Additional comment”. 

 

Our main comments on the proposals stem from the fact that we do not believe they 

adequately take account of the distinctive context that applies in the charity sphere.  

Consequently, we believe that the Government’s programme would be enhanced by taking 

account of the context that applies where the charity sector is involved as landlord. 

 

Our understanding of the Government’s work in this area is that it seeks to address an 

actual or perceived imbalance of power that exists in some landlord and tenant 

relationships where there is a collision of private interests.  In particular, a domestic 

residential interest – somebody’s home – may be seen to be at risk in balance against a 

landlord’s private commercial “for profit” interest.  We can see the force of this argument 

and, indeed, in a purely commercial situation we recognise the need for reform to further 

clarify and facilitate the operation of the law to better serve protection and fairness for 

tenants.  We would only make the point that, whilst there is a longer history of savvy and 

well-resourced private landlords personally profiting from the inequality of bargaining 

power (and the monopoly inherent in landowning), our experience suggests that it has, at 

least recently, been the relatively well-funded and “savvy” tenant (or “white knight”) who 

has usually taken advantage of the current rights, and that the advantage has apparently 

been taken often for the private profit of the tenant (or white knight) as much as protection 

of their “home”.  So a rounded view of the realities of how the law has worked in practice is 

valuable and vital and we commend and applaud how the Law Commission has 

approached its extensive consultation. 

 

Turning though to our specific area of comment and interest, where a charity is the 

landlord our view is that the situation is not about the competition of private interests or 

pure commerciality, but one where there is public interest weighed against a private 

interest.  We believe that this should be considered positively alongside the existing 

exemptions for various landlord bodies holding property for a public interest reason.  We 

recognise that there was debate on the point when this was raised in the House on the 

earlier legislation, but we submit that the debate there became rather focussed on issues 

relating to a single “Charity Investment Landlord” in London.  We recognise (below) that 

the case for exemption may look less easy to make for a charity holding property as 

landlord for investment purposes, but we think the case can and should still be made and 

debated and could have been made there also.           
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We make this point on the basis that, under the Charities Act, a charity may only act in 

accordance with its charitable purposes, which must be for the public benefit.  Therefore, a 

charity landlord must by definition act for public benefit, including the use of its investment 

property assets.  This is not a question of the rebalance of wealth between private interests 

and proverbially ensuring a “small” tenant is not “milked” by a powerful landlord.  It is a 

question of private profit being taken from public benefit. If this is not properly accounted 

for in the proposals and in the enfranchisement regime in general, the public interest is 

highly likely to (continue to) be materially negatively affected.   

 

Accordingly, we would promote a specific exemption be made in the case of the landlord’s 

interest in the property being held by or in trust for a charity.   

 

An example of the detriment to the public interest that we have seen where 

enfranchisement rights are imposed on property held for public benefit is a situation 

involving a care village which has been developed by a charity for the older person.  In this 

situation the property is held and let not as investment but as part of the charity’s 

operational mission assets used for the charitable purpose of elderly care/relief.  The 

lettings are part of a scheme for charitable purposes (with the intention of those purposes 

continuing) and the use of the long lease structure benefits the whole scheme, again with 

care for the older person in mind.  The leases in such a situation are not granted with a 

view to commercial benefit but with a view to the furtherance of the charity’s mission.  The 

potential ability of tenants to enfranchise and assert their private rights, trumping the 

charitable mission objects for the public benefit has potential to harm the charitable objects 

and go against the public interest.  It has potential for discouraging charities from engaging 

in such initiatives.  As a point of principle, we believe that public assets should not be 

vulnerable to rights which are for private benefit at the expense of public. 

 

The negative implications of enfranchisement on the charity sector can be seen more fully 

by further considering some aspects of the care village example.  The leases in the 

scheme may well have been granted at an undervalue by the charity landlord to the elderly 

beneficiaries.  Consequently, enfranchisement can lead to significant financial detriment to 

the charity, as well as direct suffering of the charity’s mission.  Further, enfranchisement of 

some of the homes might lead down the line (through further disposals or grants of 

underleases) to those homes being owned outright by corporate entities or individuals 

unconnected to the charity’s beneficiaries which or who could then use the home in 

opposition and to the severe detriment to the purposes of the original mission (disrupting a 

care village designed to be operated by the charity and disenabling the charity from 

running the scheme as a whole).  There are structures involving shared equity and the like 

that can be deployed to work around the issue, but it seems at least inefficient and 

inappropriate to have to look at such constructs, where the issue and answer are at a 

higher level.  The constructs are treating the symptoms as opposed to addressing the 

cause.          
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With this in mind, we think it helpful to ask why exemptions do not already exist for 

charities as a sector, when they do (rightly in our view) exist for social housing providers, 

and others.  The National Trust enjoys it already for its inalienable estate (for the public 

interest reason that otherwise property gifted inalienably might be at risk of falling back into 

private benefit subverting the essence of the gift and so discourage future gifts), and 

cathedral precincts also have the benefit of an exemption (we believe for the public benefit 

reason of preservation of the particular heritage history and circumstance of those 

precincts).  When a charity holds or acquires property or somebody gifts property to charity 

(whether it is held for investment or operational reasons) we suggest that the charity’s 

donors and supporters (and the public at large) would not expect that property to end up in 

private sector hands without the charity having decided on it, which is what is at risk with 

enfranchisement.   

 

We appreciate the case may be less clear where the property is held by a charity for 

investment purposes.  Here, a charity will be entering into leases for commercial reasons, 

i.e. principally to gain the greatest financial return from the lease.  However, as noted 

above, in such a situation the principle remains that any income/receipt from that 

investment must be used only for charitable purposes for public benefit.  A charity landlord 

is in principle holding property not for private profit/benefit but only for public benefit and it 

would seem contrary to public policy that private rights should be capable of trumping this 

and being favoured over assets held for the public good.   

 

It therefore seems right to us that there should be an exemption from enfranchisement for 

property held by or in trust for a charity in order to avoid private benefit coming from public 

assets, at the expense of the public interest. 

 

Having made our primary point we add below a couple of supplemental ones: 

 

First, we can see that it may seem appropriate to differentiate between a charity that grants 

a lease and a charity that acquires for value (as opposed to by gift) a freehold interest in 

property subject to a lease that has already been granted.  In the former situation a charity 

has taken the decision to grant the lease in pursuance of its charitable purposes and, as 

argued above, it does not seem right that private interests can gain rights over a property 

structure that has been established for public benefit.  In the latter situation, where a 

charity has decided to step into a situation involving a lease structure that is already in 

place, it may seem unfair for the charity perspective to trump private rights which the 

tenant may feel were due to arise (and indeed one could imagine charities being “used” to 

take advantage).  In such a situation the charity will have acquired the property with 

knowledge of the private rights.  Consequently, we believe that it may be appropriate to 

consider framing an exclusion from any general charity exemption where the charity 

acquires other than by gift and the lease has not been originally granted by a charity 

landlord. 
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Second, if (despite our primary point above) it be the case that charities remain subject to 

enfranchisement rights, given the likelihood of leases being granted by charities for less 

than market value (because the charity landlord’s aim has not been one of financial but 

mission return) we think the valuation question in the case of enfranchisement needs 

particular and careful consideration where the charity sector is involved as landlord.  Given 

our primary point we do not propose to spend much time on this, save to say that the full 

market value (or a reverter/uplift) should be allowed for, alongside appropriate restrictions 

on use, so that private profit is not enjoyed at the expense of public charitable funds and 

the charitable objects are not subverted.  

 

In summary, we believe, for the reasons stated above, that an exemption from the rights of 

enfranchisement should be made where property is held by or in trust for a charity, 

whether held as a direct part of the charity’s mission or as an investment, but we accept 

there should be room for consideration of an exclusion from such exemption if a charity 

positively buys and steps into an existing leasehold structure that was not set up for 

charitable purposes. 

 

Stone King LLP 

 

 





1 

Name of organisation: The Society of Licensed Conveyancers 

Question 1:  

There should be no difference. 

Question 2: 

(1) Other

(2) We agree in principle. However, we would prefer that houses be converted from

leasehold into freehold and flats from leasehold to commonhold (if this approach is made

easier to adopt).

(3) 1.  A minimum period of 125 years whether a house or flat

2. This is an anachronism and should not apply to houses in particular and for flats only in

exceptional circumstances.  Once redevelopment is being considered the Landlord may

terminate the lease after a proper consultation and notice period has expired.

Question 3: 

(1) 

(2) Leaseholders should also have the choice to extend the lease (without changing the

ground rent)

(3) Leaseholders should also have the choice to extinguish the ground rent (without

extending the lease)

(4) In most cases the leaseholder requires the term to be extended without wanting other

variations to lease but is hampered from doing so by the current legislation.  We agree that

leaseholders should have the options detailed in 1 & 2 above.

Question 4: 

(1) Yes

(2) The proposal is logical, and much easier for leaseholders to understand and accept.

Question 5: 

(1) Yes

(2) Agreed as this will reduce the administrative burden on registering a lease extension.

Question 6: 

(1) Yes

(2) This will provide for a uniform approach to be adopted.
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(3) Insurance 

Forfeiture 

Alienation 

(4) Use a standard or model lease in such cases 

Question 7:  

(1) Other 

(2) This is dependant on the parties, and how reasonable they are to negotiate fair terms. 

The statutory routes become a "fall back" position if terms cannot be agreed outside the 

Acts.  If terms can be agreed then, in practice, the process is straightforward. 

(3) None if the new regime makes the process simpler, more straightforward and easier for 

the parties to follow. 

Question 8: 

(1) This should no longer occur if your proposal for extensions "at any time" are adopted. 

(2) No but the ability to extend "at any time" should not be allowed to be abused. 

Question 9: 

There will be an increase in such requests 

Question 10: 

Others are better placed to provide such evidence but the greater the length term of a 

lease the more likely it will sell and the more likely mortgage finance will be available to 

purchase it. 

Question 11: 

Difficult to provide evidence. However, most clients seek an extension of the length of the 

lease without wanting other terms such as the ground rent to change. However, most like 

the fact that the rent changes to a nominal amount. If the option to keep the rent the same 

was adopted there is likely to be a small number of clients making this choice.  More likely 

to be an increase in option 2 especially with house leases which traditionally have longer 

periods than flats. 

Question 12: 

(1) The issue is more prevalent where leaseholders agree terms without first having sought 

legal advice.  If onerous/undesirable terms are likely then leaseholders will be advised to 

adopt a statutory route. 

(2) All the above will assist. 

(3) Yes 
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(4)  

Question 13: 

Yes if this relates to houses 

Question 14: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 15: 

(1) Those on which the freehold is currently held 

(2) No 

(3)  

(4) N/A 

Question 16: 

(1) Option 2 

(2)  

Question 17: 

(1) No 

(2)  

(3) No. Any sums due to the Landlord should be settled prior to acquiring the freehold 

reversion. 

Question 18: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) As per question 16 

(3)  

Question 19: 

(1) No 
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(2)  

(3) Not necessary if the newly proposed scheme is simpler. more straightforward and 

easier for the parties to follow. 

Question 20: 

(1) Little impact. These are straightforward transactions mostly. 

(2) All would reduce the issues identified if such were to arise. 

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 21: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) No 

(4)  

Question 22: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 23: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Existing RTM or RTE articles (suitably adapted to meet the new regime) should be 

sufficient. 

Question 24: 

(1) Other 

(2) The Tribunal should only become involved where the members of the company are in 

disagreement as to any decision to make a disposition or not. 

(3) See above 

Question 25: 

(1) No 
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(2)  

(3)  

Question 26: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 27: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 28: 

(1) Agreed. By Statutory Instrument. 

(2) Agreed. 

Question 29: 

(1) Option 2 

(2)  

Question 30: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 31: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 32: 

(1) Yes 
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(2)  

(3) No 

(4) We suggest three years 

Question 33: 

(1) Yes 

(2) At present the process is complex. 

(3) See earlier responses about such controls/limitations being unnecessary if the new 

regime is straightforward, simple to follow and easy to use. 

Question 34: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Before commencement as well 

(4)  

Question 35: 

We are not in a position to provide such evidence 

Question 36: 

(1) See response to similar question in earlier section 

(2) See response to similar question in earlier section 

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 37: 

It should lead to more leaseholders exercising the right and make it more affordable. 

Question 38: 

(1) Yes 

(2) So long as the definition of 'residential unit' is unambiguous 

(3) Yes 

(4)  
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(5) Yes 

(6)  

Question 39: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 40: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 41: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 42: 

(1) Yes 

(2) There must be evidence of ownership however. 

Question 43: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 44: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) No 

(4)  

Question 45: 

Agreed subject to such limited circumstances 

Question 46: 
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(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

(5) Yes 

(6)  

Question 47: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 48: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 49: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 50: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 51: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 52: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 53: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  
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Question 54: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 55: 

Is it not simpler to require the Landlord in such a situation to either add the other 

leaseholder to the title or require the freehold to be transferred into the name of a nominee 

company where the two leaseholders become the members of it. 

Question 56:  

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 57: 

(1) No 

(2)  

Question 58: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Option 1 

Question 59: 

(1) The process generally is seen as complex and burdensome with far too much 

ambiguity in certain areas especially around definitions of 'house' and 'flat'. 

(2) A regime that is clear, simple to follow and straightforward to adopt will, by its very 

nature, reduce disputes, costs and its duration. 

Question 60: 

We are not in a position to provide such evidence 

Question 61: 

(1) Other 

(2) Only after the lease has been staircased to 100% 

(3)  
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Question 62: 

(1) No 

(2) N/A 

Question 63: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 64: 

(1) Option 3 

(2)  

Question 65: 

No evidence available 

Question 66: 

(1) No 

(2) N/A 

Question 67: 

No evidence available 

Question 68: 

No evidence available 

Question 69: 

Shared Ownership is meant to be a stepping stone for persons to get on the housing 

ladder. The ability to staircase enables those persons to acquire a full lease or the freehold 

(in certain cases) in a relatively short period of time during their ownership. This is the 

position now. Any ability to obtain a lease extension should follow staircasing to 100%. In 

those circumstances the impact on 1 & 2 above should be small. 

Question 70: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  
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Question 71: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 72: 

(1) Other 

(2) It should be signed either by the recipient or his/her authorised agent 

(3) Yes 

(4)  

(5) Yes 

(6)  

Question 73: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 74: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) A single form, in plain English, sectioned appropriately should be sufficient. 

Question 75: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Assuming leaseholders have been made aware of the likely claim, in some way, prior to 

it being made. 

Question 76: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Notice of the Claim still requires to be noted on the freehold title 

Question 77: 

(1) Yes 
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(2)  

Question 78: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 79: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 80: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 81: 

(1) Other 

(2) If they fail to respond there should be prescribed terms upon which a transfer or lease 

extension will be required.  Such terms should be such that it is in the landlords best 

interests to serve a Response Notice. 

Question 82: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 83: 

See response to question 81 above 

Question 84: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 85: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 86: 

(1) Yes 
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(2)  

Question 87: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 88: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 89: 

Question 90: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 91: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 92: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 93: 

(1) No figures available. As previously stated the current processes are seen as complex, 

difficult to follow, confusing to clients and overly bureaucratic. As such they take too long to 

perform, are costly and, in some cases, stop people from enfranchising. 

(2) See response to similar questions above 

(3) This will make a considerable difference to the time taken to enfranchise or extend a 

lease. 
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Question 94: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 95: 

To ensure the appearance of fairness there should be a full hearing. 

Question 96: 

(1) No evidence available from the Society 

(2) Unable to comment 

(3) A single forum, should result in costs savings. 

Question 97: 

(1) Other 

(2) Possibly but not an option we support 

Question 98: 

Agreed but on a capped costs basis when responding to the Claim Notice 

Question 99: 

(1) Option 5 but capped 

(2) N/A 

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 100: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 101: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  
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Question 102: 

(1) No 

(2)  

Question 103: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 104: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 105: 

(1) Some firms will charge a fixed fee whereby others will charge on a time-spent basis. 

Difficult to give a 'typical' figure.  Most landlords will seek to recover all their costs from the 

leaseholder. 

(2) Cost is a major factor and does deter many leaseholders from making a claim. 

(3)  

(4)  

(5)  

(6)  

(7) Linking non-litigation costs to the landlord’s response to the claim and/or whether the 

landlord succeeds in relation to any points raised in the Response Notice 

(8)  

(9)  

(10)  

(11)  

(12)  

(13) More leaseholders making a Claim. 

Question 106: 

No evidence available from the Society 
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Question 126: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 127: 

Yes 

Question 128: 

(1) No 

(2)  

Question 129: 

Option 2 

Question 130: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 131: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 132: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 133: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 134: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 135: 
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No evidence available from the Society 

Any further comments  

None 

 

 





 1 

Name of organisation: Birmingham Law Society 

Question 1:  

We do not believe issued should be treated differently in England and Wales. The 

Committee believes they should be treated as one territory for this purpose thus avoiding 

arguments as to whether this is “Housing Policy” (devolved) or “Land Law” reserved to 

Westminster. 

Question 2: 

(1) Yes 

(2) We agree to multiple extensions of the lease. 

(3) 1. Extension for 200 years – putting beyond the reasonable expectation that people 

now alive could engage in a termination of the lease on expiry. The Committee 

acknowledged that 999 years would be even better for tenants but that Landlords would 

not necessarily view things the same way. 

 

2. End of the contractual term. 

Question 3: 

(1)  

(2) Leaseholders should also have the choice to extend the lease (without changing the 

ground rent) 

(3)  

(4) 3-1 The Committee agrees that leaseholders should have the choice to only 

extend the lease without changing the ground rent although an argument can be made for 

lease extensions carrying the right to an extended term at a nominal ground rent in all 

cases, for the sake of consistency. 

3-2 No and this option seems relatively pointless, especially if ground rents are abolished 

in the future as the Government have intimated. 

Question 4: 

(1) Yes 

(2) 4-1 Yes as this will reduce the opportunity for argument as to the extent of the 

“curtilage”. However, it may cause issues with the title. 

4-2 Yes, but without any compulsion on the claiming leaseholder to agree 

4-3 We agree as this would create an intermediate lease with attendant lease drafting 

complexity. 
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Question 5: 

(1) Yes 

(2) 5-1 We agree that a lease extension should automatically be subject to any 

mortgage that is secured over the existing lease. 

5-2 We agree that a lease extension should automatically bind the landlord’s mortgagee. 

Question 6: 

(1) Yes 

(2) 6-1 Agreed. 

(3) 6-2 Building insurance and reciprocal rights could be included within a prescribed 

list of non-contentious modernisations. 

(4) 6-3 Adopt a standard lease with reference to the original lease with wording to 

adjust the effect of the reduced demise. 

Question 7:  

(1) Yes 

(2) 7-1 Yes as the landlord might offer better financial terms with worse long-term 

obligations. 

(3) 7-2 Require the Tribunal to approve any extension outside of the statutory 

scheme with a duty to ensure that the final terms are not burdensome to the leaseholder 

Question 8: 

(1) None of the Committee have experience in practice of the statutory provisions under 

the 1967 and 1993 Acts. Any further questions left blank indicate that we have no 

experience in practice. 

(2)  

Question 9: 

It would likely increase the likelihood of leaseholders seeking lease extensions and it would 

correct the current mischief of new-build leasehold houses with doubling rents and the 

builders promising compensation for the increases in freehold costs. 

Question 10: 

10-1 The clarity of the lease extension length and process could make leasehold property 

more attractive than at present 

10-2 Yes if there is a restriction on the landlord’s ability to exercise a break in the lease at 

a time of its choosing. 
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Question 11: 

11-1 We expect this to be a favourite option for those leases without increase or reference 

to a modern market rent 

11-2 This would be an option for new leases with onerous rents but is likely to be 

irrelevant when ground rents are abolished. 

Question 12: 

(1) 12-1 Positively. 

12-2 Because of the opportunity for significant variations of the extended lease. 

12-3 This is dependent on the landlord’s wishes. 

(2) 1. Substantially as it might not be worth the effort to change from the existing 

agreement 

2. It substantially reduces the potential for disputes. 

3. If the potential terms are benign but expressed in modern language there would be 

an advantage to all to adopt them, thereby reducing the cause of future disputes. 

(3) Yes 

(4) Reform would probably lead to more leaseholder seeking their right to a lease 

extension. At the least it would remove a disincentive and could increase the uptake, 

especially if properly explained to the leaseholder by a genuinely independent (of the 

landlord) legal adviser. 

Question 13: 

13-1 The tenant cannot simply acquire the premises contained in the Lease on a freehold 

basis if there are other matters outside the Lease that need to be incorporated e.g. pipe 

work, common parts etc which would necessarily serve the freehold acquisition. The tenant 

could acquire premises not necessarily comprised within the Lease. 

13-2 We believe there should be a statutory deadline. 

Question 14: 

(1) Yes 

(2) 14-1 Agreed absolutely. 

14-2 We believe the freeholder should discharge the mortgage. 

(3) Yes 

(4) With regard to a landlord being under a duty to use his or her best endeavours to 

redeem any rentcharge, we agree that they should use their best endeavours with an 

indemnity to the leaseholder in the event of failing to redeem the rentcharge. 
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Question 15: 

(1) 15-1 This should be an option available to the leaseholder as to exclude the rights and 

obligations in the lease could render the freehold to be acquired of less utility to the 

leaseholder.  In some circumstances the normal / default position of acquiring the freehold 

as now exists may be fully adequate. 

(2) Yes 

(3) 15-2 Yes or as the Tribunal (in default of agreement) considers necessary to give the 

leaseholder the same rights as are contained in the current lease. 

(4) 15-3 The types of additional terms that should be included within such a prescribed list: 

Rights of way, eves droppings, drainage, support, contribution for any services used by the 

landlord over the newly acquired freehold. 

Question 16: 

(1) 1 No as these have been abused by landlords and their agents seeking punitive and 

unreasonable “consent” fees. 

2 Only the prescribed list as there is no reason why the landlord should retain the 

benefit of an obligation to approve alterations or give consent to sales, mortgages, change 

of use or colour of decoration after selling the freehold. 

(2) Rights of way etc and contributions for things used in common. 

Question 17: 

(1) Yes 

(2) We agree that any obligation owed to landlord of an estate by a leaseholder who has 

acquired the freehold of their premises should be enforceable whether or not the landlord 

has retained land that benefits from that obligation. 

(3) No. The unpaid amount should be treated as a contractual debt and recovered through 

the courts. 

Question 18: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Agreed provided that there are no special provisions for the recovery of unpaid 

amounts. 

(3) Please refer to our responses to Question 15-2 and 15-3. 

Question 19: 

(1) Yes 

(2) 19-1 Yes, it can create problems. 
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(3) 19-2 Make the process of registration at HMLR subject to a requirement that the 

Tribunal has approved the Transfer, giving the Tribunal the duty to protect the leaseholder 

from onerous obligations not commensurate with the ownership of an unencumbered 

freehold. 

Question 20: 

(1) 20-1 As per the same unfettered ability to negotiate a lease extension. 

20-2 Substantially. 

20-3 Very likely when the tone of the negotiations is adversarial. 

(2) 20-4 Significantly 

20-5 As above, 20-4. 

20-6 The extent of this depends on the quality of the draftsmanship of the list and the text 

of the approved clauses. 

(3) Yes 

(4) 20-7 Reform would result in a higher proportion of leaseholders seeking to 

exercise their right of individual freeholder acquisition if it is clear they are not going to be 

taken advantage of. 

Question 21: 

(1) Yes 

(2) 21-1 Agreed.     

21-2 Agreed. 

(3) No 

(4) 21-3 No. 

Question 22: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 23: 

(1) Yes 

(2) 23-1 Yes provided that if the number of units change, the restrictions will apply 

from the date of creation of the unit fit for habitation. 

(3) 23-2 The Consultation list plus a requirement to prepare accounts and have them 

audited. 
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23-3 The ability to exclude from company meetings and voting a member who has 

breached the terms of his lease and failed to rectify the default after both a first and final 

notice separated by at least 3 months. 

Question 24: 

(1) Yes 

(2) 24-1 Agreed, save that if any director of the nominee purchaser company becomes 

aware of circumstances which might result in the liquidation of the company, an application 

should be made immediately to the Tribunal for directions for the preservation of the 

freehold asset. 

(3) 24-2 Only to another company whose sole object is the management of the 

freehold reversions expectant upon the leases held by its members. 

Question 25: 

(1) Yes 

(2) 25-1 Yes where the estate is united by external factors such as a locality or joint 

contribution to a common service charge. 

(3) 25-2 Prior freehold acquisitions should not be compelled to join in, but should be 

able to voluntarily (whether houses or buildings) 

Question 26: 

(1) Yes 

(2) 26-1 Yes, we agree. 

(3) Yes 

(4) 26-2 Yes.  The freehold transfer should include garages, drying areas, parking 

areas and any other land within the ownership of the landlord which is used in providing 

services to the building exercising the acquisition i.e. boiler houses, sewerage pumps 

stations and the site of any electricity sub-station or telecom mast. 

Question 27: 

(1) Other 

(2) 27-1 The same regime should apply as for an individual freehold acquisition. 

(3) Yes 

(4) 27-2 Agreed but the landlord should provide an indemnity for any non-estate 

rentcharge not redeemed. 

Question 28: 
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(1) 28-1 Mortgages / Legal Charges should not continue.  Rights and other 

encumbrances affecting the landlord’s freehold should continue. 

(2) 28-2 Agreed, the same as for individual freehold acquisition. 

Question 29: 

(1) 29-1 The terms should be drawn from the prescribed list only and in time this will 

force landlords to whom this provision may apply in the future to be more careful and fair-

minded in drawing the original leases. 

(2) 29-2 As per Q15-2 and /3 with reciprocal rights and obligations for the retained 

land not being acquired. 

Question 30: 

(1) Yes 

(2) 30-1 Agreed. 

(3) 30-2 See answer to Q21/2 with the right for the landlord at its expense to apply to 

the tribunal for a non-prescribed right should it decide that such is needed in the 

circumstances 

Question 31: 

(1) No 

(2) 31-1 We do not believe leasebacks would be practicable. 

Question 32: 

(1) Yes 

(2) 32-1 Agreed. 

(3) Other 

(4) 32-2 5 years after the end of the calendar year in which the freehold acquisition 

took place. 

Question 33: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) 33-1 

(3) 33-2 The same requirement as for an individual freehold acquisition, i.e. to require 

the prior approval from the Tribunal to the Transfer having no more onerous provisions 

than a transfer under the statutory scheme before the transaction can be registered at 

HMLR. 

Question 34: 
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(1) Yes 

(2) 34-1 Agreed. 

(3) 34-2 The right should be available retrospectively. 

(4) 34-3 On completion of the collective claim, details of this should be supplied to all 

occupiers with the details of the new landlord together with an invitation to participate 

either immediately or in the future when the leaseholder’s circumstances permit.  Any party 

joining within 12 months should pay the same sum as the original participants to minimise 

costs and incentivise wider engagement. 

The right to participate should be a statutory statement to be added to all service charge 

demands with new leaseholders (by assignment) being advised as soon as possible.  

Participation should be an annual event for all those wishing to join within the service 

charge year to minimise the cost burden of valuation and legal fees. 

Question 35: 

35-1 One benefit would be standard costs known in advance.  This would also avoid 

difficulties over individuals acting as trustees of land and being unwilling to act 

appropriately. 

35-2 Obligations under Company Law are well known, understood and inherently fair. 

35-3 Standard format available with certainty and lower costs. 

Question 36: 

(1) 36-1 A smooth process depends on goodwill and human nature.  Seeking to score 

points increases delay and thereby legal and other costs. 

36-2 The longer a transaction drags on, the greater the potential for disputes. 

36-3 The war of attrition over terms may result in unusual terms being reluctantly agreed 

regardless of future costs.  This is likely with a “free for all” approach. 

(2) 36-4 Substantially 

36-5 Substantially 

36-6 Substantially 

(3) Other 

(4) 36-7 The benefits would be easier to explain with a standard set of terms and 

conditions 

Question 37: 

The proposed right might make freehold acquisition but we do not believe leasebacks 

would be a good idea. 
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Question 38: 

(1) Yes 

(2) 38-1 We agree with the new concept of a “residential unit”. 

(3) Yes 

(4) 38-2 The above definition of a “residential unit” seems satisfactory. 

(5) Not Answered 

(6) 38-3 It was never intended that leasehold enfranchisement should apply to 

business premises and this should be maintained.  Leases that permit residential use 

should benefit from enfranchisement. Business leases that require a residential presence 

for security purposes should be excluded 

Question 39: 

(1) Yes 

(2) 39-1 Agreed. 

Question 40: 

(1) Yes 

(2) 40-1 Yes, to include leases which become united into this position. 

(3) Yes 

(4) 40-2 We agree to maintaining the current legal positions that renewals or statutory 

continuations of long leases are also to be treated as long leases and to treating 

consecutive long leases as a single long lease. 

Question 41: 

(1) Yes 

(2) 41-1 Yes as the reasons for the different criteria have been consigned to history. 

Question 42: 

(1) Yes 

(2) 42-1 We agree that the two year requirement be abolished as this will make the 

process quicker and simpler. 

Question 43: 

(1) Yes 

(2) 43-1 Yes with the questions working sequentially. 
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Question 44: 

(1) Yes 

(2) 44-1 Yes with a definition of “materially” which allows for terraced or semi-

detached houses where part of a room (accessible only from the house) extends over a 

tunnel entrance or where a wardrobe extends into the next-door property but has their 

wardrobe intruding into the house.  This design was very common in local authority 

housing in the 20th Century. 

(3) Yes 

(4) 44-2 Yes with additional wording to allow for “Eco” houses built into the landscape 

which are designed not to change the physical character of the land. 

Question 45: 

45-1 Yes, but part of the discretion should refer to the question “can any other person gain 

access to the part of the building in question without entering the property to be 

enfranchised?” 

Question 46: 

(1) Yes 

(2) 46-1 For the sake of consistency, yes. 

(3) Yes 

(4) 46-2 For the sake of consistency, yes. 

(5) Yes 

(6) 46-3 We agree that the limit should be set at 25% of the internal floor space but the 

definition must be the same for each type of acquisition. 

Question 47: 

(1) Yes 

(2) 47-1 Agreed. 

Question 48: 

(1) Yes 

(2) 48-1 Yes, this is a well understood current requirement. 

Question 49: 

(1) Yes 

(2) 49-1 We agree for the reasons set out in the Consultation. 
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Question 50: 

(1) Yes 

(2) 50-1 Accepted, provided that the future right to participate is also included. 

Question 51: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) 51-1 With the removal of the residency requirement for enfranchisement, the need 

for this prohibition is spent 

Question 52: 

(1) Yes 

(2) 52-1 Any size limit is arbitrary so the consistent use of 25% seems appropriate. 

Question 53: 

(1) Yes 

(2) 53-1 The Committee agree that these seem appropriate. 

Question 54: 

(1) Other 

(2) 54-1 Some members of the Committee agreed that the qualifying criteria for the 

collective freehold acquisition of an estate ought to correspond to those for the collective 

freehold acquisition of a single building, however others felt there must be no right for a 

tenant to acquire the estate owned by the landlord. They felt the tenant should only be 

entitled to acquire the building in which the flat is situate together with the easements over 

the estate, as may be necessary. This is important as if the landlord holds an estate he 

may well want to develop the rest of the estate and should not be bound to have to sell it 

on a right to buy basis if only easements were granted over the estate to the respective 

tenants etc. 

Question 55: 

55-1 We do not believe there should be an exception as to allow this would open the 

doors to a series of complex “work-arounds” for the resident freeholder. 

Question 56:  

(1) Yes 

(2) 56-1 Yes. 

(3) 56-2 The variations and options are such as would generate copious litigation of 

fact-specific cases and the Commission would not be acting to simplify the law. 
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Question 57: 

(1) No 

(2) 57-1 Not really as work-arounds currently exist and can be replicated. 

Question 58: 

(1) No 

(2) 58-1 No due to the likelihood of invoking “the Law of Unintended Consequences”. 

(3) 58-2 No as this would open up a further opportunity for disputes as to the definition 

of “residence”. 

58-3 No as the number would be arbitrary. 

Question 59: 

(1) 59-1 Difficulties in obtaining the necessary data to satisfy tests has significantly 

slowed down the process. 

59-2 Common sense for this test has not caused much delay. 

59-3 There is not necessarily uncertainty surrounding the definition of a “house” but “self-

contained building” is a preliminary question for the retained surveyor. 

59-4 This has not caused problems. 

59-5 The net effect of all the criteria is that the process is not straightforward and often 

uncertain in duration and cost. 

(2) 59-6 By introducing commonality in qualification, the process can be better 

understood and costed in advance. 

59-7 These should be significantly reduced. 

Question 60: 

60-1 This could have the effect of reducing the value of enfranchisement as commercial 

leaseholders would not be seeking to outbid individuals (or groups of them). 

60-2 The commercial leaseholder would need to plan more carefully but would not be 

deterred from investment. 

60-3 Property will always be considered to be suitable industry for careful and strategic 

investors. 

Question 61: 

(1) Yes 
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(2) 61-1 Yes even if the Housing Association / landlord only holds a lease of a lesser 

term than the extended lease.  (Special provisions will be required in these circumstances 

as between the Housing association and the ultimate freeholder) 

(3) 61-2 Use the same calculation as per a house lease and reduce the quantum by 

the amount the staircasing is less than 100%. 

61-3 The housing Association holding a lease themselves out of which the shared 

ownership has been carved should be entitled as of right to an extension of their lease at a 

cost of 10% of their receipt by way of premium for the shared ownership lease extension 

plus 1 day for that specific plot / flat.  This right should be exercisable as often as required. 

Question 62: 

(1) 62-1 Yes as otherwise shared ownership leases could be used as a weapon to 

frustrate collective enfranchisement. 

(2) 62-2 Shared ownership leases should be counted as long leases for the purposes 

of the 2/3rds rule    However for the purposes of the 50% participation rule, they should not 

count as existing at all as they are barred from acquiring the freehold by any means. 

Question 63: 

(1) Yes 

(2) 63-1 Yes as to do otherwise is to perpetuate the historic journey of muddle of the 

last 50 years in leasehold law. 

(3) Yes 

(4) 63-2 Agreed.  We suggest that it should be a statutory requirement that the 

landlord of the shared ownership lease must have an address for service in England or 

wales and that this be stated in writing to the leasehold owner at least annually. 

Question 64: 

(1) 64-1 No. 

64-2 No. 

64-3 Yes. 

(2) 64-4 The right to enfranchisement should be excluded but the right to unlimited 

lease extensions granted with protection against doubling or onerous ground rents with the 

ability for the National Trust to retain control over development and external decoration 

colours. 

Question 65: 

65-1 Only one member of the Committee had experience of making lease extension or 

freehold acquisitions against the Crown, which was a negative one in relation to a house in 
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Regent’s Park where an extension was expected but for reasons not disclosed at the time 

was refused at a significant loss to the client. 

Question 66: 

(1) 66-1 Yes, we agree that there should be a new exemption. 

(2) 66-2 Community Land Trusts. 

66-3 Exclude enfranchisement but allow unlimited lease extensions. 

66-4 Retain leasehold obligations to maintain the essential community trust requirements 

linking the property to the locality. 

66-5 Include the Right of First Refusal on sale but at market value with a 2 month decision 

window and a further 2 month period to completion of the buy-back. 

Question 67: 

67-1 Provisions relating to houses of outstanding interest should mirror our suggestions 

for the National Trust properties 

Provisions for New Towns and their residuary bodies should be repealed as “spent” 

Provisions for church properties and Crown Land to be retained.  The remainder should be 

allowed to lapse (or be repealed). 

Question 68: 

Question 69: 

69-1 We believe that the effect would generally be neutral. 

69-2 They could increase marginally in value but it is not expected that there would be a 

large take-up of new rights to an extended lease (save in the case of the necessity for 

resale). 

Question 70: 

(1) Yes 

(2) 70-1 We agree that a single procedure should apply to all enfranchisement rights. 

Question 71: 

(1) Yes 

(2) 71-1 Yes and if these are available for completion, whether in response to 

questions online or as blank forms in a suitable e-format, this would be beneficial. 

Question 72: 

(1) Yes 
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(2) 72-1 Yes. 

(3) Yes 

(4) 72-2 Yes the minimum number of leaseholders should be sufficient for a valid 

Claim. 

(5) Yes 

(6) 72-3 Yes as this should ensure that the signatory is aware of the legal 

consequences of signing the Claim. 

Question 73: 

(1) Yes 

(2) 73-1 Yes with a clear statement addressed to the recipient that a failure to reply 

promptly could expose the recipient to additional costs 

Question 74: 

(1) Yes 

(2) 74-1 Agreed. 

(3) 74-2 A single form with “if [this] complete sections x, y and z.  If [that] complete 

sections a,b and c. 

Question 75: 

(1) No 

(2) 75-1 No, in the interests of natural justice all other tenants must be entitled to 

participate and at least receive notice of their entitlement to participate. 

Question 76: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) 76-1 There would be no advantage 

(3) 76-2 Absent a statutory contract, the service of the Claim should be registerable 

either at HMLR or as a C (iv) land charge 

Question 77: 

(1) Yes 

(2) 77-1 Yes but it should be made clear that if the Landlord is not the leaseholder’s 

immediate landlord, the title of all intermediate landlords should also be deduced. 

Question 78: 
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(1) Other 

(2) 78-1 No.  If an Information Notice has been served and returned the Leaseholder 

may have the correct data to serve the competent landlord.  However service on the 

landlord collecting the ground rent from them should be considered equally good service 

and in the Response Notice the recipient of the Claim should state whether they are the 

competent landlord or if they have served a copy of the Claim on a third party (giving the 

name, address, date and method of service). 

78-2 In these circumstances, yes. 

Question 79: 

(1) Yes 

(2) 79-1 Agreed save that for a corporate body, their registered office or principal 

place of business as stated in their Annual Accounts as published should be added to the 

Group A list. 

79-2 Agreed with such conditions and requirements as the Tribunal considers appropriate 

including advertising. 

Question 80: 

(1) Yes 

(2) 80-1 We agree and the form of Claim should contain a checklist for completion so 

that the Statement of Truth makes reference to the checklist either as being necessary (or 

not) and to have been completed. 

Question 81: 

(1) Yes 

(2) 81-1 Yes. 

Question 82: 

(1) Yes 

(2) 82-1 This is a fair balancing out of the penalty for failure to reply and equates 

nicely with the extension of the deemed service proposals. 

Question 83: 

83-1 Not if the deemed service provisions are in play 

83-2 If the missing landlord or No Service route has been followed, the landlord should be 

entitled to apply to the Tribunal and there should be a reputable presumption that the 

Landlord will bear the wasted costs of the leaseholder and the costs of defending the 

present application. 
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Question 84: 

(1) Yes 

(2) 84-1 Agreed. 

84-2 Yes; payment of a deposit as stakeholder on account of the costs of enfranchisement 

and completion date being 4 weeks after the agreement to all the terms of the new lease or 

transfer unless the Tribunal should order otherwise 

Question 85: 

(1) Yes 

(2) 85-1 Yes to all points. 

Question 86: 

(1) Yes 

(2) 86-1 The Committee agrees that these appear to be reasonable time frames. 

Question 87: 

(1) Yes 

(2) 87-1 Agreed and if the lease is registered at HMLR, the Land Registry should 

insert a note in the Section A Register of the title if the non-Assignment of the Claim Notice 

(if this be the case). 

(3) Yes 

(4) 87-2 Agreed as the landlord has no direct knowledge of the address for service of 

the Assignee. 

Question 88: 

(1) Yes 

(2) 88-1 Agreed. 

Question 89: 

Yes presuming that reference to “court” means the Tribunal in this context. 

The landlord’s obligation to forward the counterpart lease extension of a certified copy of 

the transfer should be modified to within 14 day of registration of the transaction at HMLR. 

Question 90: 

(1) Other 
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(2) 90-1 As to handing over the lease extension, we agree but if the mortgagee 

indicates in writing that this is not required, then there should be no liability as proposed. 

(3) Yes 

(4) 90-2 Agreed 

Question 91: 

(1) Other 

(2) 91-1 We partially agree.  If the landlord gives appropriate notices both before and 

afterwards, (s)he should be absolved totally from the consequences of not seeking and 

obtaining prior consent (statutory protection) regardless of the terms of the consent 

requirement / restriction. 

The Land Registry should not be entitled to refuse to register the transaction without the 

consent and this provision should protect both the landlord and the leaseholder. 

With regard to registration at Land Registry, some members of the Committee felt that the 

third party should be given 14 days to object and then a further 14 days to lodge 

proceedings in support of that objection. If no proceedings or other procedures are 

followed by the landlord then the tenant must be entitled to register his interest in the 

property free from an unknown restriction or a restriction where the third party simply 

refuses to consent. 

Question 92: 

(1) Yes 

(2) 92-1 We agree. 

Question 93: 

(1) 93-1 The need to engage lawyers with detailed knowledge and expertise of dealing 

with the confusing and other irrational differences between lease extension, freehold 

enfranchisement and collective enfranchisement means that this type of work will be 

undertaken by more senior lawyers at a higher charge rate. 

Presumably historically there was a reason for two sets of rules – I agree that these should 

be consolidated into one form. 

93-2 Unfortunately it is commonly the case that the rules on missing and uncooperative 

landlords are not known to many practitioners.  Knowledge of the rules and suitable orders 

for costs against landlords which could be, for example, a reduction in the premium to be 

paid would concentrate the mind of landlords and the uncooperative ones would become 

less uncooperative.  

93-3 This is a purely administration and uncomplicated task. 

93-4 This is not an onerous task provided that knowledge and experience is held by the 

person performing the task. 
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93-5  This is draconian and totally unjustified.   The rules that apply in this regard should 

only be applied once the same has been considered by at the very least a first tier tribunal 

adjudicator. 

93-6 These consequences are once again draconian and should only apply after 

consideration and an appropriate order by a first tier tribunal adjudicator. 

93-7 Deemed withdrawal is a major issue for solicitors if they don’t get the lease 

completed within 4 months of it being agreed. Landlords and their solicitors can use this as 

a tactic which is unreasonable as the leaseholder’s solicitor has to apply to court to get an 

extension of time. 

(2) 93-8 There was some disagreement on this as some believed the duration and 

cost would be reduced substantially once the new processes are fully understood and 

have been used whilst others felt that it might not as be as substantial as forms still have to 

be completed with expert knowledge and historically proposed improvements in 

procedures, flatter to deceive. 

93-9 Only time will tell, but a guestimate would be a reduction of 50%. 

(3) 93-10 We would imagine it would assist but to what extent is difficult to tell until the 

matter has been tried and tested. 

Question 94: 

(1) Yes 

(2) 94.1 We agree that all such matters should be determined by the Tribunal. 

Question 95: 

95-1 Yes, it is desirable. Types of case – Low value or differences between rival valuation 

=< 20% of the higher figure 

95-2 Calculation showing the calculation methodology, any special or extraordinary 

features and any other comparable evidence – all in writing only. 

Question 96: 

(1) 96-1 Whilst the Committee have no experience, this could be due to the fact that 

the applicant tenant tends to be under such pressure due to costs that have little or no 

choice but to make a business decision and agree. Once again appropriate costs 

sanctions and/or reduction in premium to Landlords may lead to an improvement. 

96-2 

(2) 96-3  

96-4 
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(3) 96-5 Substantially as there would be no need to liaise with a different hearing diary 

schedule or explain to a different judge what has been litigated and decided in the other 

location 

Question 97: 

(1) Other 

(2) 97-1 The Committee do not have experience but we do believe that dealing with 

cases on this alternative track is likely to save time and money. 

Question 98: 

98-1 We suggest that the landlord’s valuation costs (including junior counsel’s fees for 

advising on the basis of valuation) and the legal costs of deducing title (including evidence 

of a mortgage or restriction on that title) should be borne by the leaseholder.  This is 

because the landlord has been forced into this expenditure solely as a result of the service 

of the Notice of Claim.  The landlord should bear all other non-litigation costs howsoever 

arising. 

Question 99: 

(1) 99-1 Fixed costs subject to a cap seems the most equitable. 

99-2 Yes 

99-3 Fixed costs with an increment as suggested for additional participants for > 30 

participants. 

99-4 Yes but a fixed advice fee without increase where there is more than one occupied 

building involved. 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 100: 

(1) No 

(2) 100-1 No.  The leaseholder should pay 100% of the fixed fee up to the last 

completed stage that the landlord has reached with the day of the failure being included in 

the fees recoverable as completed, whether or not the information has been 

communicated to the Tribunal or the leaseholder. 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) 100-2 The Fixed Fee schedule should state the fee for each stage so that it is 

question of fact whether the stage has been completed or not. 
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Question 101: 

(1) Yes 

(2) 101-1 Yes, but landlord security for cost must be limited. Otherwise there may be a 

situation where a landlord demands far too much money for security for costs unless this is 

regulated in some way. 

Question 102: 

(1) Yes 

(2) 102-1 Yes. This should be expandable to include Family and Associates (as defined 

in Company Law) to restrict the opportunities for the Tribunal’s orders to be circumvented 

Question 103: 

(1) Yes 

(2) 103-1 Yes 

103-2 In relation to the Excepted Orders, the full powers available in the County 

Court should apply 

103-3 Costs shifting should not apply to any part of the Claim save as mentioned 

above 

Question 104: 

(1) Yes 

(2) 104-1 Yes save where in the opinion of the Tribunal (on its own motion) one party 

has pursued an unmeritorious claim / application after the Tribunal has warned that party 

that to continue a repeated unmeritorious claim or application risks a costs order against 

that party 

Question 105: 

(1) 105-1  Costs are always an issue and Landlord (or their solicitors) will always try and 

charge as much as they can. Surveyors often have the opinion that costs charged by the 

landlord are “probably too high but not worth the time and expense of challenging them”. 

There ought to be some sort of scale fees. 

105-2 Generally the costs for landlords appear to be much higher than the norm.  

Practitioners for the tenant see the costs due to the fact that on virtually every case the 

tenant is responsible for the Landlords legal and surveyors which are normally fixed at the 

outset.  This is surely an unfair burden on the tenant. 

(2) 105-3 Neutral. 

(3)  
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(4)  

(5)  

(6)  

(7)  

(8)  

(9)  

(10)  

(11)  

(12) 105-4 Definitely. 

(13) 105-5 A likely desire to deal with the process more quickly. 

Question 106: 

106-1 This would tend to concentrate the mind. 

Question 126: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 127: 

Not Answered 

Question 128: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 129: 

Not Answered 

Question 130: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 131: 

(1) Not Answered 
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(2) Not Answered 

Question 132: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 133: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 134: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 135: 

Not Answered 

Any further comments  

Not Answered 

 

 





 1 

Name of organisation: Wallace LLP 

Question 1:  

Question 2: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 3: 

(1)  

(2) Leaseholders should also have the choice to extend the lease (without changing the 

ground rent) 

(3)  

(4)  

Question 4: 

(1) Other 

(2) Landlords should be in a position to argue that parts of the premises should be 

excluded. There may be any set of circumstances where this would be reasonable and 

there be no power to argue the position is prejudicial to the landlord. 

Question 5: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 6: 

(1) No 

(2) The present system is adequate and the suggestion limits the landlord and tenant to 

agree/obtain reasonable amendments etc to the new lease. 

(3)  

(4) a standard or model lease is sensible as a starting point 

Question 7:  

(1) No 

(2)  
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(3)  

Question 8: 

(1)  

(2)  

Question 9: 

I believe it would increase claims 

Question 10: 

Question 11: 

Question 12: 

(1)  

(2) it depends on how you intend to "restrict" the ability to introduce new terms 

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 13: 

Question 14: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 15: 

(1)  

(2) Not Answered 

(3)  

(4)  

Question 16: 

(1)  

(2)  
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Question 17: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 18: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 19: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 20: 

(1)  

(2) If the acquisition is complicated it is always likely to have the potential for disputes 

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 21: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 22: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 23: 

(1) Yes 
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(2)  

(3)  

Question 24: 

(1) No 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 25: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 26: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 27: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 28: 

(1)  

(2)  

Question 29: 

(1)  

(2)  

Question 30: 
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(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 31: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 32: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 33: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 34: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

(4)  

Question 35: 

Question 36: 

(1)  

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 37: 
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Question 38: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

(5) Yes 

(6)  

Question 39: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 40: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 41: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 42: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 43: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 44: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  
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(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 45: 

Question 46: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

(5) Yes 

(6)  

Question 47: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 48: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 49: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 50: 

(1) No 

(2)  

Question 51: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 52: 

(1) Yes 
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(2)  

Question 53: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 54: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 55: 

Question 56:  

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 57: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 58: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 59: 

(1)  

(2)  

Question 60: 

Question 61: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 
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Question 62: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 63: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 64: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 65: 

Not Answered 

Question 66: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 67: 

Not Answered 

Question 68: 

Not Answered 

Question 69: 

Not Answered 

Question 70: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 71: 

(1) Not Answered 
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(2) Not Answered 

Question 72: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

(5) Not Answered 

(6) Not Answered 

Question 73: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 74: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 75: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 76: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 77: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 78: 

(1) Not Answered 
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(2) Not Answered 

Question 79: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 80: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 81: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 82: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 83: 

Not Answered 

Question 84: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 85: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 86: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 87: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 
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(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 88: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 89: 

Not Answered 

Question 90: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 91: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 92: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 93: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 94: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 95: 

Not Answered 
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Question 96: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 97: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 98: 

Yes 

Question 99: 

(1) The current position regarding recovery of costs as set out in the Acts is satisfactory  

 

The landlord is going to be significantly "out of pocket " should a fixed/capped costs policy 

be adopted 

What would a reformed assessment procedure involve ? 

(2) 1. A fixed costs regime on a collective claim would be wholly prejudicial to a landlord. A 

claim ( either leasehold or freehold ) is a form of compulsory acquisition and as above the 

Landlord would be out of pocket. 

 

I do not believe there is such a thing as a simple collective claim and as such any costs 

that flow should be as dealt with under the current statutory regime  

 

2. Complexity of the claim 

(3) No 

(4) An intermediate landlord is a party to the claim and has the right to seek representation 

with respect to it's interest 

 

There are a significant number of properties where the value is held in the intermediate 

leasehold interest  
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It would be unfair to any intermediate landlord to prevent them from recovering their 

reasonable costs.  

 

I do not understand the suggestion that a management company would be able to recover 

costs but not an intermediate landlord 

Question 100: 

(1) No 

(2) The present position should continue  

 

See above - a landlord will be again prejudiced and will not be adequately compensated 

(3) No 

(4) The suggestion of fixed costs in any stage of a claim is unfair 

 

The present regime of reasonable costs ( as determined by a Tribunal in the event of 

dispute ) works 

Question 101: 

(1) Yes 

(2) This already exists for lease extensions ( deposits ) and should also apply to collective 

claims 

Question 102: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 103: 

(1) No 

(2) Rule 13 is sufficient 

Question 104: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 105: 
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(1) It would be difficult to provide typical costs and each claim must be treated individually 

(2) The costs are required to be reasonable and the leaseholders have recourse to the 

Tribunal so why should it have an impact on willingness to pursue claims 

(3)  

(4)  

(5)  

(6)  

(7)  

(8)  

(9)  

(10)  

(11)  

(12)  

(13) Enfranchisement is a form of compulsory acquisition and the failure to recover its 

reasonable costs results in reducing the value of it's investment and it will mot be 

adequately compensated for the lose of the investment 

Question 106: 

Question 126: 

(1) Yes 

(2) As existing duty 

Question 127: 

Question 128: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 129: 

Question 130: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  
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Question 131: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 132: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 133: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 134: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 135: 

Not Answered 

Any further comments  

Not Answered 

 

 



 1 

Name of organisation: Fanshawe White 

Question 1:  

Question 2: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 3: 

(1)  

(2)  

(3)  

(4)  

Question 4: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 5: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 6: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

(4)  

Question 7:  

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 8: 
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(1)  

(2)  

Question 9: 

Question 10: 

Question 11: 

Question 12: 

(1)  

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 13: 

Question 14: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 15: 

(1)  

(2) Not Answered 

(3)  

(4)  

Question 16: 

(1)  

(2)  

Question 17: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  
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(3)  

Question 18: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 19: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 20: 

(1)  

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 21: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 22: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 23: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 24: 
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(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 25: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 26: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 27: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 28: 

(1)  

(2)  

Question 29: 

(1)  

(2)  

Question 30: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  
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Question 31: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 32: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 33: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 34: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

(4)  

Question 35: 

Not Answered 

Question 36: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 37: 

Not Answered 

Question 38: 
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(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

(5) Not Answered 

(6) Not Answered 

Question 39: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 40: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 41: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 42: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 43: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 44: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 
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(4) Not Answered 

Question 45: 

Not Answered 

Question 46: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

(5) Not Answered 

(6) Not Answered 

Question 47: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 48: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 49: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 50: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 51: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 52: 

(1) Not Answered 
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(2) Not Answered 

Question 53: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 54: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 55: 

Not Answered 

Question 56:  

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 57: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 58: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 59: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 60: 

Not Answered 

Question 61: 

(1) Not Answered 
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(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 62: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 63: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 64: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 65: 

Not Answered 

Question 66: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 67: 

Not Answered 

Question 68: 

Not Answered 

Question 69: 

Not Answered 

Question 70: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 
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Question 71: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 72: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

(5) Not Answered 

(6) Not Answered 

Question 73: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 74: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 75: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 76: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 77: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 
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Question 78: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 79: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 80: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 81: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 82: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 83: 

Not Answered 

Question 84: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 85: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 86: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 87: 
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(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 88: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 89: 

Not Answered 

Question 90: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 91: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 92: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 93: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 94: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 
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Question 95: 

Not Answered 

Question 96: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 97: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 98: 

Yes, the leaseholder has to be responsible for the freeholder's costs.  It is unfair to expect 

a freeholder to pay costs for something it is being forced to undertake and which is almost 

certainly to its detriment. 

 

There must be some cost consequence to submitting a lease extension or 

enfranchisement claim or there is a risk of a freeholder suffering abuse by the leaseholder.  

For instance, a vexatious leaseholder can simply submit a claim, the freeholder incurs 

costs to deal with it and the leaseholder withdraws. 

Question 99: 

(1) Reasonable costs as already set out in the Act.  No need to change this.   

 

It would not be fair to freeholders to have capped costs.  Costs related to the premium 

would be irrelevant as the premium bears no relation to the amount of work required by a 

freeholder's valuer and solicitor.  A leaseholder has to expect to compensate a freeholder's 

reasonable costs they are forced to incur because of their application. 

(2) Strongly disagree fixed costs should be implemented for the reasons given above.  

Costs reasonably incurred in responding to a claim must be paid by the leaseholder.  Any 

fixed costs scheme or recovery linked to premium could be very unfair to freeholders. 

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 100: 
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(1) Yes 

(2) Agree.  Too often a leaseholder submits a claim, does nothing, especially in a falling 

market we are currently seeing, and withdraws their claim the day before a Tribunal 

hearing, after the freeholder has incurred considerable costs preparing for the hearing.  

There should be some compensation payable to freeholders for this type of abuse of the 

system by leaseholders 

(3) Yes 

(4) Maybe, but difficult to introduce 

Question 101: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 102: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 103: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 104: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 105: 

(1)  

(2)  

(3)  

(4)  

(5)  

(6)  

(7)  

(8)  
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(9)  

(10)  

(11)  

(12)  

(13)  

Question 106: 

Question 126: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 127: 

Question 128: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 129: 

Question 130: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 131: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 132: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 133: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  
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Question 134: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 135: 

Not Answered 

Any further comments  

We are conscious we have not supported any of the proposals submitted and may appear 

to have provided a negative response to the consultation. 

 

However, we believe some of the valuation proposals put forward and in particular 

prescription of rates and an online calculator would produce some significant unfairnesses 

both to freeholders and leaseholders.  Furthermore we consider prescription and an online 

calculator to be unworkable. 

 

We are valuers with experience going back to 1994, just after the 1993 Act came into 

force, acting mainly for leaseholders in central London.  We are extremely concerned 

about some of the proposals and how unfair these may be to our clients. 

 

 



 1 

Name of organisation: Daniel Watney as Surveyors to   

The Charity of Richard Cloudesley 

Question 1:  

We think they should be the same in both countries. 

Question 2: 

(1) No 

(2) We do not agree that leaseholders should be able to extend as frequently as they wish.  

lease extensions involve professional work, the cost of which is often significant in relation 

t the premium payable.   Moreover, if the freeholder is limited on the recoverability of fees 

as Commission has postulated, repetitive extension claims could be used by leaseholders 

to the disadvantage of freeholders.   This is particularly relevant for charities who in 

addition to due diligence have to obtain (at their expense) Charities Act reports to remain 

compliant with statutory requirements. 

 

In addition, repetitive lease extensions could be drain on the public purse if cases are 

referred to FTT. 

 

Lease extensions should be limited to avoid repetitive claims being used unfairly against 

landlords. 

(3) The current provisions are adequate, but to balance the proposal above in  Clause 1, it 

might be acceptable for lease extensions of say, 125 years, rather than the current 90 

years.   

 

We are of the view that the development rights of the freeholder should not only be 

preserved but potentially enhanced.  Many of the post-war developments are increasingly 

obsolete (and often poorly configured in a modern context) and allowing greater flexibility 

might allow for appropriate redevelopment.  A further option to this might be to consider an 

entitlement for existing leaseholders to purchase (at an agreed discount) in any developed 

scheme. 

Question 3: 

(1)  

(2) Leaseholders should also have the choice to extend the lease (without changing the 

ground rent) 

(3)  
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(4) It is our view that the motivation for the majority of leaseholders to extend is the 

diminishing length of the lease, not the ground rent.  

 

This would also help reduce potentially difficult cases (and from a leaseholder's 

perspective, elevated premiums) when onerous ground rent shortfalls result within head 

lease structures. 

Question 4: 

(1) Other 

(2) This a difficult area - we consider it fair that leaseholders should be able to extend all 

relevant parts of the premises under their existing lease. 

 

However, the provisions should not impinge on the development rights of the landlord or 

other interest beyond the lessee's demise. 

Question 5: 

(1) Other 

(2) We are inclined to agree on point 1, but as lease extension is unlikely to be at the 

landlord's instigation, point 2 seems potentially unfair. 

Question 6: 

(1) Other 

(2) Yes, in principle, but the entitlement to correct outmoded, irrelevant or erroneous lease 

provisions as part of the extension should be preserved and enhanced. 

(3) Those terms that provide for the proper management, maintenance and compliance of 

the building, including improvement where appropriate. 

(4) As above. 

Question 7:  

(1) No 

(2) This is often helpful to reflect the requirements of the leaseholder, and landlord, and 

may assist in overcoming issues such as onerous ground and other unfortunate results of 

statutory provisions. 

(3) None. 

Question 8: 

(1) We have not encountered any particular issues. 
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(2) The current provisions have resulted in few issues we have been involved with. 

Question 9: 

On balance, the position should be neutral.  However, if the Commission is intent (and 

without justification in our view) to reduce premiums then it follows that the 

likelihood of lease extensions will increase. The extent will depend on the degree the 

financial benefit is proposed to move from landlords (including charities) to 

private leaseholders (including investors). 

Question 10: 

In the vast majority of cases, the current provisions are adequate for securing mortgages 

and the market impact of longer leases (certainly for extended unexpired 

terms beyond 100/125 years) will be negligible in our view. 

Question 11: 

In our experience, there will be an appetite for Point 1, and limited demand for Point 2. 

Point 1 will be useful in dealing with ground rent shortfalls in head lease 

structures, and also helps to reduce premiums.  We already agree Point 1 settlements 

(outside statutory provisions) in a substantial number of head lease cases. 

We do not understand why the Commission has not considered the problems with head 

lease ground rent shortfalls as part of this review? 

Question 12: 

(1) Negotiations predominantly focus on relatively few, albeit usually key, valuation criteria 

in our experience, with the most contentious issue typically being relativity and, to a lesser 

extent, capitalisation rates. 

 

In our experience, few onerous issues arise for leaseholders in the course of negotiations 

as a result of reference to include other terms. However, the unfortunate position resulting 

in ground rent shortfalls or similar, in certain head lease structures, does result in 

additional costs for all parties, and the Commission should in our view consider revisions to 

address the position. 

(2) This is rarely an issue in our experience. 

(3) No 

(4) We do not consider it a significant issue. 

Question 13: 

We consider the current provisions are adequate for Point 1 above. 
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We do though agree that there should be no statutory time limit on landlords to propose 

other land should be included in the transfer. 

Question 14: 

(1) No 

(2) The landlord should be at liberty to settle any mortgage at its discretion, and the full 

premium should be paid by the leaseholder to the landlord without deduction. 

(3) Other 

(4) We do not hold a firm view on the position but agree a landlord should be able to retain 

estate rent charges imposed to secure positive covenants. 

Question 15: 

(1) We generally agree that the acquisition should be subject to the freeholder's current 

obligations. 

(2) No 

(3) It should not be solely for the leaseholder to elect which terms might apply - many 

provisions are there for the general benefit of the estate or for the landlord's 

retained land - it is sufficient that the leaseholder is enfranchising the freehold. 

(4) As above. 

Question 16: 

(1) We consider option 1 should apply, unless option 2 is open for the landlord to elect 

from also. 

(2) As above, our preference is that option 1 should apply, and we do not think the 

covenants should be limited to a prescribed list. 

Question 17: 

(1) Yes 

(2) The terms were clear at the grant or acquisition of the lease and should apply 

accordingly upon enfranchisement. 

(3) Yes, and preferably settled as a condition of completion of the enfranchisement. 

Question 18: 

(1) Yes 

(2) These though will depend on the terms and circumstances. 
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(3) As above, we do not think these need to be restricted to a prescribed list, but should 

reflect the circumstances. 

Question 19: 

(1) No 

(2)  

(3) We do not consider this to be a significant issue for reform. 

Question 20: 

(1) We do not consider this to be a significant current issue. 

(2) We do not consider this to be a significant current issue. 

(3) No 

(4) We do not consider this to be a significant current issue. 

Question 21: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) No 

(4) Company law should apply consistently. 

Question 22: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 23: 

(1) Yes 

(2) As a generality we do not think the prescribed articles should be departed from. 

(3) We have no firm view on the matter, other than articles should prescribe appropriate 

management, maintenance, compliance and governance protocols for the property. 

Question 24: 

(1) Yes 

(2) We consider only upon a successful application to Tribunal. 
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(3) In cases of the appropriate management, compliance and governance of the property 

and purchaser company. 

Question 25: 

(1) No 

(2) We strongly disagree, and we do not understand why the Commission should think to 

extend such an entitlement to areas outside the building which is to be 

enfranchised. 

 

Many charities own estates which have become desirable well-run and attractive portfolios. 

Whilst it is recognised that leaseholders should be entitled to 

purchase their own buildings there is no justification or rationale to extend this to the 

landlord's other holdings or estate. 

 

Many charitable (and other) estate landlords have invested for the long term in the fabric of 

their property portfolios and estates, and have invariably diligently 

sought to ensure they are enhanced to the benefit of the charitable objectives, and the 

estate and area in which the premises are situated. 

 

The homogeneous nature of such estates has invariably benefited the properties owned by 

leaseholders and the community, and there can be little basis to have their own property 

transferred to private leaseholders. 

 

The scope for dissent on such an acquisition is almost without limit - how is an estate 

defined, what is the correct premium, and where does the entitlement start 

and finish? - these are all questions which will create scope for dispute, cost and potential 

detriment to the freeholder's assets. 

 

Accordingly, we are struggling to understand why the Commission would consider this an 

area requiring reform in this way. 

(3) We consider the approach flawed in conception and inoperable in practice; there are 

clearly areas of greater priority in the field of leaseholder reform above 

creating statutory entitlements with such a wide and uncertain brief. 
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From an estate landlord charity's perspective this creates the potential to transfer assets 

from the public realm to private individual, potentially for financial gain at 

the expense of the charity landlord. 

 

In many cases the longevity of a charity's holding is a key element of the current and future 

investment, management, sustainability and desirability of the estate - 

anything that promotes a break up beyond that of individual enfranchisement is likely to be 

to the detriment of the wider interest, including that of the charitable 

landlord and its beneficiaries. 

 

We urge the commission to reconsider its proposal in this regard. 

Question 26: 

(1) Other 

(2) We consider the entitlement to acquire the building is sufficient.  However, if this is to 

be extended as above an appropriate premium should be paid, including 

compensation for loss of development potential and any value due to sub-division. 

(3) No 

(4) The current provisions are adequate in our view. 

Question 27: 

(1) No 

(2) Any premium should be paid in full to the landlord without deduction, and the landlord 

should be at liberty to discharge its responsibilities as it deems appropriate. 

(3) Other 

(4) We agree that a landlord should be able to retain rentcharges secured for positive 

covenants. 

Question 28: 

(1) We agree that rights and obligation not discharged should continue. 

(2) Yes, although we do not think a prescribed list will cover all circumstances. 

Question 29: 
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(1) Yes, we agree that the acquisition should be subject to the existing rights and 

obligations. 

(2) We prefer Option 1 above rather than a prescribed list. 

Question 30: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 31: 

(1) No 

(2) The current provisions are sufficient. The leaseholders should enfranchise the whole of 

the freehold asset, not part.  Landlords as freeholders should not be forced to become 

leaseholders against their wishes. 

Question 32: 

(1) Other 

(2) This is a difficult area because the motivation for further acquisition may be the poor 

management and governance of the building - other leaseholders should be 

entitled to acquire premises to avoid buildings falling into disrepair. 

(3) Other 

(4) If considered three years should be sufficient. 

Question 33: 

(1) No 

(2) Parties should be permitted to treat outside statutory provisions. 

(3) None 

Question 34: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Right to participate should be extended in all cases. 

(3) All leaseholders (including landlords if obliged to take a lease back) should have the 

right to participate. 

(4)  
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Question 35: 

All three criteria should apply in our view. 

Question 36: 

(1) We do not consider there is a significant issue to consider. 

(2) We do not consider there is a significant issue to consider. 

(3) No 

(4)  

Question 37: 

We suspect it would make many acquisitions more prevalent, and potentially to the 

significant detriment of landlords, who may be obliged to become leaseholders 

rather than freeholders.   This may impact negatively on charity landlords who typically 

support their beneficiaries in the longer term though freehold rather than 

leasehold assets. 

Question 38: 

(1) Other 

(2) Subject to appropriate review, this may assist in preventing disputes and uncertainty. 

(3) Other 

(4) The current position may be unfair although there are differences between the two set 

of circumstances.  Rather than going to the expense of new definition, 

would it not be better to simply harmonise the provisions between flats and houses? 

(5) Yes 

(6)  

Question 39: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 40: 

(1) No 

(2) All long leases should be counted as separate, regardless of the parties' identitity. 
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(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 41: 

(1) Yes 

(2) The current position in both confusing and outmoded. 

Question 42: 

(1) Other 

(2) We have no firm view on the proposal but consider the current position is sufficient. 

Question 43: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 44: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 45: 

We consider the current provisions to be sufficient. 

Question 46: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

(5) Yes 

(6)  

Question 47: 

(1) Yes 
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(2)  

Question 48: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 49: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 50: 

(1) No 

(2) This will potentially result in vexatious acquisitions with financial dominance of one 

leaseholder potentially holding sway - this cannot be what is intended?  We 

suggest the current arrangement is preferable to that proposed. 

Question 51: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 52: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 53: 

(1) No 

(2) We believe consideration should given for registered charities also to be exempt. 

 

It cannot be justified that assets in the public domain are forcibly transferred to private 

leaseholders. 

Question 54: 

(1) Other 

(2) We do not consider an Estate should be subject to collective enfranchisement. 

Question 55: 
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We do not consider this would be justified. 

Question 56:  

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 57: 

(1) No 

(2)  

Question 58: 

(1) Yes 

(2) There is no justification to transfer assets from a landlord to an investor; this is 

particularly so in the case of landlords who are charities. 

 

A residence test (as principal UK residence) should be a requirement for participation. 

(3)  

Question 59: 

(1) We consider the current provisions are sufficient, although simplifying the criteria 

between flats and houses seems sensible. The 1967 provisions in particular are 

now outdated. 

(2) We have no firm view at this stage as it depends on which of the provisions are 

adopted. 

Question 60: 

We do not believe the exclusion of investors will have a significant impact on the leasehold 

or house markets, beyond the restrictions on buy-to-let investors. 

Question 61: 

(1) No 

(2) we consider separate criteria should apply. 

(3)  

Question 62: 
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(1) We think the criteria should not be relaxed. 

(2)  

Question 63: 

(1) Other 

(2) We do not hold strong views on 1. but consider charities should be exempt from 

enfranchisement. 

(3) No 

(4)  

Question 64: 

(1) It should be exempt, as should charities. 

(2) N/A 

Question 65: 

N/A 

Question 66: 

(1) Yes there should - charities should also be exempt. 

(2)  

Question 67: 

we have no firm view. 

Question 68: 

N/A 

Question 69: 

We consider it will reduce willingness for developers to offer shared ownership schemes, 

make them less attractive to investors, and reduce market value. 

Question 70: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 71: 

(1) Yes 
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(2)  

Question 72: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) No 

(4) All participants should sign 

(5) Yes 

(6)  

Question 73: 

(1) Other 

(2) The provision for landlords to provide details of their address already exists. 

Question 74: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 75: 

(1) No 

(2) Other leaseholders should be invited - the purpose is to improve democratisation of the 

process not allow certain groups to proceed without inviting others. 

Question 76: 

(1) Other 

(2) No, but the provision of meeting landlord costs should be an obligation on leaseholders 

(3)  

Question 77: 

(1) Other 

(2) We do not think point 3. and 5. should be required at this stage. 

Question 78: 
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(1) No 

(2) The leaseholder should serve notice on all landlords. 

Question 79: 

(1) Other 

(2) provided all landlords have been served with notice. 

Question 80: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 81: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 82: 

(1) No 

(2) The leaseholder should be responsible for serving notice on all landlords and 

intermediate interests . 

Question 83: 

A landlord should be so entitled in all cases. 

Question 84: 

(1) Other 

(2) we consider the current provisions are sufficient. 

Question 85: 

(1) No 

(2) The leaseholder should serve notice on all landlords, and intermediate landlords. 

Question 86: 

(1) No 

(2) the current provisions are sufficient to avoid unnecessary costs for unfulfilled claims. 

Question 87: 
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(1) Other 

(2) We hold no firm view. 

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 88: 

(1) No 

(2) the landlord should be at liberty to dispose of its interest as it see fit, without additional 

costs. 

Question 89: 

we do not hold a firm view. 

Question 90: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Other 

(4) we hold no firm view. 

Question 91: 

(1) No 

(2) The landlord should not be liable for additional costs. 

Question 92: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 93: 

(1) N/A - we have not encountered significant issues. 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 94: 

(1) Yes 
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(2)  

Question 95: 

We consider it would be desirable to determine valuation disputes by a single valuation 

expert in straightforward cases. 

Question 96: 

(1) N/A - we have not had a recent such case. 

(2) N/A - we do not think this has been a significant factor. 

(3) we suspect it will assist. 

Question 97: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 98: 

Yes they should - the leaseholder is exercising their right to extend or enfranchise to the 

detriment of landlords - it is only correct that the landlords reasonable 

costs are met, particularly for charities. 

Question 99: 

(1) We believe the current categories should be widened to include costs for intermediate 

landlord representations and additional costs incurred by landlords when dealing with 

compliance matters including Charity Act reports. 

(2) We do not think fixed costs are applicable or rationale. 

(3) No 

(4) It is only fair all landlords are covered for statutory costs. 

Such cases with intermediate leases are often more complex and involved in any event, 

and it is unfair to penalise diligent landlords in ensuring due process is 

followed. 

Question 100: 

(1) No 

(2) All landlord costs should be met in such circumstances. 

(3) Other 
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(4) as above 

Question 101: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 102: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 103: 

(1) Other 

(2) We hold no firm view. 

Question 104: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 105: 

(1) We estimate that approximately 50-75% of landlords costs may be recovered. 

This % reduces in more difficult or involved cases, which may be very unsatisfactory from 

a landlord charity perspective. 

Charities are required to issue Charity Act reports for such disposals and these costs are 

not recoverable but should be. 

(2) Preserving the current categories while reforming assessment procedures, Retaining 

the same categories of recoverable costs as the current law but with a 

reformed assessment procedure, Expanding the categories of recoverable non-litigation 

costs. 

(3)  

(4)  

(5)  

(6)  

(7)  

(8)  
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(9)  

(10)  

(11)  

(12) We do not consider potential costs is a significant factor in the majority of extension 

and enfranchisement claims we have been involved with. 

(13) This would be unfair on landlords, especially charities. 

Question 106: 

The current arrangements works reasonable well in our view, encouraging reasonable 

parties to settle without referral where possible. 

Question 126: 

(1) Other 

(2) This provision exists in some form but it should be for each party to represent its own 

interests. 

Question 127: 

This depends on the circumstances but generally believe the current position suffices. 

Question 128: 

(1) Other 

(2) We have no firm view on this. 

Question 129: 

We hold no firm view, but 2 would be the preferred option. 

Question 130: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 131: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 132: 

(1) Yes 
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(2)  

Question 133: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 134: 

(1) Yes 

(2) We strongly welcome this. 

Question 135: 

We believe there is an existing liability on landlords. However we consider it unfair to 

provide landlords with additional responsibility for other landlords in such 

cases. In particular Charities incur substantial irrecoverable costs in complying with statute 

on disposals without additional cost and risk if liability to other parties - those landlords 

should be responsible for their own representations. If the Commission proposes to 

proceed then charities should be exempt or landlords should be able to recover greater 

costs than they do currently to cover the liability. 

Any further comments  

We represent the Charity of Richard Cloudesley, a charitable landlord in Islington, which 

relies on its property assets to support its charitable objectives and beneficiaries in the 

local area. 

 

We do not disagree with reducing the scope for dispute and improving processes to reduce 

costs; however, we believe consideration should be given to providing additional 

protections exempt from any provisions that would benefit private or investor leaseholders 

at the expense of the charity.  These include changes to valuation criteria to the benefit of 

leaseholders and in particular and broadening of enfranchisement rights to include estate 

property - the risk and costs significantly outweigh the benefit, and it is not supportable to 

benefit private purses at the expense of charities with assets essentially in the public 

realm. 
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Name of organisation: Carter Jonas LLP 

Question 1:  

I see no reason why particular issues should be treated differently in England and Wales. 

Question 2: 

(1) No 

(2) Freehold aquisition is more desirable for house owners.  The existing 50 year lease 

extension option for houses is outdated and rarely used. 

 

Please see answer below in respect of flats. 

(3) Rather than the current 90 years extension term a term of 999 years would remove 

once and for all the need to extend again leases first extended when the existing term was 

very short.  It would also allow the residents of a block to convert more easily to share of 

freehold by way of collective enfranchisement as it stands now or may be amended. 

Question 3: 

(1)  

(2) Leaseholders should also have the choice to extend the lease (without changing the 

ground rent) 

(3) Leaseholders should also have the choice to extinguish the ground rent (without 

extending the lease) 

(4) Some lessees paying an escalating but not onerous ground rent in relation to the value 

of the property would prefer to continue paying ground rent thereby "spreading payment" 

rather than rolling it up into a lump sum, ie capatalising it. 

 

Alternatively other lessees are happy with the unexpired term they have but would rather 

pay the lump sum to reduce overall annual outgoings (where there are high service 

charges payable in addition) which might impinge on the capital value of the property 

Question 4: 

(1) Yes 

(2) As long as proposal 2 above relates to land that was leased to the claimant either in the 

lease being the subject of the claim or on a separate lease as appurtenant property I see 

no reason why, equitably, the claimant  should be denied the right to  aquire an extended 

interest in it or the landlord not be able to require them to take it. 

Question 5: 
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(1) Yes 

(2) Because both proposals are the actuality of the existing lease  and I cannot see any 

reason why the position should not be maintained in respect of the exyended lease. 

 

Having said this I am a surveyor, not a lawyer, so this is not an issue I come accross in my 

day to day dealings with enfranchisement matters. 

Question 6: 

(1) Yes 

(2) This seems sensible but falls into the category referred to in the second part of my 

answer to question 5 above 

(3) This is a question for lawyers. 

(4) Again a question for lawyers. 

Question 7:  

(1) No 

(2) All voluntary lease extensions I have been involved in have followed the methodology 

of the Act in terms of 50/50 share of the marriage value  etc but have afforded the parties 

the option of agreeing to continue paying ground rent (thereby reducing the premium) and 

also including additional areas (loft space, terraces, vaults etc) not included in the demise.  

Similarly it can be agreed that appurtenant property can be  excluded from the extension or 

surrendered. 

 

I would stress that the foregoing does not contradict my answers to question 4 above as 

such occurances in a voluntary transaction are only if the parties are in agreement. 

 

Voluntary transaction do not create problems in relation to the stautory procedure which is 

treated a fallback position by the claimant if the voluntary approach does not work out. 

(3) For the reasons stated above, none. 

Question 8: 

(1) No experience of this. 

(2) No views on this. 

Question 9: 
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I believe that this would increase the numbers  as long as the process was precieved as 

straightforward. 

Question 10: 

I  dont think an increase in the  length of statutory lease extension  would affect the 

leasehold market in terms of value as the premium cost of an extension to 999 years as 

opposed to one that takes the extended lease term to over 100 years as it does now would 

be relatively small. 

 

My experiences in dealing with lease extension claims outside PCL  tells me that claimants  

believe they would have difficulty selling their properties due to the inability of puchasers to  

obtain morgtgage funding for leases with less than 100 years unexpired. 

 

I have no specific evidence. 

Question 11: 

Please see my answers to previous questions on these issues. 

 

I am currently dealing with  individual statutory lease extensions  in respect of  some 12 out 

of 17 flats in a prestigious block in London WC2.  The block is not enfranchiseable as 

substantial parts of the ground floor and basement are not in the demise.   The flat lessees  

all of whom hold leases of over 80 years are also the  head lessee of the block.  The head 

rent payable is the aggregate of the rents payable to the head lessee so as such they 

would be in a negative position following the lease extensions of the majority of flats. 

 

A proportionate reduction in head rent has been sought from the competent landlord  

which of course is outside the Act .  The landlord will not agree to this unless more that the 

capitalised value of the ground rent is paid to them.  The claimants are not agreeable to 

this and all more than happy to proceed on the basis of continuing to pay their share of the 

head rent through the service charge provisions even though their flats will be held on th 

enew extended leases at peppercorn ground rents . 

Question 12: 

(1) If uncontentious new terms are agreed there are no problems in relation to points 1, 2 

and 3 above. 

Contentious new terms lead to all three of the occurances listed at 1,2 and 3. 

 

My experiences of such are to numerous to list. 
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(2) It would bring about all three results listed above. 

(3) Yes 

(4) It would help by making the whole process more straightforward and transparent. 

Question 13: 

Question 14: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 15: 

(1)  

(2) Not Answered 

(3)  

(4)  

Question 16: 

(1)  

(2)  

Question 17: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 18: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 19: 

(1) Not Answered 
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(2)  

(3)  

Question 20: 

(1) Same as in relation to this question in respect of lease extensions. 

(2) Same as in relation to this question in respect of lease extensions. 

(3) Yes 

(4) Same as in relation to this question in respect of lease extensions. 

Question 21: 

(1) Other 

(2) I tend to agree with 1 above as in my experience most NP's are companies as this 

makes matters more "official" as far as participants are concerned. 

 

In question 2 four individual owners  would still have to have a participation agreement  or 

similar which their successors would have to enter into which could be more problematical 

than just selling a share for £1 in the NP company . 

 

I cant immediately see why with 4 flats if 3 wish to collectively enfranchise they could be 

pevented from doing so because 1 does not wish to.  I assume by long leases it is meant 

that the term of the lease was originally in excess of 21 years.  If so I agree. 

(3) Other 

(4) Not a lawyer so not qualified to comment. 

Question 22: 

(1) Other 

(2) Not a lawyer so not qualified to comment. 

Question 23: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Not a lawyer so not qualified to comment but this seems sensible. 

(3) Not a lawyer so not qualified to comment. 

Question 24: 
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(1) Yes 

(2) Not a lawyer so not qualified to comment but this seems sensible. 

(3) Not a lawyer so not qualified to comment. 

Question 25: 

(1) Other 

(2) Seems a sensible proposition but in practice could be complicated in relation to the 

estate roads, services and maintenance obligations in both legal and valuation terms 

(3) This all seems sensible. 

Question 26: 

(1) Yes 

(2) My uderstanding was that this was the intention of the current legislation but has led to 

disputes.  Therfore tightening it up would be desirable. 

(3) No 

(4) I believe the current legislation provides for such rights to be maintained  which should 

be adequate.  Aquiring the feeehold of other land  would incur more cost and could extend 

the negotiations and lead to disputes. 

Question 27: 

(1) Other 

(2) Not a lawyer so not qualified to comment. 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not a lawyer so not qualified to comment. 

Question 28: 

(1) Not a lawyer so not qualified to comment. 

(2) Not a lawyer so not qualified to comment but seems sensible. 

Question 29: 

(1) Not a lawyer so not qualified to comment but seems sensible. 

(2) Not a lawyer so not qualified to comment. 

Question 30: 

(1) Not Answered 
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(2) Not a lawyer so not qualified to comment but seems reasonable. 

(3) Not a lawyer so not qualified to comment. 

Question 31: 

(1) Yes 

(2) The inability of claimants to pay for non participating flats and non-residential parts of a 

building resricts collective enfranchisement. 

Question 32: 

(1) No 

(2) As long as the landlords costs are recovered in respect of each claim I see no reason 

why there sholld be such a prohibition.  The time taken to organise a fresh claim will still be 

lengthy. 

(3) No 

(4) I can see no reason to prevent a fresh claim at all mych less for such an extended 

period. 

Question 33: 

(1) No 

(2) For the same reasons in relation to this question in respect of individual lease 

extensions and houses. 

(3) I dont think this is neccessary. 

Question 34: 

(1) Yes 

(2) It seems inequitable that a lessee cannot aquire a share of the freehold interest held by 

the other lessees. 

(3) Both. 

(4) Q1.I dont think the subsequent right to aquire a share of freehold should be available to 

an intermediate  landlord which is what those taking 999 year leasbacks would be.  It 

should only be avainale to the occupational lessees of the flats that did not originally 

participate. 

 

Q2.  The terms should be same with just a change in the  NP company's  annual return 

that the new  participant has a share in the company and therfore the freehold interest. 
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Q3/Q4.  The premium should be calculated at the time of the flat serving notice to quire a 

share of the freehold based on market values  at the time but on the basis of the legislation 

as it stood at the time the collective took place.  This would obviate any percieved or actual 

advantage gained by delaying joining in. 

 

Q5.  The late joining participant should be responsible for the  valuation and legal costs 

incurred at the time they seek to join in whether or not they complete that application. 

 

Q6.  Could this be stated on the Land Registry office copies that the freehold was acquired 

under the relevant section of the Act in the same way as it does with flats getting an 

individual lease extension.  In the case of a voluntary transactions the LR entry could refer 

to the acquisition being a voluntary collective enfranchisement. 

Question 35: 

Not a lawyer so not qualified to comment. 

Question 36: 

(1) Not a lawyer so not qualified to comment but from observation  would say all three are 

the result. 

(2) All three. 

(3) Yes 

(4) It would make the process simpler and more transparent. 

Question 37: 

Yes.  Please see answers to previous questions on this topic. 

Question 38: 

(1) No 

(2) It is too confusing.  Please see answer to following question 

(3) No 

(4) It is not difficult to define a flat as your examples show.  Despite the  litigation about 

what constitutes a house in the majority of cases it it simple to do so. 

 

The cases regarding what is a house have all centred around very high value properties in 

PCL and  were mainly disputed on their use rather than physicallity.  The proposals 

regarding excluding any sort of business use from enfranchisement are sound.  If the 

property was built as a residential house and qualifies in every other respect it should 
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qualify if no longer used for business purposes and demonstranly returned to residential 

use for a resonable period of time, say 3 years, before a claim is made. 

(5) Yes 

(6) Enfranchisement rights should only apply to residential property as the 67 Act was 

enacted to preserve the right for people to live in their home.  It has moved on from that but 

the principle remains the same. 

Question 39: 

(1) Yes 

(2) This has never been a contentious issue as far as I am aware and see no good reason 

to change it. 

Question 40: 

(1) Other 

(2) My understanding is that this currently only applies to houses.  I see no reason  why it 

should not apply to flats also. 

(3) Yes 

(4) Please see answer above. 

Question 41: 

(1) Yes 

(2) These are now outdated and only serve to complicate  the procedure. 

Question 42: 

(1) Yes 

(2) I can see the reason for a participant in a collective enfranchisement not to have owned 

for two years so as not to hold up or cause more cost to those that have.  As such it would 

seem fair that those making claims on individual flats and houses should be resticted by 

this. 

Question 43: 

(1) Other 

(2) This seems reasonable as it would allow the owner of all the flats in a block to avoid the 

three or more flats restiction in a collective enfranchisement claim and at the same time 

would benifit the landlord as it would avoid the route of the claimant putting certain flats 

into different, and non participating, ownership thereby reducing the premium payable.  It is 

difficult to see how there could be be a restiction to stop this happening nevertheless, 

along the lines that a lessee who had previously owned all the residential leases in a 
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building could not participate in a collective claim as there are ways that could be 

employed to bring about the same result.  I therefore question would this right ever be 

used? 

Question 44: 

(1) Yes 

(2) This is thye current position which works perfectly well. 

(3) Yes 

(4) This would simplify matters. 

Question 45: 

I think this would be unworkable due to management difficulties and would increase 

litigation. 

Question 46: 

(1) Other 

(2) As above I dont think this would work as the claimant would find it cheaper to 

manufacture a collective claim. 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) See above. 

(5) Yes 

(6) But see above. 

Question 47: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Bit see above 

Question 48: 

(1) Yes 

(2) But see above 

Question 49: 

(1) Yes 

(2) I thought this was the case now? 

Question 50: 
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(1) No 

(2) This could lead to "tit for tat" claims. 

Question 51: 

(1) No 

(2) This would encourage commercial investors to buy up and contol blocks.  It would also 

allow the freeholder to regain contol in time particularly if the already had leasebacks in the 

building. 

Question 52: 

(1) Yes 

(2) This is a non contentious issue and does not need to be changed.  This covers most 

flats above shops situations and anything larger is not likely to want to be aquired by 

claimants. 

Question 53: 

(1) Yes 

(2) These are non contentious issues and do not need to be changed. 

Question 54: 

(1) Yes 

(2) To change the criteria would be confusing. 

Question 55: 

This might be feasable if the freeholder retained the flat on a 999 year lease and the 

claimant had the freehold and therefore control of the building which is usually the primary 

reason such action is taken. 

 

This would be difficult in the case of a missing freeholder which is a frequent occurance 

with two flats buildings. 

Question 56:  

(1) Maybe 

(2) Two flats above a shop may not exceed 75% of the total floorspace if the shop has 

been extended at the rear and/or has a basement.  In such cases 50% might be more 

appropriate. 

(3) Please see above. 
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Question 57: 

(1) Yes 

(2) This would just make it easier for commercial investots to take control of blocks as it 

could be effected by the sale of shares thereby bypassing the Section 5 requirements of 

the 1987 Act. 

Question 58: 

(1) No 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 59: 

(1) 1.   It can be diificult or impposible to obtain historic RV's as they have been lost so yes 

this does slow down, prevent and potentially make the process nore costly 

 

2.  It is only in very rare, and high value, cases that it is not possible to categorise whether 

a property is a flat or a house for the purpose of the Act.   

 

3.  Self contained building and 75% residential floorspace in addition can be difficult, time 

consuming and more costly although the latter is generally spread between a number of 

residents who are getting economies of scale on costs in any event. 

 

4.  Does not present a problem due to the ability of a notice of claim to be assigned by a 

qualifying vendor with the lease. 

 

5.  Definately. 

(2) A very open question as it depends on the number of the proposed reforms that are 

implemented.  Some of them are inequitable and just seem to be suggesting change for 

the sake of change to perfectly logical and workable processes. 

Question 60: 

No effect in relation to all three. 

Question 61: 

(1) No 
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(2) If the tenants of shared ownership leases have not staircased to 100% ownership it 

seems illogical that they should have the ability to aqcuire an extension to that lease. 

(3) The right for shared ownership lesseeto acuire a lease extension would create far too 

many legal and valuation difficulties. 

Question 62: 

(1) please see foregoing and below answers. 

(2) 1. Yes 

 

2. No 

 

3.  The nominee purchaser would have to pay and element of hope value for the possibility 

of the shared ownership lessee achieving 100% ownership and applying for a statutory 90 

year lease extension 

Question 63: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 64: 

(1) The current NT policy of granting 50 year lease extensions under the 67 Act is 

unsatisfactory.  They should be invited or legislated to follow the Crown Estate policy for 

"excepted areas" by granting leases to a maximum of 150 years by analogy with 

enfranchisement legislation. 

(2) Please see answer above. 

Question 65: 

I have dealt with numerous claims on the Crown Estate in both excepted and non excepted 

areas, primarily Regent's Park. 

 

I have always found it staightforward and flexible in that they require a ground rent but will 

agree to either a lower premium for a higher ground rent or vice versa as the claimant 

prefers.  I have never encountered any difficulties with this system. 

Question 66: 
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(1) In principal cmlt's and all forms of social housing should be unenfranchiseable. but 

have no experience of this area. 

(2) Please see above. 

Question 67: 

Please see above. 

Question 68: 

Question 69: 

Question 70: 

(1) Other 

(2) There are fundemental differences of approach that cannot be simplified to a single 

proceedure. 

Question 71: 

(1) Yes 

(2) This would simplify matters a bit. 

Question 72: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Although solicitors can sign for clients now the can be required to provide proof of 

authority to do so and that can be disputed thereby prolonging matters. 

(3) No 

(4) Realistic offer,  correct time for response. 

(5) Not Answered 

(6)  

Question 73: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Seems sensible 

Question 74: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Seems sensible 
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(3) Seems sensible to have one form with the ability to cover all types of claim athough this 

could lead to an increase in the number of incorrect or invalid notices served. 

Question 75: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 76: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 77: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Is this not the current basis of a counter notice? 

Question 78: 

(1) No 

(2) Service of notice on all relevant landlords would renove the scope for " I/We never 

received it" disputes. 

Question 79: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 80: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 81: 

(1) No 

(2) This would lead to many cases of landlords simply ignoring notices. 

Question 82: 

(1) No 

(2) Please see answer to question 78 above 
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Question 83: 

A landlord in such circumstances could simply arrange to absent themselves and devising 

criteria to satisfy abscence would simply be a route map of how to get around it. 

Question 84: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 85: 

(1) No 

(2) The current timescales are not contentious and perectly adequate. 

Question 86: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 87: 

(1) Yes 

(2) This would simplify matters. 

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 88: 

(1) Yes 

(2) This seems fair. 

Question 89: 

Question 90: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 91: 
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(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 92: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 93: 

(1)  

(2)  

(3)  

Question 94: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Should save time and costs. 

Question 95: 

At the moment the FTT consists a valuer and a lawyer.  In the UT a single valuer member 

will determine a case where there is no issue of law amd valuation is the only issue. 

 

There is no reason the same proceedure could not apply at the FTT also as it would save 

on time answering basic questions on valuation for the benifit of the legal member.  These 

could be claims of any size. 

Question 96: 

(1) From personal experience in the Tribunal (FTT) 1 day. 

(2) 1.   This is more likely to focus the minds of the parties and bring about a settlement 

 

2.  if the County Court are involved this is likely to be in advance of a Tribunal hearing on a 

preliminary issue as to whether the claim is valid  etc.    This is always a neccessity and it 

is not cost efficent to prepare the valuation evidence before it is known if the claim will go 

ahead. 

(3) It would but there is the predicament described in the answer above. 

Question 97: 

(1) Yes 
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(2) a large proportion, ie over 50%.   It would save time and money on the basis that the 

hearing would take less time. 

Question 98: 

Question 99: 

(1)  

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 100: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 101: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 102: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 103: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 104: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 105: 

(1)  
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(2)  

(3)  

(4)  

(5)  

(6)  

(7)  

(8)  

(9)  

(10)  

(11)  

(12)  

(13)  

Question 106: 

Question 126: 

(1) Yes 

(2) This is what the Act as currently enacted envisages but there shhould still be the option 

for intermediate lamdlords to seek separate representation  in the case of the Tribunal 

hearing. 

Question 127: 

There should be no reason to create an intermediate lease as part of the collective 

enfranchisement process. 

Question 128: 

(1) No 

(2) Because it would disavantage those tenants who purchased  overriding or reversionary 

leases which are treated as intermediate leases 

Question 129: 

1. The purpose of collective enfranchisement is to  get rid of any complications with the 

building which leaving the whole of the intermediate lease in place could do. 
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2. why is a leaseback neccessary.  The former intermediate lessee should get a share of 

freehold and 999 year lease (being the term the particpators usually grant themeselves). 

Question 130: 

(1) Yes 

(2) It would make matters more straightforward post the enfranchisement. 

Question 131: 

(1) Yes 

(2) It would make matters more straightforward post the enfranchisement 

Question 132: 

(1) Yes 

(2) This seems fair and equitable. 

Question 133: 

(1) Yes 

(2) this would simplify the valuation process. 

(3)  

Question 134: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Because of the iniquity of the situation in the Greensleeves case. 

Question 135: 

Please see answers to question 126. 

Any further comments  

The consultation paper covers the question of enfranchisement in great detail.  the 

proposals are similarly designed to cover the entire spectrum of possibilities which is, no 

doubt, why they range from the clearly unfair and unworkable in practice to the eminently 

sensible. 

 

There is a lot in the current legislation and case law that deals properly and practically with 

the compexities of enfranchisement.  This will continue to evolve as landmark cases come 

before the Upper Tribunals and higher Courts.  Having said this there is no reason why the 

everyday process should not be improved by various changes to unify and simplify the 
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overall process but care must be exercise and wholesale changes not made for the sake of 

change which would risk "throwing the baby out with the bathwater". 

 

 





 1 

Name of organisation: Orme Associates Property Advisers 

Question 1:  

Question 2: 

(1) Yes 

(2) I think most leaseholders of houses will wish to buy their freehold because it is a more 

marketable title. I often get clients who  want to buy their freehold simply because they do 

not want to own a leasehold property, particularly because of adverse press coverage. 

(3) 1. I am not sure i am convinced as to the utility of lease extensions for houses, unless a 

leaseholder wanted to avoid buying out the ground rent (next question). There is no 

complaints about the 90 years lease extension in the 1993 Act, this is not therefore already 

broken and needing to be fixed. 

2. Same as the 1993 Act to houses now. 

Question 3: 

(1)  

(2) Leaseholders should also have the choice to extend the lease (without changing the 

ground rent) 

(3) Leaseholders should also have the choice to extinguish the ground rent (without 

extending the lease) 

(4) 1. There is utility in extending the lease and keeping the ground rent unchanged. 

2. Similarly the Leasehold could have the choice to buy out the ground rent and keep the 

lease. As said above most of my clients already have long enough leases, but just want to 

own their property "freehold" as it is more marketable, buyers don't know what they're 

getting themselves into with "leasehold" and they're worried about owning a leasehold 

property. 

Question 4: 

(1) Other 

(2) I think the present law in the 1967 and 1993 Acts as to what is part of the "house and 

premises" or "property let together with the flat" works perfectly well. This is not broken.  

 

I think answering "yes" to 1 above departs from the ethos of permitting a leaseholder to 

buy its property as part of reform of an historic  feudal tenure, i.e. the right to buy one's 

home. 
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A departure from the existing position would allow leaseholders to compulsory acquire land 

that just happens to include a house. I think there would be human rights problems to buy 

land other than ones own home, see the rational in James v UK i.e. the departure from the 

right to own property was based on being in the interest of public benefit. 

 

In respect of 2 there is analogy here with Compulsory Purchase legislation, and where the 

compulsory purchase of land would leave other land less valuable then there is proper 

compensation. This right also existing in current Leasehold Reform under the head 

"diminution in other property", if you were to extend the law to permit the landlord to require 

the Leaseholder to buy other land as well it might work just as well, rather than the 

leasehold paying for the "diminution in value." 

 

In respect of 3 above, i think this is already the law as to what should form part of the 

"house and premises" or "let together with the flat", and i think the law works well here.  

I've never come across any inequities in this area. 

Question 5: 

(1) Yes 

(2) I think this is already the case; the surrender and re-grant that takes place at the Land 

Registry for a lease extension re-appears encumbered by the legal charge, the 

mortgagees consent is not needed, and the mortgagees rights are not limited the value of 

the original lease., but it could exercise the right of foreclosure over the new title.  

 

Personally i don't think this is a big deal , although i see the point of limiting the 

mortgagees rights to against just the original term in the event of foreclosure. There would 

be required an apportionment of value. I think its a good idea. 

Question 6: 

(1) Yes 

(2) There's utility in a prescribed list because it streamlines the process and reduces the 

cost of agreeing the transfer. 

(3) I think past breaches that have been tolerated by the Landlord perhaps for the 

Limitation Period could be ratified by inclusion in the new lease. 

(4) I understand that the Strata system in Australia adopts prescribed rights and obligations 

subject to any variation by the parties works well. This would streamline the procedure for 

leaseholders. 

Question 7:  

(1) Yes 
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(2) Where our clients propose to enfranchise outside of the statutory regime, or more often 

have already tried themselves, we advise against it, as often the freeholder asks for money 

upfront, and then the price proposed is way out of sorts, and the case goes nowhere. 

(3) I can see the reasoning behind this question in terms of consumer welfare, such as the 

prescribed rights question, as the purchase of property would deliver standardized and in 

time well accustomed rights.  

 

It may well be an impingement on the doctrine of freedom on contract, and it might be 

more difficult to get through the legislative process. 

Question 8: 

(1) The rule in the 1967 Act is that following a lease extension, the leasehold can only then 

buy the freehold at the full market value assuming no lease is a trap for leaseholders, 

which has caught three of my clients, luckily on the last occasion the Landlord did not 

realize and we acquired the freehold on the basis that the original lease was in place.  

 

Some clients ask about a lease extension for houses on the basis that that route might be 

cheaper, and we advise against it. There is seldom much different in the price and a lease 

extension limits the rights of the leaseholder in the future to a further extension and the buy 

the freehold. 

(2) I don't think so. I don't see the reasoning why its beneficial. If there's to be a 

redevelopment clause allowing determination from the original term date as already 

available then in those circumstances it makes sense in protecting the rights of the 

freeholder. 

Question 9: 

This right already exists for flats.  

I think my advice will be to purchase the freehold to increase the marketability of the title. 

Most people want to get rid of their Landlord. If you log onto Trust Pilot and type in for 

instance  

, the reviews are shocking in the extreme. Sometimes  

have logged on and given a defence, but the sheer weight of disdain suggest some 

allegations are indefensible. These are the reasons why leaseholders want to get rid of 

their landlords, i.e. holding up the transfer of a property by refusing to give consent, usually 

by silence, is a common complaint, and extracting large sums of money for consents, at a 

time when the leaseholder has a buyer and have made an offer on a new house (when 

else does one seek consent to assign).  

 

We recently tried to complete on a freehold under the 1967 Act with  and the 

leaseholder had an onward sale to a buyer, who wanted "freehold" of course, and we 
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asked to complete, on the basis that their s.9(4) fees were assessed separately post 

completion by our cost consultants, as the statutory contract entitles us (we had already 

served notice to complete under the 1967 Act contract that had expired, which was ignored 

by ), so we then asked if we could pay their s.9(4) fees on the basis that 

payment was "without prejudice" to our right of assessment later, they stated they would 

have to seek consent from their client, i.e. we will go away and not come back to you, 

despite the notice to complete, it is not an issue that requires instructions form a client 

because the statutory contract requires completion regardless of costs, and effectively 

refused to complete, my client was put under considerable pressure at the prospect of 

losing here sale, and purchase of her new home,  knew this and played to it, 

and the leaseholder had no choice. I believe our agreement was extracted under duress. I 

have 30 odd other cases with and i am fighting them tooth and nail know as 

their tactics have infuriated me. 

Question 10: 

This is already available for flats. 

 

If its cheaper to extend a lease for a house than buy the freehold, the leaseholder might 

choose that route, but there cannot be a limitation on future rights to extend their lease or 

buy their freehold. It would give leaseholders of houses more options. 

Question 11: 

1. I think some leaseholders of houses and flats would choose this option, as it reduces the 

cost of extending one's lease. Some freeholder prefer this route as often their finance 

packages are structured by reference to the ground rent income matching their liabilities, 

and we have completed several transactions on the basis that the ground rent remains. 

 

2. Its possible that some tenants might prefer to buy out their ground rent, but i don't think 

there will be a big demand. Most of the time, the leaseholder wants to divest itself of a 

landlord and will already have a long lease, or and secure a lease extension due to 

problems with mortgeability or to beat the 80 year date and avoid payment of marriage 

value. 

Question 12: 

(1) Being based on Liverpool most of my cases are freehold purchases of houses. For the 

lease  extensions that i do do often the parties adopt the existing lease, and there might be 

some new terms proposed, and i don't usually find this a contentious issue. There are 

existing rights to vary unreasonable clauses in lease separate from the enfranchisement 

process.  

 

I have a client who thinks the service charge proportions in the lease are incorrect, and to 

prove this would have required production of a measured survey, yet we're up against 
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timescales in the 1993 Act and our advice was to pursue this variation by way of 

application to the Tribunal under other legislation (Landlord and Tenant Act 1985) once we 

can get a measured survey and have more time. The amendment of this clause is not 

dependent on the 1993 Act lease extension but its an opportunity to change the lease. 

 

If the modernization of lease is within the remit of this consultation then i think this right 

should be afforded to all leaseholders regardless of whether an application to enfranchise 

has been made to the Landlord, i.e. via amendments to the Landlord and Tenant Act 1985, 

i.e. i can see no rational for distinction between leaseholders enfranchising and those that 

are not or have already done so. 

(2) I think this would be useful as a reference for the parties respective professional 

advisers. There could be a procedure for additional clauses perhaps subject to making an 

application to the Tribunal by the party wanting to impose the change outside of the 

prescribed list where the other party does not agree. 

(3) Yes 

(4) I think this would streamline the process.  

 

Often intransigence over the terms of transfers hold up the process and increase the time it 

takes to process a claim. 

Question 13: 

1.1. The right to buy a freehold that is otherwise thwarted by reason of part of the property 

being outside the demise of the lease is a good idea. I don't think its a common 

occurrence.  

 

If this means let under another lease, it may be a good idea where there is a single 

residential unit. If it includes encroachment that might be subject of the doctrine of adverse 

possession. 

 

1.2  I think the law works well already in respect of the definition of "house and premises". 

A departure from this to include other property/properties is a departure from the rational 

being leasehold reform legislation being afforded to homeowners, to include perhaps 

commercial occupiers happening to have a house as part of their lease. It makes the 

process more interesting but i don't think this proposal will go through the legislative 

process. 

 

2. I see the point but its not a common occurrence. There's a rational in forcing the 

enfranchising leaseholder to take the whole of the original demise and not leave the 
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landlord with part only of it, unless the landlord consents. The Landlord might want the 

leases (the assigned part and the original part) to remain co-terminus, and a re-

development right could be introduced to the 1967 Act as with the 1993 Act. Why else 

would a Landlord not want one of the leases (i.e. the retained or assigned part) to have a 

the freehold and be left with a lease of part if not to keep them co-terminus. There's 

analogy here with Compulsory Purchase where an acquiring authority want to take part 

only of land, and that could be copied into any new law. 

 

The second part of question 2 appears to relate to leasebacks of airspace, or leasebacks 

of subterranean space, outside the definition of a house and premises. I think that any 

value here is already subject to compensation. 

Question 14: 

(1) Yes 

(2) 1. The current system of obtaining a Discharge Certificate as part of the completion 

process works without too much of an issue, but it can take a long time to get the 

Discharge Certificate. An automatic discharge would be much better and quicker and 

would speed up the conveyancing process. 

 

2. It is currently the case that purchase money should be paid to the mortgagee, and in 

practice it is paid to the Landlords solicitor and the Landlords solicitor obtains the 

Discharge Certificate prior to completion. 

 

It would be an advantage to a leaseholder to deal direct with the mortgagee's or 

mortgagee's solicitor, rather than the Landlords solicitor as it would speed up the process.  

 

3. This would entail obtaining a statement of money due from the mortgage for the "house 

and premises" which will often need to be apportioned, and there could be a statutory 

notice served on the mortgagee to request this amount. The mortgagee could "load" the 

amount recoverable where it had a mortgage over a wider estate (as is common) against 

the Landlords wishes. I can see problems here.  

 

Where there's two or more superior interests in land, the existing regime of having a 

"reversioner" i.e one party that agrees the amounts and distributes those amounts, and 

signs the transfer on behalf of the "other landlords" works well. The leaseholder does not 

have to approach numerous parties. There are rights for "other landlords" to deal direct 

with the tenant upon service of a notice. on the leaseholder. 
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I don't think there should be a departure from the ethos of the leaseholder having to deal 

with just one party, and the designated superior party sorting out the apportionment of the 

consideration, and if the "other landlord(s)" are not happy they have redress to deal with 

the leaseholder direct. Only then does the issue of apportionment by the leaseholder need 

to be addressed. 

(3) Yes 

(4) Rent charges are never an issue in practice. 

Question 15: 

(1) The current provisions are that the freeholder is under no obligation to give a better 

freehold title that it already owns, including any positive covenants (see s.8 1967 Act). This 

appears to be correct. 

 

In respect of rights in the existing lease, there are rights carried over to the freehold title by 

reason of s.10 of the 1967 Act, which are analogous to rights commonly appearing in the 

lease.  

 

The agreement of the rights and obligations that should be contained in a transfer is often 

an impediment to the efficient processing of a claim.  

 

The current law deals with the issues well, however Landlords often ask for positive 

covenants, sometimes legitimately,and there is o provision for this in the 1967 Act. 

 

The large majority of the country is held freehold and the rule prohibiting positive 

covenants running with the land (Austerberry v Oldham) does not cause any issues.  

Communal facilities on housing estates in England and Wales are quire rare, save for 

some green space.  

 

If this consultation is to extend to providing a management regime for freehold estates then 

it should be similar to the Australian Strata Title, where there are prescribed rights and 

obligations that cater for communal facilities. 

 

Also freehold service charges fall outside of the Landlord  and Tenant Act 1985, and where 

the circumstances warrant a freehold service charge (i.e. the roads are not of an adoptable 

standard) then we paste in the provisions of s.19 of the Landlord and Tenant Act into the 

transfer to give the tenant some redress. 
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(2) Yes 

(3) As above i think a prescribed menu of rights and obligations would speed up the 

conveyancing process, it would reduce intransigence and reduce the cost. We have lost of 

cases that get stuck usually because the landlord wants to perpetuate the service charge 

provisions i the lease. 

(4) The rights and obligations prescribed in s.10 of the 1967 Act work quite well, and can 

easily be modernized to take account of more modern methods of communication. 

 

In respect of restrictive covenants the existing regime provides that covenants which are 

capable of benefiting the freehold estate are permissible (s.10 1967 Act). This section 

tends to work well. 

 

I think if the remit of this consultation to provide for a new management regime for freehold 

estate there could be a list of prescribed rights which are alterable by agreement, and in 

default by way of application to a Tribunal by the party seeking the amendment. 

 

A list of prescribed rights and obligations similar to that in operation in Australia under the 

Strata system would be a good model upon which to base a freehold management regime 

for England and Wales. 

Question 16: 

(1) There are currently such rights prescribed by s.10 of the 1967 Act. 

 

The modernization of the list already prescribed would be useful. 

(2) A list of prescribed rights and obligations similar to that in operation in Australia under 

the Strata system would be a good model upon which to base a freehold management 

regime for England and Wales. 

Question 17: 

(1) Other 

(2) I think the estate management provisions contained in s.56 of the Law of Property Act 

1925 are useful as to mutual enforceability, particularly where the original covenantee no 

longer owns land to be benefited. 

 

I don't think its a big issue, and tinkering with the existing system of freehold covenants 

does not mean that its bad. 
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(3) Usually the freeholder will require the payment of outstanding service charges before 

completion. 

 

A notice to complete under the 1967 Act takes no account of this. 

 

There are often instances where the service charge is in dispute and if there were a s.20 

Commonhold and Leasehold Reform Act 2002, type law extended to freehold houses, then 

there should be redress for the buyer to have those charges determined by reference to 

the Landlord and Tenant legislation. 

Question 18: 

(1) Yes 

(2) I think s.10 1967 Act would permit the inclusion of rights for neighbouring land to be 

included in the transfer. 

(3) A list of prescribed rights and obligations similar to that in operation in Australia under 

the Strata system would be a good model upon which to base a freehold management 

regime for England and Wales. 

Question 19: 

(1) Yes 

(2) A sale outside the terms of the 1967 Act will often experience delays, and the 

Freeholder will ask for fees upfront which will be non-refundable before it gives a valuation 

and then the valuation amount will not be reasonable.  

 

We advise against this route. 

(3) I don't think the doctrine of freedom of contract is a problem, and i think that a proposed 

departure from it is not warranted. I don't think there's a problem here. I also think that 

were there a problem any proposals would face significant headwinds during the legislative 

process. 

Question 20: 

(1) 1. This increases the cost and duration of the process. 

2. This increases the potential for disputes. 

3. This results in unusual terms being proposed by a landlord who wishes to collect service 

charges for the maintenance of the estate. 
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It is often the case that the freehold reversion is not worth a great deal  and the legal costs 

charged by the Landlord (and moreover the valuation costs) can act as a deterrent. Maybe 

we will discuss this later. 

(2) It would reduce the time and cost if the parties freedom were limited to prescribed 

items, and other terms by agreement and in default of agreement by reference to a 

Tribunal by the party seeking the change, subject to time limits so the process cannot be 

held up. 

(3) Yes 

(4) When we are asked about the likely cost of enfranchisement the Landlord likely legal 

and valuation fees can be an impediment to parties seeking to enfranchise, and often the 

cases are simple with a very long lease already and ground rent. 

Question 21: 

(1) Other 

(2) The existing law does not propose any problems.  

 

I think the exception at 2 should be optional,  if it were not optional a party wishing to sell 

their flat, it would require a transfer of the entire jointly owned title to four buyers (three 

existing ones and one new one), which would incur an SDLT charge far beyond that were 

the "share of the freehold" transferred to the buyer, which would incur a standard 0.5% 

under a stock transfer form. It would also involve a conveyance of the title where the 

transfer of a share in a company does not require a change of ownership i the legal title. 

 

I think we would advise clients to use a company because of the ease of transfer ability of 

the share in the freehold. 

(3) No 

(4) There's a £13 fee per annum for the Confirmation Statement, which equally applies to 

flat management companies, but i don't think its a huge issue. 

Question 22: 

(1) Other 

(2) This has analogies with Right to Mange Companies. Well its not possible to set up an 

RTM company online, which would incur a fee of £13, and a paper application must be 

used costing £40.  

 

If this proposal is introduced, then there should be an online option that therefore costs £13 

not £40. 
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Question 23: 

(1) Other 

(2) I think that prescribed articles is a good idea.  

 

I see the point about departure from the prescribed articles not being possible where all 

flats are not members, which preserves the prescribed rights of the non-participants and 

short term leaseholders. There's logic there, its at the expense of flexibility in the affairs of 

the majority of flat owners, but it might not be a huge issue. 

(3) The obligation to effect the transfer of your share or membership to the new buyer of 

the flat, or in default the right for the company to cancel that membership upon transfer of 

the leasehold estate in the flat. 

 

Everyone has the right to be a director. 

 

Commercial units in the building have the right to a board seat. 

Question 24: 

(1) Yes 

(2) I've never come across this situation in practice. I can see the rational behind this in 

protecting the non-participants and other tenants, but they're in no worse a position than if 

the old landlord were the owner absent this provision, and you're saying in other words that 

following the collective purchase of the freehold, we wish to expand the rights of the non-

participants post transfer, and those rights of the non-qualifying tenants vis a vis their 

landlord. 

(3) Re-development or future re-development. 

 

Where its an estate of houses and post collective enfranchisement each one of those 

houses wants their house to be "freehold" rather than "leasehold with share of freehold",  

leaving the nominee holding just the roads and green space. I expect this would mirror 

demand from the public in my opinion. 

Question 25: 

(1) Yes 

(2) This provision maintains the integrity of a collection of buildings wishing to enfranchise 

using a single nominee purchaser, rather than multiple nominees. It is of course a good 

idea. Case law has gone someway down this path in permitting the enfranchisement of 
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adjacent properties that abut each other despite being unconnected by a doorway or 

services, whilst if there is a gap then its different, which is not necessarily logical. 

 

There is a need to define an "estate" of course which could mean "common landlord", with 

suitable anti-avoidance provisions regarding connected landlords, despite the presence of 

numerous freehold titles rather than once freehold title. 

(3) Its 0620hrs and i've been up since 0100hrs, so i'll skip that one but it looks ok. 

 

It does of course cover both blocks of flats and housing estates, which i think is a good 

idea, and the cumulative legal and valuation costs to enfranchise a housing estate can be 

considerable, and the time and paperwork involved in transferring individual properties.  

 

For instance we have instructions on about 15 properties on one estate of about 60 or so, 

and the option to try and get 30 houses on board and buy the freehold collectively thereby 

owning a "leasehold with share of freehold" might be attractive. Thereafter however, some 

of those participants will want "freehold" for their houses, and this would be a disposal of 

part of the freehold (see above), and so that should be permitted in my opinion, leaving the 

nominee holding just the roads and green areas (in most cases) 

Question 26: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Yes the gardens and car parks let with the flat or enjoyed with the flat as part of the 

lease should be included. The existing law appears to work quite well in this regard. 

(3) Yes 

(4) I think the existing law has similar effect for flats. 

 

A think that a landlord might want to redevelop that other land but nevertheless grant rights 

over that land that were not inconsistent with those rights granted, however this situation 

would be covered by the compensation provisions under "development value".  

 

The sums might be considerable, and there may be a situation where the leaseholders 

might not want the existing land, similar to the discretionary leaseback provisions in the 

1993 Act, where a freeholder does not want the residual flats. The leaseholder participants 

could have a discretionary right to take additional land. I don't think its a big issue and i 

think it'd be more the exception than the rule and from a strategy point of view you may 

want to streamline any legislative proposals so as to get them through the legislative 

process successfully. 
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Question 27: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Please see replies to the corresponding question relating to individual freehold 

acquisition of houses. 

(3) Yes 

(4) We don't usually encounter any issued regarding estate rent charges and any 

legislation is most likely to be un-contentious. 

Question 28: 

(1) I think s.8 of the 1967 Act is a workable solution. 

(2) Yes, that would ease the conveyancing process. 

 

Section 10 of the 1967 Act is useful. 

Question 29: 

(1) I see the point and i don't think there should be any diminution in the rights of the 

leaseholders just because they have elected to purchase the freehold estate. 

 

I think there's scope for prescribed rights which introduce a new management regime for 

freehold properties similar to Strata in Australia.  

 

For third party land such as retained land, the prescribed rights may make provisions for 

share services over retained land.  

 

Section 10 of the 1967 Act works well in respect of retained land which in effect is 

prescribed and this section could be used and modernized as appropriate. 

(2) Please see section 10 of the Leasehold Reform Act 1967. 

Question 30: 

(1) Yes 

(2) See s. 10 of the 1967 Act which is useful in terms of a prescribed list. 

(3) As above. 

Question 31: 
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(1) Yes 

(2) At present the onus is on the leaseholders to take flats on a short lease or commercial 

premises if the landlord does not want them. 

 

Our advice to clients is that should this occur then we should make provisions to re-sell 

(back to back) on the open market, as leaseholders will want to minimize the cost of the 

freehold purchase. 

 

The same advice would apply to nominee purchasers of an estate of houses, as regards 

unsold properties of the landlord (an estate of houses might take several years to dispose 

of, and there is no two year qualification for collective purchases). Therefore the developer 

would be in no worse a position as regarding its unsold stock. Should the converse be the 

case, i.e. the developer / landlord has the optional leaseback, then it would choose to shift 

its unsold stock to the nominee.  

 

I think that this provision makes sense, the freeholder is in no real worse position being left 

holding residual units, whereas participants having to buy out the residual units have to 

raise bridging finance and then arrange to re-sell. 

Question 32: 

(1) Yes 

(2) I think this question ties in with the current law that 51% of leaseholder can exclude the 

other 49%, and i think that if this provision is to be proposed, then all flats should equally 

be invited to participate.  

 

That leaves the question of whether a flat owner (or more likely a successor in title) wishes 

to "have a share of the freehold" and should that person have a right to individually acquire 

a share of the freehold.  

 

Perhaps therefore if there is to be "one-shot" at joining in the freehold purchase (albeit we 

don;t encounter such takeover type situation in practice), then a successor to a non-

participant might have the right to acquire a share in the freehold.  

 

A non-participant changing its mind might be subject to a 2 year waiting period, lest you 

get the situation where a flat owner says "well i'll not participant and see how you go on, 

and if it goes well i'll join in later". 
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(3) Yes 

(4) Seems logical 

Question 33: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Purchases outside of the 1993 Act are difficult as the freeholder will want a fee up front 

before giving a valuation and then the price will often be unrealistic. 

(3) This may be required where there are just two flats, and one party wants to acquire the 

freehold to the exclusion of the other.  

 

The same where there are three flats, as one flat buying the freehold may diminish the 

opportunity of another flat owner to buy into the freehold, i.e. the other remaining potential 

participant has already extended its lease and is not interested. 

 

Similarly if there are four flats and two are owned by one party and two are owned by one 

party. Then one owner could exclude the other. 

 

There is a debate here, and it tends to be concerned with small blocks, and in that regard it 

makes sense. There are a lot of houses converted to  four or fewer flats    

 

However such restrictions should apply to qualifying blocks as those blocks that do not 

qualify, and are caught by the restriction not to buy outside the Act, would not be able to 

buy either inside the Act or outside it. 

Question 34: 

(1) Other 

(2) Agree but as above i think there should be a waiting period of say 2 years before 

joining in later, so as to prevent a potential participant adopting a "wait and see" strategy, 

and saying "if all goes well then i might join in later, i know this landlord and he will be hard 

work".  

 

Such a provision could un-amended make it difficult to get the 50% of participants on 

board, as every flat owner might take a "wait and see" approach, especially if this was the 

easier route.  
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It would be easier to "wait and see" if the leaseback provisions are un-amended, and the 

participants have to buy in all the non-participants and non qualifying flats and arrange 

finance and so on. 

(3) I cant see any disadvantage to existing nominees by being subject to the obligation to 

allow new co-owners a share of the freehold. 

 

The same process for lease extensions could be adopted, there's often little difference in 

the price payable if any at all, one it'd be payable to the Nominee rather than the Landlord. 

In practice flat owners want to join in later, i.e. 1 or 2 years later and the price is agreed 

between the parties. 

(4) 1. I see the point where its no a company, there would need to be a conveyance of the 

entire title from the existing 3 people to the new 4 people for instance, and if there's 4 

people already then what form doe snot new structure take. This problem is not 

surmountable other than to make provision for re-transfer into a new vehicle. 

 

1 (second part) - If the Land lord becomes a long leaseholder under a leaseback then i 

don't see a problem of it having a share of the freehold. 

 

2. Open market valuation same as lease extensions under the existing 1993 Act regime. 

We did a block in Croydon in 2013 and each participant paid £13000 inc the interests of 

the non-participants, later in 2015 and 2016 new people came to acquire flats in the block, 

and original old non-participants wanted to extend their lease to allow the sale of the flat, 

and the new quote came in at £22000 due to increases in property values in the locality. 

They paid the market value.  

 

3. As above 

 

4. OK 

 

5. Please see my comments above on the "wait and see" approach which i think would 

happen to the detriment of a lead tenant trying to gain the threshold 50%. If there were a 

two year waiting period then that should deter the "wait and see" tactic being adopted by 

non-participants. 

Question 35: 
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We use a company having a share capital which works fine, there is utility in a prescribed 

form of articles , we currently adopt the standard table A, but advise to adopt articles that 

are tailored to flat management companies and we offer some examples. 

Question 36: 

(1) Somewhat. There are time limits for 1993 Act purchases and applications to the 

Tribunal are necessary before their expiry.  

 

The biggest contention are usually the freeholders professional fees, and unlike the 1967 

Act, the 1993 Act required agreement on those costs before a notice to complete can be 

served. 

 

Some Landlords advisers adopt the underhand tactic of stating that they will agree this 

price with you on the basis that you agree to these costs. This is an objectionable practice 

and is questionable if its lawful.  of all people adopted this tactic with me 

recently. Ultimately we let the application expire  and we have written directly to the 

freeholder who i understand wanted the premium and appears had no idea its advisers 

had adopted this tactic. 

(2) This would streamline the process. 

 

I'm not sure if were also talking about costs here as well which is a bid impediment to 

processing claims. 

(3) Yes 

(4) OK. 

Question 37: 

I think so yes. 

Question 38: 

(1) Other 

(2) No sure. Maybe my answers below will give my answer. 

(3) Other 

(4) I am not sure that legislation is what is required and can do better than the current law 

as interpreted by the courts. I think codification might be the forwarded. There is a risk of 

limiting the opportunities of leaseholders to enfranchise mixed use properties.  
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I think the law works well already, and there are some cases that are open to debate.  

 

Attaching relevance to a user clause brings considerable issues, as many old leases have 

outdated user clauses where a departure from the original use had take place decades 

earlier. 

 

I personally am seeing more problems being created here than would solved. 

(5) No 

(6) No i don't. There are large concentrations of leasehold properties in some cities, here in 

Liverpool is one such city. Many of those lease were drafted in the late 19th and early 20th 

century and are hand written, and they sometimes contain a use clause that bears no 

relation to the current use today, and no relation to the character of the locality which has 

since changed significantly. 

 

There are houses here with warehouses to the rear, as was common with merchants, and 

will have a commercial user clause but have since been converted to residential. Similarly 

there are leases with commercial user clauses that have been in residential use for many 

years, maybe retaining a ground floor commercial presence.  

 

There are many mixed use properties where the original use clause is bears no relation to 

the current use. 

 

The current law works quite well to be honest, despite the body of case law, i am not sure 

it could be thrown away, rather codified, defining a "house" is not always an easy task, and 

the body of case law that has developed is a valuable source of guidance to define what 

are residential premises. I don't think that this part of the legislation is broken to be honest 

and i don't think it requires fixing. I can be complex yes, but i don't think complexity is 

always a bad thing, where attempts at simplification in my view will narrow the rights of 

leaseholders to buy there freehold, notably in cities where mixed use properties are 

common. I think the courts decision to permit a house arranged as a flat and shop to be 

enfranchiseable is a dose of common sense.  

 

I can tell by some of the paragraphs in the consultation that it was written by non-

practitioners, not to take anything away from your efforts, but one thing reform should not 

do it to limit the right to buy the freehold and perpetuate more the feudal tenure i don't think 

that is what is needed. 

Question 39: 
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(1) Yes 

(2) Seems to work well already. 

Question 40: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Not that common in practice. 

(3) Yes 

(4) Agree. Not that common but its nice to have this available. 

Question 41: 

(1) Yes 

(2) There are problems establishing Rateable Values, whilst the Rate Books are 

sometimes available from the local Library, where there has been an amendments to a 

Directions Book, as is common, at least here in Liverpool the Directions books were not 

kept and have been lost. 

 

This needs reform by reference to some other system of assessment of the distinction 

between a lower value or working class house that is values as a s.9(1) valuation and a 

higher value house that warrants a s.9(1A). 

 

If the valuation method is to be changed, then what is proposed? 

 

The post 1990 formulae in the 1967 Act which is 16.666 / the premium paid to determine if 

the house is a low value or working class house (and so s.9(1)) applies or is a s.9(1A) 

house works well and the premium paid can nearly always be ascertained . 

 

For pre-1990 houses, what do you propose? How do we distinguish between low value 

(s.9(1) houses), and high value (s.9(1A)) houses?  

 

The question is laconic here. Is the valuation basis to be changed? 

 

Maybe the other questions will assist. 

Question 42: 
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(1) Yes 

(2) Yes this would be worthwhile. I don't see a public policy issue to require two years 

ownership as being beneficial or avoiding some malpractice. 

Question 43: 

(1) No 

(2) If there is a house with some offices and some flats sold on long leases, and some 

short let flats, then currently its possible to buy the freehold from the landlord who has no 

interest it the building other than a reversion that comes into possession many years in the 

future. Therefore there is no reason why the long leaseholder (head landlord) should not 

be allowed to acquire the freehold as is the case now. 

 

I really don't think that the right to enfranchise should should be curtailed, and i have 

concerns in this regard as it could leave many properties stuck with a landlord with little 

financial interest in the property. 

 

The 25% commercial use as a max is not a good idea. Currently a shop with a flat above 

can buy their freehold, and that will be about 50/50. There are many properties where the 

ground floor is given over to a commercial use, such as offices, with a residential user 

above. They should not be excluded.  

 

I am shocked you are proposing this 25% threshold? 

 

We will need to contact every shop and flat in the city and rush term into buying their 

freehold before this legislation is enacted, and i there are lots of them, a significant 

proportion of properties were constructed using building leases in the early 210th century 

and still contain a commercial element.  

 

Its a non-starter. What on earth are you thinking? 

 

This should not be permitted to pass through Parliament under any circumstances. 

Question 44: 

(1) No 
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(2) I think the current system works well. I don't think its a major issue and wont have a 

great impact in practice. There are some cases where there is an overhang, i.e. the 

premises overhang a walkway, which technically are excluded from the 1967 Act, and in 

practice are not always spotted by the Landlords advisers and go through with the alley 

being conveyed as well. 

(3) Yes 

(4) I think this might get rid of problems where there is an overhang, and it might permit a 

house with a basement belonging to another party to be enfranchised. 

 

If your proposal will get rid of anomalies and expand the right to enfranchise i think its a 

good idea. 

Question 45: 

Yes this could be a good idea as there are some technical disqualifications.  

 

I think you are thinking on the right lines here, i.e. expanding the rights of leaseholders, 

unlike question 43 above which would reduce leaseholders rights considerably. 

Question 46: 

(1) No 

(2) No i don't think its a good idea for the reasons we have given in Question 43 above, 

and 25% is just shocking and overturns the long established rights of leaseholders with say 

a shop and flat to enfranchise or an office and flat to enfranchise, or as is common a mixed 

use property. Many of the Victorian properties are quite large and today it is necessary to 

have multiple occupiers in order to maximize rental value. The freeholder has little interest 

in these properties and a 25% threshold will perpetuate the freeholders power over an 

asset that it has little financial interest in. 

(3) No 

(4) NO NO NO, for the reasons given above. 

(5) No 

(6) NO. Some of the paragraphs of the consultation tell me it was written by non-

practitioners. I appreciate the scale of this task and your efforts to date, however we 

cannot restrict the rights of leaseholders that they already have. I will ask 38 Degrees to 

run a campaign if this remains as it will hurt many leaseholders of mixed use properties.  

 

I cant see why you think this to be honest? 
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Its not like flats where the Landlord has a sizable investment in a commercial tenant 

payable a rack rent. Its nothing like that. There will be a freeholder who has a peppercorn 

ground rent and no reversion for another 50, 60, 70 years. There is no analogy between 

the situation with blocks of flats being carried over to houses. 

 

The flat regime try's to give rights to those with the greatest financial interest int he 

building, hence the 25% maximum allowable commercial element. But a leaseholder of a 

mixed use house will have the greatest financial interest int he land. The landlord will have 

no rack rented parts of the house. The Landlord will have sold off the house on a long 

lease many years previous, not in parts like with a block of flats, but as a whole as a 

house. What the tenant does with the property is often determined by market conditions to 

make ends meet.  

 

There's no analogy between a block of flats that's sold off flat by flat with a ground floor 

supermarket kept as an investment, and a house that was sold off in its entirety and the 

leaseholder then puts that property to the highest and best use.  

 

I think you have got confused here between blocks of flats and houses. There is no rational 

for introducing a 25% non-residential limit for houses. 

Question 47: 

(1) Yes 

(2) There should be no lacuna where the property is neither a house nor a block of flats. 

There currently is no lacuna and one need not be created. I think no change to the current 

regime is safe are there are no problems currently in this regard with a minimum of two 

flats. 

Question 48: 

(1) Yes 

(2) I think this works well currently.  

 

If anything a lower threshold might assist, but i don't think its a huge issue, because most 

developers will sell off all the flats to pay the development loan.  

 

It also gives tights to those with the greatest interest the building, where if it were 50% 

those participants might not have the greatest financial interest in the building. 
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Question 49: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Works well currently and i don't think the approach adopted by previous legislators was 

incorrect. 

Question 50: 

(1) Other 

(2) If one participant wished to purchase the freehold and there were a duty to invite the 

other to participate as with Right to Manage, then this proposal makes sense.  

 

However if as is current 50% of the leaseholders can exclude the other 50% (or 51%/49% 

whatever split you prefer), then one flat could exclude the other, and that does not seem 

correct in a small block. 

 

If one flat could enfranchise, and it could enfranchise from the other flat , and vice versa 

and the situation never ends. 

 

The simple answer might be to permit this subject to invitation to the other flat, and with 

rights for the other flat to join in later subject to a waiting period we proposed above.  

 

And perhaps to prohibit a private sale (see above) so the other flat would have the right to 

join in at the outset. 

 

This last paragraph ties in the question earlier as to whether there should be 

circumstances where a leaseholder should be prevented from buying the freehold outside 

of the Act. 

Question 51: 

(1) Yes 

(2) I think its a good idea. There is no such restriction in respect of Right to Manage. We 

have acted for clients who own all the flats in a block in respect of a Right to Manage.   

 

I think the mal-practice this provision was intended to avoid was to prevent speculators 

gaining control of the freehold, whereas i am not sure the unwanted practice exists.  
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I think what is important is to give control to those persons with the greatest financial 

interest in the building. 

Question 52: 

(1) Yes 

(2) I think it makes sense on the basis of giving control to the persons with the greatest 

financial interest in the property. This is the reason for the 25% threshold. 

 

However there is some argument for basing the test on a proportion of value.  

 

There are instances particularly with older properties that have a basement and a sub-

basement that are not in regular use. These premises are not of great financial value but 

are used to try and thwart the process. Its also an avoidance route to great 25% non-

residential space. 

Question 53: 

(1) Yes 

(2) The resident landlord exceptions are restrictive and are rare in practice,and i have 

never come across the railway exemption. Their continuation is not objectionable. 

Question 54: 

(1) No 

(2) NO different considerations apply. The overriding principal in Leasehold Reform is to 

give back control to those with the greatest financial interest in the asset.  

 

Blocks of flats are sold of piece by piece, flat by flat, and often the landlord lets out the 

commercial space, or sell on the residual freehold (the ground rents) either together with 

the ground floor commercial element, or sells of the ground floor to a long leaseholder and 

then sells the freehold ground rents on to an investor. 

 

However houses are sold by definition in one piece to a leaseholder who then puts the 

house to the highest and best use, and might let off parts i.e. a basement flat to get in 

some rent to pay the mortgage, and might let the ground floor as an office, and live above, 

and may create a small flat int he outrigger and let off some of the parting spaces. Despite 

all of these dispositions, the leaseholder retains the greatest financial interest in the 

building, as landlord (intermediate landlord) and collects the rents. The freeholder will have 
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a residual and often nominal interest in the building, i.e. a reversion that comes into 

possession in many decades  and a peppercorn rent. 

 

The rational for making standardizing the qualification criteria as far as the property is 

concerned in the interests of simplification is flawed in this instance. Its complex and its no 

detriment to you. 

 

Amazon assess management candidates intellect on the ability to change their mind when 

they are wrong, and those unable to change their mind easily are considered less able. 

That's the psychological test the worlds most successful company adopts to assess 

intellect. 

 

You guys need to change you mind in this regard. The current situation afforded to houses, 

where there is for instance a shop and flat above, which qualifies as an enfranchiseable 

building and has been the case for decades must be retained. The same principles apply 

to houses in mixed use, sometimes residential units will be let as flats and vice versa as 

economic situations change. The interest of the freehold is always residual from the date of 

the sale of the property and the freehold retains no notable financial interest in the 

property.  

 

Houses and blocks are flats are treated differently under the Leasehold Reform Acts by 

affording rights to those with the greatest financial interest in the land. 

Question 55: 

We have answered this question at Question 50 above. 

Question 56:  

(1) Maybe 

(2) If there are two flats then the prohibition on qualification where that building contains 

more than 25% commercial applies and this does note create too many problems.  

 

The question is can a building with two flats and shop below, where the two flats were 

originally granted having 21 years  leases buy the freehold, and lease the shop back to the 

current freeholder? This raises the bar to 33.33%. 

 

I think an increase in the 25% threshold described above expands the rights for 

leaseholders who collectively will have the greatest financial interest. 
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If you are not proposing to expand the 25% threshold in respect of fewer unit buildings, 

there is less complexity to get through the legislative process and increases the changes of 

the legislation going through. 

(3) I think there is utility in handing the management to the flat owners of the block, where 

there is a mandatory leaseback of the shop. 

 

The mandatory leaseback prevents complication and valuation issues.  

 

The increased threshold puts the management of the building in the hands of the flat 

owners who are more likely to benefit from having control of the building being in full time 

occupation. 

 

It may be the case that the Right to Manage threshold should also be increased to say 

33%.  

 

I am not sure that commercial landlords will suffer at all if the RTM threshold was 

increased to 33% and possibly there is a case for 33% threshold for freehold purchases. 

Question 57: 

(1) Other 

(2) This question relates to the removal of the restriction on ownership of less than three 

flats to qualify as a qualifying leaseholder.  

 

Often an intermediate landlord will have not have the greatest financial interest in the 

building, and the flat owners will. 

 

There is no rationale to provide an intermediate landlord of a block of flats, where the flats 

are sold off on long leases, to acquire the freehold. 

 

The current law works to give the flat owners the right to buy out the freehold and any 

intermediate leasehold interests,and works effectively in doing this, not to mention the right 

to deal with just one party. 

Question 58: 
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(1) Other 

(2) I think the current law works to protect leaseholders to some extent. 

 

I have come across situations where a sale of the freehold has been structured to be 

outside of the 1987 Act, by granting overriding leases to the landlord of each flat. 

 

Similarly the 1987 Act does not apply to housing estates and i think it could, possibly 

coupled with a suitable management regime. 

(3) I think the rationale is to give control to those with the greatest financial interest in the 

property. 

 

Buy to let landlords are common nowadays, and flats are often bought as an investment, 

but it is the landlord that pays the service charge in contract to the freeholder and is 

subject to forfeiture if it does not.  

 

I don't see the utility in a residence test.  

 

We acquired the Right to Manage a block of 11 flats and two commercial units in Liverpool, 

and i think all of the flats were owned by buy to let landlords, and the freeholder was 

charging service charges at 50% of the rental value of the flat, every flat owner were 

visceral in the need to absolve themselves of the freehold management company, who 

fought for the right to retain management, on the basis of such things as incorrect serve of 

notices, the 25% commercial element and threats of high legal fees, and after two Tribunal 

hearings, and appointment of barristers from London on a hopeless mission, they lost.  

 

Often flat owners are not like big landlords, they're working people, doctors, IT consultants, 

small business owners and so on, and they have bought a buy to let property. There is little 

that is nefarious about them, they are just trying to get buy and provide for their future. 

Question 59: 

(1) 1. The potential is there for dispute and sometimes i've been to the Upper Tribunal on 

qualification (i.e. Re West Farm, Clifton v LCC [2016]), and reference to a more modern 

system of property values is a good idea. 

2. We do not come across this difficulty. 
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3. There's a considerable body of case law on the definition of house, much of which from 

the Supreme and Appelite Courts, which makes sense, the legislation is clear it says 

"house", and the judgements from these institutions make a lot of sense. I would be 

cautious to try and simply the process on the basis that the legislation is not clear and or is 

broken.  There are some borderline cases, notably where a once commercial property is 

now partly residential. I think there is a risk of making the right to enfranchise more 

restrictive and i don't think that is a good thing and is not rational where the freeholder 

does not have a great interest in the property and it is genuinely someone's home or 

residential investment. Commercial properties are rarely let for long terms on building 

leases, but 100 years ago they may have been and are now residential.  

 

The definition od self contained building is not too much of a problem for flats, Where there 

is a gap between two blocks then two nominees are needed and where there is no gap 

then only one or two can be used, which seems anomolus but we have dealt with this 

elsewhere in this response. 

 

4. We think the two year ownership rule serves some public benefit, i.e. by keeping 

speculators out of the market, but the restriction might be outweighed by the numbers of 

genuine homeowners wishing to buy their freehold. We are not sure that this threat exists, 

i.e. cashing in on marriage value to a great extent buy buying a leasehold property and 

then flipping it on after buying the freehold. Most of our clients are simply homeowners with 

already long leases. There might be some speculation, but it would have to have been 

missed by the current leaseholder/vendor first.   

 

5. There's something to be said about Rateable Values as the reference point as they are 

often not readily available, and you have to pry them out of the Water Authority. 

(2) Fixed fees would reduce the cost and duration and prescribing the terms of transfer 

would too. 

Question 60: 

We don't see that commercial leaseholders abuse or take advantage of the legislation that 

is intended to assist leaseholders who own their property as a home or an investment.  

 

We see the leasehold reform legislation removing the residual landlords who do not have a 

great financial interest in the property, either currently or who did not have at the date of 

the grant of the lease but mow do have, i.e. you should not be permitted to sell the same 

property twice over. 

Question 61: 

(1) Yes 
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(2) NO comment 

(3) No comment 

Question 62: 

(1) No comment 

(2) No comment 

Question 63: 

(1) Other 

(2) No comment 

(3) Other 

(4) No comment 

Question 64: 

(1) No comment 

(2) No comment 

Question 65: 

No comment 

Question 66: 

(1) No comment 

(2) No comment 

Question 67: 

No comment 

Question 68: 

No comment 

Question 69: 

No COmment 

Question 70: 

(1) Other 
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(2) Not sure some of the proposals such as the 25% application to all properties do not 

stand up to scrutiny, they're just not workable and would considerably hurt rather than help 

people.  

 

I think we have to be careful not to fix something that is not broken. 

 

This question is fairly open ended so you have got an open ended answer. 

Question 71: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Prescribed forms are not a problem and are useful. 

Question 72: 

(1) No 

(2) Agents need to be able to sign the notices otherwise its just unworkable to get (i) 

everyone's signature on one document in a block of 50 flats, event a block of 20 (ii) get 

each participants to sign one document and submit 50 sizable documents. 

(3) Other 

(4) We don't usually receive a challenge to notices, save for RTM claims, which require 

90% of flats to be given the right to participate. 

(5) Other 

(6) NO opinion. 

Question 73: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Yes this is a good idea, freeholders have the upper hand in all of these negotiations 

and can drag out the process, anything that give the leaseholder power to move the 

process forward by implication of a cost to the landlord is good, otherwise the landlord just 

ignores you as much as possible. 

Question 74: 

(1) Yes 

(2) We usually provide proof of title in any event upon service of the notice. 

(3) Separate Forms. The current system of forms is in no way broken and does not need 

fixing. Its simple enough as far as the forms are concerned. The balance of power needs to 

be changed. 
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Question 75: 

(1) Other 

(2) They do not have to currently (only in an RTM). 

 

Its not usually a problem as most leaseholders want as many people as possible in order 

to get the cost to a minimum. 

 

Its much debated however. 

Question 76: 

(1) No 

(2) The creation of a statutory contract under the 1967 Act confers advantages on the 

leaseholder in that is can serve a notice to complete once the price is agreed.  

 

This is not possible under the 1993 Act until all the terms are agreed which leaves open 

the opportunity for advisers to say "we will agree this price so long as you agree to out 

costs" which is underhand and is not right. 

 

I think leaseholders have more power if they have a contract from the outset. 

(3) As above 

 

We think that the contracts could be overriding interests if possible, i.e. they do not need 

protection by application for a notice on the landlords title as an estate contract. We don't 

protect notices in practice but recently got caught out by a freeholder who made a transfer 

without informing us and gained priority, making us re-serve on the new landlord. 

Question 77: 

(1) Yes 

(2) All seems to make sense. 

Question 78: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Makes sense. We don't usually come across challenges as to incorrect service, and 

only come across split freeholds. 
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Question 79: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Agree, the missing landlord procedures are not too easy. 

Question 80: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Agree 

Question 81: 

(1) No 

(2) This question refers to 1993 Act claims not 1967 Act claims.  

 

Failure to serve a Counter Notice for 67 Act claims has no practicable implications other 

than the 2 month waiting period for application to the Tribunal is removed.  

 

I think this is an incentive for Landlords to comply. I see the point in protecting landlords 

from falling into a trap but they usually reply, and it forces the landlord to get a valuation, 

whereas with 67 Act claims you have to write numerous letters to get the landlord to supply 

a valuation and then the valuation is without prejudice and incapble of acceptance which is 

no good, and you have to write back on the basis that they have not replied.  

 

If there are rights for leaseholders to prosecute a claim, i.e. to obtain a valuaiton within a 

set period,  effectively then i don't see its a problem. 

Question 82: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Seems ok. 

Question 83: 

Seems ok, but i think service on a registered address should be binding. 

Question 84: 

(1) No 

(2) NO comment 

Question 85: 
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(1) Yes 

(2) Seems to be an improvement on the current position in terms of greater expediency. 

Often Landlords wait the full two months before replying. 

Question 86: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Seems ok 

Question 87: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Good idea 

(3) Yes 

(4) Seems reasonable 

Question 88: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Seems a good idea we were caught out recently through non registration of an estate 

contract see above and had to re-serve. 

Question 89: 

Seems to be a good idea. A discharge certificate takes a long time to obtain. If it were 

automatic that would assist. 

Question 90: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Agree 

(3) Yes 

(4) Great idea. 

Question 91: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Good idea. 

Question 92: 

(1) Yes 
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(2) Agree 

Question 93: 

(1) 1. Not at all. I don't think this needs to be changed. 

2. Proposed changes seem a good idea. 

3. Not that bad, could do with implementing your proposals. 

4. Not that bad, doesn't need fixing imo 

5. Not that bad, is ok 

6. Gets the Landlord doing the valuation. 

7. Often come up against these time limits, and the £100 fee the Tribunal charge the 

Leaseholder has not helped at all, the word "self-funding" is extreemly seductive, and in 

fact someone does fund it, in this case the leaseholder who is forced to do so by the 

uncooperative landlord. 

(2) I am not convinced by this idea. I think its over complicating matters in a quest for 

simplicity where the different regimes for flats and houses are not a great problem.  

 

If the whole process is based on this foundation of treating flats and houses the same i am 

not sure it is well conceived.  

 

Recall my Amazon example above about the ease with which one should be prepared to 

change their mind. 

 

If i am wrong then i will need to change my mind, equally, but it strikes me not the right 

starting point. I done see how this will simply matters. There is seldom problems with 

defining what type of building the property is. 

(3) Great. 

Question 94: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Agree 

Question 95: 

Seems OK, some cases are due to the intrangisence of the parties, where often the 

Landlords advisers become stubborn and uncooperative, and effectively force the tenant to 

make an application tot he Tribunal, it is the tenant that wants the freehold.  
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A single expert would be suitable.  

 

Paper determinations are useful.   

 

Often the sums involved are less than £10,000, yet a lot of professional time and expense 

is spent over several years, just to agree the sale of a piece of land at a price of like £5000. 

Question 96: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 97: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 98: 

They already have to pay the Landlords legal costs. 

 

We think there should be fixed fees.  

 

Often this is contentious. 

 

Sometimes the solicitors are reasonable sometimes they are not.  

 

We were asked for £1250 from one solicitor, so we served a notice to complete and forced 

completion pending costs assessment, and then delivered a cheque to the solicitors office 

for £400 and invited them to submit a costs schedule. We didn't hear from them again. 

 

For houses I think £400 is a reasonable amount, but £700 is too much and is an 

impedement to reform of the leasehold tenure.   
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Most of all i think completion should be possible with fees payable later, as Landlords will 

often refuse the complete, unless it can be forced, unless their fees are paid. Completion 

takes away the power of the Landlords solicitors to force their fees on you. They are then 

in the position you were in, i.e. the onus is on them to get their fees agreed. 

 

If you guys want to reform the leasehold sector, then allowing completion pending the 

agreement of fees, would totally transform the game in the leaseholders favour. 

 

In respect of valuation, the valuation of a property will always be an assessment of a 

heterogenous asset, however many of the claims are for standard leases with long terms 

unexpired and its a matter of capitalizing the ground rent which takes about 1 hour to do if 

you have to download the lease as well, 30 minutes if you do not. These types of 

valuations should be fixed at £200, unless the Valuer can find provable development value 

which is highly unlikely. 

Question 99: 

(1) 1. Great idea 

2. Great idea 

3. They'll just charge the cap, unless you can force completion and make them do a costs 

schedule, which of course be a the cap.  

4. Many claims are under £10000 and many are under £5000. This idea is based on 

proportionality which is correct, and often the fees are disproportionate to the price. 

5. Could do 

6. Could do but they will find a way to boost up the fees unless unless you are very firm in 

requesting a costs schedule from early in the process, which they dont want to do because 

it takes time and often you do not get at the expense of a delayed completion and the file 

just sits there for months on end unless you really press them and go to the Tribunal and 

try and get costs. .  

7. Could work where the menouvreability to play the system is restricted.  

8. No way, the leaseholders are just normal people who go to work everyday like anyone 

else. 

(2) 1. Yes 

2.1 A case is a more complex valuation case where the leases are short and  where there 

is development value (less common). However long leases subject to a ground rent are 

very easy to value. 
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(3) Yes 

(4) Maybe i think you are skirting around the edges of a central issue which prevents most 

cases moving forward and having a satisfactory outcome. 

Question 100: 

(1) Yes 

(2) This is already the case. 

(3) Yes 

(4) This is likely to be already the case. 

Question 101: 

(1) No 

(2) I dont think so, there is currently a lien on the house for 67 Act claims.  

 

If this question means the leaseholder has to pay money up front its not a good idea, as 

the Landlords advisers will extract money from the leaseholder and keep it for a long time 

while they sit on the case and thwart the tenants attempts to process the claim. 

 

We have stopped paying deposit requests now unless the Landlord cooperates. We have 

paid deposits to   and the cases are in their third year, and the 

value of the land is £5000, and they are just sat on the money. They have stopped sending 

deposit requests now because we will not pay them.  They have missed several Tribunal 

dates and we have complained to the Tribunal who are already weighed down with cases. 

They are now refusing to complete unless we pay their fees which we do not agree to. 

 

If there is no lien, then the freeholder cannot keep the transfer as security, and if the 

leaseholder can force completion, then security for costs is a good idea, as then the 

leaseholder can force completion, but currently no we would not agree. 

Question 102: 

(1) No 

(2) We do not agree to any expansion of the Landlords powers. 

Question 103: 

(1) Yes 
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(2) We agree. Where one part is not cooperative and puts the other to the expense of a 

Tribunal application a costs order should be considered for the party having to make or 

defend the application. 

Question 104: 

(1) Yes 

(2) I think the word "reasonable" in the Tribunal Rules is sufficiently wide to encompass the 

current challenges that we face in processing claims. 

Question 105: 

(1) Charged = 1967 Act, £500  VAT valuers fee and £650  VAT legal fee. 100% recovered. 

 

Incurred IMO = 1967 Act, £250  VAT, and £325  VAT 

(2) This is the single most impedement to claims. 

(3) Fixed costs 

(4)  

(5)  

(6)  

(7)  

(8) Reducing the categories of recoverable costs 

(9)  

(10)  

(11)  

(12) Fixed costs would take a lot of the contention out of the process and would give 

leaseholders certainty and peace of mind. 

(13) Removing all togeher would mean that they are likely to sell on stnadardized terms so 

reducing the costs to the cost of posting out a transfer, and the valuation would be done in 

house. 

 

Capping will mean the landlords will claim the cap, and the word "cap" and "fixed fees" 

become interchangeable. 

Question 106: 
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Everyone thinks twice before making an application to the County Court because of the 

costs. 

 

For Tribunals its necessary to show one party has been unreasonable. We are pointing our 

practice now through experience to push the landlord into action through regular letter 

writing on the basis that we can seek a costs order where the landlord puts us to the 

expense of a Tribunal application. 

Question 126: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 127: 

Not Answered 

Question 128: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 129: 

Not Answered 

Question 130: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 131: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 132: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 133: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 
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(3) Not Answered 

Question 134: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 135: 

Not Answered 

Any further comments  

Not Answered 
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Name of organisation: Daniel Watney, as Surveyors to  

Dame Alice Owen's Foundation, a charity landlord with a portfolio estate in Islington. 

Question 1:  

We think they should be the same in both countries. 

Question 2: 

(1) Other 

(2) We do not agree that leaseholders should be entitled to extend as frequently as they 

wish. Lease extensions involve professional work, the cost of which is often significant in 

relation to the premium payable.  Moreover, if the freeholder is limited on the recoverability 

of fees as the Commission has postulated, repetitive extension claims could be used by 

leaseholders to the disadvantage of freeholders.  This is particularly relevant for charities 

who in addition to due diligence have to obtain (at their expense) Charities Act reports to 

remain compliant with statutory requirements. 

 

In addition, repetitive lease extensions could be a drain on the public purse if cases are 

referred to FTT. 

 

Lease extensions should be limited to avoid repetitive claims being used unfairly against 

landlords. 

(3) The current provisions are perfectly adequate but to balance out the proposal above in 

Clause 1 it might be acceptable for lease extensions of say, 125 years, rather than the 

current 90 years. 

 

We are of the view that the development rights of the freeholder should not only be 

preserved but potentially enhanced.  Many of the post-war developments are increasingly 

obsolete (and frequently poorly configured) and allowing greater flexibility would allow for 

redevelopment and improvement, whilst leaseholders would be fully compensated.   A 

further option might be to consider an entitlement for leaseholders to purchase in any 

developed scheme, at an appropriate discount or payment to reflect their current interest. 

Question 3: 

(1)  

(2) Leaseholders should also have the choice to extend the lease (without changing the 

ground rent) 

(3)  
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(4) This should be a priority for the Commission - the overwhelming motivation for 

leaseholders to extend is the diminishing length of the lease, not the ground rent. 

This would also help to reduce potentially difficult cases (and from a leaseholder's 

perspective, elevated premiums) when onerous ground rent shortfalls result within head 

lease structures. 

Question 4: 

(1) Other 

(2) This is a difficult area - clearly it is fair that leaseholders should be able to extend all 

relevant parts of the premises under the existing lease. 

 

However, the provisions should not impinge on the development rights of the landlord or 

other interests beyond the lessee's demise. 

Question 5: 

(1) Other 

(2) We are inclined to agree on point 1, but as lease extension is unlikely to be at the 

landlord's instigation, point 2, seems potentially unfair. 

Question 6: 

(1) Other 

(2) Yes, in principle, but the entitlement to correct outmoded, irrelevant or erroneous lease 

provisions as part of the extension should be preserved and enhanced. 

(3) Those terms that provide for the proper management, maintenance and compliance of 

the building, including improvement where appropriate. 

(4) As above 

Question 7:  

(1) No 

(2) This is often helpful to reflect the requirements of the leaseholder, and landlord, and 

may assist in overcoming issues such as onerous ground rents and other unfortunate 

results of statutory provisions. 

(3) None 

Question 8: 

(1) We have not encountered any particular issues. 

(2) The current provisions have resulted in few issues we have been involved with. 
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Question 9: 

On balance, the position should be neutral.  However, if the Commission is intent (and 

without justification in our view) to reduce premiums then it follows that the 

likelihood of lease extensions will increase.  The extent will depend on the degree the 

financial benefit is proposed to move from landlords (including charities) to 

private leaseholders (including investors). 

Question 10: 

In the vast majority of cases, the current provisions are adequate for securing mortgages 

and the market impact of longer leases (certainly for extended unexpired terms beyond 

100/125 years) will be negligible in our view. 

Question 11: 

In our experience, there will be an appetite for Point 1, and limited demand for Point 2. 

Point 1 will be useful in dealing with ground rent shortfalls in head lease structures, and 

also helps to reduce premiums.  We already agree point 1 settlements (outside statutory 

provisions) in a substantial number of head lease cases. 

Question 12: 

(1) Negotiations predominantly focus on relatively few, albeit usually key, valuation criteria 

in our experience, with the most contentious issue typically being relativity, and to a lesser 

extent capitalisation rates. 

 

In our experience, few onerous issues arise for leaseholders in the course of negotiations 

as a result of reference to include other terms. However, the unfortunate position resulting 

in ground rent shortfalls or similar, in certain head lease structures, does result in 

additional costs for all parties, and the Commission should in our view consider revisions to 

address the position. 

(2) This is rarely an issue in our experience. 

(3) No 

(4) We do not consider it a significant issue. 

Question 13: 

We consider the current provisions are adequate for Point 1 above. 

 

We do though agree that there should be no statutory time limit on landlords to propose 

other land should be included in the transfer. 
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Question 14: 

(1) No 

(2) The landlord should be at liberty to settle any mortgage at its discretion, and the full 

premium should be paid by the leaseholder to the landlord without deduction. 

(3) Other 

(4) We do not hold a firm view on the position but agree a landlord should be able to retain 

estate rentcharges imposed to secure positive covenants. 

Question 15: 

(1) We generally agree that the acquisition should be subject to the freeholder's current 

obligations . 

(2) No 

(3) It should not be solely for the leaseholder to elect which terms might apply - many 

provisions are there for the general benefit of the estate or for the landlord's retained land - 

it is sufficient that the leaseholder is enfranchising the freehold. 

(4) As above 

Question 16: 

(1) We consider option 1 should apply, unless option 2 is open for the landlord to elect 

from also. 

(2) As above, our preference is that option 1 should apply, and we do not think the 

covenants should be limited to a prescribed list. 

Question 17: 

(1) Yes 

(2) The terms were clear at the grant or acquisition of the lease and should apply 

accordingly upon enfranchisement. 

(3) Yes, and preferably settled as a condition of completion of the enfranchisement. 

Question 18: 

(1) Yes 

(2) These though will depend on the terms and circumstances. 

(3) As above, we do not think these need to be restricted to a prescribed list, but should 

reflect the circumstances. 

Question 19: 
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(1) No 

(2)  

(3) We do not consider this to be a significant issue for reform. 

Question 20: 

(1) We do not consider this to be a significant current issue. 

(2) We do not consider this to be a significant current issue. 

(3) No 

(4) We do not consider this to be a significant current issue. 

Question 21: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) No 

(4) Company law should apply consistently. 

Question 22: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 23: 

(1) Yes 

(2) As a generality we do not think the prescribed articles should be departed from. 

(3) We have no firm view on the matter, other than articles should prescribe appropriate 

management, maintenance, compliance and governance protocols for the property. 

Question 24: 

(1) Yes 

(2) We consider only upon a successful application to Tribunal. 

(3) In cases of the appropriate management, compliance and governance of the property 

and purchaser company. 

Question 25: 

(1) No 
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(2) We strongly disagree, and we do not understand why the Commission should think to 

extend such an entitlement to areas outside the building which is to be 

enfranchised. 

 

Many charities own estates which have become desirable well-run and attractive portfolios.  

Whilst it is recognised that leaseholders are entitled to purchase their own buildings there 

is no justification or rationale to extend this to the landlord's other holdings or estate.   

Many charitable (and other) estate landlords have invested for the long term in their 

property portfolios and estates, and have invariably diligently sought to ensure they are 

enhanced to the benefit of the charitable objectives, and the estate and area in which the 

premises are situate. 

 

The homogeneous nature of such estates has invariably benefited the properties,  its 

leaseholders and the wider community, and there can be little basis to have landlords' 

other property transferred to private leaseholders through enfranchisement. 

 

The scope for dissent on such an acquisition is almost without limit - how is an estate 

defined, what is the correct premium, and where does the entitlement start and finish? - 

these are all questions which will create scope for dispute, cost and potential detriment to 

landlords. 

 

Accordingly, we are struggling to understand why the Commission would consider this an 

area requiring reform in this way. 

(3) We consider the approach flawed in conception and inoperable in practice; there are 

clearly areas of greater priority in the field of leaseholder reform above creating statutory 

entitlements with such a wide and uncertain brief. 

 

From an estate landlord charity's perspective this creates the potential to transfer assets 

from the public realm to private individual, potentially for financial gain at the expense of 

the assets of a charity landlord. 

 

In many cases the longevity of a charity's holding is a key element of the current and future 

investment, management, stability and desirability of the estate - anything that promotes a 

break-up beyond that of individual enfranchisement is likely to be to the detriment of the 

wider interest, but most particularly that of the estate charity landlord and its beneficiaries. 
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We urge the commission to reconsider its proposal in this regard. 

Question 26: 

(1) Other 

(2) We consider the entitlement to acquire the building is sufficient.  However, if this is to 

be extended as above an appropriate premium should be paid, including compensation for 

loss of development potential. 

(3) No 

(4) The current provisions are adequate in our view. 

Question 27: 

(1) No 

(2) Any premium should be paid in full to the landlord without deduction, and the landlord 

should be at liberty to discharge its responsibilities as it deems appropriate. 

(3) Other 

(4) We agree that a landlord should be able to retain rentcharges secured for positive 

covenants. 

Question 28: 

(1) We agree that rights and obligation not discharged should continue. 

(2) Yes, although we do not think a prescribed list will cover all circumstances. 

Question 29: 

(1) Yes, we agree that the acquisition should be subject to the existing rights and 

obligations. 

(2) We prefer Option 1 above rather than a prescribed list. 

Question 30: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 31: 

(1) No 
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(2) The current provisions are sufficient. The leaseholders should enfranchise the whole of 

the freehold asset, not part.  Landlords as freeholders should not be forced to become 

leaseholders against their wishes. 

Question 32: 

(1) Other 

(2) This is a difficult area because the motivation for further acquisition may be the poor 

management and governance of the building - other leaseholders should be 

entitled to acquire premises to avoid buildings falling into disrepair. 

(3) Other 

(4) If considered, three years should be sufficient. 

Question 33: 

(1) No 

(2) Parties should be permitted to treat outside statutory provisions. 

(3) None 

Question 34: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Right to participate should be extended in all cases. 

(4) All leaseholders (including landlords if obliged to take a lease back) should have the 

right to participate. 

Question 35: 

All three criteria should apply in our view. 

Question 36: 

(1) We do not consider there is a significant issue to consider. 

(2) We do not consider there is a significant issue to consider. 

(3) No 

(4)  

Question 37: 
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We suspect it would make many acquisitions more prevalent, and potentially to the 

significant detriment of landlords, who may be obliged to become leaseholders rather than 

freeholders.  This may impact negatively on charity landlords who typically support their 

beneficiaries in the longer term though freehold rather than leasehold assets. 

Question 38: 

(1) Other 

(2) Subject to appropriate review, this may assist in preventing disputes and uncertainty. 

(3) Other 

(4) The current position may be unfair although there are differences between the two set 

of circumstances. Rather than going to the expense of new definition, 

would it not be better to simply harmonise the provisions between flats and houses? 

(5) Yes 

(6)  

Question 39: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 40: 

(1) No 

(2) All long leases should be counted as separate, regardless of the parties' identitity. 

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 41: 

(1) Yes 

(2) The current position in both confusing and outmoded. 

Question 42: 

(1) Other 

(2) We have no firm view on the proposal but consider the current position is sufficient. 

Question 43: 

(1) Yes 
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(2)  

Question 44: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 45: 

We consider the current provisions to be sufficient. 

Question 46: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

(5) Yes 

(6)  

Question 47: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 48: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 49: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 50: 

(1) No 
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(2) This will potentially result in vexatious acquisitions with financial dominance of one 

leaseholder potentially holding sway - this cannot be what is intended? We 

suggest the current arrangements is preferable to that proposed. 

Question 51: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 52: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 53: 

(1) No 

(2) We consider registered charities should also be exempt. 

It cannot be justified that assets in the public domain are forcibly transferred to private 

leaseholders. 

Question 54: 

(1) Other 

(2) We do not consider an Estate should be subject to collective enfranchisement. 

Question 55: 

We do not consider this would be justified. 

Question 56:  

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 57: 

(1) No 

(2)  

Question 58: 

(1) Yes 
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(2) There is no justification to transfer assets from a landlord to an investor; this is 

particularly so in the case of landlords who are charities. 

A residence test (as principal UK residence) should be a requirement for participation. 

(3)  

Question 59: 

(1) We consider the current provisions are sufficient, although simplifying the criteria 

between flats and houses seems sensible. The 1967 provisions in particular are 

now outdated. 

(2) We have no firm view at this stage as it depends on which of the provisions are 

adopted. 

Question 60: 

We do not believe the exclusion of investors will have a significant impact on the leasehold 

or house markets, beyond the restrictions on buy-to-let investors. 

Question 61: 

(1) No 

(2) We consider separate criteria should apply. 

(3)  

Question 62: 

(1) We think the criteria should not be relaxed. 

(2)  

Question 63: 

(1) Other 

(2) We do not hold strong views on 1., but believed consideration should be given to 

protecting charities from the detrimental impacts of enfranchisement. 

(3) No 

(4)  

Question 64: 

(1) It should potentially be exempt, as should charities. 

(2) N/A 
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Question 65: 

N/A 

Question 66: 

(1) Yes there should - potentially charities should also be exempt. 

(2)  

Question 67: 

We have no firm view 

Question 68: 

N/A 

Question 69: 

We consider it will reduce willingness for developers to offer shared ownership schemes, 

make them less attractive to investors, and reduce market value. 

Question 70: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 71: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 72: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) No 

(4) All participants should sign in our view. 

(5) Yes 

(6)  

Question 73: 

(1) Other 
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(2) The provision for landlords to provide details of their address already exists. 

Question 74: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 75: 

(1) No 

(2) Other leaseholders should be invited - the purpose is to improve democratisation of the 

process not allow certain groups to proceed without inviting others. 

Question 76: 

(1) Other 

(2) No, but the provision of meeting landlord costs should be an obligation on leaseholders. 

(3)  

Question 77: 

(1) Other 

(2) We do not think point 3. and 5. should be required at this stage. 

Question 78: 

(1) No 

(2) The leaseholder should serve notice on all landlords. 

Question 79: 

(1) Other 

(2) Provided all landlords have been served with notice. 

Question 80: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 81: 

(1) Yes 
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(2)  

Question 82: 

(1) No 

(2) The leaseholder should be responsible for serving notice on all landlords and 

intermediate interests. 

Question 83: 

A landlord should be so entitled in all cases. 

Question 84: 

(1) Other 

(2) We consider the current provisions are sufficient. 

Question 85: 

(1) No 

(2) The leaseholder should serve notice on all landlords, and intermediate landlords. 

Question 86: 

(1) No 

(2) The current provisions are sufficient to avoid unnecessary costs for unfulfilled claims. 

Question 87: 

(1) Other 

(2) We hold no firm view. 

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 88: 

(1) No 

(2) The landlord should be at liberty to dispose of its interest as it see fit, without additional 

costs. 

Question 89: 

We do not hold a firm view. 

Question 90: 
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(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Other 

(4) We hold no firm view. 

Question 91: 

(1) No 

(2) The landlord should not be liable for additional costs. 

Question 92: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 93: 

(1) N/A - we have not encountered significant issues. 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 94: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 95: 

We consider it would be desirable to determine valuation disputes by a single valuation 

expert in straightforward cases. 

Question 96: 

(1) N/A - we have not had a recent such case. 

(2) N/A - we do not think this has been a significant factor. 

(3) we suspect it will assist. 

Question 97: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  
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Question 98: 

Yes they should - the leaseholder is exercising their right to extend or enfranchise to the 

detriment of landlords - it is only correct that the landlords reasonable 

costs are met, particularly for charities. 

Question 99: 

(1) We believe the current categories should be widened to include costs for intermediate 

landlord representations and additional costs incurred by landlords when 

dealing with compliance matters including Charity Act reports. 

(2) We do not think fixed costs are applicable or rationale. 

(3) No 

(4) It is only fair all landlords are covered for statutory costs. 

Such cases with intermediate leases are often more complex and involved in any event, 

and it is unfair to penalise diligent landlords in ensuring due process is 

followed. 

Question 100: 

(1) No 

(2) All landlord costs should be met in such circumstances. 

(3) Other 

(4) as above 

Question 101: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 102: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 103: 

(1) Other 

(2) We hold no firm view. 
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Question 104: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 105: 

(1) We estimate that approximately 50-75% of landlords costs may be recovered. 

 

This percentage reduces in more difficult or involved cases, which may be very 

unsatisfactory from a landlord charity perspective. 

 

Charities are required to issue Charity Act reports for such disposals and these costs are 

not recoverable but should be in our view. 

(2) We do not consider potential costs is a significant factor in the majority of extension and 

enfranchisement claims we have been involved with. 

(3)  

(4)  

(5)  

(6)  

(7)  

(8)  

(9) Preserving the current categories while reforming assessment procedures 

(10) Retaining the same categories of recoverable costs as the current law but with a 

reformed assessment procedure 

(11) Expanding the categories of recoverable non-litigation costs 

(12)  

(13) This would be unfair on landlords, especially charities. 

Question 106: 

The current arrangements works reasonable well in our view, encouraging reasonable 

parties to settle without referral where possible. 

Question 126: 
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(1) Other 

(2) This provision exists in some form but it should be for each party to represent its own 

interests. 

Question 127: 

This depends on the circumstances but generally believe the current position suffices. 

Question 128: 

(1) Other 

(2) We have no firm view on this. 

Question 129: 

We hold no firm view, but 2 would be the preferred option. 

Question 130: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 131: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 132: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 133: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 134: 

(1) Yes 

(2) We strongly welcome this. 

Question 135: 
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We believe there is an existing liability on landlords.  However we consider it unfair to 

provide landlords with additional responsibility for other landlords in such cases.  In 

particular Charities incur substantial irrecoverable costs in complying with statute on 

disposals without additional cost and risk if liability to other parties - those landlords should 

be responsible for their own representations.  If the Commission proposes to proceed then 

charities should be exempt or charities and other landlords should be able to recover 

greater costs than they do currently to cover the liability. 

Any further comments  

We represent Dame Alice Owen's Foundation, a charity landlord, with a significant estate 

in Islington which relies on its property assets to support its charitable objectives and 

beneficiaries, many of which are connected with the local area. 

 

We do not disagree with reducing the scope for dispute and improving processes to reduce 

costs; however, we believe charities should be exempt from provisions that would further 

benefit private or investor leaseholders at the expense of the charity.  These include 

changes to valuation criteria to the benefit of leaseholders and in particular and broadening 

of enfranchisement rights to include estate property - the risk and costs are potentially 

significant, and it is not supportable to benefit private purses at the expense of charities 

with  long term charitable objectives, and assets essentially in the public realm. 
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Name of organisation: 1 West India Quay Residents’ Association 

Question 1:  

Question 2: 

(1) Yes 

(2) I write on behalf of the Residents’ Association of No. 1 West India Quay in London E14, 

which was established in 2005 and enjoys membership of 75%-80% residential lessees. 

The building is a mixed-use, 33-storey tower, situated just north of Canary Wharf and was 

first occupied in 2004. The upper 20 floors (53%) consist of 158 residential apartments, all 

sold on 999-year (less 3 days) underleases (hereinafter referred to as 999-year leases). 

The majority of the leases have escalating ground rents clauses, where it doubles on four 

occasions, while others that came with flats bought off-plan by East Tower Apartments 

Limited (ETAL), a Buy-to-Let investment company, do not have the same terms.  

 

The escalating ground rent clause works out at a compound growth rate of 2.8%. The 

ground rents are fixed for 25-year periods, meaning no inflationary pressures for 24 years. 

Some professionals in the sector claim these factors mean our ground rent doubler is not 

that problematic. However, just because other leases have worse ground rent terms, 

where the GR increases by the greater measure of RPI (currently 3.2%); doubles every 10 

years; or is left to double uncapped, does not mean leaseholders in our building should be 

denied the right to pay a premium to extinguish their ground rent. Irrespective of inflation, 

any rise in ground rent should be seen as unwelcome when the charge is totally unrelated 

to the provision of services. 

 

Here is an example of a lease with the doubling ground rent escalator: 

  

“24th June 2005 PAYING THEREFOR during the Term the following rents: - 2.1 the yearly 

ground rent of £900 until the end of the twenty fifth year of the Term then rising to £1,800 

until the end of the fiftieth year of the Term and then rising to £3,600 until the seventy fifth 

year of the Term and then rising to £7,200 until the end of the one hundredth year of the 

Term and then rising to £14,400 for the remainder of the Term such rents hereby firstly 

reserved being payable in advance of the 24th June in each year the first instalment being 

a proportionate payment in respect of the period beginning on the date of this Underlease 

and ending on 23rd June next following to be made on the execution of this Underlease;” 

 

We understand a one-bed starts with a ground rent of £350 per annum and peaks at 

£5,600 respectively, with larger flats double or more than that. We ask the Law 

Commission whether this is reasonable. Why should a leaseholder of a one-bedroom 

property at West India Quay not be allowed to buy out the ground rent, either through a 
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lease extension or paying to extinguish it (without extending the lease), especially when 

one buyer ETAL occupies the same flats with no such ground rent provisions? 

 

Many people see these flats as their homes for life. The leases are already approaching 

the 15-year mark. As the media have become more interested in the ground rent scandal 

surrounding new-build houses, those of us in flats are now experiencing our ground rent 

terms come under scrutiny from prospective buyers. There is much greater awareness – 

and debate – over what constitutes ‘onerous’. From following the ongoing Select 

Committee inquiry into leasehold reform, we can see there is still no set definition. Banks 

do not even agree with each other. However, there is a case for these terms to be deemed 

onerous. And if they are not today, they almost certainly will be tomorrow. Especially after 

government finally legislates on ground rent for new leases, to either eliminate them 

completely or set a £10 per annum cap, as part of its wider crackdown on “unfair leasehold 

practices”. Prospective buyers may not want to buy our leases due to the doubling ground 

rent. Property values may be impaired. And if we do not pay our ground rent, we risk the 

forfeiting the leases and jeopardising all the equity in them. These are people’s life 

savings. 

 

We understand that extinguishing the arguably onerous ground rents would be the only 

reason why leaseholders in our building would bother with a lease extension – 999 years is 

almost a millennium anyway. There will, of course, be those who have the more 

reasonable ground rent clause and will still want to pursue lease extension/buy out GR 

separately in order to remove any future obligation to pay the rent, which would improve 

the marketability of their leases (especially if govt does act to set GR for new leases at a 

peppercorn/zero financial value or introduce a £10 per annum cap). 

 

Our Committee agrees in principle with the idea of having a single, streamlined lease 

extension regime that covers both houses and flats. 

(3) The Committee does not understand why anyone in our building would want to buy an 

additional 999 years. Maybe a new lease extension system could give leaseholders the 

choice to elect for a 125-, 250- or 999-year term, with the cost of each option reflective of 

how much extra time a leaseholder is purchasing from the freeholder to add to their lease. 

 

In terms of redevelopment rights for the freeholder, we ask that the Law Commission 

carefully consider whether it is appropriate to give him any right to terminate the lease 

soon after its extension. If he were to be empowered with a break clause, he would have 

the opportunity to profit both from the lease extension(s) and the money from a developer 

to redevelop the site. The Law Commission should seek to improve the security of tenure 

for the leaseholder on this, in line with the terms of reference which shows a political 

decision has already been made to empower “leaseholders as consumers”. 
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With regards to “paying appropriate compensation to the leaseholder”, who will have the 

power to determine this? There should be no scope for leaseholders to be pressured by a 

vigorous freeholder to concede to a settlement outside of any new statutory regime on 

terminating newly extended leases for redevelopment purposes. 

Question 3: 

(1)  

(2) Leaseholders should also have the choice to extend the lease (without changing the 

ground rent) 

(3) Leaseholders should also have the choice to extinguish the ground rent (without 

extending the lease) 

(4) To repeat, all of our residential leaseholders are on 999-year leases. The majority have 

the doubling ground rent clause which has been explained in the answer to Consultation 

Question 2. Leaseholders may want to remove this arguably onerous term. Additionally, 

those with the more reasonable GR may also want to buy out the ground rent because 

proposed government action on GR for new leases threatens to create a two-tier property 

market in the leasehold sector. 

 

The ability to buy out the ground rent device is essential for those leaseholders in our 

building who are uncomfortable with their terms. If they were able to do this without having 

to endure the rigmarole of extending their lease – we have a controversial and combative 

freeholder – that would be most appealing, especially if it meant the solution was cheaper 

than extending the lease alongside eliminating ground rent. 

 

If the government is to cap or eliminate ground rents on new leases (which we think they 

will), then there is even more reason for new legislation from the Law Commission to 

enable all leaseholders in our building to buy out their ground rent (irrespective of whether 

they are technically onerous). Leaseholders here can then avoid property devaluation. 

Property devaluation of existing leasehold stock carries the risk of major impacts to the 

economy more generally.  

 

Having the choice of buying a new-build flat with a peppercorn GR (zero financial value), or 

even with a £10 per annum clause, will mean older leases like ours – which contain 

meaningful GR terms (i.e. not a peppercorn) – would become deeply unattractive and may 

even lead to banks refusing to remortgage against them. Moreover, our already exorbitant 

service charges (which we currently have no control over) would most likely put off 

prospective buyers if they also have to take on a serious ground rent obligation, when they 

could just purchase a new property with the ten pound or peppercorn GR, or an older flat 

built before developers began commercialising ground rents.  
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We all need to be allowed the choice to strike out the ground rent obligation by paying a 

fair premium to rid it. We understand the government is failing to take retrospective action, 

citing the dangers of setting a precedent by interfering with binding legal contracts. This is 

why we need the Law Commission to respond to this challenge by devising a flexible 

regime that accepts the new reality of long leases – do we really want to pay for a lease 

extension given we already have a 999-year lease and could exercise a right just to pay to 

convert to a peppercorn ground rent? 

Question 4: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 5: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 6: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

(4)  

Question 7:  

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 8: 

(1)  

(2)  

Question 9: 

We believe the effect would be overwhelmingly positive, enabling government to claim, 

with some credibility, to have empowered leaseholders “as consumers”. 

 

But there has to be the right for leaseholders like us, who are already contented with 999-

year leases, to buy out the ground rent separately from pursuing a lease extension.  
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This right to extinguish a ground rent cannot be something that we have in theory, but are 

unable to exercise in practice (for example, we have established that the Right of First 

Refusal, provided for by the Landlord and Tenant Act 1987, was circumvented by the 

original developer as there was transfer of shares in the company rather than a transfer of 

the property itself. Additionally, we know that the right to see timely accounts did not stop 

our landlord from failing to provide accounts for over 5 years, despite the law suggesting 

the local council can issue a £2,000 non-compliance fine, but our Council were not 

interested.) 

 

Most developers undertaking schemes across Tower Hamlets, where we have new sites 

being approved all the time, are building residential units to be sold on 999-year leases. 

The market has been shifting in this direction for some time now. We are seeing less and 

less of the 125- and 250-year leases that motivated the lease extension regime to become 

law in the first place. The new regime must take into account the growing class of 

leaseholders on very long leases who may only want to pay a premium to reduce their 

ground rent to a peppercorn (zero financial value). 

Question 10: 

Question 11: 

Question 12: 

(1)  

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 13: 

Not Answered 

Question 14: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 15: 

(1) Not Answered 
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(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 16: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 17: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 18: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 19: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 20: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 21: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 
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(4)  

Question 22: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 23: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 24: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 25: 

(1) Yes 

(2) We would agree that the right of collective freehold acquisition should extend to the 

acquisition of the freehold of an entire estate consisting of multiple buildings.  

 

Our neighbours at Canary Riverside, who have the same freeholder, are sprawled across 

a complex of multiple blocks. It is another highly mixed-use site. However, we understand 

that all of their buildings are currently defined as interconnected. They are prevented from 

exercising enfranchisement rights because it has over 25% non-commercial premises – 

not due to any rule related to their blocks being separate as the existing law recognises the 

estate as a single building. 

 

We mention this case because if Riverside leaseholders were allowed to pursue a 

collective freehold acquisition claim, with the arbitrary 25% cap removed, we believe our 

freeholder’s barrister would try to claim in the Tribunal that Riverside leaseholders do not 

qualify because the buildings should be seen as separate entities. So the collective 

freehold acquisition regime must ensure leaseholders living in multi-block, mixed-use 

estates are able to buy out the freehold of the entire site. Please do not leave anything 

vague – vigorous freeholders will exploit the loopholes to maintain their asset. 

(3)  

Question 26: 
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(1) Yes 

(2) Our building is mixed-use, which throws up particular problems that we will address in 

the relevant sections. But we would be interested in obtaining the freehold of our building.  

 

This should mean we would pay a premium to buy the ownership rights to the land on 

which our building sits – the commercial premises would then fall under our control as the 

new freeholder (and ultimate landlord), in addition to any other land that our existing 

freehold landlord owns. 

(3) Yes 

(4) We are in firm agreement with this proposal.  

 

Under this scenario, the other occupiers in the building would be covered by the collective 

freehold acquisition claim, which are the commercial tenants – the hotel and service 

apartments. These, we understand, are linked to our freehold landlord creating a conflict of 

interest.  

 

Any land that the commercial businesses currently enjoy should be seen as a legitimate 

interest for leaseholders to claim in any future collective freehold acquisition bid. Otherwise 

you may have this bizarre situation where the technical freehold of the building has 

changed hands, but the former freeholder continues to control his former tenants by using 

the land he retains (as the commercial lessee) to make the estate difficult to run for the 

managing agent of the new landlord (which is currently occurring at Canary Riverside 

where a court-appointed manager is finding life very difficult). We would not have self-

determination, even after all the cost, stress and time that would be spent negotiating the 

freehold acquisition claim. 

 

We are also concerned that, under this scenario, an unscrupulous former 

freeholder/landlord could become emboldened (as the commercial lessor with separate 

land) to refuse to pay the service charge, as part of the upkeep of his land. This would 

have implications for the property prices of the flat owners, since this land in the immediate 

vicinity of the building would become neglected and tired in its appearance. It makes sense 

therefore to have one freeholder (and landlord) who owns and has responsibility for all land 

related to the building, which is the position at the moment. But we need to switch places 

with him, given we have the majority financial stake in the building and yet absolutely no 

say in how it is run. 

Question 27: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Yes, but lessees will need adequate time. 
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(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 28: 

(1) Keenly aware of the unlevel playing field that the feudal leasehold system allows, and 

commenting from our experience of living under a freehold landlord whose practices have 

been criticised in parliament, we are troubled by this suggestion.  

 

How can “any rights and obligations” not be “ordinarily discharged upon payment of the 

purchase price” and then “continued automatically” after a freehold acquisition claim? We 

need more detail on this.  

 

To our minds, this outcome sounds like the result of a vigorous freeholder who has 

managed to win a great deal for himself, aided by leaseholders who are keen to secure the 

purchase and do not want to spend any more money, time and emotional stress 

negotiating. This is how leasehold works even under the schemes that were originally 

contentious with freeholders who complained of their property rights being violated. Most 

leaseholders do not know the law intimately like freeholders do. They do not have time or 

money to engage expensive lawyers.   

 

We do not like the idea of rights and obligations not being discharged when the land 

changes hands to residents. Imagine buying the freehold in order to achieve self-

determination just to realise you have signed a deal that requires you to uphold past 

obligations related to being a leaseholder – obligations that were conveniently kept away 

from talks by the freeholder.  

 

Worst still, any porous regime could allow the old landlord to artfully deprive the residents 

from enjoying the rights he had once enjoyed as the freeholder. So not only are they 

burdened with some of the obligations they once endured as leaseholders, they also have 

to face the reality of minimised rights as the freeholder/landlord. What sort of freedom is 

this? How can it be fair that leaseholders are able to buy themselves out of a tenant-

landlord relationship but can never enjoy the full benefits of being the freeholder?   

 

There is another consideration for the Law Commission to account for in answering this 

question. In the new rules that will eventually govern collective freehold acquisition claims, 

are you ensuring there is no room for the old freeholder to keep some of the rights he 

enjoys today, as the commercial lessee in the mixed-use building he currently rules over? 

(2)  
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Question 29: 

(1)  

(2)  

Question 30: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 31: 

(1) Yes 

(2) We are very enthusiastic about this proposal. As you will know, enfranchisement can 

be prohibitively expensive for prime blocks in our cities, especially in those mixed-buildings 

which do not fall foul of the 25% rule. For many leaseholders, the cost implications of 

buying the freehold means enfranchisement is only a theoretical right. Of course, 

freeholders, ground rent speculators and property magnates will be raising strong 

objections to the leaseback proposal in their responses, claiming such a policy would affect 

property rights and undermine the very basis of our free economy and society. We firmly 

disagree with this view.  

 

As you have made clear in the working paper, the former freeholder would still be free to 

sell any ‘leaseback interest’ in his retained unit(s). It is important to remember that the very 

concept of enfranchisement had been deeply resisted by the old aristocratic landlords, but 

was finally accepted on houses when the late Duke of Westminster took the issue to the 

European Court of Human Rights and lost in 1986. This created the political space for 

enfranchisement rights to be given to leaseholders of flats. We know having the Right to 

Leaseback in the collective freehold acquisition regime will aggravate conservative forces 

once again, but it will play an important purpose in bringing some fairness to the leasehold 

system. No longer will leaseholders’ efforts to achieve self-determination in mixed-use 

blocks be dependent on finding an angel investor to help them raise the capital to buy out 

the commercial interest in the building. Freeholders should just accept the Right to 

Leaseback, like they have conceded other fundamental reforms to leasehold over the 

years. 

 

We would like to draw your attention to the recent Leasehold Knowledge Partnership 

report, “Is Law Commission wobbly over 25% commercial exclusion to collective 

enfranchisement? (Let’s hope so)”, dated 15 November 2018. In the piece,  

y applauded the Right to Leaseback for being a genuinely radical concept. He 

demanded it be opened up to those of us in buildings where we cannot currently buy out 

our freehold landlords because of the arbitrary 25% rule (which you say you want to 

maintain). He mentioned our estate and Canary Riverside as classic examples of sites 
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where leaseholders have the majority financial stake, but are barred by current rules from 

achieving self-determination.  

 

More on the 25% rule later, but please consider why this leaseback innovation would not 

make it practical and financially viable, for those in mixed-use buildings or estates like 

ours, to pursue a successful freehold acquisition claim.  

 

Our Committee members have raised to me some potential problems with your proposed 

leaseback arrangement, which I will discuss in turn.   

 

How would the dynamics change with the old freehold landlord having an interest in both 

the commercial premises and flats of non-participating leaseholders? (Assuming we would 

be able to leaseback the hotel floors to him, keeping the serviced apartments for ourselves 

which we could adapt into space for lifestyle facilities.)  

 

What does leaseback mean for the freeholder at the point of the collective freehold 

acquisition bid? The freehold landlord would become a minority shareholder in the building, 

wouldn’t he? If he is forced to “take a leaseback or leasebacks” of certain residential units, 

how would he be able to make money from the properties? Accordingly, if he cannot make 

money from these residential units, what attraction is there for him to have this leaseback 

interest? Could he kick out the existing leaseholder and replace them with renters? 

Similarly, if there’s no money in it, would there really be a market in leaseback flats? 

Compelling the freeholder to accept some of the flats would be made more palatable 

ONLY if they were given the lease to the commercial premises (which anyone could profit 

from through running a successful business). Would having interest in some of the flats 

mean he has greater shareholder rights than if he was just the commercial tenant/lessee? 

 

Who would be the ultimate/superior landlord of the non-participating leaseholders? The 

residents? Or the old freehold landlord? Subject to residents exercising their Right to 

Participate at a later date, how would their circumstances be qualitatively different from 

what they are today (where they must pay ground rent and pay unregulated/surging 

service charges to a managing agent they do not appoint)? Since the old freehold landlord 

gets to keep the commercial premises, does this mean he is a commercial lessee after 

residents have achieved a freehold acquisition claim? Will he be a tenant?  

 

What happens after those residents who have been through the collective freehold 

acquisition claim have acquired the management functions of the building (as well as the 

asset)? Does the old freehold landlord have any way of stymying their control and effective 
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block management, through being a commercial lessee in the building and having an 

interest in those flats of non-participating leaseholders?  

 

How would he be defined in the eyes of the law? We raise this because we are concerned 

by the potential for a situation where, because of the Right to Leaseback being exercised, 

we have competing sources of authority in a single building (with one managing agent 

accountable to empowered residents with another agent, appointed by the old freehold 

landlord, to upkeep the commercial premises and provide oversight of leaseholders of flats 

who did not participate in the collective freehold acquisition claim, if he remains their 

landlord).  

 

Can you ensure in your reforms that the residents who have participated in the collective 

freehold acquisition claim are able to impose a single managing agent on all the residential 

units? 

 

We accept that it is reasonable for the old freehold landlord – now acting in his capacity as 

the commercial lessee – to commission his own management company to take 

responsibility for the running of his hotel business. This should mean his managing agent 

will liaise in GOOD FAITH with the residents’ firm to ensure effective management of the 

entire estate. However, the old freehold landlord should have NO right to appoint a 

managing agent to provide oversight of the leaseholders in the flats he has on leaseback 

(because this may interfere with the managing agent that has been appointed by residents 

in the residential part of the building). 

Question 32: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 33: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 34: 

(1) Yes 
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(2) We urge the Right to Participate to be implemented. This will open up the opportunity 

for those who cannot afford to contribute towards the cost of the original collective freehold 

acquisition claim.  

 

The Right to Participate promotes harmonious flat living and good neighbourliness. We do 

not like the idea of those who had never participated being encouraged to bring a fresh 

collective freehold acquisition claim, which they do under the current enfranchisement 

system. This normally leads to intense factionalism. That the existing law provides scope 

for flat owners to impose unfavourable terms on those who belatedly seek to buy a share 

of the freehold is problematic also. 

(3) We are relaxed with the Right to Participate being applied only to future collective 

freehold acquisition claims. You may create issues by allowing it to be exercised by 

leaseholders where there has already been a collective enfranchisement claim. 

(4)  

Question 35: 

Question 36: 

(1) We believe leaving anything to interpretation – and negotiation – hampers the ability of 

leaseholders to get a good deal under the current enfranchisement rules. The regime 

governing freehold acquisition claims must therefore regulate the conduct of freeholders 

more tightly, in that they must not be allowed to ensnare leaseholders through “the 

inclusion of unusual terms within the freehold transfer”, leading them to be subject to 

unnecessary obligations even after having paid for the luxury of removing their freehold 

landlord. 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 37: 

We believe this would have a liberating effect. And it may very well radically cut the cost of 

enfranchising for those of us in the big mixed-use buildings. 

Question 38: 

(1) Yes 

(2) We are comfortable with this proposal. Many jurisdictions use this approach. 

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  
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(5) Not Answered 

(6)  

Question 39: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 40: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 41: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 42: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 43: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 44: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 45: 

Yes, the Tribunal should have such discretion. 

Question 46: 
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(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

(5) Not Answered 

(6)  

Question 47: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 48: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 49: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Yes, a simple majority. 

Question 50: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 51: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 52: 

(1) Yes 

(2) No, it is helpful for us to restate our situation. We, the leaseholders, are living in the 

residential premises that constitute 53% of the internal floor space of the building at West 

India Quay on 999-year leases. On this metric alone, we have the majority financial stake 

in the building, but NO say over our service charge and NO say over how the estate is run.  
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Your proposal to maintain the 25% rule is disturbing as we will forever be subjected to the 

interests of an offshore millionaire who makes serious money in charging us fees for all 

sorts of nonsense, has a conflict of interest in that he also controls the commercial floors 

and has not been transparent in accounting. We have serious doubts as to whether any 

reformed RTM regime will be effective in a building and with a freeholder like ours.  

 

  

  

 

 

.  

 

Although we understand the Law Commission has yet to publish its working paper on 

reforming Right to Manage, which we believe will propose lifting the cap altogether, to help 

mixed-use buildings like ours, we still resent the implication of your policy on the 25% rule.  

 

By continuing with this arbitrary regulation, which does not even take into account the cost 

of residential leases in today’s market, with those for the penthouses and sub-penthouses 

in our building nearly two million pounds each, you are still insisting that some 

leaseholders of flats ‘are equal, but some are more equal than others’. When our 

leaseholders bought their leases, many of them were never advised that they would have 

fewer residential rights than those in predominantly residential buildings. Had they been 

informed, and told of the practices of their freehold landlord, they may well have not 

proceeded with the purchase. We believe more prospective buyers will be aware of 

leaseholder rights in a mixed-use building once these big reforms are implemented – we 

cannot be left with minimal rights as this may impair our property prices.   

 

Your paper mentions you have considered this 25% rule carefully and that you have learnt 

of developers deliberately building more than 25% non-commercial premises in a block to 

minimise residential rights. What you have not provided, however, is any definitive 

statistics from research you have commissioned looking into building trends in the last 

decade. We are aware of an article , “Beware of 

residential rights? How mixed-use developers can design buildings to avoid certain 

residential rights arising”, dated 31 May 2016, in which developers are advised to avoid 

predominantly residential buildings.   

 

Although there may be some self-interest on part of developers to minimise residential 

rights – it will make the freehold more attractive to investors who will not want empowered 

leaseholders to deal with – there are other reasons why urban centres in England and 

Wales have experienced an explosion in complex mixed-use developments. Many 

consumer homebuyers are lured by the idea of having commercial premises, such as a 

hotel, bar, restaurant and shops, on the same site.  
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There is also an incentive for the local authority to approve such schemes. We live in the 

Poplar and Limehouse constituency and there has been transformative regeneration of this 

area. Leasehold properties are being approved all the time by the Council. However, there 

have been political pressures for the Council to insist on developers ease existing, as well 

projected, pressures on local infrastructure. The squeezed local authority therefore has 

been more inclined to approve schemes which provide space for public services such as 

schools or doctors’ surgeries under flats. Against this backdrop, it is actually quite common 

for many of the new developments (especially in the Isle of Dogs and South Poplar 

Opportunity Area) to involve mixed-use buildings which go way beyond the 25% non-

residential mark.  

 

We understand lawyers are conservative and that proposing to remove the cap entirely for 

a collective freehold acquisition regime would be fiercely resisted by the vested interests in 

the leasehold sector. Consequently, we propose that residential units must be in the 

majority for decision-making:  

 

non-residential/commercial units cannot exceed 49% to prevent residents from making a 

collective freehold acquisition claim.  

 

There would be considerable merits to this proposal given that developers make most of 

their money from selling residential leases as opposed to building commercial premises 

and/or selling on the freehold to investors.  

 

Choice defines our British economy and prospective owners of leases face an almost 

impossible task to carry out due diligence with a leasehold flat. A standard contract is 

between two known parties. When you buy a leasehold property where the freehold is 

owned by a shell company, usually based overseas, you have no idea of who you are 

getting into bed with. If a leasehold property is the only thing on offer – as it is in London 

where now 9 out of 10 new-builds are being sold as leasehold – you just have to hope the 

freehold landlord in question is reasonable, or be prepared to challenge his abuse in the 

Tribunal system, which we know from experience is unfit for purpose. To be barred from 

buying the freehold to escape the clutches of an unscrupulous freehold landlord is totally 

wrong and this denial of choice would be seen as an outrage in any other part of our 

economy. As our of own leaseholders has so beautifully put it: 

 

“Don’t rate your phone provider or your coffee chain? Think your broadband too 

expensive? You are free to take your business elsewhere. Without that freedom, civic life 

corrodes. Where consumers have no choice, providers have no incentive to provide a 

good or honest service. And so it has come to pass. Our landlord and freeholder 
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companies and the agents they employ may be bad. But they are far from unique. 

Landlords have power with precious little responsibility. Leaseholders have responsibility 

with no power.” 

 

Our Committee believes that the 25% bar on the existing enfranchisement rules gives 

freehold landlords even more scope to abuse residential leaseholders. Even if they were to 

lose the management functions of the building, through a reformed Right to Manage reform 

that drops the 25% rule altogether, they would still have the asset to wield (as the 

freeholders) and myriad other ways to abuse their tenants (such as acting mischievously 

as the commercial lessees in the buildings). And, like how  your work on enfranchisement 

overlaps with reforming RTM, we see that maintaining the 25% rule will apply to the rules 

on commonhold conversion. This is wrong as commonhold offers a major improvement on 

the current leasehold regime, with safeguards to ensure commercial spending is not 

conflated with residential. Maintaining the 25% of collective freehold acquisition would 

indirectly mean we could be left with problematic leasehold tenure as more and more 

leaseholders convert to commonhold. Developers may even be compelled to sell flats as 

commonhold, negatively impacting our property prices since new-builds will be 

commonhold and leaseholders who have the right to convert will do so. This could impair 

property values. 

Question 53: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 54: 

(1) Yes 

(2) It depends how you define an estate, so some discretion is going to be needed. To the 

outsider, Canary Riverside looks like a sprawling estate. However, the original developer 

designed the buildings so that they are interconnected. We think it would be unreasonable 

to apply a 25% of non-residential when it would be easier to go over this limit across 

multiple interconnected buildings (or separate buildings across an estate) than it would 

with a single high-rise tower like ours.  

 

There is a case for estates like Canary Riverside, and sites with multiple separate 

buildings, to have an even tighter restriction on the amount of non-residential premises to 

bar a collective acquisition claim than the 49% we advised for a single building in the 

previous answer. 

Question 55: 

Question 56:  

(1) Not Answered 
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(2)  

(3)  

Question 57: 

(1) Other 

(2) This is something to consider deeply. However, if you are to legislate to continue the 

25% rule on your new collective freehold acquisition regime, this may give leaseholders 

like us a loophole to take back control. So we don’t necessarily disagree with it. 

Question 58: 

(1) No 

(2) We would not accept any policy of placing restrictions on investors partaking in a 

collective freehold acquisition claim.  

 

There are many types of property investor leaseholders, from couples who are sick of 

living in a deteriorating building, to large institutional investors who have a much bigger 

financial stake. 

 

We think both types of investor will care about good block management because unfair 

leasehold practices impact their investment. East Tower Apartments Limited (ETAL) is a 

good example of a big investor-owner in our building. They have 42 residential leases and 

are familiar with challenging our freehold landlord in the courts. Because they have a 

significant number of properties in the building, they are especially affected by unfair 

service charges and other rip-off charges. The Leasehold Knowledge Partnership recently 

reported on an ongoing case that it initiated surrounding leaseholders subsidising the 

commercial premises, which the freehold landlord operates as the commercial lessee. The 

Residents’ Association have not been a party to this, but it is the sort of test case we 

always watch before taking action on the same issue. ETAL’s interests are actually aligned 

with owner occupier leaseholders.  

 

No one wants to buy a lease to a building with exorbitant service charges and neglected 

pipes bursting every month. If anything, barring ‘investors’ from helping owner-occupier 

leaseholders from buying out the freehold landlord will make the collective freehold 

acquisition regime completely pointless. Barely anyone will be able to enjoy in cities like 

London where most flats have Buy-to-Let landlords. 

(3)  

Question 59: 

(1) Not Answered 
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(2) Not Answered 

Question 60: 

Not Answered 

Question 61: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 62: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 63: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 64: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 65: 

Not Answered 

Question 66: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 67: 

Not Answered 

Question 68: 

Not Answered 
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Question 69: 

Not Answered 

Question 70: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 71: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 72: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

(5) Not Answered 

(6) Not Answered 

Question 73: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 74: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 75: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 76: 

(1) Not Answered 
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(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 77: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 78: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 79: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 80: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 81: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 82: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 83: 

Not Answered 

Question 84: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 85: 

(1) Not Answered 
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(2) Not Answered 

Question 86: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 87: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 88: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 89: 

Not Answered 

Question 90: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 91: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 92: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 93: 

(1) Not Answered 
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(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 94: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 95: 

Not Answered 

Question 96: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 97: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 98: 

Not Answered 

Question 99: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 100: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 101: 
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(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 102: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 103: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 104: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 105: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3)  

(4)  

(5)  

(6)  

(7)  

(8)  

(9)  

(10)  

(11)  

(12) Not Answered 

(13) Not Answered 

Question 106: 

Not Answered 
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Question 126: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 127: 

Not Answered 

Question 128: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 129: 

Not Answered 

Question 130: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 131: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 132: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 133: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 134: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 135: 
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Not Answered 

Any further comments  

We urge that you reconsider the 25% rule barring collective enfranchisement in mixed-use 

buildings. It is totally wrong to make many leaseholders of flats 'second class citizens' in 

terms of leasehold rights. Those who have the majority financial stake in a building must 

be allowed to buy out their freehold landlord. We do not believe RTM will help us or other 

leaseholders in our position where the freehold landlord is also the commercial occupant. 
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Name of organisation: National Leasehold Campaign 

Question 1:  

The default position for a reformed enfranchisement regime should be to treat issues 

identically in England and Wales, unless there is legal reason as to why this can't be done.  

This ensures consistency for those going through the process and ensures that sharing of 

advice and experiences across the two countries is not misleading or open to 

misinterpretation.  Many people turn to the internet and social media when investigating 

and exploring issues - it would be good for them to be able to reference articles on 

enfranchisement without having to read or worry about the small print that is country 

specific. 

 

NLC also questions why leasehold law in general should be different in England and Wales 

to Scotland, where leasehold tenure was abolished in 2004?  The Law Commission should 

be looking to move to replicate the law in Scotland, for the benefit of all home owners in 

England and Wales and the reasons in the paragraph above. 

Question 2: 

(1) Yes 

(2) This proposal creates consistency in the law for houses and flats and provides 

increased security for leaseholders.  It is essential that the ground rent under the new 

extended lease is a peppercorn, to ensure that there is no monetary value, and hence no 

asset class, created on the property. 

(3) 1.  From a leaseholder's perspective, the longer the length of the lease, the better.  

, one of the leading barristers in leasehold law, suggested it should be a 

multiple of 90 years (e.g. 9 x 90 years - 810 years). 

 

2.  In a new, extended lease it would make sense for there to be regular break points at 

which the landlord is entitled to terminate the lease.  Assuming there was sufficient rigour 

and analysis of the break clauses in current legislation (and accepting that a rolling break 

clause creates too much uncertainty), adopting a model where there is a break clause in 

the 12 months before the expiry of the original lease and in the last 5 years of each of the 

90 year multiples that make up the lease extension may be the logical and practical 

approach. 

Question 3: 

(1) The right to a lease extension should in all cases be a right to an extended term at a 

nominal ground rent 

(2)  

(3)  
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(4) Keeping the right to a lease extension at a right to an extended term at nominal ground 

rent keeps the law simple.  Adding more options increases complexity and the opportunity 

for further gamesmanship and loopholes to be exploited.  Having a range of options is also 

likely to increase the cost of professional advisers to ensure leaseholders make an 

informed decision. 

It is essential that the ground rent under the new extended lease is a peppercorn, to 

ensure that there is no monetary value, and hence no asset class, created on the property. 

Another point to consider is the ongoing tightening of mortgage lending against leasehold 

properties.  A leaseholder could extend at the existing ground rent only to find that their 

property cannot be remortgaged or sold where ground rent is high as a percentage of 

property value.  Reducing the ground rent to a nominal value ensures this cannot happen. 

Question 4: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 5: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 6: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Subject to there being an option to remove unnecessary onerous clauses from the 

existing lease (e.g. permission fees for alterations). 

(3) This list needs to be drawn up by leasehold professionals and then stress tested by a 

leasehold expert to ensure that the terms cannot be used to exploit leaseholders.  You 

need to find a "poacher turned gamekeeper" to advise you. 

(4) Yes, for simplicity and consistency.  Anything that keeps things simple will help existing 

leaseholders to make informed choices and cap professional services fees at a modest 

level. 

Question 7:  

(1) Yes 

(2) Leaseholders are generally ill informed and do not understand what leasehold tenure 

means.  They are easy prey for informal lease extension offers direct from the freeholder 

that represent incredibly poor value for money for leaseholders and in some cases, leave 

them in a much worse financial position.  NLC has many case studies from leaseholders 

who have naively taken informal offers from freeholders and now find themselves in a 

much worse position than they were originally.  We also have members who have bought 

leasehold properties where informal lease extensions were taken by previous owners and 
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now find themselves trapped with onerous lease conditions that were not properly 

explained when they purchased the property. 

In the experience of NLC, the majority of leaseholders don't even know there is an 

alternative to an informal lease extension when presented with an offer from the 

freeholder.  Informal lease extensions have been abused by unscrupulous freeholders for 

years and must stop.  That is not to say that all freeholders have deliberately misled 

leaseholders but the lack of rigour, education and awareness around lease extensions 

leaves far too many opportunities for leaseholders to be abused. 

(3) The best option is to legislate to ensure that all lease extensions take place inside a 

new statutory enfranchisement regime. 

If this doesn't happen then we should look to legislate on the wording that accompanies 

informal lease extensions to ensure that all leaseholders understand that the offer they are 

receiving is informal, what that means and the other options that are available to them (i.e. 

the statutory route) and the advantages and disadvantages of each approach.  Such a 

document must be written in plain English. 

Question 8: 

(1)  

(2) No, surely this limits the enfranchisement rights of leaseholders going forwards and is 

against what this reform is trying to do? 

Question 9: 

NLC does not think this right that is paramount in preventing leaseholders seeking lease 

extensions but it will give enfranchisement rights to a sub-section of leaseholders that are 

currently excluded 

Question 10: 

1.  Property prices in the leasehold market start to depreciate when the outstanding term of 

the lease drops below 80 years and experts tell us that anything less than 90 years 

outstanding term on a leasehold property should be treated with caution.  If leaseholders 

are given improved options to extend the leases for longer periods this should increase the 

length of time that any property has before the outstanding term falls and the price begins 

to depreciate again.  This should help to stabilise the value of leasehold properties for 

longer.  However, as public awareness of the true nature of leasehold tenure increases, 

there is a real risk that, once informed, the demand for leasehold properties in general falls 

creating a negative effect on property prices. 

2.  An increase in the length of a statutory lease extension can only help the 

mortgageability of leasehold properties and give leaseholders more options when sourcing 

mortgages.  This assumes that all statutory lease extensions are done with nominal ground 

rent (peppercorn) and thus there are no issues about onerous ground rents as a 

percentage of property value that prevent mortgage companies from lending on leasehold 

properties. 
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Question 11: 

If leaseholders are properly informed and advised I would expect take-up of these options 

to be extremely low, as extending the lease with nominal ground rent is a much more 

preferable option. 

There is a risk that leaseholders with ground rent terms that are already considered 

onerous by mortgage lenders (i.e. ground rent > 0.1% of property value) extend the lease 

without changing the ground rent only to find the property unmortgageable when it comes 

to sale or remortgage. 

There is also a risk that given options; leaseholders make decisions that are beneficial in 

the short term to their detriment in the long term, or are poorly advised and make the 

wrong decision. 

Question 12: 

(1) NLC works closely with the Leasehold Knowledge Partnership and they have many 

examples of leaseholder abuses through the lease extension process.  The process is 

weighted in favour of freeholders. 

Leases are generally written in incredibly inaccessible language to anyone who is not a 

lawyer and leaseholders are at the mercy and expertise of their professional advisors to 

ensure that they are not abused.  Many leaseholders will be unaware of the need to 

employ a leasehold specialist to help advise them and simply employing a local lawyer 

without the necessary expertise can be risky and costly in the short and long term. 

(2) Proposals to keeps things simple and standard will help to reduce time, cost and 

disputes and help existing leaseholders to make informed choices.  This list needs to be 

drawn up by leasehold professionals and then stress tested by a leasehold expert to 

ensure that the terms cannot be used to exploit leaseholders.  You need to find a "poacher 

turned gamekeeper" to advise you. 

(3) Yes 

(4) This is unlikely to be the primary driver for a higher proportion of leaseholders seeking 

to exercise their right to a lease extension as they generally aren't aware of new terms 

being added as part of a lease extension until they start the process, but as the process for 

extending leases becomes simpler, easier and cheaper and awareness starts to grow, 

more leaseholders will exercise their right to a lease extension. 

Question 13: 

Yes, NLC agrees with your proposals but consideration needs to be given to the type of 

gamesmanship that can apply where no deadline or time limit is imposed. 

Question 14: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  
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(3) Yes 

(4) Estate rentcharges are poorly understood and are abused at the expense of 

leaseholders.  The Law Commission should look to abolish estate rentcharges and look for 

other options to enforce positive covenants. 

Question 15: 

(1) The default position should be for the leaseholder to have what the freeholder has, so 

the freehold subject to the rights and obligations on which the freehold is currently held.  If 

for some reason this is not possible then the leaseholder could acquire the freehold 

acquisition claim subject to the rights and obligations of the current lease subject to the 

removal of clauses that are onerous and unfair to leaseholders (e.g. permission fees). 

(2) Yes 

(3) Proposals to keeps things simple and standard will help to reduce time, cost and 

disputes and help existing leaseholders to make informed choices.  This list needs to be 

drawn up by leasehold professionals and then stress tested by a leasehold expert to 

ensure that the terms cannot be used to exploit leaseholders.  You need to find a "poacher 

turned gamekeeper" to advise you. 

(4) This list needs to be drawn up by leasehold professionals and then stress tested by a 

leasehold expert to ensure that the terms cannot be used to exploit leaseholders.  You 

need to find a "poacher turned gamekeeper" to advise you. 

Question 16: 

(1) The default position should be for the leaseholder to acquire the freehold subject to a 

prescribed list of appropriate covenants.  Proposals to keeps things simple and standard 

will help to reduce time, cost and disputes and help existing leaseholders to make informed 

choices.  Leases are generally written in language that is inaccessible for consumers, who 

are at the mercy of their professional advisors to ensure they make the right choices.  If for 

some reason this is not possible then the leaseholder could acquire the freehold 

acquisition claim subject to the rights and obligations of the current lease subject to the 

removal of clauses that are onerous and unfair to leaseholders (e.g. permission fees). 

(2) This list needs to be drawn up by leasehold professionals and then stress tested by a 

leasehold expert to ensure that the terms cannot be used to exploit leaseholders.  You 

need to find a "poacher turned gamekeeper" to advise you. 

Question 17: 

(1) No 

(2) Purchase of the freehold needs to be exactly that – free from hold.  Any mechanism 

that uses rent charges to enforce obligations will not help leaseholders. 

(3) No, unpaid sums should be paid as part of the freehold acquisition leaving the freehold 

to be exactly that – free from hold. 

Question 18: 
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(1) Yes 

(2) Proposals to keeps things simple and standard will help to reduce time, cost and 

disputes and help existing leaseholders to make informed choices.  Leases are generally 

written in language that is inaccessible for consumers, who are at the mercy of their 

professional advisors to ensure they make the right choices.  A prescribed list of 

appropriate covenants should avoid current onerous lease terms being transferred as part 

of the freehold acquisition (e.g. permission fees). 

(3) This list needs to be drawn up by leasehold professionals and then stress tested by a 

leasehold expert to ensure that the terms cannot be used to exploit leaseholders.  You 

need to find a "poacher turned gamekeeper" to advise you. 

Question 19: 

(1) Yes 

(2) It takes leaseholders outside of the statutory protection of the law.  Leaseholders are 

left poorly protected and exploited as freeholders carry over onerous clauses from the 

lease into the transfer of land (e.g. TP1 document includes permission fees).  Where 

leaseholders have acquired the freehold with permission fees carried over they currently 

have no mechanism to remove them. 

Unscrupulous freeholders can also insert new terms into the freehold transfer that did not 

existing in the lease. 

In my experience, the majority of leaseholders don't even know there is an alternative to an 

informal freehold acquisition when presented with an offer from the freeholder.  They have 

no idea whether the price offered is reasonable or not.  That is not to say that all 

freeholders have deliberately misled leaseholders but the lack of rigour, education and 

awareness around enfranchisement leaves far too many opportunities for leaseholders to 

be abused. 

(3) The best option is to legislate to ensure that all freehold transfers take place inside a 

new statutory enfranchisement regime. 

If this doesn't happen then we should look to legislate on the wording that accompanies 

informal offers to ensure that all leaseholders understand that the offer they are receiving 

is informal, what that means and the other options that are available to them (i.e. the 

statutory route) and the advantages and disadvantages of each approach.  Such a 

document must be written in plain English. 

Question 20: 

(1) The ability of those negotiating a freehold acquisition is a factor in the duration, cost 

and potential for disputes and currently weighted in favour of the freeholder.  It's more 

likely to be a longer process, with more disputes, when the leaseholder employs a 

leasehold specialist to negotiate the transfer.  Such specialists are aware of the traps and 

loopholes that are exploited by unscrupulous freeholders and will argue against them 

vociferously.  A good example of this is the recent surge in onerous permission fees written 

into modern day leases.  Good leasehold solicitors will try to argue these out as part of the 
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freehold transfer.  Less experienced solicitors leave them in and leaseholders are then left 

with "fleecehold" properties that still require permission (and fees) from the transferor for 

alterations to their home and no mechanism to get rid of these fees. 

Leases are generally written in incredibly inaccessible language to anyone who is not a 

lawyer and leaseholders are at the mercy and expertise of their professional advisors to 

ensure that they are not abused.  Many leaseholders will be unaware of the need to 

employ a leasehold specialist to help advise them and simply employing a local lawyer 

without the necessary expertise can be risky and costly in the short and long term. 

(2) Proposals to keeps things simple and standard will help to reduce time, cost and 

disputes and help existing leaseholders to make informed choices.  Limitation on the ability 

of parties to include new rights and obligations prevents current abuses of leaseholders 

from continuing. 

(3) Yes 

(4) This reform is unlikely to be the primary driver for a higher proportion of leaseholders 

seeking to enfranchise as they generally aren't aware of new terms being added as part of 

a freehold acquisition until they start the process, but as the process for enfranchisement 

becomes simpler, easier and cheaper and awareness starts to grow, more leaseholders 

will exercise their right to buy the freehold.  You will also see those that have already 

bought their freehold, but with onerous terms included as part of the transfer (e.g. 

permission fees) looking for solutions that will help them to escape from their “fleecehold” 

properties and consideration must be given to how this can be done. 

Question 21: 

(1) Yes 

(2) The NLC is assured that your proposals will be well considered.  Please don’t be 

lobbied or pressured into thinking that all leaseholders are incapable of running companies 

– many leaseholders do as part of their day job.  Freeholders have a vested interest in 

maintaining the status quo and will continually put barriers in front of you as to why things 

can’t be done.  We must keep a “can do” and pragmatic approach. 

(3) Yes 

(4) You need to consult a specialist in company law for any requirements that would be 

inappropriate.  The important thing to consider is that any solution requires simplicity and 

must be accessible for leaseholders to understand.  This is all about removing the barriers 

to enfranchisement, not creating new ones.  The costs must also be taken into account, as 

leaseholders are likely to need expert advice to set up and run a company, and we must 

ensure that such advice is available and accessible and not cost prohibitive. 

Question 22: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 23: 
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(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) This guidance needs to be drawn up by company law and leasehold professionals and 

then stress tested by a experts to ensure that the terms cannot be used to exploit 

leaseholders.  You need to find a "poacher turned gamekeeper" to advise you. 

Question 24: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 25: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 26: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 27: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Yes, subject to unpaid sums being reasonable and the leaseholder having an 

accessible and cost effective mechanism to challenge them if not. 

(3) No 

(4) Purchase of the freehold needs to be exactly that – free from hold.  Any mechanism 

that uses rent charges to enforce obligations will not help leaseholders.  The Law 

Commision should look at alternatives to enforcing covenants and even if such 

enforcement is required. 

Question 28: 

(1) We agree.  A leasehold specialist lawyer should advise on the best statutory means to 

achieve this and such advice must be robustly tested by a "poacher come gamekeeper" to 

ensure such means cannot be abused to the detriment of leaseholders. 
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(2) We agree.  This list needs to be drawn up by leasehold professionals and then stress 

tested by a leasehold expert to ensure that the terms cannot be used to exploit 

leaseholders.  You need to find a "poacher turned gamekeeper" to advise you. 

Question 29: 

(1) The default position should be for the leaseholder to acquire the freehold subject to a 

prescribed list of appropriate covenants.  Proposals to keeps things simple and standard 

will help to reduce time, cost and disputes and help existing leaseholders to make informed 

choices.  Leases are generally written in language that is inaccessible for consumers, who 

are at the mercy of their professional advisors to ensure they make the right choices.  If for 

some reason this is not possible then the leaseholder could acquire the freehold 

acquisition claim subject to the rights and obligations of the current lease subject to the 

removal of clauses that are onerous and unfair to leaseholders (e.g. permission fees). 

(2) Terms need to be drawn up by leasehold professionals and then stress tested by a 

leasehold expert to ensure that the terms cannot be used to exploit leaseholders.  You 

need to find a "poacher turned gamekeeper" to advise you. 

Question 30: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Proposals to keeps things simple and standard will help to reduce time, cost and 

disputes and help existing leaseholders to make informed choices.  This list needs to be 

drawn up by leasehold professionals and then stress tested by a leasehold expert to 

ensure that the terms cannot be used to exploit leaseholders.  You need to find a "poacher 

turned gamekeeper" to advise you. 

(3) Terms need to be drawn up by leasehold professionals and then stress tested by a 

leasehold expert to ensure that the terms cannot be used to exploit leaseholders.  You 

need to find a "poacher turned gamekeeper" to advise you. 

Question 31: 

(1) Yes 

(2) This helps to make collective freehold acquisition more affordable for leaseholders and 

removes another barrier. 

Question 32: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Yes, subject to the reasons that the last freehold acquisition being unsuccessful are 

reasonable and that leaseholders haven't been prevented from the collective freehold 

acquisition by gamesmanship by the freeholder. 

(3) No 

(4) Too long.  We suggest 2 years. 
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Question 33: 

(1) Yes 

(2) It takes leaseholders outside of the statutory protection of the law.  Leaseholders are 

left poorly protected and exploited as freeholders carry over onerous clauses from the 

lease into the transfer of land (e.g. TP1 document includes permission fees).  Where 

leaseholders have acquired the freehold with permission fees carried over they currently 

have no mechanism to remove them. 

Unscrupulous freeholders can also insert new terms into the freehold transfer that did not 

existing in the lease. 

In the experience of NLC, the majority of leaseholders don't even know there is an 

alternative to an informal freehold acquisition when presented with an offer from the 

freeholder.  They have no idea whether the price offered is reasonable or not.  That is not 

to say that all freeholders have deliberately misled leaseholders but the lack of rigour, 

education and awareness around enfranchisement leaves far too many opportunities for 

leaseholders to be abused. 

(3) The best option is to legislate to ensure that all freehold transfers take place inside a 

new statutory enfranchisement regime. 

If this doesn't happen then we should look to legislate on the wording that accompanies 

informal offers to ensure that all leaseholders understand that the offer they are receiving 

is informal, what that means and the other options that are available to them (i.e. the 

statutory route) and the advantages and disadvantages of each approach.  Such a 

document must be written in plain English. 

Question 34: 

(1) Yes 

(2) It gives leaseholders more access to become freeholders and removes barriers that 

currently exist. 

(3) Ideally, right to participate needs to apply retrospectively.  Otherwise, we create a two 

tier system for leaseholders and given the complexities of leasehold, which is so poorly 

understood by so many, it's unlikely that leaseholders will understand or have professional 

advisors capable of explaining these nuances to them when they buy a property.  Property 

prices are unlikely to reflect the big difference between properties where a right to 

participate is available and one where it's not. 

This project is all about tipping the scales more in favour of leaseholders, thus it needs to 

apply to existing leaseholders, regardless or not of whether their blocks have already 

participated in a collective enfranchisement claim. 

Given the current barriers to collective enfranchisement, which are many and complex in 

practice there won't be many blocks that have already completed collective 

enfranchisement and therefore the scale of retrospective management required is minimal. 
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(4) As you identify in paragraph 6.156 there are a number of issues that need to be 

addressed.  It will not be in the interests of freeholders and their professional advisors to 

help you to address these. Quite the opposite.  I expect them to continue to tell you why 

things are complicated and why things can’t change easily.  It is not in their interest to 

change the status quo.  Thus, you need to adopt a default position that we are going to do 

this and a “can do” attitude.  You will need a top class leasehold specialist to advise you 

and debunk the myths and obstacles that will be put in your way.  In many cases, an 80/20 

approach could be sensible – i.e. if your proposal works in 80% of cases, then adopt it, and 

then figure out what you are going to do about the remaining 20%. 

Question 35: 

Costs must not be prohibitive to collective freehold acquisition and opportunities to make 

the process standard and simple to keep costs manageable must be recommended. 

The benefits are as you set out in your consultation proposals and are well considered. 

Proposals to keeps things simple and standard will help to reduce time, cost and disputes 

and help existing leaseholders to make informed choices.  This list needs to be drawn up 

by leasehold professionals and then stress tested by a leasehold expert to ensure that the 

terms cannot be used to exploit leaseholders.  You need to find a "poacher turned 

gamekeeper" to advise you. 

Question 36: 

(1) The ability of those negotiating a collective freehold acquisition is a factor in the 

duration, cost and potential for disputes.  It's more likely to be a longer process, with more 

disputes, when the leaseholder employs a leasehold specialist to negotiate the transfer.  

Such specialists are aware of the traps and loopholes that are exploited by unscrupulous 

freeholders and will argue against them vociferously.  A good example of this is the recent 

surge in onerous permission fees written into modern day leases.  Good leasehold 

solicitors will try to argue these out as part of the freehold transfer.  Less experienced 

solicitors leave them in and leaseholders are then left with "fleecehold" properties that still 

require permission (and fees) from the transferor for alterations to their home and no 

mechanism to get rid of these fees. 

Leases are generally written in incredibly inaccessible language to anyone who is not a 

lawyer and leaseholders are at the mercy and expertise of their professional advisors to 

ensure that they are not abused.  Many leaseholders will be unaware of the need to 

employ a leasehold specialist to help advise them and simply employing a local lawyer 

without the necessary expertise can be risky and costly in the short and long term. 

Collective enfranchisement is currently so difficult, both from a legal perspective and the 

logistics involved in contacting all owners within a block, particularly where property is 

bought as an investment and many leaseholders are not resident. 

(2) Proposals to keeps things simple and standard will help to reduce time, cost and 

disputes and help existing leaseholders to make informed choices.  This list needs to be 

drawn up by leasehold professionals and then stress tested by a leasehold expert to 

ensure that the terms cannot be used to exploit leaseholders.  You need to find a "poacher 

turned gamekeeper" to advise you. 
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(3) Yes 

(4) It is unlikely to be the primary driver for a higher proportion of leaseholders seeking to 

enfranchise as they generally aren't aware of the difficulties of collective enfranchisement 

until they start the process, but as the process for collective enfranchisement becomes 

simpler, easier and cheaper and awareness starts to grow, more leaseholders will exercise 

their right to collectively buy the freehold. 

Question 37: 

This is a really important proposal and will help to a big extent.  Most leaseholders buy with 

no idea of the cost of complexity of the enfranchisement process.  Collective 

enfranchisement is significantly complex and unaffordable, particularly where there are 

large blocks with non-resident leaseholders.  It will remove a big barrier to collective 

enfranchisement. 

Question 38: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

(5) Yes 

(6)  

Question 39: 

(1) No 

(2) Increases restrictions on leaseholders’ rights to enfranchise. 

Question 40: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 41: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 42: 
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(1) Yes 

(2) This requirement has been massively exploited by developers over recent years, where 

they have sold new build properties as leasehold informing purchasers that the freehold 

can be purchased after two years only for them to have sold their interest in the freehold 

during that period with associated dire financial consequences for leaseholders.  At no 

point did developers make it clear that they had the option to sell the freehold to 

purchasers at point of sale should they choose to do so.  Removing this requirement 

removes this misleading sales tactic for developers of new build properties. 

Question 43: 

(1) No 

(2) We agree with most of these proposals but the 25% rule is open to abuse and IS being 

used to ensure that leaseholders cannot enfranchise.  I would like to see the 25% rule 

increased to 50%.  Unscrupulous developers can and will look for any loophole to exploit.  

They do not play fair.  You must use this opportunity to close any loophole that exists. 

Question 44: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 45: 

We welcome proposals that continue to remove barriers for leaseholders.  However, 

discretion is a very subjective.  The experience of many NLC members of property 

Tribunals is that they are not fit for purpose.  It realises the inherent unfairness of leasehold 

tenure as leaseholders fight against deep pocketed freeholders who can afford to employ 

the brightest and best leasehold barristers.  Thus the number of cases where discretion is 

an option needs to be kept to an absolute minimum and is unlikely to be an attractive 

option for the vast majority of leaseholders. 

Question 46: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4) Yes, subject to the limit that applies to collective freehold acquisition claims being 

increased to 50%. 

(5) No 
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(6) The 25% rule is open to abuse and IS being used to ensure that leaseholders cannot 

enfranchise.  I would like to see the 25% rule increased to 50%.  Unscrupulous developers 

can and will look for any loophole to exploit.  They do not play fair.  You must use this 

opportunity to close any loophole that exists. 

Question 47: 

(1) No 

(2) This requirement needs to be lowered to provide greater opportunity for 

enfranchisement for leaseholders. 

Question 48: 

(1) No 

(2) This requirement needs to be lowered to provide greater opportunity for 

enfranchisement for leaseholders. 

Question 49: 

(1) No 

(2) This requirement needs to be lowered to provide greater opportunity for 

enfranchisement for leaseholders. 

Question 50: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 51: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 52: 

(1) No 

(2) The 25% rule is open to abuse and IS being used to ensure that leaseholders cannot 

enfranchise.  I would like to see the 25% rule increased to 50%.  Unscrupulous developers 

can and will look for any loophole to exploit.  They do not play fair.  You must use this 

opportunity to close any loophole that exists. 

Question 53: 

(1) No 

(2)  
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Question 54: 

(1) No 

(2)  

Question 55: 

There should be an exception for a building consisting of two residential units.  Such 

properties are common across the UK and to exclude them excludes a large number of 

leaseholders from the enfranchisement process. 

The NLC has members with stories of horrendous abuses of power that landlords have 

used to be able to obtain the property that they lease from the leaseholder via forfeiture or 

at a heavily discounted price.  Media coverage of these abuses show how necessary it is 

to put power back into the hands of leaseholders in these types of buildings. 

Question 56:  

(1) No 

(2) The 25% rule is open to abuse and IS being used to ensure that leaseholders cannot 

enfranchise.  I would like to see the 25% rule increased to 50%.  Unscrupulous developers 

can and will look for any loophole to exploit.  They do not play fair.  You must use this 

opportunity to close any loophole that exists. 

Adopting a 25% limit in a two-unit building will immediately prevent leaseholders who live 

in a flat above a shop from acquiring the freehold.  This will exclude many leaseholders 

across England and Wales from being able to acquire the freehold. 

(3) Higher percentage.  50% 

Question 57: 

(1) No 

(2)  

Question 58: 

(1) No 

(2) Difficult to implement in practice and we need to keep adhering to the principle that we 

keep this simple where possible. 

(3)  

Question 59: 

(1) Each of the points above have contributed to the exercise of enfranchisement rights 

being slowed down, prevented or being made more costly.  The two-year ownership rule 

has been a huge factor in the leasehold scandal with regard to leasehold houses, where 
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developers' sales people have been diplomatic with the truth.  They have deliberately 

misled customers into believing that they could not buy the freehold of their property at the 

point of sale (although they could have done so should the developer have chosen to sell), 

but could only do so after two years.  It's not a lie, but they withheld information to 

consumers that they would sell on the freehold interest and the financial consequences of 

doing so.  Withholding information that would have made a material impact on decision 

making is mis-selling. 

The piecemeal nature of leasehold legislation and its underlying complexity leaves 

leaseholders open to abuse by unscrupulous developers and freeholders. 

It is somewhat ironic that the greed of developers and freeholders and the creation of 

modern day onerous leases has rightly brought the spotlight onto leasehold tenure and the 

inherent unfairness of it, and this greed will now be their undoing. 

(2) Proposals to keeps things simple and standard will help to reduce time, cost and 

disputes and help existing leaseholders to make informed choices.  Removing and 

simplifying current barriers to enfranchisement is much needed and welcome.  The default 

position should be to give every leaseholder enfranchisement rights unless there is a good 

reason as to why this cannot be done. 

Question 60: 

Question 61: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Subject to there being an option to remove unnecessary onerous clauses from the 

existing lease 

(3) Subject to there being an option to remove unnecessary onerous clauses from the 

existing lease (e.g. permission fees for alterations) and measures in place to prevent 

freeholders (who have even more of a position of influence with shared ownership) from 

increasing ground rents. 

Question 62: 

(1) Yes, relaxing the proposed requirements removes barriers to enfranchisement for 

leaseholders. 

(2) Shared ownership leaseholders are treated as long leaseholders and allowed to 

participate in the collective freehold acquisition. 

Question 63: 

(1) No 

(2)  

(3) No 

(4)  
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Question 64: 

(1) The National Trust has featured in a number of press articles, which, if they are to be 

believed, has certainly not acted in a reasonable way towards leaseholders of National 

Trust properties. 

In order to keep this simple there are only three possible options: 

1. Leaseholders in National Trust properties have the same rights to enfranchise as 

other leaseholders; or 

2. Long leases should not be granted on National Trust properties at all or 

3. Long leases are granted and leaseholders must be made aware that there will never 

be enfranchisement rights and be fully informed that they are buying a wasting asset and 

understand the risks and costs of any associated lease extension. 

There is no rational argument that, given the length of a long lease, covenants on National 

Trust properties could not be enforced via the enfranchisement process in a different way.  

It is also misleading to leaseholders who purchase property on National Trust land to have 

ever been led to believe that they are “purchasing a property” if such land is owned and 

managed for the good of the Nation. 

The reason for so much public outcry against the leasehold scandal is that the vast 

majority of leaseholders had no idea what buying a lease meant.  The whole property 

buying process, as far as leasehold properties is concerned, needs a complete overhaul. 

Other countries across the World will have similar issues around properties in areas of 

outstanding natural beauty and we should look to adopt best practice from these countries 

who manage perfectly well without leasehold tenure. 

(2) Not applicable 

Question 65: 

Question 66: 

(1) We are generally not in favour of exemptions as they leave leaseholders open to 

abuse.  Other countries across the World will have similar issues around properties with 

community land trusts and other forms of community-led housing and we should look to 

adopt best practice from these countries who manage perfectly well without leasehold 

tenure. 

(2)  

Question 67: 

The NLC's experience of the existing exemptions and qualifications is that they are 

massively abused at the expense of leaseholders, be that to prevent enfranchisement in 

the first place, or make the process cost prohibitive and unaccessible.  The default position 

has to be that enfranchisement is open to each and every leaseholder.  There will be many 

deep pocketed developers and freeholders who will argue as to why things cannot change.  
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They will scaremonger and present what appear to be perfectly plausible arguments as to 

why things must remain the same or why exemptions should apply in their particular case.  

Leasehold tenure is a feudal system that remains in only a handful of countries across the 

World.  There are no "problems" that we have that are unique to England and Wales that 

haven't been resolved elsewhere without the need to retain leasehold. 

The NLC has specific concerns about exemptions for the retirement housing industry 

where the vulnerability of the customers needs to be taken into account.  Ground rent is a 

service for nothing, so to pretend that business models depend on ground rent income 

when freeholds are routinely sold to investors is disingenuous at best.  There are perfectly 

practical and plausible alternatives.  The Law Commission must remain strong in the face 

of intensive lobbying and push for the right results for leaseholders. 

Question 68: 

Question 69: 

1.  Given that shared ownership is a Government flagship policy, NLC does not believe 

that landlords and developers will be any less willing to offer shared ownership leases.  

Businesses are incredible adept at changing their business models to realise revenue and 

profit when external factors change. 

2.  A statutory right should  make shared ownership properties more attractive to 

leaseholders and market forces mean that should be reflected in the value of shared 

ownership leases.  That said, as awareness of leasehold grows, and awareness of the 

limitations of shared ownership grows, it may well be the case that demand for this type of 

property ownership falls with a corresponding drop in market value. 

Question 70: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 71: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Consideration should be given to how this process can be streamlined and made more 

cost efficient by using technology in this digital age.  Use of online forms and documents 

with digitised signatures could help. 

Question 72: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  
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(5) Yes 

(6)  

Question 73: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Consideration needs to be given as to how we can utilise technology to improve these 

processes.  If all leaseholders and landlords details were held centrally and required to be 

updated by law this would help to speed up the process. 

Question 74: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) The default position here should be to implement a process that is the easiest it can 

possibly be for leaseholders and thus minimise the costs of professional advisors and the 

chances of getting things wrong. 

Question 75: 

(1) Yes 

(2) This removes a logistical barrier to a collective enfranchisement claim 

Question 76: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 77: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 78: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 79: 

(1) Yes 
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(2) We encourage the Law Commission to consider ways that technology can be 

harnessed to make the process simpler.  Sending documents by post and hand delivering 

them seems a bit primitive in today's digital world.  Insurance companies have adopted 

digital signatures and we should look to take best practice to minimise costs and expedite 

the process. 

Question 80: 

(1) Yes 

(2) This appears to be a very thorough approach and if implemented an accessible way to 

do this needs to be available to leaseholders.  Many leaseholders are not necessarily 

technically competent and some don't have access to the Internet.  We need to ensure that 

any process strikes the balance between being robust but also attainable for leaseholders. 

For those leaseholders that are comfortable with technology we should look for such 

technology to make this process quicker and easier. 

We also have some concerns about the opportunity for leaseholders to be taken 

advantage of by unscrupulous operators who will offer to do these things for them for a fee 

that does not represent value for money, or leaseholders being exploited by internet sites 

that look like they are official sites (e.g. Land Registry) but are not. 

Question 81: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 82: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 83: 

Question 84: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 85: 

(1) No 

(2) The default position should be to make this process as quick as possible without giving 

unreasonable deadlines.  Businesses are incredibly adept at adjusting processes when 

they have to.  I think a two week deadline for most parts of this process would be more 

than achievable. 
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Question 86: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 87: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 88: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 89: 

Question 90: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 91: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 92: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 93: 

(1) NLC refers you to consider the responses of organisations that act on behalf of 

leaseholders for accurate figures (e.g. Leasehold Knowledge Partnership and Leasehold 

Solutions/Leasehold Law). 
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We are aware from other leaseholders of the gamesmanship that unscrupulous 

freeholders operate and proposals to simplify this process will make the process faster and 

cheaper for leaseholders. 

(2) Proposals to keeps things simple and standard will help to reduce time, cost and 

disputes and help existing leaseholders to make informed choices.  The prescribed notices 

and forms need to be drawn up by leasehold professionals and then stress tested by a 

leasehold expert to ensure that the terms cannot be used to exploit leaseholders.  You 

need to find a "poacher turned gamekeeper" to advise you.  We recommend that plain 

English is used wherever possible across all documents to ensure that leaseholders 

understand what they are signing. 

(3) Proposals to keeps things simple and standard will help to reduce time, cost and 

disputes and help existing leaseholders to make informed choices.  The prescribed notices 

and forms need to be drawn up by leasehold professionals and then stress tested by a 

leasehold expert to ensure that the terms cannot be used to exploit leaseholders.  You 

need to find a "poacher turned gamekeeper" to advise you.  We recommend that plain 

English is used wherever possible across all documents to ensure that leaseholders 

understand what they are signing. 

Question 94: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Yes, subject to a review, proposals and recommendations regarding the current 

property Tribunal process.  Having heard numerous case studies from leaseholders we are 

not convinced that the Tribunal system is operating in the interests of leaseholders or in 

the manner it was designed to.  Too often, leaseholders find themselves up against the 

brightest and best barristers and outcomes are not necessarily determined by what the 

right outcome is, but by who has the deepest pockets for fund the best lawyers. 

Unscrupulous freeholders use the Tribunal system to exploit leaseholders. For many, even 

the thought of going to Tribunal and paying for lawyers is off-putting.  These unscrupulous 

freeholders know there is a profit margin that they can exploit from freeholders whereby it's 

not practical for them to contest at Tribunal as the cost to take the dispute to Tribunal will 

outweigh any benefit gained by winning the case. 

The Government is committed to a property regulator and ombudsman and these could 

provide other options for dispute resolution. 

Question 95: 

This sounds like a sensible option that will benefit leaseholders. Many are put off by the 

nature and costs of Tribunal.  Again, simplicity needs to be the goal, so why not have this 

as an option for all valuation disputes? 

Any such valuation expert needs to be independent.  If the valuer earns the majority of 

his/her income by working for freeholders or leaseholders they are unlikely to be impartial? 
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Consideration also needs to be given to what happens as to how binding the decisions are.  

It is a fairly irrelevant process to introduce if, in a high number of cases, the party that does 

not agree with the outcome simply appeals and goes to Tribunal anyway. 

Question 96: 

(1) NLC members and leaseholders have case studies where unscrupulous freeholders 

use the Tribunal system to exploit leaseholders. For many, even the thought of going to 

Tribunal and paying for lawyers is off-putting.  These unscrupulous freeholders know there 

is a profit margin that they can exploit from freeholders whereby it's not practical for them 

to contest at Tribunal as the cost to take the dispute to Tribunal will outweigh any benefit 

gained by winning the case. 

The Government is committed to a property regulator and ombudsman and these could 

provide other options for dispute resolution. 

(2) NLC members and leaseholders confirm this.  The thought of going to Tribunal is 

extremely off-putting for most leaseholders.  Unscrupulous freeholders use the Tribunal 

system to exploit leaseholders. For many, even the thought of going to Tribunal and paying 

for lawyers is off-putting.  These unscrupulous freeholders know there is a profit margin 

that they can exploit from freeholders whereby it's not practical for them to contest at 

Tribunal as the cost to take the dispute to Tribunal will outweigh any benefit gained by 

winning the case. 

Outcomes at Tribunal can depend on who can fund the best barristers and legal counsel 

and this is weighted in the favour of the freeholders with deep pockets. 

(3) One forum will certainly help for clarity, but as a monopoly does not mean that it will 

provide value for money or quicker resolution for landlords and leaseholders. 

To save landlords and leaseholders time and money then consideration needs to be given 

to alternative and cheaper methods of dispute resolution that does not involve expensive 

legal counsel. 

Question 97: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Instinctively, this sounds like a sensible option that will benefit leaseholders. Many are 

put off by the nature and costs of Tribunal.  Again, simplicity needs to be the goal, so why 

not have this as an option for all valuation disputes? 

Any such valuation expert needs to be independent.  If the valuer earns the majority of 

his/her income by working for freeholders or leaseholders they are unlikely to be impartial? 

Consideration also needs to be given to what happens as to how binding the decisions are.  

It is a fairly irrelevant process to introduce if, in a high number of cases, the party that does 

not agree with the outcome simply appeals and goes to Tribunal anyway. 

Question 98: 
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Leaseholders should not be required to make any contribution to their landlord's non-

litigation costs.  Landlords should account for the amount and likelihood of such costs as 

part of their ongoing financial modelling and forecasting. 

Ensuring that landlords pay for their own non-litigation costs reduces the incentive for them 

to adopt gamesmanship or prolong the enfranchisement process.  It does, in fact, 

encourage them, to look for ways to make the processes more streamlined and efficient. 

Question 99: 

(1) N/A 

(2) N/A 

(3) No 

(4) We agree with your first proposal, but not the second.  Many freeholders also own 

management companies and this as being a potential loophole for the freeholder to 

generate money from leaseholders as part of the process.  The process is even more 

complicated and open to abuse where the freeholder is also related to the management 

company that are providing estate management services and charging for them. 

Question 100: 

(1) No 

(2)  

(3) No 

(4)  

Question 101: 

(1) No 

(2)  

Question 102: 

(1) No 

(2)  

Question 103: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 104: 

(1) Yes 
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(2)  

Question 105: 

(1)  

(2) The obligation on leaseholders to pay their landlords' reasonable costs is a significant 

barrier to bringing enfranchisement claims.  Costs to pursue and enfranchisement claim via 

the statutory route are typically £3-4k.  This is a huge amount of money to your average 

leaseholder and many mortgage lenders will not add the costs of enfranchisement to the 

mortgage.  We are aware of a number of leaseholders who have borrowed money from 

family members to be able to afford enfranchisement and of course, not all leaseholders 

have that as an option. 

(3) Fixed costs 

(4) Capped costs 

(5) Fixed costs subject to a cap on the total costs payable 

(6)  

(7)  

(8) Reducing the categories of recoverable costs 

(9)  

(10)  

(11)  

(12) From the options you have set out I have highlighted the four that will reduce or make 

clear to the leaseholder the amount to be paid.   The vast majority of leaseholders looking 

to enfranchise will have a limited budget that will determine whether they can enfranchise 

or not.  Many mortgage lenders will not add enfranchisement costs to the mortgage 

meaning that for leaseholders who do not have available funds or the means to borrow 

them, enfranchisement is unattainable.  Thus, if any costs have to be picked up by 

leaseholders, and we don't think they should be, then leaseholders need clarity and 

certainty of what these costs will be. 

(13) It is likely to discourage landlords' from the gamesmanship that the more 

unscrupulous freeholders currently adopt.  It will also encourage landlords to look to 

streamline processes and make the process more cost efficient. 

Question 106: 

Question 126: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  
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Question 127: 

Question 128: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 129: 

Question 130: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 131: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 132: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 133: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 134: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 135: 

Any further comments  

1. Many NLC member have commented on how difficult this consultation is.  The 

technical nature is off-putting and many leaseholders will “feel” that the outcome of this 

consultation is naturally stacked against them, as leaseholders with limited technical 

understanding of enfranchisement are “up against” the professional responses from deep 

pocketed organisations who can afford top legal and professional advisors.  As such, the 

Law Commission must not, for example, take a low response rate to a question as 
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indicative of a leaseholder’s satisfaction or apathy of the current position.  We just don’t 

know how to answer some of your questions. 

2. The NLC is campaigning to abolish leasehold and this remains our goal.  There is no 

need for leasehold tenure to continue to exist; if the rest of the World can manage 

properties without it, so can we. 

3. Leaseholders have been systematically mis-sold leasehold properties.  This calls for 

a judicial review with a thorough investigation of how and why the leasehold scandal was 

allowed to happen. 

4. Leaseholders are disgusted by the terms of reference you have been given to ensure 

“sufficient compensation” is paid to freeholders.  Why should freeholders receive “market 

value” as compensation for freeholds when in some cases they paid a simple multiplier of 

ground rent to acquire it?  Many leaseholders feel that they deserve “sufficient 

compensation” for being mis-sold their homes.  The Law Commission and Government 

needs to be bold and brave.  Reform proposals present an opportunity to really deliver 

change for leaseholders.  Nothing worthwhile ever comes easy. 

5. You need to introduce legislation that deals with the right of first refusal on the 

transfer of freeholds.  The onward sale of freeholds and the huge increases in freehold 

acquisition costs when this happens is a scandal and a huge matter of public interest.  

Every time a freehold is sold the leaseholder should be given the right to buy (for houses 

and we should look as to how we can make this a realistic proposal for flats too).  The 

option to buy for the leaseholder should be in line with the simple ground rent multiplier 

valuation basis.  Legislation must be put in place to make sure that leaseholders are given 

sufficient information as part of this right to buy offer to make an informed choice. 

6. It is essential that onerous permission fees are abolished as part of enfranchisement.  

There is no justification for them. 

7. Forfeiture is a huge weapon that freeholders can and do use for leverage against 

leaseholders.  It needs to be abolished. 

8. A full overhaul of the information that purchasers of property are given and the 

information disclosed by conveyancing solicitors is essential.  To ensure that leaseholders 

understand what they are buying we need to change the terminology associated with 

leasehold purchases.  Commercial properties are advertised as “Lease for sale”; 

residential properties should adopt the same terminology.  This will prevent thousands 

from buying a property thinking they own the building, only to discover they only own the 

right to live in the building for the term of the lease.  For so many leaseholders to have 

such a fundamental mis-understanding of the biggest financial purchase of their life is a 

national disgrace and needs to be addressed. 

9. Regardless of the methodology for enfranchisement reform, there will a substantial 

number of leaseholders who cannot afford to enfranchise.  They will continue to be at the 

mercy of freeholders who can and do exploit them.  There is nothing in the current reforms 

proposed across Government and the Law Commission that will help those who find 

themselves with onerous lease terms and cannot afford to enfranchise.  This needs to be 

addressed. 
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 1 

Name of organisation: London Borough of Islington 

Question 1:  

Question 2: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 3: 

(1)  

(2)  

(3)  

(4)  

Question 4: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 5: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 6: 

(1) Other 

(2) Lease extensions are an opportunity to remedy faults or errors within existing leases. 

Whilst the terms should broadly remain the same, there should be flexibility to make 

revisions or amendments 

(3)  

(4)  

Question 7:  

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  
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Question 8: 

(1)  

(2)  

Question 9: 

Question 10: 

Question 11: 

Question 12: 

(1)  

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 13: 

Question 14: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 15: 

(1)  

(2) Not Answered 

(3)  

(4)  

Question 16: 

(1)  

(2)  

Question 17: 

(1) Not Answered 
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(2)  

(3)  

Question 18: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 19: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 20: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 21: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 22: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 23: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  
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Question 24: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 25: 

(1) No 

(2) From a practical point of view, this will be very difficult. The proposal to allow 

enfranchisement based on shared service charges will not necessarily define an estate. 

For example, we have communal heating services and concierge services that supply 

multiple estates. These charges differ to other potential estate charges, meaning the 

definition is unclear. The practical nature of a service such as communal heating presents 

a real obstacle. It is very expensive to make changes to these systems and any changes 

may have an impact on residents who are not part of the enfranchisement. In addition, as a 

social landlord we want to ensure communal heating systems are kept and expanded. 

They have environmental benefits and are useful for tackling fuel poverty. 

 

As a social landlord we want to retain the land that our estates are on. It is our ambition to 

build as much housing as possible, however as the second smallest borough in London 

and the third in the country, this is both difficult and expensive. Land on the private market 

is out of financial reach for the council and we must make the best use of the land assets 

we have. Estate enfranchisement would deprive us, and local people, of the possibility of 

new housing to ease overcrowding and provision of better quality housing.  

 

We would also have concerns over the management of the estate. The council owns a 

significant amount of housing within the borough, much of it estate based. As such we are 

able to manage this stock to ensure residents enjoy good quality housing and services. 

Under enfranchisement there is no guarantee that this will continue. With a third of our 

leasehold stock already owned by absent landlords, it is possible to imagine a situation 

where estates become owned and managed by private companies with a focus on profit. 

This would result in poor quality services to residents, potentially increasing anti-social 

behaviour and having an impact on other local services such as healthcare, police and 

local government. 

(3)  

Question 26: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 
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(4)  

Question 27: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 28: 

(1)  

(2)  

Question 29: 

(1)  

(2)  

Question 30: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 31: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 32: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 33: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  
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(3)  

Question 34: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

(4)  

Question 35: 

Not Answered 

Question 36: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 37: 

Not Answered 

Question 38: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

(5) Not Answered 

(6)  

Question 39: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 40: 

(1) Not Answered 
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(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 41: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 42: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 43: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 44: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 45: 

Question 46: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

(5) Not Answered 

(6)  

Question 47: 

(1) Not Answered 
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(2)  

Question 48: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 49: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 50: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 51: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 52: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 53: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 54: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 55: 

Question 56:  

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  
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Question 57: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 58: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 59: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 60: 

Not Answered 

Question 61: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 62: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 63: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 64: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 
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Question 65: 

Not Answered 

Question 66: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 67: 

Not Answered 

Question 68: 

Not Answered 

Question 69: 

Not Answered 

Question 70: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 71: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 72: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

(5) Not Answered 

(6) Not Answered 

Question 73: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 
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Question 74: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 75: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 76: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 77: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 78: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 79: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 80: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 81: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 82: 
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(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 83: 

Not Answered 

Question 84: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 85: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 86: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 87: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 88: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 89: 

Not Answered 

Question 90: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 
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(4) Not Answered 

Question 91: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 92: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 93: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 94: 

(1) Yes 

(2) It would make sense for matters to move directly to the Tribunal. 

Question 95: 

Question 96: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 97: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 98: 

Yes they should, otherwise how will this be paid for? As a social landlord, we don't make 

profit on any of our services. This means that if these costs are not paid for by 

leaseholders, it would be borne from HRA reserves (essentially tenant rent). I don't believe 

this would be justifiable under HRA rules. 

Question 99: 
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(1) 8. Costs should relate to the costs incurred. Therefore this will vary depending on the 

location and the nature of the work (central London costs will be higher than out of London 

costs). The costs should be reasonable however should cover the time and effort involved. 

The landlord should put forward their costs and if this is disputed the leaseholder(s) can 

make an application to the tribunal, where the landlord will have to justify their costs. 

(2) We do not support fixed costs as these rarely take into account the true costs of the 

service provided. The landlord should be able to recover all their reasonably incurred 

costs, otherwise how are the costs to be paid? 

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 100: 

(1) Other 

(2) They should pay the full costs incurred up that point. Extensive work may have already 

been conducted up to the point of failure and a percentage may not cover this amount. 

(3) Yes 

(4) See answer above. Rather than arbitrary percentages, the true costs incurred should 

be payable. 

Question 101: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Costs incurred need to be paid and should be secured if necessary. 

Question 102: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 103: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 104: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 105: 

(1)  
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(2) Unknown 

(3)  

(4)  

(5)  

(6)  

(7)  

(8)  

(9)  

(10)  

(11)  

(12) It's very difficult to say what would encourage more enfranchisement claims. Fixed or 

capped costs might be an incentive but I'm not aware that this is currently a barrier. 

(13) These costs would ultimately be borne by tenant rent. As a social landlord, we are 

limited regarding use of tenant rent which would put us into a very difficult position. 

Question 106: 

Question 126: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 127: 

Question 128: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 129: 

Question 130: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 131: 

(1) Not Answered 
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(2)  

Question 132: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 133: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 134: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 135: 

Not Answered 

Any further comments  

As a borough we welcome the Law Commission's consultation. We regret not being able to 

complete all of the consultation questions in time. This is a difficult subject that requires 

good knowledge of the law and practice. It has been difficult to get the resources needed 

to do the consultation justice (let alone read the paper in full) and we would welcome a 

further extension or another opportunity to respond. 
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Name of organisation: The Berkeley Group Holdings plc 

Question 1:  

All our schemes are located in England. 

Question 2: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) 1. Length of Lease Extensions: 125 years  

 

2.Termination for Redevelopment:  Notice can be served at anytime in the last 12 months 

of the original term and in the last 5 years of the extended term  ( as currently under the 

1993 Act for flats). 

Question 3: 

(1) The right to a lease extension should in all cases be a right to an extended term at a 

nominal ground rent 

(2)  

(3)  

(4) For consistency and simplicity we agree the uniform right should be fixed. 

Question 4: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 5: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 6: 

(1) No 

(2) Each lease is different and the facts and circumstances surrounding whether changes 

to the original lease should be made. The imposition of prescribed clauses may not be 

appropriate in the particular lease and it would be better for such matters, as under the 

current legislation to be determined by the court, in absence of the parties’ agreement. 
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The examples listed as being non-contentious are not considered simply “modernisations”. 

They would lead to inconsistencies between old and new leases.  The landlord will often 

have already covenanted that it will seek to ensure that all leases are granted on identical 

or similar terms, particularly regarding tenant covenants. Tenants are often afforded the 

ability to require their landlord to enforce those mutual covenants.  From an estate 

management perspective, it is also important that all leases are granted on identical terms 

regarding insurance and service charge matters. If lease extensions are granted on 

different terms to the other leases in the estate/building there is therefore a risk that the 

landlord could be held to be in breach of its covenants to the other tenants in the estate or 

building. Effective management of the estate may also be complicated and could lead to 

inconsistencies if there are different forms of leases. In the event of the landlord taking 

over the management of the building from the management company, it would need a 

covenant from all the tenants agreeing in such circumstances to pay their service charges 

direct to the landlord. It would not work if this step in right was inserted in only one new 

“modernised” extended lease. 

If changes need to be made to leases, there are existing statutory provisions but if these 

are considered inadequate then new statutory powers should be introduced with 

appropriate protections.  

We agree that adopting a model form of lease extension, incorporating the terms of the 

existing lease by reference, with any variations set out in a schedule would assist in 

reducing costs for both parties and assist in the management of the estate, where usually 

all the old leases have been granted on identical terms. 

(3) See above 

(4) For the reasons explained above, we do not believe a model form of lease for Aggio-

style leases is appropriate, or even as a starting point. The new lease should reflect the 

terms of the old leases particularly regarding service charges and tenant's covenants . It 

should not be prescribed that terms from  list of non-contentious modernisations should or 

can be included. 

Question 7:  

(1) No 

(2) The tenant always has the right to seek an extension via the statutory process. If the 

Law Commission’s changes are introduced and meet  the policy objectives of reform, the 

likelihood of tenants seeking extensions by agreement will be reduced and possibly 

become redundant. Tenants entering voluntary lease extensions should already be 

advised by their solicitors of their entitlements under the statutory scheme. We always 

advise tenants seeking a voluntary lease extension of their statutory rights and recommend 

that they should seek independent legal and valuation advice . In our experience the 

majority are advised by their own solicitors. 

(3) See comments above. 

Question 8: 
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(1) Please see our comments above. This has not been our practice as the majority of 

lease extensions of flats are negotiated voluntarily.  

Unless there are good reason why a lease has to be granted (e.g. supported by or situated 

within communal parts or our title is leasehold), we do not grant leases of houses 

(2) We have no experience or therefore view on this point. 

Question 9: 

Please see our comments above. We have no experience of granting extensions of leases 

of houses.  

The majority of the extensions of leases of flats are agreed on a voluntary basis. 

Question 10: 

Question 11: 

See comments above. The majority of lease extensions are currently agreed voluntarily, on 

the basis of the payment of ground rent continuing. 

Question 12: 

(1) See comments above regarding the importance of standard lease terms across an 

estate/building. 

(2) See comments made previously. We are not in support of terms being drawn from a 

prescribed list for the reasons explained. 

(3) Other 

(4) See comments above. 

Question 13: 

There may be a good reason why only a lease has been granted of a house if,  for 

example it is situated above or within a communal structure, such as a communal 

basement car park that serves the whole estate. In such circumstances, it would not be 

appropriate for the freehold of the whole of that structure to be transferred to the tenant. 

 

The acquisition of the whole of the freehold interest of the building in which the residential 

unit is situated is considered too wide and blunt for the above scenarios. There should be 

some measurement of the exclusivity or consideration of the character of the other parts , 

such as you have identified ( e.g. the roof or air space which only serves the residential 

unit). This should be introduced for such situations to prevent the acquisition of the 

freehold interest where the residential unit forms part of a larger structure.  
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 The landlord should have the right to exclude such parts as the alternative of taking a 

leaseback of those parts is not appropriate given the management and maintenance 

responsibilities of the larger parts and the landlord's obligations to the other tenants within 

the estate and/or building regarding those communal parts and the limitations of the 

enforcement of positive covenants in a freehold transfer. A leaseholder does not have the 

skills to be a landlord in such a scenario or to take on the legal responsibilities which are 

entailed or in the management and administration of the insurance and service charge 

arrangements in being responsible for the upkeep of such communal areas or parts. 

Question 14: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Other 

(4) Best endeavours is a high threshold, and may mean paying whatever is required to 

redeem the charge. This may not necessarily be favourable to the leaseholder if it is 

assumed the costs of redeeming the rentcharge can be fully passed onto the leaseholder. 

Seeking redemption under the Rent Charges Act 1977 may be a more appropriate 

requirement. 

Question 15: 

(1) If the freehold is being acquired it should be subject to the rights and obligations on 

which the freehold is currently held.  

If the landlord is unable to grant rights over other land equivalent to the current leasehold 

rights then the leaseholder should not merge the freehold interest with the existing 

leasehold interest. 

(2) No 

(3) For the reasons explained in respect of lease extensions, adopting standardised terms 

may be entirely inappropriate. Where the residential unit/house is located within a wider  

estate,  it is likely that the terms of the lease will be the same in all the apartment and 

house leases. Mutual "estate" obligations and service charge arrangements should be 

retained. 

(4) See earlier comments 

Question 16: 

(1) For the reasons explained previously, the rights and obligations should follow those set 

out in the leaseholder's existing lease where it forms part of a wider estate and be carried 

across as estate rentcharge  or chain of positive covenants to ensure the continued 

observance and enforceability of mutual estate regulations/covenants and service charge 

payments. We agree that the landlord should be entitled to continue to enforce those 

obligations regardless of whether the landlord retains land. Similar consideration should be 

given to any estate or building management company ( such as a resident management 
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company) which has responsibility under the lease to provide the estate or building 

services. 

(2) See comments above regarding our objection to having a prescribed list of terms. 

Question 17: 

(1) Yes 

(2) We agree that the landlord should be entitled to continue to enforce those obligations 

regardless of whether the landlord retains land. Similar consideration should be given to 

any estate or building management company ( such as a resident management company) 

which has responsibility under the lease to provide the estate or building services. 

(3) See comments above. The "conversion" of service charge payments  in the lease into 

estate rentcharges should be permitted. 

Question 18: 

(1) Other 

(2) See comments above regarding standardisation of lease extensions terms. It is difficult 

to comment further without seeing the proposed list of appropriate covenants but insofar as 

applicable the rights and obligations under the existing lease should be expanded to cover 

the retained land of the landlord and/or be no more onerous. 

(3) See above comments. 

Question 19: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) We do not have any experience of the enfranchisement of house leases for the reasons 

explained above. 

(3) See comment above 

Question 20: 

(1) We have no current experience as we do not generally grant leases of houses ( unless 

for the reasons explained earlier) 

(2) See above comment 

(3) Other 

(4) See above 

Question 21: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  
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(3) No 

(4) All companies should be subject to the same company law requirements, be they an 

investor landlord, developer landlord, resident management company, or right to manage 

company. or collective enfranchisement company.  

Regardless of the identity of the landlord, the responsibilities of being a landlord of a 

residential building are the same as are the statutory obligations and legal responsibilities 

that must be observed. No special dispensations or exclusions should be made, just 

because the company is owned collectively by leaseholders. 

Question 22: 

(1) Yes 

(2) This follows general practice certainly in respect of resident management companies. 

Question 23: 

(1) No 

(2) So far as possible, the articles should be prescribed. The ability to amend the articles 

should be limited. Therefore, so far as possible all articles are the same which will provide 

a level of consistency across all residential schemes. Any variations where permitted 

should be made clear. It should not be possible except by 100% agreement to change the 

articles as we are dealing with people's homes which is also a major investment. 

(3) See comments above. 

Question 24: 

(1) Yes 

(2) The statutory requirement should be protected by means of a restriction on the title to 

the freehold reversion requiring the certification of a conveyancers that the statutory 

requirements have been met or a court order has been produced to the Land Registry. 

(3)  

Question 25: 

(1) Other 

(2) In principle, we agree provided that the development is purely residential and provided 

that the rights and obligations in respect of the whole  estate  and continuation of estate 

and building service charges is protected and maintained. This is particularly important if, 

as proposed, prior buildings or parts of buildings including individual units which  have 

already enfranchised, such as houses within the estate, choose not to participate and be 

acquired as part of the estate collective enfranchisement.  

Effective enforcement of management covenants and service charge payments is key.  
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However, this should not apply to mixed use developments where business owners will be 

reluctant to take units as they will always be out-voted by the residential lessees. This will 

have an adverse impact on the ability to create communities where people can live, work 

and enjoy leisure activities on a single development . Any right of enfranchisement in the 

whole estate can only take place once the developer has completed its development , 

including subsequently obtained panning consents. Alternatively, full protections must be 

given to the developer so that its ability to complete its development as it wishes cannot be 

compromised. 

(3) See above comments. 

Question 26: 

(1) No 

(2) Our response is similar to our response to question 13 in respect of individual 

residential units. 

Your proposals may work for straightforward standalone blocks and any associated 

external ground floor garages or parking spaces demised and solely used by the 

leaseholders in that block.  

However, the freehold acquisition of all the common parts should not be permitted,  for 

example where the block is situated above a communal structure, such as a communal 

basement car park that serves the wider estate. In such circumstances, it would not be 

appropriate for the freehold of the whole of that building and the common parts to the 

building and any associated parking spaces to be transferred to the leaseholders of that 

building ( unless the whole estate was being collectively acquired by all leaseholders in the 

estate).  

 

The acquisition of the whole of the freehold interest of the building and its common parts is 

considered too wide and blunt for more complex developments. In such circumstances 

regard should be made to the character of the land let. 

(3) Yes 

(4) But see comments above and our comments in response to consultation question 13. 

Question 27: 

(1) Yes 

(2) See comments on similar question regarding an individual freehold acquisition in 

Chapter 5 . 

(3) Other 
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(4) See comments on similar question regarding an individual freehold acquisition in 

Chapter 5, question 14 . 

Question 28: 

(1) Agreed. A statutory provision stating that the transferee takes subject to such rights and 

obligations would seem to be the best way of achieving this with a requirement that a 

provision to that effect be inserted in the transfer . 

(2) Disagree. See comments on similar question regarding an individual freehold 

acquisition in Chapter 5 . Such a list can never cover all possibilities and may be inserted 

in the transfer without any regard being made as to whether they are appropriate to the 

land in question.  Such a prescribed list may be appropriate for straight-forward, 

standalone buildings contained within its own estate but for more complicated buildings 

and estates a bespoke form of transfer would be required. 

Question 29: 

(1) See comments on similar question regarding an individual freehold acquisition in 

Chapter 5, question 16 and our response to the last question. The transfer should reflect 

the rights and obligations set out in the leaseholders' existing leases. This is particularly 

important where the transfer is of one block in a wider estate when the maintenance of the 

wider estate covenants and service charge arrangements must be preserved. 

(2) See comment above. 

Question 30: 

(1) No 

(2) See comments on similar question regarding an individual freehold acquisition in 

Chapter 5 , question 18. 

(3) See comment above. 

Question 31: 

(1) No 

(2) We strongly object to this proposal and believe that the freeholder/landlord, as well as 

any non-participating leaseholders and commercial tenants would be significantly 

disadvantaged by the proposal. 

 

 If estate wide enfranchisement is permitted the leasebacks that could be required could be 

considerable, particularly in a mixed use scheme  where there are a number of commercial 

units.  In addition, your proposal extends to requiring that the landlord takes a leaseback of 

any flats of non-participating leaseholders.  
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The landlord would then be in a position of  intermediate landlord, retaining its original 

landlord obligations to provide the estate and block services under the occupational leases 

but being no longer in control of those areas to ensure compliance in accordance with the 

terms of the leases.  This is unacceptable, particularly when those areas will then be 

managed by inexperienced leaseholders who do not have the skills or experience of 

managing an estate or building.  Whilst the employment of managing agents to perform the 

landlord's management obligations will assist to ensure the proper and efficient 

management of the building or estate, there is no requirement on the collective 

enfranchisement company to do so. We have experience of leaseholders, who have taken 

over the management of their block, removing the managing agents and replacing them 

with less experienced ( cheaper) agents or failing to provide the agents with effective 

instructions or be involved it active management such that the management of the 

common parts suffers. We would have no redress other than by taking enforcement action 

as a tenant under the leaseback. However, our residential tenants  would have their usual 

statutory remedies against us. 

 

Commercial tenants and investors would be concerned of the risk of the above which may 

dissuade them from investing in residential and mixed residential schemes. See also 

response to question 25. 

 

The negotiation of the leasebacks would be a considerable exercise and expense both to 

the landlord and the leaseholders and could lead to considerable delays and disputes. 

 

It is better that the law remains as currently drawn and that the freeholder may elect, but 

not be required, to take leasebacks of commercial units only. Non-participating 

leaseholders should be in a direct relationship with new landlord.  If non-participating 

leaseholders are dissatisfied with the management of the building or estate they will have 

their usual statutory remedies under the LTA 1987 and potentially the new right to elect to 

participate. 

Question 32: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 33: 

(1) No 

(2) This is not our experience in relation to the transfer of the common parts to resident 

management companies which have been set up as part of the estate or block 
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management arrangements to take over responsibility for the day to day management of 

those areas. 

(3) See comment above. We do not see this is necessary as Section 5 of the LTA 1985 

provides leaseholders with a right of first refusal where the landlord seeks to dispose of its 

reversionary interest in the estate or block. 

Question 34: 

(1) Yes 

(2) In principle, we agree but the difficulty will be in calculating the premium which will be 

payable and ensuring it is fair and cost of participating. Standard forms of Articles and 

inability to vary ,standard forms of notices and an on-line calculator for establishing the 

level of premium payable would assist in keeping costs to the minimum.  

 We however feel that leaseholders wishing to carry out a collective enfranchisement 

should serve mandatory invitation notices on all other qualifying leaseholders. Similar 

mechanism as recently adopted regarding increasing participation in residents 

associations could be employed. This may reduce later complaints regarding not being 

offered the opportunity to participate. 

(3) A general right to participate for all schemes  would be ideal but it is difficult to see  how 

the same procedure and model documents could be used for claims completed before the 

commencement of the new regime. The forms of Articles will all be different. The cost to 

participate are therefore likely to be higher. Establishing the cost of participation may be 

difficult unless a similar valuation tool could be employed. 

 

However, this has the danger of creating a two-tier market, for those completed before and 

after the new regime. 

(4) See comments above. If the procedure is too complicated it will inevitably require the 

involvement of professionals which will only increase the costs.  

If an online tool could be devised this would reduce the costs enormously, ensure 

uniformity, transparency and encourage greater participation. 

Question 35: 

See responses in Chapter 6 and in particular questions 21 and 23. 

Question 36: 

(1) In our experience, if both parties are reasonable and well advised by their solicitors , 

such delays are kept to a minimum. There is always the risk of the court's sanction and 

award of costs if agreement cannot be reached. 

(2) As already discussed, it may be reasonable to include new rights and obligations in the 

freehold transfer. Owning a freehold interest in a whole building or estate is different to 
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holding merely a leasehold interest in a residential unit. Solicitors will be able to advise 

their clients as to what is reasonable to include in the transfer. 

(3) Other 

(4) See comments above, particularly regarding the serving of a mandatory invitation to 

participate. 

Question 37: 

See comments at question 31. We do not agree that this is a fair and reasonable proposal. 

Question 38: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4) In principle but subject to seeing the actual wording of the definition in the proposed 

Act. 

(5) Other 

(6) We have already expressed our concern regarding the imposition of enfranchisement 

rights in a mixed use scheme, particularly in complex modern developments and in 

particular the leaseback proposals.  

 

See responses to question 25 and 31. 

Question 39: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 40: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 41: 

(1) Yes 
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(2)  

Question 42: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 43: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 44: 

(1) Yes 

(2) See earlier concerns expressed regarding the acquisition of common parts ( question 

13). We believe a narrow approach to the definition of a building and the continued 

requirement that it must be self-contained is important particularly in light of increasingly 

complex developments. 

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 45: 

It seems that affording the Tribunal a right to exercise its discretion would lead to the same 

amount of litigation and potential cost as is already involved in those contentious cases 

where the landlord resists a collective enfranchisement claim on the basis that the building 

is not self-contained. The same evidence and considerations would apply.  

It is also unfair that the right to exercise this right is only with a leaseholder. Freeholders 

may equally wish to avoid lengthy and costly arguments on this point. 

Landlords do not build complex developments principally with the aim of avoiding a 

collective enfranchisement claim. If the building is self-contained  then it is right that a 

claim should not be made for the practical and legal reasons highlighted. 

Question 46: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

(5) Yes 
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(6)  

Question 47: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 48: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 49: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 50: 

(1) Yes 

(2) We believe this should be subject to a mandatory requirement to invite participation in 

the collective freehold acquisition, coupled with a future right at any time to participate. 

This will ensure transparency and fairness. 

Question 51: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 52: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 53: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 54: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 55: 
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No view 

Question 56:  

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 57: 

(1) No 

(2)  

Question 58: 

(1) No 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 59: 

(1) See our earlier advice  that we have no experience of the exercise of enfranchisement 

rights in respect of houses since we do not grant leases of houses other than in limited 

circumstances. 

(2)  

Question 60: 

-- 

Question 61: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) There may be planning restrictions relating to the terms of the shared ownership 

leases. These are often set out in a Section 106 Planning Agreement. There may need to 

be some statutory "override" provision to allow the lease extension to be granted. 

Question 62: 

(1) If relaxed then the landlord should not be required to take a leaseback of the shared 

ownership leases for the same reasons as explained in response to question 31. 

(2) Currently, more than a third  of the units in the building or estate would need to be let 

as shared ownership leases to prevent a collective enfranchisement claim. If the minimum 
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number of leaseholders in the remaining two thirds participate the right to enfranchise is 

therefore exercised by only one third. To ignore the shared ownership units to enable 

enfranchisement in situations where more than one third of the units are let on that basis 

would further dilute the right of exercise or to concentrate the right in the hands of a limited 

number of leaseholders.  

The valuation of the landlord's reversionary interest would be more complicated and it may 

not be appropriate that  collective freehold acquisition company becomes the landlord of 

shared ownership leases and the management of the same. 

Question 63: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 64: 

(1) -- 

(2)  

Question 65: 

No experience of any such claims. 

Question 66: 

(1) This would be another protection to ensure that the housing remains affordable for local 

people in the long term . 

(2)  

Question 67: 

No relevant experience of above 

Question 68: 

No experience 

Question 69: 

The requirement to offer shared ownership leases is usually dictated by the planning 

decision and availability of grant funding to housing associations. 

Question 70: 

(1) Yes 
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(2)  

Question 71: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 72: 

(1) No 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

(5) Yes 

(6)  

Question 73: 

(1) No 

(2) Failure to respond to a notice should not result in a cost liability. There is not a 

reciprocal requirement if the Claim Notice is shown to be invalid because the minimum 

requirements allowing such notice to be signed has not been met.  

S.47 & s.40 of the LTA 1987 already impose a requirement on the landlord to give its full 

details and address for service of notices. The leaseholders should not be penalised if it is 

shown those details were incorrect when serving its Claim Notice. 

A solicitor acting for leaseholders is likely in any event to make enquiries of the Land 

Registry to determine the ownership of the superior interests in the estate and/or building.  

Costs may be warranted if it is shown that the landlord misled the leaseholders as to the 

ownership of the superior interests where those interests are unregistered.  

It would be more helpful if the Land Registry could provide a Guidance Note or specific 

ownership search for those seeking to exercise their collective freehold acquisition rights. 

This would be far cheaper and more conclusive than serving Information Notices on 

reluctant landlords.  

In any event, the landlord should be given a reasonable period of at least one month to 

respond to the Information Notice, such notice having been served at its registered 

address or last address stated in the s.48 Notice. 

Question 74: 

(1) Yes 
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(2) Again, it would be more helpful if the Land Registry could provide a Guidance Note or 

specific ownership search for those seeking to exercise their collective freehold acquisition 

rights. This would be far cheaper and more conclusive than having to provide such details 

in the Claim Notice. 

(3) In principle, if an online form could be developed to remove the risk that the wrong 

sections of the form are filled in or are incomplete. If the form could be accompanied by 

detailed guidance notes ( similar to say, completing passport application form ) this would 

further remove the risk of inaccuracies. 

Question 75: 

(1) No 

(2) See our response to question 34. With modern technology, most people are today 

contactable by email. It would not be difficult for an invitation notice to be sent to all 

leaseholders. Similar to the regulations recently introduced to encourage participation in 

Residents Associations, landlords could be required to circulate such an invitation. 

However, there should be a limitation on the number and frequency that  landlords are 

required to serve such invitations. 

Question 76: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 77: 

(1) No 

(2) The landlord should not be required to produce a draft contract, transfer or lease if the 

right is denied . 

If there is a requirement for such drafts to be produced then the Landlord should be 

permitted at least three months to respond, or to serve an initial Response Notice followed 

within, say, two months with the draft document. 

Question 78: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 79: 

(1) Yes 

(2) The address for service on the immediate landlord should be provided under the s.48 

Notice and leaseholders should not be penalised if this is followed. 
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In the case of a company service should be made at its registered address as noted at 

Companies House. The address noted at the Land Registry on the OCEs may be out of 

date. 

Email service should only be permitted where the landlord has specifically provided that 

address for the purpose of serving statutory and legal documents, not otherwise. 

Question 80: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 81: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 82: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 83: 

Yes but only in defined and limited circumstances where there has been fraud or deliberate 

concealment or mistake by the land registry as to the registered interests in the building 

and/or estate. The likelihood of this occurrence should be low. 

Question 84: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 85: 

(1) No 

(2) 1. See response to question 77. More time is required for responding if a draft lease or 

transfer is required to be drawn up by solicitors who will need to be instructed ( and 

potentially carry out money laundering checks etc. before they can commence work) . If it 

is a transfer of part then new plans will need to be prepared.  

2. At least 28 days should be permitted as the landlord may need to instruct solicitors to 

undertake appropriate searches of the registry and make enquiries to determine who must 

be served. 

Question 86: 

(1) Yes 
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(2)  

Question 87: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 88: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 89: 

Question 90: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 91: 

(1) Other 

(2) There needs to be provision to deal with the possibility that the landlord cannot locate 

or identify the beneficiary to give any necessary consent. In such circumstance the 

landlord should not be penalised for the failure to seek consent or inform the beneficiary of 

the transaction. 

There should be a statutory mechanism for determining what is the proper and reasonable 

amount of compensation which may be payable for any losses that occur as a result. 

Question 92: 

(1) Other 

(2) We agree the above but there should in addition be a restriction on title as outlined in 

response to question 24 to prevent the nominee purchase company from further disposing 

of the premises acquired. 

Question 93: 

(1) -- 
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(2) -- 

(3) -- 

Question 94: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 95: 

Subject to the protections outlined in your report, we agree that low value claims or where 

the differences involved are low  could be determined by one valuation member of a 

tribunal. However, we agree that the landlord should have the power to require the 

Tribunal to determine the dispute by a full hearing and, if so,  for the Tribunal to order to 

pay the leaseholder's additional costs where it is reasonable to do so. 

Question 96: 

(1) -- 

(2) -- 

(3) -- 

Question 97: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 98: 

We consider the current statutory regime should continue and leaseholders should if 

required pay the landlord's reasonable non-litigation costs. 

Question 99: 

(1) Option 3 as this would allow a degree of variation, reflecting the level of costs that 

landlords are likely to incur in respect of different types of enfranchisement claims. The 

level that the fixed costs is set at should be a reasonable amount reflecting the costs which 

are involved. 

(2) 1. Apply to both regimes. 

2. Recovery of additional costs reasonably incurred where two or more additional types of 

leasehold unit has to be valued; freehold forms part of other land to be retained by the 

landlord; or, one or more leaseback has to be agreed. 

(3) Yes 

(4)  
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Question 100: 

(1) Yes 

(2) The bulk of the landlord's fixed costs would have been incurred in serving the 

Response Notice with draft transfer or lease enclosed ( say 75%) and the majority of the 

costs incurred by the time the terms of the transfer or lease have been agreed ( say 90%). 

(3) Yes 

(4) See above. 

Question 101: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 102: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 103: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 104: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 105: 

(1) -- 

(2) -- 

(3)  

(4)  

(5)  

(6)  

(7)  

(8)  
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(9)  

(10)  

(11)  

(12) -- 

(13) -- 

Question 106: 

-- 

Question 126: 

(1) No 

(2) The concept of good faith and its legal understanding is still evolving and not yet fully 

understood. 

Question 127: 

We see no reason for any distinction to be made. 

Question 128: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 129: 

Proposal 2 is a fair approach and would allow the tenant to keep his flat and the right to 

participate in the enfranchisement. 

Question 130: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 131: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 132: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  
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Question 133: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) -- 

(3)  

Question 134: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 135: 

See our response to question 126. 

Any further comments  
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Name of organisation: The Property Litigation Association (PLA) 

The PLA is an industry association for solicitors with a substantial part of their  practice  in  

property  litigation.   The  Association  has  around  1300  members  comprising solicitors 

from throughout England and Wales (and elsewhere in the United Kingdom) specialising in 

all aspects of property litigation including commercial, residential and agricultural property 

law 

Question 1:  

We have no views in response to this question other than those reflected in the responses 

below 

Question 2: 

(1) Yes 

(2) We agree that leaseholders of both houses and flats should have the same right to 

acquire lease extensions as often as they wish (subject to payment of an appropriate 

premium). 

(3) (1) We agree that  extensions of50 and 90 years are too short to provide 

leaseholders with adequate security.  We consider that the appropriate length for a lease 

extension for both houses and flats would be between 125 and 150 years.  In our view, 

250 years or 999 years would be too long, given that the purpose of the lease extension 

regime (as opposed to the right of a tenant to acquire the freehold) is to preserve some 

value in reversionary interest for the landlord.  

 

(2) The point at which a landlord should be entitled to terminate the lease will depend on 

the length of the lease extension that a tenant is able to acquire under the revised statutory 

scheme.  For example, if the revised regime provided for lease extensions of 250 years or 

more, we do not think it would be fair and proportionate to limit the landlord's right of 

termination to the last 5 years of the extended term. 

 

Unless adequate transitional provisions (or retrospective effect) are introduced, it will also 

be important to bear in mind that statutory redevelopment rights for landlords in leases 

which have already been extended are constrained to  the last 5 years of the period ending 

90 years after the existing lease terms date. 

 

If lease extensions under the new regime are prescribed to be up to 150 years, we 

recommend that rights of termination for the purposes of redevelopment should be 

exercisable in the 12 months prior to the existing lease term date,   and during the last 10 

years of the term.  The rationale behind allowing redevelopment during the last 10 years is 

to reflect the longer term of the extended leases when compared to the 50 or 90 year 

extensions permitted under the current regime 
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Question 3: 

(1) The right to a lease extension should in all cases be a right to an extended term at a 

nominal ground rent 

(2)  

(3)  

(4) We  acknowledge that if one purpose of reforming the statutory regime is to address 

onerous ground rents for what might be a minority of leaseholders who pay an onerous 

ground rent but do not want to pay for an extended lease, the option to reduce ground 

rents without acquiring an extended lease could benefit this category of leaseholder. 

 

However, , we agree that creating the ability for leaseholders to elect to extend a lease 

without reducing the ground rent, or reduce the ground rent without acquiring an extended 

lease will introduces additional complexity into the statutory regime.  This is also likely to 

contribute to a leasehold market in which consumers (including individuals buying existing 

leasehold interests) will be confused.  They might be unable to make a like-for-like 

comparison between the leases of two flats (one of which might have been extended 

without a reduction in the ground rent, the other of which might have had its ground rent 

reduced but have a shorter residual term), and might pay only to reduce the ground rent 

but then find that the short residual term is unmortgagable..  The Terms of Reference 

require proposals to simplify the existing regime and not to complicate it. 

 

For these reasons, we agree that a single uniform right, to a fixed additional term at a 

nominal ground rent, is the appropriate solution. 

Question 4: 

(1) Yes 

(2) We agree with the proposals for the reasons set out in the Consultation Paper 

Question 5: 

(1) Other 

(2) (1) We agree. 

 

(2) We do not agree with this proposal. The proposal will affect a lender’s willingness to 

provide finance to landlords and is likely to have an adverse effect on the value of a 

landlord’s reversionary interest as the market for buyers would be limited to predominantly 

cash buyers. 
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Unlike the proposal referred to in (1) which will improve a lender’s security, the grant of an 

extended lease will diminish a lender’s security over a landlord’s mortgaged property 

interest. The consent of a lender should be obtained prior to the grant of the lease and a 

lender afforded a reasonable opportunity to impose reasonable conditions such as 

payment of the premium (or a substantial part of it) to the lender to reduce the amounts 

outstanding on any mortgage. 

Question 6: 

(1) Other 

(2) The current regime allows a degree of flexibility to modernise leases in view of changes 

in law and in the building and allows for defects and omissions in leases to be remedied. 

Any new regime should retain this flexibility, which is beneficial to landlords, leaseholders, 

purchasers and mortgagees of leasehold premises and the leaseholders were they to 

exercise the rights of collective enfranchisement or rights to manage. 

 

 Adoption of model lease terms is to be encouraged, where appropriate, and might 

help to simplify the extension process.  

 

However, whether it would be appropriate for a new lease to be identical to the existing 

lease save where either party has elected to include terms from a prescribed list of non-

contentious terms, will depend on when the existing lease was granted and whether it 

allows for proper management of the building and recovery of the costs of repairing, 

maintaining and upgrading the building through the service charge.  In other words, limiting 

modernisation to a list of prescribed terms will only work if that list is fit for modernisation of 

all forms of existing lease.  Unless a satisfactory and comprehensive list can be agreed, 

we would recommend adopting the existing regime and its flexibility notwithstanding that 

retaining the existing regime might not simplify the lease extension process.  

 

With reference to the examples of prescribed terms proposed by the Law Commission: 

 

(a) any new mutual enforceability covenant should be limited to enforcement of the 

repairing obligation only. A landlord should only be required to take such action where 

reasonable and only upon having received sufficient security for its costs including an 

indemnity against all and any costs and expenses arising from or incidental to such 

enforcement.  

 

(b) a covenant by the landlord to enforce the repairing obligations imposed by a third 

party  management company or to carry out a management company’s obligations if 

it fails to do so,  should be conditional on the majority of other leaseholders in the 

building consenting to the landlord taking such action and recover its costs from the 
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leaseholders. A landlord should not have a new financial burden placed on it, particularly 

as the leaseholders have the ability to appoint a manager or form an RTM Company if a 

management company is not performing its obligations. 

 

(c) the requirements of the Council of Mortgage Lenders (“CML”) can frequently change 

and to prevent a landlord unintentionally finding itself in breach of the terms of a lease, any 

new obligation should be limited to the landlord using reasonable endeavours to comply 

with the insurance requirements of the CML from time to time. 

(3) The prescribed list should also include: 

 

(a) a covenant by the leaseholder to pay for services provided by the landlord which are 

not referred to in the existing lease, but which have arisen and been enjoyed by the 

leaseholder by the date of the lease extension (or, alternatively, a right for the landlord to 

extend the list of services in respect of which a service charge is payable, to include 

services which the landlord reasonably deems necessary or desirable for the benefit of the 

leaseholders as a whole).  

 

(b) provision for the costs of upgrading the building and common parts where reasonably 

necessary to be recovered through the service charge. 

 

(c)  a covenant by the leaseholder to obtain consent to assign underlet or part with 

possession of the  whole of his or her flat, such consent not to be unreasonably withheld 

or delayed. 

(4) For Aggio style leases, any new lease will need to be consistent with the terms of other 

leases in the building and it would not be appropriate to adopt a standard or model form of 

lease. 

Question 7:  

(1) No 

(2) We do not consider that the ability of parties to enter into a lease extension outside the 

statutory regimes creates significant problems in practice.  Whilst a tenant might agree a 

lease extension without being made aware of its statutory rights, we do not think it would 

be appropriate to fetter the landlord and tenant's right to enter into a mutually acceptable 

commercial arrangement at their discretion. 

(3) For the reason above, we do not consider that controls should be placed on parties' 

ability to enter into a new lease or lease extension by consent on mutually acceptable 

terms.  At most, a landlord should be required to notify their tenant of the existence of the 

statutory rights and invite them to take independent legal advice before proceeding with a 

lease extension outside the statutory regimes.  However, we consider that this (equivalent 
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to the "contracting out" procedure for commercial leases under the Landlord and Tenant 

Act 1954) is unnecessarily onerous. 

Question 8: 

(1) The authors of these responses do not have sufficient experience in practice of the 

contracting-out procedure to be able to share experiences. 

(2) In principle, we consider that similar provisions should be made under any new 

enfranchisement regime. 

Question 9: 

We consider that a uniform right to a lease extension at a nominal rent for both houses and 

flats will increase the number of lease extension claims pursued in respect of houses. 

 

Currently, leaseholders have different enfranchisement rights under the 1967 Act and 1993 

Act. In particular under the 1967 Act leaseholders are only entitled to a lease extension for 

a term of 50 years after the expiry of the existing lease at a market rent and they are not 

entitled to any further lease extensions. By comparison, under the 1993 Act leaseholders 

are entitled to a lease extension of 90 years plus the unexpired term of the existing lease 

at a peppercorn rent and can extend repeatedly.  

 

A uniform right applying to flats and houses will remove the perceived advantages 

leaseholders of flats are considered to have in comparison to leaseholder of houses. This 

is likely to increase the number of lease extensions of houses claimed which is currently a 

right infrequently claimed. 

Question 10: 

No comment. 

Question 11: 

We cannot submit evidence as to the likely uptake of these proposed options (extending 

leases without changing the ground rent, and vice versa).  However, we consider that the 

requirement by most mortgage lenders for a lease to be of a particular length means that 

lease extensions will remain paramount.  Furthermore, any changes to the law in relation 

to ground rents (on which Government is consulting separately) may have a more 

measurable impact on leaseholders and on the market 

Question 12: 

(1) (1) We do not consider that the ability of parties to negotiate a lease extension 

materially increases the cost and duration of a lease extension process in the majority of 

cases. The terms of a new lease are often a secondary consideration to the premium to be 

paid and we do not consider that restricting the ability of parties to negotiate lease terms 

would lead to a higher proportion of leaseholders exercising rights to a lease extension.   
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(2) Constraints within the existing statutory regimes on the imposition of onerous 

additional terms should mean that substantive disputes over the proposed new terms are 

relatively rare. 

 

(3) The scope for modernisation of a lease and imposition of addition terms is restricted 

as set out in s57 of the 1993 Act and as a result, undesirable or onerous terms which result 

in increased costs to leaseholders are not imposed, so this. 

 

In the majority of cases, the form of lease offered to a leaseholder is in a substantially 

similar form to the leaseholder’s current lease. There are limited exceptions, for example 

where an old lease is not comprehensive and/or may have been granted by a head 

landlord whose interest has expired or is due to expire soon. In these circumstances (in 

our view), the imperative to remedy defects or omissions in the lease outweighs any 

perceived increase in cost or time. 

 

It is often favourable to a leaseholder (and potential purchaser or mortgagee) to have a 

new lease in a modernised form and consistent with other extended leases in the building. 

In the event the leaseholder participated in a collective enfranchisement claim, it would be 

in a leaseholder’s interest in its capacity as part owner of the freehold that any new lease 

allowed for a degree of modernisation and proper recovery of costs incurred by the 

landlord. 

(2) see above 

(3) Other 

(4) we are unable to comment. 

Question 13: 

(1)  

 

(a)  We do not agree with the proposal which would deprive a landlord of its interest in 

any other premises in the building.  As distinct from lease extensions, rights of 

enfranchisement of a house should be limited to circumstances where a leaseholder has a 

lease of the whole of the house and should not allow leaseholders to acquire other assets 

belonging to a landlord over which a leaseholder presently has no rights.  

  

(b) We do not agree with this proposal. There would be practical difficulties where 

premises such as a car parking space fall outside of the curtilage of the property and do 
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not fall within a landlord’s title or where a freehold title would need to be carved out and 

rights reserved to deal with the transfer of such land.  

 

(2) We agree with this proposal. 

Question 14: 

(1) Other 

(2) (1) Whilst this seems to be simple in principle, we foresee practical difficulties 

where a landlord's mortgage affects a number of properties.  This might then result in 

additional costs being incurred by leaseholders in determining or applying to Court to 

determine the sum payable to discharge part of a registered charge.  If the issue to be 

addressed is unreasonable claims by landlords for the cost of applying to mortgagees for 

release of the mortgage, then (if appropriate) a cap might be imposed on those fees.  

 

Leaseholders should not be permitted to correspond with a landlord’s mortgagee regarding 

matters affecting a landlord’s mortgage and the current regime whereby a landlord obtains 

a redemption figure prior to completion should continue.  

 

(2) A leaseholder should not be permitted to pay sums into Court instead of to the 

mortgagee save in exceptional circumstances, as the cost of a lender applying to recover 

monies paid into Court will deter lenders from lending to landlords and this appears to be 

an unnecessary level of complexity and red tape.  Any costs in connection with an 

application made by the leaseholder to pay monies into Court or by a mortgagee to recover 

such monies should be recoverable from the leaseholder. 

(3) Subject to the above, we agree with the proposal that sums due from the leaseholder 

to the landlord should be reduced by sums paid under (2) above. 

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 15: 

(1) We believe it would be appropriate for the terms of the transfer to reflect rights and 

obligations contained in the existing lease. 

(2) No 

(3) We do not agree that a prescribed list of terms would be appropriate.  
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Where a property forms part of a larger estate, the prescribed list is unlikely to cover the 

precise estate management rights and obligations specific to each property and contained 

in each lease, so a prescribed list is unlikely to be sufficiently comprehensive. As currently 

proposed, a leaseholder could decide not to elect to impose an obligation contained in the 

lease from which the leaseholder derives a benefit, which would require the landlord or 

other leaseholders on an estate or owners of enfranchised property on an estate to pick up 

the shortfall. Further, it would be unfair for a leaseholder to unilaterally elect to impose 

rights which the leaseholder does not currently enjoy under their lease. Any uplift in the 

value of the property as a result of the imposition of terms set out in a prescribed list or 

from the conversion of time limited rights over the landlord’s retained land to permanent 

rights should be reflected in the premium paid to the landlord 

(4) Notwithstanding the above, if a list of terms is to be prescribed, this should include: 

  

(a) a positive covenant on the leaseholder to contribute towards the costs of common 

roadways amenities and services; 

 

(b) an indemnity from the leaseholder to observe and perform the obligations contained 

in the lease on the part of the landlord where a leaseholder elects not to merge the lease 

with the freehold and an indemnity for the benefit of the transferor against any future 

breach; 

 

(c) restrictions on the use of the property as a single residential dwelling; 

 

(d) restrictions on external development of the property unless development value is 

paid to the landlord. 

Question 16: 

(1) (1) We agree that the terms of the transfer should reflect the rights and 

obligations contained in the existing lease 

(2) We do not agree that a prescribed list of terms would be appropriate for reasons set 

out in our response to question 15. 

(2) However if the Law Commission is minded to recommend that a list of terms is 

prescribed, please see the proposed terms listed in our response to question 15. 

Question 17: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  
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(3) We also agree that unpaid sums due a landlord of an estate should be capable of being 

charged against the freehold title of the premises and enforced by the landlord as if he or 

she were a mortgagee of a property. 

Question 18: 

(1) No 

(2) In practice, we believe that a leaseholder’s existing lease is likely to deal with rights and 

obligations, and it will only be in exceptional cases that that is not the case.  Therefore,  

and having regard to our concerns that it would not be possible to create a sufficiently 

comprehensive prescribed list, we consider that reference to a prescribed list should not be 

made. 

(3) However where this is not the case, rights similar to those set out in Clause 10(2) of the 

1967 Act should be granted. 

Question 19: 

(1) No 

(2) We do not consider that the ability of parties to enter into a transfer of the freehold of a 

house outside the 1967 Act creates significant problems in practice.  Whilst a tenant might 

agree to acquire the freehold without being made aware of its statutory rights, we think it 

would be very unlikely for a landlord to agree to do so unless the tenant had already been 

aware of its statutory rights under the 1967 Act.  In principle, we do not think it would be 

appropriate to fetter the landlord and tenant's right to enter into a mutually acceptable 

commercial arrangement at their discretion. 

(3) For the reason above, we do not consider that controls should be placed on parties' 

ability to enter into a transfer of the freehold by consent on mutually acceptable terms. 

Question 20: 

(1) (1) Save for matters mentioned below (and primarily the premium), in the majority 

of cases we consider that the terms of a transfer are often readily agreed so that diration 

and cost are not materially increased by negotiation of the lesser terms.   

 

(2) For that reason, and by reason of the statutory constraints on the introduction of 

onerous provisions, disputes are infrequent and (where an application to the Tribunal for 

determination of terms is made), prompt directions and listing of the claim for hearing often 

leads to the transfer terms being agreed within a short period, thanks to the efficiency of 

the Tribunal system.  

  

Where specific terms are included in the transfer, these reflect rights and obligations 

contained in  the leaseholder’s lease, which have previously been agreed by the parties 

(whether as original parties to the lease or assignees), and these are not contentious.  
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 Areas of contention relate to restrictions relating to development, where a 

leaseholder may want to deviate from the restrictions in the leaseholder’s lease. In these 

instances, a landlord should be adequately compensated for any development value or be 

entitled to impose a restrictive covenant  in the transfer.  

 

(3) The ability of the parties to negotiate the terms of the transfer is restricted by the 

provisions of s10 of the 1967 Act which does not allow for the imposition of onerous terms. 

Any terms which require  future payments of costs from the leaseholder reflect terms 

contained in the leaseholder’s lease and  if the leaseholder is to retain the benefit of rights 

(i.e. rights of way over private roadways and  communal gardens) the leaseholder 

should be required to continue to contribute towards these  costs. 

(2) Limiting the ability of the parties to introduce new rights and obligations beyond those 

contained in the leaseholder’s existing lease may reduce the potential for disputes but is 

unlikely to materially affect the time and costs incurred agreeing the form of transfer. It is in 

the interests of both parties that any new regime retains a degree of flexibility for the 

parties to include additional rights and obligations specific to the nature of the property 

where these are not included in the lease of the property, particularly where the freeholder 

retains adjoining land, and that need for flexibility outweighs any concerns about the time 

and cost of negotiating those terms. 

(3) Other 

(4) We are not able to comment 

Question 21: 

(1) Yes 

(2) (1) We agree that a general requirement that the nominee purchaser should be a 

company would provide clarity and streamline decision making processes (amongst other 

things) and that, in principle, the advantages of a company nominee outweigh the cost and 

administrative work related to incorporation of the company and conduct of company 

business, especially if the exceptions proposed in the consultation are implemented.  

 

(2) We agree to these exceptions being sensible, if exceptions are to be made from the 

rule 

(3) Other 

(4) We have no comments to make with regard to whether some requirements of company 

law are inappropriate or onerous for a nominee purchaser save to note that (1) the 

requirements of company law already apply to existing companies incorporated to act as 

nominee purchasers so there should be no need to make exceptions in future, and (2) we 

are aware that some requirements of company law only apply to companies of a particular 
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size or value (eg. particular accounting requirements) so that the most onerous provisions 

would not ordinarily apply to nominee purchase companies in any event. 

Question 22: 

(1) No 

(2) We do not consider that the easier administration of a company limited by guarantee 

(as described in paragraph 6.77 of the Consultation Paper) warrants the introduction of a 

rule that nominee purchasers should be companies limited by guarantee as opposed to 

companies limited by shares, and the advantages to some participants of using a company 

limited by shares (for example an unequal distribution of share value to reflect unequal 

contributions to the purchase price) should be available too. 

Question 23: 

(1) Yes 

(2) In the interest of simplicity, where a new statutory regime requires that all nominee 

purchasers are companies, we agree with the proposal to prescribe certain articles of 

association. 

(3) One such article might have effect to restrict disposal of the freehold acquired by the 

nominee purchaser other than in certain circumstances (eg. where a particular number or 

percentage of the participants votes in favour of the disposal). 

Question 24: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Agreed, in order to give practical effect to the described benefits of requiring that the 

nominee purchaser is a company.  There may be additional circumstances in which the 

court (as opposed to the Tribunal) might make an order permitting or requiring the 

proposed disposal. 

 

However, rather than the proposed exception outlined in question 24, paragraph 17.42, it 

might be that certain prescribed company articles of association (see the answer to 

question 23 above) are sufficient to control disposal of the freehold by the nominee 

company. 

(3) There are likely to be a number of instances in which the Tribunal might be required to 

permit disposal of the freehold by the corporate nominee purchaser, including where the 

prescribed articles of association allow for a disposal of the freehold only with the consent 

of a particular proportion of the participant tenants and some of the tenants are absentees. 

Question 25: 

(1) Other 
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(2) We recognise that this proposal may be intended to apply to a modern, private 

estate/development with multiple buildings constructed at a similar time and sharing 

common amenities (common areas, private roads, gardens etc) which are solely enjoyed 

by the residents on that estate. In this scenario, the introduction of an extended 

enfranchisement right in respect of a whole estate might be a useful additional right for 

leaseholders. However, it is not clear from the proposals as contained in the Consultation 

Paper how exactly such a right would apply in other scenarios i.e. what would be the 

qualification criteria to define an Estate and its extent?   We also consider a clear definition 

of an Estate would need to be given. 

(3) Paragraph 6.95(1) states that the right will be available within estates of multiple 

buildings that contribute to a common service charge. We are concerned that there is a 

lack of clarity as to what will fall within the definition of an Estate which cannot in our view 

be defined purely by reference to payment of a common service charge.  Service charge 

obligations can themselves be divided into building and estate service charges and it is not 

clear that the proposed right should extend to buildings which are treated differently and 

independently save for their shared obligation to meet estate service charges.  In 

particular, it is not clear how this right could apply in respect of buildings forming garden 

squares or where the boundaries of the proposed Estate will be and how they will 

delineated. 

 

Until the definition is more clearly defined, we consider that the introduction of this right 

could give cause to further litigation and costs in addressing the question “what is an 

Estate?”. This could result in extensive dispute in the same way as the question of “what is 

a house?” under the 1967 Act. Reforms that could give rise to litigation, complexity, delays 

and costs will be contrary to the Terms of Reference. 

Question 26: 

(1) Yes 

(2) We agree with the proposals at 26(1) and (2) in respect of land specifically demised 

with the lease of the flat. 

(3) No 

(4) However, we do not agree that the Nominee Purchaser should be entitled to acquire 

the freehold of additional land in which leaseholders exercise rights in common. 

Enfranchisement rights are intended to give rights to residential homeowners in respect of 

their home. They may also frequently enjoy rights over additional freehold land which is 

separately located to the building containing their homes.  The proposed reform could 

cause significant prejudice to landowners who would lose valuable freehold land beyond 

the extent of their tenants' demises if such rights were to be introduced. We do not think 

that this is what the existing rights were designed to achieve and in our view, such reform 

creates unfairness to freeholders.  If such reform is introduced, Government will to ensure 

freeholders are sufficiently compensated. 

Question 27: 
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(1) Other 

(2) Whilst this seems to be simple in principle, we foresee practical difficulties where a 

landlord's mortgage affects a number of properties.  This might then result in additional 

costs being incurred by the nominee company in determining or applying to Court to 

determine the sum payable to discharge part of a registered charge.  If the issue to be 

addressed is unreasonable claims by landlords for the cost of applying to mortgagees for 

release of the mortgage, then (if appropriate) a cap might be imposed on those fees.  

 

Nominee purchasers should not be permitted to correspond with a landlord’s mortgagee 

regarding matters affecting a landlord’s mortgage and the current regime whereby a 

landlord obtains a redemption figure prior to completion should continue.  

 

(2) A nominee purchaser should not be permitted to pay sums into Court instead of to 

the mortgagee save in exceptional circumstances, as the cost of a lender applying to 

recover monies paid into Court will deter lenders from lending to landlords and this 

appears to be an unnecessary level of complexity and red tape.  Any costs in connection 

with an application made by the leaseholder to pay monies into Court or by a mortgagee to 

recover such monies should be recoverable from the leaseholder. 

 

(3) Subject to the above, we agree with the proposal that sums due from the leaseholder 

to the landlord should be reduced by sums paid under (2) above. 

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 28: 

(1) We agree that undischarged rights and obligations should be continued automatically. 

(2) A prescribed list of terms would not be appropriate as these may not cover actual rights 

and obligations specific to the property and the parties should be free to negotiate 

appropriate covenants specific to the particular building and based on the rights and 

obligations contained in the existing occupational leases.  

 

If the Law Commission is minded to recommend a prescribed list, the following should be 

included: 

 

(a) A covenant and indemnity from the nominee purchaser to observe the covenants 

contained in the  occupational flat leases and to indemnify the transferor against any 

future breach. 
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(b)  A covenant and indemnity from the nominee purchaser to observe and perform the 

covenants  agreements or conditions and other matters referred to in the charges register 

of the landlord’s title  in so far as they affect the property and to indemnify the 

transferor against any breaches.  

 

(c) A restrictive covenant prohibiting development of the property or a change of use. 

 

(d) A covenant and declaration relating to party walls and the cost and maintenance of 

responsibility  for such party walls. 

Question 29: 

(1) We agree with the proposal that the transfer should reflect rights and obligations set out 

in leaseholders' existing leases. This would give leaseholders clarity as to the rights and 

obligations the transfer would be subject to at the outset and minimise the scope for 

dispute between the parties.  

 

We do not believe a prescribed list of covenants would be an appropriate alternative as the 

prescribed list is unlikely to cover the precise rights and obligations specific to each 

property contained in the leases of flats in the building. The proposal is likely to result in 

further disputes between the parties as to the applicability of covenants set out in the 

prescribed list 

(2) If the Law Commission is minded to prescribe a list of terms, this should include the 

following: 

 

(a) Rights of subjacent and lateral support and protection as enjoyed at the date of the 

transfer in favour  of the enfranchised property and any adjoining land retained by the 

landlord. 

 

(b) The right to full free and uninterrupted passage of soil water electricity gas and 

telephone signals  through service media now laid under or over the property or retained 

land.  

 

(c) An indemnity from the nominee purchaser to observe the covenants contained in the 

occupational flat leases and to indemnify the transferor against any future breach.  
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(d) An indemnity from the nominee purchaser to observe and perform the covenants 

agreements or  conditions and other matters referred to in the charges register of the 

landlord’s title in so far as they affect the property and to indemnify the transferor against 

any breaches.  

 

(e) A restrictive covenant prohibiting development of the property or a change of use 

from use.  

 

(f) A declaration relating to party walls and the cost and maintenance of responsibility 

for such party walls. 

 

(g)  An obligation on the leaseholder to contribute towards the costs of roadways 

amenities and services  used in common, which the leaseholder is obliged to contribute 

towards under the lease. 

Question 30: 

(1) No 

(2) We do not agree with the principle of this proposal which would unfairly prejudice a 

landlord of retained land. Leaseholders should not have the ability to acquire rights to 

which they are not currently entitled, unless these are agreed between the parties and 

adequate compensation is paid to a landlord for these rights.  

 

Such rights might lead to increased responsibilities and costs to a landlord in dealing with 

the additional rights of leaseholders who have acquired their freeholds, to the detriment of 

the landlord and other leaseholders who enjoy such rights and have paid for such rights 

under their occupational leases or as freehold owners following historic collective 

enfranchisement claims.  

 

Any rights to be granted should be limited to those contained in the existing occupational 

leases of flats in the building. 

(3) No comments. 

Question 31: 

(1) No 

(2) We do not agree that freeholders should be forced in all cases to take leasebacks and 

therefore retain leasehold interests in non-qualifying units or non-participating flats whilst 

also losing their freehold.  We are concerned that this proposal causes injustice to 
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freeholders who will be forced to take on responsibilities for a leasehold under the 

compulsory leaseback created in the claim. 

 

We consider that the introduction of compulsory leasebacks will make enfranchisement 

cheaper as it will reduce the premium payable on enfranchisement. This meets the 

objectives in the Terms of Reference but also potentially gives rise to prejudice being 

suffered by freeholders who will receive a lower premium because of the grant of 

leasebacks of non-qualifying or non-participating units.  

 

 

 

 

The creation of additional leasehold interests (the leasebacks) could also give rise to a 

more complicated leasehold structure in the relevant block which could increase disputes 

in particular those relating to the management of the block.  This conflicts with the Terms 

of Reference which includes ways to reduce costs and disputes. 

Question 32: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 33: 

(1) No 

(2) We do not believe that the ability to enter into mutually agreeable commercial 

arrangements outside the scope of the 1993 Act gives rise to significant problems in 

practice. We refer to our earlier comments in relation to lease extensions and acquisition of 

the freehold of houses by consent. 

(3) We refer to our earlier comments in relation to lease extensions and acquisition of the 

freehold of houses by consent. 

Question 34: 

(1) Other 

(2) Whilst we understand the advantages of this proposal in terms of fairness to non-

participating tenants, we consider that such reforms would need to be carefully considered 
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so as to not prejudice leaseholders who have already participated in and pursued a 

collective claim. 

(3) We consider that it would be especially difficult to introduce rights retrospectively. It 

might be appropriate for rights to participate to be introduced for future claims in the same 

way as under the Right to Manage regime which will allow qualifying tenants at the date of 

the claim to have an opportunity to participate. 

(4) We agree that the issues identified in paragraph 6.156 are all serious issues to be 

considered but do not presently have suggestions as to how they might be resolved. 

Question 35: 

We cannot offer evidence as to the costs and benefits of requiring leaseholders to pursue 

collective enfranchisement by way of a company, and a company limited by guarantee, but 

refer to our comments in response to the related questions above. 

Question 36: 

(1) (1) Save for matters mentioned below, the terms of a transfer are often readily 

agreed in accordance  with general conveyancing practice.  

 

(2) Where specific terms are included in the transfer, these reflect rights and obligations 

contained in  the occupational flat leases, the terms of which the nominee purchaser is 

aware of prior to initiating the collective enfranchisement claim.  

 

 Areas of contention relate to restrictions relating to development, where a nominee 

purchaser may want to deviate from the restrictions contained in the occupational leases. 

In these instances, a landlord should be adequately compensated for any development 

value.  

 

(3) The ability of the parties to negotiate the terms of the transfer is restricted by 

Schedule 7 of the  1993 Act which does not allow for the imposition of unusual or 

onerous terms. 

(2) Limiting the ability of the parties to introduce new rights and obligations beyond those 

contained in the occupational flat leases may reduce the potential for disputes but is 

unlikely to affect the time and costs incurred agreeing the form of transfer and appears to 

be disproportionate to the issues. It is in the interests of both parties that any new regime 

retains a degree of flexibility for the parties to include additional rights and obligations 

specific to the nature of the property where these are not included in the occupational flat 

leases, particularly where the freeholder retains adjoining land. 

(3) Other 

(4) We are unable to comment 
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Question 37: 

We have commented above with regard to our reservations about compulsory leasebacks.  

Subject to that, the proposed reform will make collective enfranchisement more affordable. 

A common issue for leaseholders currently is the lack of buy-in from non-participating 

leaseholders in the building. This creates a financial burden for the participating 

leaseholders who have to finance the premium in relation to the non participating flats. 

Alternatively they have to find a white knight. In addition, in a mixed use building, often the 

premium attributable to the commercial parts is more valuable than the residential parts. 

Therefore, introducing compulsory leasebacks for non-participating flats and commercial 

units will likely reduce the premium payable by those participating leaseholders. 

 

On that basis we consider the reform is likely to result in a higher proportion of 

leaseholders seeking to exercise this right in respect of buildings where there are 

leaseholders who do not wish to participate or cannot currently afford to do so under the 

existing regime. 

Question 38: 

(1) Other 

(2) We understand the reason for the proposal to introduce a new concept of “residential 

unit”. However, we do have concerns as to how changing the definition of a flat to a 

residential unit for the purposes of the enfranchisement legislation will work alongside the 

existing definition of a flat in the 1987 Act and the 2002 Act as well as other relevant 

legislation relating to residential property. We consider that it may make the application of 

existing case law and precedents relating to the meaning of flats and houses more difficult 

to apply 

(3) Other 

(4) Further consideration of the proposed definition of a "residential unit" should be carried 

out having regard to all of the relevant case law relating to the definition of houses and flats 

to ensure that (at least with regard to pre-existing points of contention if not new ones 

created by the new definition) the risk of further uncertainty is limited. 

(5) Yes 

(6) We agree that business leases should not benefit from enfranchisement rights and that 

such rights should be restricted to those leases which require residential use (not simply 

ancillary). 

Question 39: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 40: 
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(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 41: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Whilst we cannot offer an expert opinion on valuation issues, we consider the current 

qualifying criteria is outdated and agree with this proposal. 

Question 42: 

(1) Yes 

(2) We agree with this proposal. The current regime allows leaseholders to assign the 

benefit of a Claim Notice once served and therefore the two year requirement is an 

unnecessary additional criteria to satisfy. 

Question 43: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 44: 

(1) No 

(2) We consider that the current definitions in the 1993 work well and should remain. 

(3) No 

(4) We consider that the current definitions in the 1993 work well and should remain. 

Question 45: 

We agree with this proposal in principle, as it will assist leaseholders in being able to 

exercise enfranchisement rights, where they are otherwise excluded from doing so. The 

Law Commission should however consider that this may result in an increase in litigation 

and increase party’s costs.  Serious consideration will have to be given to the scope of that 

discretion and any circumstances in which it should be disapplied by reason of the adverse 

consequences of permitting enfranchisement of premises to which the regime would not 

ordinarily apply. 

Question 46: 

(1) Yes 
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(2) We agree that it is appropriate to apply a maximum percentage limit on non-residential 

use to individual freehold acquisition claims concerning premises containing multiple units, 

(3) Yes 

(4) We agree that the same percentage should apply to collective freehold acquisition 

claims 

(5) Yes 

(6) We consider that the limit of 25% of the internal floor space (excluding common parts) 

is appropriate, as the proposed reforms are aimed at protecting leaseholder’s rights in 

respect of residential properties and should therefore affect buildings which are 

predominately residential 

Question 47: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 48: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 49: 

(1) Yes 

(2) We agree with this proposal and consider that having at least half of the total number of 

residential units participating ensures that there is a requisite majority who will in turn take 

over the management of the building as freeholders. 

Question 50: 

(1) Yes 

(2) We agree that this proposal supports the Terms of Reference as it will allow one 

individual to acquire the freehold of their premises where the building only contains two 

residential units.  

 

However this may result in a circular situation with multiple claims one after another, where 

leaseholder A acquires the freehold, leaseholder B then acquires the freehold from 

leaseholder A, which results in leaseholder A re-acquiring the freehold from leaseholder B.  

This might be addressed by a statutory prohibition on successive enfranchisement claims 

within a prescribed period of time (for example 3 or 5 years).  Separately, this could also 

allow the leaseholder who owns the freeholder to assert too much control to the 

disadvantage of the other leaseholder . 
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Question 51: 

(1) No 

(2) The prohibition on the owners of three or more flats in a building being qualifying 

tenants is intended to prevent an individual from acquiring a freehold of a building 

comprising flats by collective enfranchisement.  If it is proposed to allow such actions, then 

lifting the prohibition would seem to be the way to achieve that.  However, we do believe 

that such actions run contrary to the policy of the 1993 Act and the collective 

enfranchisement regime generally.   

 

Furthermore,  we also consider that in relation to smaller building, with fewer flats, 

removing this requirement could result in a leaseholder who owns several flats asserting 

too much control if they participate in a claim to acquire the freehold.  A suitable 

compromise might be to lift the prohibition other than in relation to buildings containing only 

a small number of flats (for example, up to 6 flats).   

  

It is worth noting that under the current regime, a leaseholder who owns more than three or 

more flats can register the ownership of the properties under different company names, in 

order to allow them to participate in collective enfranchisement claims. We therefore 

consider that removing the current prohibition would not affect the legal position that can 

be circumvented by  the current ‘loophole’. 

Question 52: 

(1) Yes 

(2) We consider that the limit of 25% of the internal floor space (excluding common parts) 

is appropriate, as the proposed reforms are aimed at protecting leaseholder’s rights in 

respect of residential properties and should therefore affect buildings which are 

predominately residential 

Question 53: 

(1) Yes 

(2) We understand the merits of those exceptions and agree that they should remain 

Question 54: 

(1) Other 

(2) As commented above, the definition of an Estate will need careful consideration. 

Likewise, we consider that the qualifying criteria for an Estate collective enfranchisement 

will need to be carefully considered. 
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By reference to paragraphs 6.93 and 6.94 of the Consultation Paper, we consider that the 

proposal may be aimed at applying to a modern, private estates or developments 

constructed at a similar time, the boundaries of which are clearly delineated and where 

leaseholders share common amenities which are solely enjoyed by the residents on the 

estate. The qualifying criteria for a collective freehold acquisition of a single building may 

be a useful starting point but the criteria will need to be far broader to identify exactly what 

land and buildings can form the subject of the estate enfranchisement claim. Paragraph 

6.95(1) suggests that the right will be available within multiple buildings that all contribute 

to a common service charge. However, this provides limited clarity as to what will fall within 

the definition of an Estate for the purposes of exercising a claim which cannot be defined 

purely by reference to buildings that pay a common service charge. 

 

Until the definition and qualifying criteria are made clear, we are concerned at the 

likelihood of litigation, costs and delay being caused when addressing the question “what is 

an Estate?”. 

Question 55: 

We consider that creating an exception to the two or more flats requirement and two-thirds 

condition in the case of buildings consisting of two residential units supports the Terms of 

Reference as it will now allow one individual to acquire the freehold of their premises 

where the building only contains two residential units.  

 

The Law Commission should however consider that this may allow once individual to 

monopolise the freehold to the disadvantage of another individual, and this could result in 

an increase in litigation claims and costs.  Again, a prohibition on successive 

enfranchisements within a particular period of years might help to address this issue. 

Question 56:  

(1) Yes 

(2) We agree that the policy behind the prohibition of collective enfranchisement where 

more than 25% is in non-residential use applies equally to premises comprosing just two 

units. 

 

We would consider that the limit should not be a higher percentage limit in respect of two 

residential unit buildings, as the proposed reforms are aimed at protecting leaseholder’s 

rights in respect of residential properties and should therefore affect buildings which are 

predominately residential. 

(3) We do not consider that any different rules should apply to two-unit buildings in this 

regard 

Question 57: 
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(1) No 

(2) The ability of a head lessee of a block of flats to acquire the freehold of that block does 

run contrary to the policy of the 1993 Act, which is aimed at empowering the owners of 

individual flats.  However, under the existing enfranchisement regime there is a 

workaround available for investor tenants to exercise rights should they so wish. We 

therefore do not consider that the proposed reforms will create a significantly different 

position in comparison to the existing position. 

Question 58: 

(1) No 

(2) The policy behind enfranchisement rights has historically been to empower owners of 

individual flats or houses, but that has been eroded by successive amendments to the 

statutory regimes, including the removal of a residence test (which in practice was difficult 

to engage and led to additional litigation).  Whilst it would be desirable to prevent head 

lessees of a block of flats or owners of a number of flats in the same building from taking 

advantage of the statutory rights, that would seem to run contrary to the direction that the 

legislation has taken over the last 20 years 

(3) Having regard to the above, we do not think that a residence test or definition of a 

residential unit to exclude units let on short residential tenancies would be workable in 

practice and they would be likely to lead to an increase in litigation and disputes, whilst 

running contrary to the direction that amendments to the legislation have taken over the 

last 20 years or so. 

Question 59: 

(1) In our view,  

 

(1) when compared to the question of what amounts to a "house" for the purpose of the 

legislation, the qualifying criteria based on financial limits have in our experience done little 

to slow down or prevent or make more costsly any genuine claim under the 

enfranchisement legislation, on the basis that the question of whether a lease meets the 

criteria are relatively easy to ascertain. 

 

(2) we consider that the same can be said for questions of whether premises are either 

flats or houses. 

 

(3) In contrast, uncertainty surrounding the definition of a house will have prevented 

some claims or made 1967 Act claims significantly more expensive due to disputes on 

such issues being one of the last remaining areas in which a landlord might be able to 

challenge an enfranchisement claim in respect of a house, with such disputes being costly 

in their nature (requiring expert evidence and detailed legal submissions in court). 
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.  

(4) This has historically been a cause of delay but – in practice – proving two years of 

ownership is not particularly time consuming. 

 

(5) The complexity and inaccessibility of the qualifying criteria might have been difficult 

for individual applicants and inexperienced landlords to deal with in the past, but they have 

already been significantly simplified.  Neither do we think that complexity can be said to 

delay enfranchisement, in the sense that the right to enfranchise has normally been 

established by the applicant with near certainty before the process commences. 

(2) It is difficult to say at this stage to what extent the proposed reforms will reduce the 

duration, costs and number of disputes in the future, but any measures which remove or 

relax qualifying criteria and (for example) open the door to investors taking advantage of 

the statutory regime without having to rely on a perceived loophole is likely to reduce the 

number of disputes overall. 

Question 60: 

We are not able to comment on this 

Question 61: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 62: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 63: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 64: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 
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Question 65: 

Not Answered 

Question 66: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 67: 

Not Answered 

Question 68: 

Question 69: 

Question 70: 

(1) Yes 

(2) We consider that there are advantages in introducing a single procedure when 

exercising any type of enfranchisement claim. This will remove existing inconsistencies 

between the different regimes (1993 and 1967) and simplify the process. 

Question 71: 

(1) Other 

(2) We consider it sensible to create a single set of prescribed forms. However, there 

should be a separate form for each type of enfranchisement claim. Adopting one form 

could cause confusion.  Please see further comments in response to question 74. 

Question 72: 

(1) Yes 

(2) We agree that all enfranchisement notices should be signed by or on behalf of the party 

giving the notice, as the signing of a notice serves an important function in making it clear 

to the recipient of that notice, that the person has authorised the giving of that notice. In 

relation to collective enfranchisement claims, the notice should be signed by the requisite 

number of leaseholders required to bring the claim.  

 

That said, if the prescribed forms are in due course to be moved to an online system there 

will be difficulties in signing the online form.  This will need to be taken into account and an 

alternative provided for. 

(3) No 
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(4) If Key information on the prescribed form has not been provided then the notice should 

be challengeable for validity. 

(5) No 

(6) We consider that the additional requirement of a statement of truth would be too 

onerous in relation to enfranchisement claims. If leaseholders are required to sign a 

statement of truth, they will require advice on the implications of signing and making a false 

statement, which could cause delays and will increase costs. 

Question 73: 

(1) Yes 

(2) We agree with this proposal, save that a “recipient” should not be liable to pay costs 

where they did not receive the Information Notice. 

Question 74: 

(1) Yes 

(2) We agree that Claim Notices should include full details about the leaseholder’s claim 

and proof of the leaseholders’ title. This will reduce the landlord’s costs as it will remove 

the current requirement where landlord are required to request that leaseholders deduce 

title. 

(3) In line with the Terms of Reference, the proposed reforms should make the process of 

enfranchisement claims easier and quicker for leaseholders. It is therefore considered that 

having one single form for all enfranchisement claims could complicate matters for 

leaseholders, as the form would also contain information which is irrelevant to the 

particular right claimed. This may cause confusion for leaseholders and may increase the 

number of disputes and challenges on validity for example where a leaseholder fails to 

complete a relevant section of a form.   

 

We consider there should be four separate prescribed forms as follows:  

1. Lease extension of a residential unit; 

2. Individual enfranchisement of a residential unit; 

3. Collective enfranchisement of a building; 

4. Collective enfranchisement of an estate (if a right is introduced). 

Question 75: 

(1) No 

(2) We disagree and consider that leaseholders seeking to bring a collective freehold 

acquisition claim should be required to serve notices on other leaseholders inviting their 
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participating in the claim as per the Right to Manage regime. Firstly, if a freehold 

acquisition claim is initiated, all leaseholders should be made aware of this in order to 

make an informed decision as to whether they wish to participate in the claim. We consider 

that leaseholders should not be restricted or excluded from exercising such rights, due to 

the lack of awareness that other leaseholders are intending to proceed with a claim.  

 

We consider that all leaseholders should be encouraged to participate in collective freehold 

acquisition claims at the outset of the claim, rather than throughout the claim. This will 

ensure that the process is easier to manage which supports the Terms of Reference to 

simplify the process and make it easier and quicker for leaseholders. We consider that a 

similar procedure as under the Commonhold and Leasehold Reform Act 2002 in relation to 

the right to manage should be adopted here. 

Question 76: 

(1) Yes 

(2) We agree with this proposal. Following agreement of terms of acquisition on a 

collective enfranchisement claim, the current Regulations require the parties to enter into a 

contract which contains bespoke terms relating to handover of management and 

apportionments. It is therefore appropriate for a contract which will contain terms relevant 

to the building being enfranchised and not a statutory contract to be entered into. 

(3)  

Question 77: 

(1) Other 

(2) We agree that the Response Notice should require numbers (1) to (4).  

 

In relation to number 5, we consider that leaseholders before serving a Claim Notice would 

seek to establish who the competent landlord is and if this information cannot be easily 

establish will serve an Information Notice on the relevant landlords. Therefore where a 

Response Notice is served by a person upon whom the Claim Notice was served, there 

should be no requirement for proof of the landlord’s title, as this will be unnecessary and in 

some sense a duplication of due diligence already undertaken by the leaseholder in 

serving a Claim Notice.  

 

If the claim relates to unregistered land, an Information Notice can be served on the 

landlord prior to serving the Claim Notice. 

Question 78: 

(1) Other 
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(2) (1) We agree that leaseholders making an enfranchisement claim should serve 

their Claim Notice on their competent landlord, as they will have the requisite interest to 

grant the interest claimed.  

 

(2) We disagree. Where there are joint owners of a single freehold, we consider that the 

current procedure is adequate and a leaseholder should be required to serve all joint 

owners of a freehold. We consider that this could result in many landlord’s not receiving a 

Claim Notice and could further delay the process and increase challenges on validity. 

Question 79: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 80: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 81: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 82: 

(1) No 

(2) (1) We do not agree which this proposal.  It should remain the responsibility of a 

leaseholder bringing a claim to serve the Claim Notice on all intermediate leaseholders and 

third parties. This is particularly important in respect of third parties e.g. guarantors where 

the competent landlord may not have the relevant information in order to serve a copy of a 

Claim Notice promptly.   

  

In this scenario, the proposed reform will place an unnecessary burden on a competent 

landlord to promptly identify the relevant recipients and relevant addresses for service in 

respect of third parties  for whom it may not have the relevant information.  This may 

also cause delays in the ability of the competent landlord to discharge any responsibility 

which in turn could prejudice the relevant intermediate landlord/third party who may not 

have sufficient time consider the claim before the counter-notice deadline.   

 

 In all, our view is that the leaseholder is in a far better position to identify all relevant 

parties who  need to be served before the claim is commenced.  
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(2) Given the existing statutory obligations in both the 1967 and 1993 Acts, (see footnote 

1054 of Consultation Paper) we do not consider this to be a controversial proposal. 

Question 83: 

(1) We agree that a landlord should be entitled to apply to the Tribunal for an order 

setting aside a determination of an enfranchisement claim that has been made in his 

absence.  

 

(2) Some of the following criteria should be considered: 

 

a. The reasons why the landlord was absent; 

b. The extent of the determination to be set aside; 

c. Payment of the leaseholders wasted costs; 

d. A long stop date by which an absent landlord can make an application. 

Question 84: 

(1) Yes 

(2) We agree that detailed conveyancing regulations are not generally needed in relation to 

enfranchisement claims. Following agreement of terms of acquisition, the parties generally 

agree a form of contract containing provisions specific to the property, including provisions 

relating to arrears, handover of service charge funds and finalisation of service charge 

reconciliations and handover of management information. 

The form of contract will usually incorporates the Law Society’s standard conditions of 

sale. 

Question 85: 

(1) No 

(2) (1)  We consider an eight week period for a landlord to prepare and serve a 

Response Notice is preferable as six weeks may be too limited for the landlord to be able 

to adequately consider and respond to the claim.  

 

(2) We suggest 28 days. However see our comments in respect of question 82 above 

about the obligation on the landlord. 
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(3) We consider that 21 days is a very limited amount of time post-service of the 

Response Notice. It may encourage premature applications to the Tribunal in respect of 

claims which would otherwise be settled under the current regime where the parties have 

to wait two months (1993 Act claims). We therefore consider that the existing period of two 

months in respect of 1993 Act claims should remain unchanged. We do however 

acknowledge that if a single procedure is to be introduced, the existing inconsistencies 

between the 1967 Act and the 1993 Act need to be regularised. 

Question 86: 

(1) Other 

(2) (1) We do not agree with the proposed reform. As an alternative, and when 

seeking to protect leaseholders, the reform could include a new mechanism for remedying 

a claim that has become deemed withdrawn where a leaseholder has failed to take a 

necessary procedural step within the statutory timeframe. This could include introducing 

the ability for a leaseholder to make an application to the Tribunal for relief from sanctions.  

 

(2)  We do not agree with this proposal. If a leaseholder fails to take a relevant 

procedural step within the statutory timeframe, it is not appropriate to place an obligation 

on the landlord to then apply to the Tribunal for the claim to be struck out. The current 

regime does not need to be changed save that a new mechanism can be introduced to 

allow leaseholders who would currently be deemed withdrawn to have an ability to make 

an application to the Tribunal to reinstate a claim and therefore avoid the consequences of 

a deemed withdrawal. 

 

(3)  We agree. 

 

(4)  We agree. 

Question 87: 

(1) Yes 

(2) (1) We agree that the benefit of the Claim Notice should be transferred 

automatically upon assignment of the leaseholder’s lease, save where the assignment 

expressly states that the benefit of the Claim Notice will not be transferred. 

(3) Yes 

(4) We also agree that when a Claim Notice has been assigned the landlord should 

continue to be able to serve documents on the assignor until he or she is given notice of 

the assignment of lease. We consider that the proposed reforms should require 

leaseholders to give notice of the assignment to the landlord within a fixed period of time 

from the date of the assignment itself. 
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Question 88: 

(1) No 

(2) We do not agree with this proposal. Landlords should not be at risk of being penalised 

where they have no control over the time taken for the Land Registry to register the notice. 

Nor does a landlord have any control over the timing of an application by a leaseholder.  A 

landlord could be under a contractual obligation to dispose of his or her interest.  Relevant 

questions could be included within the Information Notice to put leaseholders on notice. 

Question 89: 

In practice a landlord will usually give notice to its mortgagee prior to completion of the 

lease. However the requirement for not less than 21 days’ notice to be given will delay 

completion and may result in further costs being incurred by leaseholders if the delay 

requires a leaseholder to make a protective application to the County Court prevent a 

deemed withdrawal of the claim. The requirement for a leaseholder to pay monies into 

Court is more complex than the current regime and is likely to increase costs for all parties 

and will delay completion. 

Question 90: 

(1) Yes 

(2) We agree with the proposal that a leaseholder should be under an obligation to give the 

lease extension to his or her mortgagee within one month of registration and if the 

leaseholder does not, he or she will be liable for any losses that occur as a result. 

(3) No 

(4) We do not agree with the proposal that in an individual freehold acquisition claim, a 

deed of substituted security would not be required where a leaseholder elects to merge his 

or her leasehold title and where notice has been given but no objection raised by the 

mortgagee. This is likely to affect a mortgagee’s willingness to lend to leaseholders on 

properties which could be subject to rights of individual acquisition. 

Question 91: 

(1) No 

(2) The requirement to notify the beneficiary of a transaction should be limited to instances 

where third party consents are required by the competent landlord and noted on the 

competent landlord’s registered title, which should also contain details of the consent 

required and an address for service of any notice. Where a landlord uses reasonable 

endeavours but is not able to identify the beneficiary of a restriction noted on its title, the 

landlord should not be liable for any losses that occur.  

 

The proposal is likely to result in increased costs for a landlord, which a landlord should be 

entitled to fully recover from a leaseholder. The proposal will also delay completion. 
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Question 92: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 93: 

(1) We do not consider that the existence of separate procedural regimes for different 

types of enfranchisement rights has resulted in a slow down or prevented claims being 

made or claims being more costly. . 

(2) Nevertheless, we do consider that the Law Commission’s proposed reforms for a 

unified enfranchisement procedure that applies to all enfranchisement claims will simplify 

the procedure and is likely to reduce the duration, costs and numbers of disputes in 

comparison to the existing regime 

(3) We make no comment in respect of the question relating to missing or uncooperative 

landlords 

Question 94: 

(1) Yes 

(2) • We agree it would be preferable to end the current division of responsibility for 

resolving enfranchisement disputes between the County Court and the Tribunal and that 

moving forward, all matters should be determined by the Tribunal. We do however make 

specific comments on the ability of the Tribunal to award costs in our responses to the 

relevant questions on costs that follow. 

Question 95: 

No comment, we defer to expert valuers to respond. 

Question 96: 

(1) Our members have not provided any evidence in response to this question. 

(2) Our members have not provided any evidence in response to this question. 

(3) Our members have not provided any evidence in response to this question. 

Question 97: 

(1) Other 

(2) Our members have not provided any evidence in response to this question. 

Question 98: 

• We consider that it is appropriate for leaseholders to be required under the legislation 

to contribute towards a landlord’s non-litigation costs in a claim. Liability for costs in 

accordance with the current legislation does not need to be altered and in particular, to be 
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a fair system, liability for costs should not be reduced further. In bringing statutory claims a 

tenant should meet their landlord’s reasonable non-litigation costs that a landlord actually 

incurs when a leaseholder elects to enforce a statutory right.  A landlord cannot avoid or 

object to the exercise of such rights and it is therefore unfair to landlords that they should 

not be able to recover their legitimate and reasonable costs in responding to the claim.  

Please note our further comments on costs in our responses to questions below. 

Question 99: 

(1) • We comment on the proposals for reform as follows:   

• As to options based on fixed or capped costs, we do not consider these to be 

reasonable generally in any but the most routine and low value of claims.  

 

• Some claims raise complex legal and valuation issues for which expert advice is 

required by both landlords and tenants.  Obtaining such advice is justifiable and there 

could be inadequately compensationfor costs if a universal standard fixed or capped costs 

regime was introduced which did not take account of the relevant costs parties legitimately 

incurs.  

 

• If the Government is minded to reform the existing costs regime, one option would be 

to calculate liability for non-litigation costs by reference to the value of the claim (the 

premium payable) or geographic location. We would suggest that the existing rules in the 

Civil Procedure Rules could also be referred to in circumstances where the Government is 

minded to apply a fixed costs regime.  It has to be borne in mind that in respect of any 

claim, no matter how low value, there is still a minimum level of costs parties will 

reasonably incur in meeting the claim. It is important that reforms do not unfairly prejudice 

either party who should be entitled to incur reasonable costs when investigating a claim 

even if the premium is low so long as costs are not disproportionate. One option may be to 

introduce a fixed costs regime whereby costs are calculated by reference to the location of 

the property and the premium payable. 

 

• When dealing with high value/complex claims we consider it acceptable for a landlord 

to incur costs to obtain adequate advice in respect of the issues raised by the particular 

property interests claimed so long as they are reasonable. Costs could be calculated by 

reference to cost bands based on the location or the premium payable in respect of the 

subject property. 

(2) • If fixed costs were to be introduced then they should apply to collective 

enfranchisement claims as well as individual enfranchisement claims and lease extensions 

in order to be consistent. In relation to fixed costs on a collective claim, such claims often 

raise a number of additional or complex issues for which additional legal advice is required, 

e.g. leasebacks, non-qualifying units, additional freehold land and rights over other 

property and intermediate interests. We consider that it is reasonable for additional costs to 

be recoverable in respect of each additional feature in a claim. There is no one size fits all 
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in terms of costs and any changes to the existing regime need to build in flexibility to allow 

recoverability of costs that are reasonable relating to each feature of the particular 

collective enfranchisement claim. 

(3) No 

(4) We disagree with the proposal that there should be no additional costs recovered in 

relation to claims where there are intermediate landlords. Where costs are incurred in 

respect of the intermediate interest, these should be recoverable so long as they are 

reasonable. 

 

Likewise, reasonable costs relating to management companies should also be recoverable 

in addition 

Question 100: 

(1) No 

(2) We do not agree with the proposal. In our view it is fair and reasonable until such time 

as a claim is withdrawn or struck out the leaseholder should be liable to pay the 

reasonable non-litigation costs of the landlord in respect of the claim. 

(3) No 

(4) The leaseholder should be liable to pay the reasonable non-litigation costs of the 

landlord in respect of the claim. 

Question 101: 

(1) Yes 

(2) The introduction of the right to seek security for non-litigation costs will be very 

beneficial to landlords and fair to tenants in respect of collective claims where the existing 

regime provides no security for a landlord’s costs. 

Question 102: 

(1) Yes 

(2) We agree to this proposal to provide a deterrent to vexatious litigation and avoid 

wasted Tribunal time and costs. 

Question 103: 

(1) No 

(2) • We do not agree with the proposal. 

 

•  
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• If jurisdiction for addressing all disputes in enfranchisement claims is to be 

transferred from the County Court to the Tribunal, we see no reason why the Tribunal 

should not have the same ability as the County Court to award costs. As per the County 

Court we consider that the Tribunal should have the ability to award costs in favour of the 

winning party, such costs to be payable by the losing party. This would apply to claims 

currently dealt with by the County Court, e.g. for vesting orders, declarations as to the 

validity of notices or the entitlement to bring an enfranchisement claim 

Question 104: 

(1) No 

(2) • We do not agree with this proposal. As above, we consider that the Tribunal’s powers 

to award costs should be extended to be in line with the powers currently exercisable by 

the County Court. 

Question 105: 

(1) Our members have not provided any evidence in response to this question 

(2) Our members have not provided any evidence in response to this question 

(3)  

(4)  

(5)  

(6)  

(7)  

(8)  

(9)  

(10)  

(11)  

(12) Our members have not provided any evidence in response to this question 

(13) Our members have not provided any evidence in response to this question 

Question 106: 

In our view the risk of a cost liability in the County Court does currently act as a deterrent 

to both landlords and tenants to running bad claims or pursing poor arguments when 

litigating in the County Court. We have concerns that if the Tribunal is to inherit jurisdiction 

to determine such claims but without expanding its ability to award costs, it could be faced 

with an increased level of bad claims/poor arguments being run in the Tribunal simply 
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because there will be no cost deterrent. If this was to occur, it would increase litigation 

costs for both parties as well as taking up valuable Tribunal time and resource. 

Question 126: 

(1) No 

(2) We consider that the introduction of a statutory duty to act with reasonable care and 

skill and in good faith is too onerous and may be used as a mechanism by other landlords 

to abuse the process if they simply disagree with the competent landlord’s actions. This 

could increase litigation and costs. The Law Commission should consider how this will be 

used in practice and how it would be tested. 

Question 127: 

Such an interest should be acquired but only so long as the intermediate interest is 

adequately compensated 

Question 128: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 129: 

We consider there should be an option for the intermediate landlord to seek a leaseback of 

flats for which he or she would be the qualifying tenant. We consider this is the preferred 

approach as it provides the intermediate leaseholder with the option of a leaseback and in 

the absence of taking a leaseback the intermediate interest can be acquired by the 

nominee purchaser on payment of an adequate compensation. 

Question 130: 

(1) Yes 

(2) We agree.  In respect of paragraph 130 (2) this proposal would be helpful especially in 

respect of mixed use buildings where the landlord takes a leaseback of the commercial 

parts.  In these circumstances a tribunal should have power to sever and introduce 

easement rights which will facilitate proper management of the various parts of the 

buildings. 

Question 131: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 132: 

(1) Other 
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(2) No comment. 

Question 133: 

(1) Other 

(2) No comment. 

(3) No comment. 

Question 134: 

(1) Other 

(2) No comment. 

Question 135: 

No comment. 

Any further comments  

We would invite the Law Commission to consider alongside its enfranchisement reform, 

the rights of first refusal under the Landlord and Tenant Act 1987. 

In a survey of PLA members in 2018, out of the 140 who responded:  

• 71% thought the right of first refusal under the 1987 Act was unfit for purpose; only 

4% thought it was fit for purpose. 

• 44% thought it should be abolished in its entirety; only 22% thought it should not be 

abolished 

Reasons given include: 

• Given that long leaseholders enjoy a collective right of enfranchisement - this 

legislation should be abolished in its entirety. It is ridiculous that there should be 

uncertainty as to whether or not the grant of a lease of a commercial unit in a mixed use 

scheme without serving s 5 notices involves the commission of a criminal offence. 

• It was a mess when it was originally passed and tinkering has not improved it. For 

example if you agree a lower price with the tenants you cannot sell a property to them 

without committing an offence. There is no mechanism to withdraw a notice once given. In 

my view it is wrong to introduce criminal sanctions in civil matters 

• This is an unnecessary and cumbersome cost which fetters the disposal of buildings 

which few if any tenants take advantage of 

• The uncertainty regarding whether the Act bites in relation to the grant of a 

commercial lease needs to be addressed, as do certain of the definitions. 

• It is one of the most badly drafted pieces of legislation I have the misfortune to come 

across in landlord and tenant practice. I agree there is no obvious need for it. The lack of 
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deemed service of notice provisions makes it incredibly time-consuming and expensive to 

serve notices on multi-tenanted buildings and often leaves a residual risk for the seller of 

having committed an inadvertent offence Its application is too wide eg it should not cover 

the grant of renewal leases of commercial units within a mixed use building. 

• Tenants have other protections and the ability to collectively enfranchise. There are 

loads of uncertainties re: the Act and the criminal aspect is crazy. It is a bureaucratic, 

procedural, expensive and risky nightmare for clients - especially in a mixed use context 

where the client is dealing with the commercial element. 
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Name of organisation: Wallace LLP 

Question 1:  

There is no need to treat any particular issues differently between England and Wales. 

Question 2: 

(1) No 

(2) The entitlement should be exercisable once and then a further period of time should 

elapse (eg 2 years) before qualification to exercise the right should apply again. Otherwise 

if exercisable whenever and however many times they wish it takes away the sense of 

exercising a right and it is also unnecessary to extend the lease again once extended 

otherwise it means the first extension has little meaning and would impact the market for 

those that do just extend once. 

(3) The length of the lease extension should remain at 90 years or be amended to 99 

years. There is no reason from a mortgage point of view to require a longer extension. 

However if it results in a lower premium then there should be a new right to extend a short 

lease back to say 99 or 125 years. 

The current time periods when the right to redevelop is exercisable should remain as there 

is no reason to change this. 

Question 3: 

(1) The right to a lease extension should in all cases be a right to an extended term at a 

nominal ground rent 

(2) Leaseholders should also have the choice to extend the lease (without changing the 

ground rent) 

(3) Leaseholders should also have the choice to extinguish the ground rent (without 

extending the lease) 

(4) The nature of a leasehold being a wasting asset means that the right should always be 

to extend the term save where the lease may have been granted for 999 years but at a 

rising ground rent, eg every 10 years at RPI etc. The right to keep the ground rent should 

also be introduced when extending the term as it will mean more affordable lower capital 

premium being paid as compensation and could also lead to less costs in negotiations over 

the premium. Costs in negotiation over the premium are the major source of additional 

costs in the current regime. 

Question 4: 

(1) No 

(2) Proposal 1 does not make sense. The existing regime allows for just that. I.e a lease 

extension for the full extent of the premises let under the existing lease. The only instance 

where the full extent of that leased property may not fall within the building is if there is a 

parking space or garage in a separate building or on the estate but so long as that space is 
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let with the flat or usually enjoyed with it then the claim extends to that space too. 

Otherwise if part of what is let has two different superior competent landlord interests then 

the legislation does not provide for split reversions and this should be amended to allow 

lease claims where there is a split reversion even though such instances are very rare.  

 

Proposal 2 again is unnecessary and makes no sense. In any event having no time limit 

only adds to or creates a delay to the whole process which is what the reform is meant to 

address and reduce. In my view more time deadlines are needed.  

 

Proposal 3 above again is too much of a sweeping statement. There may be legimate legal 

reasons why the landlord is obliged to state a part of the premises be excluded, eg where it 

no longer forms part of the demise or where it no longer remains the competent landlord of 

that part of the premises. 

Question 5: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Yes and the excising legislation already does this. See section 58 of the 1993 Act and 

practice guide 27 para 9.3 of the Land Registry Practice Guides. 

Question 6: 

(1) No 

(2) The existing regime already limits the modifications that can be made to the new lease 

under section 57. But those modifications particularly to deal with a defect in the lease or 

deal with relevant changes since the date of the existing lease should remain. One cannot 

prescribe such clauses as the suitability of each depends on a case by case basis and the 

individual  facts and circumstances. A further list of possible allowed modifications would 

not always apply to each case and would in any event be subject to negotiation and 

drafting by solicitors necessary to incorporate into the new leaase. Further the premium 

value may then be affected depending on the impact of the proposed new modifications as 

some would add value to a lease more than others (eg a mutual enforceability covenant) 

and lead to a different higher valuer premium sought by the landlord. 

(3) Many newer leases contain updated service charge regimes to include the requirement 

for a reserve fund and on account service charges. Older leases are defective for not 

including these or still contain those regimes that have become outdated. There should be 

introduced a right to seek the new lease be on similar terms to more newer leases in the 

block to ensure they are on similar terms and to ensure each leaseholder is treated the 

same way and billed the same way. This would lead to a more fairer and consistent 

management of the building and greater tranparency  

 

There should be a new clause to allow leaseholders a right to a mutual enforceability 

covenant but only if an additIonal premium is paid to the landlord because it is placing an 
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onerous additional obligation on that landlord and given case law has established such 

clause is not necessary to remedy a defect in the lease.  

 

A new clause to allow the landlord to update and amend the lease to deal with changes in 

legislation that affect its obligations to manage the estate. For example VAT is payable to 

HMRC in certain circumstances and this must be passed onto the tenant as output tax. A 

new lease should allow a clause to take account of changes in legislation. 

(4) The Aggio style of case is very rare and does not occur that often. A standard form of 

lease is not required it does not warrant time in legislation dealing with this especially as 

each case is case specific and dependent on the draft headlease out of which the lease is 

extended. 

Question 7:  

(1) No 

(2) There are no difficulties so long as the parties prepare clear comprehensive heads of 

term. The most important being the requirement to pay the landlords costs and a deadline 

by which completion is to occur. A deadline is needed to ensure a case does not go on 

indefinitely. 

(3) By imposing a ban on ground rent increases linked to RPI plus 1% etc eg every 10 

years. However periodic rent increases every 25 years is absolutely fine as the premium is 

then reduced to reflect the income stream to the landlord from the ground rent. 

Question 8: 

(1)  

(2)  

Question 9: 

It will have no impact on flat leaseholders as that is already their right. It would however 

impact on house leaseholders as this would be a new right, in place of the 50 year 

extension at modern ground rents 

Question 10: 

Question 11: 

Uptake on point 1 is more likely. The nature of the lease being a wasting asset and the 

unmortgageability means a right to extend the term will always dominate over a right to 

only extenguish the ground rent. This is because the ground rent payment is relatively 

nominal in most cases especially compared to service charges. Secondly mortgageability 

is rarely affected by the level of ground rent and even if it was landlords wouldn’t impose 

such high rents in leases as they know no one would buy their flats, and they would lose 

capital from it. 
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Question 12: 

(1) The cost is rarely increased because the parties choose to engage on such terms 

beyond those mandatory and only do so while the premium is being negotiated. If the 

premium is agreed sooner the motivation and willing ness to engage on extensive lease 

terms diminishes rapidly.  

 

Likewise disputes on lease terms are never independent of the premium being disputed. If 

the premium remains in dispute either party use the lease terms as leverage in 

negotiations. Even when the lease terms are agreed the premium negotiations carry on 

and are almost always the reason why cases drag on or go to the Tribunal. The solution is 

to make negotiations over the premium easier and simpler then the reform will work and 

benefit leaseholders.  

 

There are rarely cases of onerous terms because the 1993 legislation does not allow it. 

However it is more the system that forces the tenant sometimes to accept unfavourable 

terms. That system being the tenant has to expend money to make an application at the 

Tribunal. a solution would be to make landlords make the tribunal application if they want 

to justify a term that is otherwise onerous, under the 1993 Act. This would balance out the 

respective bargaining positions of each party. 

(2) It would not reduce time expense or disputes because each party will want to cherry 

pick their preferred clauses and the parties will end up negotiating on which ones are to go 

In the new lease on a case by case basis and where they cannot agree it will go to the 

Tribunal. 

It is better to leave as now, the 1993 Act already limits the clauses but allows parties to 

negotiat whatever terms they wish. The key is to impose legislation to force the parties to 

engage on negotiation on the terms without having to spend thousands of pounds on a 

tribunal application and hearing. There can never be a one size fits all lease or schedule as 

each lease is based on a case by case basis and always forms part of the negotiation 

process of each party. 

(3) No 

(4) For the reasons above the parties still need to negotiate on the preferred terms they 

each pick. Some with suit tenants better than landlords and vice versa. It could in fact add 

to costs and delays. 

Question 13: 

Question 14: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 
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(4)  

Question 15: 

(1)  

(2) No 

(3) The relevant rights are already provided for by section 34 and schedule 7 of the Act.  

A further list is not necessary but if introduced cannot be a one size fits all but each 

transfer would need to be negotiated on a case by base basis. 

(4)  

Question 16: 

(1)  

(2)  

Question 17: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Yes. A lien is not enough. The charge should also cover the section 33 costs as no 

security for payment of this exists currently. 

Question 18: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 19: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) The 1987 Act will apply in many cases so outside of any Act transfers won’t work 

Question 20: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 
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(4) Not Answered 

Question 21: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 22: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 23: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 24: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 25: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 26: 

(1) No 

(2)  

(3) No 

(4)  

Question 27: 
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(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 28: 

(1) yes 

(2) a list of prescribed covenants suggests "one size fits all" and that is too simplistic. 

transfer of freehold of arts are complex and depend on the title being transferred the 

retained land and the facts and circumstances of the case. 

Question 29: 

(1) it should be based on the rights and obligations set out in the leaseholders’ existing 

leases but also because the freehold is being acquired freehold covenants bespoke to 

each transfer of part. again you cannot have a one size fits all list of covenants 

(2)  

Question 30: 

(1) No 

(2) it should be based on the rights and obligations on transfer of the freehold, because the 

freehold is being acquired covenants bespoke to each transfer of part must be separately 

negotiated and agreed. Again you cannot have a one size fits all list of covenants 

(3)  

Question 31: 

(1) No 

(2) this should remain at the option of the freeholder. if the lessees choose to acquire the 

freehold they must also acquire the obligations over non participating leases unless the 

landlord chooses to retain a leaseback. 

Question 32: 

(1) No 

(2) there is already a 12 month bar once a claim is made, from any further claims 

(3) No 

(4) this prevents other leaseholder's from seeking to get the freehold and denies them the 

right for too long a period of time. 
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Question 33: 

(1) Yes 

(2) the 1987 Act applies in many cases. 

(3)  

Question 34: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

(4)  

Question 35: 

Question 36: 

(1) to agree the terms of the freehold transfer without restriction is vital as each transfer is 

individual and cergain provisions are more approproiate on some transfers than others (eg. 

rights or covenants, for example in a conservatrion area or where there ar emore common 

facilities in one thatn the other, e.g. parking, etc). the concept of land law and covenants 

and rights should not be dumbed down to try and save costs. solicitors must be allowed to 

do their job and where needed there should be freedom to propose certain covenants or 

rights within the existing regime which is more than satisfactory. 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 37: 

Question 38: 

(1) No 

(2) this would still lead to numerous cases on what constitutes a residential unit. Also it is 

better to leave a distinction between houses and flats to allow each owner to know what 

right it can seek to exercise (e.g. 1967 Act right or a 1993 Act right). 

(3) No 

(4) your examples above as to what constitutes a flat (or communal areas) already works 

with the definition of flat. especially if you are using the same definition of a flat for a unit! 

(5) Not Answered 
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(6)  

Question 39: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 40: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 41: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 42: 

(1) No 

(2) the right to enfranchise (save in the case of freehold enfranchisement) should be 

subject to a 2 year ownership rule. The reason some want this removed is to prevent 

mistakes by solicitors when assigning the claim to the assignee. To compensate for 

incompetent solicitors is not a good reason to change the law. It is a matter for the solicitor 

to be competent before undertaking work in this niche area of law. 

Question 43: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 44: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 45: 

Question 46: 
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(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

(5) Yes 

(6)  

Question 47: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 48: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 49: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 50: 

(1) No 

(2) why are you seeking to remove the right of a leaseholder from purchasing the freehold. 

it must be a collective purchase by at least 2 flat owners. 

Question 51: 

(1) No 

(2) investment buyers usually acquire more than 2 flats and so the effect is they could 

make a claim and get the freehold by the back door, avoiding the 1987 Act. 

Question 52: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 53: 

(1) Yes 
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(2)  

Question 54: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 55: 

Question 56:  

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 57: 

(1) No 

(2)  

Question 58: 

(1) No 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 59: 

(1) none of the above have slowed down or prevented the right or the costs. All of the 

above are mattes to investigate first to see if a claim can be made. solicitors competent in 

enfranchisement can then make claims that are no invalid. If they do, it is because they are 

incompetent or have not understood the law. 

(2) they do not. you are adding new criteria, rights, possible list of covenants, all which will 

need to be applied in each case on a case by case basis. 

Question 60: 

Question 61: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 62: 
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(1)  

(2)  

Question 63: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 64: 

(1)  

(2)  

Question 65: 

Question 66: 

(1)  

(2)  

Question 67: 

Question 68: 

Not Answered 

Question 69: 

Not Answered 

Question 70: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 71: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 72: 

(1) Not Answered 
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(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

(5) Not Answered 

(6) Not Answered 

Question 73: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 74: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 75: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 76: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 77: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 78: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 79: 

(1) Not Answered 
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(2) Not Answered 

Question 80: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 81: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 82: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 83: 

Not Answered 

Question 84: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 85: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 86: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 87: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 88: 
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(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 89: 

Not Answered 

Question 90: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 91: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 92: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 93: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 94: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 95: 

Question 96: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 
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Question 97: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 98: 

Yes the obligation to pay the landlords reasonable legal and valuation fees must remain. 

The fees of the Landlord are always paid on the grant of a voluntary lease and indeed the 

same are secured by a solicitors undertaking whether or not the matter proceeds to 

completion.  

A statutory lease extension on the other hand is a form of compulsory acquisition and as 

such the landlord is forced to give up some or all of its reversionary interest. Forced with 

this obligation it is absolutely correct that the landlords reasonable fees be paid and if 

possible there be introduced a requirement to provide an undertaking for costs as there 

subsists if the landlord were to voluntary grant a new lease or sell the freehold. 

Question 99: 

(1) None of the above. Costs should not be fixed as enfranchisement is a specialist area 

and nothing like conveyancing where there are standard documents protocols and 

contracts. Costs can still be determined by a tribunal where the lessee considers they are 

unreasonable and there is no need for any reform at all. 

(2) A fixed costs regime should not be introduced. Enfranchisement is a complex area 

where each case is case specific and no two cases are the same with complex issues 

often to investigate and resolve and issues such as breaches of lease to also resolve. 

Enfranchisement is a hybrid between litigious and non litigious and as such fixed costs 

would not fairly deal with the wide spectrum of fees incurred from those which are 

straightforward and uncontested to those which have several issues or complex title 

problems and are contested 

(3) No 

(4) The above examples are complexities in the enfranchisement process in addition to 

those costs for investigation where there is one freeholder and nonintermediate landlord 

interest. These parties are entitled to also have their reasonable costs paid and recovered 

otherwise those parties lose out on dealing with claims where they have valuable property 

interests in the lease of the flat or manage the building and are impacted by the loss of 

ground rent diminution in value of their interests and the introduction of a new lease as 

they are the immediate landlord who will be bound by the landlord covnenants in the lease. 

Question 100: 

(1) No 

(2) Firstly no fixed fee regime should apply.  Secondly where a claim fails or is withdrawn 

the landlord should be recompensed for the costs it incurs up to the point there is a failed 

or withdrawn claim. The same thing applies on the withdrawal of a voluntary lease by a 

lessee. They undertake to pay the landlords costs whether or not the matter completes. So 
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why should he landlord be punished when they are forced to sell a new lease under the 

statutory provisions ? This is deeply unfair. 

(3) No 

(4) See above. Costs can easily be assessed by the parties depending on when the claim 

is withdrawn or fails. If the parties don’t agree the tribunal can make an assessment. 

Question 101: 

(1) Yes 

(2) This does not exist in freehold claims and many cases result in claims being withdrawn 

at a late stage and the landlord has no security to recover its costs. 

Question 102: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 103: 

(1) No 

(2) The powers of the Tribunal to order one party to pay the litigation costs of another party 

in an enfranchisement claim should apply to all disputes and there be no exceptions. By 

introducing costs consequences will even out the process and force the party at fault from 

seeking settlement or confirming 

Question 104: 

(1) No 

(2)  

Question 105: 

(1) Typical costs incurred by landlords where there is no tribunal hearing are £5,000 plus 

vat and approx 50% are recovered as section 33 or section 60 costs. Typical costs where 

there is a tribunal hearing are £10,000 plus VAT and only 25% are recovered as section 33 

or section 60 

Costs 

(2) There should be no impact because it is fair for a tenant when forcing his landlord to 

sell a new lease or freehold to pay their reasonable professional fees. The alternative 

produces the same or more stringent requirement. I.e. a grant of a lease on a voluntary 

basis the tenant always pays all of the landlords costs and usually up front and by way of 

undertaking whether or not the matter proceeds to completion. 

(3)  
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(4)  

(5)  

(6)  

(7)  

(8)  

(9)  

(10)  

(11)  

(12) None of the above 

(13) It would be wholly unfair because landlords would be aware on voluntary leases there 

costs will always be paid. This is form 

Of compulsory acquisition and the landlord must be recompensed for their reasonable fees 

Question 106: 

The rule 13 procedure is best for creating a more level playing field. By creating costs 

consequences for delays or unreasonable behaviour the party at fault would be deterred 

from doing so. 

Question 126: 

(1) No 

(2) This is already in the 1993 Act 

Question 127: 

Question 128: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 129: 

Question 130: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 131: 
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(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 132: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 133: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 134: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 135: 

Any further comments  

The only reform necessary is to impose more statutory duties to the parties to negotiate 

with timetables and costs consequences for the defaulting party, during the 6 month period 

of negotiations. Try to avoid a matter dragging for 6 months because currently there is no 

obligation to negotiate a claim during those 6 months. The biggest issue is always over the 

premium. The lease or transfer terms are secondary and never remain an issue once the 

premium is agreed.  

Finally the enfranchisement process is a form of compulsory purchase the landlord is not a 

willing party and is forced to engage. If where a landlord voluntary grants a lease or sells 

the freehold it requires its fees to be paid with undertaking and there is no costs regime 

applicable why on earth would a costs regime fixed or capped be fair when the landlord is 

forced to engage and sell a lease or the freehold? 

 

 





 1 

Name of organisation: Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors (RICS) 

Question 1:  

We consider that valuation should not be different 

Question 2: 

(1) Yes 

(2) We agree with this proposal, subject to satisfactory consideration . 

(3) The term should be “  current” plus 90 years, reflecting  realistic lifespan and the  need 

to  build in flexibility  for   regeneration. 

Question 3: 

(1)  

(2)  

(3)  

(4) We agree with nominal ground rent, but support retaining  flexibility so that  either of the 

above or other agreed outcomes  may be achieved. 

Question 4: 

(1) Yes 

(2) We agree  the above, but greater clarity is required and suggest that this is an issue for 

further  discussion 

Question 5: 

(1) Other 

(2) We do not see the relevance of this to the issue at hand 

Question 6: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3)  

(4) The opportunity should be taken to correct defective leases if more they are efficient 

than other existing means available. 

 

The terms in the prescribed list should include: 
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a. A mutual enforceability covenant. 

b. Covenants on a Landlord to enforce third-party management covenants. 

c. A CML-compliant insurance covenant. 

Question 7:  

(1) Other 

(2) We support the  continuing freedom to reach agreement outside of statutory 

frameworks and consider this to be an Human Rights Act prerequisite.  It may be the case 

that  any statutory regime squeezes out the requirement for Ex-Act extensions. 

(3)  

Question 8: 

(1) As above Q7 but note that contracting out has proven very difficult and having little 

success. 

(2)  

Question 9: 

This  relates to houses rather than apartments.  

 

Houses can be extended once for a term of 50 years, followed by payment of  a ‘modern 

ground rent’ based on site value at the time.  This is an unattractive option compared to 

freehold acquisition,  but putting houses on the more favourable footing as apartments 

(1993 Act) would logically increase the exercise of this option, subject to payment of an 

appropriate premium. 

Question 10: 

This would make marginal, if any, difference 

Question 11: 

This will be contingent on the cost of the ground rent and the presence of onerous review 

terms. Lenders may have a view on this in their decision-making policies. 

Question 12: 

(1) The current regime lends itself to an adversarial process which naturally leads 

potentially to delay. The proposed regime would potentially make the lease extension 

process cheaper and less contentious. 
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The use of arbitration might be faster, but it should be noted that most disputes are around 

valuation rather than the lease terms. 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 13: 

We are, in principle, in support of the foregoing but this is an area where more clarity is 

essential. 

Question 14: 

(1) Other 

(2) Greater clarity is required and suggest that this is an issue for further discussion. 

(3) Other 

(4)  

Question 15: 

(1) We would need to see and comment upon any proposed list.  

 

There would be  positives, in that defective or archaic terms could be modernised, but 

there would need to be an evaluation of potential valuation impacts. 

(2) Not Answered 

(3)  

(4)  

Question 16: 

(1) See response to Q15. 

(2)  

Question 17: 

(1) Yes 

(2) However, there will be practical difficulties better dealt with outside the lease 

(3) This needs to be kept simple: if money is owed, it should be paid. If in dispute, money 

should be paid into the court to allow the freehold purchase to complete . 
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Question 18: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Agreed in principle, but oversight must be had of the prescribed list . 

(3)  

Question 19: 

(1) No 

(2) This is a simple route to transfer which should be retained.  There may also be a 

Human Rights Act implication  to prescription. 

(3) See above 

Question 20: 

(1) The current redress available through appeal to Tribunal has  generally worked well, 

and  the rules and principles may be taken up by  any Housing Court  emerging from the  

current  MHCLG consultation.  

 

It should be noted that an estate management scheme may already have been set up. 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 21: 

(1) Yes 

(2) We agree with the objective to gather into a corporate body in the interests of 

streamlining; exemptions agreed. 

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 22: 

(1) Other 

(2) This is, on occasion, demonstrated by charity trustees 
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Limitation by guarantee limits liability satisfactorily, but only for the landlord. There should 

be proportionate protection for the tenant’s  interests . 

Question 23: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Agreed in general, but it would be useful to have oversight of the prescribed articles 

(3)  

Question 24: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Such instances could be very rare, but would effectively restrict the market, particularly 

with regard to redevelopment 

Question 25: 

(1) Other 

(2) This depends on the degree of communality between the individual blocks, measured 

by shared service charge liability, for example. 

(3)  

Question 26: 

(1) Yes 

(2) The nominee purchaser should acquire  everything 

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 27: 

(1) Other 

(2) See response to Question 14 

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 28: 

(1) Listing of model covenants risks being restrictive (all buildings  are not the same).   
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This should be subject to further discussion. 

(2)  

Question 29: 

(1) We agree with above, but suggest further discussion  and the identification of examples 

(2)  

Question 30: 

(1) Yes 

(2) See response to Q29 

(3)  

Question 31: 

(1) Yes 

(2) In the interests of streamlining,  we are in agreement. The outgoing freeholder should 

have the right to a leaseback 

Question 32: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Agree in principle on the grounds of avoiding turbulence, but consideration should be 

given to the issue of the potential removal of human rights. 

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 33: 

(1) No 

(2) We do not see this as problematic. 

(3)  

Question 34: 

(1) Other 

(2) See responses to Q7 and Q19. 

(3) We agree  with the principle of extending the right to participate as far as is practicable. 
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There may be  unfair advantage to late adopters as a result of the outcome of the previous  

settlement(s). Prescription should address this . 

(4)  

Question 35: 

There is no evidence available. 

Question 36: 

(1)  

(2) Streamlining would be likely to result in a greater take up of collective enfranchisement.   

We support enhanced Alternative Dispute Resolution and/or access to Tribunal rather than 

prescription. 

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 37: 

The introduction of compulsory leasebacks will substantially reduce the premium payable 

by the participating leaseholders. 

 

Reducing the premium will increase affordability and therefore likely take-up, although the  

taking-on of greater liability must be made explicit. 

Question 38: 

(1) Yes 

(2) This will likely be best achieved by restricting enfranchisement to leases which permit 

residential use only. 

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

(5) Not Answered 

(6)  

Question 39: 

(1) Yes 

(2) This clarifies the differential from a rental 
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Question 40: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Agreed on the basis that current rights should be maintained. 

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 41: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Agreed on the grounds of achieving streamlining . This should however be confined to 

privately-owned residential units with exclusions for institutional property such as care 

homes and student accommodation. 

Question 42: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Agreed;  assignment rights already subvert this and  should be expanded. 

Question 43: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Agreed, but should be subject to detailed discussion with professionals. 

Question 44: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Agreed as it maintains the current position 

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 45: 

We agree with this as it will help achieve  streamlining. 

Question 46: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  
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(5) Not Answered 

(6)  

Question 47: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 48: 

(1) Yes 

(2) It provides investors with assurance, safeguarding private rental units. 

Question 49: 

(1) Yes 

(2) This is consistent with current practice 

Question 50: 

(1) Yes 

(2) This is a sensible conflict-avoidance measure. 

Question 51: 

(1) No 

(2) Although a measure to prevent a single leaseholder gaining freehold control would be 

desirable 

Question 52: 

(1) Yes 

(2) This is consistent with the present regime which works adequately 

Question 53: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 54: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  
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Question 55: 

A legitimate majority needs to be achieved in all cases; therefore no exceptions. 

Question 56:  

(1) Not Answered 

(2) No comment 

(3)  

Question 57: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) We do not see this as a problem; de facto occurs in most instances. 

Question 58: 

(1) Other 

(2) This needs clarification through further discussion. RICS have a public interest 

obligation and in this case would look to safeguard the interests of other tenures and sub-

lessees. 

(3)  

Question 59: 

(1) We consider that the impacts would be positive and  help to achieve streamlining and 

acceleration of the process. 

(2)  

Question 60: 

As stated under Q41, we are concerned to protect other tenures and sub-lessees  

 

Regarding impacts on markets, evidence is not forthcoming and a research project   

incorporating impact assessments is recommended. 

Question 61: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Agreed, with the caveat that providers’ business plans need to be safeguarded as they  

usually comprise part-public subsidy.  Also when staircased (a form of enfranchisement of 

itself), the public capital subsidy used in the original procurement of the unit is required to 

be recycled  into the provision of  more newbuild affordable units .  Consequently some  
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attention needs to be given to  potential negative impacts on providers’ newbuild 

programmes. 

(3) (1) the calculation of the premium payable by a shared ownership leaseholder for a 

lease extension: Principles to be as existing, although  note that many shared ownership 

developments, especially  housing association owned & managed, do not charge  ground 

rents . 

 

(2) any issues of valuation and procedure which arise where the provider of the shared 

ownership lease is itself a leaseholder: No view  

 

(3) any other issues which may arise on the exercise of the right to a lease extension by a 

shared ownership leaseholder: This is likely to defer staircasing, especially in a context of 

raised interest rates.  This may be more damaging to business plans in the case of shared 

equity schemes where there is no rent payable on the unsold equity 

Question 62: 

(1)  

(2) (1) Should shared ownership properties be ignored altogether when determining the 

number of residential units in a building or on an estate, and whether the necessary 

percentage requirements are met? 

 

If they have the right to enfranchise, shared owners may struggle with the requirement to 

repay the market value of their unsold equity held by the provider . In effect , it is forcing 

the shared owner  to staircase  if they choose to participate in the freehold acquisition. 

 

(2) Alternatively, should shared ownership leaseholders be treated as long leaseholders for 

these purposes, even though they cannot themselves participate in the collective freehold 

acquisition? 

 

Equitably, yes , but Treasury Rules, Lender’s covenants, Homes England (housing 

association residents) and the terms of the  shared ownership lease all need to be   

complied with. 

Question 63: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  
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(3) Other 

(4) This mirrors existing arrangements albeit adding a layer of complexity which may  deter 

lenders who are traditionally wary of funding non-standard  development and /or ownership  

mechanisms . 

Question 64: 

(1)  

(2) We suggest that current arrangements should continue, but consideration be given to 

distinguishing between investment  property, and property held in the public interest . 

Question 65: 

Crown Estate rules and processes  are understood by  leaseholders and should be  

migrated into any new arrangements rather than into a new enfranchisement regime. 

Question 66: 

(1)  

(2) Community housing is a growing sector and has great appeal to communities 

characterised by unaffordable housing markets and shortage of supply.  

 

The treatment of the land is critical for the retention of the unit as affordable housing and 

for  regeneration  purposes. In that case, the  model should be similar to that  referred to 

for shared equity  property  (not shared ownership)  under Q61.  

 

Where the land is held in trust and/or the enterprise has charitable status, there should be 

exemption.  Where the intention, enshrined in the lease, is for a form of staircasing, then 

exemption need not apply. 

Question 67: 

See response to Q66 

 

Rights should be safeguarded where they can be without impeding the overall aims of 

streamlining and standardising. 

Question 68: 

In principle process should be kept simple, and existing rights maintained 

Question 69: 

(1) the willingness of landlords and developers to offer shared ownership leases:  
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New arrangements would have to be  constructed to avoid damaging the business plans of 

providers  such as developing housing associations  (as Q61(1)) 

 

 

(2) the market value of shared ownership leases: This would be subject to similar drivers 

as  for regular leasehold units . 

Question 70: 

(1) Yes 

(2) However, the interests of the investor need to be considered 

Question 71: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 72: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

(5) Not Answered 

(6)  

Question 73: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 74: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 75: 

(1) Other 
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(2) Notice should be served on the non-participating leaseholder. It should also be noted 

that this links with the retrospective right. 

Question 76: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) No comment 

(3)  

Question 77: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 78: 

(1) Yes 

(2) This is a best-case scenario but due to inefficiencies and imperfections, it should be 

recommended as best practice that notice is served comprehensively.  In addition as good 

practice, we would advocate registering a claim at the Land Registry. 

Question 79: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 80: 

(1) Yes 

(2) However, consideration should be given to the notion of obtaining an order from the  

Tribunal. 

Question 81: 

(1) Yes 

(2) The current arrangement  is unfair. 

Question 82: 

(1) No 

(2) The current regime requires the leaseholder claimant to serve on all intermediate 

interests and third parties on commencing a claim. It is  unreasonable to transfer that 

obligation to the competent landlord. 
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On point (2): There is an existing duty of care of a competent landlord in dealing with 

intermediate interests and we see no reason why this lability should be extended further. 

These measures would be impractical and potentially  impede  streamlining 

Question 83: 

(1) whether a landlord should be entitled to apply to the Tribunal for an order setting aside 

a determination of an enfranchisement claim that has been made in his or her absence: 

Agreed 

 

(2) if so, the criteria which the landlord should be required to satisfy before any such order 

can be made: Circumstances to be subject of further discussion. 

Question 84: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 85: 

(1) No 

(2) (1) a landlord should serve a Response Notice no later than six weeks after the date on 

which the Claim Notice was sent by post or delivered by hand to the competent landlord: 

Disagree - retain  8 weeks 

 

(2) a landlord who has received a Claim Notice should serve any intermediate landlords 

and third parties to the existing lease within 14 days: Disagree - keep as existing  

 

(3) if a Response Notice has been served, either party should be entitled to apply to the 

Tribunal for a determination of the claim 21 days thereafter: Disagree - keep as existing.  

Setting unrealistic time limits is regarded as potentially counter-productive.  

We support bringing the 1967 Act into line with the new (existing) timescales 

Question 86: 

(1) Yes 

(2) In principle, taking away the time limits could potentially protect the process 

Question 87: 

(1) Yes 
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(2) This could achieve streamlining 

(3) Yes 

(4) Agreed, although allowance should be made where a landlord has already contracted 

to sell at the time of the claim notice and that contract is noted on the landlord’s title.  the 

claimants should  in this event  pay the landlord’s abortive costs. 

Question 88: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 89: 

1(1): We note the risk to the landlord of breach of loan covenant if a notice is received  

 

2(2): Agreed. 

Question 90: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 91: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 92: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 93: 

(1) (1) the existence of separate procedural regimes for different enfranchisement rights - If 

not well advised; 

(2) the current rules on missing and uncooperative landlords - can go to Tribunal; 

(3) the time taken collecting up-to-date landlord contact details - depends on degree of co-

operation received; 
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(4) the time it takes to prepare enfranchisement notices - must get proper advice; 

(5) the current law on the service and validity of notices - no comment 

(6) the consequences of a landlord’s failure to serve a counter-notice under the 1993 Act - 

this is very rare; 

(7) the provisions for deemed withdrawal of a notice of claim set out in the 1993 Act -  

Issue of redress: at present this can only be through the solicitor’s PII 

(2)  

(3) Significantly if the drafting is good and the consolidation and streamlining logically  

applied.  It should be noted that the Tribunal already provides redress for most of (1)-(7) 

above. 

Question 94: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 95: 

We agree that a single valuation expert may effectively process valuation-only disputes 

whose duty is to the Tribunal.  It may be  appropriate to  cap the value of these cases or 

where most of the valuation elements are prescribed or agreed. 

Question 96: 

(1) Charge-out rates for the professionals will be the same. 

(2) One  body would be a  major improvement 

(3) As above 

Question 97: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) No comment 

Question 98: 

Given that the system is CPO by other means, the lessee should be liable for the 

landlord’s direct costs. 

 

Streamlining should increase cost effectiveness in general. 

Question 99: 
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(1) (1) - (3): These do not reflect complexity 

(4: This doesn’t relate to the majority of the costs  

(5) - (8): No comment 

(2)  

(3) Other 

(4) The cost regime should retain the same heads as now. Tariffs, caps or ceilings would 

not reflect the complexity of some of the work, and professional schedules of rates will 

ensure that best advice can be received from the most competent and regulated 

practitioners, offering full transparency. 

Question 100: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Reasonable costs only, reimbursement to be subject to the Tribunal’s agreement. 

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 101: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Agree, but it should be noted that the present arrangements work well with ITT 

recovery . 

Question 102: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 103: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Setting costs is acceptable in principle and could help achieve the streamlining 

objective by incentivising compromise. 

Question 104: 

(1) No 

(2) An extension would deter ‘tactical’ behaviour 

Question 105: 
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(1) No data is available; the issue is best dealt with at working group level.  There should 

be  an aim to achieve balance. 

(2)  

(3)  

(4)  

(5)  

(6)  

(7)  

(8)  

(9)  

(10)  

(11)  

(12)  

(13)  

Question 106: 

Please response to Q104 

Question 126: 

(1) Yes 

(2) This reflects the current regime. 

Question 127: 

Currently the headlease is acquired by the nominee purchaser, but  this may work in respect 

of an intermediate lease created as part of the claim.  More  detail is required around this 

issue 

Question 128: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 129: 

Regarding (2) , a worked  example would be  helpful. 
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Question 130: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 131: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 132: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 133: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Agreed subject to oversight of detailed proposals. 

(3)  

Question 134: 

(1) Yes 

(2) Agreed as streamlining achieved 

Question 135: 

No comment 

Any further comments  

The Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors (RICS) is pleased to respond to this 

Consultation. 

 

RICS is the largest organisation of its kind for professionals in property, construction, land 

and related environmental issues. As an independent Chartered organisation, RICS 

regulates and maintains the professional standards of 125,000 qualified professionals and 

over 10,000 firms.  

 

We are an internationally recognised standard setter and regulator for the land, property, 

construction, and infrastructure sectors. Over 80,000 of our qualified professionals work in 
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the UK, where our goal is to deliver a healthy and vibrant property and land sector as a key 

pillar of a thriving economy.  

 

We are not a trade body; we do not represent any sectional interest, and under the terms 

of our Royal Charter, our advice and leadership are always in the public interest. In this 

response, we will seek to balance the interests of freeholders, leaseholders, and the wider 

market. 

 

Since 1868, we have been committed to setting and upholding standards of excellence 

and integrity – providing impartial, authoritative advice on key issues affecting businesses 

and society.  

 

RICS is a regulator of both its individual qualified professionals and those firms that have 

registered for regulation by RICS.  

 

RICS professionals, across the UK, are actively involved in advising both leaseholders and 

freeholders in lease extension and enfranchisement matters and have considerable 

professional experience and expertise in this field. 

 

General Comments: 

 

We welcome the opportunity to share our views on the proposed changes to 

enfranchisement of leasehold properties and support the ambitions of the consultation to 

provide a more streamlined system that is transparent and works for all parties.    Indeed, 

the notion of having a single system for houses and flats, that would be supported along 

with other proposals in this consultation, would simplify the current process. 

 

We are, however, somewhat concerned not to have been more closely involved in the 

consultations that took place prior to the drafting of this consultation paper and, indeed, in 

the post publication processes that we understand have taken place. We look forward to 

working with the Law Commission going forward and suggest closer dialogue to discuss 

some of the contentious technical issues; particularly around valuation.  

 

In relation to the consultation’s proposals, RICS has the following concerns: 
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• that the terms of reference potentially give rise to Human Rights issues for landlords 

• if taken forward in its current form, the changes could lead to serious unintended 

consequences, and could lead to the establishment of procedures within the industry that 

are not fit for purpose 

 

 

Unintended Consequences: 

 

There are proposals within this consultation that, whilst reasonable, have not taken into 

consideration the wider implications and the long-term effects upon the market. 

 

Enfranchisement was primarily established statutorily through the Leasehold Reform Act 

1967. Prior to this legislation, leaseholds were established without enfranchisement 

considered, although negotiated agreement was always available. The changes proposed 

within the consultation appear to exclude pre-1967 rights however, which we consider 

unacceptable, with the dangers of starting afresh compounded by some poor drafting in 

the Leasehold Reform, Housing and Urban Development Act 1993.  

 

In the recent MHCLG consultation addressing the issue of onerous ground rents and 

review periods incumbent on newbuild leasehold houses, there were exemptions from 

mandatory freeholds for estates and purpose-built developments. However, in this 

consultation, there is no consideration of the positive impacts of covenants despite the 

significant repercussions that removing covenants can bring.  

 

Covenants should seek to achieve best outcomes for both estates and purpose-built 

developments, and freeholders and owners. While service charges can still be charged to 

properties that are enfranchised, covenants are still needed to protect elements of the 

building or estate. They are not solely conditions put onto leases, but are there to fulfil a 

greater purpose to maintain the character of properties, which can help maintain the value 

of the property. When covenants are removed by enfranchisement, communal areas and 

the character of the estate can deteriorate, resulting in the devaluing of properties.  We 

would welcome a review of running positive covenants with the land, not just negative 

ones, as at present. 

 

In addition, over 40% of leasehold properties are within the private rented sector. There 

doesn’t seem to be much consideration within the consultation of uses of the properties as 

well as the future needs and heritage of the property. When enfranchising, it should be to 

the benefit of all tenants. If properties are within the private rented sector, there is low 
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financial incentive for the upkeep of the common and external building areas. Leasehold 

should be seen through its benefit within some tenures, particularly the private rented 

sector and its ability to deliver the best outcome for the whole collective as well as 

individuals. 

 

 

Standards: 

 

RICS understands that enfranchisement, and Right to Manage, often become a desired 

option due to poor property management either by, or on behalf of, the landlord. However, 

while enfranchisement allows for homeowners to take control, a lack of understanding of 

property and estate management through lay people removes expert knowledge and 

regulation. This often results in worse property management, disrepair and conflict. It’s 

often forgotten that if a lessee is enfranchising, they are not just taking on the benefit but 

the burden as well. Poor management should not be solved through enfranchisement but 

through better standards, redress and enforcement within the industry.  

 

Improving and establishing standards is mutually beneficial for both leaseholder and 

landlord, and doesn’t result in neighbour against neighbour scenarios.  is 

currently convening a working group to improve standards and regulation across the 

residential sector. We recommend that property and estate management be given 

appropriate attention, especially as it relates to leasehold covenants.   

 

In any properly regulated sector led by standards, there is a need for regulated experts to 

adhere to those standards. A limitation of costs results in those with the best expertise not 

being employed, or the benefits their employment brings being seen. There is also the risk 

that as costs are reduced, timelines will grow exponentially. Without expert practitioners 

leading industry, it is more complex to regulate and enforce standards. There is no mention 

within this consultation that suggests cost savings within the legal elements of the process 

and sector. We would strongly recommend that the Law Commission, and by extension the 

Government, do not consider set fees. This will continue to give the consumer choice, and 

ensure that best practice is not impaired by setting lowest common denominator fee levels.  

We would support having the right to appeal unreasonable fees in the First Tier Tribunal 

(FTT), or in a similar judicial or quasi-judicial format.  

 

At present, the industry is under regulated without comprehensive accompanying 

standards, as referred to earlier. This is currently being addressed through the Regulation 

of Property Agents Working Group led by . There are many issues referred to 

within the consultation that have already been successfully addressed through other 

legislation or can be addressed through proper regulation and standards. Too much 
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intervention impacts standards, and the issues within leasehold and enfranchisement 

doesn’t need a full rewrite of the system, but streamlined with transparent standards and 

regulation. Leasehold has been evolving for centuries and is at an advance stage of 

evolution, working well for most residents and owners. Proper standards, coupled with 

better consumer information and transparency around what they are buying, will better 

address the needs and issues of the industry than the proposals within this consultation.  

 

Any standards that are introduced need to ensure that they are enforced with the 

appropriate resource properly to be regulated and upheld.  We would also recommend 

development and mandatory adherence to a code of practice.  

 

Valuation: 

 

The current statutory valuation provisions are complex, but strike a fair balance between 

the competing interests of landlords and lessees.  The valuation provisions have been 

extensively tested before expert tribunals over some five decades, with the tribunals 

issuing decisions made in the light of expert valuation evidence.  The issues surrounding 

valuation are well known to lawyers and valuers practicing in this field both inside and 

outside Greater London.  It is recognised, however, that the greater the number of 

components to a valuation, the greater the scope for dispute between valuers.  

 

A simplification of the valuation process should lead to greater efficiencies, but to depart 

entirely from the current valuation provisions to consciously introduce methodologies that 

reduce premiums per se, risks creating potential conflicts with Human Rights legislation. 

 

We consider that Options 1A (10 times ground rent) and 1B (10% of open market 

(freehold) value) are both arbitrary.  Under Option 1A, the lessee of a high value house, 

subject to a peppercorn rent, would pay nothing to acquire the freehold; whereas the 

lessee of a low value subject to a ground rent of £100 per annum would pay £1,000,   

Similarly under Option 1B, the lessees of two identical houses, one let on a lease with, for 

example150 years unexpired, would pay the same as the lessee of the other house for 

which the lease is much shorter, for example 20 years unexpired.  Neither of these 

scenarios can be considered acceptable. 

 

With regard to Option 2A (Term and Reversion with marriage value excluded) we believe 

that to exclude marriage value from the premium calculation would be to deprive the 

landlord of a fair basis of compensation.  The concept of marriage value is a fundamental, 

and well established, part of the property market both for commercial and residential 

properties; particularly where two or more parties with an interest in the same property are 
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seeking to release value by the merger of their interests as part of a sale to one of the 

parties.  The concept of a landlord receiving a share of marriage value is enshrined in the 

current legislation and we see no equitable reason for the landlord to be deprived of that 

right. 

 

With regard to Options 2B and 2C, these are effectively the same as the current bases of 

valuation under Sections 9(1A) and 9(1C) of the 1967 Act and Schedules 6 and 13 of the 

1993 Act, that is: term plus reversion plus a share of marriage value.  The exception is that 

under Option 2B, any development value would be excluded from the premium by the 

imposition of restrictive covenants in the transfer or lease restricting the future 

development of the property. 

 

We see no reason why the landlord should be deprived of realising development value on 

the sale of his freehold interest to the lessees, especially as the sale would be the result of 

the lessee exercising rights akin to a compulsory purchase.  Accordingly, we consider the 

Option 2B is inappropriate. 

 

In the light of the above, the RICS supports the practical continuation of the existing 

valuation methodologies under the Option 2C proposals, but with the appropriate 

prescription of capitalisation rates, and/or deferment rates and/or relativity by an expert 

committee convened for that purpose. 

 

For example, when considering issues around relativity, being the value differential 

between leasehold and freehold ownership, the 2016, or the 1996 Gerald Eve curve could 

be prescribed for the whole of the UK, or market value could be dispensed with if adequate 

compensation is reflected in the   deferment rate. Relativity graphs have generated a 

certain amount of controversy. The significant Mundy case acknowledged the 1996 graph 

as an industry standard, although the 2016 graph is also in use. Graph selection should be 

geared to   how best to achieve fairness. There are   competing graphs in use which 

calibrate differently regarding   the protagonists. 

Process and Housing Tribunal 

 

One of the biggest issues not fully addressed within the consultation is timelines.   The 

current enfranchisement process can be lengthy and the more complex the valuation, the 

more potential for protracted negotiations.   A simpler system would make it easier and 

cheaper for tenants by achieving more clarity around the method of valuation. We would 

suggest reducing the timetable, simplifying the notice process, and giving s9(i) an end date 

(noting that this may be impacted by difficulty in getting rating information).  We note, 

however, that lessees frequently need a lengthy period to accumulate funds and secure 
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lending. Furthermore, the notice-fixed valuation date incentivises the lessee to take their 

time.  

 

MHCLG is currently consulting on a Housing Court. RICS would suggest whether being 

dealt with in any new housing court or the current tribunal, that a single regulated arbitrator 

or adjudicator handles all disputes. At present, issues and negotiations are handled in both 

the tribunal and the courts. We believe that there needs to be one body that handles all 

cases that is ‘outside’ of the system, but works through it (but not one person or expert). 

We would suggest that for lease terms and conveyancing, a lawyer would be the 

appropriate arbitrator, and for costs and terms, a chartered surveyor.  As a regulator, RICS 

would be best suited to regulate, an activity that we do in other sectors - including handling 

similar issues within commercial leasehold negotiations. Whether a housing court or 

tribunal is established, it will need to be properly resourced and adequately enforceable.  

 

RICS would advocate arbitration being introduced into the enfranchisement process such 

as that currently successfully used in the commercial rent review process. 

 

Conclusion: 

 

RICS supports the principle and objectives set out by Government and agree to much of 

the first chapter of the consultation.  

 

RICS membership spans several areas relevant to this consultation, we would be happy to 

convene a small group across these specialisms to discuss with you the issues in detail. 

 

 



 1 

Name of organisation: Sutton Leaseholders Association 

Question 1:  

Keeping the reformed enfranchisement regime the same in England and Wales at the 

current time seems reasonable but there needs to be scope within the regime that if further 

Welsh devolution takes place then there may need to be a case for treating issues 

differently in England and Wales in the future. 

Question 2: 

(1) Yes 

(2) There seems no valid reason why standard houses and flats would be treated 

differently to each other in being entitled to a lease extension and that they should both be 

at nominal, peppercorn, ground rent. 

(3) A lease extension should be at least as long as the original lease but there may need to 

be a set minimum length of lease put in place for extensions to ensure that there is security 

for the leaseholder.  In our experience the current length of original leases means that 

often the first leaseholder will find themselves in the position of needing to apply for a lease 

extension and if they are selling on without a lease extension then the subsequent buyers 

are likely to need to apply for security for their mortgage.  This may cause financial 

difficulties which could potentially make leasehold properties difficult to sell if the lease 

term is not long enough for the mortgage requirements.  With the retirement age increasing 

potentially the length of mortgages will increase to reflect the more years spent working.  

We would say the lease extension should be 999 and that new leases should commence 

at that figure to provide maximum security to the leaseholder reducing the need for 

financial outlay to extend what you already have. 

Termination of the lease for purposes of redevelopment is a difficult issue and one that 

would ideally be carried out by negotiation between the landlord and leaseholder.  There 

are currently procedures in place that allow public bodies to purchase/terminate a lease.  

We believe that in the interest of equality there should be similar procedures in place for all 

leasehold properties. 

Question 3: 

(1) The right to a lease extension should in all cases be a right to an extended term at a 

nominal ground rent 

(2)  

(3)  

(4) As stated in the text of the document we agree that having the option would make 

matters more complicated than they need be and that there could be additional problems 

later on for either the current leaseholder or more importantly any subsequent leaseholder.  

Being a leaseholder can be complicated enough without having additional differences 

between leaseholders within a block. 
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Where a leasehold property receives very few services provided by the landlord it may be 

that the ground rent is the item some years that is being charged for and this can make, in 

some cases, the process of charging costlier than the sum being collected.  Removing the 

ground rent on an extension would avoid unnecessary work and charges. 

 

Removing the ground rent at lease extension also removes the differences that there may 

be on the ground rent of different leasehold properties within a block and removes any 

unfair charging systems that may have been in place. 

Question 4: 

(1) Other 

(2) We agree that the default position should be as set out in point 1 above but that point 2 

and point 3 as a proposal should in addition allow the leaseholder to propose that other 

land is added or parts of the current premises let under the existing lease are excluded 

from the lease extension.  As a local example there was a period of time when council 

leases were drawn up including a garage if the Right to Buy tenant was already renting a 

garage within the block in which their property was in.  This gave rise to increased 

percentages within the lease which is then applied to all service charges and is deemed by 

many leaseholders who have found themselves in this position as unfair and unexpected.  

It may be that these leaseholders would like to remove the garage from the lease bringing 

them back in line with the majority of leases within the block. 

Question 5: 

(1) Other 

(2) We do not feel that we have enough knowledge on mortgage arrangements to have a 

view on this. 

Question 6: 

(1) Other 

(2) Yes we do agree but that not only should the terms be drawn from a prescribed list of 

non-contentious modernisations but also have the scope to include any requirements that 

may have come about due to a change in the legislation such as requirements for 

protection of either the property by the landlord from fire in communal areas or protection 

of communal areas from fire in an individual leasehold property. 

(3) We agree with the examples of prescribed terms as set out in figure 3. 

That there should be a list of items such as double glazing that have become the standard 

that if a lease is too prescriptive may imply that this is an improvement rather than 

repair/replacement.  Although we would not promote adding things to a lease such as this, 

we know from experience that leaseholders have no success in arguing this type of thing 

at the tribunal. 
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(4) We consider that using a standard or model lease as a starting point in such cases 

would be the best solution to ensure that any necessary requirements can be included 

which may be missed if not changes to a standard or model lease were allowed. 

Question 7:  

(1) Other 

(2) If the new statutory enfranchisement regime means that a lease extension would be 

outside the Acts then we believe that the lease extension should be based on a new 

statutory enfranchisement regime to avoid the inequalities that exist in the current Acts. 

(3) We do not think that lease extensions should be allowed outside of a new statutory 

enfranchisement regime as this could cause issues for the leaseholder completing the 

lease extension or future leaseholders and inequality with others in the block. 

Question 8: 

(1) We have no experience but it seems wrong that a leaseholder is precluded from 

exercising further enfranchisement rights in the future and that if a landlord wishes to stop 

enfranchisement in the future this needs to be dealt with at the time of any future 

enfranchisement.  The lease may be sold to another leaseholder so would impact on them 

rather than the current leaseholder. 

(2) We do not have a good understanding of this but our first thought would be no. 

Question 9: 

It probably will make little impact on current leaseholders of flats but is likely to increase 

the likelihood of leaseholders of houses seeking lease extensions. 

Question 10: 

No direct evidence available but it would seem reasonable to believe that it would improve 

the leasehold market and make leasehold properties more mortgageable. 

Question 11: 

Although we do not believe that these are the best options and that the lease extension 

should be at nominal ground rent we feel that potentially if the costs were reduced enough 

then option 1 may be taken up by some leaseholders although would be less favourable 

for when selling on the lease.  We feel that option 2 would only potentially be taken up by 

those with currently unfavourable ground rent and perhaps there are other ways in which 

this could be dealt with. 

Question 12: 

(1) We have no direct experience and understand that as council leaseholders any lease 

extensions have been on a like for like basis with the reduction to a peppercorn ground 

rent.  However we can imagine that all three points are possible and would put 

leaseholders off applying for a lease extension. 
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(2) We would assume that it would make the process quicker and easier with more 

transparency on knowing what the costs are likely to be before commencing the process 

which can only be a good thing for leaseholders as well as reasonable leaseholders. 

(3) Yes 

(4) We feel that the reform would make the process clearer, quicker, less costly and more 

transparent and therefore a higher proportion of leaseholders would seek to exercise their 

right to a lease extension.  We feel it is likely to have the biggest impact for leaseholders of 

private landlords and those of leasehold houses. 

Question 13: 

Do not have enough knowledge to have a view. 

Question 14: 

(1) Other 

(2) Generally agree yes but does the mortgage company have any say in the matter or 

could there be any penalties to pay for paying off a mortgage early? 

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 15: 

(1) It would seem sensible that the freehold acquisition should be subject to the current 

rights and obligations on which the freehold is currently held. 

(2) Yes 

(3)  

(4)  

Question 16: 

(1) We believe that point 1 should apply to ensure continuity across an estate. 

(2)  

Question 17: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) We believe that any unpaid sums need to be recoverable unless determined by a 

tribunal that they are not payable. 

Question 18: 
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(1) Yes 

(2) There needs to be some provision made so if there is no other obligations in place then 

taking them from a prescribed list or appropriate covenants seems reasonable and the 

least contentious way of progressing. 

(3) Rights of way and access to communal services such as drains that may cross retained 

land and vice versa. 

Question 19: 

(1) Maybe 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 20: 

(1) No experience of this but imagine that there is inequality between current freeholder 

and leaseholder putting the leaseholder at a disadvantage. 

(2) Would image that it would do all of the points 1-3 but to what extent it would be difficult 

to quantify. 

(3) Yes 

(4) We would imagine that it would. 

Question 21: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 22: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 23: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  
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Question 24: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 25: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 26: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 27: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 28: 

(1)  

(2)  

Question 29: 

(1)  

(2)  

Question 30: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  
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(3)  

Question 31: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

Question 32: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3) Not Answered 

(4)  

Question 33: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 34: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2)  

(3)  

(4)  

Question 35: 

Not Answered 

Question 36: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 37: 

Not Answered 
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Question 38: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

(5) Not Answered 

(6) Not Answered 

Question 39: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 40: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 41: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 42: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 43: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 44: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 
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(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 45: 

Not Answered 

Question 46: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

(5) Not Answered 

(6) Not Answered 

Question 47: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 48: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 49: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 50: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 51: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 52: 
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(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 53: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 54: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 55: 

Not Answered 

Question 56:  

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 57: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 58: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 59: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 60: 

Not Answered 

Question 61: 
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(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 62: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 63: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 64: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 65: 

Not Answered 

Question 66: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 67: 

Not Answered 

Question 68: 

Not Answered 

Question 69: 

Not Answered 

Question 70: 

(1) Not Answered 
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(2) Not Answered 

Question 71: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 72: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

(5) Not Answered 

(6) Not Answered 

Question 73: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 74: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 75: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 76: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 77: 

(1) Not Answered 
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(2) Not Answered 

Question 78: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 79: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 80: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 81: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 82: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 83: 

Not Answered 

Question 84: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 85: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 86: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 
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Question 87: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 88: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 89: 

Not Answered 

Question 90: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 91: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 92: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 93: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 94: 

(1) Yes 
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(2)  

Question 95: 

Question 96: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 97: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 98: 

Not Answered 

Question 99: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 100: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 101: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 102: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 
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Question 103: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 104: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 105: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3)  

(4)  

(5)  

(6)  

(7)  

(8)  

(9)  

(10)  

(11)  

(12) Not Answered 

(13) Not Answered 

Question 106: 

Not Answered 

Question 126: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 127: 

Not Answered 
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Question 128: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 129: 

Not Answered 

Question 130: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 131: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 132: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 133: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 134: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 135: 

Any further comments  

Generally the paper you published was found to be too long and complicated for us as 

leaseholders to work our way through and make responses to all questions, even with the 

increase in consultation time. 

 

 





 1 

Name of organisation: Wedlake Bell LLP 

Question 1:  

Not Answered 

Question 2: 

(1) Yes 

(2) This is the current position, and the reasons why it was introduced remain cogent 

today. 

(3) 1. Either 90 years (per the 1993 Act current position) or 100 years (on the basis of 

decimal neatness). 

 

2. The position as applies at present should continue. 

Question 3: 

(1)  

(2)  

(3) Leaseholders should also have the choice to extinguish the ground rent (without 

extending the lease) 

(4) There are a number of problems that current exist regarding ground rent and it would 

be a good idea for lessees who currently have no need for a lease extension (or are 

unable to afford the costs related to such an extension) to have an alternative and cheaper 

way of bringing an end to ground rent obligations. 

Question 4: 

(1) Yes 

(2) The proposals seem reasonable and bear some similarity to the Landlord and Tenant 

Act 1954 renewal provisions. 

Question 5: 

(1) Yes 

(2) This would help with the arrangements connected to the granting of extended lease. 

Question 6: 

(1) Yes 
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(2) In theory this has the potential to cut short the kind of negotiations that now take place 

as to proposed amendments but, of course, this raises another question - what will be set 

out in the "prescribed list of non-contentious modernisations"? 

(3) This ought to be harmonised with the provisions of the UK Finance Mortgage Lenders 

Handbook for conveyancers. 

(4)  

Question 7:  

(1) Other 

(2) Problems can arise (specifically in relation to (i) the production of unrepresentative 

comparable value figures; (ii) lenders; and (iii) tax) but these are not considered to be 

significant. 

(3) We do not consider such issues to be sufficiently significant as to merit such steps 

being taken. 

Question 8: 

(1) We have not experienced such extensions. 

(2) We are agnostic on this issue. 

Question 9: 

Not Answered 

Question 10: 

Not Answered 

Question 11: 

Not Answered 

Question 12: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 13: 

Not Answered 

Question 14: 



 3 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 15: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 16: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 17: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 18: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 19: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 20: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 
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(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 21: 

(1) No 

(2)  

(3) No 

(4)  

Question 22: 

(1) No 

(2)  

Question 23: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 24: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Per what is proposed at 24 above and subject to Part 1 of the Landlord and Tenant Act 

1987. 

Question 25: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 26: 

(1) No 

(2) Where the freeholder has a need to use the common parts and/or any other land let 

with the flats and proper protection in the form of easements in favour of the lessees is 

provided, then the need to expropriate such property interests is not made out. 
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(3) No 

(4) The answer at 26 above also applies here. 

Question 27: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) No 

(4) Reasonable endeavors should be enough. 

Question 28: 

(1)  

(2) Yes, this is sensible but such "prescribed list" of covenants should be fairly limited and 

only relate to matters that could prejudicially impact the freeholder's land nearby. 

Ultimately, it will depend on what is in the prescribed list. 

Question 29: 

(1) Again, this is sensible but it will depend on what is in the prescribed list. 

(2) Broadly, anything that protects existing property interests in the leases ought not to be 

cut down by the enfranchisement procedure. 

Question 30: 

(1) Yes 

(2) But only if such terms are necessary for the reasonable use of the retained land. 

(3) This should include access rights, rights of light, support, drains/conduits/pipes etc. 

Question 31: 

(1) No 

(2)  

Question 32: 

(1) Yes 

(2) It is a complicated and time consuming procedure and it would be unreasonable for it to 

be possible to have repeated claims one straight after the other. We assume the reference 

is to claims that did not result in an enfranchisement. 

(3) No 
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(4) 2 years would be long enough. 

Question 33: 

(1) No 

(2) The Landlord and Tenant Act 1987 provides further protection for lessees. 

(3)  

Question 34: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) The latter. 

(4)  

Question 35: 

Not Answered 

Question 36: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 37: 

Not Answered 

Question 38: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

(5) Yes 

(6)  

Question 39: 
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(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 40: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 41: 

(1) Yes 

(2) The current arrangements are ridiculously confusing and based on historic information. 

Question 42: 

(1) Yes 

(2) This requirement can cause unnecessary hardship and seems to serve no useful 

purpose. 

Question 43: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 44: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3) Yes 

(4)  

Question 45: 

This seems sensible but the wording of the legislation should make it clear that it is only to 

be applied in exceptional circumstances, for the reasons given in question 45. 

Question 46: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  
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(3) Yes 

(4)  

(5) Yes 

(6)  

Question 47: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 48: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 49: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 50: 

(1) No 

(2) There is the potential for endless battles between lessees in a two flat building if this 

provision is introduced. 

Question 51: 

(1) Yes 

(2) It is difficult to see the reason for such prohibition in practice. 

Question 52: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 53: 

(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 54: 
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(1) Yes 

(2)  

Question 55: 

See answer as per question 50. 

Question 56:  

(1) Yes 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 57: 

(1) No 

(2)  

Question 58: 

(1) No 

(2)  

(3)  

Question 59: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 60: 

Not Answered 

Question 61: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 62: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 
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Question 63: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 64: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 65: 

Not Answered 

Question 66: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 67: 

Not Answered 

Question 68: 

Not Answered 

Question 69: 

Not Answered 

Question 70: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 71: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 72: 

(1) Not Answered 
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(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

(5) Not Answered 

(6) Not Answered 

Question 73: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 74: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 75: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 76: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 77: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 78: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 79: 

(1) Not Answered 
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(2) Not Answered 

Question 80: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 81: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 82: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 83: 

Not Answered 

Question 84: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 85: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 86: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 87: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 88: 
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(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 89: 

Not Answered 

Question 90: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 91: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 92: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 93: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 94: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 95: 

Not Answered 

Question 96: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 
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(3) Not Answered 

Question 97: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 98: 

Not Answered 

Question 99: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 100: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

(4) Not Answered 

Question 101: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 102: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 103: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 104: 

(1) Not Answered 
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(2) Not Answered 

Question 105: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3)  

(4)  

(5)  

(6)  

(7)  

(8)  

(9)  

(10)  

(11)  

(12) Not Answered 

(13) Not Answered 

Question 106: 

Not Answered 

Question 126: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 127: 

Not Answered 

Question 128: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 129: 

Not Answered 
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Question 130: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 131: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 132: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 133: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

(3) Not Answered 

Question 134: 

(1) Not Answered 

(2) Not Answered 

Question 135: 

Not Answered 

Any further comments  
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